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C^oreword

T'HE DOMINANT THEME of M.ennonit.es in Canada 1786 -
1920 (published in 1974) was the Mennonite search for a

measure of separation from Canadian and other secular societies. In
the present volume, the struggle to survive despite the failure to
maintain the traditional physical or geographical separation becomes
dominant.

In Canada, wartime passions and reforms made it impossible for
the Mennonites to maintain the educational and cultural institutions
which had enabled them to achieve a degree of physical separation
from Canadian society. Consequently, in the 1920s, those Canadian
Mennonites who still regarded such separation as essential for the
preservation of their faith decided to leave Canada. At very consider-
able economic and social cost, they moved to Mexico or Paraguay
when it became clear that provincial governments in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan were determined to enforce educational "reforms"
which were unacceptable to the Mennonites. They, however, were a
minority, even among the Mennonites.

x
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The majority of Canadian Mennonites tried to accommodate
themselves to the new conditions of post-war Canada, but many had
serious doubts about whether the distinctive features of their faith
could survive and prosper without the safeguards of physical separa-
tion. Certainly, other safeguards and other institutions would have to
be created to replace those destroyed by provincial reforms. Thus the
Mennonite struggle to preserve some cherished nonconformist
values against the onslaught of alien ideas and modes of life could be
observed on many fronts. The disasters of the Great Depression of
the 1930s further intensified the struggle for survival, adding
economic concerns to those of culture and religion.

For other Mennonites, the struggle for survival in the 1 920s and
1930s was even more desperate. During the war, Mennonite
churches in Germany and Holland made old and venerable religious
principles optional for their members, and many quickly flocked to
the colours in the military defence of their fatherland. In Russia,
where Mennonites had enjoyed exceptional privileges and achieved
phenomenal successes, the war, revolution, and civil strife com-
pletely destroyed the social and economic viability of the Mennonite
colonies. The colonists were faced with the harsh choice of immigra-
tion or forcible induction into an alien and hostile new reality under
the Soviets. Survival, not separation, became the overriding concern
of a people whose desperation rose to incredible intensity in these
decades.

These experiences, while in some respects unique, had a great deal
in common with the struggles of other peoples in all parts of the
world. Certainly in Canada, Mennonites were only one of many
minority groups who at times felt the survival of the things dear and
precious to them was threatened. Each minority group tended to see
itself as being alone, threatened by all the others. French-Canadian
Catholics were often inclined to see all other Canadians as English
Protestants, and certainly small groups such as Jehovah's Witnesses
thought themselves a very small minority opposed by everyone else.
In many Mennonite communities the Englaender (English) were all
non-Mennonites, whether or not they knew any English. This
history, therefore, reveals important aspects of Canadian history as
well as specific details of Mennonite history.

It is well known that when war broke out again in 1939, the
Canadian government was determined to avoid a crisis with the
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French Canadians over the question of compulsory military service
overseas. The French-Canadian objections to conscription were
certainly not the same as those of the Mennonites to active military
service, but the willingness of the Canadian government to accom-
modate both was rooted in a respect for minority groups unmatched
by any other wartime government. The Mennonites are only one of
many groups which make up the Canadian mosaic. Their struggles
in the 1920s and 193 Os are therefore relevant for anyone wishing to
understand Canada better.

The writing of this volume, like Volume I, was sponsored by the
Mennonite Historical Society of Canada. It was supported finan-
cially by the Social Science and Humanities Research Council,
several Mennonite organizations, and private donors. Equally
important, but less tangible, support has come from many interested
readers and critics of the manuscript. This volume is intended to
foster a better understanding not only of Canadian Mennonites, but
also of the country in which, after struggling for years to survive,
Mennonites have now found opportunities to participate actively and
positively in virtually all aspects of community life.

T. D. Regehr
Professor of History
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon
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T̂HE WORLD had survived the Great War (1914-1918),
but peace did not bring with it a feeling of contentment or

even a sense of security. On the contrary, in the words of Sir Robert
Borden, Canada's wartime Prime Minister, "the world had drifted
from its old anchorages and no man could with certainty prophesy
what the outcome would be." The post-war international community
was confronted by many problems, some of which the war had not
solved and some of which the war had created. The war-to-end-all-
wars did not end all wars. And before the twentieth century was half
spent, the nuclear bombs of a second world-wide conflagration
focused the survival question for the whole of humanity as never
before.

The impact of the first total war just concluded was felt by the
European states, their colonies, and other parts of the world, includ-
ing the separated Mennonite world, for decades to come. The big
revolution in Russia, which the war helped to precipitate, sent shock
waves of its own around the globe, shaking old and new nations in

Xlll
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ever-recurring quakes. Revolutions and counter-revolutions threat-
ened the democracies with authoritarian forms of government, both
of the left and of the right. Communism and fascism in turn stirred
new rivalries, which the crumbling empires, the awakening colo-
nies, and their distant allies could not escape.

Complicating the emergence of a secure international order were
the world-wide economic dislocations of the 1930s, which accentu-
ated political instabilities, class conflict, and extremist solutions.
Slowly but surely, the world stage was set for more belligerency. And
the international instruments created by the Peace of Versailles and
the League of Nations were too weak, or their leaders too unwilling,
to prevent the ensuing conflict.

The historical period framed by the two world wars was an age of
displacement in every way. People by the tens of millions lost their
homes and became refugees. The borders of nations and empires
were adjusted as changing international realities required a massive
redrawing of the maps. Old traditions and cultures were confronted
and often swept aside by new political ideologies, social movements,
and technologies. The advent of radio heralded the age of mass
communication and the further invasion of minority cultures by the
majorities.

These developments all had their international dimensions, but
each national society mirrored the struggle for continuity in its own
way. And within the nation-states themselves, smaller populations of
all kinds were caught in the squeeze of contradictory forces at work.
No groups, no matter how isolated or separated, could escape the big
question of the century: the survival of humankind in general and of
minorities and their values in particular. Canadianization, urbaniza-
tion, and various reform movements were threatening the traditional
cultures of ethnic and religious minorities alike.

In Canada, the problems of minority groups were complicated
during this time by the country's own dilemmas, resulting partly
from her own choices and partly from forces beyond her control.
Should Canada be simply a British dominion or should she be a
nation in her own right? If nationalism was the most logical direc-
tion, should that nationalism move Canada closer to, or further away
from, the United States? Was international co-operation and interde-
pendence the call of the hour or did the American idea of isolation
hold the key to the Canadian future?
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Fundamental questions about basic political and economic direc-
tions remained unanswered, as Canada's internal confidence was
shaken repeatedly by many dashed hopes. The idea that the twentieth
century belonged to Canada was fast losing credibility for several
reasons. Canada's capacity to attract and keep immigrants was cast
into doubt by the large outflow to the United States and other
countries. The promises of the golden West were shattered when the
price of wheat fell temporarily from $2.32 per bushel in 1919 to 76
cents per bushel in 1921 and a low of less than 40 cents per bushel a
decade later. Low prices, moreover, were accompanied in the 1930s
by severe drought, dust storms, and great numbers of grasshoppers
throughout most of the prairie region. An accelerating move to the
cities was not only threatening rural values but also ushering in a new
class-consciousness, as had become evident in the Winnipeg strike.

Intellectual leadership was not lacking during these critical times,
but achieving a popular consensus was quite another matter. There
was a turning away from the old political, social, economic, and
religious institutions and ideals which seemed unable to meet and
solve the problems of post-war Canada. None of the new ideas and
new movements, however, gained nation-wide majority support.
Clergymen spoke out boldly, but neither the convinced pacifists nor
the ardent nationalists were the leaders of majorities. Newspaper
editors, like the politicians, succumbed to parochialism in order to
survive or, as some believed, to follow the better course. Other
writers, as well as artists, commanded too little recognition and were
too poorly paid to have a national voice. And radio was preoccupied
with establishing itself as an institution, unsure whether to take its
cues from Britain or the United States.

In this national and international situation the Mennonites tried to
find themselves and their future. Throughout their 400 years they
had sought to survive by separating themselves from the main
thoroughfares of the world and the power plays in the international
community. Yet separation and isolation were never complete or
entirely successful. The Mennonites were not spared the tribulations
of the wars and of the inter-war years. No place on earth, not in the
east and not in the west, not in the north and not in the south,
provided a seclusion sufficient to protect them from the storms of the
twentieth century, though many sought such a place of refuge with
diligence.
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Thus, the Mennonites became a part of the struggle for survival in
places and ways so diverse that they recorded a chapter quite unique
in the history of the twentieth century. Canada was the setting and the
focus for much of that history. The Mennonites found this country to
be both a friend and an enemy in their struggle, one to which they
fled with great eagerness and one which some left with equally great
sadness. Perhaps it will surprise no one that a time of many troubles
also gave rise to many different responses.
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In the profound unsettlement of the first post-war years, the form
of the future was still largely hidden behind cloudy and angry
ambiguities; and all that seemed certain was that the old order had
been wrecked, the old conditions undermined, the old assumptions
contradicted — DONALD CREIGHTON.'

T(HE GREAT WAR had changed irrevocably the order of
things and delivered an uncertain future not only for

Canada and the world but also for the Mennonite people. Canada s
58,800 Mennonites3 represented less than one per cent of that
country's population, but about 1 1 per cent of the total Mennonite
population around the world in 1921 (see Table 1). Canadian
Mennonites nevertheless became the focus of an intense struggle for
survival, both nationally and internationally, during the inter-war
period. From abroad came desperate calls for help from a belea-
guered people facing the physical and spiritual calamities of the
Bolshevik revolution.5 In Canada, the changing political, social, and
economic conditions represented external threats to the traditional
way of life. Internal weaknesses too, while not great enough to render
the Mennonites helpless, significantly impaired their ability to deal
effectively with the problems of the day.

Among the external and internal conditions essential to Mennonite
continuity some were more fundamental than others. Most of all,

1
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TABLE I4

SUMMARY OF WORLD MENNONITE MEMBERSHIP
(BY COUNTRY C.l 920)

COUNTRY NUMBER

Argentina
Belgian Congo
Canada
China
Danzig
France
Germany
India
Java/Sumatra
Netherlands
Poland
Switzerland
U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.

100
200

58,800
10,000
5,000
4,000
9,000

20,000
10,000
70,000
2,500
2,000

202,500
120,000

Total 514,100

Canadian Mennonites needed good land, much good land, for
themselves and for their offspring in order to make a living but also
to support a way of life. Yet the best lands available in Canada were
already settled. Mennonites needed compact communities, but
exclusive blocks of land available to them alone were gone forever in
Canada, and settlement patterns generally militated against islands of
separateness such as the Mennonites had once known.

^41ennonites also needed tolerant laws, tolerant political leaders,
and tolerant public opinion to support their way of life, but tolerance
for Mennonite pacifists, many of them German-speaking, had been
seriously undermined by the propaganda and the passions unleashed
by the Great War with Germany. They needed to educate their own
children in their own schools, but separate schools had fallen into
disfavour, at least in the prairie provinces. They needed internal
solidarity and a united front to withstand societal pressures and to
maintain their nonconformist vilues, but the Mennonite community
was everywhere divided and poorly prepared for the forces that
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increasingly demanded accommodation. On all of these fronts and
others the times and circumstances were not the best.

While the total situation made for an uncertain future, the Menno-
nites were not without confidence and hope. Their religious roots
were deep and their moral orientation remained strong. Some ethnic
characteristics and cultural insularity contributed to cohesion and the
desired separateness from unwanted influences. Their general repu-
tation as good farmers and positive citizens, especially in Ontario,
was in their favour, and some outsiders were willing to come to their
defence. A very enduring linkage between them and the land had
been established, and while the links could not easily be lengthened
or multiplied the existing ones could not be broken.

The Need for Land

The availability of an abundance of land, preferably in parcels
sufficiently large and compact to allow the formation of strong
agricultural communities, was probably the most essential external
condition for Mennonite continuity and the preservation of every-
thing important to them. Such self-sufficient communities could
sustain the Mennonite culture through the neighbourhood schools
and nurture the Mennonite faith through the congregational fellow-
ships. To be sure, not all Mennonites rated rural life equally high on
the scale of values. While agriculture was considered essential by
most, some only preferred it. Still others considered it marginal, and
some business people and professionals had turned their backs on it.
Generally speaking, however, there was a close correlation between
Mennonite continuity and land-based community. It was as H. H.
Ewert, the outstanding Mennonite educator of the day, said:

The favourite occupation ofMennonites is farming. This suits
their love for independence and their desire for leading a quiet
life. City life they find too much exposed to all sorts of
temptations.6

Mennonites, of course, were not alone in their rural base and
outlook. In the 1921 census, about half of Canada's people—50.5
per cent—were classed as rural, with rural people comprising 64 per
cent of the population on the prairies.7 Mennonites, on the other
hand, were overwhelmingly rural. The most urbanized parts of their
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world were the Waterloo County area of Ontario and the West
Reserve area of Manitoba. In both of these areas about 1 0 per cent of
the population was urbanized, slightly more in Ontario and slightly
less in Manitoba.8 However, even the southern Manitoba Menno-
nite towns, like Altona and Winkler, here classed as urban,9 really
reflected the rural life and values of surrounding areas.

All of the ^4ennonite immigrants who had entered the country
from 1786 to 1920, about 12,000 altogether, had done so as
agriculturalists. Their ancestors had not all been farmers—there
having been academics, professionals, craftsmen, and artisans
among the sixteenth-century Anabaptist pioneers—but their
repeated search for seclusion and security had always pointed in rural
directions. Eventually, the Mennonite way of life had become
identified as an agricultural way of life, first in various parts of
Europe—the Netherlands represented a notable exception to this
observation—and then in North America.10

The four movements of Mennonites into Canada (see Table 2)
coincided with the settlement and agricultural development of the
country. The first to arrive were approximately 2,000 Swiss-South
German Mennonites (hereafter known as Swiss or SSG) who came to
Upper Canada from Pennsylvania in the fifty years or so following
the American Revolution. While they settled chiefly in the Niagara
Peninsula and in the York and Waterloo counties,12 small family
groups did go farther afield so that by 1 841 they were found in 30
townships, though 23 of these had fewer than 50 Mennonites each.13
Second were the Amish, a Mennonite branch originating in Europe
in the 1690s (hereafter frequently included with the Swiss), who
arrived both from Europe directly and from Pennsylvania, attracted
by an Upper Canada land grant designated the German Block in
Wilmot township.14 Beginning in 1824, these people too kept
coming for about fifty years, though the total number did not exceed
an average of about 15 a year.

As the Amish immigration was coming to an end, the Dutch-
North German Mennonites (hereafter known as Dutch or DNG),
began to arrive in Canada from -Russia, where they had made their
home since the end of the eighteenth century. They had moved to the
land of the tsars from the Vistula Valley of Prussia, which had been
their first permanent refuge from sixteenth-century persecution in
the Netherlands. For 250 years they had lived in relative peace and
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TABLE 2"
SUMMARY OF MENNONITE/AMISH MIGRATIONS TO CANADA

(1786-1920)

TIME
PERIOD ORIGIN DESTINATION NUMBER CULTURE

1786-1836 Pennsylvania Ontario c. 2,000 SSG

Alsace
1824-1874 Bavaria

Pennsylvania
Ontario c. 750 SSG

1874-1880 Russia Manitoba c. 7,000 DNG

U.S.A.
1890-1920 Prussia

Russia

Alberta
British
Columbia

Manitoba
Saskatchewan

c. 2,250 DNG/SSG

Total c. 12,000

prosperity, but when the Prussian monarchs had increasingly seen fit
to curtail religious liberty and economic opportunity, the Menno-
nites had responded positively to the invitation of Catherine the Great
and her successors. The 10,000 original immigrants to Russia had
increased to a population of nearly 6 0,0 00 by the 1870s. From 1874
to the close of the decade, about 7,000 immigrants transplanted the
colony and village system from Russia to the East and West reserves
of Manitoba, while another 11,000 chose Kansas and other midwest-
ern American states. About 40,000 stayed in Russia.15

To these three basic migratory movements into Canada—the
Swiss from Pennsylvania, the Amish from Alsace and Bavaria, and
the Dutch from Russia—must be added a sequence of small immi-
grations in the three decades prior to 1920. These smaller move-
ments involved an additional number of approximately 2,250 immi-
grants who arrived as individuals, family units, or small groups.16
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Some came directly from Russia and Prussia. Most of them were
people from the United States, once more seeking out the agricul-
tural frontier. Some of these immigrants were of the Swiss Menno-
nite cultural family, descendants of the approximately 8,000 Swiss
Mennonites who had arrived in America over a period of two
centuries.17 The majority were related to those 11,000 Dutch Men-
nonites who had made the American midwest their home following
the emigration from Russia in the 1 870s.

A few of these American immigrants settled in Manitoba and
British Columbia, but most took advantage of the homestead oppor-
tunities in the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan. At this point
in time, Ontario Mennonites were exclusively of the Swiss variety
including the Amish, and Manitoba and British Columbia Menno-
nites were exclusively of Dutch origin. Saskatchewan and Alberta
represented a mixture, the Dutch being predominant in the former
and the Swiss, at least for the time being, in the latter.

The land possessed by the immigrants'—the farms of the German
Land Company and the German Block in Ontario, the reserves in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and homesteads in Alberta, British
Columbia, and Saskatchewan — had been ploughed by them for the
first time. Mennonite families were large and as the sons married,
additional acreages were needed. This meant settlement farther afield
already in the second generation. The Mennonite population had
increased to 58,797 by 1921 (see Table 3), and the land areas under
their control had likewise expanded.

The Ontario Mennonites had spread, however thinly, virtually
throughout the province, although it was impossible to specify the
exact location and compare the acreages held by them in the various
districts. While 71 per cent of the 13,645 Mennonites and Amish in
Ontario were concentrated in five electoral districts, which embraced
the pioneer communities as they had expanded and consolidated
through the years, 29 per cent or 4,097 were distributed in over 62
other districts (see Table 4).

This scattering, which had been characteristic of Mennonite
settling in Ontario from the beginning,21 meant the slow but sure
absorption of many Mennonites into English Canada and into other
religious denominations.22 In the Niagara Peninsula this assimilation
proceeded more rapidly and completely than in other places, accord-
ing to Ivan Groh, as a consequence of the War of 1812. 3 British
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TABLE 319

MENNONITE POPULATION* IN CANADA, 1901 - 1921
(ACCORDING TO THE CANADIAN CENSUS)

PROVINCE 1901 1911 1921

British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Prince Edward Island
Newfoundland
Yukon and N.W.T.

11
522

3,751
15,246
12,208

50
9

189
1,524

14,400
15,600
12,828

51
18
1

172
3,125

20,544
21,295
13,645

6
2
4
3

1

Total 31,797 44,611 58,797

* Including non-member children and young people.

Upper Canada leaders as well as London statesmen "were embar-
rassed by the situation" because in the Peninsula "the Palatine
Germans and other aliens outnumbered the British Anglicans ten—
or perhaps twenty—to one." What was more serious was the way in
which the Methodist circuit riders were outwitting the Family
Compact and out-converting the Anglican bishops. Mennonites and
Tunkers remained aloof, but to the extent that they were open to
outside influence, the Methodists were winning out. The situation
had to be changed.

The Niagara Peninsula simply had to be made British. Bilin-
gualism was a disgrace in a British colony. Germans in the
Niagara Peninsula were almost as objectionable as French in
Lower Canada. The English language, British institutions,
and the Anglican church simply had to dominate. The inevita-
ble and immediate reaction was to pretend the Palatine Ger-
mans and other aliens in the Niagara Peninsula did not exist.
They were left out of all the text books. It worked in the Niag-
ara Peninsula.24
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TABLE 420

ONTARIO MENNONITE POPULATION BY DOMINION ELECTORAL
DISTRICTS

(COMPARED TO THE TOTAL IN 1921)

DISTRICT MENNONITES TOTAL DISTRICT MENNONITES TOTAL

AlgomaEast 66 40,618
AlgomaWest 2 33,676
Brant 3 20,085
Brantford 12 33,292
Bruce North 329 20,872
Bruce South 34 23,413
Dufferin 44 15,415
Dundas 1 24,388
Elgin East 102 17,306
Elgin West 5 27,678
Essex North 2 71,150
Fort William &
Rainy River 1 39,661
Grenville 1 16,644
Grey North 105 30,667
Grey South 136 28,384
Haldimand 170 21,287
Halton 13 24,899
Hamilton East 3 49,820
Hamilton West 1 39,298
Hastings East 2 23,072
Hastings West 9 34,451
Huron North 10 23,540
Huron South 213 23,548
Kent 7 52,139
Kingston 1 24,104
LambtonEast 52 25,801
LambtonWest 21 32,888
Leeds 3 34,909
Lincoln 329 48,625
Middlesex East 5 27,994
Middlesex West 13 25,033
Muskoka 6 19,439
Norfolk 12 26,366
Northumberland 5 30,512
Ontario North 81 15,420

Ontario South
Ottawa
Oxford North*
Oxford South
Parkdale

(Toronto City)
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth North*
Perth South
Peterboro West
Port Arthur &

Kenora

Prince Edward
Renfrew North
Simcoe East
Simcoe North

Simcoe South

Timiskaming
Toronto Centre
Toronto East
Toronto North
Toronto South

Toronto West

Waterloo North*
Waterloo South*
Welland
Wellington North
Wellington South
Wentworth
York East
York North
York South*
York West
0ther8(14)

108 31,074
3 93,740

698 24,527
1 22,235

17 80,780
1 27,022
2 23,896

1,118 32,461
217 18,382

5 29,318

2
1

43,300
16,806
23,956
37,122
22,100
24,810
51,568
51,768
64,825
72,478
37,596
68,397
41,698
33,568
66,668
19,833
34,327
64,449
77,950
23,136

602 100,054
30 70,681
-4^6,743

15
391

11
1

24
20
6
2

42
4,556
2,574

422
453

55
12
88

368

Overall Totals 13,645 2,933,662

* Five districts containing 7 1 per cent of Ontario Mennonites.
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Re-education of the people and "heavy immigration did the trick."
Gradually, the Mennonites of Swiss extraction disappeared and "99
per cent of the descendants of the [Mennonite and other] pioneer
Germans of the Niagara Peninsula" forgot their heritage.25 What
happened there was an indication of what could in time happen in the
rest of Canada.

Manitoba was home for 21,295 Mennonites in 1921. About two-
thirds (14,277) were in the Lisgar electoral district, which included
the former West Reserve, and nearly another third (5,987) were in
the Provencher and Springfield districts, which embraced the for-
mer East Reserve. The balance of 1,03 1 were already present in 12
other districts (see Table 5).

In Saskatchewan, likewise, the concentrations of Mennonites in
the Saskatoon (8,63 1) and Prince Albert (3,393) districts accounted
for earlier block settlements in the Saskatchewan Valley, while the
6,961 in the Swift Current district were essentially the inhabitants of
the former Swift Current Reserve. An additional 1,559 Menno-

26TABLE 52

MANITOBA MENNONITE POPULATION BY ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
(COMPARED TO THH TOTAL IN 1921)

DISTRICT MENNONITES TOTAL

Brandon
Dauphin
Lisgar
Macdonald
Marquette
Neepawa
Nelson
Portage la Prairie
Provencher
Selkirk
Souris

Springfield
Winnipeg Centre
Winnipeg North
Winnipeg South

9
32

14,277
37
13
1

68
713

4,117
33
1

1,870
42
41
41

40,183
35,482
29,921
23,824
41,254
28,356
19,806
22,254
29,308
55,395
26,410
58,870
76,470
62,957
59,628

Total 21,295 610,118
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nltes, to make a total of 20,544 in the province, were scattered into
13 other districts (see Table 6).

Mennonite settlement in Alberta was different from that in the
other three provinces already named in that no block settlements,
such as characterized the founding of communities in Ontario,
Manitoba, and Saskatchewan, were established in that province. On
the contrary, the numerous small unattached settlements were a
foreshadowing of the Mennonite scatterings of the future. In 1921,
Alberta's 3,125 Mennonites were found in all 12 electoral districts,
and not one of these districts had as many as one thousand in them (see
Table 7). Similarly, in British Columbia, which had just barely been
penetrated, the handful of 172 Mennonites was scattered over eleven
districts (see Table 8).

TABLE 627

SASKATCHEWAN MENNONITE POPULATION
BY ELECTORAL DISTRICTS

(COMPARED TO THE TOTAL IN 1921)

DISTRICT MENNONITES TOTAL

Assiniboia
Battleford
Humboldt
Kindersley
Last Mountain
Mackenzie
Maple Creek
Moose Jaw
North Battleford
Prince Albert
Qu'Appelle
Regina
Saltcoats
SasJcatoon
Swift Current
Weyburn

66
34

935
43
19
39

113
3

233
3,393

1
32
26

8,631
6,961

15

34,789
33,641
55,225
44,772
50,055
55,629
56,064
50,403
47,381
56,829
34,836
49,977
43,795
55,151
53,275
35,688

Total 20,544 757,510
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Within a few decades, the Alberta and British Columbia patterns
would be modified somewhat, but several things were clear in 1920
with respect to agricultural settlement. The golden years ofopportu-
nity for rural conquest and agricultural expansion were, to a very
considerable extent, a thing of the past. Consequently, the formation
of solid, relatively compact and exclusive ethnic or religious commu-
nities had also become virtually impossible.30 This situation, com-
pounded as it was by a political mood and government policies
which, quite understandably, favoured settlement opportunities for
returning soldiers, had serious implications for the Mennonite
future.

Canadian agricultural opportunities at the start of the 1920s were
quite limited. Those who felt that settlement had been curtailed only
on account of the war had to face other realities as well. To begin
with, Canada's agricultural land was not unlimited. The horizons
were distant and the prairies expansive, but not all that the eye could
see was land suited for agriculture. On the contrary, according to

TABLE 728

ALBERTA MENNONITE POPULATION BY ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
(COMPARED TO THE TOTAL IN 1921)

DISTRICT MENNONITES TOTAL

Battle River
Bow River
Calgary East
Calgary West
Edmonton East
Edmonton West
Lethbridge
Macleod
Medicine Hat
Red Deer
Strathcona
Victoria

43
375
664
370

8
101
782
220
165
133
3

261

49,173
55,356
44,995
44,341
56,548
74,267
37,699
34,008
43,179
49,629
42,520
56,739

Total 3,125 588,454
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TABLE 829

BRITISH COLUMBIA MENNONITE POPULATION BY ELECTORAL
DISTRICTS

(COMPARED TO THE TOTAL IN 192l)

DISTRICT MENNONITES TOTAL

Burrard
Cariboo
Kootenay East
Kootenay West
Nanaimo
New Westminster
Skeena
Vancouver Centre
Vancouver South
Victoria City
Yale
Others(2)

9
22
1

69
1

13
2

12
10
11
22

69,922
39,834
19,137
30,502
48,010
45,982
28,934
60,879
46,137
38,727
35,698
60,820

Total 172 524,582

estimates at that time, only about 10 percent—230 million acres—of
Canada's land total was capable of supporting some form ofagricul-
ture. Moreover, grain crops could be grown on a mere 110 million
acres, or 4.8 per cent of Canada, of which only 1 0 million acres were
class one agricultural land.31 In 1921, the existing farms covered
nearly 141 million acres, half of which were unimproved land. The
other half included both crop, fallow, and pasture lands.32

The extent to which the prairies had filled up in the great pre-war
immigration and settlement push now became evident. In the first1

twenty years of the twentieth century the population of the prairies
had increased nearly five times, from slightly over 400,000 in 1901
to slightly under 2,000,000 in 1921.33 Anticipating another boom,
land agents were holding blocks of good land along rail lines and near
towns served by the railways in the hope that they could be sold in
more profitable times. However, the collapse of the wheat market,
due to poor crops and low prices in the early post-war years, had the
effect of curtailing for sale lands held for speculation by agents.35
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And besides, war veterans were given the first opportunity under
various soldier settlement schemes to obtain what lands were still

available. The more fundamental reality, however, was that most of
the good farm land was all occupied. In 1921, 50 million acres were
under crop, only 12 million short of the all-time high.36

Conditions had changed. As one Canadian historian assessed the
post-war situation, "there was very little of the 'last best west' left to
go to."37 There still was land, but the best, most accessible land had
been taken. And for the Mennonites the available parcels were not
laid out in sufficiently large or exclusive areas to create self-sustain-
ing communities. While some would eagerly have accepted the
further establishment of "German Blocks" or "Mennonite Re-
serves," most Mennonites knew that they had passed into history and
could not be re-established again.

The Importance of Tolerance

Next to land, perhaps before land, Mennonites held certain other
conditions essential to the survival of their way of life, their faith, and
their culture. In 1920, the principle of nonresistance, popularly
known as pacifism, was an indispensable part of their faith. To live
that faith without too much difficulty, the Mennonites needed
governmental recognition and legal protection of their desire to be
exempted from military service. And, besides favourable laws, they
needed empathetic political leaders and the goodwill of the people.

The refusal to bear arms in defence either of themselves or of the
social order had been one of the distinguishing characteristics of the
sixteenth-century Anabaptists,38 of which the main surviving sub-
group was later called Mennonites after an early leader, Menno
Simons (d. 1561). These radical reformers took Jesus' admonitions
not to resist evil quite literally. According to their understanding,
Christian disciples were called to absorb wickedness through suffer-
ing love and to return evil with good. Christ's kingdom was to be
advanced not by alienating or even killing the enemies but by loving
them and turning them into friends. This conviction and the refusal
to bear arms made the Mennonites unpopular at first, but in due
course various countries, including Canada, guaranteed them
exemption from military service.

In post-war Europe, the Mennonites in Germany, the Nether-
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lands, and Switzerland no longer attached great significance to such
guarantees. Over the centuries the doctrine of nonresistance had
fallen into benign neglect and, as Mennonites increasingly had
joined their compatriots in performing military duty, special conces-
sions had become unnecessary. As one historian observed, "nonresis-
tance as a doctrine and practice is a dead letter among most of the
European Mennonites."39

In 1898, for instance, the Dutch Parliament had passed a new
military service law which did away with earlier provisions for
exemption or the hiring of substitutes, and the Mennonites had
raised no objections. According to C. Henry Smith, Mennonite
members in the States General at the time were in fact "the most
outspoken in their opposition to any exemption clause for religious
scruples."40 In the church, there was some interest among church
members in the Anabaptist position, but a return to the original faith
remained the exception among the Doopsgezinde (Anabaptists) rather
than the rule.41 During the Great War, only one of the Mennonites
called up for military duty in the Netherlands was known to have
been a conscientious objector.

Universal military conscription had also come to Switzerland and
Germany in the nineteenth century, and while the Mennonites there
tried to escape the full implications through noncombatant service,
participation in the armed forces soon followed. During the Great
War, one-third to one-half of all males in the German Mennonite
congregations went to war and about 10 per cent of them were killed
in action.43

The decline of nonresistance in Europe was not without its good
explanations. In the first place, the religious convictions of the
Mennonites in Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Germany were
effectively weakened by the emigrations to east and west of those most
committed to this religious principle. After their departure, there no
longer existed groups large enough or persistent enough to resist the
further erosion of the nonresistance principle. Secondly, the Euro-
pean Mennon'ites m their respective homelands were part of the
national culture in all other ways. They lacked the element of
foreignness, which tended to postpone their absorption into, and full
participation in, the prevailing ethos. Whereas an "alien" culture
protected those who had moved to Russia and North America for
several more generations, for those who stayed in their native
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cultural environments there was no such protection. It remained to
be seen whether the Mennonites of Canada, the U.S.A., or the
U.S.S.R. would retain their nonresistant stance any longer in those
countries than the Mennonites of Western Europe had retained
theirs.

In 1920, however, the preservation ofnonresistance as a doctrine,
and the exemption from military service as a law, remained as high a
priority for Mennonites in Canada as it had ever been. They were in
fact, along with other North American Mennonites, "uncondition-
ally opposed to war-participation."44 And in some ways they had
nothing to fear. The laws which late in the eighteenth century
guaranteed recognition to Mennonites, Quakers, and Tunkers and
late in the nineteenth century to Doukhobors, Hutterites, and
Mennonites had been generalized—specific groups were no longer
named—but the basic statutes had not been changed in their funda-
mental nature. And the Canadian government, during the war at
least, had "shown a high regard for the tender consciences of
Mennonites."45

What was worrisome, however, was that the popular and political
support for such recognition had eroded and that this erosion had
become evident in various governmental measures and administra-
tive procedures during and after the war. The Mennonite press had
been censored under provisions of the War Measures Act.46 All
conscientious objectors had lost the franchise under the Wartime
Elections Act,47 and there had been confusing interpretations and
unfair applications of the Military Service Act.48 Worst of all, the
immigration into the country of all Mennonites, as well as Doukho-
bors and Hutterites, had been prohibited by a 1919 Order-in-
Council following a great public outcry49 which confused the identity
of the three groups to the disadvantage of the Mennonites, who
tended to be viewed somewhat more favourably than either the
Doukhobors or the Hutterites.50

To be sure, the Mennonites had not lost all their friends. In the
House of Commons, among the people, and even among the Royal
North West Mounted Police there were vigorous defenders of the
Mennonite people and of the law protecting them.51 And, what
turned out to be most fortuitous for them, the politician who
succeeded Wilfrid Laurier as leader of the Liberal Party and Con-
servative leader Arthur Meighen as prime minister in 1921 was their
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friend. William Lyon Mackenzie King knew them, and they had
known him ever since 1908 and his first election to the House of
Commons for the riding of Waterloo North. Mennonites in other
areas also made his acquaintance following his election in York North
in 1921 and in Prince Albert in 1926. The mutual support and
respect that developed served the Mennonites well, for King influ-
enced or even dominated Canadian politics either as prime minister
or as Opposition leader for the entire period of this history."

Understanding and goodwill on the part of ruling authorities had
been important to the Mennonites ever since the sixteenth century.
Although the persecution that attended their beginnings sometimes
strengthened the movement, the Mennonites soon learned that
tolerance and friendship at the highest levels of government were
quite important to their survival. Fortunately for them, they found
such acceptance with many heads of state. Among those who most
endeared themselves for the measures of freedom they afforded were
William I (d. 1584)" and William III (d. 1702)54 of Orange, both
stadholders of the Netherlands; Frederick the Great of Prussia
(d. 1786);" Catherine 11 of Russia (d.1796);56 George I (d. 1727)"
and George IV (d. 1830)58 of England. Several British governors,
most notably William Penn of Pennsylvania and John Graves
Simcoe60 and Sir Peregrine Maitland61 of Upper Canada, were also
known for the practical steps they took to make Mennonites feel
welcome in their respective lands.

In Canada, the sympathies and benefactions of such leaders as
Simcoe, Maitland, and Mackenzie King helped to open wide for
them the doors of Canadian immigration and to create the essential
climate of public acceptance. Not only were such leaders responsible
for favourable provisions in the law, but they helped to moderate and
guide the popular mood in more positive directions when there were
attempts to undermine or overrule the law. Be that as it may, the/
historic relationship between benevolent rulers and the Mennonites
had generally profited both parties. During Canada s pioneering
years, for instance, concessions were made to the Mennonites in
order that the state might gain from them the service of agricultural
pioneering in particular and the domestication of the land in general.
The problem confronting the Mennonites in 1920 was that their
earlier bargaining power had largely vanished. The country, having
received from them what it had hoped to gain, could now presumably
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get along without them. The granting of special privilege was no
longer necessary to attract immigrants, as settlers or as workers.

Prime Minister King promised to remove discriminatory immi-
gration restrictions, and he succeeded in other ways in creating a
more favourable climate for minority groups. But he could not
restore the educational and cultural autonomies, which had been
irretrievably lost during the Great War. Patriotic fervour among the
populace and the rhetoric of politicians had made essential and
irreversible the "Canadianization" of hundreds of thousands of
foreign immigrants who had made Western Canada their home in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.62 Even if it had been
in the prime minister s power to recreate an earlier situation, it isunlikely that he would have disregarded the strong sentiment to thecontrary that swept the land.63

Canadianization meant many things, but above all it meant theanglicization and integration of the many ethnic conclaves strung
across the prairies. Its foremost instrument of promotion was the
public school.6 This use of the elementary school to foster a particu-
lar national identity hit the Dutch Mennonites in Western Canada
hard, for one of the conditions of their entry into Canada in the
1870s, according to their understanding, had been complete free-
dom in matters of education. Educational autonomy had lessened
gradually, as the provincial governments, exercising their constitu-
tional prerogatives in matters of education, had set about establishing
comprehensive nondenominational public school systems.65

The Mennonites in Western Canada had viewed these develop-
ments with some concern, but those who considered the church-
directed elementary school indispensable to their survival did notreally feel threatened until the patriotic heat of wartime caused first
Manitoba and then Saskatchewan to pass adverse legislation. Thenew laws made it compulsory for children to attend either publicschools where English was the language of instruction or privateschools which could pass government inspection. Most were consid-ered substandard and failed the test. The result was that at least 10 per
cent of the Mennonites then in the country were having second
thoughts about Canada as an abiding dwelling place.66 A countrywhich could not allow them their own schools was not for them.

Emigration to another country, which would once again offer the
desired autonomy in school matters, was one option under serious
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consideration. Accepting the public school and the socialization of
the young in the Canadian context without much question was
another option, allowed by those who felt that the home and church
should and would make up for any deficiencies in the public system.
A third option was pursued by those who thought that the public
schools might be acceptable if they were staffed with empathetic
teachers who could supplement the regular curriculum with daily
ethnic and religious additives, such as the German language, Bible
stories, and appropriate music.67Those who found this last option most appealing believed they
could combine the best of both worlds: the tax base and curriculum of
the public system and the input of Mennonite ethnic and religious
values by Mennonite teachers. For the training of such teachers three
special schools had been founded: in Manitoba the Mennonite
Collegiate Institute at Gretna and the nearby Mennonite Educational
Institute at Altona, and in Saskatchewan the German-English Acad-
emy at Rosthern. This approach, however, was no answer for those
who had rejected the state schools, on the one hand, or for those who
lived on the fringes of Mennonite culture and religion, on the other
hand. For the latter group, the aeceptance of the public school was
taken for granted.The Swiss in Ontario shared with the Dutch Mennonites in the
west the struggle to survive in the midst of strong influences to
integrate and assimilate. However, the focus of their struggle wasnot so much the public school or the German language as it was the
general encroachment of "worldly culture" upon their communities.They were much more exposed to outside influences because of
settlement patterns, because of their presence in the country for more
than 100 years, because of the language transition already accom-
plished in many areas, and because Ontario was more urbanized than
were the prairie provinces. It was precisely the greater exposure
which provoked the greater concern and reaction.Before 1920, three basic directions had already been charted
among them by nineteenth-century schisms: namely, the acceptanceof newness and adaptation; the stubborn resistance to accommoda-
tion; and the middle-of-the-road position, which emphasized both,
keeping the best that tradition had to offer and allowing adjustments
which were believed to be necessary and useful but not threatening tothe faith. The New Mennonites, since 1883 known as Mennonite
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Brethren in Christ, the Old Order Mennonites, and the Old Men-
nonites represented these various options, respectively. The latter
two positions were alive also among the Amish, among whom an Old
Order Amish faction was also clearly identified.

Confronted by outside influences on an unprecedented scale, the
Ontario Mennonites and Amish were now moving farther in the
directions already chosen in order to maintain themselves. Some
accepted the cultural traits of their Anglo-Saxon neighbours readily,
others resisted any accommodation with great determination. Still
others would try very hard to remain progressive in some ways and
conservative in other ways. Whatever the direction, none of the
groups was free from anxiety, in spite of the fact that all were
convinced that their way was better than all the others.

The Lack of Solidarity

The divergent Mennonite responses to the societal pressures were
part of the overall Mennonite problem of survival. There was no
unified approach because the Mennonites lacked solidarity on almost
every social question, except perhaps military service and the impor-
tance of land, and even there the consensus showed early signs of
trouble ahead. Moreover, the fragmentations resulting from vary-
ing approaches were many times augmented by the geographical
scattering already referred to, and by the structural separation of the
58,800 Mennonites into no fewer than 18 autonomous and indepen-
dent congregational families, 8 of them among the Swiss, 9 among
the Dutch, and one of them mixed, being both Swiss and Dutch (see
Chart 1, Table 9, and Appendix I).

There was, of course, a good explanation for this apparent frag-
mentation of the Mennonite society. The localized congregational
community had been the ideal from the time of Anabaptist begin-
nings in the 1520s. The Anabaptists rejected the Roman Catholic
view, also accepted by the Reformers, that the church was synony-
mous with civil society as a whole. Rather, they believed the church
was an intimate, disciplined community of voluntarily committed
believers, who had been baptized not as infants but upon personal
confessions of faith after reaching maturity. For them the Kingdom
of God proceeded not from hierarchical institutions but from small
groups of disciples.6
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CHART 1

MENNONITE GROUPS IN CANADA IN 1920
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These companies of believers or congregations were not only
small, but relatively independent and autonomous. Since their
leaders—a bishop or elder, ministers, and deacons—were chosen
from the ranks of the believers and since they served without
remuneration, the congregations were self-sufficient also in that
sense. If and when the geographic area of a community or the
numbers became too large, additional self-sufficient and autonomous
congregational communities would be formed.

Still another characteristic of the original Anabaptists contributed
to ongoing divisions among the Mennonites, namely their lack of a
centrally recognized authority other than the Scriptures. Some
common confessions of faith had been fashioned, as at Schleitheim
and Dordrecht, but since all believers were "priests," free to read and
interpret the Scriptures for themselves, there were frequent differ-
ences of opinion, some of which could be accommodated only by
divisions in the community.

The theology, organization, and discipline of the Anabaptists laid
the foundation for their ongoing fragmentation. Severe persecution,
periodic migrations, and diverse settlement patterns reinforced and
perpetuated such fragmentation. Frequent personality clashes among
leaders, the inability to resolve conflicts amicably, and divisive
renewal movements of all kinds internally and externally influenced,
confirmed the so-called "Anabaptist sickness" as a permanent condi-
tion.

The local congregation was a fundamental fact of the Mennonite
landscape in 1920, but it was possible also to speak of congregational
families, which united in various ways and to various degrees like-
minded groupings of congregations. The very nature of the congre-
gational principle and the uniqueness of each of these congregational
families make broad and neat categorizations somewhat problematic.
Yet, at the risk of oversimplification, one can identify two kinds of
Mennonite congregational families in existence in 1920. The first of
these types was traditional and included those congregational units
whose essential linkage was through a common congregational mem-
bership and the ministry of one bishop plus a number of subordinate
ministers and deacons. The second kind of congregational family,
largely a late-nineteenth- or early-twentieth-century development,
linked local congregational communities through so-called confer-
ences. The general evolution of the Mennonite movement was from
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the first type to the second, and vestiges of the former could often be
found in the context of the latter. Both types were strongly repre-
sented on the Canadian Mennonite scene.

The words "bishop-oriented" and "conference-oriented" will be
used to identify the two congregational families, mainly because
bishop and conference were the important identity symbols in the
common understanding and not because of any intention, at this point
at least, to characterize the respective structures as either authoritar-
ian or democratic. Some of the bishops were authoritarian, to be
sure, but others were quite humble and subservient. Others acted as
little more than articulators of a common, usually unwritten, consen-
sus or guardians of a rather stable tradition. Some of the conference
moderators, on the other hand, were really super-bishops with
immense powers until constitutional revisions progressively reduced
their roles, mostly by limiting their terms.

The use of the word bishop requires some explanation, because
another translation of the word Aeltester, from which it is derived,
was in use, namely elder. Both terms, bishop and elder, were
employed, sometimes interchangeably, though the former connoted
a more authoritative role. Among the Swiss, the Mennonite Brethren
in Christ employed the term presiding elder, and the more progres-
sive of the Dutch groups preferred elder over bishop as well.

The conference-oriented congregational family usually began in
its evolution where the bishop-oriented congregational family left
off. At first, the decision-makers in a conference might be only the
members of the ministry, namely the bishops, ministers, and dea-
cons, as they had been traditionally in the bishop-oriented congrega-
tional family. At a later stage, elected representatives constituted the
decision-making body. These elected people tended to be members of
the ministry until the election of some lay delegates was encouraged
or even required. At first, such lay delegates were only men, but
later, usually much later, women were also included.

Both types of congregational families took on several forms. The
bishop-oriented congregational family could involve a single meet-
ing-place or numerous units with numerous meeting-places within a
limited geographic area. These units could be tied in very closely to a
centre or they could be semi-independent with their own member-
ship lists, local ministers, and some local decision-making. The latter
condition existed wherever numbers, distance, local initiative and/or
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the bishop's encouragement allowed it to happen. A bishop-oriented
congregational family, with numerous semi-autonomous units,
would begin to develop the characteristics of a conference whenever
representatives of the local groups came together for central decision-
making.

Generally speaking, bishop-oriented congregational families were
a single congregation, however many might be its local units, while
conference-oriented congregational families were a collection of
autonomous congregations. The former were limited in their geo-
graphic scope to areas no larger than was practical for the bishop to
traverse with the prevailing modes of transportation. The confer-
ences, on the other hand, embraced provinces, the country, or even
the continent. The bishop-oriented congregations tended to be iden-
titled as "conservative" in the sense of resisting innovation and the
conference-oriented ones as "progressive" in the sense of being more
open to change. But again it would be misleading to attach one or
other of the two labels, as defined, to the various congregational
families because conservatism and progressivism were matters of
definition and degree, and all the Mennonite congregational families
could in fact be found somewhere along a continuum, most charac-
terized by diverse mixtures of conservatism and progressivism.
Other features further distinguished the two groups, but these will
appear at later points in the narrative. Both kinds of congregational
families were found among both the Swiss and the Dutch Menno-
nites.

The three main Swiss Mennonite congregational families in
Ontario were, to use the popular names for purposes ofcharacteriza-
tion, the Old Mennonites, the New Mennonites, and the Old Order
Mennonites. In 1920 the Old Mennonites in Ontario were repre-
sented by the Mennonite Conference of Ontario, which had been
meeting for about a century, but whose delegate body still included
bishops, ministers, and deacons only.70 Its counterpart in Western
Canada was the Alberta-Saskatchewan Mennonite Conference,
founded in 1907 to serve the new congregational communities, one
in Saskatchewan and five in Alberta.71 The North American body
embracing these two Canadian Old Mennonite conferences was the
Mennonite General Conference organized in 1898.72 This body,
with its 16 district conferences and more than 25,000 members, was
the largest of the North American congregational families, and
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occasional reference will be made to this larger body because of its
influence on the two Canadian districts.

Equal in numerical strength to the Old Mennonites in Ontario
were the more "progressive" New Mennonites, or Mennonite
Brethren in Christ, as they were officially known after 1883. Like
the Old Mennonites, the Mennonite Brethren in Christ were repre-
sented by two Canadian conferences, one in Ontario and one in the
Northwest (meaning Alberta-Saskatchewan) and were linked to their
counterpart American districts in a North American conference.73
The New Mennonites distinguished themselves from the Old Men-
nonites chiefly in their willingness to neglect Mennonite organiza-
tlonal, doctrinal, ethical, and cultural traditions for the sake of a
missionary outreach.

Completely opposite the New Mennonites in their cultural out-
look were bishop-oriented Swiss congregational families who were
very zealous about the heritage. The largest of these were the Old
Order Mennonite churches, which were confirmed in 1 889 when a
number of bishops concluded that the Old Mennonites were adopt-
ing too many of the ways of the New Mennonites.74 The David
Martin Old Order Mennonite group, an ultra-conservative offshoot
from the main body, emerged a generation later." A similar tradi-
tionalist orientation held for the Reformed Mennonites, whose
origins dated back to 1 812 in the United States but whose strength in
Ontario was beginning to wane.

The Swiss Amish, like their Mennonite counterparts, included
"progressive" and "conservative" streams. Representing the latter
were the Old Order Amish, also known as House Amish because of
their refusal to go along with the building of church buildings in the
1880s.77 Between the "progressive" Amish and the Old Order
Amish there were several congregations with a middle position, who,
like the Old Order Amish, were a minority movement. All were
bishop-oriented in their organization. The more progressive major-
ity Amish were calling themselves Amish Mennonites and taking the
first steps leading to the formation of a conference.78

In 1920 the congregational families of the Dutch tradition still
included the original three groups that had come to Manitoba in the
1870s, but some offshoots and modifications now existed as well.
The Kleine Gemeinde, which had arisen in 1812 in Russia as a
conservative protest79 and which had been transplanted to Manitoba,
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became the population base for two other new Canadian groups. One
of these was the Church of God in Christ Mennonite, members of
which were also known as Holdemaner after John Holdeman, the
Swiss Mennonite evangelist who had come from the U.S.A, to
revive them. The Holdemaner were the first group to include both
the Dutch and Swiss Mennonites, as both migrated to Alberta from
Manitoba, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Oregon to form a single commu-
nity, and as the Canadian Holdemaner joined their American coun-
terparts in a North American conference in 1921.8°

The Holdeman schisniatics from the Kleine Gemeinde remained
rural and conservative while eliminating the bishop and adopting
revivalism. But another Kleine Gemeinde offshoot, begun by the
American evangelists of the Bruderthaler Mennonites, represented
town culture and readiness to make cultural adaptations in the
evangelical context. Later, the Bruderthaler of Manitoba were
joined in Canada by Bruderthaler immigrants from the U.S.A, who
settled in Saskatchewan. All were part of a North American Bru-
derthaler Conference.8'

The Reinlaender made up a second immigrant congregational
family from Russia. Originally concentrated in the West Reserve in
Manitoba, this group had expanded to become three separate bishop-
oriented congregational families with the establishment of two addi-
tional reserves in Saskatchewan, one north of Saskatoon and the other
south of Swift Current.82

A third immigrant congregational family, the Bergthaler Menno-
nite Church,83 had been transplanted from Russia as a single colony.
By 1920 it had undergone several permutations. In the East Reserve,
the Bergthaler, who had declined to follow others to the West
Reserve, had quickly become an autonomous congregational family
called Chortitzer Mennonite Church,84 after the village of their
bishop, Gerhard Wiebe. In the West Reserve, they had divided into
Bergthaler and Sommerfelder Mennonite Churches over education
issues, with the majority Sommerfelder, named after the village of
their new bishop, opting for the more conservative course.85 Those
Bergthaler who were moving on to Saskatchewan retained that name,
though they were in their orientation really Sommerfelder.

Thus, the Saskatchewan Bergthaler had to be differentiated from
the Manitoba Bergthaler, not only because of their different outlook
but also because they were independent of each other in organization.
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A third group carrying the Bergthaler name was represented by the
settlers who had moved from Manitoba to Didsbury, Alberta. The
Saskatchewan Sommerfelder, like the Saskatchewan Relnlaender,
founded independent bishop-oriented congregations in their respec-
tive regions, while retaining a loose association with their Manitoba
counterparts.

The Manitoba Bergthaler congregation, still bishop-oriented, had
joined together with the Saskatchewan Rosenorter church, a bishop-
oriented congregational family from Prussia, to form the Confer-
ence of Mennonites in Central Canada. Other congregations in
Saskatchewan, recently immigrated from the U.S.A., and the
Bergthaler in Alberta likewise joined that Conference after its
founding in 1903.87 The Conference's Saskatchewan congregations,
mostly of Prussian and American origin, also joined the American-
based General Conference Mennonite Church of North America.88
This was true also of the Bergthaler congregation at Didsbury,
Alberta.

Since not all congregations of the Canadian Conference joined the
American-based General Conference, they will hereafter be known
not as General Conference Mennonites, this being the common
though not quite accurate term, but simply as Conference Menno-
nites or as the Canadian Conference. The Rosenorter, for instance,
joined the General Conference; the Bergthaler in Manitoba did not.
The General Conference Mennonite Church, dating back to 1 860,
was the second-largest North American congregational family and
included in the U.S.A, both Swiss and Dutch traditions. The
Conference of Mennonites in Central Canada would, with the
immigration of the 1920s, become the largest of the conference-
oriented congregational families in Canada.

Destined to become the second largest, though in 1920 it was still
very small, was the Mennonite Brethren conference-oriented con-
gregational family. The Mennonite Brethren traced their beginning
in 1860 to a renewal movement which swept the South Russian
colonies.89 In Canada they were first organized as the NortJiern
District of the General Conference ofMennonite Brethren Churches
of North America and included among their members converts from
the Reinlaender and Sommerfelder in Manitoba and immigrants
from the U.S.A, and Russia in Saskatchewan. The North American
body of Mennonite Brethren was becoming the third-largest North
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American congregational family. The Krimmer Mennonite Breth-
ren, a conference originating in the "Krim" or Crimea of Russia, had
two congregations in Saskatchewan. Both were transplanted from the
U.S.A.90

Diversity Within a Corporate Personality

As already indicated, the various bishop- and conference-oriented
congregational families represented a great diversity of approaches
and styles, but in spite of that diversity, there also existed a com-
monality, a corporate Mennonite personality, which identified and
separated Mennonites from other Christian denominational groups.
Its characteristics included a degree of social withdrawal tempered by
a general readiness to assist needy strangers, a wariness of the state
modified by a strong sense of obedience in most matters, a refusal to
swear an oath of loyalty while regularly and sincerely praying for
those in authority, great familiarity with the land and agricultural
processes, a love of family and children, and at least some degree of
ethnic culture. The German language remained the first or the
second language for most. Almost all spoke a dialect, either Pennsyl-
vania German as among the Swiss or Low German as among the
Dutch.

Also belonging to this corporate personality was a deep religious
devotion. At the heart of Mennonite faith were a voluntary confes-
sion leading to baptism, a disciplined community, though interpreta-
tion of community and application of discipline fluctuated widely, a
lifestyle guided by the Sermon on the Mount, and a commitment to
nonresistance as taught and exemplified by Jesus of Nazareth.
Mennonite ordinances were few and the forms of worship generally
simple. There was among all Mennonites a sense of obligation to
other people, though the understanding of that obligation differed.

The differences among Mennonites arose from the multifarious
applications of that faith and those values, which had been of such
great importance to them since their beginnings. In 1920 most
groups adhered basically to the same doctrines, but they did so with
different emphases, varying degrees of zeal, divergent understand-
ings of the role of cultural forms, variant liturgies and symbols, and
distinctive notions of what it meant to be in the world but not of it.
Thus, as a minority religious group the Mennonites demonstrated
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that the minority syndrome has no ending; that is to say, every
minority has other minorities in it, just as every part of the human
body or the universe is constituted of even smaller parts.

All Mennonites were conservative compared to the rest of society,
when it came to preserving religious and cultural forms, but none
were quite so consistent in their rural lifestyle and determined to
avoid modernistic influences in their congregations as were the Old
Order Mennonites and the Old Order Amish. They demonstrated
best of all that all forms of outside influence could successfully be
resisted and that alternative societies could function with a great
degree of self-respect.

All Mennonites practised some form of discipline to check doctri-
nal error and moral deviance among their members, but none were
so particular, consistent, and legalistic about it as were the Reformed
Mennonites, the Kleine Gemeinde, and the David Martin Old
Order Mennonites. This did not necessarily mean an authoritarian
congregational culture or the heavy hand of discipline on children
and young people. What it did mean was group discipline for those
who had voluntarily confessed the faith, joined such a group, and
submitted to its norms as well as to the discipline.

All Mennonites could be characterized as the quiet in the land. All
resisted noise, spectacle, and showmanship. All had a sense of the
humble and exemplary life, but few succeeded better in remaining
unnoticed than did the Amish Mennonites. They were "conserva-
tive" enough to be "quiet" but not so stubborn or extreme in their
conservatism as to draw attention to themselves. Quietly they went
about their task of tilling the soil, raising their families, and being
the kindest and gentlest Mennonites of all to their neighbours,
including the Catholics, with whom their leaders had positive
relationships, more so than any other Mennonites.

All Mennonites still saw the best prototypes of the Kingdom of
God in small, voluntary communities of believers, but none exem-
plified this smallness as much as did the Krimmer and the Bru-
derthaler, the former in the rural setting and the latter at least partly
as urbanizers. Actually, the Bruderthaler exemplified how fine
Mennonite distinctions could be drawn, for few in number as they
were in their Canadian congregations, they were of several kinds. At
Steinbach in Manitoba they emerged because of the urbanizing
thrust, which separated them from the Kleine Gemeinde heritage,
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and because of the desire nonetheless to remain Mennonite with an
acceptable evangelical piety. At Dalmeny in Saskatchewan, on the
other hand, the Bruderthaler were rural immigrants from Minne-
sota, the North American birthplace of this conservative evangelical
group. The Dalmeny group, being rural, thus tended to be more
'retentionist," while the Steinbach group, being urban, was more

"accommodationist." For both groups, this represented a reversal of
roles, since in the immigration of the 187 Os those going to Minnesota
had been more liberal than those going to Manitoba. And, as if to say
that cellular breakdown knows no end, the Dalmeny group had
become two Bruderthaler groups to accommodate differences of
opinion on the form of baptism.

Few Mennonites were incapable of some sense of compromise,
adjustment, and tolerance. But few were so diligent in steering a
middle course as were the Old Mennonites. For several generations
they occupied the delicate middle ground between the New Menno-
nites and the Old Order Mennonites, hoping to avoid losing too
many to the former by being sufficiently progressive, while making
it possible to gain some of the latter by being sufficiently conserva-
tive. Actually, most Mennonites were middle-of-the-roaders,
viewed either subjectively or objectively, for most felt themselves to
be somewhere in between the extremes, and in every separate
collection ofMennonites some actually were. Among the Amish the
minority middle order, "Beachy" Amish, stood between those more
progressive and those more conservative.

Whenever there was borrowing and adjustment, most Menno-
nites arrived at a new synthesis in the context of some mode of
conservatism. Few groups combined in their congregational life the
conservatism of the rural, nonconformist way of life and the conserv-
atism of evangelical piety as well as did the Holdeman people. Their
preachers were revivalists who wore beards, at the time a sure sign of
conservatism.

All Mennonite congregations experienced internal divisiveness
due to the clashing of so-called conservative and progressive forces
around them and among them, but few were caught in between as
painfully as were the Sommerfelder of Manitoba and their cousins
the Bergthaler of Saskatchewan. They were torn, on the one hand, by
the isolationist mentality of the Reinlaender and, on the other hand,
by the "accommodationist" mentality of the Manitoba Bergthaler or
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the Saskatchewan Rosenorter. Like all Mennonites, the Sommer-
felder were ready to confront society and state on some matters and to
pay the price of such confrontation, but no Mennonites, including
most Sommerfelder, were so determined and so ready to sacrifice
material advantage as were the Reinlaender and Chortitzer in matters
of education.

All Mennonites believed in conversion and the new birth, though
few used the born-again vocabulary as much in their liturgy, their
preaching, and their teaching as did the Mennonite Brethren, and
some hardly used the language at all. All Mennonites had a tradition
of evangelical passion, of biblical literalism, and of saving souls, but
no group borrowed these images from North American evangelical
fundamentalism as heavily as did the Mennonite Brethren in Christ.

All Mennonites were troubled, to a greater or less degree, by
disunity in the congregations or in the wider Mennonite family, but
few worked so hard at building bridges and tying together the many
isolated and fragmented Mennonite communities as did the Confer-
ence ofMennonites in Central Canada, which embraced such distant
groups as the Rosenorter from Prussia, who had settled in Saskatche-
wan in the 1890s, and the Bergthaler from Russia, who had settled in
Manitoba in the 1870s.

A common problem facing all the Mennonltes was the survival of
so many small and widely scattered congregational communities,
surrounded as they were by other communities with different cul-
tures and values and by Canadian society at large. But there was little
Mennonite solidarity even in the individual settlements. Almost
every Mennonite community was thoroughly fragmented by Men-
nonite Congregationalism.91 United, the Mennonites might have had
less reason to fear the onslaught of external culture via the public
school, social influences generally, and the mass media. But standing
against those pressures as a divided people was quite another matter.

A good omen of what could be expected as a result of Mennonite
scattering was suggested by the recently established settlements in the
Grande Prairie district of Alberta's Peace River country and at
Vanderhoofin British Columbia's Nechako Valley. Both communi-
ties had received Mennonite immigrants from the U.S.A, during
the Great War. Both had made strong settlement starts. Both faced
early extinction.

At its peak the Krimmer Mennonite Brethren community north-
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west of Grande Prairie had 60 members, some of whom were
converts from among the local populace. Soon after their arrival
from Kansas in 1917 the Krimmer realized that they could have a
future only if they expanded their population base either through
more immigration ofMennonites or through the evangelism ofnon-
Mennonites. The brave homesteaders and evangelizers showed early
signs of strength, but the end of the community could be foreseen
almost from the beginning. Isolation from other Mennonites, inter-
marriage and integration with the local evangelical community, and
the militaristic and nationalistic attitudes assumed by the district's
populace contributed to the extinction of the congregation.

The community west ofVanderhoofand east ofEngen was begun
in April of 1918 and reached a peak of about 100 before it disinte-
grated before the end of 1920.93 Consisting largely of Mennonite
Brethren from various points in the U.S.A., chiefly Minnesota, as
well as southern Manitoba, the settlement was motivated to a very
high degree by the desire to escape military conscription. The settlers
established themselves on both sides of the Nechako River and were
connected only by a ferry.

The community soon discovered that isolation from other Menno-
nites and geographic scattering even in the new settlement repre-
sented distinct obstacles to survival. Roads were bad, making the two
Model T Fords practically useless. Additionally, markets for agri-
cultural products were far away, local job opportunities were scarce,
and communications with the outside world were almost nonexistent.
Drownings and influenza took their toll, and the end could be
foreseen when Elder Heinrich Voth, the leader, died of heart failure.
One by one the settlers returned to their former homes in the interests
of material and spiritual survival.

As has already been pointed out, the common Mennonite problem
—new pressures from the state and society—did not predicate a
common Mennonite response. On the contrary, the Mennonites in
Canada—and in other countries as well—were reacting in diverse
ways to their dilemmas. Basically, and speaking generally, the
Mennonite response pointed in one of two directions: one allowed
certain kinds and degrees of accommodation; the other was character-
ized by certain kinds and degrees of isolation, resistance, and
withdrawal. Neither of these positions was absolute, except in
extreme manifestations. Most Mennonites found themselves some-
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where between the two extremes. Those accommodating themselves
to state and society were not without selective resistance; and those
resisting state and society were not entirely free from selective
accommodation.94

Accommodation was of several kinds and degrees. It could have
reference only to cultural habits, or to language, or to urbanization,
or to professionalization, or to acceptance of evangelical Protestant
forms and structures, or to ideological acculturation to the point of
dropping pacifism as a basic tenet. Resistance to accommodation, or
deliberate withdrawal and isolation, likewise manifested itself in
divergent ways and variant degrees. Some Mennonites, depending
on their location in the world, wanted to resist every aspect of
americanization, anglicization, or russification; others were quite
selective and limited in their resistance.

Generally speaking, the Mennonites in Canada had devised two
approaches to, and two distinct models for coping with, Canadian
society, the vast Canadian geography, and the possibilities ofscatter-
ing and absorption. The one formula emphasized the Mennonite
colony, the rural life, the most solid communities possible, strong
reliance on tradition, ethnic peculiarities, the German language, and
well-understood congregational norms interpreted by the bishops.
The other formula stressed the Mennonite conference and other
institutions, as a means of linking the congregations and home
mission stations in the cities.

Except in their extreme manifestations, these two formulas—the
Mennonite colony and the Mennonite conference— were not mutu-
ally exclusive. As the Canadian Mennonite community developed,
both could often be seen existing side by side. Both still had in
common a primary attachment to the land. Both were concerned with
keeping the Mennonite community intact. The emphasis placed on
the one formula or the other would vary from group to group, from
time to time, and from situation to situation. As the 1920s began,
both formulae had their champions. Some sought salvation for the
Mennonites in the restoration of the Mennonite colonies, some in the
expansion of the Mennonite conferences.

The basic orientation determined the response to a whole range of
issues which the Mennonites faced in the years just ahead: whether or
not to accept the public school as a vehicle for educating the children;
whether or not to establish supplemental private schools; whether to
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remain farmers or to become business people and to enter the
professions; whether or not to consider a future in the cities; whether
to insist on German culture and language or to succumb to angliciza-
tion; whether or not to make a determined effort to maintain the
traditional identity; whether to adopt new technologies and moderni-
zation generally or whether to resist; whether or not to participate in
political processes; whether to build communities along the lines of
the co-operative movement or to accept capitalistic competition as the
norm; whether or not, or to what degree, to accept innovations in
church life, new styles of liturgy, and new forms of ministry;
whether to win the young through careful nurture and education or to
adopt revivalistic styles and the methods of evangelism.

The International Connections

The Mennonites in Canada were scattered in their settlements,
fragmented in their organizations, and separated in their approach to
problems, but they were not completely isolated and parochial. They
were not totally islands unto themselves, nor were they without any
international connections. Indeed, for people as separatist and with-
drawal-oriented as they were, the Mennonites were remarkably
international in their experience and cosmopolitan in their outlook.
Not only were Canadian Mennonites as a whole being affected by
international upheavals, but they themselves were touching the
world's distant places, either as lonely missionaries or as delegates
planning further migrations or as relatives of desperate co-religion-
istsintheU.S.S.R.

The American Mennonites were in many ways closest to the
Canadian Mennonites, but there were also some important excep-
tions, especially with respect to the Dutch. The pronounced differ-
ences between those who had chosen Manitoba for their home and
those who had settled in the American midwest after the 1870s
migration, coupled with the different socio-political realities of their
respective environments, resulted in different degrees and forms of
cultural adaptation.95 The Dutch in the U.S.A, had begun to give up
the German language; their counterparts in Canada had no such
intentions.96 The Americans were also swifter to accept many of the
values and cultural traits of the American environment.9 There were
other differences as well. While the American Mennonites were
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already building colleges, the Canadian Mennonites were still resist-
ing or only cautiously accepting the high school.

The situation was considerably different for those Dutch who had
migrated to Canada from the U.S.A., who were tied into conferences
whose base was the U.S.A., or who in other ways were quite
dependent on American sources for their ongoing nurture and
activity. The congregations of the Bruderthaler, the Krimmer, the
Holdemaner, and the Brueder were all tied into American-based
conferences organizationally in a primary sense, the Brueder
through a Northern District Conference. The same was true of
certain congregations of the Conference of Mennonites in Central
Canada, the Saskatchewan Rosenorter, for instance, to name the
largest of such groups, who were tied into the General Conference
Mennonite Church of North America. For all of the above groups
the U.S. connection represented a tie-in with foreign missions,
Sunday school materials, other publication efforts and educational
resources, as well as leadership and additional financial resources.

The connection between American and Canadian Mennonites was

strongest for the Swiss, be they of the New, Old, or Old Order
Mennonite and Amish varieties. They kept moving across the
international border as though it were not there, reinforcing each
other in their common life and in their search to maintain purity of
doctrine and a nonconformist lifestyle.98 Leadership and literature in
many forms originating in the U.S.A, was supportive of the Swiss in
Canada." Together they faced the threats to their faith. Together
they also addressed their national leaders on the spirit of militarism
and compulsory military service in the immediate post-war era. That
message of the Old Mennonites read, in part:

The experience of the past few years has brought about a
change in the minds of many with reference to maintaining a
large army and making military training compulsory and uni-
versal. This, according to our faith, would require of us serv-
ice which, we believe, would involve the violation of a princi-
pie of the Gospel of Christ whose teachings we regard as our
rule of life and conduct. 10°

This common witness of the word was reinforced by the common
deed. Partly to appease the critical public sentiment, which arose
during the war years out of their refusal to take up arms, the
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Mennonites in the U.S.A., joined by some from Canada, became
actively involved in relief work abroad. Volunteer workers went to
give aid in Western Europe (Germany and France) and in the Near
East (Syria and Turkey), and large amounts of money were raised to
alleviate famine conditions in China and India.

The main arena for relief, however, for all North American
Mennonites was Russia, where 120,000 Mennonites were suffering
the effects of revolution, civil war, disease, and famine.10' In 1920 a
delegation from that country arrived in the U.S.A, and Canada to
interpret the needs. As a minimum, its members wanted immediate
and direct famine relief, as a maximum a new homeland. The
immediate result was the organization that same year of all the relief
committees that had emerged in the U.S.A, during the war into a
Mennonite Central Committee.'02 Food, clothing, and tractors, sent
over in large quantities in co-operation with the American Relief
Administration, saved many people from starvation.

So great, however, were the disruptions of the Russian Revolution
that thousands of Mennonites were coming to the conclusion that a
better future must await them elsewhere, preferably in Canada.
Almost any other place would be better than Soviet Russia, perhaps
even Australia, New Zealand, or South Africa, and soon some would
be leaving the country via the North Sea, the Black Sea, or overland
through China or India.103

At that time there were Mennonite congregations already in two of
these countries. Though the missions in India and China were started
from North America, the Russian Mennonites had also become quite
conscious of Asia. Not only had they been subjected to Asian
influences in their settlements in the Ukraine and in the Caucasus,
but these settlements had expanded to Asiatic Russia. Besides, and
perhaps most importantly, missionaries from Russia had been going
to Java and Sumatra for half a century and to India for three
decades.104

The notion of Class Epp—a radical millennialist of the 1880s—
that Christ could meet his people in the East as well as in the West had
never been lost, though Epp himself had been discredited and his
particular fanaticism rejected.105 To be sure, Mennonites in Russia,
eyeing a better future, usually looked north and west, but some saw
their salvation to the east and to the south. The delegation that came
seeking relief soon targeted Canada as the most desirable place to go
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and pursued that possibility, in spite of the 1919 Order-in-Council
barring immigration which stared them in the face.106

Some Mennonites had already been separated from their Russian
homeland by that time owing to the provisions of the Treaty of
Versailles. A small group of churches located in Russian Poland were
severed from the Soviet state when Poland once again became a
nation on the basis ofpre-partition boundaries. The reconstitution of
Poland from its Russian, Prussian, and Austrian parts had other
effects on the Mennonite community. A large number of German
Mennonites, for instance, were lost by Germany, partly because they
were now in Poland and partly because they were in the newly created
Free City of Danzig, which alone included 5,000 Mennonites
within its borders.107

Germaiiy also lost Mennonites on its western flank, where the
transfer ofAlsace-Lorraine to France doubled the Mennonite popu-
lation in that country. Thus, Germany lost half her Mennonite
people to France, Poland, and Danzig. But in an effort to maintain
these co-religionists in the German fellowship, the German Menno-
nite Conference adopted "Conference ofGerman-Speaking Menno-
nites as its name. °8 The reasoning behind the name-change was that
even though the German national borders had to be reduced, this
need not happen to the ecclesiastical and cultural boundaries of the
Mennonites.

The Conference name-change foreshadowed or reflected the new
German internationalism, which would assert itself in the inter-war
period. Much restricted by geography, the greater Germany would
appeal to a cultural pan-Germanism in order to embrace Germans all
over the world, including Canada, where some Mennonites were a
ready target. Like the German Mennonites, the defeated German
nation could not and would not easily forget the fragmentation
resulting from the loss of territory and people.

In Europe, only the Netherlands and Switzerland provided rela-
tive stability for the Mennonite people, the former because its
borders remained unchanged, the latter because it had managed to
maintain its neutrality. This was a fortunate circumstance because
once again the Doopsgezinde (Anabaptists) in the Netherlands would
be called upon to exercise their traditional role of extending relief and
aid to their brothers and sisters in distress. And the Taufgesinnten
(Anabaptists) in Switzerland, who had provided the cradle for the
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movement, would become the hosts for the first world gathering of
Mennonltes on the occasion of the 400th anniversary of the move-
ment's founding. This too was a timely role because such a Confer-
ence sought to help Mennonites everywhere, not only in their
physical distress but also in their spiritual need. In Europe the faith
had fared almost as poorly as the people and the territories. As one
historian observed:

It is a regrettable fact that European Mennonites had, except
in Russia, practically dropped the principle ofnon-resis-
tance. . . [and also in Russia there was] this flagrant violation
of the principle of non-resistance.109

There was, therefore, no place on earth where Mennonites in
1920 were not confronted by questions of survival, for either
internal or external reasons. The Mennonite body was sorely threat-
ened only in some places. The Mennonite soul, however, was
everywhere endangered by outside influences or by internal reorien-
tations, or by both.

As previously suggested, Canada became a focal point in the
ensuing struggle. For their own good reasons some Mennonites in
Canada felt compelled to leave the country. Others, for equally good
reasons, were determined to find in it their promised land. Among
those who stayed, some sought stubbornly to resist societal encroach-
ments; others were ready to accept the world and to accommodate
themselves to it; the majority tried to find a setting for survival
somewhere in the middle. The stage was set for restless Mennonites
everywhere to move simultaneously in numerous directions in search
of their uncertain future, hoping to make it more secure for them-
selves and for their children.
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2. <:R^irmatwn of the fundamentals

M.any a firm believer in the atonement of Jesus' blood has been
swallowed up in modernism because he gave heed to some broad
religious call, which was nothing better than socialism — OSCAR
BURKHOLDER.'

"Fundamentalism" is not necessarily, and in fact not generally,
synonymous with the fundamentals — VERNON SMUCKER.2

0kNE RESPONSE to the societal pressures which were threat-
ening the Mennonite faith and way of life was to bolster

that faith and to reinforce that way of life from within. While some
Mennonites emphasized selective accommodation to society and
others deliberate segregation from society as survival strategies, still
others chose to cope with unwanted external influences primarily by
strengthening the internal resources through teaching, preaching,
and the production of literature. To this end, various organizational
initiatives had been undertaken, schools and conferences had been
founded, and publishing ventures had been established in earlier
decades.

The varying approaches to survival were not mutually exclusive.
Both accommodation and segregation were rarely ends in them-
selves, but rather means to the desired ends. In the minds of their
respective advocates, the adoption of some things new or the isolation
from all things new contributed to the strengthening of the faith.
And those who promoted Mennonite institutions and organizations
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must have known instinctively that those institutions represented a
degree of accommodation as well as a degree of segregation. At one
and the same time, they represented an adjustment to a society which
was obsessed with organizations and institution-building, and a
protection from that society through institutions uniquely Menno-
mte.

In the 1920s the issue was not so much the proliferation of
institutions but the filling of those already part of the Mennonite
scene with the right content, in other words with the true faith. And
while this involved elements of both accommodation and segrega-
tion, the central thrust was neither of these two but rather the
accentuation of that which had always come first, the centralities of
Christian doctrine. To achieve this purpose, leaders of the century-
old Mennonite Conference of Ontario sought a return to those things
which were basic for the church. A statement on Christian Funda-
mentals, prepared in part by Bishop S. F. Coffman of Ontario and
endorsed by the 192 1 sessions of the Mennonite General Conference,
provided the springboard for that "return," which, however, was
accomplished only with divisive results.

The reaffirmation of the fundamentals meant not only strengthen-
ing Mennonite peculiarities such as the doctrine of nonresistance,
directly tested by the war, and the practice of nonconformity,
increasingly under siege, but also Christian theology and ethics in
general, as historically taught by the Mennonites. This reaffirma-
tion, however, could no longer happen only with reference to
Anabaptism; it also had to take into consideration the religious winds
which were blowing contemporaneously across the Canadian and
American landscapes, because Mennonites were being influenced as
much by their environment as by their heritage.

That Mennonites were not immune to the coming and going of
religious movements had already been amply demonstrated in both
Europe and North America in the nineteenth century. Most of the
religious battles among them in the century just past had to do with
degrees of adjustment or degrees of resistance to religious and secular
movements confronting them from without. In Canada, the "migra-
tion" of the New Mennonites in the direction of revivalism and the
objection of the Old Order Mennonites to every new fad, religious
and otherwise, were already a matter of record. The Old Menno-
nites, anxiously seeking a reasonable middle course between the two
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extremes, were being pulled in both directions, as they sought to
rediscover and reaffirm the centralities of the faith.

It was precisely in that middle ground where the struggle here
reported was most intense and this explains why the Old Mennonites
of North America in general and the Mennonite Conference of
Ontario in particular are centre-stage in this chapter. It is also true
that the IVIennonite General Conference was the largest of the
Mennonite bodies in North America, though not in Canada and not
in Ontario. However, whatever their numbers, wherever they were,
they, the Old Mennonites, of all Mennonites, were most pulled in
two directions. The normal tension between progressive and con-
servative forces in their midst was now complicated and accentuated
by, or overlaid with, another set of forces. These were sometimes
perceived to be allies and sometimes enemies in the struggle.

The effort to achieve a restatement of the faith coincided with, and
to a certain extent perhaps was prompted by, a parallel movement in
North American Protestantism known as fundamentalism. A certain
borrowing therefrom was inevitable, not least of all because of the
common language in use. Only a few people would learn to differen-
tiate between the Mennonite fundamentals being espoused by the
Old Mennonite Church and the Christian fundamentalist movement
as such, or among the various literalist approaches to the Bible being
advanced. To the promoters and to the laity the language and the
meanings tended to be the same or, if not exactly the same, very
similar and quite interchangeable.

Fundamentalism was basically an American movement, as was its
counterpart, the modernist social gospel. However, both theological
streams had Canadian parallels, which served to reinforce the influ-
ences from the south. On the one hand were the efforts within Canada
towards reform in society and towards ecumenical association of the
churches, the latter culminating in the formation in 1925 of the
United Church of Canada.3 On the other hand were the promotions
of personal salvation and piety, such as came from the flamboyant
fundamentalist, and schismatic, Baptist preacher T. T. Shields in
Toronto.

In Canada the fundamentalist movement had a strong anchor in
the Niagara Bible Conference, incorporated by that name under the
laws of Canada in 1 893.5 Indeed, in its 25-year history the institution
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had already exercised leadership throughout the continent as "the
mother of the very influential North American prophecy and Bible
conference movement [and] a major force in shaping conservative
Protestant theology into what soon was called fundamentalism."6
The Conference helped to popularize a general preoccupation with
the end times, the verbal inspiration of the Bible, faith missions, and
revivalism.

For a variety of reasons the fundamentalist movement exerted the
greater influence among Mennonites, but the social gospel stream
did not go unnoticed. The American-based General Conference
Mennonite Church, for instance, had become a member of the
Federal Council of Churches, one of fundamentalism's main targets,
at its founding in 1908 and remained in it for a decade.7 There were
other connections to the non-fundamentalist side. In Ontario numer-
ous "assimilated Mennonites" ended up as members of the newly
formed United Church of Canada, having previously become
Methodists or members of the Evangelical Association, two of the
denominational tributaries flowing into the ecumenical body.

Moreover, one of the favourite German gospel hymnbooks,
especially among the Dutch Mennonites in both the U.S.A, and
Canada, turned out to be Evangeliumslieder (Gospel Songs), trans-
lated and edited by none other than Walter Rauschenbusch, one of
the giants of the social gospel movement, who was much misunder-
stood and wrongly maligned. As with Rauschenbusch, so also with
the Mennonites the evangelical faith had compelling social dimen-
sions. The love of one's fellow human beings was inseparably linked
to a professed love of God. In the words ofMenno Simons:

For true evangelical faith is of such a nature that it cannot lie
dormant, but manifests itself in all righteousness and works of
love;. . . it clothes the naked; it feeds the hungry; it comforts
the sorrowful; it shelters the destitute;. . . it serves those that
harm it;. . . it binds up that which is wounded;. . . it has
become all things to all men.9

However, the impediments to a Mennonite embracing the social
gospel movement were also great, above all because it implied
political involvement of some kind at some level, an activity at that
time quite foreign to Mennonites. Only a small minority at that time
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voted in national or even civic elections, though the election to public
office of some individuals has been previously noted.10 Besides, in
both Canada and the U.S.A. the influence of the social gospel
accented the citizenship obligations of the Christian, and for many
social gospel advocates, though not for all, this led directly to support
of the war effort. Indeed, it was the militarism of the Federal Council
in the U.S.A, which prompted the General Conference to withdraw
from membership in that body. '' The social gospel, requiring social
and political involvement, often produced different modes of
involvement. For some it reinforced pacifism, for others militarism.

Similarly in Canada, diverse ideological and organizational alli-
ances sprang from the social gospel and, from the Mennonite
perspective, led its proponents and followers in strange directions.
The Mennonites could have accepted the temperance and prohibi-
tionist movements, or even joined them, as some of them did.12 The
cause of the Lord's Day Alliance was also to their liking. Mennonites
kept not only the Sabbath but numerous additional Christian holi-
days. However, unions for workers and suffrage for women
appeared unnecessary, if not dangerous, while militarism as a reli-
gious duty and Canadianization as the deliberate assimilation of
minority groups13 were totally unacceptable. Most problematic also
was the social gospel's link to modernism and generally also its
language. For most Mennonites the word "fundamentalism
sounded much better than "modernism.

Fundamentalism in America

Before examining the precise impact of the fundamentalist move-
ment upon the Mennonite churches, the manner in which it gained
entry into their ranks, and the degree to which the churches in
Canada were affected, brief attention must be given to a general
review of the nature of the fundamentalist-modernist controversy
and its major issues. Fundamentalism and modernism emerged and
evolved essentially as different religious responses to the rapidly
changing social conditions in the latter part of the nineteenth century.
The depression and shock resulting from the civil war had been
followed by the disruption of rural traditions and the disorientation
resulting from rapid urbanization and industrialization.

In the midst of these great changes was planted the message of
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progress. Astonishing advances in the fields of science, medicine,
and technology gave rise to a growing wave of optimism and with it
the hope that, through judicious use and application of this new
knowledge, the world could be made a better and more peaceful place
for mankind. Theories of progress, expounded variously by Dar-
win, Marx, and others, exploded upon the world in the latter part of
the century with enormous implications in many areas of life.14

Increasingly, all disciplines became subject to exacting scientific
methods and analysis. It was not long before the Bible and its
teachings were affected by the intellectual climate of the times. The
message of Scripture was reassessed in relation to the new scientific
findings and along with the insights provided by recent discoveries
in biology, psychology, and sociology. The new textual scrutiny of
the Bible, called "higher criticism," tended to emphasize the ethical
aspects of Scripture over the doctrinal teachings.15 Reflecting the
positive scientific mood of the times, the new ethic stressed the need
for, and the possibility of, the transformation of the social environ-
ment and not only the rebirth of the individual. The advocates of
such social gospel views were called progressives, modernists, or
liberals.

Set over against them were those traditionalists and conservatives
who believed that the new theories threatened the very fundamentals
of the Christian religion. Though the spokesmen for fundamental-
ism rarely attained a well-defined solidarity, they still managed to
counter effectively the "modern apostasy" along lines described as
both apologetic and apocalyptic. Apologetics had reference to doc-
trine and the defence of the faith. Apocalyptics had to do with the
unfolding of history and the end times. Essentially, it was the union
of two nineteenth-century theological systems, the so-called Prince-
ton theology and Plymouth Brethren dispensationalism, that gave
fundamentalism a definable form. '6

Princeton theology, emanating from the seminary bearing the
same name, was committed to the defence of an "inerrant and
infallible" Scripture, a phrase that was to become the fulcrum of the
fundamentalist movement. A basic tenet of the school's belief was
that divine inspiration rested in some external authority and that this
authority was an inerrant Bible. A perfect God, so these theologians
declared, would not have revealed himself through a fallible work.
Consequently, they argued that not only was the Bible verbally
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inspired, but it was also inerrant in its every "reference, statistic, and
quotation when first written down on the original autographs."17 In
the popular translation of this teaching, it was usually forgotten that
inerrancy was claimed only for the original autographs. Indeed, what
was understood was that the King James Bible was inerrant and
infallible, and such understanding was only one short step removed
from implying that the fundamentalist interpreters themselves were
beyond challenge and criticism.

The fundamentalists also challenged the overly optimistic liberal
spirit with respect to human development and social evolution.
Helpful to this end were the doctrines ofdispensationalism. Dispen-
sationalist teaching had originated with the Plymouth Brethren in
England and Ireland a century earlier and become a popular doctrine
within American Protestant circles by the 1870s.18 As already indi-
cated, the Niagara Bible Conference was a strong Canadian source of
such teaching. According to the dispensatlonalists, history was
divided into periods or dispensations, usually seven in number. In
each age, God had his followers, though the qualities of the faithful
differed from period to period and certain divine expectations did not
apply to them until the dawn of the millennium, a 1,000-year period
referred to in the Book of Revelation.19

In this way, the ethical teachings of the Kingdom, which spelled
out the social obligations of the church, could be omitted from
fundamentalist dogma since, it was conveniently argued, they were
not applicable in the present age. The overriding concern of the
church in the present time should be to preach and to save souls for
the future. Christian energies should be channelled not towards
action for social reform but rather towards the salvation of
individuals.

The dispensatlonalist neglect of social betterment was consistent
with an intensely pessimistic view of the world's future and with a
belief in the imminent and direct intervention of God in the affairs of
the world. Thus, in sharp contrast to the optimism of the American
creed and the fresh theological articulations of the liberals, moder-
nists, and progressives, the dispensationalists and fundamentalists
insisted that society was doomed, while at the same time enthusiasti-
cally championing the possibility of man's personal salvation.

Although incipient fundamentalism was evident in Canada during
the 1800s, not least of all in the emergence of the Mennonite
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Brethren in Christ denomination, it maintained a relatively low
profile prior to the turn of the century. Its character was tempered by
the steady conservative influence of Moody Bible Institute in Chi-
cago, which school had attracted not only such young Mennonite
men as John F. Funk, the outstanding American Mennonite pub-
lisher prior to the twentieth century, but also S.F. Coffman, the
outstanding Old Mennonite bishop in Canada in the first half of the
twentieth century and leader in the Ontario Mennonite Bible School,
and later William J. Bestvater of the Herbert Bible School in
Saskatchewan.21 Moody and his followers defended the faith against
the inroads of heresy not through open polemics with the modernists,
but rather through the medium of Bible conferences, revival meet-
ings, pamphlets, and periodicals which strengthened the faithful. In
other words, the conservative and fundamentalist stance of Moody
Bible Institute and its graduates had a moderating quality about it
because of its restrained rhetoric and tempered tone.

A radical shift in the complexion of fundamentalist leadership,
and subsequently a change in the entire tenor of the movement,
occurred early in the twentieth century. From that point on, every
'modernist heresy" was answered with all the authoritativeness and

straightforwardness of direct quotations from Scripture, even if this
meant taking passages out of their biblical context. The Great War
played a crucial role in converting a relatively sedate fundamentalism
into an aggressive, offensive-minded movement, dedicated to the
annihilation of the modernist foe. The scale of the carnage and
destruction produced by the war, without precedent in human
history, appeared to verify fundamentalist convictions that any
attempts at world reform and peace were in vain.22 Moreover, the
war supplied the fundamentalists with an increasingly militant
language that could be used against the religious enemy.23

And through an interesting twist of logic, the fundamentalists
endeavoured to link the modernists—at least those modernists who
were also pacifists—with the German foe and indeed with all the
enemies of America.24 The cries of the modernists for peace and
reform, the fundamentalists contended, had undermined morale and
left the West unprepared for the treacheries of the German empire.
Subsequently, the fundamentalist critique of social reform programs
became even more vehement, and proponents of pacifism and over-
seas relief were quickly accused of harbouring pro-German and pro-

(t
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Bolshevik sympathies. Common were the claims that modernism and
evolution had brought together the following:

the Reds of Russia, the university professors of Germany,
England, and America, the IWWs [Industrial Workers of the
World, also known as "Wobblies"], and every bum from the
"down and out" sections of every city in America.25

Fundamentalism Among Old Mennonites

The simple but forceful and self-assured character of the fundamen-
talist message exercised a powerful attraction upon the minds of a
large segment of the American populace, including the Old Menno-
nites. Offering simple answers to a complex set of questions, funda-
mentalism provided a measure of security to a people just emerging
from their long history of isolation. Here was a religion that was
conservative in its theology, straightforward and biblicist in its
claims, traditional and rural in its appeal, one that reaffirmed the
authority of church leaders.

Mennonites had much in common with the fundamentalists and,
because they lacked full awareness of crucial differences, it was
hardly surprising that some Mennonites found common cause with
the fundamentalist position. Fundamentalism allowed them to
remain true to the biblicism of their Anabaptist traditions and at the
same time to step outside of that tradition into a wider Christian
identity. The appeal was irresistible, especially where the implica-
tions for the Mennonites of following fundamentalism were not fully
understood.

Historic Anabaptism and North American fundamentalism none
the less represented two different "forms of faith," which, according
toJ.B. Toews, clashed with each other.26 The one form was that of
"an existential Christianity" and the other that of a "creedal theologi-
cal system." The two forms represented different approaches to
essential elements of the faith in a number of areas, including the
Scriptures, conversion, discipleship, and the church, as well as
missions and evangelism.

The devotion to the Bible as the Word of God for the Anabaptists
was not the end of a chain of logic" but much more "an exercise of
faith" that manifested itself in obedience to the teaching and life of
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Jesus. Hence, a shift from Anabaptism to fundamentalism meant
shifting "the centre of faith" from a relationship of obedience to a
creedal polemic and proof-texting which focus "on the inerrancy of
the Scriptures in the original autographs which are non-existent." In
other words, fundamentalism substituted for true faith and gradual
guidance into all truth by the Holy Spirit "a system of logic for the
absolute trustworthiness of the Bible."

Further, Anabaptism understood conversion "as a transformation
of life" verified "in a life ofdiscipleship," which included nonresis-
tance, non-swearing of the oath, and the pursuit of peace. Funda-
mentalism, on the other hand, exalted only the work of the cross,
meaning grace, and neglected the way of the cross, meaning disci-
plined and abstemious living. Fundamentalism was aggressive,
unusually self-assertive, militant, militaristic, and also individualis-
tic. Whereas for Anabaptism the Christian life was lived in the
context of the congregation, fundamentalism was highly individual-
istic and the experience of the church as a community tended to be
absent.

For the time being, the differences between the "two forms" were
obvious to the dissenters, but less so to those leaders in the Old
Mennonite Church whose passion was a return to the fundamentals.
They were fighting, as it were, a two-front war: the trends towards
new modes of living, arising from modernity, and the threat of new
modes of thinking, arising from modernism. In this struggle,
fundamentalism was an obvious ally, though Mennonites wanted a
Mennonite variety of fundamentalism.

Mennonite fundamentalism suffered from the absence of a defini-
tively worded contemporary theology. That such a confession had not
yet been formulated was due to the agrarian Mennonite background,
the satisfied reliance on such historic documents as the Dordrecht
Confession, and the interest in publishing being relatively recent.
The printed word and written self-expression had only begun to play
an important role through the pioneer publishing efforts of John F.
Funk, first at Chicago, then at Elkhart, Indiana.

Funk's Herald of Truth (1864- 1908),27 as the first Mennonite
periodical in America, was eventually replaced by the more official,
and for this topic crucial, Gospel Herald (1908- ), published at
Scottdale, Pennsylvania, by the Mennonite General Conference.28 It
was the Gospel Herald, as well as the earlier German-language
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HeroldderWahrheit (1864- 1901),29 a twin-publication of Herald
of Truth, which gave to the church its foremost articulators of the
fundamentals during this period. The first of them was John Horsch
(1867- 1941), born in Austria and partially educated in Germany,
whose emigration to America to escape military service gave Funk
his much-needed German editor in 1887. Thus began a 55-year
career for Horsch in editorial work and historical and theological
writing which was most influential in the 1920s.30

The second was Daniel Kauffman( 1865- 1944). Aseditorfor39
yearsofthe Gospel Herald (\90S-194-3), frequent moderator of the
church and omnipresent committeeman—at one time he was a
member of 22 committees and boards—and a speaker in much
demand, Daniel Kauffman moulded the life and thought of the
church as no other individual during that time. Both Horsch and
Kauffman fashioned the official policy and polity of the Old Menno-
nite Church in the mould of their own conservative, authoritarian,
and also very decisive preferences. Through them the church was
transformed to correspond closely to classic fundamentalist senti-
ments.

The view of Scriptures embodied in the Princeton theology was
widely disseminated throughout the church by Daniel Kauffman.
During his long association with the Gospel Herald^ that periodical
was filled with editorials and articles endorsing fundamentalist
thought.32 His Bible Doctrine, an interpretative work prepared in
response to a conference request, confidently asserted that the Bible
was "inspired from cover to cover; that every part is alike inspired,
and that the words of Scriptures express inerrantly, the truths God
wished to declare."33 Both the periodical and the book were widely
read in Canada.

Along with Kauffman, Horsch contributed much of the material
propounding similar thinking. The study of early Mennonite history
was Horsch's consuming passion, but even here his predisposition
coloured his interpretation of the origins. His examination of the
Anabaptist progenitors appeared to be prompted more by a desire to
affirm their religious orthodoxy in the light of contemporary faith
than to uncover objectively the essence of their teachings. Accord-
ingly, the early Anabaptists were pictured more as theologically
sound twentieth-century conservatives than as radical sixteenth-
century dissenters.34
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Horsch possessed a genuine dread of the new, popular, religious
liberalism. He sincerely believed that modernism threatened the
very foundations of true Christianity, and he marshalled his best
forces to combat the admission of heresy into Mennonite ranks. The
M.ennonite Church and Modernism, published in 1924, was one such
effort aimed at exposing and discrediting the liberal elements resi-
dent within the Mennonite Church.35 Indicted most heavily were
educators such as Vernon Smucker, John E. Hartzler, and Noah E.
Byers, faculty members at Goshen College. They were accused of
spiritual unorthodoxy with regard to such items as the authority of
Scripture, the divinity of Christ, and the authority of the bishops.
The charges were not supported with credible evidence, but they
typified Horsch's ready inclination to denounce those men and
institutions that were not, in his opinion, sufficiently anti-modernist
and not solidly fundamentalist.

The adoption of "Eighteen Fundamentals" at the 1921 Mennonite
General Conference reflected the widespread adoption offundamen-
talist language within the Church. While there was some objection to
the addition of yet another confession of faith to the "canon, the
"Fundamentals" were accepted as a "restatement of [the Dort {sic)
Confession] in the light of present religious contentions and
teachings."36 What this meant was that historical Mennonitism was
now firmly related to, if not identified with, contemporary funda-
mentalism.

A brief survey of the articles quickly demonstrates the degree to
which the fundamentalist ideas had penetrated Mennonite ranks.
Article I affirmed "the plenary and verbal inspiration of the Bible as
the Word of God. ..inerrant in the original writings. . . ". Article
Ill announced "that the Genesis account of the Creation is an historic
fact and literally true." Article X, with probable reference to the
advocates of the social gospel, admonished the church to keep
herself aloof from all movements which seek the reformation of
society independent of the merits of the death of Christ and the
experience of the new birth." Article XIV, sounding the familiar
pre-millennial warning bell, observed that "the latter days will be
characterized by general lawlessness and departure from the
faith;. . . further, that present conditions indicate that we are now
living in these perilous times." Articles XV-XVIII predicted "the
bodily resurrection" of all men, after passing through an "intermedi-
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ate state" and an ultimate destiny in either heaven or hell. Signifi-
cantly, only a passing reference was made in the "Eighteen Funda-
mentals" to the principle ofnonresistance.

The inflammatory and judgmental spirit accompanying the fun-
damentalist-modernist dispute made a reasonable approach to concil-
iatory discussion virtually impossible, especially when emotions ran
high on both sides, and persons or institutions often emerged as the
focal points of the debate. Within the Old Mennonite Church,
Goshen College assumed a central role in the protracted religious
wranglings.38 A minority faculty group, led by Smucker and Byers,
and drawing its support mainly from the younger, relatively well
educated constituency, challenged the majority, represented by the
older, less erudite leadership, more attuned to fundamentalist ways
of thought. Suspect theological opinions on various issues, ranging
from the deity of Christ to the plenary inspiration of the Bible, were
most often cited as the root cause of the college's internal turmoil.
Compounding the difficulties was the fact that the conflict was, to a
large extent, generational and related as much to varying approaches
to historic Anabaptism as to the theological movements of the day.
O.B. Gerig, a spokesman for the younger group, confirmed this
much when he explained that "a small section of the Mennonite
Church, mostly the younger generation, has come to see the really
noble sentiments and ideals of their historic faith."

For six years, from 1918 to 1 924, the Goshen controversy ground
on. In the end, the conservative faction, headed by the perennial
leaders, Horsch and Kauffman, excised what they considered to be
"liberal" elements from the college's faculty. The latter, disillu-
sioned and frustrated by the experience, left the Old Church to accept
positions at Bethel College or Bluffton College, schools ofconstitu-
encies within the more tolerant General Conference Mennonite
Church.40 But these individuals did not give up their cause.

Very promptly, they founded the monthly Christian Exponent as
an alternative voice,41 contending that " 'fundamentalism' is not
necessarily, and in fact not generally, synonymous with the
fundamentals."42 They cautioned against an uncritical acceptance of
fundamentalism and urged that those elements which were incongru-
ous with the tradition be promptly discarded. They were also
repelled by the acrimonious language and the intolerant spirit which
were common to fundamentalist rhetoric. In response to Horsch's
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brash offensive mounted in The Mennonite Church and Modernism,
Vernon Smucker replied:

The methods and motives [of Horsch] must be utterly abhor-
rent to anyone who is a true Christian and who desires to see
fair play and knows the facts in the case.43

The forced faculty resignations at Goshen College signalled a
decisive victory for the conservative forces. Curriculum revisions
subsequently introduced at the college reflected the institution's new
alliances. The denominational Mennonite Board of Education, to
which the college was ultimately responsible, declared that it would
tolerate no compromise on "religious essentials," which were inter-
preted to include areas such as dress and nonconformity.4 Pro-
nouncements endorsing the verbal and plenary inspiration of the
Scriptures were made, along with outspoken criticism of institutions
that were deemed "unsound." Additionally, the Board recommended
that "the first and fundamental work of the church was to evangelize
the world rather than to reform the world."41

One specific area of contention between the leaders and the young
educators was the doctrine ofnonresistance. This principle, though
somewhat brittle in its application and often not understood in any
comprehensive manner by its adherents, remained a basic and
indispensable position. But not all who deemed the doctrine impor-
tant interpreted it in the same way. For some, nonresistance was a
personal ethic. Others saw it as a relevant social and political ethic.
Evangelist John S. Coffman, for instance, had felt a kinship with
political and humanitarian peace movements, which he regarded as
Christian, if not in identity, then in terms of direction.46

Now, however, the Mennonite stance on peace and nonresistance
was modified by the absorption of mainstream American religious
values. Embracing fundamentalism, the Old Church was compelled
to reinterpret one of its historic fundamentals. It thus found itself
opposing "modern pacifism" because of its link to the social gospel
and urging believers to do their utmost to avoid "the so-called peace
movement."47 This position on war and the peace movements,
though widely accepted, suffered from an ironic inconsistency that
was readily recognized by its detractors. On the one hand, the
Mennonites had energetically campaigned for the military exemp-
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tion of their members during the war. At the same time, they
denounced all social peace programs, proclaiming them to be
unchristian. It became incumbent upon them somehow to reconcile
the contradiction within their platform and provide themselves with
historical and biblical legitimacy.

This task was undertaken and accomplished by Horsch, who
submitted a revised critique of nonresistance which was to become
the official Mennonite position. Horsch's formulation was ingenious
for its simplicity. According to its premise, biblical nonresistance
was "based on the Gospel which teaches that righteousness is the fruit
of the new birth." Hence, nonresistance was only the fruit, not the
root, of the gospel. It followed on Christian conversion, which was
an essential prerequisite. This was fundamentally distinct from
modern pacifism, which substituted mere social betterment for
biblical regeneration.48

The inevitable conclusion of his position was that Christians were
preferably nonresistant but not necessarily nonresistant, this virtue
being a fruit of the gospel. But equally important was the fact that
only Christians, as defined by him, could be nonresistant or pacifist.
Hence, all other forms of peace concern or opposition to war were
unacceptable because they were not properly grounded. Horsch's
interpretation was warmly received by the majority of the church
leaders. His dichotomy permitted them to retain their ties with
fundamentalist orientations, while at the same time allowing them to
remain true to their historic faith as they perceived it.

A second problematic situation involved the doctrine of noncon-
formity. Since the sixteenth century, the Mennonites had held the
notion that they were to be separate from, and nonconformed to, the
world. Thus, they believed that their way of living was not to be
guided by the standards and modes of the surrounding society but by
the biblical imperatives of such passages as the Sermon on the Mount
in particular. In North America this doctrine of separation had been
reinforced by the continued use of the German language in an
English-language culture and by geographic isolation in the context
of a rural and agricultural way of life.

Early in the twentieth century, however, the Old Mennonites in
North America had abandoned the German language to a very large
extent and thus severed one form of cultural separation. The result
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was much greater social intercourse with the outside world, and a
new fear that such association would lead to the loss of their unique
identity. In other words, the loss of traditional social controls
threatened the preservation of the old way of life. The German
language and other symbols of separation having been lost, simplic-
ity in clothing styles became for conservative Mennonites the final
citadel "which must be held at all cost."49

Fundamentalism in Ontario

Canadian developments in many ways paralleled the American
experience. In Ontario the leaders of the church grappled with many
of the same issues confronting their southern colleagues and, in
almost every instance, the outcome was the same. This was not
surprising, because both areas of the church were served by the same
periodicals, and the international border was not one that made a big
difference in the Old Church. Fundamentalism, as defined and
endorsed by the 1921 Conference session, and as disseminated to
many Canadian homes through the medium of the Gospel Herald,
became the approved theology of the Mennonite Conference of
Ontario. Basic fundamentalist motifs, such as biblical infallibility,
millennialism, and personal salvation, made their way to the people
and experienced a warm reception.50 Naturally, fundamentalism had
its practical applications as well. Mennonites were admonished from
the pulpit or at evangelistic meetings to remain aloof from sinful
worldly amusements, life insurance companies, secret societies,
sports, radio, and secular music.51 "For fifty years," one Ontario
minister claimed, "this book [Daniel Kauffman's Bible Doctrmes~\
was of great influence" especially with respect to fundamentalism and
nonconformity."

An effective blend of traditional Mennonite piety and contempo-
rary fundamentalist conservatism was thus established. The synthesis
worked, not in small part because of the positive impression made by
the leaders upon their followers. Strong personalities such as S.F.
Coffman, Oscar Burkholder, and later C.F. Derstine were con-
vinced that the tenets of fundamentalism and Mennonitism were
compatible. Their absolute confidence was transmitted to, and
observed by, the people who responded to firm leadership as they
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faced the changing forces of the twentieth century. Fundamentalist-
inspired precepts provided this direction. In the words of Paul
Martin:

. . . Mennonites showed their greatest interest in the Funda-
mentalists. I believe it was at this stage that we learned to use
the Bible in very legalistic and prescriptive ways.53

S.F. Coffman, bishop of the Lincoln County area Old Mennonite
Churches, is considered by .many to have been Ontario's most
influential voice in the first half of the twentieth century.54 He was a
moderate who consistently held that a policy of patience and restraint
was the wisest approach to the religious developments overtaking
Ontario and the wider church. His first love lay in preparing
exegeses on such books of the Bible as Acts or Corinthians or in
elaborating on the significance and symbolism of the tabernacle in the
Old Testament. Had Coffman's talents as a co-ordinator, committee
person, and mediator been less exceptional, he likely would have
devoted his working life to biblical research. However, both the
Mennonite Conference of Ontario and the Mennonite General
Conference recognized Coffman's abilities, and as a result, the
bishop was recruited for a myriad ofchurch-related assignments. He
represented the conferences on history, peace, literature, music,
fundamentals, and Sunday School committees. During the Great
War he also served as official liaison between the Ontario Menno-
nites and Ottawa.

Coffman's gentle disposition precluded his involvement in public
disputes with those with whom he disagreed. Quiet counsel and
reasoned dialogue were to him preferable, and more scriptural, than
outright verbal battle. Coffman had, like his mentor John F. Funk,
achieved an effective fusion of Anabaptism and the theology of
Moody Bible Institute, and his reputation for orthodoxy and depend-
ability resulted in his being named to a select committee appointed to
study, and then prepare a statement on, the Mennonite doctrinal
position. The culmination of this work was the adoption of the
aforementioned "Eighteen Fundamentals" which were intended "to
safeguard our people from the inroads of false doctrines which assail
the Word of God and threaten the foundation of our faith. . . . "5i

Coffman was at first reluctant to accept the assignment, not
because he objected to affirming the fundamental truths, but because
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he considered the church to be adequately served by the Dordrecht
Confession formulated in 1632. The Ontario leader questioned the
need for another doctrinal statement and worried whether such might
not prove injurious to church unity. He also wondered whether the
committee was only to delineate the church's position on disputed
doctrine or whether it was to compile a comprehensive statement on
the church's faith." In the end, Coffman suppressed his reservations
and submitted to the responsibility. The Conference was fortunate
that he did so, for throughout the course of the project, Coffman
distinguished himself as a champion of tolerance and charity. He
reminded his fellow members that even the Dordrecht Confession
had shown some flexibility on non-essential matters, and he recom-
mended that

the same sincerity must be observed by us concerning the
foundations of our faith. The same charity concerning our
individual opinion regarding some of the teachings of Christ
and the apostles, among which are some things hard to
understand."

Coffman's thoughts on the subject of the Bible and its inspiration
were unequivocal. "Any position on the authenticity of the records of
the Bible but that of simple faith is unsatisfactory," he testified.
"Every record of events must be true."" The inspiration of the
Scriptures held a fascination for the Vineland bishop, and he inserted
a number of articles on the topic in his "Bible Study" column,
featured regularly in the Christian Monitor.59 Partly as a result of
Coffman's leadership, the Mennonite Conference maintained a
strong belief in the Bible as reliable and undisputed authority and
pre-millennialism as the basis of human hope. The annual meeting in
Vineland in June 1924 drew attention to the "tide of unbelief that is
sweeping over the world, preventing the salvation of multitudes, and
destroying the faith of some." The recommended antidote to the
religious malaise was to be found in a "prayerful, obedient applica-
tionoftheWord."60

Other well-known and influential Ontario leaders concurred with
Coffman on the Bible's infallibility. One such person was Oscar
Burkholder, who had been ordained to the pastorate of Cressman
Church in Breslau early in 1913.61 Burkholder embodied many of
those attributes that one might have expected to find in a Mennonite
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leader of his time. He was totally self-assured, stern, dogmatic, and
not infrequently given to making authoritarian pronouncements.
The Breslau minister served in a number of different roles during his
long association with the Old Mennonite Church. He spent 36 years
as an instructor at the Ontario Mennonite Bible School in Kitchener
(1917- 1954). He was also a prolific writer. During his lifetime, he
authored three books62 and contributed many forceful articles to the
Gospel Herald ^ the Christian M.onitor, the Christian Ministry, and
the Sword and Trumpet.6'1' As if these activities, not to mention the
demands of his home congregation, were not enough to consume
Burkholder's energies, he was also extremely active as an Itinerant
evangelist. Between 1910 and 1949, Burkholder conducted over
180 religious rallies, most of which were held outside Ontario.64

The classroom, the printed page, and evangelistic meetings
proved ideal vehicles through which Burkholder could channel his
message and spiritual insights. Never one to dodge issues, particu-
larly if these related to the contemporary religious scene, the Breslau
pastor left no doubts with his audience as to his position on any
number of subjects. For example, Burkholder confessed that Chris-
tian conduct was not always plainly defined in the Holy Writ, but
"where we approach the realms of doctrine and stated truth there can
be no two ways or attitudes that are right."61 He stood absolutely
convinced that ultimate truth and salvation were the exclusive prop-
erty of fundamentalist Christianity. Other religious systems were
acknowledged, but in Christianity was found "the only right reli-
gion" capable of dispelling "the darkness that is hanging over this
sin-sick world."66

He maintained that an inerrant Bible constituted the foundation of
the genuine church. Scripture acted as the Christian's indispensable
guide to righteous living and as the "higher authority to decide
whether a certain doctrine or teaching is true or untrue." This latter
role was of vital importance to Burkholder for he and other believers
were surrounded by well-dressed seducers who gave the appearance
of being morally upright but who inwardly were "as ravenous as wild
beasts."68 The seducers, who generally were identified to be mis-
guided intellectuals, were revealed by their scientific, philosophical,
and religious opinions to be opposed to biblical fundamentals. What
these tamperers with the sacred biblical truths needed, Burkholder
contended, was the illuminating "light of the Scriptures.")»
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The crusader's preoccupation with religious deceivers and false
prophets was very closely tied to his pre-millennialist theology. He
concluded that the world had entered into its final stage, proof of
which was demonstrated by the rampant signs of apostasy and
unbelief proliferating everywhere. So provoked was Burkholder by
the insidious modern-day deceptions that he was compelled to write
The Predicted Departure from the Faith. The purpose of this popular
treatise was "to present a message on the signs of apostasy and
the responsibility connected with backsliding from Christian
experience"69 and to focus attention on the special problems created
by the "terrific pressure brought to bear upon believers in these last
days."70 Burkholder spared few words in getting to the heart of the
matter:

Sunday school teachers will deliberately and boldly declare
that they do not believe the Genesis account of the Creation,
and claim kinship with a monkey instead of an omnipotent
God;. . . when mothers will switch on the radio for the bed-
time stories for their children, rather than tell them the stories
of truth from the Bible.71

Burkholder was an avowed opponent of modernism, a phenome-
non which he termed "nothing better than socialism." He was also
deeply distrustful of humanitarian and social reform movements,
including pacifist organizations.73 In this instance he was joined by
others, such as Manasseh Hallman, who insisted that "modernist and
fundamentalist cannot work together"74 and S.F. Coffman, whose
credentials as a dedicated pacifist were beyond reproach. Coffman
had carried on lengthy negotiations with Ottawa to assure his church
of official nonresistant privileges. Yet, in his capacity as secretary for
the provincial Peace Problems Committee, he warned his fellows to
"keep aloof from other peace movements, of a humanitarian princi-
pie, or political affiliation."75

Further evidence that fundamentalism had taken root in the
Mennonite Conference of Ontario presented itself through the Bible
conferences and conventions held in the province.76 The thirteenth
session of the Mennonite General Conference, meeting in Waterloo
during the summer of 1923, selected as its theme "The Fundamen-
tals of Christianity." The convention attracted several thousand
people and, according to an official report, "one of the impressive
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features of these "Fundamentals" meetings was the unity that pre-
vailed regarding the truths of the Bible which we regard as funda-
mental to the Christian faith."77 A roster of prominent fundamental-
ist speakers was assembled and the subjects addressed ranged from
"The Inspiration of the Scriptures" to "Modernism" to "The Second
Coming of Christ."78

Several years later, at a locally sponsored Bible conference con-
ducted near New Hamburg, the familiar fundamentalist concerns
continued to appear. The subjects introduced by Oscar Burkholder
and Alberta's Norman Stauffer included "Eight Signs of Modern-
ism," "Evils of the Tongue," and "Worldly Organizations and the
Christian." All of these subjects led to fundamentalist-type pro-
nouncements, including a 1924 Conference resolution which asked
their members to reconfirm their faith in God and in Jesus:

Whereas the world is abounding with false doctrines [that] are
undermining the faith and attacking the foundation of the
church, be it resolved, that the members of the Ontario Men-
nonite Conference declare themselves to believe that the
Christ, Son of God, is the foundation upon which the church

Educational developments in Ontario lagged behind those found
in the American Mennonite community. The absence in the province
of a church-supported college was in one sense a blessing, since the
area was spared the kind of bitter friction that enveloped Goshen.
Even so, and despite its geographic separation from the Indiana
campus, Ontario could not escape the shock waves released by that
struggle. Through S.F. Coffman, who served as chairman of a
literature committee assigned to scrutinize, appraise, and recom-
mend texts for use in the Bible, science, and history departments at
the Goshen and Hesston colleges, and through the occasional stu-
dent, the province was kept closely informed of the situation at
Goshen.81 The bishop's choice of competent and trustworthy authori-
ties, to whom questionable books could be referred for evaluation,
said much for his personal leanings. James Gray, R.A. Torrey, and
B. Riley, all of them fundamentalist giants, were included in
Coffman'slist.82

Coffman discovered himself to be in a delicate, sometimes ambig-
uous, spot with respect to the school controversy. On the one hand,
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he agreed with many points made by the dissenting faculty members,
some of whom were his close friends. On the other hand, Coffman
felt constrained to support the conservative leadership, principally
because he felt this would best serve the interests of church unity.

Closer to home, Coffman took a leading hand in the development
of the Ontario Mennonite Bible School.83 Established in 1907, the
Kitchener school made valuable contributions to its constituency,
both for the Bible-steeped students it returned to the home congrega-
tions and because it offered educational services in a largely rural
district located far from the Old Mennonite educational centres. The
school provided an accessible alternative to the more sophisticated
American institutions. It had low entrance requirements and winter
and evening courses which suited the constituency and its students.
Attendance at the school was a way of making up for what was
missing in the public schools. Coffman many times expressed regrets
that the Bible, "the standard book of the world," had been omitted
from the public classroom.84 Some years later, Oscar Burkholder
expanded on this same theme:

For, while true education is to be desired, and its usefulness,
as a servant of the believer, is accepted almost without ques-
tion, the modern educational system, influenced, governed,
and practically controlled by those who openly believe and
teach evolution, is so far removed from the biblical position
and teaching that no loyal follower of Christ can truthfully and
conscientiously support it.85

The subject material taught at the Bible School throughout its 62-
year history was constantly revised, but the emphasis on biblical
studies, using the Bible as the primary text, remained unchanged.
Coffman adhered to the notion that "to know the material of the
sources of Christian life and experience" was of greater worth "than
the teachings of subject material supported by selected texts."86

Fundamentalism and Divismeness

Fundamentalism, as manifested in the doctrinal and educational
spheres, did not precipitate a divisive internal reaction in Ontario as
it had in the U.S.A. The situation was different, however, with
respect to the issue of nonconformity. As the once-steady resistance to
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the world weakened in the face of persistent social pressures, and as
Mennonite business, educational, and religious habits increasingly
resembled those practised outside their group, nonconformity came
to be legalistically equated with a prescribed manner of dress.
Indeed, nonconformity became the single most-dlscussed topic in
Ontario. The principal speaker at an annual conference held in
Vineland was moved to declare that, like nonresistance during the last
war, "the test today is nonconformity."87

Modern fashions had long been a source of concern to the Menno-
nite Conference of Ontario. Already in 1864 leaders had voiced
alarm over the steady encroachment of the fashion monster into their
own ranks. That year, the conference resolved that "we [Menno-
nites] witness against pride and the fashions of the world, etc. which
has made too much inroad into the church."8 In 1901, the confer-
ence again addressed itself to the subject of dress. Delegates agreed at
this time to "use [their] influence to bring about more simplicity in
the form of dress."89 Four years later it was resolved that "we do
more teaching on the subject of modest apparel."90 Still, no specific
pronouncements defining what could, and could not, be worn were
introduced.

By the 1920s, the Ontario conference had definitely decided to
promote the use of a uniform dress standard, meaning "the wearing
of the bonnet by our sisters, and the regulation [plain] coat by the
brethren."91 This swing to dogmatic conservatism likely reflected
the influence of Oscar Burkholder, who used Bible and nonconform-
ity conferences to publicize his viewpoint.92 Burkholder favoured
the maintenance of a mandatory dress code, believing that if this was
the announced will of the church, it should be observed by its
members. The Breslau evangelist approvingly quoted Griffith
Thomas as saying, "If the church said that all men should wear
yellow pants, then all men should wear yellow pants."93

Women were most affected by the dress regulations. It was
expected that they would wear the prescribed head covering to church
and whenever they were out in public. Men were urged to adopt the
black plaincoat, but except for bishops, ministers, and deacons, few
did so. Women were understandably resentful of a standard that was
applied more stringently to them than to the men. The latter were
hard-pressed to justify this discrepancy. They frequently resorted to
the argument that nonconformity meant "obedience to the wishes of
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the church."94 Women were reminded that the church leaders knew
what was best for their flock and should be obeyed. But these
explanations fell short of assuaging the restless spirit and, in Toronto
and Kitchener, discontent soon spilled out into the open.

An explanation of conference operations will contribute to a better
understanding of the ensuing events. The "Constitution and Disci-
pline," as adopted in 1909, governed the affairs of the Mennonite
Conference of Ontario.95 It specified that the membership of the
conference included all bishops, ministers, and deacons. The confer-
ence met twice a year. The agenda of the public sessions included
reports from the congregations, the executive committee, and other
standing or ad hoc committees which were few in number. Submit-
ted "Questions" approved for discussion in an advance private
session constituted an important, though sanitized, part of the
proceedings. At the annual session, the conference elected an execu-
tive committee consisting of a moderator, a secretary, and three other
members, all of them bishops. Thus, the bishops were the strong
persons in the conference and generally carried an authoritarian
image. Of interest in this connection is their mutual characterization.
Said one about the other at the latter's death:

There was never any question about his orthodoxy. He was
conservative — never liberal, —nor an ultra-conservative. He
was dogmatic—but not "bulldogmatic." He was firm but
resilient. Every message he preached rang true to the Book.
He knew how to walk on the narrow road. He was no Phari-
see —: he would add to the Scriptures. Neverthless, he was no
Sadducee who would subtract from their pages.96

Within the congregations, the leading church officers were of
course the bishops, who were chosen from among the ministers by
the unanimous voice of the congregations in a given bishop district or
by lot if two or more candidates had been nominated. The lot was a
unique process for choosing, supposedly with divine approval and
without human politics, the right person from among presumably
equally qualified candidates.

The bishops performed the ordinary duties of the ministry,
baptized and received into church fellowship "penitent believers,
conducted communion and foot-washing services, solemnized mar-
riages, and "excommunicated [with the counsel of the church] the
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disobedient." An all-important function and obligation was "the
general oversight of the church" which meant many things, depend-
ing somewhat on the personality of the bishop and the needs, wishes,
and tolerances of the congregations in a given district, as well as the
needs of the times. An inescapable duty was the implementation of
the instructions of the conference.

The bishops were assisted by ministers and deacons, who came to
their positions in one of two ways. They were chosen "by the voice of
the church" or, if necessary, by lot and ordained by the bishops. The
choosing could also be initiated "by the ministry," which in practical
terms could mean the bishop, and ordained with the consent of the
congregation. The ordination of bishops or ministers required "the
permission of the Conference in regular session or the advice of the
executive committee" and the ordination of deacons the consent of the
ministers' meeting of a given district.

Ministers were preachers and pastors and they could, "under the
direction and oversight of the bishop, perform the duties usually
performed by bishops." Deacons had "oversight of the poor" and
special responsibility in removing difficulties and effecting reconcil-
iation "when troubles or disagreements arise among the members.
Ministers and deacons, like bishops, could "be relieved from the
active duties" with the consent of the conference if they had proven
themselves incapable, unqualified, or unsound.

The primacy of bishops, ministers, and deacons in the conference
and the primacy of the bishops among their servant colleagues meant,
in effect, a form of "centralized government" which had its very
strong advocates. Centralization was a reflection of God the creator
who "laid down both positive and negative laws" and of Jesus who
"laid down regulations, rules, and laws by which the church should
be governed." From the practical point of view the church had to
stand up for authority at a time when due to modernism, Bolshevism,
and anarchism "no one is inclined to submit to authority."

All of this was in the context of a "discipline" which specified the
faith of the church and the duties of its members. The faith embraced
the 18 articles, certain ordinances—baptism, communion, feet-
washing, the devotional head covering, the salutation of the holy
kiss, anointing of the sick with oil, and Christian marriage—and an
ethical code. The latter specified civil obedience, respect and inter-
cession for rulers, and refusal of activity involving the use of "the
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force of law or the administration of the oath." Other requirements
were stated as follows:

Believers should abstain from flagrant sins, ungodly conversa-
tion, extravagance in habits or living, excesses, fleshly and
worldly lusts, the use of liquor and tobacco; renounce pride,
vanities and worldliness in dress and associations; separate
themselves from the world in questionable methods ofbusi-
ness, in politics,and in carnal and worldly amusements,
refrain from carnal warfare and shall not fellowship with
secret societies or like organizations.98

Open resistance to the conference's dress policy first became
visible in the early spring of 1922. Not surprisingly the setting was
Toronto, where the most urban of the churches was located. Nelson
Martin, superintendent of the recently founded Toronto mission,
notified S.F. Coffman, the responsible bishop, on March 22 that a
state of tension had seized the congregation." The problem, accord-
ing to Martin, was that many of the members believed the Old
Mennonite Church to be antiquated in its message and appeal. The
dress regulations, reflecting the church's traditional rural back-
ground, acted as an impediment to the church's work in an urban
environment.

Martin volunteered several reasons for dropping the dress stan-
dards. For one thing, exceptions related to the manner of clothing
had been made in other localities and similarly should be forthcom-
ing in Toronto.100 More to the point, the Toronto mission worker
complained that the conspicuous bonnets created an unnecessary fuss,
for "members in the cities were constantly subjected to criticism and
misunderstanding.'"01 Martin concluded that the Mennonite dress
code worked against the church's future success. Unless certain
changes were instituted, he would resign from his position.

The disclosure of events in Toronto caught Coffman quite off
guard. The Old Mennonite bishop confided to a friend that he
believed Martin had assumed "a very radical stand" that was "con-
trary to the teachings and practices of the Church."102 His own
response to the crisis was to meet with the mission group and to
present a thoughtful defence of the "bonnet practice." Coffman
defended his position with a series of arguments.103 The wearing of
the bonnet, he declared, was in no way the product of coercion, since
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all who had joined the Old Mennonite Church had done so voluntar-
ily and in full awareness of the accompanying commitments. The
congregation was also reminded that the practice of the church
accorded with that of Jesus, who upheld the laws of the strict
religionists among whom he found himself and who himself lived
and taught the principle of self-denial and separation from the world.

Coffman also explained that nonconformity as represented by the
bonnet, rather than attracting ridicule, actually served as a witness
and an important symbol of identity. "If we neglect these princi-
pies," he maintained, "and discontinue the practice of them, our
testimony would be lost and we would have nothing to offer them that
has not been, and is not being offered by other societies." In
conclusion, Coffman begged patience and understanding until that
"time when there would be a natural transition in the customs of
the church." Despite the bishop's conciliatory manner, Martin
remained unswayed. His frustration at the lack of change in the
conference position led him to resign his post in the summer of 1923.

The Toronto mission dispute was but a preview of the larger crisis
that was to embroil Kitchener's historic First Mennonite Church,
since the days of Bishop Benjamin Eby, a century earlier, one of the
leading congregations in the conference. Such was the magnitude of
this confrontation that not only did it precipitate a schism within the
local congregation but it also threatened the unity of the entire
Mennonite Conference of Ontario. The immediate dispute was again
occasioned by the dress code. In its larger application, the conflict
exposed the greater issue of congregational autonomy versus the
authority of the conference and the bishop.

As in the case of the Toronto mission, the urban setting within
which First Church found itself seemed to foster a more relaxed
attitude towards the dress code. The urban liberalism was generally
regarded as insubordination by the rural churches that dominated the
conference, but by 1922 most members of the Kitchener congrega-
tion agreed that, within sensible bounds, individual freedom should
be granted in the selection of a wardrobe, including headwear. These
members were supported by their pastor, U.K. Weber, though not
by the responsible bishops in the area. Weber directed a letter to S.F.
Coffman in late March, criticizing the existing dress legislation and
warning that "we are at the parting of the ways [meaning in the
conference], for we must choose between the attitude taken by those
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in authority and by those of our young people."104 S.F. Coffman was
at that time on the Conference Executive Committee and the only
bishop outside the Waterloo area.

Weber correctly sensed that his younger church members had
almost lost patience with the dress regulations thrust upon them.
Immediate remedial action was needed, the pastor advised, if a large
defection from the congregation was to be averted. An appeal was
made for Coffman to exercise aggressive and insightful leadership as
a positive response to the younger people:

What we need at the present time in our church is men who
have a real vision of the needs of tomorrow, not [just] a blind
following of tradition, suppressing of our young people, but
adjusting ourselves to meet and solve their problems.loi

Coffman, however, rejected the plea for instant action. He stiff-
ened at the threat of schism suggested by Weber and warned that any
attempt to force the conference's hand would only create additional,
and perhaps more serious, troubles. The reference to a possible
secession was no empty prediction on Weber's part. As an outspoken
and somewhat emotional individual, Weber already had sharp critics
and even some enemies.106 Personality differences thus aggravated
disagreements over the nonconformity issue. The dispute was for-
mally brought out into the open in 1922, when a deputation repre-
seating the majority dissident faction notified the conference of their
grievances.107 The conference responded with a resolution that called
for "reasonable and faithful compliance" or failing that "the proper
discipline," as follows:

. . .we.. . recognize the need of proper regulation of the
apparel of the members of the church according to the apos-
tolic teachings and practices . . . [we] recognize the need and
practice of leniency on the part of conference towards our
members, and regret the liberties assumed by some who have
exceeded the advice and counsels of the church, therefore be it
resolved that we earnestly appeal to all of our members in our
various congregations to maintain the standards and practices
repeatedly confirmed by our Annual Conference . . . expecting
that there shall be a reasonable and faithful compliance with
this request, or expect the proper discipline by the officers of
the church, through the councils and decisions of the
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An Investigating Committee was appointed by the conference to
inquire into the difficulties in the Kitchener congregation. The
Committee, which elected S.F. Coffman as chairman, met four
times within the space of eight days from June 20 to June 27,
1922.109 The first was an informal meeting "to outline the nature and
scope of work to be done." The second and third were preliminary
meetings with representatives of the Kitchener congregation and
with the chairman of the petitioners, respectively. The single regular
meeting of the Committee was held on June 27. At that meeting a
Committee of Petitioners, seven in number, presented twelve
"charges. . . bearing on the conditions existing" but only after pro-
testing "the fact that the privilege of representation on your commit-
tee was not granted."

The subsequent findings report of the Investigating Committee
revealed considerable misunderstanding and poor communication
among bishops, ministers, and members, some of it undoubtedly due
to a structural flaw. Considerable "confusion" had arisen from the
fact that the bishops of Waterloo County had failed to define their
bishop districts. In other words, First Church was not within the
particular district of one bishop but within the general area being
supervised by two bishops, Jonas Snider and Manasseh Hallman,
whose home congregations were Waterloo and Mannheim, respec-
tively. A third area bishop was Abraham Gingerich at Floradale.

While ill-defined responsibilities, misunderstandings, and con-
fused communications had exacerbated a problem and prevented a
resolution, the real problems were differences of position on the
wearing of the bonnet by the women, but even there the Committee
found no absolute break with tradition because obedience had never
been so complete or discipline so rigid that exceptions to the standard
hadn't existed and been allowed. The Committee reported:

that for more than 40 years there have been sisters in our
congregations who have at times worn other than bonnets
approved by the church and that they have been patiently dealt
with. But, in no instance have we found a reversal of the cus-
toms and practices of the church regarding the principle of
separation from the world in the matter of dress.''°

It was clear that, in the past, disobedience had been tolerated, quite
probably because occasional, or regular but few, dissenters were not
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really a threat to the authority or standards of the conference. Besides,
they were psychologically, if not sociologically, ostracized by the
majority, and this was punishment or discipline sufficient. In any
event, a review of the tradition made clear that the problem at first
was not new and not recent and U.K. Weber could not be held
"wholly responsible for conditions in the congregation at Kitchener,"
and yet it was precisely the minister's support of the growing number
of dissenters which made the movement so dangerous. The causes of
difficulties, the Investigating Committee acknowledged, were due to
"a manifest desire on the part of many for the removal of conference
regulations regarding the matter of dress, and a consequent question-
ing" of church authority. Members, parents, and "the spiritual
oversight and leadership of the church" had not all been fully devoted
"to the cause of maintaining the church's standards."

The recommendations for the resolution of the problem called for
a defining of the bishop district, a general acknowledgement of
failure and full forgiveness, a pledge of loyalty to the standards, a
program of Christian service for the young people, and a special
session of the conference to deal with the report. The special non-
public session took place on December 21 and approved the findings
and recommendations clause by clause, with only occasional dissent
of one or two votes, in 23 separate motions duly made, seconded,and
passed. *

In February 1923, the Investigating Committee, accompanied by
Bishop Jonas Snider, met with the pastor and congregation of the
troubled First Church to communicate the conclusions. The confer-
ence representative indicated that all of the involved parties stood
guilty of a "general failure and offence" and requested a solemn
pledge of loyalty to the church and her standards.112 Most of the
original dissenters, however, did not really believe themselves to be
guilty of a "general failure." When asked to demonstrate their
solidarity with conference policy by standing, many, especially the
young women, remained seated.' 13 The time had come when discus-
sion alone failed to bridge the enlarging rift.

The deteriorating conditions at the First Church finally forced the
conference to act. The 1923 session passed a motion calling for the
forfeiture of communion rights and church council privileges for
those people who "deliberately transgress the doctrine of Christ and
decisions of Conference.""4 Ministers were instructed to deal
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quickly with recalcitrant members as the situation warranted. The
actions proved ineffective in untangling the situation at First
Church, though, since its pastor openly sympathized with the critics
of the conference. The conference meeting in 1924 therefore adopted
stiffer measures to ensure the obedience and conformity of all
members to its decisions. A strongly worded statement declared that:

Since the Ontario Mennonite Conference has decided in for-
mer resolutions that simplicity in apparel, both in principle
and practice, is a scriptural teaching. . . we resolve that all
conference members be dealt with by the Bishops, and that all
disobedient lay members be dealt with by the pastors under the
Bishop's instruction, according to the provisions made by said
former resolutions, and that this resolution be carried into
effect before next communion in each congregation.ui

The lines were now drawn. Bishop Snider, under pressure from
an impatient conference, was planted squarely on a collision course
with Weber and his party. The showdown came on August 3, when
Weber refused to bar from a communion service those women who
no longer wore head coverings in public, including places of work
and, most importantly, the place of worship. Snider himself had no
option but to revoke Weber's ministerial authority. 6 After the
silencing of their minister by the bishop, whose action was In effect
forced by the recent conference legislation, the dissenters believed
they had no alternative but to secede and form their own congrega-
tion. On August 19, 1924, they announced their intention of
establishing an independent congregation,' 17 which later became the
Stirling Avenue Mennonite Church, located just a block away from
the mother congregation. The conference, reacting to the develop-
ment, recorded the following "as a matter of record":

We deeply regret the circumstances . . . we earnestly pray for
reconciliation and restoration of lost fellowship. "8

The conference and the Kitchener congregation, as represented by
its bishop, had been unable to accommodate the dissenters by liberal-
izing the doctrine and practice of nonconformity, but the reasons for
this apparent stubbornness were several. Indeed, there was even an
element of political realism in the conference position. A crucial
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consideration was the fact that the conference was not only losing
members but also gaining them because of its conservative stance.
The gains for the Old Mennonites were from the Old Order
Mennonites, where an even greater conservatism was pushing away
those who felt the time had come to accept the telephone and the
automobile."9

There was movement in this regard throughout Old Order
country, in Haldimand, Lincoln, and York counties, but most
significantly, in Woolwich Township of Waterloo County. There,
the Old Mennonite congregations at St. Jacobs and Floradale had
already registered significant membership gains. And in Elmira
former dissenters from the Old Order became the core of a new Old
Mennonite congregation formed with the help of the Floradale
congregation in the very year that Stirling left First Church in
Kitchener. Thus, there were gains as well as losses, and the most
important gain of all was the satisfaction that the fundamentals of
faith and practice were not being sacrificed just to accommodate
impatient modernizers.

The new Stirling church with over 100 members—membership
of First dropped from 293 to 175—meant newness and moderniza-
tion in a number of ways. Musical instruments were immediately
introduced and a "meeting-house," more in the cathedral style, was
erected on the hill "above" First. More significantly, the subsequent
relations of Stirling with the U.S.-based General Conference Men-
nonite Church through its Eastern district, meaning mostly Pennsyl-
vania, meant the return to Ontario of that other group of New
Mennonites which had existed in Ontario in the nineteenth century
and then disappeared in favour of a more evangelical form of New
Mennonite, namely the Mennonite Brethren in Christ. Pennsylva-
nia was distant, however, and Stirling, physically connected to the
cemetery grounds of its former church home, remained tied to
Ontario roots symbolically and otherwise.

The entire Kitchener incident promoted an even greater swing to
conservatism among the surviving members at First Mennonite.
This was evident in their choice of a new pastor, C.F. Derstine, an
occasional visiting preacher from Pennsylvania and well-known for
his fundamentalist inclinations. It was further reinforced by S.F.
Coffman's support of the conservatives and his refusal to condone the
actions of the Stirling group. His stance made an open split difficult
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to avoid, but it also prevented a more major rupture at the conference
level, such as had occurred twice in the previous century.

Derstine, for his part, became a popularizer of the fundamentals
as a frequent evangelist inside and outside his denomination. Using
the medium of the monthly Christian Monitor, which he edited from
1923 to 1929, together with his preaching, he waged an unrelenting
assault against the religious heresy that he felt was eroding true
orthodoxy.120 In his characteristically bold fashion, he sketched the
perilous dangers inherent in all modernist teachings:

The liberalist theology of the present day will close our
churches, empty our pulpits, close our Sunday schools, silence
our prayers, make Godless our family hearths, silence the lips
of sacred song, put a question mark before the future, and
plunge man into an abyss of unbelief and infidelity that can
hardly be imagined by us today.121

The new Kitchener pastor blamed modernism for a host of
society's ills, ranging from all shades of moral turpitude to the
extremes of murder itself.I22 The need of the hour, he proclaimed,
was a warm, passionate preaching of the Gospel, "which would serve
as an absolute antidote to the modernistic theories which are working
such havoc in the Christian Church." Derstine himself was such a
preacher, consistently attracting large audiences to an uncounted
number of Bible conferences and evangelistic meetings, both inside
and outside the Mennonite church. In Kitchener, Derstine's appeal
to the larger community was reminiscent of Benjamin Eby, the
popular preacher ofEbytown and first bishop of the region's Menno-
nite churches.

Derstine underlined the importance of evangelizing in prepara-
tion for the end times, calling it the "chief task of the Christian
church."124 He maintained that "the passion of every Christian ••
should be to win men to Christ, to save men from their sins, to save
men from the judgement of God, to save them from their doom."125
Derstine's interest in eschatology manifested itself in his writing and
in his preaching. His preoccupation with this subject made him a
major force in propagating pre-millennialist theory not only in
Ontario but throughout the United States. And yet, he remained a
defender also ofMennonite principles. In 1925, in his first address
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to the conference, he reviewed 400 years ofMennonite history which
was summed up as follows:

Mennonitism has developed from the gospel principles of
evangelical Christianity. . . . It stands for a church separated
from the state and from the world, for the peace principles of
Christ, for faith in God and in the brotherhood, for a spiritual
social life, in a negative sense, holding aloof from sinful
amusements, life insurance, secret societies, and swearing of
oaths. Mennonitism advocates the simple life, a sound non-
commercialized ministry, obedience to every doctrine and
ordinance, the permanency and sacredness of the marriage
vow, a practical church discipline. Mennonitism looks upon
works as an evidence of faith in the Lord Jesus Christ and not
as a means of salvation. 126

The Kitchener schism was symptomatic and symbolic of both
Mennonitism and North American Protestantism, which in many
places was torn asunder by the controversies of the day. Perhaps the
Stirling split would have been a province-wide experience had the
nineteenth century not bequeathed to the twentieth century other
options for conservatism. On the one hand, the Old Order Menno-
nites embodied the extremes of cultural conservatism, too extreme
even for the nonconformity school of First Mennonite. On the other
hand, the New Mennonites of the nineteenth century, now known as
the Mennonite Brethren in Christ, represented the extremes of
theological fundamentalism.

The Old Mennonites, caught between these two forms ofconserv-
atism, were' moderates by comparison. But so fine did even the
moderates define the faith and its practice that differentiations over
detail, and the emotions generated thereby, could not survive person-
ality clashes and inadequate procedures for conflict resolution. Even
the wisdom and patience of a Coffman, capable of many compro-
mises, was insufficient to bridge the gaps.

Fundamentalism and Fundamentals Elsewhere

Unwavering confidence in "old-time" Christianity was also the
standard in Old Merinonite congregations located in Western
Canada.127 E.S. Hallman, bishop of the Alberta-Saskatchewan Con-
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ference District, compared the challenges facing his church in its
confrontation with the world with those encountered by the first-
century apostles Peter and Paul.128 Hallman observed that his
conference's mission prospects were made doubly difficult because
'some of the Protestant churches have drifted into modernism, the

greatest menace to the Church. . . . "129 He remained convinced that
the gospel Is "the only agency needed to win and save the northwest
with its different religions in this cosmopolitan race."130

Generally speaking, the same forces that assailed the Old Menno-
nite Church in the U.S.A., in Ontario, and in the Alberta-
Saskatchewan conference were at work also amongst the Amish,
though in a different way. Because of their more pronounced cultural
conservatism, and an even greater appetite for quietistic ruralism,
the Amish noticed and integrated outside influences more slowly than
did the Mennonites. Emphasizing a practical Christianity and disci-
pleship, they were "disinterested in the scholarly debate or doctrinal
correctness, which characterized the fundamentalists." While the
Amish missed the fundamentalist controversy itself, they "absorbed a
fundamentalist mood and dogmatism. . . [which] became the 'bed
partner' of revivalism and did much to transform and direct the
theological framework towards evangelical, conservative Old
Mennonitism."131

Within the more progressive Amish body, the spirit of awakening
at this time was calling for adjustments along organizational, rather
than theological, lines. The Great War and later developments
convinced the leaders of this group that changes were necessary.
Accordingly, after a previous attempt had failed, the Ontario Amish
Mennonite Conference was organized in 1923.132 Thereafter, and
though still harbouring a small measure of suspicion of modern
innovations, the Amish conference followed the Old Mennonite lead
in its adoption and support of institutions such as Bible conferences,
revival meetings, winter Bible Schools, and mission projects. In
most things seemingly about a generation behind the Old Menno-
nites, the Amish Mennonites represented important exceptions to
that conclusion. From among them came some of the first missionary
couples to leave Canadian soil, the Amos Schwartzentrubers and the
Nelson Litwillers to Argentina, in 1924and 1925, respectively. The
very first had been sent out in 1901 by the Mennonite Brethren in
Christ Conference.133
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The founding of an Amish Mennonite Conference was prompted
in part by the earlier emergence of a Sunday School Conference,
which "tended to be the avenue through which progressive laymen
expressed their views and propagated new ideas." In that process,
they became involved in a "power struggle" with the "ordained
leadership" which "tended to be more conservative. . . the champion
of the status quo and. . .the block to progress."134 The conference
was founded in part to check innovation and, ironically, to bring
progress under control. Although a trial conference session had been
held in 1918, five years had elapsed before another session, leading
to annual meetings, was held.

In 1925 a constitution for the newly organized Amish Mennonite
Conference was adopted to help "advance the cause of Christ and
promote the unity and general welfare of the church."135 Members of
the conference were all the "elders (bishops), ministers, and dea-
cons," and, in the absence of any of these, one delegate "from their
brethren" for each 100 members or fraction thereof. In this provi-
sion, too, they were ahead of the Old Mennonites, who had not yet
made provision for lay delegates. A year later, the conference
adopted "rules and discipline" which prescribed guidelines for the
faith and life of the church, including the choice of leaders. 136 They
specified that in the selection of deacons, ministers, and elders the lot
should "be used to decide whom the Lord had chosen" if the
congregation itself was not unanimous.

The discipline also specified the conference's teaching on ordi-
nances and the related symbolisms. Water baptism by pouring was
identified as the initiating rite into "the visible church." The "par-
taking of the bread and the fruit of the vine" was recommended for
frequent observance "to keep the suffering and death of our Lord
vividly before our minds." The "washing of the saints' feet" was seen
as a "true symbol of humility." A "special devotional head covering"
was prescribed for "all women professing godliness. . . during wor-
ship (or engaged in teaching, prayer, or prophesying)." "Salutation
with the holy kiss" was enjoined as "a symbol of Christian love." The
anointing with oil "in cases of extreme illness" was practised as "a
symbol of God's grace in healing power." Marriage was taught as
"divinely instituted for the propagation, purity, and happiness of the
human race." There could be no marriage "between a believer and an
unbeliever, nor between members of different denominations.'?)
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Obligations to government were binding so long as they did not
conflict with "the teaching of Christ and His apostles." "Carnal
warfare" was opposed, as was the swearing of oaths. Nonconformity
to the world meant opposition to "intemperance, unholy conversa-
tion, fashionable attire, covetousness, worldly amusements, Sunday
desecration, and pride." Life insurance was viewed as wrong because
it made "merchandise of human lives." Membership in secret
societies was held to be unacceptable because they "are generally oath
bound" and because they were "detrimental to Christian churches
and antagonistic to the spirit of Christ." "Liberal support" of home
and foreign missions was encouraged.

The Swiss Mennonites and the Amish were not the only groups in
North America forced to re-evaluate and readjust their patterns of
thought and work during the turbulent early decades of this century,
but the experience of the Dutch Mennonites in Western Canada was
somewhat different. In the congregations of the Conference of
Mennonites in Central Canada, for instance, the fundamentalist-
modernist debate did not attain crisis proportions until several
decades later. This was partly due to the preoccupation with other
problems by its leaders, notably David Toews. As bishop of a large
church himself and moderator of the conference, Toews had neither
the time nor the energy to spend on matters unrelated to the issues at
hand, which included the survival of the German-English Academy.
Besides, he had always been more predisposed to a practical Chris-
tianity and action than to abstract theological debate. This and other
factors prevented the fundamentalist-modernist dispute from
becoming a prominent feature in this area until later, when it struck
with the same divisive impact experienced in the east in the 1920s.

The theological position of the Mennonite Brethen churches, as
yet only a small number in the west, likewise anticipated future
directions. A strong emphasis on doctrine, biblical orthodoxy, clear-
cut conversions, strict discipline, and pre-millennialism, which had
characterized the denomination since its founding 60 years earlier,
was now reflected in the first of the Mennonite Bible Schools
founded in Western Canada. The Herbert school, established in
1913 byJ.F. Harms from Kansas and reopened in 1921, after a two-
year closing, by William J. Bestvater, a former Winnipeg city
missionary, was modelled in part after the American Bible Schools.
The denomination's historian at least assumed that both Bestvater and
Harms "appear to have been inspired to establish schools in their own
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brotherhood by the pattern and program at the Moody Bible
Institute."138

Bestvater's specific goals in reopening the school were to provide
sound biblical training" and to establish and strengthen youth "in
fundamental principles and doctrines." Since suitable texts in Ger-
man were not available, Bestvater wrote his own Glaubenslehre
(doctrine) and Bibelkunde (Bible introduction), based on his own
training.139 This included dispensational and eschatalogical teaching
at the Light and Hope Bible Institute and correspondence courses
like "the Scofield Bible Courses [and] Bible Conferences [with] men
like A.C. Gaebelein, William Evans, A.C. Dixon, William B.
Riley, Harris Gregg, and others,"140 all of them of the fundamental-
ist mould. The dependence on such theological sources was a harbin-
ger of things to come in the Mennonite Bible School movement in the
prairies, especially among the Brethren.

The Anabaptist sickness, which historically caused the Mennonite
people as a whole to resolve their problems by further fragmentation,
was not helped by the fundamentalist-modernist controversy. On the
contrary, it spawned divisive debate and created centres of conflict
for decades to come. The language of fundamentalism and modern-
ism, in any event, became convenient handles for many of the battles
that ensued between cultural conservatives and progressives, be-
tween rural and urban Mennonites, between strict and less strict
ethical codes, between isolation and accommodation, between those
opposing and those promoting higher education, between doctrinal
simplicity and theological sophistication, between denominational
separatism and ecumenicity. Hardly a Mennonite denomination and
hardly a Mennonite congregation remained untouched in the decades
to come as the struggle for the survival of the faith and of the
Mennonite people in the Canadian environment evolved.

Relatively untouched at this time by North American theological
controversy were the bishop-oriented congregations of Mennonites
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, going back to the immigration from
Russia of the 1870s. Their struggles related more to the assimilation-
1st pressures from the provincial governments and society in general
than to the theological schools of thought sweeping the continent.
Rather than engage in a prolonged battle and open confrontation,
these Mennonites firmly made their point and then quietly prepared
to escape worldly influence by emigrating to other countries more
tolerant of minorities and their religion-based way of life.
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j. Emigration to j^fn America

These children will live to condemn us for not giving them the
same opportunity for development as Canadian citizens as is
afforded to our own children. . . .It is the duty of the state to see
that this is done—J.T.M. ANDERSON. '

First of all, we desire and request complete freedom of religion, so
that we may perform our churchly practices in accordance with our
faith and teach our children religion and the German language —
JOHANNP. WALL.2

F(<OR SOME Mennonites the defence of their fundamental
institutions, rather than a reaffirmation of fundamental

doctrines or basic lifestyles, had the highest priority. Thus, some of
the Dutch Mennonites in Western Canada were stubbornly resisting
an enforced conformity to the public school system,3 while the Swiss
Mennonites in Ontario were promoting Christian nonconformity
with reference to the culture in general.4 The battle to preserve the
private elementary school dated back at least to 1890, but in the
1920s it was at its critical point, and the Mennonites were losing.
The nationalistic passions of the Great War had subsided, but they
had not been replaced by greater tolerance of nonconformist minori-
ties in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Some Mennonites could not
surrender educational control over their children, and thus by 1922
they were packing their bags and once more migrating, this time to
new lands of promise in Latin America.

Only a minority of Dutch Mennonites took this drastic measure,
though the concern to preserve schools controlled by the church
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rather than the state was shared as well by most of those who stayed.
Those not migrating early in the 1920s were also troubled, but they
chose to respond in different ways to the unwanted encroachment of
public pressures on their way of life. Some decided in the 1920s to
stay in Canada, but later in the 1920s, or late in the 1940s, or even as
late as the 1960s, followed their brethren to the isolated agricultural
and cultural frontiers of the Spanish-speaking world as every new
generation faced the survival question anew. And some simply
sought the desired isolation within Canada.

The majority tried to make the best of the necessary compromise
with governments, some unwillingly and some rather willingly.
Those who reluctantly accepted the system did not do so without
criticism. The 1921 session at Herbert of the Conference of Menno-
nites in Central Canada sent a message to the Manitoba and Saskatch-
ewan governments deploring "the spirit of materialism and milita-
rism" in the schools and requesting that such educational influence be
curbed.5 For itself, the conference recommended greater support for
its own schools, active in the preparation of teachers strong in the
faith, who could supplement the public school curriculum with
instruction in Religion and German.

For the willing, the public school system was not without its
advantages. For them, making the best of the situation meant using
the public schools also for their special Mennonite educational goals.
This could be done without too much difficulty, because many of the
public school districts were in fact Mennonite school districts by
virtue of the exclusive or predominating Mennonite population.
Such school districts could elect Mennonite trustees, who could hire
Mennonite teachers who were sympathetic to Mennonite values and
who were ready, willing, and able to support a curriculum generally
sympathetic to Mennonite values and supplemented by general
instruction in the German language and Bible stories during the final
hour of the week. This special instruction was possible because of the
so-called Laurier-Greenway compromise of 1897 under which the
Manitoba government's decision to withdraw tax support for private
schools remained in force, but by which this limited bilingual and
religious instruction was permitted in the public schools.

Indeed, the Mennonite Collegiate Institute at Gretna, the rival
Mennonite Educational Institute at Altona, and the German-English
Academy at Rosthern had been founded precisely for the purpose of
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preparing teachers for such tasks.6 This approach of selective accom-
modation, rather than determined isolation to the point of emigra-
tion, became one of the Mennonite survival strategies in educational
and other contexts. Escaping the system was one way. Joining and
exploiting or changing, or attempting to change, the system was
another way.

Private vs. Public Schools

In practice the two options were not that distinct, especially in
Manitoba, where changing provincial conditions had resulted in
changing Mennonite responses in the Mennonite school districts,
now numbering more than 100. Throughout the years, there had
been a shifting of the schools from private to public status and vice
versa. Following the settlement of the immigrants in the 1 870s, all
or most of their schools had been registered under the Protestant
board, giving them a denominational and public status. As the
Mennonites had become fully aware of the implications of this
registration and of their acceptance of public funds, they insisted, for
the most part, on private status for their schools, which they could
always get by forfeiting government grants.

After the passage of the Manitoba Public Schools Act in 1890,
which abolished tax-supported denominational schools, the govern-
ment established public district schools wherever they were accepta-
ble. With the help ofH.H. Ewert, who at one and the same time was
the principal of the Mennonite Collegiate Institute and government
inspector, meaning also promoter, of public schools, the number of
Mennonite districts accepting public status had gone up from 8 to 42
by 1903, when Ewert lost his position as inspector8 and the province
lost one of its most passionate promoters of education among his own
people. In Ewert's words:

The school has to be if our people are to be saved from
destruction.9

Ewert's dismissal by the Conservative government, the Gretna
school's subsequent loss of normal school status, and the compulsory
flying of the Union Jack demanded by the provincial government in
1907 had the effect of undoing Ewert's success. Even Ewert, for
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whom the flag was a military symbol going back to his native
Prussia,10 now had second thoughts about the public school option,
and numerous Mennonite districts reverted back to private status
again. Under A.A. Weidenhammer, the German-speaking inspec-
tor, who later anglicized his name to Willows, the trend was once
again reversed.

During the Great War provincial governments in Western Can-
ada sought to use the schools to inculcate patriotic sentiments and to
foster Canadian nationalism. The use of languages other than Eng-
lish for instruction was very severely restricted, the qualifications
required to teach school were raised and more vigorously enforced,
and patriotic exercises in the schools—flag-raisings, pictures of the
reigning monarch in all classrooms, the singing of the national
anthem and other patriotic songs, and the reading of patriotic
literature—were made mandatory in all public schools. This was
followed by legislation making attendance at accredited schools
compulsory for all children." In 1916, when Manitoba passed its
compulsory school attendance legislation, over 60 schools in districts
with exclusive or majority Mennonite population were public, this
being an all-time high.

The wartime legislation, however, caused many Mennonites who
had gone along with the public system to reconsider their position.
The loss of bilingual instruction, the emphasis on Canadianization,
and the popular designation of public schools as national schools were
all causes for concern. At the end of the war, only 30 schools in
Mennonite districts in Manitoba remained public.

Most adamant and consistent in their opposition to Manitoba
public schools were the Reinlaender in the West Reserve area and the
Chortitzer in the East Reserve area. The other groups—the
Bergthaler, Bruderthaler, Brueder, Holdemaner, Kleine Gemeinde
people, and Sommerfelder—vacillated to varying degrees, but in the
end, and under considerable pressure from the authorities, they
acquiesced and accepted the public school rather than remain disobe-
dient or emigrate. There were exceptions, of course. A goodly
number ofSommerfelder on the West Reserve felt like their cousins,
the Chortitzer, on the East Reserve.13 Indeed, when the crunch
came, the Sommerfelder bishop followed the examples of the Rein-
laender and Chortitzer bishops and led his followers, a minority, out
of the country.
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In Saskatchewan, about 90 school districts could be called Menno-
nite districts. Two-thirds of them had been in the public column
since the founding of the province in 1905 and one-third in the
private column. The latter were in the Reinlaender communities of
the former reserve areas, Hague-Osler and Swift Current. It was the
Reinlaender who were most consistent— from the provincial point of
view, recalcitrant—in their opposition to public schools. While the
Sommerfelder and Saskatchewan Bergthaler (not to be confused in
their identity and position with the Manitoba Bergthaler) were
sympathetic with the Reinlaender position, they were not sufficiently
strong in conviction, concentration, and leadership to follow the
Reinlaender route. That is, they did not refuse to co-operate with the
public school system, though minorities in their groups eventually
chose to emigrate. Fully accepting the public option were the
Rosenorter, the founders of the German-English Academy at Ros-
them, other conference congregations, as well as the Brueder,
Bruderthaler, Krimmer, and Old Mennonites who had settled in the
province.

As already stated, Reinlaender and Chortitzer, representing a total
population of about 12,000, remained steadfast in their resistance.
To allow their children to be educated by the state was for them too
great a compromise. Indeed, they would not have chosen to leave
Russia and settle in Manitoba in the 1870s if the Canadian govern-
ment had not guaranteed to the Mennonites in advance that they
could conduct their own private schools. To their great dismay, they
later discovered that the British North America Act had granted the
educational jurisdiction not to the Dominion but to the provinces and
that consequently there could be no special privileges which the
provinces did not see fit to grant.lj As will later be seen, appeals to the
authorities, including the highest courts in Manitoba, Canada, and
London, were of no avail to the Mennonites. Their claim to complete
freedom in matters of education, like the earlier claim of Catholics to
public support of denominational schools, was not recognized.16

It is important to remember that the Mennonites were not the only
ethnic or religious minority group with concerns about provincial
education policies. In all fairness to them and to the governments
they confronted, the general nature of the question must not be
overlooked. The German-speaking Mennonites were part of a gen-
eral social, hence educational, problem confronting the provincial
authorities. In the last decades of the nineteenth century and the first
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decades of the twentieth century, hundreds of thousands ofnon-anglo
immigrants had entered the country and been sent on to settle in
Western Canada, often in colonies representing particular religions,
cultures, and languages. The 1921 census revealed that 41 per cent of
the people in the prairie provinces either had been born in a place
other than Canada or the British Isles or possessed at least one parent
who had. Many immigrant groups clung to their traditional ways,
and cultivated a strong sense of ethnicity. Among the Ukrainians, for
example, 90 per cent still identified Ukrainian as their mother
tongue.18

Not surprisingly, the authorities were concerned. How could they
build a cohesive society out of so many ethnic islands? Notions of
Canada as a social mosaic were already being expressed,19 but even if
multiculturalism had been an official Canadian policy, it is doubtful
whether any governing authority would have accepted the status quo
as normative. From the perspective of the general social order,
Canadianization made sense, even before the Great War brought the
assimilationist pressures of anglo-conformity to a peak.20

The best vehicle for the necessary Canadianization was perceived
to be the public school,21 though other institutions such as the press
and the churches also had a role to play. Even social gospel advocates
like J.S. Woodsworth, in general more tolerant of minorities than
most, looked to the public school "to break down the walls" which
separated the cultures from each other. He greatly deplored the
existing bilingual school system in Manitoba and praised the great
work "that has been accomplished . . . by our National Schools." In
Saskatchewan, the educational leader who later became premier,
J.T.M. Andersen, articulated best this educational philosophy:

The children in the public schools of to-day will be the fathers
and mothers of the next generation, and it is essential that the
former be given an insight into our Canadian life and ideals,
so that they in turn may impart these to their offspring. . . .
Unless we gird ourselves to this task with energy and determi-
nation, imbued with a spirit of tolerance, the future of our
Canadian citizenship will fail to reach that high level of intelli-
gence which has ever characterized Anglo-Saxon civilization
throughout the world. 3

As we have seen, these sentiments translated themselves into
public policy and into provincial laws governing the public schools.
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The schools were spoken of as the melting pot for "the fusion of [the]
races," the "blast furnaces" which were "developing the new
Canadian."24 As a consequence, the school curricula had little place
for a study of ethnic groups, for appreciating cultural diversity, and
for advancing pluralism as a positive concept. Children were taught
to shed their ethnicity as if it were a mere "outer skin one could unzip
and leave behind like a cocoon." No child could escape learning what
was proper.' 5 And what was proper was the English language,
English styles, English values, and English institutions, even Eng-
lish music. Such songs as "Rule Britannia," "In Days of Yore," and
"God Save the King" were sung every morning after Bible reading
and the Lord's Prayer. In the words of one ethnic child, later
recorded:

For the ethnic child of my father's and my generation, school
could be, and often was, a painful place. Everything valued by
one's parents, everything that made up one's after-school life,
was feared, misunderstood, occasionally ridiculed, and always
subtly undermined. Everything associated with the most sig-
nificant landmarks of human existence, everything that was
most sacred, most poignant, most satisfying—all of that was
somehow second- or third-rate.26

Mennonites objecting to the public school did so for similar
reasons. Sacred to them were such things as their religion and culture
in general, the agricultural way of life, the German language, and
pacifism in particular. As they saw it, the public school pointed to
Anglo-Canadianism rather than German Mennonitism, to urbaniza-
tion rather than the rural life, to militarism rather than pacifism, to
ostentation rather than the simple lifestyle they and their ancestors in
the faith had always advocated. The public school also pointed in the
direction of other unwanted "worldly" influences and, what was
worst of all, social integration and ultimate assimilation. From that
perspective they had no choice but to resist the public school.27 Their
"great dissatisfaction" did not go unnoticed by public officials and
was reported, among others, by the Royal North West Mounted
Police.28

The passing of the School Attendance Act and an amendment to the
Public Schools Act in Manitoba, followed by similar legislation in
Saskatchewan and Alberta, signified a dramatic shift in events for the
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Mennonites, at least in the former two provinces. A confrontation
between the province of Alberta and its Mennonites did not material-
ize, mainly because of settlement patterns and attitudes.29 Menno-
nites, like most other minority groups, were scattered much more
thinly throughout the province. There were no reserves or other
concentrated settlements. Besides, there were no Chortitzer, Som-
merfelder, or Reinlaender in Alberta to resist the public school. And
that in turn could be due to the fact that Alberta's settlement and
education policies had been quite clear from the beginning.30

In Manitoba, bilingual schools were abolished and were replaced
by government-supervised district schools offering instruction in
English only and demanding the compulsory attendance of all
school-age children, unless it could be demonstrated that satisfactory
education was being provided in private schools. The changes were
certainly not aimed primarily at the Mennonites, who constituted but
one minority among many. However, the plight confronting them
was worsened by other developments that coincided with the school
legislation. Specifically, the Great War and the emergence of a
violent reaction against everything German created a climate
extremely antagonistic towards the sectarian pacifists. The entrance
into the country from the U.S.A, of hundreds of Hutterites and
Mennonites, the return of the veterans, and labour unrest all contrib-
uted to a social and political climate already unfavourable.31 The
Reinlaender and others ignored the new legislation and continued to
operate their private schools as before, making no changes or
improvements. Education Minister Thornton noted the resistance:

A campaign was inaugurated to destroy our public school sys-
tern in the rural districts. Meetings were held urging the rate-
payers to give up the government grants and run the schools as
private schools.32

The Crushing ofMennonite Resistance

Two years lapsed before the Manitoba government launched a
campaign to crush such Mennonite resistance. Legislation was
passed establishing provincial school districts in unresponsive areas.
An official trustee for those districts claiming, or attempting to
claim, private status was appointed. In 1919, twelve new districts
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were imposed in the Chortitzer districts of the East Reserve area.33
Next to experience first-hand the iron grasp of the government were
the Reinlaender. By February 1920, ten new school districts were
carved into the heart of the stronghold ofMennonite resistance in the
West Reserve area.

Mennonite reaction to the government policy was one of shock and
dismay. The Privilegium (charter of privileges or promises), in
•which they had placed so much confidence, and the federal govern-
ment, which had granted it, had failed them. The issues were now
clear. Either one conformed to the approved official program or one
elected to continue a struggle against a much stronger opponent. The
Reinlaender and Chortitzer, supported by some Sommerfelder,
grimly determined to counter the government's assault upon the
private schools with their own tactic of passive resistance. Parents
refused to submit the names of their children during the annual
school census. They boycotted the district schools. They steadfastly
declined to assist the authorities, so that in some instances the latter
were obliged to resort to expropriating school sites when resident
landowners refused to sell land for that purpose. When government
patience finally wore thin, fines were levied against those parents
who deliberately violated the School Attendance Act.

An equally determined offensive marked Saskatchewan's clash
with its Reinlaender dissenters. Actually, it was Saskatchewan that
led the way in forcibly creating provincial school districts in resisting
Mennonite localities. In 1918, three such districts had been esta-
blished in the Swift Current reserve, and five in the Hague-Osler
area.36 Parents were fined for not sending their children to district
schools when these became available. The Reinlaender were deeply
distraught over what they believed to be an infringement of their
legal rights and served notice that they would continue to defy
governmental demands. In reply, the province turned 56 Rein-
laender cases over to the courts and charged the defendants with
violation of the law.

Subsequent years witnessed a virtual epidemic of prosecutions as
the province bore relentlessly ahead with its program of educational
reform and conformity. Little official compassion was shown for the
beleaguered Reinlaender, despite the call from some sectors of the
public that a greater effort should be made to appreciate the religious
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TABLE 1038

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE PROSECUTIONS
OF SASKATCHEWAN MENNONITES: 1920-1925

YEAR NUMBER OF PROSECUTIONS

1920
1921
1922
1923-25

1,131
1,804

837
1,604

tenets and convictions motivating the protesters. The government,
however, was in no mood to temper its prosecution policy and in
1921 alone, 1,804 court judgments were delivered against the
Reinlaender (Table 10), forcing them to pay a total of $13,150 in
fines. Included in these prosecutions was the Hague trial in March
1921, when 60 Mennonites were fined and one individual was
sentenced to 30 days in the Prince Albert jail.39

The legal basis for such action in both Saskatchewan and Manitoba
was the inadequacy of the private school system and, in the light of
that, the Mennonite refusal to co-operate with the public system.
Measured by provincial educational standards, though not necessar-
ily by provincially supported public schools, the private schools were
probably inferior. On the one hand, some school inspectors claimed
that many teachers, recruited from among the village farm folk,
could not teach English even if they wanted to. Knowledge of the
alternative High German language was also inadequate. Most teach-
ers had no professional qualifications whatsoever. On the other hand,
other inspectors who regularly visited the private schools, as well as
public schools, had more favourable reports.

In Saskatchewan, the tone for much of the criticism was set by
E.H. Oliver of St. Andrews College, University of Saskatchewan,
whose reports were later discovered to be based on hearsay.40 Clearly,
some schools were inadequate, poorly equipped and furnished, with
backless seats, poor lighting and heating, inadequate blackboards,
and a paucity of maps, charts, and pictures. And the curriculum was
frequently quite limited, with the primary emphasis on prayers,
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singing, Bible stories, and reading in the mornings and arithmetic
and writing for three hours in the afternoons.41 As Harold W.
Foght, an American specialist appointed to survey education in
Saskatchewan, wrote about the Reinlaender and their schools:

In this atmosphere the Mennonite children spend six or more
months each year—the boys from 6 to 14 years and the girls
from 6 to 12, grinding through this limited school fare: Ger-
man Fibel (primer), Catechism, New Testament and Old
Testament. . . . Much time is devoted to prayer and hymn
singing, and some to ciphering and writing. The Mennonite
child has little conception of the geography of the land in
which he lives. His only history is that of the Mennonite
church. As for the ideals, the aspirations and the future of the
Canadian people, they are largely meaningless to him; for
while he lives in Canada he is not of Canada.42

The Mennonites may be "morally entitled to private schools" was
the reluctant admission of J.T.M. Anderson, the Saskatchewan
inspector of schools, "but " he added in exasperation, not to ineffi-
dent private schools in which no English is taught" (emphasis
original).43 But Anderson, like Foght and Oliver, was prejudiced to
begin with and depended on second-hand accounts to make his
judgements.44

Though fault could be found with the Mennonite private schools,
it did not necessarily follow that all was well in the public schools.
The unwieldiness of bilingual instruction and the inadequate knowl-
edge of English acquired by students in French, Ukrainian, and
Polish districts in particular,45 the poor quality of teaching, and the
lack of standardization within the public schools in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan had led to the important changes in school legislation
in the respective provinces. But even after this the public schools,
particularly in rural communities, left much to be desired. In his
exhaustive survey of the Saskatchewan government, Foght criticized
everything from the low level of teacher training to the narrow
curriculum to the neglect of hygiene to the dearth of proper teaching
aids.46 Clearly, the public schools were also in need of much
improvement.

Some public schools in Mennonite districts, on the other hand,
were of superior quality. The elementary schools had been brought
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"up to the highest standard," said H.H. Ewert, in accordance with
the principle that "whatever is undertaken must be done
thoroughly."47 Scarcely a school was without a teacher's residence,
thus encouraging married teachers to remain in the profession. Most
teachers were bilingual or even trilingual and trained also in reli-
gious values, thus ensuring that "the Mennonite children get a
broader education." The objective was

not only to educate worthy members of their church . . . [but
also to] equip them for a conscientious discharge of the duties
of citizenship.48

The private Mennonite schools were not that broad in their
objectives and in their curriculum, but neither were they as narrow
and inferior as the critics often suggested. From the perspective of
the Reinlaender and Chortitzer, the judgements of inadequacy
rendered on their schools were much too harsh, mainly because their
own philosophy of education was poorly understood. These groups
viewed the schools as supplemental institutions to, rather than as
substitutes for, the learning in the home. In their opinion, the
children learned most of what they needed to know for the chosen way
of life from their mothers and fathers, in the kitchen, in the garden,
in the barn, and in the fields. And that part of the education was
thorough and effective. The schools were there to provide only what
was needed in addition, namely an essential amount of reading,
writing, arithmetic, Bible stories, and language. Physical education
and other extras of the public school were not only unnecessary but
harmful, inasmuch as school marches were akin to the military drill
and school sports programs drew the children away from their homes
and communities. And whatever professional qualifications the
teachers lacked were made up for by the qualities of character and the
genuine love for children so characteristic of their communities.49

The position of the Reinlaender and Chortitzer was either not
heard or not understood. The governments pressed ahead and the
people suffered the consequences. Repeated fines pushed many of
them to the brink of economic ruin. When the Reinlaender refused to
pay the fines, the authorities sometimes seized their personal chattels
or livestock and auctioned them off.50 It was against the background
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of tremendous financial strain that Reinlaender Johann F. Peters
found himself compelled to address Saskatchewan Premier Martin:

If we send our children to public schools, we violate God's
commands in not holding to that which we promised our God
and Saviour at holy baptism. If we do not send them, we
offend against your laws. Does Mr. Martin want us to trans-
gress against God's commands in order to keep his?. . . Oh
how difficult it is to be a true Mennonite. . . . And we came
here precisely because of the freedom which the government
promised us in full.51

The Mennonite Privilegium letter of 1873, written by John
Lowe, furnished the base from which all Mennonites who resisted
public schools argued the legality of their cause. Little did they
know, for it had not been explicitly explained to them, that not
Lowe's letter but the revisions of it made legal in an Order-in-
Council constituted the federal guarantees. The Order was in har-
many with the B.N.A. Act, the Privilegium letter was not. The
respective readings of the pertinent section of the Order-in-Council
and the Lowe letter were as follows:

That the Mennonites will have the fullest privileges ofexercis-
ing their religious principles, and educating their children in
schools, as provided by law [emphasis added], without any
kind of molestation or restriction whatever."

The fullest privilege of exercising their religious principles is
by law afforded [emphasis added] the Mennonites,Without any
kind of molestation or restriction whatever, and the same priv-
ilege extends to the education of their children in schools.53

The result of the two versions was much confusion. In each
instance that representations were made to the government, the
Mennonites were informed that their argument was invalid since the
province, rather than the Dominion, had been granted jurisdiction
over educational affairs by the B.N.A. Act. In an unusual undertak-
ing, and certainly not something which the Reinlaender or Chor-
titzer themselves would have attempted, lawyers for the Mennonites
finally tested the legitimacy of their position by appealing a court
decision that favoured the Crown.
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The legal proceedings were initiated by the Manitoba Sommer-
felder, with the encouragement of lawyers, in July 1919, just after a
provincial court had ruled that nine parents of the Houston School
District had violated the School Attendance Act. The cases of John
Hildebrand and Dietrich Doerksen, two of the defendants, were
presented to the Manitoba Court of Appeal.54 At this hearing, the
prosecution argued that, by virtue of the B.N.A. Act's delineation of
powers, the provinces possessed autonomy with respect to educa-
tional matters. It also dismissed as an insufficient claim the original
letter from John Lowe to the Mennonites, contending that the
document had been found to be legally in error.

The judge presiding over the case ruled in the government's
favour. He noted that a corrected version of the Lowe "guarantee"
had been included in the 1873 Order-in-Council, clearing the way
for the immigration of 7,000 Mennonites from Russia. He
explained that the Mennonites were entitled to "the unhampered and
unrestricted privilege of educating their children in the schools
provided by the laws of the country in which they proposed to
settle."" It did not, in his opinion, permit them to retain an
independent school system outside the reach of provincial law as was
implied in the Lowe letter.

The Sommerfelder made one final attempt to obtain legal sanction
for their claim by taking their case to the Supreme Court of Canada.
The Court in turn referred it to the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in London. In July 1 920 the Privy Council ruled against the
Mennonites.56

Meanwhile, efforts other than legal action and passive resistance
were made in an attempt to deflect the governments from their
commitment to educational integration. At least seven petitions were
directed to the provincial authorities by different groups at different
times (Table 11). The first two of these were submitted to the
Manitoba officials during the war. It is noteworthy that they were the
only briefs specifically mentioning the question of language. Later
on, the public reaction against all things German made appeals on
that basis counterproductive.

The five petitions addressed to the provincial governments begin-
ning in 1919, four in Manitoba and one in Saskatchewan, differed in
tone and some detail but essentially agreed with one another on the
main points. All of the documents referred to the agreement reached
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TABLE 11"

MENNONITE SCHOOL PETITIONS TO THE GOVERNMENTS OF
MANITOBA AND SASKATCHEWAN, 1916-22

GROUP DATE PRESENTED TO

Manitoba: Bergthaler-
Sommerfelder

All Manitoba groups except
Reinlaender 15 Feb. 1916

Manitoba: Reinlaender Feb. 1919
Chortitzer-Kleine Gemeinde 21 Oct. 1919
Chortitzer 13 Jan. 1920
Chortitzer-Sommerfelder 14 Oct. 1921
Swift Current Reinlaender 7 Jan. 1922

7 Jan. 1916 Hon. V. Winkler

Manitoba Gov't
Manitoba Legislature
Manitoba Gov't
Manitoba Gov't
Manitoba Gov't
Sask. Gov't

between the Dominion and the Mennonites in 1873, and all indi-
cated that the Mennonites expected the country to honour its original
promise. Similarly, the petitions emphasized the importance of
providing the children with sound instruction in schools supervised
by the Mennonites, rather than by the province. The Chortitzer
Church petition was representative of the concerns of all the resisting
Mennonltes when it testified:

As a matter of conscience, your petitioners cannot delegate to
others the all-important responsibility of educating their chil-
dren, convinced as they are that instruction in other schools
would result in weakening and even loss of faith, and would be
generally detrimental to the moral and spiritual welfare of the
children.59

Despite a clear offer by the Chortitzer in January 1920 to improve
their private schools, the Manitoba government remained un-
moved.60 In setting a patriotic standard for accredited schools, it had,
in effect, made all Mennonite private schools, no matter how strong
pedagogically, unacceptable.

An appeal 15 months later to the Manitoba Legislature on the basis
of "British tolerance and British fair play" likewise fell on deaf
ears.6' Where, asked the representatives of the Chortitzer and
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Sommerfelder communities, could "British men with a British
mind" be found to champion tolerance and to end the persecution
which was being inflicted on "a quiet and peace-loving people who
want to do good without expecting returns." And the British Empire
"is not likely to go to pieces" if permission was granted to teach the
mother tongue a few hours a day.

By now, every possible alternative had been exhausted by the
Mennonites and their only recourse was to obey the law or carry
through on their announced threats to emigrate. Migration senti-
ments had already been voiced among the Reinlaender at Hague.
Similar pronouncements issued out of the Chortitzer and Sommer-
felder camps. The Bergthalers of Manitoba, however, indicated that
they would not participate in any emigration venture. They, along
with the Kleine Gemeinde (with some exceptions in the Morris area),
Brueder Gemeinde, and the Bruderthalers, demonstrated that they
were basically prepared to accept the public schools and make the
most of opportunities within the system.

The Search for a New Country

The decision by the resisting Mennonites to leave their prosperous
farms and villages, which had quite literally transformed the wild
prairie regions into productive agricultural centres, was an agoniz-
ing one. The risks involved were exceptionally high, for in exchange
for a secure existence in Canada they were about to accept a future
fraught with uncertainty. It was, however, a venture they were
prepared to make for the sake of their way of life. They had done it
before in leaving Prussia after 1789 and Russia after 1 873,and they
could do it again.

The uncompromising course of action which the conservative
Mennonites agreed to pursue set them apart from other ethnic groups
in Canada. To be sure, the large and vocal Francophone and
Ukrainian communities protested the school legislation vigorously
through newspaper editorials, petitions, and special visits with
government officials. Yet eventually these groups resigned them-
selves to the system and sought other ways of preserving their
language, the former by sending their children to some of the
Catholic private schools, the latter by establishing bursas or boarding
houses for students attending public institutions.62
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TABLE 12"

REINLAENDER LAND-SEEKING DELEGATIONS, 1919-21

DATE DESTINATION GROUPS REPRESENTED

4Aug.-24Nov. 1919

15 Jan. -
12 Apr.
14 May.
19 Aug.
8 Sept.
9 Oct.

11 Nov.
24 Jan..
5 Apr.
July

12 Aug.

.29 Jan. 1920
-29 Apr. 1920
-25 May 1920
1920
.-9 Oct. 1920
-Dec. 1920
-31 Dec. 1920
12 Mar. 1921

-9 May 1921
1921
-10 Sept. 1921

Brazil,
Argentina

Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Quebec
Mexico
Paraguay
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

Manitoba, Hague, Swift Cdi-rent

Manitoba, Hague, Swift Current
Manitoba, Hague

Manitoba, Swift Current
Hague
Hague
Hague, Swift Current
Manitoba, Hague, Swift Current
Manitoba, Hague, Swift Current
Manitoba, Swift Current
Manitoba, Swift Current

Some groups, such as the Icelanders in Manitoba, had used
English as the main language of instruction in their schools since
their arrival in the 1870s63 and were therefore not very concerned
about compulsory attendance at English schools. A number of Polish
immigrants returned to their homeland after the war, but their
disillusionment with Canada was influenced more by the general
wartime hostility directed towards them than by the school legislation
in particular.64 Moreover, only a few Poles left Canada. Thus,| in
their decision to emigrate to avoid English public schools, |;he
conservative Mennonite groups were unique.

The Reinlaender led the way in the search for a land willing to
absorb a large group of agricultural pacifists requiring complete
freedom of religion, language, and education (Table 12). The first
possibility suggested was Argentina.66 Undoubtedly, the inaccessi-
bility and isolation of that country appealed to the Reinlaender, as cilid
perhaps the knowledge that large groups of Germans were already
living there and that Canadian Mennonite foreign missionaries were
preparing to enter that country.67

A fund-raising drive was launched to subsidize a proposed explpr-
atory expedition. By August 4, 1919, a six-man delegation repre-
senting the Reinlaender in both provinces was set to depart. The men
returned on November 24, without Johann J. Wall from Hague,
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who had died in September and been buried en route in Brazil.68 The
written confirmation of his passing and the details of his suffering
during a week-long illness reached his distraught family two months
after his burial at Curitiba.69 Equally sorrowful and disappointing
was the news delivered in person soon after by the returning delegates
that Argentina had rejected the request for special privileges.70

By this time American land speculators had heard of the imminent
Mennonite migration and besieged the Reinlaender with offers of
land in Alabama, Florida, and Louisiana. The Reinlaender, how-
ever, opted to pursue settlement possibilities in Mississippi. In mid-
January 1920, the five-man party, again representing all the Rein-
laender groups, left for a study tour of Mississippi. The delegates
were granted an interview with Governor Russell, at which time they
presented the terms under which they would consent to locate in the
southern state. The Reinlaender demands conformed almost exactly
to the privileges awarded them by Canada in 1873 . Russell himself
appeared genuinely interested at the prospect of obtaining a sizeable
body of proven farmers. He subsequently assured the Reinlaender in
writing that, in the event of a move to Mississippi, they would be
accorded complete freedom with respect to religion, education, and
language. In addition, the Mennonites would be allowed to affirm
rather than swear, and they would be permitted to administer their
own benevolent societies.7' This was indeed heartening news.

Consequently, a second delegation was dispatched in April 1920 to
inquire into the question of military exemptions. A meeting was
arranged with U.S. Attorney-General A. Mitchell Palmer, who
informed the Reinlaender that the federal statutes contained no
provision for absolute exemption from military service. However,
there was provision for exemption in a noncombatant capacity.72 This
was less than the Reinlaender had expected, but it was still sufficient
to cause them to decide formally on emigration to Mississippi.73

A third deputation departed on May 14 to negotiate the purchase
of 125,000 acres of land. On its return, the entire Reinlaender
constituency was canvassed to assess the total amount of land
required. Each prospective buyer was obligated to advance a $2-per-
acre down payment, the cumulative sum of which was deposited in a
Winkler bank.74 In June, a fourth delegation prepared to journey
south with instructions to consummate the proposed deal. Then
troubles began anew. Without explanation the delegates were denied
admission into the United States. The Reinlaender interpreted this
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mysterious turn of events as divine intervention and scrapped all
their Mississippi-related plans.75

The mystery arises from the fact that no satisfactory explanation |of
the denial was forthcoming. United States immigration officials in
Winnipeg had refused entry to the Mennonites, but the Bureau |of
Immigration in Washington claimed no knowledge of that action.
What the Commissioner-General could not deny was that a very
considerable resistance, initiated by groups like the American
Legion, had been building up against the proposed immigration.76
Thus, though others, particularly real estate agents and certain
governmental leaders, eagerly encouraged the Mennonite immi-
grants, the Mississippi scheme was abandoned. Similar efforts in
states like Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, and South Caro-
lina likewise did not materialize.77

Twice within a year, Reinlaender emigration schemes had col-
lapsed. The people were becoming restless. The leaders were acutely
aware of the debilitating effect these failures were having on morale,
and they therefore redoubled their efforts to find a solution. In
desperation, they directed yet another plea to the Manitoba govern-
ment wondering whether there was

any place in Manitoba, where none other can live, in which we
could found a colony, apart from the world, where we could
bring up our children, unhindered by common laws, in the
true faith of our forefathers?78

There was no such place, the government replied, quite probably
thinking not of the availability of isolated land, of which there was
plenty, especially in the inter-lake area, butof the nonavailability of a
tolerant government. But scarcely had the Reinlaender again been
rebuffed by Manitoba than they received news that Quebec desired
colonists to develop its Abitibi and Gaspe regions. Initial conversa-
tions with Quebec officials led the Mennonites to believe they would
be granted the sought-after privileges, including the right to private
schools.79 Therefore, on August 19, 1920, a delegation representing
the Manitoba and Swift Current colonies conferred with Premier
Taschereau. Members of the delegation outlined their demands to
the premier, who, at least to them, appeared favourably disposed.!80
However, subsequent negotiations proved their optimism to tie
premature.81 Yet another migration attempt had foundered.
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Every setback added to the discontent circulating within the
Reinlaender constituency. Parents continued to defy the school
attendance orders, but it was doubtful whether their resolve could
long persist in face of the heavy fines imposed upon them. The
leaders argued, with some justification, that the prosecutions should
be suspended in light of the expressed Reinlaender intention to leave
the country. They petitioned the provincial authorities, in September
1920, for a two-year moratorium on the enforcement of the school
attendance law so that they could concentrate on putting their affairs
in order.82 Their plea went unheeded.

The flagging spirits were suddenly rejuvenated by the return from
Mexico of a delegation sponsored by the Hague colony. While others
had been busy in Quebec, Hague had assembled one deputation to
investigate Mexico and another to pursue opportunities in Paraguay.
The first group returned with a positive report, prompting the
Manitoba and Swift Current districts to abandon the Quebec scheme
and redirect their energies to Mexico.83

A second expedition was immediately organized. Passport irregu-
larities scuttled the planned participation of the Manitoba Rein-
laender, leaving the Saskatchewan delegates alone responsible for
assessing the situation in Mexico. They were so encouraging that a
third delegation, this time fully representative of all the Reinlaender,
left for Mexico on January 24.84 A short scouting trip through select
areas of the country was followed by a conference with President
Obregon on February 20, 1921. Eight days later, the elusive
Privilegium, addressed to the representatives of the Reinlaender
Church, was approved and signed by the President and his Minister
of Agriculture.

Included among the guarantees were: complete exemption from
military service, the unrestricted right to religious principles, and
the authority to conduct schools "without the government in any
manner obstructing you."86 For Mexico, the admission of these
"industrious farmers" bore the prospect of upgrading agriculture
and stimulating "the present sluggish demand for implements, tools,
and agricultural machinery and supplies in general."87 The Rein-
laender had achieved their goal, and their only reservation with
respect to the Privilegium arose from the fact that the guarantees did
not, at least not yet, have the force of congressional law.

The returning delegates were very realistic about material hard-
ships in the prospective new homeland. At least Cornelius Rempel,
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the senior delegate, in addressing the Reinlaender brotherhood
meeting was very modest in his promotion of the new homeland. The
Mexicans, he said, had a very limited and simple way of making a
living, and Mennonites too would not duplicate the wealth and
surplus achieved in a rich and blessed Canada. To illustrate, he cited
the situations of a typical Mexican household:

If a farmer there has a wooden plow and two oxen, in order to
plant a few acres of corn and beans, he is satisfied and he can
feed his family. . . . If the woman mashes corn patties in the
morning—often there are no table or chairs—and then adds
beans and pepper sauce as a spread, then the meal is ready.88

Poverty, however, was not an insurmountable problem, said
Rempel, given the fact that freedom for school and church was
assured and that the diet was sufficient to maintain the health of old
and young people alike. And, while social conditions were not the
best either, the situation would not be different than formerly in
Russia, where every village had a night watchman to guard against
break-ins and theft.89

It was clear that a very difficult choice confronted the Reinlaender.
On the one hand was their Canadian homeland with its well-
developed villages and promise of continuous material prosperity but
with the lack of educational autonomy and cultural isolation. On the
other hand was Mexico, the new land of promise once again guar^n-
teeing special privilege, full educational and cultural autonomy, hut
not a congenial social environment or a very prosperous agriculture.

Emigration to Mexico

Leadership was needed to help the community to decide, and that
leadership came from the bishops, whose position in the congrega-
tions gave them unusual influence. In theory they were humble
servants of the Lord and of the people, and in almost every sense they
were also that in practice. They served without remuneration and
with a great sense of responsibility. They took their calling and their
ordination very seriously and expected their families to do the same.
Their burdens were, or were perceived to be, enormous. Bishop
Johann Friesen's life, for instance, was full of "manifold tribula-
tions, [with] almost unbearable daily tasks" as described by his
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successor, whose own difficulties were equal to "a brook of tears." To
his children Friesen wrote about his burdened life:

you have known no other father than one in the form of a poor
servant, always under pressure and much affliction with rarely
a friendly face.90

From them he expected that they would always be obedient, that
they would abstain from all worldliness, and that they would not
burden his office with careless living. Of himself he expected the
impossible, but that precisely was his dilemma, his internal punish-
ment, for he found in himself none of the virtues which Paul
required. As it was written:

A bishop then must be blameless, the husband of one wife,
vigilant, sober, of good behaviour, given to hospitality, apt to
teach; not given to wine, no striker, not greedy of filthy lucre;
but patient, not a brawler, or covetous; one that ruleth well his
own house, having his children in subjection with all grav-
ity. . . .91

In other words, the spirit, language, and outward form of the
bishop was one of humility in the extreme—for pride was the greatest
sin — but an exemplary life of humble service combined with longev-
ity of tenure somehow translated itself into enormous power, which
commanded the obedience of the followers. The "vital statistics" of
some bishops were most impressive (see Table 13), but they could
not be made known in the bishop's lifetime lest the heavenly reward
be lost. However, every bishop kept careful record, and that record
was an essential part of a bishop's obituary.

In any event, at this crucial time it was the bishops, especially
Johann Friesen in Manitoba, who challenged the people to accept
anew the tribulations required of all people of God who wanted to be
faithful to their baptismal vows. Suffering, it was said, was necessary
for the testing and refinement of the church—"as gold is proven in
the fire"93—for the glory of God, as evidence of the church's loyalty,
and as a witness to the world.

The entire Scriptures, as understood by the Reinlaender, con-
firmed the truth that people desiring to live a godly life had to expect
persecution. The Old Testament prophets predicted tribulation and
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TABLE 1392

SERVICE RECORD OF FOUR REINLAENDER BISHOPS

NAME
DATES
PLACE OF

SERVICE

Johann
Wiebe
1837-1906
Russia
Manitoba

YEARS AS
MINISTER*

YEARS AS
BISHOP

SERMONSt
BAPTISMS!
WEDDINGS
FUNERALS

5

35
1,544
2,228

294
660

Johann Jacob
Friesen Wiens
1869-1935 1855-1932
Manitoba Manitoba
Mexico Saskatchewan

Mexico

10

23
1,816
1,713

229
582

12

32
1,577
1,396

184
370

Isaak M.
Dyck
1889-1969
Manitoba
Mexico

21

36
3,000
4,988

300
1,175

* Reference here is to ministerial years prior to ordination as bishop.
t Not including those given at baptisms, funerals, and weddings.
t Reference is to number of persons baptized, not number of events, as in

weddings and funerals.

the New Testament illustrated it. The Book of Hebrews, especially,
was a chronicle of martyrdom and of witnesses, who by their
testimony and by their death conquered kingdoms. A survey of
church history likewise made clear that the "true children of God and
followers of Jesus have been born to suffer, to endure, and to be
persecuted."94 The same was true of "the beautiful Maertyrerbuch"
(Martyrs Mirror) which was "read far too little in our dark and
godless times and unknown in many of our homes and families."

Thus, the appeal to the Scriptures and their teachings was aug-
mented with an appeal to the faith, life, and death of the ancestors,
whose example deserved emulation. Their faith, which they "sealed
with their blood," should be "our faith." The commandments of
God, which were the rules for life of the forefathers, should be the
contemporary guideline as well.

There is only one difference between them and us, namely that
they persevered in the heavy persecutions and through the hor-
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rors of martyrdom. We, however, have not sacrificed our
blood in our battle against sin.96

The history of the immediate past was appealed to as a further
source of strength. The departure from Russia, the "beloved home-
land and fatherland" of their fathers, bishops, and ministers, was an
act of faith, love, and hope. They were warned by those who stayed
behind that deprivation and starvation awaited them in North Amer-
ica. But God cared for them "as a loving father cares for his children"
and not a single person died of hunger. On the contrary, the people
soon became well-to-do and it was those who stayed behind who
within a short time were facing starvation.97 The decision to leave
Russia had been a very difficult one for Bishop Johann Wiebe. The
fields of beautiful high grass and rich, waving wheat fields had been
a great temptation, but the voice from above had been clear:

If the church is to be kept faithful to the pure teaching of the
gospel, she will have to live once again among heathen
people.98

In this case, faithfulness required emigration to Mexico, because
the prospects in Canada were not good. The government wanted to
use the public schools to make "hundred per cent Canadians" out of
everybody, including the Mennonites, and "the foundation of these
schools was the motto: one king, one God, one navy, one flag, one all-
British empire."99 But it was not only the compulsion in school
matters, but the problem ofworldliness in general. Conformity was
everywhere evident, especially with respect to automobiles and an
indescribable emphasis on pretty clothes. If the church was to
escape absorption into the world, it had to escape that world. The
church was in turmoil because those who had become unfaithful (t<'die
Abgefallenen") did their best to frustrate the emigration movement.

It was, therefore, necessary to ascertain "who was remaining loyal
to the confession given at baptism and joining the church in the
emigration to Mexico."101 Announcement was made that all those
willing should indicate their intention and register anew with the
bishop; otherwise it would be concluded that membership in the
Reinlaender church had been forfeited in favour of some other
church. Quite understandably, this made it very difficult for those
who decided not to emigrate. They were obliged to leave their church
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and were condemned as being disloyal to their baptismal vows.
While some none the less refused to reregister, others found it easier
to indicate a willingness to emigrate but then not take any further
action, or, having emigrated, to return. As it was written in Mexico
many years later:

How many of those who registered, whose names to this very
day are in the church book as emigrants,. . . changed their
minds, moved back, and are now sitting in the lap of the
world.102

The way was now cleared for the final stages of the long-discussed
migration. During September 1921, the Manitoba and Swift Cur-
rent colonies each purchased tracts of land, adjacent to each other, in
Chihuahua, consisting of 155,000 acres and 74,125 acres,
respectively.103 The purchase price was $8.25 per acre. 4

Severe problems and considerable friction accompanied the liqui-
dation ofReinlaender holdings in Canada. Prior to the completion of
the Mexican land scheme, a financial nightmare arose in connection
with the attempted sale of 107,000 acres near Swift Current for five
million dollars.'" The deal with Florida entrepreneurs had miscar-
ried, largely because the American promoters were unable to sustain
their end of the bargain. However, Canadian lawyers demanded
remuneration from the Reinlaender for their role in attracting a
serious buyer and arranging a purchase. The case was submitted to
the courts, whereupon the Mennonites were required to forfeit
10,200 acres of land in lieu of a settlement of $222,000 and court
costs.

The entire protracted affair was extremely embarrassing for the
Reinlaender, who viewed the final resolution as yet further evidence
of persecution against them. Their bitterness becomes more under-
standable in light of the fact that the Court of King's Bench, the
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, and the Supreme Court of Canada all
supported the Mennonites. The Privy Council in London reversed
their judgments. There were other such disappointments. The
Mennonites were also taken advantage of in Mexico. The land
purchased at more than eight dollars per acre was said to be worth but
thirty centavos or fifteen cents per acre.106

Additional problems arose for the Reinlaender. Depressed land
prices caused by the first post-war recession eroded morale and
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deterred the more undecided members from joining the migration.
As well, heated debates were held over whether all the Reinlaender
land should be disposed of in one communal block, or whether the
sale of farms should be left to private initiative. Despite pronounced
resistance to their proposal, the leaders pressed ahead with their plan
to effect a single sale. Only when it became apparent that such a
transaction could not be completed were the Reinlaender permitted to
dispose of their property in an individual manner.107

On March 1, 1922, the first chartered trainload of Reinlaender
emigrants left Plum Coulee en route to Mexico. A second train
followed the next day, and an eyewitness chronicled the emotional
departure:

Thursday, March 2, 1922, was a beautiful clear day. . . .
Before departure time hundreds of people gathered around the
station and hundreds of farewells were said. The locomotive
was shunting railroad cars,. . . and animated conversations
and quiet weeping were punctuated by the loud grumblings of
coupled boxcars. Finally all twenty-seven freight cars and
three passenger cars had been connected in proper order. . . .
At 12:20 a.m. all were ready, the signal was given, and slowly
the train pulled out of the little town of Haskett. . . . 108

Of all the Reinlaender, those from Manitoba showed by far the most
enthusiasm for the emigration. Between the peak years 1922 and
1926, 3,200 villagers from the province (about 64 per cent of the
total Manitoba Reinlaender group) participated in the move.'09
Trains carrying the first groups of Reinlaender from the Swift
Current area left about a week after the initial Manitoba departure.
About 1,200 (one-third) of that district's Reinlaender eventually
made their way to Mexico.110

The story at Hague unfolded apart from the others. This colony
had indignantly withdrawn its participation in a united group migra-
tion after a financial dispute had flared up during the Mexico
negotiations.ul The Hague Reinlaender subsequently purchased
35,000 acres in the state ofDurango, where the first settlement was
established in 1924. Deflated land prices delayed the early departure
of the Hague public school resisters and generally diminished the
colony's support for migration. Altogether, 950 persons, represent-
ing one-fourth of the colony's population, decided to move to
Mexico.112
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TABLE 14"3

CHORTITZER-SOMMERFELDER-BERGTHALER(S)
LAND-SEEKING DELEGATIONS

DATE DESTINATION GROUPS REPRESENTED

Feb. 1919 Brazil, Argentina,
Uruguay Self-appointed

11 Feb.-2 Sept. 1921 Mexico, Paraguay Chortitzer, Sommerfelder,
Saskatchewan Bergthaler

Feb. 1921 Mexico Saskatchewan Bergthaler
Oct.-Nov. 1921 Mexico Sommerfelder, Chortitzer

Early Summer, 1922 Mexico Sommerfelder

Emigration to Paraguay

Concurrent, but separate from the Reinlaender, the Chortitzer of
Manitoba, the Sommerfelder of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and
the Bergthaler (Saskatchewan) groups conducted their own search
for another home (Table 14). A self-appointed delegation of three
visited several South American countries in 1919, but the mission
boasted little success. Still, a connection had been made with Para-
guayan officials who hinted that their government might be receptive
to acquiring a group of farmers such as the Mennonites. Back home,
the respective groups agreed to pursue the slim lead.

An official Chortitzer-Sommerfelder-Bergthaler(S) delegation,
selected in September 1920, was instructed to locate and assess
potential settlement sites in Paraguay and interview the authorities
regarding the necessary privileges."4 Irregularities in citizenship
papers delayed the party until February 11, 1921. By this time, the
second Reinlaender delegation had returned from Mexico, and
consequently it was decided by the Sommerfelder to investigate both
countries.

The Paraguay delegation was gone more than six months, and
during this time it enlisted the aid of Samuel McRoberts, a New
York financier, who had access to powerful officials in the Para-
guayan government, including President Manuel Gondra. Gondra
eagerly wished to stimulate economic and agricultural growth within
his country. He also desired to assert Paraguay's hegemony over the
vast territory of land known as the Gran Chaco lying west of the
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Paraguay River. Populating the area with foreign nationals, Gondra
surmised, was one method by which this might be accomplished."5

An interview between the president and the Mennonite delegates
was arranged for April 4, 1921, by McRoberts. Discussions focused
on the all-important consideration of special concessions, and both
parties arrived at a common agreement. Before the end of July, a
document outlining special status for the Mennonites was ratified by
the Senate and Congress of Paraguay. "6 The Privilegium resembled
the charter obtained by the Reinlaender from Mexico, with one
major difference. The official written assurances from Paraguay
carried with them the strength not only of presidential decree but also
of congressional law.

Meanwhile, the delegation had set out on a four-week tour of the
Chaco. Seasonally, the weather was at its best, but even so, the "green
hell" must have vividly impressed and challenged the sensibilities of
the visitors. The regional climate was semi-tropical, itself a feature
that would require enormous physical adjustments by the Menno-
nites. Patches of open grasslands, possessing few fresh-water wells,
alternated with scrubby woodland. Various Indian tribes called the
area their home and, until the arrival of the Mennonites, appeared to
be the only people capable of carving a living out of this primitive
wilderness. On balance, it did not appear to be a region that would
easily lend itself to European-type settlement. Yet the report which
the delegates prepared for the churches back home spoke quite
optimistically:

We are of the opinion that the land in general is well adapted
for agriculture, stock-raising, fruit growing, and the raising
of vegetables. We believe that grain, such as wheat, etc. can be
grown at certain times of the year. . . . We believe that this
land, blessed with its various advantages and its mild climate,
would be well adapted to colonization if the necessary railway
connection with the port on the river is established . . . 117

En route home, the Manitoba delegates stopped in Mexico, where
they were promised similar concessions to those awarded earlier to
the Reinlaender. Their interest in Mexico was minimal, however,
mainly because a Privilegium, given by the president only, lacked the
guarantee of permanence. They looked for a Privilegium grounded
in the statutes or entrenched in the constitution.

A West Reserve Sommerfelder group, headed by Bishop Abra-
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TABLE 15"9

MANITOBA AND SASKATCHEWAN MENNONITE IMMIGRANTS
TO LATIN AMERICA, 1922-30

GROUP ORIGIN DATES APPROX. DESTINATION
NUMBER

A. MEXICO
Reinlaender Swift Current 1922-26
Reinlaender Manitoba (W.R.) 1922-26
Reinlaender Hague 1924-25
Sommerfelder Manitoba (W.R.)

Herbert, Sask. 1922-25

1,200 Chihuahua
3,200 Chihuahua

950 Durango

600 Chihuahua

Total to Mexico 5,950

B. PARAGUAY
Chortitzer Manitoba (E.R.) 1926-30 1,201 Chaco
Sommerfelder Manitoba (W.R.) 1926-30 357 Chaco
Bergthaler Rosthern, Sask. 1926-27 227Chaco

Total to Paraguay 1,785

Total to Latin America 7,735

ham Doerksen, had in the meantime, however, become persuaded
that Mexico was a more attractive homeland than Paraguay. Accord-
ingly, a three-man delegation journeyed to Mexico in October 1921,
carrying with it a ten-point request for special privileges. The
ensuing negotiations were favourable and in the early summer of
1922, 12,000 acres of land were purchased in Chihuahua just to the
north of the Manitoba and Swift Current settlements.118 Sommer-
felder migration to the site began later that year in October and
involved 600 people over the next few years. Thus 5,950 Canadian
Mennonites made Mexico their home (Table 15). In the fall of 1922
the Kleine Gemeinde, representing "about 300 Canadian and 150
American families," took an option on 150,000 acres of Santa Clara
ranch land, but the immigration of this group did not materialize in
the 1920s.120
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The prospect of settling in Mexico elicited little excitement among
the majority of Chortitzer and Sommerfelder considering emigra-
tion. Some regarded the social and political climate of the country as
too unstable to accommodate nonresistant settlers. Many harboured
suspicions as to the legality of the Mexican Privilegium, which bore
the signatures of only the president and one of his ministers. Others
simply wished to enter a territory where they could remain
unmolested." Thus it came about that the Chortitzer, accompanied

by some Sommerfelder and Saskatchewan Bergthaler, removed
themselves, beginning in 1926, to the most inaccessible refuge they
could find—the Chaco of Paraguay.

McRoberts continued to assist them in their transfer to Paraguay.
Under his direction, two companies were formed to facilitate the
liquidation of assets in Canada and to secure land for the settlers in the
Chaco.I21 The Corporacion Paraguaya supervised the events in South
America, while the Intercontinental Company co-ordinated the
disposal of the Canadian properties. Enormous sums of money
changed hands during the course of the proceedings, not always to the
advantage of the Mennonites. In the sale of the Chaco lands, for
instance, the Corporacion Paraguaya netted a clear profit of
$486,576.54.122

During the latter half of the decade, 1926-30, 1,785 Chortitzer,
Sommerfelder, and Saskatchewan Bergthaler Mennonites left Can-
ada for Paraguay.1 3 This total fell considerably short of the number
predicted by the leaders and organizers at the outset of the operation.
The border war between Paraguay and Bolivia, the extreme hard-
ships of settlement, and the deaths of many children, as well as
depressed land prices, caused many to rethink their position and to
become reconciled to the public school. An attempt had been made to
organize the three emigrating groups into a single congregation, a
not unlikely prospect since they did have common roots in the
Bergthaler group of Russia, but the most that could be achieved at
this time was a representative administrative committee to lead the
emigration. At their destination in the Menno Colony of the Chaco, a
single congregation of Sommerfelder and Chortitzer, led by the
Chortitzer bishop, Martin Friesen, gradually came into being. The
Bergthaler(S), though part of the same colony, formed their own
group.

The consequences of the Canadian exodus were felt immediately
(Table 16) among those staying behind in Canada. The departure of
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TABLE 16124

SUMMARY OF LATIN AMERICAN SETTLEMENTS

LOCATION DATE OF CANADIAN
FOUNDING SOURCE

CONGREGATION BISHOP

Chihuahua Mar. 1922
Chihuahua Mar. 1922
Durango 1924
Chihuahua Nov. 1922

A. MEXICO
Manitoba (W.R.)
Swift Current
Hague-Osler
Manitoba (W.R.)

Reinlaender
Reinlaender
Reinlaender
Sommerfelder

Isaak M. Dyck
Abraham Wiebe
Jacob Wiens
Abraham Doerksen

Chaco Nov.1926
B. PARAGUAY
Manitoba (E.R.)
Manitoba (W.R.)
Saskatchewan

Chortitzer
Sommerfelder
Bergthaler

Martin C. Friesen

Aron Zacharias

Reinlaender, Chortitzer, Sommerfelder, and Bergthaler(S) stunned
the reserves in Manitoba and Saskatchewan and permanently altered
the socio-religious complexion of these areas. Those least given to
compromise had left. Those ready for some accommodation to
society and the educational system remained. Although large
numbers of Reinlaender had stayed behind, congregations by that
name ceased to exist, because the leadership had left, taking the all-
important church registers with them. In due course, the people
remaining in the Hague-Osler and West Reserve areas reorganized
under a different name, but in the Swift Current area the remnant
drifted towards the Sommerfelder or into the camps of other Menno-
nite groups who viewed them as a home mission field.

Several Reinlaender villages ceased to exist as a result of the
migration, and the open field system, which had fallen into disuse
among all but the Reinlaender, also disappeared. Blumengart,
Eichenfeld, and Kronstal in the West Reserve lost all their residents.
Other centres, such as Reinland, Rosengart, and Blumenort, never
fully recovered from their population losses.125 In some villages,
fears were expressed that the vacant Reinlaender farms would be
occupied by non-Mennonites. It was no secret that the outgoing
Reinlaender favoured the sale of their land to people other than
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Mennonites.126 One A.P. Elias ofWinkler voiced the concerns of
many when he anxiously informed the government that:

Some of them [Reinlaender] are moving to Mexico and are
selling their land to any kind of people and we who like to stay
here want to keep it as it was given to us. We want only Men-
nonites here. Please let us know what to do in this matter.127

No serious attempt was made by government officials to dissuade
the Mennonites from leaving the country, probably on the assump-
tion that the exodus would not happen.128 In the end, it was expected,
the Reinlaender would adjust to the new situation and accept the
public schools. As one writer observed: "The gasoline filling station
has already crept into the darpen or villages, which a few years ago
were 'diehard' old Mennonite centers."129 When the exodus did
occur, it was assumed that the emigrants would return. Premier
Martin of Saskatchewan likely typified the indifferent official opin-
ion when he remarked:

I am fairly sure personally that it will only be a short time
until people who have gone to Mexico will be coming back
and telling the Saskatchewan people the truth about conditions
there. If this occurs, I have no fears that any considerable
number of Saskatchewan people will go to Mexico. l3°

The Premier was both right and wrong. He was right in assuming
that not everybody would go. He was wrong in miscalculating how
deeply those who chose to leave felt about the issues and what price
they were ready to pay for their convictions. Those leaving felt that
they had been betrayed by governments, while they had kept their
end of the bargain which had brought them to Canada in the first
place. They had agreed to be the pioneer agriculturalists which
Canada desperately needed at the time. They and their children and
children's children had not turned their back on the land and drifted
to the cities as so many other immigrants had done.131 They had
become an economic asset rather than a liability, and they wondered
why the governments did not recognize this and allow them the
essential cultural latitude. The answer was clear. The needs and
priorities had changed. Cultural assimilation of new immigrant
groups had become more important than their agricultural pioneer-
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ing. The Mennonites had lost their former power to bargain for
special privileges.

The departing Mennonites, for their part, did not overlook
writing a letter to Ottawa to thank the governments of Canada and
Britain for every consideration they had received in nearly fifty years
of sojourn in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. They were grateful for
original land grants, for loans, and for the general goodwill extended
to them, and they wanted it to be understood that they were leaving
because they felt a church could not survive if the word of God was
absent from the schools. They also hoped that their departure would
lead to greater tolerance in the future.132

The emigrating Mennonites lacked sympathy not only among
certain political leaders, but also with public opinion and the press
generally, though with exceptions. Journalist Gerald M. Brown of
the Saskatoon Phoenix was convinced that it would be "difficult
indeed to replace the sturdy, honest, and hard-working farmers who
are leaving their Canadian homes in disgust and disappointment."
The distant-from-the-scene Victoria papers, however, reflected very
much the wartime sentiment that Mennonites were undesirable
citizens. The Victoria Daily Times was ready to see 200,000
Mennonites" leave the country without any "pang of regret" because

Canada will be much better off in the long run without that
type of citizenry whose tenets constitute the taking of all it can
get without giving anything in return.134

The Manitoba Free Press, which through the years had sought to
interpret fairly the Mennonites to the public,131 especially with
reference to their schools, could not side with them in the early
1920s. The legality, or rather the illegality, of their claims to
educational autonomy had been determined by the Manitoba Court
of Appeal and by the Supreme Court of Canada. The Mennonites
were therefore without a claim which the state could recognize as
legitimate. In the words of the editorial writers:

The Old Coloniers are therefore reduced to establishing their
case for particular treatment by an appeal based upon an
assumption that it is a fundamental natural right of any sect,
group, or nationality to set up a state within the state and arro-
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gate to itself one of the state's prime functions, that of seeing
that children are suitably educated to discharge the duties of
citizenship. This is a point upon which the democratic state
cannot compromise.136

In Paraguay, as in Mexico, new chapters in the history ofMenno-
nite pioneering were now being written. Whether the sacrifices
required by the new frontier would be rewarded with the survival of
those values for which the undertaking had been made in the first
place remained to be seen. Meanwhile, the places left vacant in
Canada, and the new countries being opened up, became a place of
potential refuge for emigres of the Russian Revolution. Soon it
became clear that those departing Canada might be contributing to
the survival not only of themselves but also of those in Russia in need
of a new homeland, in Canada perhaps but quite possibly also in
Latin America. It so happened that, throughout the decade, Menno-
nites from Russia would be knocking on doors in both North and
South America.

In Paraguay there was a double welcome. Not only did the new
colony in the Chaco open wide its primitive homes to destitute people
with no other place to go, but the Paraguayan president himself made
them feel completely welcome and completely free. President Jose P.
Guggiari regarded the Mennonite "enterprise with great sympathy
and gave assurances that laws and national authorities would protect
Mennonite properties and give "maximum guaranty for your per-
sons, possessions, and work." Concerning the Mennonite value
system, he said:

The first Mennonites who arrived in this Republic were pre-
ceded by the just fame of honorable traditions. I hope that the
colonists will show themselves worthy of such traditions,
maintaining in all their purity their customs, their religion,
and their culture.137

In Mexico the reverse was true. After two years of residence in the
country the Mennonites had not endeared themselves to the authori-
ties and the people. As a consequence, Mennonites in the U.S.A.
negotiating for the admission of at least 50,000 from Russia were
told to forget about their plans. On December 26, 1924, the
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president of Mexico admitted to the Governor of the State of
Chihuahua that the state and its people had never really welcomed the
Mennonites and that their "clannish spirit and unwillingness to
become Mexican citizens" had been a disappointment:

It was thought at first that they would be an educational asset to
the nation, as there is no doubt they are good farmers and up-
to-date in their methods, but they give no employment to and
avoid intercourse with Mexicans, and choose for colonization
purposes lands far from centers of population, thus maintain-
ing a state of almost complete isolation and comparative inde-
pendence of the federal and state governments, which is
resented. In short, it is presumed that the same qualities which
make the Mennonites unpopular in Canada and the United
States are responsible for the objection to colonization by them
in Mexico.138

Thus, the removal to Latin America of thousands of Mennonites
was a mixed blessing from the beginning, accompanied by hope and
promise but also fraught with economic, cultural, and national
dangers, only some of which had been anticipated. But for the time
being the dangers were greatest, not in the Americas but in faraway
Russia, where tens of thousands were anxious to escape the new Soviet
regime.

FOOTNOTES

1 J.T.M. Anderson, The Education of the New Canadian (Toronto:
J.M. Dent & Sons, 1918), p. 78. Anderson's specific point was that
either the private schools among these people should be raised to a
proper standard or public schools should be established.

2 Eingabe der Delegaten van Saskatchewan an die mexikanische
Regierung," Der M.itarbeiter 14 (February 1921): 12. Johann P.
Wall was the leader of the delegation.

3 A good deal has been written on the Mennonite School Question.
The following are particularly noteworthy: John Jacob Bergen, "The
Manitoba Mennonites and their Schools from 1873 - 1924" (M.Ed.
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4. Immigration ffwncf^ssia

Even these peaceful M.ennonite settlers voho up till now have
remained aloof from all history-making events are caught up in the
general upheaval. They no longer enjoy the peace which dominated
their steppe for so long. They are no longer permitted to live in
seclusion from the world— DIETRICH NEUFELD. '

For the Mennonites there is only one sure way out: emigration,
meaning the return to the former homeland Holland and to the
relatives in America. — B.B. JANZ.2

"HILE 7,000 MENNONITES were leaving Canada for
Latin America in order to preserve their way of life,

thousands of their distant cousins in the U.S.S.R. were hoping to
enter Canada, also in order to ensure a better future for themselves
and for their children. Uprooted in every way by the Bolshevik
revolution, the Makhno reign of terror, and the ensuing civil war
between the Red and the White armies,3 20,000 of the Mennonites
in Russia—about one-sixth of the total—seized the opportunity to
make Canada their home. Their migration, beginning in 1923 and
continuing until the changing Canadian attitudes and policies closed
the door, represented the largest organized voluntary mass move-
ment ofMennonites in history and helped to change permanently the
character of Mennonitism in both Russia and Canada.

This immigration was a mammoth undertaking for the Menno-
nite community in Canada, which was being reduced to nearly
50,000 by the exodus to Latin America, and required extraordinary
commitment, perseverance, and overall co-ordination. Obstacles to

139
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the venture presented themselves on both continents with depressing
regularity and constantly threatened to bring about the total collapse
of the scheme. That so many people managed to leave the Soviet
Union was a success attributable largely to the courageous and
untiring work of David Toews in Canada and B.B. Janz in the
U.S.S.R. Equally important, though perhaps not as prominent, in
the migration drama were A.A. Friesen and B.H. Unruh. As
deputies for the Russian Mennonites, the former in Canada and the
latter in Germany, both men took on the difficult tasks of representa-
tion, mediation, and persuasion with unflagging determination. All
of them, of course, were dependent on the willingness of govern-
ments and the readiness of transportation companies to serve their
cause.

In this respect, a most critical intercession was made by S.F.
Coffman of the Swiss Mennonites in Ontario, who during the war
had accomplished for his people in the East what David Toews had
done in the West. Coffman personified the good name and character
of the pioneer Mennonite community in Canada, whose reputation
had commended to the authorities the widest possible concessions in
the first Mennonite migration from Russia in the 1 870s and without
whose positive image Canada would surely have been less eager for
more of the same. If the troubles associated with the Dutch Menno-
nites in the West served to justify the 1919 Canadian ban on all
Mennonite Immigration, the esteem in which the Swiss Mennonites
were held in the East, especially in the mind of Prime Minister
Mackenzie King, was an important factor in having that ban
removed.

Mennonites and Russia

Those 40,000 Mennonites who in the 1870s had chosen to remain in
Russia had enjoyed a half-century of unprecedented prosperity and
expansion of their communities and institutions. With the pioneer
years largely behind them, they had proceeded to develop rapidly
their vigorous economy, based as it was on a diversified agriculture,
flour milling, and the manufacture of farm equipment. Their
population had tripled to 120,000, and the number of settlements,
including the original four mother colonies, had increased to over
50, with a total of approximately 440 villages and some 2,300,000
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acres of land. The holdings of 384 owners of large estates—a true
Mennonite elite—brought the acreage held by Russian Mennonites
to more than three million.5

With their help, the Ukraine had become the breadbasket for
much of Russia, and more, because grain and flour for export in
large quantities regularly left Black Sea ports for foreign destina-
tions. A gold medal won for his flour by a Mennonite miller at the
world fair in Paris symbolized the high achievements resulting from
over a century of hard work devoted to agricultural excellence on the
part of all the Mennonite people.6

They had introduced improved strains of dairy cattle, notably the
famed German cow, and the so-called "colonist horse," which
replaced the slow ox as draft power. Also, they had developed new
techniques of tilling the soil, including use of the black and green
fallow, use of better seed grains, rotation of crops, some use of
manure as fertilizer, and extensive practices of tree planting, for both
fruit and shelter. According to V.E. Postvikov, the Mennonite
farming system was "higher in quality" than that which held sway
among both Russian landowners and peasants.

Their industrial endeavours, almost as impressive as agriculture,
provided Russia with six per cent of its farm implements and large
quantities of brick and tile.8 The farm machinery, both tools and
implements, introduced by the Mennonites included the multi-share
plough, the reaper, a threshing machine, improved harrows, the
winnowing machine, the row seeder, the straw cutter, a special type
of hay rake, several types of wagons, and many others.

Among both agriculturalists and industrialists there were some
very wealthy people. Millionaires were not uncommon. This wealth
and a strong economy supported a network of educational and other
institutions, contributing to the culture and welfare of the total
Mennonite community. In 1920 the school system embraced 400
elementary schools, 13 high schools, 4 girls' schools, 2 teachers'
colleges, and 3 business schools. University education was also
quite common. Some 300 students were attending colleges, semi-
naries, and universities when the war came. One-sixth of them
studied abroad, mostly in Germany and Switzerland. Among the
graduates were medical doctors for the Mennonite hospitals and
other welfare institutions.

Thus, driven by a concept of progress and a spirit of industry that
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were foreign to much of the indigenous Russian population, the
Mennonites had established an economic and cultural "common-
wealth" unmatched by other minorities around them or by the
Russian populace at large. As is common among prosperous socie-
ties, the Mennonites were not much aware of their privileged
position and the extent to which wealth was derived from land, freely
given or easily purchased, as well as from servile labour in an
abundant supply. Instead, they remembered their own erstwhile
poverty and how hard they had worked, and consequently how much
God had blessed them. Others could and would become prosperous
too if only they applied themselves as the Mennonites had done.
Thus, the idiosyncrasies of faith and culture, which set the Menno-
nites apart from the Russian peasants from the beginnings of settle-
ment late in the eighteenth century, had been augmented in time by
other differences based on the superior income, education, and social
status of the Mennonites." As David G. Rempel, using Russian
scholarly sources as a basis for his assessment, has pointed out:

of great value [were] a number of character traits among many
of the colonists, such as sobriety, industriousness, thrift, gen-
erally high moral standards, religious and ethical beliefs and
other values, plus higher levels of education, qualities in
which the peasant was often deficient.12

The relationship of the Mennonites to their property and to the
Russian people was permanently changed by the political upheaval,
which catapulted the Bolsheviks into power in 1917 and which shook
Russia and indeed the entire world. The privileged status of the
Mennonites, which was formerly perceived to be an advantage, now
became a definite liability. And it wasn't that there had been no
warning, some handwriting on the wall which at least some leaders
had clearly read. Premonitions of danger had arisen already during
tsarist rule, and the emigration of the 1 870s happened because some
leaders sensed for their people a problematic future in Russia. The
war with Japan in 1904- 5 and the mini-revolution of that year were
strong signals to that effect. In the first years of the Great War,
discriminatory measures affecting language and land ownership had
been applied against the country's German-speaking people, espe-
cially on the western side, a clear signal of the changing times.

In the 1917 interlude between the fall of the tsar in February and
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the Bolshevik seizure of power in October, the Mennonites generally
had come to the conclusion that the future would be different from
the past and that very considerable thought and deliberate action had
to be taken with respect to that future.13 The Mennonite debate on
how best to secure the future began with attendance at a congress of
German-speaking colonists, on the assumption that there were com-
man interests to be represented to the provisional government headed
by Kerensky.

More significant was the 1917 meeting of the General Conference
ofMennonite Congregations in Russia. The agenda was modified to
include not only the traditional devotional content but also the new
socio-economic, educational, and political problems facing the Men-
nonite people. This in turn led to a reorganization of the Conference
as well as the founding of the All-Russian Mennonite Congress, a
civic organization, actually a Mennonite parliament, mandated to
deal "with all non-religious internal problems and to represent the
Mennonites in all external relations.'"4

The founding Congress held in Ohrloff, Molotschna, on August
14-18, 1917, was attended by 198 delegates representative of the
various settlements, groups, and interests. Mennonite professionals
—lawyers, engineers, teachers, and theologians—were prominent
in the Congress, as were the educated class generally. At least 150 of
the delegates had high school education and 30 had university
training. Among the Congress leaders were Benjamin H. Unruh
and Jacob H. Janzen, both of whom were university-educated
teachers, whose leadership gifts brought them into the forefront
again and again.

The Congress discussed the crucial issues of the day, including
land reform and the relationship between Christianity and socialism,
in all of which a keen awareness of the issues confronting Russia and
the Mennonite people was expressed.15 Some of those present repre-
sented the view that the Kingdom of God was to be realized on earth,
but that Christianity did not represent any particular economic
order, the agrarian question being one to be resolved by the profes-
sionals. Others explained that while socialism and Christianity could
not be equated, socialism stood closer to the Christian faith than did
capitalism. The Congress recommended the creation of a state land
bank in order to facilitate land distribution to the poor and to the
landless. Such a land bank would include state and church lands, as
well as private lands acquired for appropriate compensation. An
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upper limit for private land ownership was agreed to in principle and
reflected at least some Mennonite understanding of the crucial need
for reform in Russia. As John B. Toews has written:

Concern with the plight of the landless peasant (both Russian
and Mennonite) generated amazingly socialistic debates on the
redivision and nationalization of land even though over half of
those present were landowners.16

The Congress further agreed to create a M-ennozentrum (Menno
Centre), a bureau with sufficient staff to implement the decisions of
the Congress. Such policy decisions and organizational initiatives
held great promise, but all were short-lived as the revolution
engulfed all of Russia and as the Bolsheviks seized power in October.
Then it became painfully obvious that all the talk about reform in
Russia represented an effort which was too small and came too late.

After the revolution, the colonies were stripped of their former
semi-autonomous status and brought under the supervision of
regional Soviets. These Soviets consisted of representatives from the
poorer, landless classes—individuals who, not surprisingly, used
their new-found positions of authority and the revolutionary slogans
of liberty and equality to better their own material conditions at the
expense of the Mennonites.

In the early months of 1918, some Mennonite villages were
overwhelmed by lawless military bands, generally not answerable to
any higher authority. These bandits unleashed a ten-week nightmare
of terror, looting, raping, and even killing.17 The immense wealth
locked into the Mennonite settlements, and the unfortunate history of
Mennonite neglect, if not exploitation, of the Russian peasant, made
them immediate and quite understandable targets of such aggression.
In many ways they had been model farmers, and the peasants had
learned many things from them. However, economic disparity bred
jealousy and hostility. It was also true that Russian gentlemen
farmers encouraged animosity towards the German elements in the
hope of themselves escaping peasant wrath, at least for a while. As
Dietrich Neufeld wrote in A Russian Dance of Death:

With increasing frequency, we are forced to realize that the
Russian peasant is not kindly disposed towards our Mennonite
settlers.19
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The year saw the fortunes of the Mennonites in the Ukraine
alternately rise and fall as successive units of German troops, White
Army insurgents, Red Army forces, and dissolute robber bands
battled for control of the region. Altogether, between 1918 and
1920, there were more than a dozen changes of regime in various
parts of the Ukraine. After the signing of the Treaty of Brest Litovsk
in 1918 and the German occupation of territories surrendered under
that treaty, German soldiers brought order and security to the
Mennonite colonies, for them a welcome respite. One local newspa-
per, the Volksfreund, expressed its gratitude to the liberators as it
cried, "Thanks be to God that He has saved us from these robbers
through Germany s and Austria's military might."20 Reprisals were
quickly taken against any remaining Bolshevik sympathizers, and
some Mennonites assisted the Germans in the identification and
arrest of such people.

In retrospect, the enthusiastic support given to the German
occupation army was a political mistake, for the effects of this
partisanship would follow the Mennonites into World War II and
beyond. Seen against the anarchistic backdrop of the preceding years,
however, the German-Mennonite alliance made sense. The Men-
nonites, like the other German colonists, abhorred and were repelled
by violent insurrection, disorder, and theft. To them, the German
troops appeared as if sent by providence, and in the crises of the
moment there could be little reflection on the future implications of
such association. All that mattered at the time was that they enjoyed
the protection of authorities who spoke their language, who entrusted
them with local power, who instilled in them a powerful sense of
German cultural identity, and who equipped some of them with
weapons useful in self-defence.21

Subsequently, all those suspected of having collaborated with the
German enemy had to pay for their actions. They were branded as
counter-revolutionaries, and their leaders were victimized by ruth-
less marauding peasant bands, such as those organized by the notori-
ous Nestor Makhno.22 At Makhno's hands, German colonists
throughout the Ukraine, including the Mennonites, were subjected
to a savage reign of terror during two successive winters. Once again
they experienced indiscriminate torture and murder, rape and plun-
der.

In desperate response to the senseless savageries inflicted upon
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them, some Mennonites, following the advice of, and with equip-
ment provided by, the departing German troops, hastily assembled a
Home Defence (Selbstschutz) despite their historic refusal to bear
arms.23 Yet, how could the men remain fully nonresistant, in the face
of cruel danger to the women and children they held so dear? The
existence of the paramilitary organization, however, compounded
the miseries of the Mennonites, for the conclusion was inescapable
that the Mennonites were open enemies of the Bolshevik state. The
Mennonites paid dearly for their resistance. At least 647 of their
people perished as a direct result of the brutal civil war that
crisscrossed the Mennonite domain.24 In his analysis of the effects of
the Home Defence, one historian wrote:

Caught up in the irrationalities of the movement few could
foresee that bloodshed on both sides would be a much higher
price to pay than the simple acceptance of the role of the suf-
fering church. In the end the Home Defence contributed to
more death than it prevented.25

This conclusion, of course, cannot be verified, and certainly not
all historians agree that the bandits would not have committed the
most outrageous acts had they had a free hand.26 Be that as it may, the
Mennonites were stunned by the cataclysm engulfing them. Events
of the previous years had conditioned most of them to accept the
inevitability of change with respect to their privileged special status.
No one, though, could have predicted the utter economic, cultural,
and social ruin that their colonies would have to undergo, as well as,
and perhaps more significantly, the anti-Christian political ideology
to which they would be subjected.

Working for Survival

For the time being, however, most Mennonites did not have time to
dwell on the longer-term significance of the recent events. The needs
of the moment were too great for that. In addition to the famine
conditions and other deprivations caused by the civil strife, the
Mennonites were struck by an epidemic of typhus. Cold weather, a
chronic absence of wood for heating, an acute shortage of food,
insufficient blankets, and ragged clothing all worked to lower the
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resistance ofMennonites to the dreaded disease. Eventually, typhus
killed several times more Mennonites than were felled by bandits.27

In response to the dire exigency in which they found themselves,
a Studienkommission (Study Commission) was created in the
Molotschna colony in December of 1919 and dispatched abroad.28
Its primary purpose was to inform the Mennonites in Europe and
North America of the desperate plight of their people in Russia and to
secure material aid for the sick and the starving. As well, the
members of the Study Commission were to investigate immigration
and settlement possibilities in other lands, for already a growing
number within the Mennonite community were convinced that
Russia held no future for them. The members of the Study Commis-
sion included the aforementioned A.A. Friesen and B.H. Unruh,
both of them university- or seminary-educated teachers, and C.H.
Warkentin, a merchant. J.J. Esau, an industrialist, was also chosen
but he withdrew from the assignment for personal reasons. Friesen
and Unruh were the leaders of the commission, the former as
chairman, the latter as secretary.

The physical welfare of their people was a matter of urgent
concern to these men and, accordingly, they first solicited help in
Western Europe. In spite of the fact that post-war Europe itself was
preoccupied with the ravages of war and its own reconstruction, the
Study Commission met with some success. B.H. Unruh returned to
Germany after his North American tour to concentrate on soliciting
European aid for the Mennonites in Russia. His frequent appeals to
governments to provide both financial assistance and opportunities
for resettlement proved disappointing, but he was instrumental in
encouraging the German and Dutch Mennonites to organize major
relief efforts.29

When the commission arrived in the U.S.A, in June, Friesen,
Unruh, and Warkentin soon discovered that the American Menno-
nites were not completely uninformed of the tragic state of affairs
unfolding in Russia. Relief work in Western Europe and in the
Middle East had made them aware of the devastations of war.30
However, with the comprehensive information imparted by the
delegates, a greater sense of urgency and mission emerged. A general
meeting of all American Mennonite relief organizations, held on
July 27, 1920, atElkhart, Indiana, concurred that it was desirable to
create a central committee for a co-ordinated relief action and
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volunteers were recruited immediately. The permanent organization
of this new Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)31 was completed
on September 27, the very day that its first three workers, destined
for Russia, arrived in Constantinople. They included Clayton Kratz,
whose subsequent disappearance in Russia remains a mystery to this
day, and Orie 0. Miller, who later became MCC's longtime
executive secretary.32

The initial attempts of the Mennonite Central Committee to
alleviate suffering in Russia were rebuffed by Soviet officials who
refused to grant entrance visas for the proposed action. Months of
tedious work by Alvin J. Miller, an MCC representative working
from Moscow with the American Relief Commission, seemed to
yield no positive results. And all the time, the situation in the colonies
was deteriorating. In one of his dispatches to the West, B.B. Janz
reported the situation as follows:

A time of dying is now beginning for us Mennonites. . . . In
Russia there are few that are living, many that are vegetating,
and the vast hungry South is dying. What a smell from the
cadavers will rise towards heaven by May!33

Finally, in October of 1921, an agreement was concluded by
which the Mennonite Central Committee, affiliated with the Ameri-
can Relief Administration, was admitted for relief work in the
Crimea and in the provinces of Taurida and Ekaterinoslav. In
March of the following year, the first field kitchens distributed food
to the famished settlers. During that winter alone, the Mennonites in
North America sent approximately two million dollars' worth of aid
in the form of food and clothing to Russia. When the more immedi-
ate problem of famine had been alleviated, the MCC also provided
seed grain and tractors to aid in the reconstruction process.

While the Study Commission abroad continued to promote relief
and to prepare a new homeland, hopefully in North America, the
Mennonites in Russia instituted measures for their own improve-
ment and economic rehabilitation. What they needed above all else
was a representative Mennonlte civic organization, embracing all the
colonies in a given area, something like the short-lived All-Russian
Mennonite Congress, with its Menno Centre, founded just prior to
the revolution. After months of work with the Soviets, both in the
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Ukraine and in Moscow, a charter was granted to the Union of
Citizens of Dutch Ancestry, hereafter known as the Union, formally
organized on April 25, 1922.35 Significantly, at that same time the
Mennonites in Canada were establishing the Canadian Mennonite
Board of Colonization, the organization which was to become the
chief source of hope outside the country, but more of that later.

The name of the Union reflected attempts begun already during
the war to achieve a more positive identity for the Mennonites. Now
it was important that it be known that they were not German and that
not only were they a privileged religious minority, but also Soviet
citizens who happened to be of Dutch lineage. This so-called Hollan-
derei of the Mennonites did not meet with full internal approval, 6
but the Dutch connection, however remote, served the purposes of
survival during and after the Great War and, as will later be seen,
after World War II as well.

The leadership of the Union fell to B.B. Janz, the quiet but
forceful school teacher from Tiege in the Molotschna.37 Janz com-
bined the rare qualities of keen political acumen, persistence border-
ing on outright stubbornness, and a genuine commitment to his
people. In him, the Mennonites of the Ukraine discovered their
needed spokesman.38 For the next four years Janz used the Union as
the umbrella vehicle for unceasing work on behalf of every Menno-
nite cause relating to the problem of survival. These causes included
preventing the induction of draft-age Mennonite men into the Red
Army, re-establishing the Mennonite economy, and negotiating
visas for those wishing to leave Russia. Fortunately, the charter of the
Union, liberally interpreted, permitted this broad range of activi-
ties. Early in his work Janz was convinced that the best solution for
the Russian Mennonites was emigration.

In this position he was supported by the Union itself, even though
the organization's stated main purpose was economic renewal. Janz
made no particular effort to keep his potentially controversial posi-
tion secret. He had spoken about emigration to the central executive
committee of the Ukrainian Communist Party and would soon press
the case also in Moscow. But would Moscow willingly agree to the
departure of those citizens who had only recently been some of its
most prized agriculturalists and who were now needed to rebuild a
desperately impoverished agrarian economy?

Janz responded to this delicate situation by resorting to a simple
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but ingenious tactic. The civil war had produced a Mennonite
refugee problem and increased the number of landless, all of whom
now constituted an "unproductive element. By allowing these
people to leave, Janz argued, the detrimental effects of the famine
could be better mitigated and conditions would be created that would
be more conducive to the future livelihood of the settlements.40
Evidently the government accepted the logic ofjanz's argument, for
already in 1922 permission was granted for the Mennonites to leave,
at that time for Paraguay. But their destitute financial state,
together with disinterest in Paraguay as a permanent homeland,
caused them to decide against such a movement.

Janz was encouraged by the government's initial willingness to
endorse an emigration scheme, and he continued to negotiate for the
release of all those Mennonites who wished to leave the country.
Incredibly, he had, by the end of 1922, won authorization for the
emigration of up to 20,000 Mennonites. The government, it
seemed, concurred with the notion that the removal of the surplus
population would put an end to the restlessness existing within the
colonies. Accordingly, it removed the legal obstacles which hitherto
had prevented the possibility of such a large-scale movement. Now
everything depended upon the North Americans to implement the
speedy removal of thousands who were waiting in Russia.

Following the successful organization of the MCC in the United
States to bring relief to Russia, the Study Commission had redoubled
Its search for land that would be suitable for the settlement of a large
contingent of Russian Mennonites. Again, American Mennonites
were expected to be of some assistance in this effort and for this
purpose the Mennonite Executive Committee for Colonization
(MECC) was founded in November 1920.42 This central committee
for colonization was intended to function parallel to the central
committee for relief and to operate in a similar pattern, namely with
the full support of the entire Mennonite constituency. In actuality,
the colonization committee never gained a great deal of momentum,
chiefly because of the surge ofanti-immigrant sentiment throughout
the States. In 1921, the United States government unveiled an
immigration quota system, which decisively dashed any possibility of
a mass movement to that country.43

Undoubtedly discouraged by this turn of events, A.A. Friesen,
together with others, undertook an exploratory trip to Mexico
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during the winter of 1920 -21. They were impressed with the liberal
concessions the Mexican government was willing to grant. Mexico,
it must be remembered, was at that time one of the prospective homes
of Mennonites planning to leave Canada, and in general a new
settlement frontier much-touted by American real estate agents. On
balance, however, the political instability of that country, along with
the questionable hospitality of the local populace, outweighed the
probable advantages.44 In any event, Mexico could not be embraced
as a future homeland until the possibilities in Canada had been fully
explored.

The Mennonites in Canada, especially those in the west, were
well-informed of the disastrous developments in Russia through
letters and newspaper accounts. They too were anxious to respond to
human need. A project to gather and forward relief monies was
organized in the summer of 1920 by Gerhard Ens and David Toews.
Ens, a former Saskatchewan legislator, had himself been born in
Russia and as an immigrant in 1890 he had played a leading role in
pioneer Saskatchewan settlement. '' Thus, Ens was interested as
much in solving the Russian Mennonite problem through resettle-
ment to Canada as through relief in Russia.

During the war David Toews had become known, because of his
crucial role with governments, as the "Mennonite Bishop of Can-
ada. In actual fact only the bishop of the Rosenorter congregation,
he was, however, the moderator of the Conference ofMennonites in
Central Canada and a founder of the German-English Academy in
Rosthern. He had left Russia as a boy in the early 1880s after he and
his family had participated in the famous trek of the excessively
chiliastic Claas Epp into central Asiatic Russia, from which they had
returned quite disappointed and disillusioned but with greater
insight concerning the various possible destinies—to them they were
discouraging—of Mennonites in Russia.46 A decade later, Toews
had left his parental Kansas farm home for Manitoba, having been
recruited by H.H. Ewert to teach Mennonite children in a public
school. Thereafter, the Rosthern area of the Saskatchewan Valley
became his permanent home. He married a girl from a Prussian
Mennonite family, taught school, and became a leader in the church.
The insights and dedication as well as the leadership gifts of this
cosmopolitan man would soon be required, in a way he himself had
not imagined, to facilitate the survival of the Russian Mennonites.
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Meanwhile, the relief efforts ofToews and Ens were given a boost
when in August the Study Commission was finally allowed to cross
the border into Canada at Portal, North Dakota. Since the Canadian
immigration ban of 1919 was still in effect, even Mennonite visitors,
especially would-be immigrants, had difficulty entering the country.
Arrangements were immediately undertaken for the delegates to
consult the communities surrounding Rosthern and Herbert in
Saskatchewan and the Mennonite reserves in southern Manitoba for
the sake of promoting the interests of the Canadian Relief Commit-
tee, which was formally created on October 18.48

A Government and a Railway

Canada's settlement possibilities appealed to the Study Commission.
The country was large and, so it seemed, only sparsely populated. Its
soil and climate were in many places well-suited to agricultural
practices with which the Mennonites were familiar, and, not to be
overlooked, there were communities of Mennonites already well-
established in Canada. The only problem, and it was a major one, was
that the federal government had declared itself opposed to accepting
immigrants from central and eastern Europe. Mennonites were
specifically named in the post-war prohibition of 1919. The public-
ity being given to those Mennonites determined to leave for Latin
America because Canada had disappointed them didn't help matters
either. In other words, when the goodwill of politicians and people
was most needed it was in short supply.

The prevailing policy was directly opposite the rather liberal pre-
war practice, which placed few restrictions on the races and nationali-
ties to be allowed into the country. Settlers were needed to stock and
cultivate the spacious western interior and also to provide a cheap and
readily accessible labour supply for the developing resource, trans-
portation, and manufacturing industries.49 Hundreds of thousands
of immigrants had entered the country before the advent of the war.
After 1918, Canadian authorities showed little interest in resuming
the flow. Their disinterest was the product of several factors. For one
thing, soldiers returning home from Europe had not all been able to
find work, and it was generally believed that veterans should have the
first opportunity to fill the available lands and jobs. In addition,
destitute immigrants from previous years, unsuccessful at establish-
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ing themselves on farms, had migrated to the cities, where they were
greeted by outright racial discrimination and unemployment rather
than the hoped-for financial security.

The resentment felt by many Canadians towards Germany and her
allies was understandable, given the recent international situation.
Thus, an Order-in-Council barring enemy aliens such as Germans,
Austrians, Hungarians, Bulgarians, and Turks was not surprising.50
Less easy to explain, though no less real in fact, were the discrimina-
tory measures invoked by the government against persons ofcentral-
and east-European origin in general. Continental Europeans had
been welcomed before the war because they served the country's
economic self-interest. But when Canada's economy slumped, as it
did just prior to and again after the war, their usefulness suffered a
corresponding drop.

Business and organized labour, industry, religious and patriotic
organizations, and racial purists exploited the situation, protesting
that the "sheep-skin peasants" were in fact a liability to Canada's
progressive growth. Critics heaped blame on the foreign immigrants
for a host of the country's social and political ills. Connections were
made linking the immigrants to social and civil unrest, crime,
disease, undesirable social customs, and a general diminution of
Canadian standards of living/

Ottawa was cognizant of the ground swell ofnativist sentiment and
took swift steps to regulate and curb the admission of unwanted
immigrants. Amendments were made to the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Act in 1919 subjecting immigrants to a literacy test,
stricter medical examination, and an evaluation as to their political
and social acceptability." Then a monetary qualification was intro-
duced requiring each male immigrant to possess $250 upon his
arrival in Canada." Immigrants were also expected to have with
them a valid passport and to have made a continuous journey to
Canada from their country of origin.

In 1923 additional revisions, this time designed to ensure ethnic
selectivity, were appended to the immigration laws. Thereafter,
immigration was restricted to bona fide agriculturalists, labourers,
and domestics, all of whom were classified according to a system of
preferred and nonpreferred countries. Under the terms ofOrder-in-
Council PC 183, preferred status was given to white immigrants
coming from the British Commonwealth or the United States.5 Less
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valued were northern Europeans, who in turn were followed by the
nonpreferred central and eastern Europeans. Jews, Blacks, and
Orientals occupied the lowest rungs of the immigration scale.

Not everyone in Canada applauded this closing of the immigration
door, including business groups whose economic well-being
depended largely upon an inexpensive and undemanding labour
pool. Mining companies, resource industries, and transportation
firms led the way in insisting that the government relax its immigra-
tion policies/5 They argued that non-English immigrants had a
reputation for physical endurance and dependability and often were
the only ones willing to accept the strenuous work, low pay, and
northern isolation characteristic of most mining and lumbering
operations.

The two transcontinental railways, Canadian Pacific and the new
Canadian National, likewise needed an accessible supply of labourers
for track maintenance and construction. An even more crucial
consideration for them was the millions of acres of unused land in the
west. Immigrants were still required to fill empty territories and to
create and sustain future demands for railway services.

The hope in government circles had been that the reduction of
continental immigrants could be balanced by increased immigration
from Britain or the U.S. When such migration patterns failed to
materialize, the railways and the resource extraction interests redou-
bled their efforts to bring about a change in immigration policy.
Their efforts were rewarded in September 1925 when the so-called
Railways Agreement was concluded.56 The Agreement permitted the
railway companies to recruit immigrants from countries previously
designated as nonpreferred. It also authorized them to certify that
prospective immigrants met Canada's requirements as these related
to occupation and guaranteed employment. Between 1925 and 1930,
about 185,000 continental Europeans were brought to Canada under
these provisions.

In 1921, however, the public mood, together with existing federal
legislation, presented formidable barriers to a large-scale Mennonite
movement into Canada. The greatest single obstacle to the migration
was found in the 1919 Order-in-Council which specifically forbade
Mennonite iinmigration to Canada. This prohibitory regulation
reflected the special problems the war had created for the Menno-
nites. Some people considered the nonresistant Mennonites unpatri-
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otic and charged them with shirking their obligations as citizens.
Others confused all Mennonites with Hutterites and Doukhobors,
whose social and economic practices, the public image of which did
not always conform to reality, many Canadians found objectionable.

On a number of occasions, Mennonites, acting independently,
had appealed to the government to remove the restrictive immigra-
tion legislation." Each time the requests were rejected. A.A. Friesen
insisted that the Mennonites continue their struggle. At his sugges-
tion a meeting was held at Herbert, Saskatchewan, in early June
1921 to discuss this matter. Out of the meeting came a decision to
send a delegation to Ottawa to argue the Mennonite cause
personally."

In July a five-man delegation representing Mennonites from
Russia, western Canada, and Ontario arrived in the capital to plead
for the admission of some 100,000 Mennonites.60 Prime Minister
Arthur Meighen was out of town and so, in his absence, the men met
with Sir George Foster, the acting prime minister. They informed
him of the cruel circumstances prevailing in Russia and of their
hopes of rescuing their unfortunate co-religionists.6 The delegation
was careful to impress upon Foster the progressive attributes of the
Russian Mennonites, assuring him they had willingly conformed to
Russia's education and language laws and would do likewise in
Canada. The Russian Mennonites, it was asserted, were valuable
agriculturalists who, on coming to Canada, would be sheltered by
their own people and therefore would not exacerbate the socio-
economic problems in the cities.

The delegates rightly perceived that the key to assisting their
overseas comrades lay in convincing the authorities of the law-
abiding nature of the prospective immigrants, especially with respect
to allowing their children to attend public schools.62 Foster himself
disclosed that the main objection of the government to a Mennonite
migration stemmed from their reputation as a culturally aloof
people.63 The Reinlaender, he reminded the visitors, had been a
thorn in the side of the provincial governments and he was afraid the
Russian Mennonites would prove likewise. It was to counter just
such an image that S.F. Coffman andT.M. Reesor, representatives
of the more positively regarded Ontario Swiss Mennonites, had been
invited to participate in the expedition. But despite their presence,
the Conservative government offered little hope that the immigra-
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tion law would be changed. A federal election was imminent and the
government was reluctant to introduce new policies that might
jeopardize its chances of re-election.

Before leaving Ottawa, the delegates consulted with Opposition
leader Mackenzie King, leader of the Liberal Party.64 This inter-
view proved more promising, since King assured the Mennonite
guests that, should his party form the next government, the prohibi-
tory Order-in-Council would be lifted. Not wishing to leave any
avenue unexplored, the delegation proceeded on to Toronto, where
they presented themselves to provincial political leaders and
representatives of several influential newspapers.6'1 During these
meetings they described the terrible plight of the Russian Menno-
nites, the intention to bring them over to Canada, and the readiness of
the Mennonite immigrants to adapt themselves to Canada's customs.
H.H. Ewert, reporting on the delegation's activities, later observed
that "a form of propaganda for the Mennonites had been initiated."66

Renewed attempts to effect the repeal of the discriminatory immi-
gration ruling followed soon after the Liberal election victory in
December 1921. David Toews, realizing that the situation was
becoming ever more desperate in Russia, recalled King's promise
and in February 1922, A.A. Friesen told S.F. Coffman that some
people were starving in the colonies and others were barely surviv-
ing:

Many of our brethren are living on surrogates, as roots,
cowhides, and bread of any kind [are] not obtainable. The rest
of the cattle and horses are being butchered for meat. The
prospects for spring sowing are hopeless unless help from the
outside will be brought.67

Coffman had expressed reluctance to approach Ottawa again so
soon, believing that the newly formed cabinet should be given more
time to familiarize itself with the duties of office.68 The compelling
tone of Friesen's letter dispelled his reserve, however, and on
Coffman's initiative, a second delegation was sent to Ottawa in
March. Five Mennonlte representatives met with King and other
leading government personnel, reviewing with them many of the
same points made during the last meeting.69 King held true to his
promise made earlier and had the immigration ban rescinded.70
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One final legal question remained. Disclosure of a possible
Mennonite movement into Canada had raised the question as to
whether any unusual concessions had been offered to the Menno-
nites. The government's public denial raised fears in the Mennonite
community, which now sought to clarify the military status of any
newcomers. A delegation, led by David Toews, hastened to Ottawa
in April 1923, where assurance was given that the existing laws
relating to military exemptions would apply equally to the newcom-
ers as they did to the Mennonites already residing in Canada. The
government was thus able to confirm to the public that no exceptions
had been made for the Mennonites, while the latter were comforted
by the knowledge that their right to military exemption was
enshrined in the law.71

The first giant obstacle to the migration had been bridged, though
other formidable problems remained. A permanent immigration
administration had to be assembled, chartered transportation facili-
ties and credits had to be arranged, and support funds had to be
collected from the various churches. On May 17, 1922, a second
major advance was made with the establishment of the Canadian
Mennonite Board of Colonization, hereafter referred to as the
Board.72

Previous meetings had confirmed a genuine desire to organize an
immigration committee representing as many Canadian Mennonite
churches as possible. However, the discussions revealed a discourag-
ing degree of political fracture within the Mennonite camp.7 Ten-
sions had developed early between the two leading western Menno-
nite spokesmen, Ewert and Toews. Their competitive instincts in
turn contributed to an intense rivalry over which province, Mani-
toba or Saskatchewan, should function as the administrative centre of
the operation. The May meeting, convened at the home of H.H.
Ewert in Gretna, was intended to transform verbal commitments
into real substance and a viable organization. Though David Toews
himself wasn't present, Ewert, overcoming his earlier reservations,
or being unusually gracious, nominated Toews as chairman of the
Board, to which everyone agreed and which action also established
Rosthern as the location of the office.

Finances were also discussed at the Gretna meeting. Obviously,
huge sums of money were required for a mass migration. While
transportation costs came first, settlement would require the larger
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amounts and for the moment these amounts represented the greater
concern. The problem was where to find and how to collect these in
the shortest possible time. Ewert suggested that one or more Cana-
dian families should assume responsibility for one immigrant family
and that thereby sufficient capital would be raised to purchase one of
the villages being vacated by the emigrating Reinlaender or Chor-
titzer. This village could then be mortgaged for the purchase of
another, which in turn could be mortgaged for a third.74

Toews later objected to Ewert's plan. He simply did not think the
mortgages would generate enough cash, particularly since many
properties were already burdened with debts. Instead, he endorsed a
proposal worked out earlier by Gerhard Ens in co-operation with
Rosthern lawyer A.C. March. The plan called for the incorporation
of a shareholder's society under the name ofMennonite Colonization
Association of North America Limited (MCANA)." The idea was
to raise ten million dollars by selling shares of $100 to 100,000
Mennonites in the United States and Canada. No commission would
be allowed for the selling of the shares. Thirty dollars of each share
was to be paid immediately by the shareholder, the balance to be
borrowed and subject to call at any time. Beneficiaries of the plan
were required to repay the principal with interest not exceeding five
per cent. In the end, the Toews plan won the greater support within
the Board, and on July 26, 1922, the Association received its charter
from the government.76 The selling of the shares, however, was
quite another matter. It never happened. A legal mechanism to
secure funds had been provided, but not the monetary motivation for
what essentially was a commercial scheme.

The Mennonites had provided themselves with an organization to
administer the Canadian end of the immigration project, and a legal
instrument for the securing of settlement funds, but there still
remained the task of negotiating with a transportation company the
willingness to transfer, on a credit basis, the passengers from Russia
to Canada. The Canadian Pacific Railway showed early interest,
having had its eye on a scheme involving the Mennonites in Russia
already in the early years of the war. Created in the 1 870s for the
purpose of linking the new province of British Columbia with the
rest of Canada, the CPR had since that time been heavily involved in
the settling of the west. The railway's interest in colonization was a
natural one—only through agricultural occupation of the land could
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it hope for profitable traffic—but the huge federal land grant of
25,000,000 acres meant direct involvement in settlement on a grand
scale. Under the energetic leadership of Colonel J. S. Dennis, who
headed the company's Department of Colonization and Development
for a time, the CPR spent more on immigration and settlement of the
prairies than the federal government from 1905 to 1930.78

Colonel J.S. Dennis, not to be confused with John Stoughton
Dennis, whose surveying crew had helped to precipitate the Red
River Rebellion in 1 869, was not unfamiliar with the Mennonites.
He had first met them in 1874 when, as a young man working on the
International, he had witnessed the arrival of an earlier group of
Russian Mennonite immigrants. There had been more encounters
later when Dennis had held the Regina-based position of Deputy
Minister of Public Works for the Northwest Territories. Over the
years the colonel had become impressed with the pioneering skills
and adaptability of the Mennonites.

In the first year of the Great War, the CPR had taken note of the
possibility of a mass Mennonite immigration from Russia.79 Colonel
Dennis, then assistant to President Thomas Shaughnessy, drew
attention to the Russian government's decrees affecting adversely the
Austrian, Hungarian, German or Turkish subjects in the empire
and endangering particularly the possessions of those nearest the
western borders.80 After further investigation through the office
of the High Commission in London, Dennis confirmed to
Shaughnessy that "about six hundred thousand families of these
people or some three million souls in all. . . recognized as the best
farmers in Russia. . . are being expelled owing to their religious
scruples about bearing arms or taking life in any form."81 Clearly,
the authorities were misinformed. There were not three million with
"religious scruples about bearing arms" but at most 120,000. There
were not even three million "Germans" but at most two million. The
danger was not so much expulsion as dispossession. And the reasons
were not religion but language, economics, and politics.

The accuracy of the information did not improve much with a
direct report from A.M. Evalenko, publisher in New York of the
Russian-American magazine and former immigration commissioner
for the Santa Fe Railway Company. Evalenko was sent to Petrograd
by the CPR and returned confirming the "enforced emigration" of
"two million Russian Mennonites."82 He indicated his willingness to
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act as agent in Russia for the CPR in bringing these people to Canada
in return for commission on the sale of lands to the Mennonites in
Canada, who, it was assumed, would be "in possession of sufficient
capital to make a splendid start in the West."83

Roughly estimated the lands of all the Mennonites in Russia
are valued at about seven hundred million dollars, and this is
the amount of money which they may possess after the land
will be sold to the Russian peasants.84

The proposal ofEvalenko was recommended in March of 1916 to
the CPR president by Dennis, along with the practical suggestion
that, given the wartime conditions in Europe, immigrants be
brought across the Pacific from Vladivostok to Vancouver.85
Evalenko was eager to proceed because he and his colleague, the
agent working in Canada, would share equally five per cent of the
commission, while another three per cent would be paid by him "to
some officials in Russia." The proposal had already been approved
by the Minister of the Interior, the Minister of Agriculture, the
Minister of Ways and Communications, and the President of the
Peasants Bank. The State Councillor had been authorized to enter

into a contract" with Mr. Evalenko, following "special legislation of
the Duma" to confirm the same, which "would be done at once."8

Thus, it was not surprising that Dennis welcomed delegations to
his office in 1921 and 1922 and that he proved to be highly
sympathetic to their representations. The first meeting with Gerhard
Ens, who was an old acquaintance, A.A. Friesen, and H.H. Ewert
came after their conference with government officials in Ottawa.
Colonel Dennis indicated that his company stood ready to advance
credits and offer transportation facilities for the resettlement of the
Russian Mennonites, provided the Canadian Mennonites would
guarantee repayment.88 His pledge, however, was not conclusive,
for he still had to convince his superiors to grant a contract on credit.
In this, he was aided by the Mennonite reputation for paying their
debts.89 On June 20, 1922, Dennis informed David Toews that the
CPR was willing to grant transportation credits to an initial party of
3,000 Mennonites.90 Thus, good progress towards opening up at
least the possibility of a migration was made also in the area of
transportation.
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Preparing the Way in Canada

Toews next turned to the imposing task of persuading the Menno-
nites in Canada to accept the obligations attending the contract. This
challenge was as formidable as had been the task of convincing the
federal government and the railway. Luckily for the Mennonites
waiting in Russia, Toews was one of those rare individuals who stood
his ground during the worst adversity and whose character thrived
on courageous action.

It was apparent from the outset that winning approval of the
Mennonite constituency for the immigration would not be an easy
matter. At the July 1922 session of the Conference ofMennonites in
Central Canada, even before he had received the contract outlining
the particulars of the agreement, Toews inquired of the delegates
whether he should sign the proposed document.92 His question was
greeted by nervous silence. Three times he repeated his request and
three times the delegates did not respond. Finally, Toews announced
that, given the indecision in the conference, his own church would
assume the contractual responsibilities until others were prepared to
co-operate. As reluctant as the conference was, all other Mennonite
groups in Canada at the time were even more unwilling to assume any
responsibility.

The antagonism towards Toews and the work he represented
intensified after the arrival of the contract in the second week of July.
The terms outlined in the document were not nearly as favourable as
expected and served to promote additional discord.93 Collectively,
and ambiguously, made out between "The Mennonite Church of
Canada and the CPR Co.," the particulars of the contract were a tail
order.94 At a total cost of approximately $400,000 to "the Mennonite
Church of Canada," the CPR stood ready to dispatch two ships, with a
combined capacity of 2,642, to the Black Sea.

It was the Board's responsibility to fill the ships with passengers
but should the Board, for any reason and to any extent, fail to do so, it
would still be obligated to provide a forfeit payment for each
vacancy. The terms of payment stipulated that 25 per cent of the total
cost had to be paid ten days after the account was rendered. The
second 25 per cent was due after three months, and the balance within
six months, together with an Interest rate of six per cent per annum.

Toews found himself in a dilemma. On the one hand, the huge
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debt associated with the movement, the responsibility of producing
the right number of passengers at the right time and place in Russia,
the poverty of many people in Canada and their resistance to receiv-
ing the immigrants, and plain common sense all suggested that he
should abandon the scheme. On the other hand, Toews recognized
that the fate of many Mennonites in Russia rested with bold action in
Canada. He also realized that the terms of the contract, difficult as
they were, represented the best terms available. His vacillation
ended when he received word from the CPR that the Soviet authori-
ties had granted passports to 3,000 people. The imperative for
immediate action was reinforced in a wire received from B.B. Janz
which disclosed that 2,774 Mennonites were gathered in Odessa, a
port on the Black Sea, ready to leave.95 Toews felt compelled to act
and, despite considerable misgivings, he affixed his signature to the
contentious contract on July 2 1. Toews admitted, while signing the
document, that

I did this hoping that the CPR would not carry out the contract
as it read. When I came to Montreal, I told Colonel Dennis
that the contract had been signed, but that we knew we could
not carry it out as it read.96

Time-consuming negotiations in Russia and Canada had now
finally set the stage for the actual commencement of the migration. In
Russia, B.B. Janz had won legal approval for the emigration of
20,000 Mennonites from Russia, and an initial party of some 750
families was ready to leave. In Canada, David Toews, battling
against tremendous odds, had cleared the way for the admission into
the country of the first large contingent. The CPR was ready, Colonel
Dennis having informed the federal government on July 6 that we
intend sending our ship forward to the Black Sea the moment we are
advised of the signing of the contract at Rosthern, Saskatchewan."97
Similarly, the Board had applied to the government for official
authorization for the pending immigration,98 even before formally
endorsing the contract, since it was its declared aim to receive the
immigrants before the advent of the fall harvest.

The Board was notified that its project enjoyed the full support of
the government, providing three conditions were met: first, that the
admitted Mennonites would be given shelter and support by their co-
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religionists in Canada; second, that the immigrants would be placed
on the land as farmers; and third, that none of the immigrants would
become a public charge." It was also understood that the Mennonite
immigrants would be subject to the immigration regulations applica-
ble to all others. F.C. Blair, Secretary of the Department of Immi-
gration and Colonization, later confirmed that "the Department
desires to cooperate with your Association in every reasonable way
with a view to assisting you in getting started the movement of settlers
you have in view."100

The optimism thus generated was short-lived. A combination of
bureaucratic delays, international disputes, and an intensifying crisis
situation in Russia delivered a cruel blow to the hopes of the
immigration leaders and marked 1922 as the year of bitter disap-
pointments and opportunity irrevocably lost. The first premonition
of impending trouble reached B.B. Janz in early September, when
he learned that only 3,000 settlers could be transported from Russia
that year. A profound mood of despair and virtual panic seized the
chairman of the Union.101 Many prospective emigrants had sold
almost all of their personal possessions and had liquidated their
property at deflated prices on the understanding that they would
shortly be departing from Russia. Now, with the coming of winter,
and only a poor harvest to sustain them, the people faced a critical
situation. Furthermore, their visas, which had been obtained at the
expense of tremendous effort and not a little luck, were due to expire
soon.

Other unexpected developments further jeopardized all move-
ment for that year. Responding to rumours that a dreaded cholera
epidemic had broken out in southern Russia, Colonel Dennis met
with Board officials in Saskatoon on September 5.102 The decision
was made to contact the CPR agent in Moscow, A.R. Owen, to
investigate the veracity of the report. Their worst fears were con-
firmed when Owen replied that all of the southern Russian ports had
been quarantined because of the cholera outbreak. In addition to this
misfortune, there had been renewed hostilities along the Turkish-
Greek border, which seriously interfered with any traffic moving
through the Dardanelles. Colonel Dennis had no choice but to
inform the Canadian government, on September 22, that the depar-
tureofthe CPR ships had been cancelled and that the migration would
have to wait until the spring.103
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Then, just as suddenly, an alternative presented itself. Working
behind the scenes, Colonel Dennis and his advisors calculated that a
move was still possible in 1922, providing the immigrants could be
rerouted through the Latvian port ofLibau lying on the Baltic Sea.
There were difficulties connected with this scheme, not the least of
which was the expense required for the long journey from the
southern Ukraine to the Baltic. The Board, already strapped for
funds, was unable to produce the additional cash. In the end, the
Mennonites in Russia themselves managed to finance the northern
trip.105 Thus, at the beginning of November, the prospects seemed
good that at least an initial party of 3,000 could still be brought to
Canada in 1922.

This was not to be. On November 21, the planned movement was
abandoned, ostensibly for medical reasons. Canadian immigration
policy specified that all immigrants had to meet specified medical
standards. This in itself constituted no problem except that the
Soviets, in retaliation for Canada's refusal earlier that year to grant
visas to visiting Soviet officials, declared that the Canadian medical
inspectors would be prohibited from entering their country, thus
preventing inspection on Russian soil. By the terms of the Anglo-
Russian Trade Agreement, Canada and the Soviet Union both
consented to a mutual recognition of passports issued to persons
travelling in the interests of trade. A clause, however, provided that
any person could be refused entry to either country if such a person
was not acceptable to the country to which he was going. Suspicious
of the political sympathies of a small group of Russians, Canada
declined to issue them visas, which in turn produced the Russian
reaction.

It was decided, therefore, to verify the health of the immigrants
after they had left the U.S.S.R. and arrived at Libau. The Soviets
then further complicated matters by refusing to re-accept people
who, having crossed the border into Latvia, might be rejected. The
immigrants who would be disqualified by the medical officials would
thus be consigned to a state of international limbo, unable to proceed
to Canada or to return to their former homes, an unwelcome prospect
in any event.107 In view of these circumstances, Colonel Dennis
relayed to the immigration officials his decision to "regretfully
abandon the movement until much more satisfactory arrangements
are entered into."108
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The buoyant hopes and high expectations of July had by the year's
end given way to a dark mood of growing despondency and resigna-
tion. A golden opportunity for beginning a mass Mennonite exodus
from Russia had passed into history, first because of the time
necessary to complete arrangements in and from Canada, and
secondly, because of the unforeseen developments in Russia. For-
tunately, the people knew of biblical parallels which sustained their
faith and prevented them from giving up. As B.B. Janz said:

Apparently the way, like that of the children of Israel, shall
not be the closest one, but will once again be fought through a
desert of difficulties.109

As if the parties involved had not encountered enough troubles,
they were now forced to contend with mounting Mennonite opposi-
tion in Canada to the policies and practices of the Board. From the
beginning, some had objected to the involvement of Canadian
Mennonites in the rescue of the Russian brethren. An official protest
was registered in July 1921 just prior to the sending of the first
delegation to Ottawa.110 The protest declared that the Waldheim-
Rosthern district was categorically opposed both to the advance of
money for the purposes of financing a migration and to the dispatch-
ing of an Ottawa delegation.

A large anti-Board protest meeting by leaders of the Mennonite
Brethren conference took place on August 12, 1922, in Hepburn,
Saskatchewan.'" The temper of this gathering surfaced in an expan-
sive letter subsequently forwarded to the CPR officials in Montreal.
The communique reported that the churches represented at the
Hepburn conference, namely, the Mennonite Brethren Churches of
Brotherfield, Waldheim, Hepburn, Ebenezer, NeuHoffnung, and
Aberdeen, the two Bruderthaler Langham Churches at Langham,
and the two Krimmer Churches, Salem and Immanuel, "refuse to be
parties to the contract between the Mennonite Church of Canada and
the Canadian Pacific Railway as already signed by the Rev. David
Toews" and that the named churches would "assume no responsibil-
ity whatsoever in any form or contract entered into by other branches
of the Mennonite Church of Canada.""2

Reports critical of the Board's handling of the migration proceed-
ings likewise surfaced in the United States. The most outspoken
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opposition appeared in the Mennonite periodicals."3 The history of
the Mennonites reveals much internal squabbling, but seldom has
the disunity of these people been more graphically demonstrated than
in the absorbing spectacle of Mennonite agitation against other
Mennonites in the Mennonite press, concerning the proposed rescue
of their people from Russia. Vorvoarts, published at Hlllsboro, Der
Herald, published at Newton, and Die Mennonitsche Rundschau,
published at Scottdale and later in Winnipeg for different reasons
and at various times between 1922and 1930, printed articles heavily
prejudiced against the Board. Unsubstantiated allegations were
published to cast aspersions on Toews and other Board officials as to
the amount of financial remuneration being received, the huge debt
they had irresponsibly incurred, and the religious orthodoxy of
certain Board members.114

Toews steadfastly refused to relinquish his ground, despite the
widespread antagonism to his work. His response to the critics was
praiseworthy for its restraint and reasonableness:

We are glad we signed the contract and kept it intact, in spite
of all the attacks that we had to undergo. If it is poor judgement
that was shown on our part I am in a way sorry, but I would
rather show poor judgement in the way I did, than to show
the soundest of judgement in the eyes of the world at large
and fail to do our duty towards our suffering brethren.'H

Why did so many people react so vehemently against an organiza-
tion presumably dedicated to such a noble enterprise? Some opposi-
tion, undoubtedly, was connected to the matter of finances. The first
post-war recession was just beginning to be felt in Western Canada.
Many people, with some justification, feared the consequences of the
material sacrifices that would shortly be asked of them. Their
anxieties were fanned by the ambiguities with respect to the contract
with the CPR. "The Mennonite Church of Canada" as a party to that
contract was a new concept. A body by that name didn't really exist.
There were Mennonite churches, a plethora ofMennonite churches,
but not one that looked like the one referred to in the CPR contract.
Was every Mennonite congregation in Canada meant? Would every
Mennonite be held equally responsible for the accumulating debts?
Despite repeated assurances from Toews and Colonel Dennis that the
Board—and the Board only to the extent of its assets—and not
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individuals, churches, or conferences, would be held responsible,
the doubts persisted.

Other criticisms targeted the Board's single non-Mennonite
participant."6 Gerhard Ens, a member of the Swedenborgian
Church, was suspected of participating in the project for reasons of
personal monetary gain. It was well known that good money had been
made in the past by agents of immigration and settlement schemes.
Why should the present be any different? Indeed, some opposition,
especially in the U.S.A., was due to the fact that not every land agent
could get in on the prospective action. Ens's position with respect to
nonresistance was also questioned. Reaction against his involvement
was such that he resigned from his work in 1923. His resignation
was reluctantly received by Toews, because Ens, with all his experi-
ence and contacts in governmental, financial, and legal circles, had
been invaluable through the years and was especially so now. As far as
Toews was concerned, Ens had served his people well and though he
had joined the Swedenborgians he was in many ways still a Menno-
nite.

Perhaps the heart of the antipathy directed towards the projected
migration lay in the fundamental parting of the ways in the 1870s
that divided the Mennonites in Russia and their cousins in Western
Canada. Both those who left Russia at the time and those who stayed
believed the other party to be in error and themselves to be right.
Since then, a considerable spread had developed between the eco-
nomic and the cultural sophistication of the two groups and this gave
rise to misunderstandings, suspicions, and acrimony.

Of a more serious nature were the reactions sparked by the sketchy
reports received in Canada of the formation of the Home Defence
(Selbstschutz) during the Russian civil upheaval. Some suggested that
the principle of nonresistance had been abandoned. Others worried
over the religious purity of the Russian Mennonites in general. One
such person speculated that the Molotschna Colony was infested with
modernism and that its real need was for missionaries."7 In all, it
appears that the enmity and resentment precipitated by the 1870s
migration, which for so long had remained latent, now exploded
with special force.

It was an uncomfortable time for Toews and the Board. Whenever
possible, he responded to the critics, either in person or through the
press. He knew that the public grasp of the complexities of the
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proposed immigration was incomplete, often inaccurate, and badly
distorted by hostile press. This deep conviction that the movement
was right, and that his critics were wrong, strengthened his resolve to
get the movement under way. Even a futile attempt to raise funds in
the United States during the winter of 1922-23 failed to shake the
Canadian leader's determination.'

The situation in 1923 remained deadlocked because of the Russian
government's refusal to admit Canadian doctors into the country and
the uncertainties this created for those emigrants who later would be
disqualified from proceeding to Canada. A breakthrough came in
April when B.H. Unruh obtained from the German government
permission to transfer for temporary care any immigrants rejected at
Libau to a holding camp at Lechfeld. In this former prisoner-of-war
camp they would become the responsibility of German Mennonite
Aid.119 The Board quickly agreed to finance the transportation costs
from Libau to Lechfeld, and thus the way was opened for the
movement ofMennonite emigrants from Russia.

The numerous postponements had produced a restive spirit within
the settlements. This disquietude was especially acute in Chortitza, a
district that threatened to withdraw from the Union and to arrange
for emigration independently. As in Canada, few of the rank-and-
file Mennonites appreciated the awesome complexity of the task
thrust upon David Toews and B.B. Janz and their colleagues. It was
also true that the leaders were occasionally beset by doubts about
immigration. When in the winter of 1922-23 J.P. Klassen, repre-
senting the impatient Chortitzer, stopped in Kharkov to pick up
from B.B. Janz the Chortitza lists and to deliver them to Moscow
directly, bothjanz and Philip Cornies, vice-chairman of the Union,
sought to dissuade him. Janz had just received a dispatch from B.H.
Unruh suggesting considerable help from Germany in the restora-
tion of the colonies, and bothjanz and Cornies were excited about the
reconstruction. Both begged him not to proceed, and according to a
Klassen memoir, Cornies said:

Think of our mission here in Russia, our Mennonite ideals,
the beautiful villages, the productive land. What a wonderful
future will be ours with help from Germany. No, our obliga-
tions are and remain in Russia. 12°
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Klassen would not change his mind, and, lists in hand, he went to
A.R. Owen's office in Moscow, where Owen reported that the CPR
was ready to proceed, if the Mennonites were ready. Those in
Chortitza were, Klassen confirmed, and thus immigration planning
proceeded. The complaints of the people were silenced in May, when
it was learned that the migration was about to begin. J.P. Klassen,
representing Chortitza, and B.B. Janz, representing the
Molotschna, hastened to Moscow to complete the final arrange-
ments. They were offered the full co-operation of the authorities and
by mid-June all the details were in order.

The Immigration Under Way

On June 22, 1923, the first group of 738 persons left Chortitza en
route to the Russian border town ofSebezh. They bumped along the
rails for five days in boxcars, the interiors of which they themselves
had modified to suit their purposes. On crossing the border, every
immigrant was subjected to a thorough delousing and disinfection
process lasting several days. Thereafter, they were brought by train
alongside a designated ship, where they were inspected by Canadian
medical officials. Today, it seems incongruous that a people as
dedicated to personal cleanliness standards as are the Mennonites
were subjected to the most meticulous disinfection routine. The
demand was irksome to many Mennonites and led many in North
America to protest that the medical examinations were too exacting.
However, sound reasons rested behind the Canadian medical poli-
cies. In the decade preceding World War I, it was discovered that
typhus was transmitted by lice embedded in clothing and woollen
blankets. Their bedding was not free of lice and hence Mennonites
were prime candidates for the disease.121

The results of the medical inspections were most distressing and
brought further anguish to the movement. An unusually high
proportion of the travellers failed to pass the tests in Libau. Initially,
there was no reason to predict such a discouraging development.
After examining the first immigrants, one doctor reported: "I have
no doubt that if the balance which is coming forward is like this first
party, they will prove to be good citizens for Canada."122 His early
confidence was unwarranted.
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Evidendy the ravages of civil strife and the ensuing hygienic decay
in the colonies had taken a greater toll than was at first estimated.
Close scrutiny of other groups passing through Libau disclosed a
high Incidence of trachoma, an extremely contagious eye disease. All
suspected cases were re-examined twice to verify the presence of the
malady. As a consequence, almost 13 per cent of that year's 3,000
immigrants were prevented from continuing on to Canada. Of the
389 detained, 378 were suffering from trachoma.123

Canadian officials expressed amazement and disbelief that the
Mennonites should have taken so few medical precautions when
selecting the emigrants. One inspector concluded that "great care-
lessness has been shown on the part of some people in Russia in
allowing these people to come forward." Yet it is implausible to
imagine now, as it must have been then, that the Mennonites, who
placed such a precious value on the family, would voluntarily have
left loved ones behind because of sickness or physical defects. For
many, the disruption caused by the detention of one or more family
members was often a greater hardship than had been life back in the
Ukraine.

Immigration leaders immediately challenged the detention poli-
cies of the Canadian officials. B.B. Janz contended that the govern-
ment should exhibit a greater degree of understanding and tolerance,
given the problems facing the Mennonites in Russia. David Toews,
likewise communicating his displeasure to the immigration officials,
bluntly charged that the Mennonites had been deceived.'" Whereas
the Board had previously been told that physically defective immi-
grants would be treated with flexibility, it now observed that the law
was rigorously applied and enforced without exception.

Contrary to the claims of the Mennonites, it does not appear that
the medical inspectors unjustly exercised their prerogatives. T.B.
Williams reported that he and his colleagues did what they could to
allow as many as possible to pass the tests. Willams personally re-
examined all suspected cases twice before giving a final decision, so as
to eliminate the possibility of certifying as trachoma a case that was
merely conjunctivitis. For their part, the Mennonites seem never to
have appreciated the debilitating nature of trachoma and the ease with
which it could be contracted. At the turn of the century and continu-
ing up to the present, trachoma remains a major cause of blindness in
North and sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and Asia, and
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northern India. The evidence would indicate that trachoma was
introduced into the Mennonite settlements during the turbulence of
the Russian civil war.

As time went on, medical inspectors were admitted into Russia and
examinations of prospective immigrants took place in the colonies.
By that time, Mennonite doctors in the Molotschna were "treating"
trachoma patients to ensure that those affected would pass. The
treatment consisted of flipping back the eyelids and removing the
pus, etc. The operation was performed without the benefit of
anesthesia and was extremely painful. It so exhausted children that
they would need several days of sleep to recover, and sleep itself was a
reason for medical leniency on the part of the examiners. 27 Since
examinations could be repeated en route, escaping a negative medical
verdict and visa refusal in Russia did not necessarily guarantee
immediate admission to Canada.

Toews was disturbed not only by the forced separation of families,
but also by the inflated financial burden caused by the unanticipated
number of rejects.128 More money was required from an already
strained constituency to meet the expanded transportation costs to
Lechfeld, to purchase basic food and clothing supplies for the
refugees, and to support the required relief workers. The German
government held the German Mennonite Aid responsible for the
care of the detainees, but the Aid looked to the Board to cover most of
the costs.

In an effort to ease the excessive pressure, Toews repeatedly, but
unsuccessfully, inquired whether it would be possible to send all
those detained to Canada, where they could receive treatment and
where the strain imposed upon the ruptured families would be
diminished. The government replied that, for reasons of health and
politics, it could not accede to Toews's request.129 For the duration of
the migration, therefore, the problem of detained Mennonites per-
sisted. Toews nevertheless continued to notify officials of complaints
of irregular examinations and unjustified confinements and renewed
his efforts to arrange for medical treatment in Canada.

A reception committee, appointed by the Board in the Rosthern
area, had prepared for the billeting of the immigrants in eleven
districts, avoiding those communities where the greatest opposition
had appeared. 13° Even after the first ship had docked at Quebec City,
the critics were warning people not to receive immigrants in their
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homes lest they become party to the contract. However, the critics
were losing out. On July 2 1, when the first trainload was expected, a
sense of responsibility, mixed with curiosity, took hold in the area.
All roads led to Rosthern that day as people drove up in their
Studebakers, Chevrolets, and Model T Fords—450 of them accord-
ing to one account—as well as in their buggies, hayracks, and grain
wagons. A Saskatoon journalist reported the emotional reception:

A great hush fell upon the assembled thousands and to the ears
of the Canadians came a soft, slow chant. . . a musical expres-
sion of the great tragedy and heartbreak. . . . Then the Cana-
dian Mennonites took up the song, and the tone increased in
volume, growing deeper and fuller, until the melody was
pouring forth from several thousand throats.

The needs of the immigrants put the hospitality of their hosts to the
test, because days, often weeks, and even months of free lodging and
housing had to be supplied, and, if possible, employment, the
payment for which was intended to help pay the transportation debt.
However, the willingness to help increased, and in due course most
of the Mennonite communities on the prairies were involved in the
reception.132 H.T. Klaassen correctly assessed this contribution
when he wrote in the history ofEigenheim "that without the help of
the Canadian brotherhood the whole work of bringing over the
destitute brethren would not have been possible."

The newcomers themselves strove not to be a burden, and when
their hopes of early settlement on land did not materialize, they
accepted whatever jobs were available, however arduous or menial.
They also proceeded to organize themselves immediately in order to
attend to their own needs and to speak with a common voice.134 The
Central Mennonite Immigrant Committee had small beginnings but
soon it was tied into all immigrant groups, which, no matter how
small, appointed district representatives. Under the auspices of the
committee, D.H. Epp founded Der Immigrantenbote, a newspaper
to serve the immigrants beginning in January of 1924.

Much-needed support for the work of the Board and for the
admission of more immigrants now came also from the public press.
In his full-page Saskatoon Phoenix feature on the "progressive
Mennonites, Gerald M. Brown lauded the eager and willing
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people who survived the "first winter without appeal to charity."135
Though many of the immigrants were "pitifully incompetent" when
it came to manual labour, having been university students, teachers,
and "scions of wealthy families," they readily performed farm chores
and accepted other odd jobs in order to provide for their families and
to pay their debts:

. . . day after day, with the mercury sinking in its tube, they
labored away. . . there were no loafers, no drones; every man
sought work, and, in most cases found it. . . and ten thousand
more hard-earned dollars found their way into the coffers of
the Canadian Pacific Railway.136

These people, said the Phoenix, were not "parasites" but "useful
citizens." When formerly wealthy men like Heinrich Suderman,
who owned 9,000 acres in Russia, accepted work as a section hand on
the railroad or when a white-haired man of sixty like Isaak Zacharias,
who was worth half a million before the revolution, became a farm
labourer, then Canada could be certain that it was accepting good
people who could "adjust themselves to the new order of cir-
cumstances." Besides, they were "enthusiastic supporters" of the
Canadian educational system, eager to learn the English language:

not only the children but their parents are anxious to learn
English, and in consequence 25 night schools were established
in the three western provinces, and each class has been filled to
capacity with men and women since its inception.137

Notwithstanding the indebtedness of the Board and the disruptive
impact produced by the Lechfeld situation, the relative success of
1923 brought fresh pressure upon the Board to obtain another
contract. In February, David Toews and others met with CPR
officials in Montreal to discuss the possibilities. President Beatty
indicated he was prepared to make certain adjustments to the out-
standing accounts, providing the terms of payment were so arranged
that no transportation debt would remain unliquidated for a period
longer than two years.138

In April, the second formal agreement was concluded between the
Board and the CPR. For the first time, the contract permitted the
transport of both credit and paying passengers. This new dimension
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reflected the shift that had occurred in Russia. Janz was cognizant of
the depleted financial reserves in Canada and successfully won
governmental sanction for the emigration of individuals with means
to pay their way quite apart from the movement of groups of people
without any means. Individual visas involved greater expense than
did group passports and assumed a certain degree of personal
solvency, but some cash passengers helped the CPR to look more
kindly on the movement of others on credit.

In Russia it appeared that those of lesser means were now being
neglected. Destitute Mennonites who, according to the earlier agree-
ment forged between the Union and the Soviet authorities, ought to
have left the country were unable to do so. Wealthier Mennonites,
who had not planned to leave their homes, were suddenly given the
opportunity to reverse their decision.140 The restiveness pervading
the Ukrainian settlements coincided with agitation in the central
provinces and in Siberia of other Mennonites who wanted to be
included in the emigration lists. Their demands were legitimized
and strengthened by the worsening local conditions compared to the
slight economic improvement that had worked its way into the
Ukraine.

The Board and the CPR had their own problems. Exactly how
many immigrants could they process in 1924? Twice the figures were
revised, first downward and then upward. At the year's end, the
bolder course had successfully been concluded and 5,048 additional
immigrants had been brought to Canada. Most of them located in
Western Canada, especially Manitoba, but some 1,500 were stopped
in Ontario and received by the Swiss Mennonites. A.A. Friesen
justified to the immigration department his agency's decision to
divert such a sizeable group to the eastern province, where it was
feared they would not become agriculturalists in accordance with the
agreement. "The Old Mennonites," he explained, "have been in
sympathy with our work from the beginning. Last year we did not
bring any immigrants to Ontario because we had ample room in the
West."141

The Swiss Mennonites were ready to make an outstanding contri-
bution to the success of the immigration'42 in spite of the fact that
doubts about the undertaking had also arisen In Ontario. The
repeated setbacks and delays had prompted many to question the
capabilities of the Board. S.F. Coffman had been asked to throw his
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support behind American interests who wished to direct the refugees
to Mexico. There was even talk of Ontario conducting its own relief
and rescue mission through the auspices of the Non-Resistant Relief
Organization.143 But Coffman announced that the Ontario Menno-
nites were committed to work in partnership with the Rosthern
organization. The promised support was translated into concrete
action in 1924. In response to the Board's distress call, they offered
their time, money, and homes to the needy immigrants.

For the 1924 movement, David Toews appealed to S. F. Coffman
to arrange for the hosting of at least 2,500 people in Ontario. The
1923 immigration had taxed the resources in Saskatchewan, and the
following spring most of the immigrants were still not on their own
land. Besides, crop prospects on the prairies were not very good that
year. It seemed like an impossible request to Coffman, and it wasn't
because he didn't empathize with the movement or feel keenly for the
plight of the Mennonites in and from Russia. On the contrary, he
had already caused his conference to provide funds in 1921. In that
year Russian relief approached $4,000, one-third of all the amounts
given for foreign causes, and in 1922 the amount exceeded $7,000,
more than one-third of the total conference giving for that year. 5
Additionally, the Mennonite Conference of Ontario had acted
immediately to authorize his participation in the Canadian Menno-
nite Board of Colonization upon its founding and in the delegation to
Ottawa seeking removal of the immigration ban.146

In response to David Toews's plea, Coffman agreed to try for
housing for 1,000, but so generous was the response from the New
Mennonites, Old Mennonites, Old Order Mennonites, Amish
Mennonites, and Old Order Amish that 1,340 persons were
received and assigned to the various homes and districts (see Table
17). Reporting on the arrival of the first train on July 19, 1924, the
local newspaper noted how complete was the involvement:

Practically every Mennonite in the county was in Waterloo
and their rigs and autos were crammed to capacity with
humans while baggage was tied on in every conceivable

Against almost insurmountable odds, almost 8,000 Mennonites
had been transplanted to Canada by the end of 1 924. Unfortunately,
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TABLE 17147

SUMMARY OF IMMIGRANTS RECEIVED IN ONTARIO IN 1924
(BY POST OFFICE DISTRICT AND NUMBERS OF IMMIGRANTS)

Alma R. 2
Ayr
Ayr R. 1
Ayr R. 2

Baden
Baden R. 2
Beamsville

Breslau
Breslau R. 1
BreslauR.2
Bridgeport

R.l
Bright R.4
Brunner

Conestoga
Crossbill

Drayton

Elmira
Elmira R. 1
ElmiraR.2
ElmiraR.3
Elmira R.4

Hawkesville
Haysville
Heidelberg
Hespeler

5 Kitchener
1 Kitchener R. 2
4 Kitchener R. 3
9 Kitchener R.4

28
22
1
7

22
20
9
4

15
6
1

19
2

5

35
10
17
8
5

Linwood

Millbank
Millbank R. 1
Milverton
Milverton R. 1

New Dundee
New Dundee R. 1
New Hamburg
New Hamburg R. 1
New Hamburg R. 2
New Hamburg R. 3

Petersburg
Petersburg R. 1
Petersburg R. 2
Plattsville
Plattsville R. 1
PlattsvilleR.2
Preston
Preston R. 1

41
15
16
32

4

7
18
18
15

48
5

18
11
19
7

40
13
63
10
3
5

44
8

St. Agatha 6
St. Agatha R. 1 2
St.Jacobs 19
St. Jacobs R.1 29
Selkirk 7
Shakespeare 9
Shakespeare R.1 4

Tavistock 14
Tavistock R. 1 43

Vineland 13
Vineland Station 39

Wallenstein 25
Wallenstein R. 1 9
WallensteinR.2 16
Waterloo 127
Waterloo R. 1 29
Waterloo R. 2 25
Waterloo R.3 16
Wellesley 25
WellesleyR.l 20
WellesleyR.2 25
West Montrose 2
West Montrose R. 1 1

7 Rainham

7 Roseville
6

27

1 Zurich
8

Unknown

17

47

Total Number of Immigrants: 1,340

the Board's depressed financial status, coupled with the poverty of the
Mennonites still in Russia, discouraged the prospect of any further
movement. A two-year transportation bill of over $825,000 had
accumulated, of which only $183,000 had been repaid.149 The CPR
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had shown commendable charity to the Mennonites in the past, but
since it was a business company it began to press with persistence for
greater punctuality in meeting the payments.

In an effort to forestall imminent collapse of the immigration
movement, the Board issued an urgent financial appeal to the
Mennonites in the United States. But the desired American response
never materialized. At one point, the Mennonite Colonization Board
(MCB), an American counterpart to the Canadian Board and succes-
sor to the Mennonite Executive Committee for Colonization, had
endorsed the Canadian program. The American body even recom-
mended that a policy of close co-operation be followed between the
two organizations and that an emergency fund-raising campaign be
launched in the United States.110 The organization, however, never
made good its assurances and actually served to undermine the
stability of the Board.

From 1923 to 1926, the MCB aggressively promoted Mexico as
the best destination for the beleaguered Russian Mennonites, and it
met with some success. Over 500 Mennonites from Russia made
Mexico their home, at least temporarily. Although the MCB was not
the only American organization to which the Board appealed for
funds, its response to the plea reveals much about the priorities of
American Mennonites at the time. During the time that it made
available $6,850 to the Board, 28 constituent churches pledged
$56,000 for the Mexico settlement project.'51

The American Mennonites advanced several sensible reasons for
their preference of Mexico over Canada. They referred to the strict
medical examinations demanded by Canada, the cold climate prevail-
ing in the western prairies, and the presence in Mexico of other
Mennonites. But they failed to explain satisfactorily the lack of
unanimity between the Mennonite organizations in the two North
American countries. Thus, the cool indifference, if not outright
hostility, displayed by the American Mennonites to the Board
remains one of the real puzzles of the entire rescue venture. Late in
1925, when a large migration to Mexico had proven to be impracti-
cal, the American committee redirected its resources to Canada. The
support was welcomed, but at that juncture the help offered was too
little coming too late. The best years for emigration from Russia and
immigration to Canada were rapidly coming to a close.

The Board had meanwhile negotiated another contract with the
CPR for the year 1925. Even though the terms of earlier contracts
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had not been met, the company agreed to extend its assistance in yet
another contract. It insisted, however, that the Board incorporate and
that $ 100,000 ofthe debt be covered by October 1. Both conditions
were met, allowing 3,772 immigrants to come to Canada in 1925.
They were joined by an additional 5,940 refugees the following year.
The 1926 movement was unusually large—it was in fact the peak
year—owing to the inclusion of nearly 3,500 cash passengers. That
year's contingent included also the B.B. Janz family. Janz had
officially laid down his duties as chairman of the Union in March
1926. Despite his justifiable fears that he would not be allowed to
leave the country, the family managed the trip without incident, the
cost being borne entirely by the CPR.

The shrewd Janz had rightly gauged that time was fast running out
for the Mennonites in Russia. The New Economic Policy, a reprieve
from collectivization, was about to make way for the first Five-Year
Plan. The Soviet Union's new leader, Josef Stalin, was implement-
ing policies which sharply curtailed political, economic, and reli-
gious freedoms. The government's attitude towards emigration of its
citizens likewise stiffened. After 1926, few Mennonites were
allowed to leave the country. Only 847 arrived in 1 927 and 511 in
1928 (Tablet 8).153

TABLE 18153
CASH AND CREDIT PASSENGERS

(BY YEAR OF IMMIGRATION)

YEAR CREDIT
PASSENGERS

CASH
PASSENGERS

TOTALS

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

2,759
3,894
2,171
2,479

340
408

1,009
294

1,154
1,601
3,461

507
103
10
11

2,759
5,048
3,772
5,940

847
511

1,019
305

Totals 13,354 6,847 20,201
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The Soviet door was closing and, unknown to most, the day of
opportunity for entering Canada was also nearing an end. The
successful settlement of the immigrants and a buoyant economy were
essential to the ongoing admission of many more immigrants. The
Board did what it could to put the people on land, but the Canadian
door was closing anyway. Even the Canadian National Railways,
jealous of the CPR's success and anxious to get a share of the action
with the help of a rival Mennonite organization, could do nothing to
reverse or slow the trend. The years of greatest opportunity for the
rescue and resettlement of the Russian Mennonites has passed into
history.
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5. Gommumty-CBuMng: ^etthneftt.s-

Our future here in Canada very definitely lies on the land and not
in the city, in the final analysis, on new land, our only prospect for
settling in closed communities, . . . this being our strong desire—
J.H.JANZEN.'

\ BETTER future for 20,000 immigrants required not only
their successful transfer to Canada but also their permanent

settlement, preferably in compact Mennonite communities, on agri-
cultural land. Appropriate parcels of land had to be found, their
purchase and equipping, mostly on credit, had to be negotiated, and
new ways of farming had to be learned.2 In the process, old Menno-
nite communities were strengthened, a host of new ones were
founded in the five western provinces, and the whole landscape of
Canadian Mennonitism was changed. Compact and closed settle-
ments, however, were for the most part a thing of the past.

Placement of the immigrants on land was a requirement of the
government as well as the express wish of most of the Mennonite
people, at least until the settlement options narrowed to homesteading
in the northern wilderness. There was among the immigrants yet
little deviation from "Farmer-M^ennonitentum ,"3 a Mennonite way of
life which was rooted in the soil, although some important exceptions
should be noted.4 Attracted to the towns and cities were a certain
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number of skilled and unskilled labourers and the professional
people, including a small contingent of teachers and an even smaller
number of doctors, who quickly sought Canadian certification by
attending the appropriate schools in the cities. There were also a few
families of commercial and industrial background, who located in
urban environments as soon as the time was opportune. Other early
city-dwellers were immigrant girls, whose employment as domestics
in affluent urban homes brought much-needed cash to the family
coffers back on the farm.5

Working for hourly wages or monthly salaries was a necessity for
hundreds of the first immigrants, males as well as females, whose
settlement on their own land was held up for nearly a year. Such work
was sought and found on other people's farms during harvest time for
five dollars per day, on the railroads for up to three dollars per day
plus board, in lumber or mining camps at 3 5 dollars per month plus
room and board, in construction at five dollars per 13-hour day, in
ditchdigging at two dollars per 10-hour day, and in city factories at
15-25 cents an hour, the latter especially in Ontario.

It was in Ontario where early attempts to urbanize were sharply
rebuked, both by Canadian society and by the Mennonite leaders.
That such attempts were made should not surprise us, given the state
of agricultural opportunities and given the urbanity which the
immigrants had achieved in their Russian homeland, notwithstand-
ing the basic rural context of their existence. Prosperity and educa-
tional endeavours had given them a cultural sophistication and a
manner of life more akin to town dwellers than to village peasants.7

Not surprisingly, the immigrants arriving in the Waterloo
County area were attracted to such towns as Waterloo, New Ham-
burg, and Hespeler with their furniture and clothing factories.
These towns and their workers could not receive them
wholeheartedly.8 On the contrary, the labour organizations and
politicians made an issue of "the foreign element," as the anxious
battle for jobs soon replaced the welcome which had greeted the
immigrants upon their arrival. People were in no mood to let in
"Germans," against whom Canada had fought in the war and whose
admission to Canada was on condition that they would work on the
farm, not in factories and shops. Nor were they willing to see them
achieve an early prosperity at the expense of the Canadians.9
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Leaders in the immigrant community did not wish to jeopardize
Canadian goodwill and the immigration movement as such. They
took note of the repeated warnings of the authorities "not to bring any
more of our brethren into the cities."10 And they repeatedly encour-
aged the immigrants, with only partial success, to seek agricultural
opportunities either in western Canada or in the more rural parts of
Ontario or, failing acquisition of their own land for one reason or
another, to get jobs where this would causeless resentment."

One form of "urbanization" which was not controversial was the
establishment of the so-called Chicken and Garden Village on the
northeast outskirts of Winnipeg, namely in the newly established
municipality of North Kildonan. Some Mennonite people from
rural Manitoba had settled in Winnipeg as early as 1907. The
Mennonite Brethren Church had established a mission with 22
members in 1913, '2 and ministers of the Mennonite Conference had
also made Winnipeg a regular preaching outpost for urbanizing
Mennonites.13 This small contingent grew rather rapidly because
Winnipeg, of all the Canadian cities, got the larger portion of
immigrant students, labourers, professionals, and domestics, the
latter requiring the establishment of two girls' homes by the mid-
1920s.14

The emergence of the rural-urban garden village called North
Kildonan was at this time a separate development, which, however,
in later years contributed much to make Greater Winnipeg the
largest urban Mennonite community anywhere in the world.15
Meanwhile, this new "subdivision," with its five-acre and one-acre
lots, characterized by chicken barns and vegetable gardens, became a
significant bridge for urbanizing agriculturalists, at first only few in
number but reaching 100 families within a decade.

The immigrants, however, were called to be not labourers or even
urban gardeners but farmers, the proper Mennonite vocation in
Canada. As we have seen, the agricultural precedent was a strong
one. Both the Swiss from Pennsylvania and the Amish from Europe
had distinguished themselves in Ontario. They were a people com-
mitted to community life as well as to "stewardship of the soil."17
They didn't "misuse the soil" but rather "they farmed it as though
they would live on it forever. . .using just enough of nature's
resources for their own need . . . then replanting and replacing these
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resources for the common good ." *8 And of the departing Mennonites
in western Canada it was said by even the most severe critics of their
non-assimilationist way of life:

The Mennonites are very successful farmers. They have beau-
tiful gardens. . . . The work is well organized and farming is
carried on as a business.

The departure of such excellent farmers to Mexico and Paraguay
represented "a serious economic loss" since they had "been an
important factor in the development of the country's resources."20
Only by replacing these pioneers with "other farmers equally experi-
enced and industrious" could some of this loss of Canada's "best
farmers" be tolerated. The immigrants arriving in the 1920s were
the right people to replace the emigrants. Their agricultural genius,
too, was a matter of record, though there was much learning to be
done. Not only did ministers, teachers, craftsmen, estate owners who
were really "gentlemen farmers," and accountants have to learn
farming again but also they had to do so in the context of the Canadian
situation.21

Settlement Organization and Processes

Canadian agricultural opportunities in the 1920s, however, did not
quite measure up to their expectations. To begin with, Canada's
agricultural land was not unlimited. The prairies had filled up and
the best lands had been taken,22 though large blocks of land were
being held for private sale in more profitable times.23 The wheat
economy was unstable.24 Yet none of these adversities excused the
immigrants from seeking their future on the land.

In the end, the agricultural communities of the immigrants took
on many forms in several settings: there were grain farms, cattle
farms, pig and poultry farms, "pulpwood farms," vegetable farms,
fruit farms, tobacco farms, and, mostly, mixed farms. There were
large farms and small farms. Some were destined to produce consid-
erable wealth, others guaranteed for their owners perpetual poverty.
The settings were villages in former reserve areas, the open prairies,
irrigation districts, bushlands, homestead lands, and gardenlands as
in the lower mainland of British Columbia and the Great Lakes
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regions of Ontario (Niagara Peninsula and at several points along the
north shore of Lake Erie). When the settlement and resetdement
process was complete, 272 settlement districts, with a total of 6,127
households or family units, had been established in Canada's five
western provinces (see Table 1 9).

Assuming overall responsibility in this settlement process was the
Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization, which had brought the
immigrants to Canada. The Board was anxious and impatient in this
matter from the beginning, because the liquidation of the Reiseschuld
(transportation debt) and the accommodation of still more immi-
grants depended on the immediate settlement of those arriving.26
Inimigrant interests and obligations were represented by the Central
Mennonite Immigrant Coinmittee, an organization formed at
Rosthern in 1924. This central immigrant committee developed
provincial chapters, and district contact persons or representatives
were elected or appointed in all settlement districts as these were
established.27

The actual agent for finding properties, bringing vendor and
buyer together, and concluding a sale on terms satisfactory to both
parties was the Canada Colonization Association (CCA) and its
Mennonite affiliate, the Mennonite Land Settlement Board
(1VILSB).28 The CCA, at this time an agency of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, had its beginnings as a post-war citizens' movement,
known as the Western Canada Colonization Association. Its emer-
gence was prompted by the conviction that Western development was

TABLE 19"

IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT DISTRICTS IN FIVE PROVINCES

PROVINCE DISTRICTS HOUSEHOLDS

Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia

17
89

108
43
15

972
2,081
1,645

948
481

Totals 272 6,127
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not complete, there being an excess of land and railway mileage for
the existing population, and that a special effort would be required to
bring prospective settlers and available land together, inasmuch as it
was now often a question of settling not the best land in the most
desirable locations but only the second or third best. The idea was a
good one, but the organization lacked the necessary strength to
pursue it.29

For one year the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Canadian National
Railways, and the federal government assumed control of the Associ-
ation and underwrote the costs. When the federal government
surrendered its 50 per cent share to form its own settlement branch,
the CPR and the CNR assumed joint responsibility, but only for a
year. The CNR withdrew to establish its own settlement association,
and in that withdrawal was planted the seeds of a later competition, as
the two railroads and their agencies worked on the immigration and
settlement causes with different sectors of the Mennonite
community.30

It was Col. J.S. Dennis, who had played such an important role in
persuading the CPR in 1922 to contract for the transportation of
Mennonite immigrants, who now urged the railway to assume sole
responsibility for the Canada Colonization Association as a desirable
long-term business venture even though risks and subsidies were
involved in the short term. He reasoned that there were 60 million
acres of unoccupied lands along existing railway lines, 25 million
acres of which were fit for immediate colonization and production by
immigrant families. Since much of this land was in the private hands
of absentee landowners, a special agency was needed to bring the
vendor and the colonist together. He calculated the economic values
as follows: a family of five represented an annual worth of$ 1,5 83 to
the mercantile and industrial life of Canada and $716 in railway
transportation.31

On the strength of the Dennis arguments, the CPR agreed in 1924
to operate the Canada Colonization Association on its own. The
headquarters were maintained in Winnipeg and there were branch
offices in Saskatoon and Calgary. Additionally, there were about a
dozen full-time district representatives, and some 200 agents, most
of them working part time and on a commission basis.32

The CCA soon discovered that immigrants responded best to
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agencies at least partly of their own making. Thus, the Mennonites
were encouraged to do what the Baptists and Lutherans had already
done, namely to devise a denominational settlement agency. The
Mennonite Land Settlement Board (MLSB) which came into being
had nine members: three chosen by the central immigrant commit-
tee, three by the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization, and
three by the Canadian Colonization Association. A.A. Friesen, the
delegate from Russia, who had already invested so much of his life in
the immigration, became the manager.

The operations of the MLSB were handled according to pre-
cedents already set by the CCA with similar agencies. Regional
MLSB offices, as adjuncts ofCCA offices, were established in CPR
buildings located in such cities as Calgary, Lethbridge, Saskatoon,
and Winnipeg. Mennonite agents were recruited whose duty it was
to inspect lands for sale and, if suitable, to negotiate their purchase on
behalf of interested immigrants. A commission of 2/2, per cent on the
purchase price financed the MLSB operations.34 This financing was
done through the CCA, which advanced money for the MLSB
against the commissions being collected.35

In other words, the MLSB was totally dependent on the CCA and
appeared to exist only for the sake of a better Mennonite connection
and to enable the Board to be somewhat responsible for immigrant
settlement policy. Settlement operations were not really handicapped
by the largely symbolic role of the MLSB, given the back-up
leadership role of the CCA. However, the existence of the structure,
really quite impotent, frustrated those who were involved, and the
ambiguity of the situation was undoubtedly one of the reasons why
Manager Friesen resigned within a few years. The nine-member
Board rarely met. There was no executive. There was little inter-
provincial co-operation. Accounts were not paid by the MLSB, and
the contracts were not sent to the MLSB for approval.36

In due course, an effort was made to make the operations of the
MLSB more real by creating an executive with provincial sub-
committees, but the manager of the CCA was a member of the new
MLSB executive, and thus nothing really changed. By the end of the
decade it was freely admitted that the control of the MLSB was in
CCA hands, and the only objection to that state of affairs was that
the MLSB should have been allowed to surrender the control
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voluntarily.37 A.A. Friesen, at least, resisted the loss of control. On
one occasion he told T.0.F. Herzer, the CCA manager, in no
uncertain terms:

Our Land Settlement staff is quite capable of handling the set-
tlement work in Saskatchewan and does not need any supervi-
sion or advice from Winnipeg.38

As already indicated, the settlement cause did not really suffer as a
result of the state of affairs, because the MLSB-CCA partnership
achieved what had been intended, namely an effective settlement
operation. The CCA provided knowledge, management, logistics,
financing, a network of representatives, and impressive real estate
listings. The MLSB provided determined and reliable clients,
formal and informal advice, and for the CCA some of its best agents.
Of Jacob Gerbrandt, a CCA-MLSB district representative located in
Lethbridge, it was said that "a great deal of good work has been
accomplished by him in that part of Alberta."39

Indeed, so effective was the CCA-MLSB combination that it
suggested opportunities for others. Thus it happened that a "Herbert
Board" emerged for a brief period as a rival settlement agency for the
Rosthern Board.40 The differences could be negotiated away, because
the congregationally based group at Herbert apparently had wanted
only to speed up the settlement process, which it accomplished with
the successful location of eight families on 2,000 acres of land at
Monitor and 12 families on leased land north of Herbert.41 Much
more serious was the founding of a "Winnipeg Board known as
Mennonite Immigration Aid.

Mennonite Immigration Aid arose in 1926 —a federal charter was
obtained on June 5—under the direction of Gerhard Hiebert, a
Winnipeg physician, who became president; Heinrich Vogt, a
Winnipeg lawyer formerly from Altona; Abram Janzen, a retired
farmer from Gretna; John J. Priesz, an Altona insurance agent; and
Abram Buhr of Morse, Saskatchewan, who moved to Winnipeg and
became the Aid's chief executive officer.42 The Aid had both immi-
gration and settlement in mind and before too long was approaching
officials of the Canadian National Railways in order to become a
CNR Organization the same as the Board [Canadian Mennonite
Board of Colonization] is a CPR one."43
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This was, of course, a misconception, a weakness, which, trans-
lated into the working assumptions of the Aid organization, was a
serious handicap throughout the time of its existence. When Menno-
nite Immigration Aid was compared to the Mennonite Land Settle-
ment Board, the analogy had some validity. Compared to the Cana-
dian Mennonite Board of Colonization, however, there was little
similarity. The Board was firmly rooted in several Mennonite
conferences of Canada and was motivated not by business but by
compassion. The Aid was set up by individuals, none of whom had
either the stature of a David Toews or that kind of a connection with
the church. The business motivation was seen in the first steamship
contract signed with the CNR—commissions, such as the Board had
not even dreamt of, were part of the deal—and in some of the first
business transactions, which involved stipends and railway passes for
Aid principals.44

The CNR had regretted for some time that all the trans-Atlantic
Mennonite business had gone to the CPR, and notice had also been
taken that legitimate CNR settlement business had likewise passed
into the hands of the CCA of the CPR. In November of 1926 it was
learned that the CCA had settled 630 families along CNR lines in the
years 1924 to 1926.45 Not to be overlooked in the whole scheme of
things was the hope of the CNR to settle its trans-Atlantic passengers
on its own Canadian lands.

Aware of the possibilities, the CNR had expressed its desire to do
business with the old Board and for that purpose had entered into
discussions with the CPR/CCA, on the one hand, and Board officials,
on the other hand. David Toews was entirely open because he saw the
possibility of increasing the flow of immigrants and at the same time
avoiding the confusion and competition which a new agency would
bring. And T.0. F. Herzer of the CCA was also inclined to co-
operate with the CNR to avoid competition in the settlement
process.46 After due consideration, however, CPR officials ruled out
the possibility of co-operation because the Board was so heavily
indebted that it would not be doing justice to their own interest "to
agree to the Old Board accepting financial responsibility to another
organization."

At that point, the CNR had reluctantly talked to Mennonite
Immigration Aid and, to make that option more acceptable, had
insisted that some people get out of Aid and that others be brought in.
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The removal of H. Vogt, because of his links to other transportation
companies and his business reputation, was accomplished in due
course,48 but the support of "reliable and outstanding leaders among
the Mennonite people at such principal points as Altona, Gretna,
Winkler, Steinbach, Herbert, Rosthern, etc." was not accom-
plished, though a long list of names was submitted.49 In the end, all
the business of Aid was done by a four-member "Joint Mennonite
Committee," consisting of two officials from Aid, Hiebert and
Buhr, and two officials appointed by the CNR.50

It wasn't that Aid was without tacit Mennonite support, at least
from those who for one reason or another had been unhappy with the
Board or Bishop David Toews from the beginning, including some
people at Herbert. Indeed, it was at Herbert on July 6, 1926, soon
after Aid's incorporation, where it received its greatest boost. In a
resolution, the Northern [Canadian] District Conference of the
Mennonite Brethren Church of North America "wished the new
board success and blessing," promising the same hospitality to its
immigrants as to those of the Rosthern Board but withholding any
material obligations with regard to the new board.""

Actually, all the material support in the world would have made
little difference because, for reasons beyond either Board's control,
the immigration, and consequently later also the settlement move-
ment, was coming to an end. More than two years after Aid and the
CNR signed a contract, only 123 passengers had been delivered to
Canada," with the result that the CNR was constantly reviewing the
relationship and discovering that "the amount of Mennonite busi-
ness. . .did not justify our expenditures."" Settlement work fared
little better, because the initiative gained by the CPR in sticking with
the CCA had really paid off in a steady operation with the longest
listings and the most reliable agents.

Meanwhile, the competition produced much confusion reaching
all the way to the Mennonite settlements in Russia,54 but not all the
effects were negative. Two of the best land inspectors to work on
behalf of immigrants, JJ. Hildebrand and Arthur H. Unruh, were
in the employ of the CNR settlement association. They were also great
believers in homestead settlement, and thus they helped to sharpen
the debate among the immigrants, as will be seen, as to which setting
offered the best future—the large well-equipped farms on the open
prairie, which brought great indebtedness, or the northern wilder-
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ness, which allowed settlement without many resources and, more
importantly, compact communities with little outside interference."

There was one other positive effect of the unwanted competition.
Challenged by a rival organization, the Mennonite Land Settlement
Board concluded that the time had come to promote itself more
vigorously as "a settlement mechanism for the protection of Menno-
nite immigrants." Listing the members of the executive committee,
as well as the members of the provincial subcommittees, the MLSB
reminded all immigrants of its contacts in all three provinces and of
its performance. Already in November 1926, 1200 families had
been settled on over 300,000 acres of land.56

Homesteads and Villages

When it came to selecting lands for settlement, there was an immedi-
ate divergence in points of view between the immigrants and their
hosts. Members of the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization
were more in favour of the so-called wilderness lands, owned either
by the government or by the railways. There were several reasons for
this position." Most important was the factor of financial indebted-
ness. The Board was concerned that the Reiseschuld not be preempted
by other debts.

The total debt burden of the immigrants could be minimized, so
the Board reasoned, if the purchase of improved lands and fully
equipped farms could be avoided. And, while the cash income from
the homesteads would be minimal, a good percentage of that income
could be applied to the transportation debt, relatively small com-
pared to the investments required for developed and well-stocked
farms.

Another argument pointing in the direction of the homesteads was
community-building. The wilderness lands still allowed for a degree
of compact settlement. Such settlements were also relatively closed to
the outside world, thus allowing more time for adjustment to the new
environment. They would also require a greater degree of working
together, and neighbours would help each other in the difficult tasks
of pioneering.

The first CPR plan called for the settlement of at least 40 families
in the so-called Battleford Block, adjacent to or interspersed with
"old-timer" Mennonite settlers, who had already shown some inter-
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est in the area." The homesteading frontier, however, was not
beckoning. To be sure, the offer of 160 acres of free land in exchange
for a minimal registration fee and its development over a minimal
three-year period was attractive enough. But the clearing of land was
difficult, and available homestead lands now tended to be distant
from railways. Besides, the failure rate since the 1872 Dominion
Lands Act had started the homestead program was most dis-
couraging."

Taking up the challenge of the wilderness made little sense,
however, in light of the fact that improved lands appeared to be
available within a short distance from their earliest and main point of
disembarkation, namely Rosthern. Immediately to the south, in
lands once known as the Hague-Osler reserve, the emigration to
Mexico was under way. Also, one immigrant leader had inspected
Doukhobor lands at Kamsack and Verigin to the east which were
being vacated partly to make possible a general Doukhobor emigra-
tion to Russia.60 Negotiations with the latter group soon fell through
because Peter Verigin wanted $500,000 in cash.61

The former Mennonite reserve lands held some promise, how-
ever. They reminded the immigrants of their homeland, and they
also required the formation of community organization, so much a
part of their identity. From the Board side, the main positive feature
of this prospect was that additional homes near by would be in
readiness to offer hospitality to more immigrants arriving from
Russia.62 Hence, the emigration was viewed as providential, and
various options had been taken on their lands in 1922.63

When the first immigrants arrived in 1923 these desired options
could not immediately be exercised for a variety of reasons. The
emigrants did not leave all at once. Indeed, their leaving stretched
through the 1920s, as did the arriving of the immigrants. Addition-
ally, those who left sold some land to those who stayed. The perennial
need for Mennonites to acquire more land for marrying sons applied
here as it had applied elsewhere. The bigger obstacle, however, lay in
the need of those emigrating to have cash for their land to enable them
to buy new acreages in Latin America. In search of such resources,
contacts were made with prospective financial middlemen. Early in
1924, for instance, Board officials were ready to sign a contract with
a Chicago financier, by which he would agree to finance the purchase
of 50,000 acres of Old Colony lands, equipment, and stock.64
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The Chicago financier was expected to agree quickly so that spring
plantings could be planned without delay. However, no quick
acceptance of the proposal was forthcoming and besides, the depar-
ture of the emigrants was also being delayed, so that particular plan
and other similar scheming failed to materialize. Thus, the pur-
chase of the lands was held up until several years later. And then only
with the help of a London financier were Hague lands purchased at a
costofabout$20 peracre at 6 to 7 percent. In due course, 93 families
settled in the villages ofGruenfeld, Hague, Hochfeld, Neuanlage,
and Schoenwiese.66

Actually, the first village lands to fall into immigrant hands were
in southern Manitoba where the choicest of properties were located.
The "Mennonite lands" there were described by land agents as "the
best improved farmlands in Canada, with first-class buildings" and
near-excellent railway service.67 Some farmers leaving for Mexico
had sold for $75 to $100 per acre, though an average conservative
value, without farm implements and stock, would have been about
$65. This was favourably compared to the block of land south of
Swift Current which had brought $44 per acre, there being "abso-
lutely no comparison in the two blocks," the Manitoba block being
"admittedly far superior" in every respect. In short:

. . . the proposition is the most attractive all around. . . in fact
the last of its kind available, and without the possibility of a
recurrence.68

It was not surprising, therefore, that these lands were coveted by
the immigrants, and in the end about 191 families settled in the
villages of Blumenfeld, Blumenort, Chortitz, Gnadenthal, Gnaden-
fdd, Hochfeld, Osterwick, Reinland, Reinfeld, Rosenort, Rosen-
gart, and Schoenwiese. The relationship began with the rental of
village lands in 1923.69 It appears that purchases were then made
without the help of the Board or other outside middlemen.

In the former East Reserve area in Manitoba a complete replace-
ment of the emigrants with immigrants was achieved on 44,000 acres
of land with the help of American financiers. These financiers
incorporated in Canada the Intercontinental Company Limited and
bought the land for $900,000. The company persuaded American
Mennonites and Amish to purchase $100,000 worth of second-
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mortgage farm lien bonds through its agent Alvin J. Miller, the
former director of American Mennonite Relief in Moscow. The
company then proceeded to sell the land in the Arnaud-Grunthal-
Niverville-Steinbach area on long-term credit at an average price of
$32.50 an acre, negotiated with the help of the CCA-MLSB, to 3 00
families.70 About 100 of these families made a few of the surviving
villages—Chortitz, Gruenthal, and Kleefeld—in the former East
Reserve area their home.

Big Farms and M-ennonite Terms

While the villages were preferred settlement opportunities, those
being vacated could not possibly accommodate all the newcomers.
Thus, very soon the CCA-MLSB agents took a close look at a
surprising number of very large farm operations for sale in all three
prairie provinces. Established in the late 18 OOs the farms were going
out of style, and their owners were anxious to sell their holdings,
preferably intact, to owners who would possess them either individu-
ally or communally. The impetus to consider this possibility came
from W.T. Badger, manager of the Canada Colonization Associa-
tion, who reminded the MLSB after the deal with the Doukhobors
fell through that such "big deals have always resulted in disappoint-
ment." As an alternative, Badger drew the Board's attention "to the
colonizing of some of the large farms that are available in blocks of
from 4,000 to 10,000 acres."71

The large farms were owned by real estate, insurance, feed, and
mortgage companies, by banks, brokers, and community organiza-
tions, as well as by private individuals.72 Many of the farms were
foreign-owned. The Bean farm at Springstein, for instance, was
registered in the name of F.A. Bean Canadian Properties of Minne-
apolis. The Big Four farm at Flaxcombe was owned by the Hon.E.J.
Strutt of London, England. And the buyers of a farm at Meadows
had to deal with Mr. Paley of Cape Town in South Africa.73 Another
owner of several sections was E.C. Rohrer, a St. Louis stock and
bond dealer, who was one of the first to use tractors for all field
operations, working them 24 hours a day for breaking, seeding, and
summer fallow work. Some pulled up to five binders at one time.
Another large landowner was already using an airplane for transpor-
tationinthe 1920s.74

Among the private foreign owners was also H.L. Emmert, a rich
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American banker, farmer, and realtor of Pennsylvania Dutch
descent. Emmert lost a fortune in the Chicago fire, which motivated
him to invest whatever he had left—his estate was valued at $33
million at the time of his death—in Canadian land. He owned
thousands of acres of land around the towns ofArnaud, Fannystelle,
Glenlea, Morris, Oak Bluff, Selkirk, Sperling, Springstein, St.
Elizabeth, Starbuck, Union Point, and Winnipeg. Being terminally
ill in 1922, he had deeded this land to a college in Iowa, which in turn
set up the H.L. Emmert Land Agency to dispose of the properties in
the most profitable way.7i

One of the persons working for the Emmert foundation was Roy
Erb, the son of Benjamin Franklin Erb, a Swiss Mennonite from
Preston who had sold his business in 1893 in order to take up
farming at Arnaud.76 There had been other Swiss Mennonites in the
region. A small group, chiefly from Johnson County, Iowa, made
the St. Elizabeth area their home around 1912. While they con-
ducted a Sunday school in the local schoolhouse, they never orga-
nized into a congregation and within a decade the settlement was
extinct.77

The CCA and the MLSB took a hard look at these farms and
suggested that they be sold not to individuals but to groups of
Mennonite families. But communal land ownership was not that
strong in the Mennonite tradition, at least not in the sense practised
by the Anabaptist cousins, the Hutterites, who allowed no private
ownership in their colonies. To be sure, the commonwealth in Russia
had originated with blocks of land deeded to the Mennonites as a
collective society, and the village settlements were characterized by
numerous communal features, including the common pasture. But
the family Hoefe (yards) and adjoining lands were individually held.

The large farms, however, were too large for individual purchase
and too attractive to turn down without further consideration even
with the requirement of communal ownership, operation, and liv-
ing, at least initially. Most represented huge parcels of land, up to
5,000 acres and more, and came fully equipped. An agent's descrip-
tion of the Green Briar farms at Lucky Lake in Saskatchewan
included the following (composite of four Green Briar farm units):

2880 acres, all but about 100 acres under cultivation, 61
horses, cows; one 5-room house, two 6-room houses, 1 7-
room house, with cellars, bunk-houses, cisterns; wells; barns
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for 14,16, 20 and 30 horses; machinery sheds, garages,
blacksmith shop, granaries, chicken houses, hog houses; 29
sets of work harnesses, 9 binders, 7 drills, 6 three-furrow disk
plows, 7 drag harrows and carts, 1 six-horse disk, 3 six-horse
cultivators, 11 wagons, 3 sets of sleighs, 2 fanning mills, 2

lckers, 1 tractor, 1 14-inch gang plow, 1 threshing
machine outfit, 1 blacksmith outfit, 1 sleeping car, 1 cook car,
1 land packer, 1 Ford car. Total cost $156,000.7S

The movement onto the large farms began with the purchase of
one such farm at Harris, Saskatchewan, by 20 families, with the help
of Theodore Nickel, a prosperous farmer at Waldheim. The 5,588-
acre farm was owned by Wilson Bros. and was equipped with
machinery, 100 head of horses, and a number of cattle and was priced
at $270,000.79 The terms of sale were formalized on behalf of the
CCA by the MLSB and its lawyer in what became known as the
"Mennonite Contract."80 The "Mennonite terms" allowed for pur-
chase of the land with buildings, equipment, and stock without cash.
Payments were spread over a maximum of 15 years and were based
on a half-crop payment plan. The interest on the principal was at six
per cent per annum. In the event of a crop failure, the payments, with
the exception of taxes and insurance, could be postponed one year.

The terms allowed the vendor to appoint his own manager for a
given number of years, but they also obligated him to make addi-
tional investments prior to sale if the farm was not fully operational.
The contract further required the vendor to construct additional
buildings, if needed, to accommodate individual families at the time
of the anticipated break-up into average individual allotments of a
half-section per family. This was expected to happen in three years.
Once precedents had been set and a standard contract fashioned, the
purchase of such farms with or without the help of the MLSB
proceeded rapidly (Table 20).

The first crop year, 1 925, was a good one, permitting substantial
payments not only on the land but on the Reiseschuld as well. The fine
beginnings reduced communal conflicts to a minimum and laid the
foundations for an acceptable division of the properties as soon as the
families were ready for it. Good crops in the initial years made
communal life acceptable, but it also speeded the desire for separate
and individual family farm units. Not infrequently, the break-up
was accompanied by the enlargement of the community through the
acquisition of additional properties.
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TABLE 208'

EARLY PURCHASES OF LARGE FARMS
IN PRAIRIE PROVINCES

(list limited to groups of four families or more and approximately first two years
of settlement; dashes indicate information not available)

PLACE FARM ACREAGE
PRICE

PER ACRE
w

FAMILIES

Arnaud
Arnaud
Arnaud
Arnaud
Brunkild
Cloverleaf
Crystal City
Crystal City
Culross
Dominion City
Dominion City
Dominion City
Dominion City
Dufrost
Dufrost
Elm Creek
Elm Creek
Headingly
High Bluff
La Salle
Lasalle
Lower Fort

Garry
McDonald
Meadows
Morris
Newton
Newton
Niverville
Osborne

Springstein
St. Adolphe

Emmert
Emmert
Greiner
Lyman

Carter
Fyfe
McKittrick
National Trust
Lawrence
Linklater
Sharpe
Saunders
Emmert
Emmert
Anderson
Gryte
Dr. Hiebert
Aikius
Stewart
Emmert

A. MANITOBA
6,788

640
1,420

10,720
960

2,300
1,600
1,920
1,622
1,280

500
1,380
1,500
1,700

640
720
960

1,100
1,523
2,000
4,956

780

Stewart
Strutt
Schuhman
McMillan
Sandager
Leistikow
Meagher and
Bereman

Bean

2,000
9,200

800
2,251
2,000
2,542
4,428

2,940
1,155

40
55

65/67
60
50

45
45

52.50/65
42
50
32
42
40
47
55
50
70
51

65/75
50
60

68

50
65/68

50
54

62.50

60

21
4

11
44
4
4
6
6
7
6
5
6
9
8
4
4
5
4
5
9

19
4

6
32
4

11
6
8

14

9
6
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Table 20 continued

PLACE FARM ACREAGE
PRICE

PER ACRE
w

FAMILIES

St. Anne
Starbuck
Westbourne

Westbourne
Westbourne
Westbourne
Whitewater
Whitewater

Bredenbury
Colonsay
Dundurn
Dundurn
Fiske
Flaxcombe
Hanley
Hanley
Harris
Herschel
Holdfast
Jansen
Milden
Swift Current

Acme
Hussar
Hussar
Namaka

Provost
Sedalia
Sterling

Wembley
Wembley

A. fvIANITOBA continued
800

Leistikow
Bank of
Nova Scotia

Campbell
McMillan
Schroeder

Webb-Jones
Wilson

1,200
1,200

640
1,500
1,700
3,000
3,600

B. SASKATCHEWAN
Bean
Chesley
Meilicke
Schwager
Burns
Big Four
Rowse
Sheldon
Wilson
Lamborn
Ennis
Johnson
Dugan
Sykes

1,600
3,620
2,685
2,080
3,040
8,480
1,600
9,120
5,586
3,200
3,020

960
5,424
2,720

C. ALBERTA
F. Williams
0. Finkbein
0. Finkbein
Lane
P. Burns
Blair
Sed ali a

Lethbridge
Northern

Adair
J. Carrel

800
1,280
1,225

12,265
3,680
2,080
1,280

3,250
870

37
65
50

47
40
55
40
40

18
50

52.50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
45
45

54.25
32.50

50
45
35
43
31
45
30

18
22

7
7

12

4
5
6
9

12

4
12
10
15
9

36
5

37
25
10
10
5

16
7

4.
4
4

36
11
6
4

10

15
4
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A most interesting and successful big farm settlement was the Lane
farm at Namaka, Alberta. The George Lane tract comprised 12,265
acres, extending from the CPR station at Namaka to the Bow River, a
distance of eight miles and adjoining the Blackfoot Indian Reserve on
the west side. The CCA accepted an offer to colonize the land on a
rental basis and by 1926, 36 immigrant families had been placed on
it. In 1927, the Lane Company was ready to have the lease applied to
a sale and thus the land was purchased in three separate parcels, each
with 12 families, for a total price of $527,578. Payments of
$75,600, $30,000, and $3 1,500 were made in the first three years,
respectively, after which separate contracts were drawn up for the
individual families already residing each on a half-section. The only
misfortunes besetting the group were extremely heavy hail losses in
some years and conflict with "a clique. . . who sought to boss the farm
without regard for the proper authority," but who left in a body to go
to another farm elsewhere, after they were voted put of power.82

Not surprisingly, there often were problems to be worked out.
The 36-family group at Big Four could never agree with the
manager and foreman appointed by the vendor. At the Strutt farm,
the farm group insisted that the operating expenses of $45,000
incurred by the manager for a crop value of about $100,000 were
altogether too high. At the Fyfe farm, six families living in a single
dwelling ended up "squabbling among themselves." At the Taylor
farm, two brothers, one of whom had owned about 6,000 acres in
Russia, would not agree to the operation of the farm by the vendor,
even though the signed contract had specified that arrangement. At
the Britton farm, lack of weed control, owing to the vendor's not
supplying the necessary mower, led to foreclosure. At the Blain
farm, there was disagreement over the maintenance of buildings,
fences, and equipment.

Adjustments in the contracts had to be made sometimes for reasons
quite beyond the control of either the buyer or the vendor, such as
crop failures. At Chinook an immigrant had agreed to pay $33,600
for a farm with equipment. He had a 75 per cent crop failure due to
hail in the first year and a 100 per cent loss in the second year. A 65
per cent loss in the third year was only partially covered by insurance
policies held by both the vendor and the buyer.84

Some contracts were broken. One vendor at Rivers, Manitoba,
the Imperial Life Assurance Co., requested four families on 1 ,280
acres to leave the farm, "which they did, giving up possession
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peaceably." The reasons were "partly their own fault, partly intrigue
of the farm manager, and partly the disappointment of the vendor in
not getting peasants for his farm."85 By 1929, 47 families with 16
contracts, accounting for 16,371 acres valued at nearly $700,000,
had surrendered their contracts. Cancellations were usually the
result of early crops not being adequate to meet the obligations. Some
farms had been priced too high at $50, $60, and $75 an acre.
According to one study of land values, $40 an acre was a good
average price for farms, including buildings, equipment, and
livestock.87

Inadequate management and farming methods also accounted for
some failures. Some immigrants resisted mixed farming, and others
were reluctant to adopt different methods. In the words of one
observer, there was a goodly number of immigrants who "were
conservative to the bones" and who turned back all the advice of
agricultural experts.88 The breakdown of communal covenants was
another factor. According to MLSB Manager A.A. Friesen, Our
farmers were too individualistically oriented to operate a communal
establishment for any length of time."89 Others were no match for
"the business acumen of the vendors."90 Affected families had to
make new starts elsewhere.

There were also many happy vendors, pleased with the deal they
had made.91 The Sheldon group, for instance, was expected to
harvesta 100,000-bushelcropinthefirstyear, a crop larger than any
previous ones. On the McMillan farm the vendor, a president of the
Milk Producers' Association, dispensed with the services of his own
expert when he discovered how well the "Mennonite group had done
with the cows." The Lamborn group paid off $40,000 of a $160,000
indebtedness in the first year. At Namaka, the 36 families had
quickly put the land "in better shape. . . than it ever was." When all
was said and done the successes were greater than the problems,
because

The purchasers farm the land in the majority of cases better
than it has ever been farmed, this is because they . . . do not
tackle more than they are able to farm properly.92

Brush Land and Dry Land

The developed lands, as a potential place of immigrant settlement on
the prairies, were not unlimited and, in due course, other possibili-
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ties were looked at, among them the so-called Battleford Block,
which had been rejected earlier. The Block was part of the Northern
reserve, a vast area, partly prairie and partly wooded, and was owned
by the Canadian Pacific Railway. At the time of the building of the
CPR, the federal government had granted to the railroad company a
belt of land along the track 24 miles wide on either side. To the extent
that mountains or muskeg made the land unfit for settlement as in the
Canadian Shield, additional blocks were granted on the prairies.
Thus, the CPR obtained four large reserves of land far removed from
the main track. One of these, the Northern reserve, included the
Battleford, Carrot River, and North Saskatchewan River area.93

Now the CPR was anxious to make quarter sections available to
about 100 families on "brush land terms"94 and, as a special incen-
tive, offered free use of the land for four years.95 The price per acre
ranged from $8 to $ 15, depending on the usefulness of the land for
agriculture, but the payment thereof could be spread over 34 years at
seven per cent interest. Minimum capital needed to make a start was
$500, though this could be less if family groups shared equipment
and implements.96 And they responded, not 100 families immedi-
ately, but nearly half that number. Among the pioneers was A.A.
Friesen, who resigned his position with the MLSB to take up land
near Rabbit Lake. The bushland farmers built their dwellings with
logs and mud-plaster and shelters for their animals with poles and
straw. At the same time they proceeded to clear the land and plant
their crops.

The soil was fertile, and when frosts did not interfere with a
normal growing season, bumper crops of 40 bushels per acre could
be expected. Meanwhile, however, the settlers faced difficult years as
they cleared and broke the land, put up log buildings, and dug wells
up to 100 feet deep in order to obtain fresh water.97 As A.A. Friesen
recounted many years later:

The first years were arduous and extremely difficult. We were
all very poor, and could not foresee what the eventual outcome
would be, and whether or not we would ever become
prosperous.

98

Most of the Manitoba (see Table 21) and Saskatchewan (see Table
22) immigrants had settled on the big farms, but the bushlands of the
Battleford Block had also made farming possible for a significant
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TABLE 21"

IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENTS IN MANITOBA

NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS

1. Altona

2. Arnaud, Dominion City
3. Alexander
4. Austin, Sidney
5. Blumenfeld, Eichenfeld
6. Barkfield
7. Blumenort

8. Beausejour, Brokenhead,
Lowland

9. Burwalde

10. Brookdale, Moorepark
11. Brandon
12. Boissevain
13. Clearwater,

Crystal City
14. Chortitz

(West Reserve)
15. Chortitz

(East Reserve)
16. Carman

17. Culross, Elm Creek,
Fannystelle

18. Carrol, Hay field
19. Elgin
20. Elie
21. Foxwarren

22. Fork River,
Winnipegosis

23. GrandePointe,
Lorette

24. Gretna

25. Graysville
26. Gnadenthal
27. Gruenthal
28. Glenlea, St. Adolphe
29. Gradenfeld
30. Gimli, Winnipeg Beach
31. Headingly
32. Horndean

47 33. Hochfeld 19
85 34. Holmfield 15
25 35. Holland 3
5 36. Kirkella 13
9 37. Killarney 10
18 38. Kleefeld 4
25 39. Lena 29

40. LaSalle, Domain 34
9 41. LoweFarm 8
15 42. Margaret, Dunrea 16
13 43. Minnedosa 5
9 44. Manitou 59
32 45. McCreary 8

46. McAuley 23
16 47. Morden 49

48. Marquette 14
14 49. Meadows 7

50. Melita, Elva, Pierson 14
52 51. Myrtle, Kronsgart 14
8 52. Morris 16

53. Mather 9
31 54. Neuenburg 6
5 55. Neuhorst 2
3 56. Ninga 3
11 57. Niverville 72
25 58. Newton Siding 26

59. North Kildonan 79
36 60. Osterwick 9

61. Osborne I 1
7 62. Oak Bluff 13
4 63. Oak Lake, Gnswold,
3 Henton 35

34 64. Portage la Prairie 11
43 65. Pigeon Lake 19
24 66. Plum Coulee 11
17 67. Reinland 17
2 68. Reinfeld 13
9 69. Rivers 13
9 70. Rapid City 11
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Table 21 continued

NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS

71. Rosenort 12
72. Rosenfeld 13
73. Rosengart 21
74. St. Elizabeth 31

75. Springstein 25
76. Schoenwiese 11
77. St.Anne 17
78. Steinbach 61
79. Sperling 18
80. Stuartburn, Gardenton 8

81. Swan River 3
82. Spencer 13
83. Stonewall, Balmoral 10
84. Starbuck 16
85. St. Rose du Lac 3
86. Whitewater,

Mountainside 48

87. Winkler 124
88. Winnipeg 280

number of immigrant families. And the same was true of irrigation
lands in Alberta. The agricultural potential of southern Alberta for
sugar-beet growing had been noted and tested for some time. And in
1925 the $1/2 million plant of the Canadian Sugar Factories was in
operation for the first time.101 Adequate quantities of water brought
in by irrigation canals was one essential condition to be met. Another
one, equally important but more difficult to guarantee, was the
supply of the right kind of farm labour, namely "continental
labourers,"102 meaning families with a number of workers, includ-
ing women and children, who could provide the hand labour
required for thinning, weeding, and topping.

Once again, Mennonites seemed to be the desired people. How-
ever, they were not coming into a settlement vacuum. The landown-
ers of the area were "English-speaking people, very conservative,
and not very anxious to receive foreign settlers." They were also
reluctant to plant beets, "viewing them as a risky innovation." * °3 The
feeling was widespread. The MacLeod Board of Trade, for instance,
had also gone on record against "this class" who take "from the right
kind of settler the best of our lands."104

Thus, the new settlement at Coaldale became a testing ground for
the immigrants, in both economic and social terms. Here they had to
learn, and demonstrate the profitability of, sugar-beet farming on
irrigation land. Where many had failed and abandoned sugar-beet
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TABLE 22100

IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENTS IN SASKATCHEWAN

NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS

1. Aberdeen 27
2. Annaheim 2

3. Abernathy 1
4. Big River 2
5. Beechy 38
6. Beverley 2
7. Blumenhof 23

8. Borden, Great Deer 14
9. Braddock 4
10. Balgonie I
1 1. Bracking I 0
12. Bournemouth 24
13. North Battleford 3
14. Biggar 5
15. Carrot River 12
16. Carnduff 2

17. Colonsay 12
18. Cactus Lake 1
19. Central Butte 6
20. Cabri 10
21. Canwood 2
22. Carmel & Hillsley 3
23. Capasin 7
24. Clair 2
25. Duff 2
26. Dalmeny 22
27. Drake 57
28. Davidson 3
29. Dundurn 54
30. Eyebrow, Tugaske 15
31. Eyebrow "A" . 3
32. Evesham & Hacklin 6
33. Eastbrook 11
34. Elbow 12
35. Fleming 6
36. Fiske 16
37. Flowing Well 6
38. Foam Lake 4
39. Fairholme 33

+0. Guernsey 16
41. Gilroy 12
42. Glenbush 70
43. Gull Lake 19
44. Glidden, Madison,

Kindersley 15
45. Gouldtown 13

46. Schoenwiese 20

47. Gruenfeld 16
48. Hochfeld 18
49. Hague 15
50. Neuanlage 24
51. Humboldt 4
52. Hanky 32
53. Hepburn & Mennon 47
54. Herschel 45
55. Herbert 66
56. Harris, Ardath 9
57. Indian Head 6
58. Jansen 8
59. Kelstern 5
60. Leader 2
61. Leinan 6

62. Lorenze 8

63. Laird 56
64. Langham 25
65. Lost River 19
66. Luseland 1
67. Lanigan 9
68. Maxstone 1
69. Main Centre 23
70. Mayfair 30
71. Mullingar 27
72. Moose Jaw 6
73. McMahon 14
74. Meadow Lake 5
IS. Neville 3
76. Nokomis 4

77. Osage 2
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Table 22 continued

NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS

78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

89.
90.
91.

92.

Parkerview

Pikes Peak
Parry
Rosthern
Rush Lake

Ruddell
Rabbit Lake
Regina
Rosetown
Sheho

Scottsburg &
Neidpath

Saskatoon
Swift Current
Swift Current

(Syke's Farm)
Springwater

28 93. Speers 10
1 94. Superb 11
2 95. Sonningdale 11

93 96. Schoenfeld 4
11 97. St. Boswells 5
2 98. Swan Plain I

45 99. Tompkins, Stone,
13 Carmichael 4
5 100. Truax 14
10 101. Tessier 2

102. Viscount & Young 3
4 103. Waldheim 47
50 104. Wymark 13
17 105. Watrous 38

106. Wishart 5
17 107. Wingard 3
10 108. Wilkie 2

farming as a lost cause, they had to prove that it could be done. At
Coaldale, also, the immigrants discovered that peaceful coexistence
with their new Canadian neighbours would require effort by both
parties. Fortunately for the Mennonites, they had strong leadership
in the aforementioned CCA-MLSB representative, Jacob Ger-
brandt, and from 1926 on in B.BJanz.105

Area farmers were "converted" to growing sugar beets when the
chairman of the newly created Irrigation Farms Colonization Board
turned over his land together with horses, stock, and equipment to
four families, including the enterprising Klaas Enns.106 Enns was
given the opportunity to purchase a farm, valued at $53,000,
without down payment or written contract. The only condition
required of Enns was that he sell 150 acres' worth of beets annually
under the name of the vendor until the farm was paid for. Enns
accepted the offer and, together with three of his brothers and their
families, settled on the land in 1926. They, and others who followed,
soon proved themselves. In the words of a CPR official:
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We have demonstrated in the Coaldale district the possibilities
of developing irrigable land by the aid of Mennonites and the
sugar-beet industry. Our experience is showing a way to the
successful development of all the irrigable areas in Southern
Alberta, the Eastern Section included. 107

Very soon, the authorities developed schemes to bring in more
immigrants by providing 80-acre parcels of land at $40 to $60 per
acre and $400 worth of building material to be paid for from the
annual proceeds of 10 acres of crop. These settlement provisions,
known as sugar-beet contracts, became normative for land purchased
from the CPR as well as from private landowners.

The CPR prided itself on the "excellent colony established on a
good foundation."108 But good prospects could not hide the difficult
struggles of the sugar-beet growers. They had arrived penniless,
without previous experience in irrigation and beet-growing, and
more often than not the lands they were taking over were run down
and badly infested with weeds.109 They had to be taught sugar-beet
farming and that it was wise "to get beets out of the ground even in
snow and not to wait until snow was gone, lest the ground [and the
beets!] be frozen hard.""0

In spite of their handicaps and problems, they were successful in
evoking jealousies among their neighbours sufficient to create what
was called "the Mennonite situation at Coaldale." A public Coaldale
meeting, sponsored by the United Farmers of Alberta, brought the
question out into the open. According to Janz, never one to mince
words or to avoid colourful speech, the meeting had to do with
"Hogs and Mennonites," how to import a new breed of the former
and how to export or deport the latter. Actually, the concern was only
to prevent further expansion of the settlement.

The immediate occasion was community discontent over the
teaching of German and Religion in the small local schoolhouse on
Saturdays, for which the school trustees had given official approval.
The centre of opposition was the local congregation of the newly
formed United Church of Canada, which, needing larger facilities,
had made a deal with the local school trustees. The congregation
began to meet in the big schoolhouse and subsequently turned its own
smaller building over to the trustees, who needed additional class-
room space to accommodate the children of the immigrants. The
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Mennonites then sought and obtained permission from the school
trustees to conduct their own Sunday worship service in the smaller
building and special Saturday school classes in German and Religion.
Resenting this latter use of their building, the United congregation
announced a prohibition, which the local police then enforced.112

All of this had to be justified, of course, and so word spread
through the community that the Mennonites were responsible for
veterans and renters leaving the community because they could not
compete with the newcomers. And more of the exploiting immi-
grants were on their way. A statistic of four families just arrived
became 29 families, instead of 29 persons, and rumour had it that 60
more families were destined for Coaldale. "3

The UFA meeting gave public expression to the resentment. Both
the CPR and the Mennonites were criticized for bringing in people
with tuberculosis, children thus infecting other children. They were
blamed for a nearly tenfold increase in land prices compared to the
prices 15 years earlier, and for the slave-like use of their women and
children. Other people wanted land too, it was argued, but they
could not obtain it because it was being kept for the Mennonites.
They were even granted an acre of land for a cemetery before the
soldiers were satisfied. What was the worst, though, was that these
people wanted to enjoy all the privileges of a good country but do
nothing to defend it. At that point, B.B. Janz rose to his feet and gave
a defence of "war service," which, he said, had involved 11,000 men
from a population of approximately 100,000 in Russia:

Following the war it had been statisically confirmed that the
percentage of Mennonites who died in action was larger than
that of the Russian soldiers actively engaged. The Mennonites
are not afraid to suffer or to die in fulfilling their duty. 14

The events served to give an outlet to community feeling but also
provided the Mennonites with an opportunity to explain themselves,
something which they did thereafter in an ongoing way through their
own committee and B.B. Janz, the provincial immigrant leader, and
with the help of Jacob Gerbrandt, the CCA-MLSB representative
stationed in Lethbridge. They also wasted no opportunity to express
publicly their gratitude for their new homeland, as will later be seen.

Their best long-term public relations lay in their contributions to
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the local economy, though local jealousies arising from immigrant
prosperity were not easily set aside. A booming high-quality sugar-
beet industry—in three years sugar content increased from 14.5 per
cent to 18 per cent, and manufactured sugar increased from 75,000
bags to 100,000 bags"5—in the end benefited the whole community.
More importantly, irrigation farming in what was known as the
Eastern Section was much encouraged as a result of the Coaldale
experiment. Settlement there thus far had not been an unmitigated
success, and in 1924 the Canada Colonization Association was
confronted by mass abandonment of the land. To prevent this,
interest and water rental accruals were written off, the contract price
of dry land was reduced from $25 to $10 per acre, and some irrigable
land, valued at $50 per acre, was reclassified as non-irrigable owing
to seepage or the accumulation of alkali.'"'

For the settlement, or resettlement, of the so-called Eastern
Section irrigation lands in the West Duchess, Rosemary, Countess,
and Gem districts, the Canada Colonization Association devised the
1 00-family settlement scheme, of which immigrants took full advan-
tage. The scheme called for settling individual families on quarter
sections, of which at least 120 acres would be irrigable, and advanc-
ing them an average of $1,000 worth of equipment, feed, and
lumber, on the assumption that the settlers themselves would have
sufficient cash for household equipment plus a necessary 25 per cent
down payment on four cows. The farms would each have a building,
and the purchase price of about $5,000 would be paid on a sharecrop
basis. A three-year farming program, worked out in advance and
carefully supervised by competent men responsible to the CCA and
the CPR's Department of Natural Resources, guided the settlers from
unnecessary error and ensured reasonable profits from the outset. "7

Peace River and Reesor

Another Alberta frontier was the Peace River country in the north.
The completion of a Canadian National Railways branch line into
Grande Prairie set the stage for settlement into the Central Peace
River district by 1930 of 35,000 settlers, 630 of them
Mennonites."8 The attraction of the Peace River area was high-
lighted by the 1926 bumper wheat crop, and the award a Peace River
farmer won for his prize-wlnning wheat at the 1926 Chicago
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International Fair."9 Farmers had threshed as much as 60 bushels
per acre, this being Marquis wheat. The land was remarkably free of
wild oats, and there were no other noxious weeds "except a few small
patches of'twitch.'"120

The immigrants were not the first Mennonites to enter the Grande
Prairie region, though their coming represented the more perma-
nent presence. The Bear Lake district, northwest ofGrande Prairie,
had in 1917 and 1918 attracted a small community from the U.S.A.,
seeking refuge in the remote Canadian hinterland from American
military conscription.121

Immigrant groups made brave starts at Crooked Creek, southeast
of Grande Prairie, and westward at La Glace and Lymburn, bring-
ing to 43 the number of settlement districts in Alberta (Table 23).
Both the quantity and the quality of the land gift was generous.
Homesteaders paid a $ 10 registration fee, not for a quarter section,
but for 320 acres of very fertile farmland capable of enormous crop
yields if the growing season was not cut short by frosts. 123

The wider interest in the Peace River area coincided with the
formation of Mennonite Immigration Aid in association with the
CNR and with the emigration from Manitoba to the Paraguayan
Chaco, and so, not surprisingly, there were those who felt that the
isolation of Canada's northland might be a better settlement option
than the troublesome Chaco, where those arriving now had "many
boils all over their bodies.'"24

Among those lobbying for a turnaround, on the part both of
governmental authorities and of the Mennonites, was C.W. Reimer,
an unusual individual who was, according to his letterhead, "a dealer
in high grade sewing machines and repairing of all kinds." A man of
many interests and experiences, Reimer had already led a land-
seeking delegation to Nicaragua in 1916.125 He also spoke French
and "during the many days ofbig-game hunting with half-breeds our
conversation was in French only." He had also been on a 600-mile
canoe trip with a sailor looking for land in western Canada. 26

Reimer claimed to be working in the interests of both "our people"
and "our powerful empire." After all, was it not a service to the
government to keep noncombatant Mennonites and their millions of
dollars, plus the taxes they would pay, in Canada? Dollars the
"empire" had to have because without money the "empire" could not
make use of its brave soldiers.127 Besides, the "peace-loving, dili-
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TABLE 23122

IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENTS IN ALBERTA

NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS

1. Acme 12
2. Beaverlodge 16
3. Blue Ridge 7
4. Coaldale 255
5. Crowfoot 17
6. Chi nook 4

7. Carstairs 20
8. Castor 14
9. Coronation & Lake

Thelma 7

10. Calgary 30
11. Countess 28
12. Didsbury (Burns

Ranch) 17
13. Didsbury (Town) 7
14. Duchess & Brooks 15
15. Edmonton I
16. Grassy Lake, Tabor, &c

Purple Springs 20
17. Gem 48
18. Glenwoodville 12
19. Hussar I 1
20. Hussar II 5
21. Irma 5
22. Lacombe 8

23. La Glace 35
24. Lymburn 23
25. Monitor 4
26. Munson & Drumheller 7
27. MacLeod 5

28. New-Brigden,
Sedalia, & Naco 25

29. Namaka 38
30. Olds 9
31. Provost I 5
32. Paradise Valley 2
33. Peoria 1
34. Pincher Sta. 2
35. Rosemary 81
36. Rimbey 1
37. Sunny Slope 15
38. Swalwell 14
39. Springridge 10
40. Tofield 51
41. Vauxhall 25
42. Wembley 35
43. Willow Creek,

Rosedale, & East
Coulee 1

gent, industrious, and quiet farmer" helped to build the "empire" as
much as the soldier. Canadian history was witness to the fact that
there were ways other "than mere guns" to build an "empire." After
all:

When the British soldiers had fought and brought victory on
the Plains of Abraham, [they] were conquered by the French
girls that they married, who changed them all to French,
except their names. . . . 128
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Apparently, C.W. Reimer was not a man for the CNR, to which
organization he made his boldest suggestions. He was brushed aside
with the railway's claim that it was not in the business of transporting
people from one province to another. However, only two weeks
later, the Canadian National Settlement Association was co-operating
with another group whose interests would have precisely that effect,
namely the transporting of hundreds, perhaps thousands, ofMenno-
nites from Manitoba to Alberta. It was too late to stop the movement
to Paraguay, but there were others in southern Manitoba, not of the
immigrants, who took a great interest in the prospects of the Peace
River district. While there were a number of individuals and groups
who embarked on inspection tours,129 none brought as much atten-
tion as the 1927 early summer delegation sponsored in part by some
congregations in Manitoba and the newly organized Mennonite
Immigration Aid.I30

The interests of the delegation were very similar to those that had
prompted thousands to establish a new home in Latin America,
namely an exclusive block of land — about 15 townships of homestead
land—and special concessions in education. There was a difference,
however, in the latter matter. Those looking to the north were
prepared to run their schools under certain government rules and
regulations and under the supervision of a government inspector.

There was no fear of pioneering once again, but the hopes of the
delegation were not realized, with respect to either education or
appropriate parcels of land.132 As they made a thorough investigation
of vast areas beginning with territory north of Lesser Slave Lake and
moving on to Peace River Town—an overland trip to Fort Vermil-
ion did not materialize—then to areas both east and west of Grande
Prairie, and including also stretches along the Peace in British
Columbia, they could not find exactly what they wanted. Every-
where they found reasonably successful pioneers, but none of these
could show them the paradise they were hoping to find.133 Nowhere
did they find an area to their liking because one of the following
essential ingredients was always lacking: a large exclusive land area
or reasonably good soil or open prairie with only a minimum of
bushland or reasonable prices.

The Gundy Ranch along the Peace in British Columbia at first
looked the most attractive. There were over 30,000 acres, 1,000 of
them already under cultivation, available at $20 an acre. Reluctantly,
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J.J. Hildebrand, the field secretary ofMennonite Immigration Aid
and leader of the delegation, concluded that "the buyers after a year
of hard work would be deeper in debt than at the beginning."134
The railway was 90 miles distant, and the earnings would not be
sufficient to cover land costs, production costs, and taxes. The
disappointment was great, and he and others could not easily forget
Peace River country— until the dream was realized, at least partially,
in the 1930s. Hildebrand also looked longingly at land occupied by
Indians:

The Indians have their reserve of land, but as they do not
engage in farming, the question was raised whether these Indi-
ans could be given a reserve of land in some other place, and
their present reserve be divided into homesteads. In case the
rest of the land should be taken up, then it would be time to
raise that question officially. 35

Holdeman Mennonites were the next group to establish them-
selves in the Peace River district.136 For them, the move to Crooked
Creek in the late 1 920s was the beginning of a steady, ever-expand-
ing colonization in the Central Peace River area. Fifteen families
signed up for 22 quarter sections, including 1,400 acres under
cultivation, at $ 1 8 per acre, to be paid on a half-crop share basis at
three per cent interest in the first year, four per cent in the second
year, and six per cent thereafter. The main sources of the Holde-
man settlers were the communities at Swalwell and Linden, Alberta.
Other sources were Manitoba, Kansas, and Oregon. This mixing of
settlers, including those of both Swiss and Dutch ethnic origins, in
every new community established by the Holdeman people contrib-
uted to the relative strength of the congregations, which, because of
their isolation and closedness, were constantly in danger of losing that
vitality. The Holdeman settlers also experienced all the troubles of
pioneering. According to their own chronicles:

Many homesteaders' possessions consisted of a saw, hammer,
axe and a grub-hoe. Some of them even had a team of horses, a
walking plow, harrows, and a cow or two. . . . In the early
years of the settlement, the market and the doctor, being 45
miles away, took 3 to 4 days to make the return trip with
horses. These horses were also the source of farm power. On
Sunday many people would walk to church services and let the
horses have a rest.I38
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A fascination similar to the attraction of the Peace River country in
the west was in the east focused on northern Ontario, more precisely
"the great clay belt on the Hudson Bay slope" which, when cleared,
"will be one of the largest farm districts of the world."139 The clay
land, it was said, was very productive, and the Experimental Farm at
Kapuskasing, 70 miles west of Cochrane, had proven this by success-
fully growing oats, peas, barley, clover and timothy, potatoes,
turnips, mangels, sunflowers, strawberries, raspberries, and many
kinds of vegetables. Additionally, the north was cattle country,
though an abundance of wolves made sheep-raising quite hazardous,
one wolf being known to have killed as many as 18 sheep in one
attack! Bees did well in the north, gathering as much honey as 16
pounds per day per hive!140

The new land of milk and honey did not require a large investment
because plots of land were available on homestead terms. As an
inducement to northern settlement, the provincial government
offered homestead sites of 75 acres at 50 cents an acre. The property
could be registered for only ten dollars and the buyer was given three
years to pay off the balance. An immediate cash return lay in the
cutting of pulpwood. The Spence Falls Pulp and Power Company
was spending five million dollars to enlarge its pulp mill in Kapus-
kasing in order to serve the growing American demand.

Being pressured by both the CPR and Mennonite leaders to leave
the cities so as not to create ill will among workers in a tight labour
market, those immigrants who had remained in Ontario agreed to
investigate the possibility of establishing a colony, accompanied by a
CNR Land Settlement official, and by Thomas Reesor, a Swiss lay
leader from Pickering who had done so much for the immigrants
since the arrival of the Ontario group in July 1924. Following
Reesor's advice, they agreed to start a settlement, provided a railway
siding could be built to facilitate, primarily, the marketing of
freight. Jacob H. Janzen, a prominent immigrant leader, who
viewed virgin lands as the best settlement prospect all along, encour-
aged them:

Here masses of our people can, through industry and perse-
verance, establish their own homes in which they will actually
be their own masters, and do not have to sell themselves into
the hands of others through the accumulation of great debts.141
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More compelling yet than the promise of cheap land was the
chance to build, with a minimum of outside interference, a commu-
nity in the tradition of the commonwealth in Russia. The govern-
ment stood prepared to award significant concessions to the settlers
agreeing to reserve homesteads bordering the immediate community
for exclusive Mennonite use in the future. "This is very good," one
settler explained, "for it permits the possibility of closed settlements
and the exclusion of other nationalities. In time, a colony could be
built here after our own wishes."142

The creation of a community of this kind could only become a
reality after difficult years of pioneering struggle and privations.
People recognized the extreme nature of the sacrifices required for
northern living, and in June 1925 only seven families showed
themselves ready to challenge the wilderness. The pioneers selected
timbered land in Eilber and Barker townships on both sides of the
CNRline, 103 mileseastofCochrane. The nearest town was Mattice,
located seven miles to the east. Hearst, 23 miles to the west, served as
the regional headquarters. The stopping-off point was the newly
built railway siding, which appropriately was named after Thomas
Reesor.

The establishment of the Reesor settlement was one of the most
difficult undertaken anywhere in Canada by the immigrants. There
were no roads, not even trails, and all the supplies—bags of potatoes
and flour, as well as building supplies like doors, window glass, and
roofing—had to be carried by the people on their backs from the
railway siding to their lots up to two miles away "because pack horses
cannot pass through the brush on account of the muskeg."143 Besides,
maintaining horses and livestock was a very expensive proposition,
feed costing about 3 5 dollars per ton and a team of horses as much as
500 dollars.

And yet progress was made because the settlers were not easily
discouraged and they possessed other "pioneering qualities of a very
high nature."144 Although few of the settlers had any previous
experience in bush work, they quickly became "remarkably profi-
cient with the axe," and the buildings which they erected of logs were
a "credit to old experienced axe men."14;l Pulpwood was plentiful and
one man in a long day could cut up to two cords at four dollars a cord
net. Some settlers were ingenious and skilled enough to manufacture
their own tools, including a stump puller.
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The CNR tried to be accommodating—though Thomas Reesor's
request for a Caterpillar was rejected—by allowing more trains to
stop and by building an immigrant shed at the siding, which doubled
as a place of meeting and worship. And the provincial government
assisted in the provision of a school and a teacher. After an inspection
tour, Arthur H. Unruh was most optimistic about the permanence of
the settlement and about its ongoing vitality.146

There were facts to support his optimism. By the fall of 1928 there
were 226 persons on 55 homesteads in the settlement. There were 10
teams of horses, 17 cows and 1 bull, and 10 goats, including an
essential male. A total of 35 acres had been cleared, the stumps had
been pulled, and one farmer alone had planted 300 strawberry
plants, 250 raspberry bushes, 20 gooseberry bushes, and 50 currant
bushes, plus two apple trees.

For both Unruh and Hildebrand, as well as Mennonite Immigra-
tion Aid and the CNR Land Settlement officials, Reesor was a badly
needed boost for their cause. Soon they were promoting Reesor as a
place where the immigrants could be their own bosses, free of debt,
and "more contented and better off than the majority of the Menno-
nites who have taken up improved, equipped farms at high
prices."148 To the editor of the Mennonitische Rundschau Unruh
wrote that he did "not notice the discouraged and embittered spirit
which, I regret to say, is so frequent amongst the newly settled
Russian Mennonites." 4'9

ForJ.J. Hildebrand the prospects were even better. li'° He saw the
possibility of a vast colony for hundreds of families emerging north
of Mile 103, and all that was needed was an 18-mile railway spur to
bring in settlers' effects and to haul out cordwood.151 However, the
CNR was not quite persuaded. Its own superintendent of land
settlement viewed Hildebrand's reporting as "more favourable than
the circumstances of the settlers justify" because much of the land was
low and swampy.

As the matter became a public debate in the press, officials of the
Rosthern Board and their supporters entered into the fray. "Many of
the newcomers were cheated," said D. Paetkau, "and are now bitterly
disappointed."153 H.B. Janz visited the settlement and wrote about
economic hardships, especially for large families lacking able-bodied
men. *54 One "J.P.F." passed on the criticism received from two girls
who had told him:
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I am not going back. I do not like it there. Six days of the
week we look like men. We have to dress ourselves like men
for the work in the bush. Only on Sundays we are able to dress
ourselves like girls.

The pessimists too were justified in their thinking. The transition
from cutting pulpwood to agriculture was proving to be very
difficult. Some poorly motivated settlers had been attracted by the
glowing promotions and were only a burden to the hard-working
ones already there. The CNR was not sufficiently supportive. One of
its biggest mistakes was to withdraw the railway pass from Jacob H.
Janzen, the colony's spiritual advisor, and, as one of the great
believers in Reesor, a strong encouragement to the brave pioneers.
When he stayed away, the families started having second thoughts,
especially when they heard of the expanding possibilities in southern
Ontario.156

Gardens, Orchards, and Dairies

Elsewhere in Ontario three regions attracted immigrants, suffi-
ciently strongly, in terms of appeal and numbers, to develop perma-
nent settlements, although there was a great deal of moving to and fro
from community to community, from factory to farm and back
again, and between Ontario and the west as the immigrants pursued
the best opportunities for themselves on the basis of reports and
rumours. It was not until the depression of the prairie economy in the
1930s that Ontario became fully accepted and popular as a place of
permanent settlement.u7

The Waterloo County region, especially the urban environs of
Hespeler, New Hamburg, Kitchener, and Waterloo, did retain or
regain a goodly number of immigrant labourers, in spite of local
opposition. Some immigrants started their own businesses or pur-
chased farms ranging from 5 acres to 100 acres at prices from $50 to
$200 per acre as soon as their reputation and credit had been
established and the necessary down payments could be made. Vegeta-
ble crops, corn, chickens, beef cattle, and dairy cattle were the
sources of income.158

The Essex County region and Pelee Island in Lake Erie, the
southernmost parts of Ontario, attracted immigrant families en
masse—31 families in the spring of 1925 alone—because of earning
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possibilities in factories in Windsor and other towns and because of
the great demand for labour on vegetable and tobacco farms best
provided by families. The island settlement looked so promising that
the CPR colonization department soon took an option on half of the
island's arable land in order to establish a larger colony for the
Mennonites.159 For the Mennonites the isolation represented by the
island had considerable appeal.

Both on the island and on the mainland the farm owners frequently
found themselves without an adequate source of reliable farm work-
ers. Thus, the American owners of Pelee Island land welcomed
Mennonite sharecroppers, who earned enough from the wheat,
vegetable, and tobacco farms to pay their Reiseschuld in the first year.
The same was true in the Leamington and Harrow areas, where more
than 50 families purchased farms ranging from 25 to 100 acres at
prices from $100 an acre to $1,000 an acre, while others were
renting or sharecropping. The raising of tobacco presented a prob-
lem, but so pressing were economic considerations that those who
abhorred tobacco-growing accepted it as a necessity of life. 6

The Vineland-Beamsville area, where Swiss Mlennonites had also
hosted immigrants and introduced them to work in orchards and
factories, became the gateway to a very substantial Mennonite
penetration of the peninsula in later years. Here also the cash and
credit earned enabled the gradual purchase by groups of families of
sizeable orchards. The communal approach reminded the immi-
grants of their native villages in Russia, and names like Memrik,
Schoensee, and Steinbach were applied to the jointly held properties.
In the peninsula, as on the prairies, the communal approach was of
short duration, mostly because the individual immigrant families
soon discovered that they could make it on their own.161 When the
settlements throughout Ontario had stabilized, there were 972
households in 17 districts (Table 24).

The beginnings of larger-scale and permanent Mennonite settle-
ment in British Columbia occurred in February 1928, when the
Grain and Eckert Company, owning 700 acres of land between the
Vedder River and Vedder Mountain in the Yarrow area of the Fraser
River Valley, began to sell the land in approximately 10-acre lots at
$150 per acre.'"Purchasers were paying $2 00 down and the balance
$20 per acre yearly at six per cent interest. Initially, the families had
some income from working in the hop gardens about four miles away
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TABLE 24162

IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENTS IN ONTARIO

NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS

1. Baden
2. Dunnville

3. Gormley
4. Hamilton

5. Hanover

6. Hespeler
7. Kitchener

8. Leamington
9. New Hamburg

12 10. Pelee Island
22 11. Port Rowan
4 12. Reesor
5 13. Toronto

3 14. Vineland
13 15. Virgil

177 16. Waterloo
230 17. Windsor
38

22
36
57
29

123
119
62
20

or in sawmills, logging camps, and brickyards. At the same time,
they began to cultivate their plots of land, experimenting alternately
with sugar beets, green beans, rhubarb, and strawberries, but
eventually settling on raspberries as the most promising crop. In two
years, 46 families had made their home in the Eckert block and an
additional 20 families on adjoining half-acre plots.164 In addition to
the economic opportunities, the settlers found the climate very
agreeable.165 The available land at Yarrow was soon exhausted and so
Eckert directed others to the Stamersley Valley at Agassiz, where he
assisted in the acquisition of land from his own holdings, from the
Soldiers' Settlement Board, and otherwise.166 Twenty-two families
made Agassiz their home, and, on the assumption it was permanent,
they built a church in 1930. However, land prices turned out to have
been too high for what the farms could produce, and within five years
the Agassiz settlement was no more.167

Another attractive piece of land was a 746-acre tract of land in the
South Sumas District near Yarrow, owned by the Northern Con-
struction Company. This was selling in 20-acre units at $115 per
acre. A down payment of five per cent was required with the balance
payable in 20 years at seven per cent. A committee of Yarrow settlers
undertook the responsibility of settling the block.168

In the Abbotsford area, settlement began on sections of land
cleared of timber but not of stumps.169 In 1932, the Abbotsford
Lumber Company had completed logging operations on a large tract
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of land west ofAbbotsford between the U.S. border and the Matsqui
Valley. The area had been divided into 20-, 30-, and 40-acre lots,
which were selling at auction beginning at $ 10 per acre, with 25 per
cent down. What could not be sold by auction was turned over to a
local real estate agent for ongoing sale. Stumps covered the area, but
between and among the stumps cattle could be raised and strawber-
ries could be grown, thus providing food and income while the huge
stumps were blasted one by one from their deep underground
anchors and the fields were cleared. The opportunity attracted
Mennonites from Agassiz and Yarrow as well as from the prairies,
and before long Abbotsford-Clearbrook was challenging Yarrow as
the most attractive centre. 17°

Besides berry-growing, dairy farming presented itself as a distinct
agricultural opportunity in the Fraser Valley. After an inspection
tour, CCA-MLSB representative A.W. Klassen reported that one
farmer with 32 inferior cows, some of them giving as little as 5
pounds per day and none over 40 pounds, was none the less grossing
$30 a day from these cows. Another, milking over 70 cows a day,
showed a daily profit of $50 from retail milk sales. The demand for
table cream, milk, and butterfat led Klassen to conclude "that a good
dairy man in any part of this district within reach of Vancouver can
do exceptionally well." 7 Dairy farming and berry-growing, sup-
plemented by work in hop gardens and lumber camps, became the
economic base for ever-expanding settlements, 15 in all, including
one on Vancouver Island (Table 25).

TABLE 25172

IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENTS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS NO. DISTRICT HOUSEHOLDS

1. Abbotsford 120 8. Cranbrook
2. Agassiz 10 9. Hutchison
3. Armstrong 6 10. Oliver
4. Arrowhead 4 11. Red Rock
5. Black Creek 29 12. Renata
6. Coglan-Langley 13. Sardis

Prairie 18 14. Vancouver
7. Cottonwood 1 15. Yarrow

1
1
6
1
2

82
40

160
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Also in British Columbia, the immigrants pursued the dream of a
large, compact, and reasonably exclusive settlement. A 7,000-acre
fertile plot of reclaimed, but inadequately drained, marshland in the
Pitt Meadows area held some promise in this regard, but the several
attempts made to build a strong settlement faltered because drainage
and transportation problems were never satisfactorily solved.
Some isolated areas of Vancouver Island held a similar appeal, and a
small but permanent settlement took root on the east coast at Black
Creek, south ofCampbell River, where employment in pulp mills
and logging camps provided cash while small plots of land were
cleared for dairying and berry crops.174

The successful placement on land of so many immigrants was
cause for rejoicing, but almost everywhere the settlers faced all the
hardships of pioneering on new land, many difficult adjustments and
many tears. As a leader of the Gem settlement recalled:

So they came to Gem: landless, homeless, moneyless, saddled
with debt, strangers to language and culture, "peculiar in
religious beliefs, quaint, and poor in dress, desiring a home of
their own and a means of making a livelihood for themselves
and their families. 75

Hard work was the order of the day, but so was the co-operative
effort. The break-up of the communal farms did not mean the end of
community. On the contrary, the interdependence of neighbours
became the greater reality as the individual households struggled not
so much to compete with each other on a single farm as to help each
other out on their respective individual farms in order to provide all
that was necessary to keep the families fed, clothed, sheltered, and
healthy.'76

Fostering the communal spirit were the local immigrant commit-
tees, the provincial immigrant organizations, and the inter-provin-
cial Central Immigrant Committee. But quite probably no other
community experience contributed as much to the essential suste-
nance of the settlers as did the local congregation, which, since the
days of Anabaptist beginnings, had provided the social fellowship
and the spiritual faith for a people who, wherever they went, could
not live by bread alone.
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The greatest and most beautiful thing about church membership is
the mutual sharing, caring and being cared for. It should be that
way in the church that members of the same body serve each other,
promote each other's welfare, that they feel and suffer along with
the pains of individual members — DANIEL LOEWEN. '

An integration with the established local Mennonite churches was
out of the question. The common desire to 'worship God with one's
own -people and their distinct peculiarities became more and more
pronounced—HERBERT P. ENNS.2

T'HE WIDELY scattered settlements of the immigrants, and
indeed of all Canadian Mennonites, reinforced their tradi-

tional dependence on the Gemeinde, the local congregation, as the
ongoing source of that faith and culture without which they saw no
meaningfulfutureforthemselvesor for their children. In the 1920s,
as four centuries earlier, the congregations stood at the centre of
Mennonite identity, activity, and history, not only because so many
new ones were established at this time, but also because they repre-
sented to the people the spiritual salvation and social security to be
found nowhere else.3 Where there was no local congregation there
was no Mennonite community.

In the congregation, the Mennonites found their identity, their
social status in the community, and their fellowship. Since they
shunned secret societies, and all kinds and places of worldly amuse-
ments, the church and its activities was also the centre of their social
life.4 The face-to-face primary relationships cultivated in the congre-
gational community and the mutual caring contributed to group
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solidarity, which was a strong resource in time of need and effective
resistance against the encroachments of modern culture. ^ For Men-
nonites, brotherhood and intimate caring for one another were of the
essence of church life. As Robert Friedman has written:

. . . the real dynamite in the age of the Reformation . . . was
this that one cannot find salvation without caring for his
brother. . . . This interdependence of men gives life and salva-
tion a new meaning.6

Every Mennonite congregation was a relatively complete social
institution, with a clearly identified leadership and a well-defined
membership. The expectations and roles of both the leaders and the
members were understood on the basis of traditional teaching and
practice. The ministers, led by an elder or bishop, a leading minis-
ter, or a pastor, were the preachers and teachers of the Word. They
met the spiritual need and gave moral direction. The deacons had the
special task of attending to any physical needs, such as extreme
poverty or family deprivation arising from illness or death, which
individuals or families were unable to handle alone. Most family
events—weddings, funerals, anniversaries—were also congrega-
tional events, which had a bonding effect in the community and
which gave a sense of belonging to individuals and their families.

The place of the congregation in the life of every Mennonite was
understood without a written constitution, or so it had been in the
past, but the times were changing. Immigration and new settlement
patterns represented breaks in continuity, which meant that a com-
man understanding had to be arrived at in a new way. The prepara-
tion and acceptance of a congregational constitution was the way in
which many immigrant congregations established the basis for their
new life together. The typical document outlined the foundations of
the congregation, the conditions of membership, the duties of
membership, the discipline, the election and duties of the leaders,
and, quite possibly, also conference affiliation.7 It began with a
scriptural motto, such as "Bear one another's burdens, and so fulfil
the law of Christ," found in the Epistle to the Galatians.8 The
"doctrines and truths of the Bible" were established as the foundation
for faith and the guide for the Christian life of the church members.
The constitution might commit the local congregation to work hand
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in hand with the appropriate Canadian and North American confer-
ences.

The essential conditions of membership were Identified as baptism
upon confession of faith (the form of baptism might be specified), the
evidence of a Christian lifestyle, commitment to nonresistance, and
perhaps also the refusal to swear an oath. Voting privileges might be
spelled out to include both sexes or only men. While traditionally the
brotherhood meeting included only the men, a transition was under
way and some congregations already included the women. The
importance of women also having the vote was defended and
explained at one session of the Conference of Mennonites in Central
Canada by one immigrant elder who acknowledged that his position
might seem strange to some. He argued that there were many single
women, widows or single persons otherwise, who were heads of their
households and actively involved in the work of the congregation and
of the kingdom of God. There was no basis in Scripture "for keeping
our sisters from participating in the election of church workers."
Besides, it was the women in many families who were the source of
religious life, who understood the needs of the congregations better
than the men, and whose knowledge and assessment of people
equipped them better to elect church workers than many men.

The membership responsibilities specified in a constitution
included attendance at the worship services as regularly as possible,
advancement of the spiritual life through prayer and work, and
attendance at the service of holy communion, which could be held as
often as the congregation desired. The constitution would probably
specify whether or not members of other congregations could be
admitted to the communion. Some congregations were very restric-
tive, limiting participation to particular membership, modes of
faith, and forms of baptism. Others were so liberal as to allow
"visitors" to participate even in congregational discussions.

A constitution also specified procedures for the discipline of
wayward members, usually a two-step process according to an
interpretation of Matthew 18:15-17. The first step involved loving
admonition by the elder or a minister, quite possibly in the presence
of other ministers or members. When this admonition failed in the
desired effect, the case was brought for decision to the entire
congregation, which could vote for excommunication. In practice,
some congregations resorted to this ultimate step very reluctantly and
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only rarely, while others considered strict disciplinary measures an
essential mark of congregational spirituality and a necessary feature
of congregational integrity.

Churchly communities of like-minded people were, of course, not
the only institutional anchor of the Mennonites in the turbulent
twenties. Not to be overlooked were the families themselves, usually
larger than the average Canadian family, and in economic, social,
and religious ways—many practised their own worship service in the
home—more self-sufficient than most. Indeed, congregations had
the character of extended families, partly because blood relatives
tended to congregate in specific geographic localities and partly
because the two institutions were in the Christian typology analogous
and in the daily functioning ofMennonite society quite interdepen-
dent.

If the congregation was undergirded, on the one hand, by that
smaller social entity known as the family, it was also strengthened, on
the other hand, by the larger Mennonite world known as the
conference. Measured by later standards, none of the Canadian
conferences had yet attained institutional maturity, but they were
growing in importance. They existed only partly for their own sake
and mostly for the purpose of providing the congregations with those
connections and resources which helped them, if they were weak, to
survive, and, if they survived, to become strong.

In the two decades of this history, 1920 to 1940, the number of
Mennonite congregational units in Canada increased from 191 to
387 (Table 26). While a total of 258 new ones were formed, 62 were
dissolved for a variety of reasons, but mostly due to emigration to
Latin America and to resettlement within Canada. The increase
likewise resulted from a number of factors to be elaborated on later,
but they included the formation of new Mennonite groups, the
natural increase and expansion of the communities, as, for instance,
in the case of the Bergthaler, Chortitzer, Rosenorter, and Sommer-
felder, and the mission activity in Ontario and Alberta by such
groups as the Old Mennonites and the New Mennonites (Table 27,
p. 269).

The Different Cultural Groups

The greatest single factor contributing to the near-doubling of
Mennonite congregations in Canada was the coming of the immi-
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TABLE 26"

A SUMMARY OF CONGREGATIONS, 1920 - 1940

EXISTING FOUNDED BY FOUNDED BY EXISTING
PROVINCE IN 1920 IMMIGRANTS OTHERS DISSOLVED IN 1940

Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British
Columbia

88
34
49
18

2

19
66
48
29

14

17
26
22
15

2

14
18
12
15

3

110
108
107
47

15

Totals 191 176 82 62 387

grants, who established 176 centres of worship or congregational
units, only 39 of which did not endure, mostly because of the
temporary nature of some settlements. This impressive number was,
of course, largely due to the large number of immigrants, over
20,000, but that factor was multiplied by the numerous small and
scattered settlements, and by the Mennonite proclivity to diversity,
usually requiring in a given community more congregations than
was necessary from the standpoint of numbers alone.

If there was one thing that the Mennonites did not possess, it was
uniformity in the way they exercised their religion. Since the days of
Anabaptist beginnings in the 1500s, the Christian community had
been defined as autonomous and nonconformist rather than depen-
dent and conformist, narrowly rather than broadly, in terms of
smallness rather than bigness, and on the basis of a neighbourhood
rather than in terms of a nation or an empire. The tradition of the
intimate congregation had arisen from the biblical doctrine of the
believer's church, as defined by the Anabaptists, and from their
reaction to the massive national and imperial ecclesia. It had been
frequently reinforced by the migrations and scatterings and the
equally frequent internal divisions, which kept most Mennonite
congregations from achieving memberships much above one
hundred.12 Narrowness and smallness made for the quality of inti-
macy and local solidarity so essential to the survival of minorities, but
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they also prevented the various congregational families from form-
ing a united front in the face of dangers threatening from the
outside.13

The 18 congregational families previously identified (see Table 9,
Chapter 1) were sufficiently different from each other to justify, at
least to themselves, a separate identity, but so were the individual
congregations within those groups. Each congregation had its own
personality or, to use the language of the immigrants, its own
uniqueness {Eigenart\ its own way of doing things. Consequently,
the congregations represented a cultural mosaic as richly patterned as
the quilts designed by Mennonite women or the fields laid out by
Mennonite men. Like the quilts and the fields, the congregations all
resembled each other, but none of them were exactly the same. In the
1920s, this mosaic was enhanced by Mennonite multiculturalism,
which the immigrants helped to expand, and by Mennonite denomi-
nationalism, which the immigrants failed, even though they tried
here and there, to heal.

Speaking broadly in terms of their cultures, the Canadian Menno-
nites at this point in time could be divided into four groups. The
immigrants of the 1920s were one group, which here will be referred
to as Russlaender, to differentiate them from another group, the
immigrants of the 1870s, which will be referred to as Kanadier,
more precisely early Kanadier, for reasons that will become clear. A
third group, which can be referred to as late Kanadier, were the
broad (not numerically, but in terms of definition) grouping of
Dutch Mennonites, who had arrived from America, Prussia, and
Russia between 1 890 and 1920. The late Kanadier were closer to the
Russlaender than to the early Kanadier in their cultural orientation.
For that reason they might best be referred to not as late Kanadier but
as early Russlaender, except for the fact that they weren't all from
Russia. The fourth cultural group was represented by the Swiss, both
Mennonites and Amish. When the Russlaender arrived in Canada,
the only Mennonites to be found in Ontario were the Swiss.

The geographic scattering of the Russlaender into numerous new
areas lessened somewhat their need to come to terms with the
Kanadier and the Swiss, but where their settlements were in the same
districts there was, with very few exceptions, no easy coming
together of the various elements in single congregations. There were
language differences, of course, but even where they were minimal,
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as with the Russlaender and the Kanadier, the gulf between the two
cultures was too large to bridge.

From the beginning, the two groups identified each other as
"Russlaender" and "Kanadier," and that was probably the first injury
to the relationship. The usage on both sides carried pejorative
meanings. The designations were born not exactly out of profound
respect, and, besides, they were only partially accurate. The
Russlaender were Russians only in the sense of Russia being their
country of immediate origin and of their most recent citizenship. In
terms of ethnic origin, the Russlaender were Dutch. In terms of
culture they had become thoroughly germanized, even though they
had learned to speak, and in some cases love, the Russian language.
Whatever emotion had tied them to Russia had been largely dissl-
pated by the Bolshevik takeover of their homeland.

The Kanadier, on the other hand, were far from being Canadian.
To be sure, they had chosen Canada quite deliberately in the. 1 870s,
and as citizens they prayed for those in authority, especially their
majesties. But the general understanding ofCanadianism, which in
those days included patriotism and anglo-conformity, escaped them.
Indeed, Canadianism was far enough removed from their hearts to
allow many of them to exchange Canada for ^/[exico and Paraguay.
Paradoxically, the Russlaender became Canadian in their hearts
sooner than the Kanadier, though the latter had a 50-ye.ar start. The
Canadianization of the Russlaender was held up only by their
reluctance to accept English as a primary language. Thus, the
Kanadier and Russlaender names were not altogether appropriate,
yet they were sufficiently useful to become general and to find their
way unavoidably into the history books.

The differences between the Kanadier and the Russlaender can
easily be made too simple and too general, since the Russlaender were
not a homogeneous community and the Kanadier were even less so.
As has already been spelled out, there were important differences
between the early and the late Kanadier and also within these two
broad groupings. But, speaking generally, for the early Kanadier
especially, the Russlaender were too proud, too aggressive, too
enthusiastic about higher education, too anxious to exercise leader-
ship, too ready to compromise with the state, too ready to move to the
cities, and too unappreciative of the pioneering done by the Kana-
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dier. As far as the Russlaender were concerned, the Kanadier were
too withdrawn, too simple-minded, too uncultured, too weak in their
High German because of their excessive dependence on Low Ger-
man, too afraid of schools and education, and too satisfied to follow
traditions, social or liturgical, generation after generation without
modification and change.14

Another important difference lay in the attitudes towards the
American Mennonites. The early Kanadier felt little commonality
with the Mennonites south of the border. In leaving Russia in the
1870s, the two groups destined for the U.S.A, and Canada had
operated with different assumptions concerning the most appropriate
environment for themselves and their children. In choosing America
and its open plains in the midwest, on the one hand, and Canada and
the closed Manitoba reserves, on the other hand, they had deter-
mined different destinies for their communities. Only those minori-
ties among the Kanadier who were nurtured by American Mennonite
evangelists and home mission workers were pleased with the Ameri-
can connection. The majority feared Americanization, especially at
the hand of other Mennonites, even more than they feared Canadian-
ization.

The Russlaender, on the other hand, raised no fundamental
objection to fraternization with the Americans, at least not yet. Some
immigrants made their way immediately to the American Mennonite
colleges, notably Bethel, Bluffton, and Tabor, and before long two
Russlaender leaders in Canada, Jacob H. Janzen and A.H. Unruh,
had been awarded honorary doctorates by Bethel College. Clearly,
the Russlaender could not appreciate the haste with which the
Americans had surrendered the German language, but the common
acceptance of much formal education, private and public, reflected
their kindred minds. IftheRusslaenderofthe 192 Os had migrated in
the 1870s, most of them undoubtedly would have chosen America
rather than Canada.

There was also no easy coming together of the Russlaender with
the Swiss, for a variety of reasons. While the respective German
dialects overlapped sufficiently for the two groups to understand each
other if they tried hard enough, the communication gap was consid-
erable none the less. Good intentions on both sides could not conceal
the deep cultural differences separating the two groups. The two
Mennonite families had developed somewhat differently during the
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preceding centuries and since both groups tended to define their way
of life in terms of cultural minutiae, little things were of considerable
consequence. This was the case especially since the two cultures were
suddenly brought into unavoidable proximity with each other, often
in the context of family life under one roof.15

Various behavioural peculiarities emerged to trouble the cohabi-
tating groups. The Swiss hosts were uneasy over what they believed
to be the overly liberal tendencies of their Russlaender guests. They
criticized the women for the unseemly practice of wearing flowers or
small black bows in their hair. Simple prayer veils or bonnets, the
Swiss maintained, were the appropriate dress accoutrements of the
Christian woman. The immigrants earned further rebuke for their
custom of placing crosses on their tombstones. This, it was argued,
bordered too closely on the Catholic tradition. For their part, the
Russlaender found their hosts to be generally pleasant, if rather plain
in a cultural sense. They were amused by the Pennsylvania Dutch
dialect, which they enjoyed mimicking, and which if done in
disrespect caused unnecessary offence.

The Russlaender presented a paradoxical image.16 They were, on
the one hand, penniless and poor for the most part, still suffering
emotionally from the uprootings of revolution and civil war, conse-
quently submissive, cognizant of their dependence, and willing to
learn. On the other hand, they were still very much what the years of
prosperity and co-operation with the tsarist state had made them.
They were culturally sophisticated, for the most part better educated,
progressive in their outlook, and quite aggressive in their style, all of
which suggested Hochmut (high-mindedness or pride) or even
arrogance.

Noah M. Bearinger, one of the organizers of the Swiss hospitality,
recalled an immigrant teacher saying to his host: "We have not come
here to work; we are guests." To which the host replied, "Guests do
not stay around so long."17 And, as their hosts perceived them, they
were not only high-minded but also liberal and to some extent
heretical. It would take some time for the Russlaender to explain that
wartime service in the medical corps had not meant the surrender of
nonresistance and that self-defence, though recognized by a minority
as necessary, had, at least in retrospect, been acknowledged by the
majority as wrong.

Despite the cultural variations, the overall relations between the
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respective Mennonite groups remained more cordial than strained.
The Swiss were deeply impressed with the piety of their Russlaender
cousins. Bible readings, audible prayers, and enthusiastic singing,
all of which were commonplace among the immigrants, likewise left
a favourable impression upon the Swiss. Bishop E.S. Hallman
observed that "the Christian family life seems very noticeable, and
the young people and the parents seem to be a unit in Christian life
activities."19 The accommodation of the immigrants in the Swiss
homes was intended to be temporary in duration, pending the
permanent settlement of the newcomers. But it lasted long enough—
in some cases over six months —to allow for the blossoming of lasting
friendships. One host family testified:

We shed tears when we learned we had to take a family right
into our living quarters, but we shed more tears when the time
came for this family to leave.20

The question arises, why did the longevity of association in the
families not lead to an even minimal acceptance by the Russlaender of
Swiss congregational life? Apart from the occasional membership
resulting from intermarriage, the Russlaender steered clear of the
Swiss congregations, even though they politely accompanied their
hosts to Sunday morning worship while they were guests. The
immigrants felt a strong need for their own religious gatherings, not
only for reasons of essential social contact with people of their own
kind, but also for the purposes of gathering new strength for their
daily life and of interpreting their past experience. To achieve this,
they had to find or form congregations of their own kind. The
movement to Western Canada from the Waterloo-Kitchener area had
as much to do with the more congenial social environment of the
Russlaender as it did with the greater economic opportunities, as
these were perceived. As one observer wrote:

To worship God with one's own people, outweighed all other
considerations at that point. . . .2I

Whenever and wherever services were arranged, the attendance
was strong and facilities were crowded with people both sitting and
standing. There was much thanksgiving for the rescue from the land
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of terror and much pleading for the blessing of God in the new
land.22 It was in that context of intimate reflection and projection that
the Russlaender needed most to be among themselves, to speak their
own language, to sing their own hymns, and to hear their kind of
sermons. According to one memoir:

At first they worshipped in the churches of their hosts. How-
ever, the new language, even the Pennsylvania-Dutch dialect,
presented great difficulties to them. A longing to listen again
to a German sermon and to have an opportunity to share one's
experiences became more and more evident.23

Those Swiss congregations with which the Russlaender might
have had the greatest cultural and theological affinity, namely the
Old Mennonites and the New Mennonites, had switched to the
English language a generation or more ago, though High German
was still understood and sometimes used. Those congregations which
were still using High German, namely the Old Order Mennonites,
the Old Order Amish, and the Amish Mennonites, used preaching
and singing styles quite foreign to the newcomers. The Swiss mixing
of High German with the Pennsylvania Dutch dialect was sympto-
matic of the deep cultural differences. The Mennonites from Russia
were trying to get away from their equivalent dialect, Low German,
considering it to have less cultural value. The purity of High
German, not the perpetuation of Low German, had become their
linguistic passion. Bringing everyday social dialects into the school
—or church! —was the farthest thing from their self-understanding.

Differences Among the Russlaender

How the Russlaender related, or did not relate, to each of these
cultures in their congregational life is significant, but equally signifi-
cant is the problem of integration internal to the Russlaender them-
selves. The Russlaender were not all of the same kind either. In one
immigrant community the writing of a simple constitution turned
out to be "a formidable problem" because the 23 families involved
represented almost as many different congregations in their Russian
homeland. The churches in these communities all had their own

peculiarities. Each had its own method of conducting the worship
service, its own division of church offices, and its own church
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rules. As one minister later recalled, after his congregation of great
initial diversity had survived its first 25 years:

They came from the various regions and localities in Russia.
There were people from the Crimea, from Molotschna, from
the Old Colony (Chortitza), from Orenburg, from Samara,
and also from Asiatic Russia. Even if we don't easily admit
that we are dependent on traditions and habits, we do know
that circumstances, conditions, and customs, the educational
situation, indeed the climate and soil conditions determine the
character of man . . . and as these were different in different
places in Russia so also the people were different in their atti-
tudes and characteristics.26

As significant as they were, the differences among the Russlaender
arising from the habits of their respective regions were overshad-
owed by the differences arising from their denominationalism. The
Russlaender represented three distinct congregational families, in
other words, three distinct religious cultures, again speaking some-
what broadly. They were commonly known as Kirchengemeinden
(they will be known hereafter as Conference churches if only for the
reason that they joined the Conference of Mennonites in Central
Canada), Bruedergemeinden (Mennonite Brethren churches), and
Allianzgemeinden (Alliance churches).

These three congregational types—Conference churches, Breth-
ren churches, and Alliance churches—were brought to Canada by
the immigrants, though in a sense they already existed in North
America. Parallels for all of them were already present, and this fact
prevented even greater proliferation of Mennonite congregational
families. The Conference congregations found their North Ameri-
can church home in the Conference of Mennonites in Central
Canada28 and, for the most part, also in the related General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church of North America,29 while the Brethren
groups related to the General Conference of Mennonite Brethren
Churches in North America, either directly or through the Northern
District of that Conference.

The closest North American body for the Alliance churches was a
group whose popular designation was Bruderthaler Conference,
after the founding Bruderthaler congregation at Mountain Lake.
Established in 1889 as the Conference of United Mennonite Breth-
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ren in North America, the group, which 30 years later had one
Canadian congregation in Steinbach, Manitoba, and two at Lang-
ham, Saskatchewan, had changed its name and then was known as the
Defenseless Mennonite Brethren in Christ of North America.32 Yet
another change before 1940 named that group the Evangelical
Mennonite Brethren Conference. The people themselves, however,
were known as Bruderthaler, at least for the time being.

The first Bruderthaler congregations at Mountain Lake, Minne-
sota, and Henderson, Nebraska, in the U.S.A, had arisen from
impulses similar to those giving birth to the Alliance in Russia,
namely to achieve a spirituality and a discipline greater than that
which existed in the Conference churches but to allow for greater
flexibility than the Brethren churches practised in such matters as
baptism.33 Founders of the Alliance were deeply troubled that the
pursuit of greater spirituality among Mennonites seemed always to
lead to hostility and separation rather than to mutuality and union.

While the Allianz was, so to speak, another kleine Gemeinde, a
small remnant carrying a minority idea, that body represented the
larger vision of the more inclusive Mennonite or Christian commu-
nion and for that reason it also carried considerable influence. It was
a rare occurrence when Mennonites remembered in their respective
congregations and denominations that the congregation of the Lord
was more than just one's own people or one's own church. When it
happened, the source of such an idea would most likely be the
Alliance or the Bruderthaler. Jacob P. Schultz of the Langham
Bruderthaler put it this way:

We are remembering, of course, that we as an individual con-
gregation and as a Conference are only a fraction of the body
of Jesus Christ of which he is the head.34

Among Mennonites in general and the Russlaender in particular
the fractions were still all-important, for reasons both positive and
negative. On the plus side was the original concept, still strong, of
the congregation as the best expression of the kingdom of God. On
the minus side were measures of intolerance, stubbornness, and
pride, which prevented full mutual acceptance of the respective
groups. The recognition of this fact was partly responsible for the
emergence in Russia of the Alliance as a bridge between the two main
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groups, the Conference churches and the Brethren churches, which
had stood in ecclesiastical competition ever since a revivalistic move-
ment, protesting the lack of spirituality among Mennonites gener-
ally, had given birth in the 1 860s to the Brethren.

Having found many things wrong with the Conference churches,
the Brethren churches, in their search for a new spirituality, had
adopted a new liturgical style which included more public prayer by
more people, gospel songs, and a manner of preaching which
frequently climaxed in a revivalistic call, inviting the people to
repent and be converted. Most significant of all, at least in terms of
relationships between the two groups, was the adoption of the
immersionist form of baptism, "a fitting spiritual symbol. . .to
emphasize their distinct! veness." Not only was it the preferred
form, to Brethren church leaders it was the only acceptable form,
there being no other that befitted a true born-again child of God.

For the Brethren, immersion and conversion went hand in hand,
and conversion was all-important. Reacting strongly to the style of
the Conference churches, which had an educational approach and
catechism classes to induce faith and to prepare the young people for
baptism and church membership, the Brethren introduced evange-
lism and the cataclysmic emotional experience as the essence of
conversion. For them, immersion symbolized the radical change,
the old self dying and being buried and the new self rising to a new
life in Christ.

As time went on, the differences between the two groups had
become less pronounced, at least so it seemed. In Russia the problems
of war, revolution, civil war, famine, reconstruction, and emigra-
tion had prompted various forms of co-operative undertaking. And
in Canada the problems of pioneer settlement resulted in both groups
working together closely in settlement matters. In quite a few
communities there were even joint worship services for a while, in a
few cases for a number of years.

Some Brethren churches had learned to acknowledge, however
reluctantly, styles of spirituality other than those of the revival or the
prayer meeting, and some Conference churches had learned to sing
gospel songs and to accept Bible study and prayer meetings as a
desirable, if not essential, part of congregational life. By and large,
the Conference churches also had no quarrel with the insistence of the
Brethren on the faith of members being very personal and the
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experience of the new birth being very real. But most of the
Conference church ministers would also have argued that the new
birth and personal faith could be arrived at just as well via education
and the catechism as through the evangelistic meeting and the altar
call.

It was less the essence than the form of things that often turned out
to be a stumbling block and a barrier between the two groups, and
baptismal form proved to be even more than a stumbling block. It
was, very literally, a gulf to be bridged, because, very simply and
bluntly put, it was the Flusz (river) and the Flusztaufe (river
baptism) which separated the two groups. In the beginning there was
revivalistic enthusiasm, the search for distinctive symbols, and new
biblical articulation, resulting in some renewal on both sides, but in
the end there was an ecclesiastical and political position so ruinous
that families, villages, and congregations, having felt its divisive
force, could not be repaired for decades or even generations.37

If on any other occasion members of the two groups happened to
meet together—weddings, funerals, Sunday worship, Bible confer-
ences, evangelistic campaigns, prayer meetings, or mission gather-
ings—they would definitely separate on the day of Pentecost, one
traditional day of baptism and communion. The Conference
churches initiated their new members kneeling at the church altar
through a baptismal form called sprinkling or pouring, while the
Brethren churches met at the nearest river, natural lake, or artificial
pond to completely immerse their new converts. If the respective
forms of baptism symbolized to themselves everything that was right
about the two church groups, to each other and to outsiders they also
signified everything that was wrong. The Alliance churches repre-
sented the compromise position on baptism. Though the preferred
form was immersion, they did not insist on the rebaptism of those
who had been baptized by another form but who wished to join the
Alliance or simply to have communion there.

Ontario and M.anitoba

The spirit of the Alliance was clearly present among the immigrants
who made Ontario their home, not in the sense that a strong Alliance
movement was established in Ontario, for it was not, but in the sense
that both the Brethren churches and the Conference churches being
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established there possessed it at least to a degree. The Brethren
churches were more flexible on baptismal form in Ontario than
anywhere else, and the Conference churches perceived themselves to
be not so many independent geographically determined units but a
union (a Vereinigung"), in Ontario for sure but also in Canada and
throughout North America. As their leader Jacob H. Janzen, soon to
be known throughout the continent, said:

Every human being and every human corporation carries
within itself an unmistakable urge to survive, and we immi-
grants from Russia are no exception in our reluctance to sur-
render our individuality (unsere Eigenart). We would like to
join together in congregations and as such have the closest pos-
sible association—but also join the conferences already in exis-
tence here in order to build the kingdom of God hand in hand
together with them.39

The "closest possible association," however, turned out to be very
selective. Janzen did not have in mind an association with the Swiss
or with the Brethren churches but rather with Conference churches
elsewhere, including the General Conference of the Mennonite
Church of North America. And the Brethren churches felt the same
way. Thus, in all the Ontario communities where immigrants had
settled and where worship services had begun jointly, the formal
organization of congregations everywhere led to separate Conference
churches and Brethren churches.

The fi rst to organize were the Brethren on May 25, 192 5.4° They
named their congregation the Molotschna Mennonite Brethren
Church. Kitchener was designated as the centre. Members included
persons of the Brethren as well as of the Alliance. The name
"Molotschna" was very deliberately chosen. It so happened that in
Russia the Molotschna Brethren had been more like the Alliance in
sentiment. Molotschna was also reminiscent of the first Alliance, and
thus Molotschna as a name was appropriately symbolic for embrac-
ing both groups. This meant, of course, that the newly organized
Brethren church tolerated non-immersionist forms of baptism, at
least when it came to accepting members already baptized. This
crucial distinction from other Brethren churches would have to be
resolved somehow, but for the time being that problem could be set
aside.
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The new congregation had its affiliated groups, which were part of
the Molotschna congregation in Kitchener, but which, for reasons of
geography, also conducted some activities separately. For at least
seven years there would be only one Ontario Brethren church with
numerous affiliates, including Hespeler with 29 members,
Kitchener with 144, Leamington with 50, New Hamburg with 37,
and Vineland with 27.41 The notion of a centre or mother congrega-
tion with numerous affiliates was not a new one. Historically, it had
manifested itself in a number of ways but most often in congrega-
tions, where one ministry served a wider geographic area in which a
single congregation with a single membership would none the less
have numerous meeting places and perhaps even numerous semi-
autonomous groups.

In Ontario, the Conference immigrants organized in June 1925
under the leadership of Jacob H. Janzen, a minister-teacher who was
ordained as an elder to sanction fully his permanent leadership role.
The first name chosen was The Mennonite Refugee Church in
Ontario. The refugee church embraced individuals and groups in
whatever places immigrants were settling, such as Essex County,
Hespeler, Kitchener, New Hamburg, Reesor, Vineland, and
Waterloo, and Janzen was the Reiseprediger, or itinerant preacher,
who ministered to them all. Very soon, the refugees did not want to
be known as such any more, and so the name was changed to United
Mennonite Church in Ontario.

The formation of the Russlaender congregations effectively ended
the formal interaction with the Swiss. Congregations emerged where
there were no Swiss, but even where there was geographic proximity
the cultural differences, familial relations, and love of individuality
made separation inevitable. Yet all was not lost of that forceful and
intimate coming together of the Swiss and the Russlaender. Seeds
were sown, which for now lay dormant in the ground, quietly
awaiting the day of germination and awakening.

In any event, the differences in Ontario between the Russlaender
and the Swiss immediately became less pronounced because there was
no ongoing testing of the relationship in formal interaction between
the two communities. This was not the case in western Canada, where
the immigrant and the indigenous communities could not avoid each
other. While the differentiating features between the Russlaender
and the Kanadier were fewer than between the Russlaender and the
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Swiss, the tension between the former two groups actually increased
with time.

In Manitoba, the question of integration with the Kanadier came
up most in the former reserve areas east and west of the Red River
and in communities adjacent to them. Both the Conference and the
Brethren churches recorded successes and failures when it came to
relating to congregations already in existence. In the Grunthal area,
for instance, the Conference immigrants at first attended the Chor-
titzer worship service. For a time it even seemed that they should
unite with them, for the immigrants were settling on the lands of the
Chortitzer emigrating to Paraguay, and the remnant needed rein-
forcing. However, the Chortitzer aversion to four-part singing and
to free preaching in contrast to the traditional reading from a written
sermon "in a monotonous tone of voice" soon made union unlikely.44
Only about a dozen immigrants did become Chortitzer.45

Some Conference people were next drawn to the Holdeman
services through a member who also happened to be the local agent of
the Intercontinental Land Company, and, while the requirements of
free preaching and four-part singing were met here, the insistence on
male members wearing beards and other such unaccustomed prac-
tices made integration there impossible as well.46

The Brethren immigrants likewise "joined" the Kanadier closest
to their spiritual heritage, namely the Bruderthaler in Steinbach, but
this liaison was of short duration, even though the cultural gap, as in
music or liturgy, was not as wide. The Bruderthaler had cultivated
four-part singing since their beginning a generation earlier and, like
the Brethren, were characterized by an evangelistic style. But
theological and liturgical affinity did not always overcome psycho-
logical and cultural barriers, even when it came to relating Brethren
who were Russlaender and Brethren who were Kanadier. The differ-
ent backgrounds caused "friction and misunderstanding" to arise
rather easily.4

In Manitoba, most of the new Brethren settlers had no choice but
to found new congregations, because they settled where there were
none, twelve of them between 1924and 1930.49 One of them was at
Arnaud, which very briefly was an Alliance church. The two existing
Brethren groups, Winnipeg and Winkler, however, became happy
homes for the Russlaender, the former because the city missionary
assisted immigrants with housing and employment, and the latter
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because the immigrants arrived with such strength and leadership
that their "many gifted and devoted ministers, leaders, teachers, and
men qualified in practical affairs" soon assumed the dominant role in
the congregation.50

Winkler, the home of the first permanent Brethren church in
Canada, became even more of a "mother church" for the Brethren
than it had been before, because immigrant teachers led by one of the
Russian church's most renowned Bible teachers, Abram H. Unruh,
founded the Peniel Bible School." Unruh personified the attributes
of the old-time pedagogue for whom teaching was not just an
occupation but the very reason for his being. He had taught at the
Crimean Bible School until 1924, when he decided to emigrate to
Canada, hopefully to establish another school there. His dreams were
realized in October 1925 when Unruh started Bible classes in two

rooms of a Winkler house. The student body totalled a modest six,
but by Christmas the ranks had almost doubled to eleven. Encour-
aging student increases in the following years justified the building
of a large one-storey school building; by 1928, the enrolment had
risen to 70.54

The Winkler school was not the only such centre founded with the
coming of the immigrants, but it became one of the most influential
in the training of ministers and Sunday school teachers." Peniel's
philosophy placed the accent on readying students for ministerial and
other church work, while the Herbert Bible School, established by
late Kanadier Brethren in Saskatchewan, placed the emphasis on
preparation for missions." Whatever the particular thrust of the
schools in terms of training ministers, missionaries, or Sunday
school workers, the curriculum offered studies in Bible doctrine,
Old and New Testament exegeses, theology, church history, Men-
nonite history, and German grammar, literature, and music.

The school was popular also outside of Brethren circles. For a
while it seemed that the Brethren would even co-operate in the
venture with the Bergthaler. Bergthaler bishop Jakop Hoeppner
actually donated the land for the Winkler school and publicly praised
its good work." Hoeppner's successor, David Schulz, who had
taken classes at Peniel, felt that his church's support could continue,
but only if the Bergthaler could add some of their own teachers to the
Winkler staff.

This proposition apparently fell through, but this did not discour-
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age the Bergthaler from co-operating with other Russlaender. In
1929, a Bible school was established by the Bergthaler at Gretna in
co-operation with the Blumenorter, a Conference congregation,
whose Russlaender members had settled in the village homes of
Kanadier leaving for Mexico. Together, the two church elders, J.P.
Bueckert and David Schulz, recruited J.H. Enns, a Russlaender
minister-teacher to conduct the classes/ The school was initially
located in the upstairs reading room of Gretna's Mennonite Colle-
giate Institute and later traiisferred to Altona.

In Manitoba, the Bergthaler represented the only Kanadier con-
gregation, which fraternized a great deal with the Russlaender and
which did so at several levels. The co-operation with the
Blumenorter in the founding of a Bible school has already been
noted. The Bergthaler made a serious attempt at bridge-building,
partly because several of its members, including H.H. Ewert and
P.P. Epp, had played a leading role in the immigration and partly
because of its charter membership in the Conference of Mennonites
in Central Canada of which most of the Russlaender Conference
churches became members. In a number of places, as at Graysville,60
Russlaender joined existing or emerging Bergthaler congregations,
or they became the dominant element, as at Morden61 where
Russlaender J.M. Pauls and J.J. Wiens were elected minister and
deacon, respectively.62

Morden was unique in a number of ways. In Morden, the Sunday
school was a joint effort of three groups: the German Lutherans, who
owned the building and used it for worship only once a month; the
Bergthaler, who used it once a month; and the Brethren, who used it
twice a month. Bergthaler and Brethren worked together in Mor-
den's Alexander Hall until the 1930s, but, as happened in all
communities where Conference and Brethren people co-operated and
worked together in time of need, they separated once they felt their
independent strength.

As in the case of the Brethren, so also with the Conference people,
the largest number of immigrant communities in Manitoba were in
entirely new settlement areas where the question of relating to
existing congregations could not come up. To ensure that such
groups were served, whether organized as congregations or not,
several elders and ministers were appointed Reiseprediger and given
monthly allowances by the home mission board of the General
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Conference of the Mennonite Church of North America. This
happened without much delay, usually upon the recommendations of
David Toews, who was chairman of the immigration board, as well
as Canadian representative on that U.S. A.-based General Confer-
ence home mission board. Such appointments meant that uprooted
and unsalaried elders, who had lost in Russia the economic base for
their manifold ministries and who could regain such a base only by
neglecting the ministry, had an income, however small it might be—
the average monthly allowance was $ 5 O.64 It also meant that the new
settlements, especially the small ones, had the essential services of the
ministry made available to them, at least occasionally.

Two of the most active Manitoba Reiseprediger were F.F. Enns,
who became the elder of the Whitewater Mennonite Church, and
J.P. Klassen, who became the elder of the Schoenwieser Mennonite
Church. Together they served a large number of affiliated groups, as
well as non-affiliated groups, until they became fully independent,
something which occurred if and when these groups elected their
own elders.65 Although Enns and Klassen served somewhat overlap-
ping territories—some groups actually experienced tensions because
of divided preferences — Enns's primary responsibility was along the
CPR line in southern Manitoba while Klassen, working first from
Starbuck and then from Winnipeg, served groups in all directions
from Winnipeg but mainly along the western rail lines extending to
the Saskatchewan border.66 At the peak, the Schoenwieser church
and its elder served 37 groups.67

In the case of F.F. Enns, his appointment meant travelling to such
distant settlements as Reesor in Ontario and Namaka in Alberta and
to such nearby communities as Whitewater, Boissevain, Clearwater,
Crystal City, Manitou, Mather, Ninga, and Rivers. He would serve
with communion, with baptism, and, where the groups were ready,
with ordinations of deacons and/or ministers.68 After his first four-
teen months as itinerant minister, he recorded in his notebook the
following summary of his activity:

Preached 192 times at 69 places
Communion to 1267 souls at 16 places
Baptism for 32 souls at 4 places
Ordained 3 preachers and 1 deacon
Attended at 3 elections — election of 5 ministers

and 1 bishop
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Worked away from home 206 days
Visited 424 families at 69 places
Travelled 1596 miles by wagon and sleigh
Travelled 5832 miles by train
Travelled 27 miles in Ontario on foot
Four marriages
Gave medicines to 273 persons69

While such data was recorded, it was customarily not publicized.
Publicity, it was believed, subtracted from the reward which would
some day come to the loyal servant in heaven. But the secrecy also
subtracted from the rewards on earth, because very few congrega-
tions were fully aware of their leaders' manifold ministries. Enns also
withheld permission for others to have anything published "in the
newspaper about my work" because "it goes against the grain to do
so" if the groups themselves "have nothing to report."7

In due course, Enns and his wife left their married children at
Lena and made their home in Whitewater, the centre of the largest of
the immigrant groups in southwestern Manitoba. Thus, the groups
he could conveniently include in the immediate geographic circuit
came to be part of the larger multi-branch congregation called
Whitewater Mennonite Church, named, as was frequently the
custom, after the central locale of the congregation, which usually
also was the residential home of the elder.

J.P. Klassen's congregation was named after Schoenwiese, the
home village in Russia near Alexandrovsk, later Zaporozhje, from
where he and the core of his congregation had come. Klassen was
unique among immigrant ministers for his oratorical gifts, his
ability to inspire and win people, and also his liberalism in many
respects, arising in part from his emphasis on "the spirit of the Bible'
as distinct from the dependence on the biblical letter.71 Thus, he
allowed, even encouraged, a rich social life for city young people,
which included mixed folk games and the theatre. Otherwise, he
avoided defining all the social prohibitions, including smoking, a
frequent target for much preaching in both the Conference churches,
where it was criticized but tolerated, and the Brethren churches,
where it meant excommunication. Indeed, Klassen was known to
"light up" in public following morning worship services. He also
went farther than anybody else in practising open communion, and
when the German Lutheran members of his audience at Graysville
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chose to leave just before communion was served, he successfully
invited them to stay:

Good friends, whoever believes in Christ may come to the
communion. If you think as I do, then I will serve you with
great joy. You are our brothers and sisters.73

Between and among the well-defined territories of the various
Russlaender congregations, Conference and /or Brethren, and Kana-
dler congregations were settlement groups that represented a mixture
of people. Such groups would be served upon invitation by ministers
from various sources. At Graysville, for instance, prior to the
group's becoming an affiliate of the Bergthaler, the Schoenwieser,
Brethren, Sommerfelder, Bergthaler, and others all worshipped
together in a Presbyterian church building, which had become va-
cant owing to the 1925 union. At Morris, the Schoenwieser were
joined by people from the Brethren, the Bergthaler, and the Kleine
Gemeinde, though only for a while.75 And before the Schoenwieser
had assumed the initiative, Morris had temporarily been an outpost
of the Lichtenauer from St. Elizabeth.

Conference and Brethren people worshipped together in the early
years of settlement in numerous places—at Vineland they even
elected ministers together76—but eventual separation seemed to be
the destiny of all such groups. Exceptions were in the rarest of cases
where one group absorbed, replaced, or eclipsed the other, as for
instance the Conference church at Winnipegosis and the Brethren
churches at Newton78 and Gem.79 Places where co-operation was
followed by separation included Springstein,80 Niverville,81 North
Kildonan,82 Arnaud,83 Steinbach,84 and others. When separation
came, often the only co-operative link remaining was in the context of
burial societies.

Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia

More integration of the Russlaender into Kanadier congregations
took place in Saskatchewan than in any other province, and that for
several reasons. The settlements in Saskatchewan, being more
recent, were more scattered, thus touching more of the Russlaender
areas than in Manitoba, where the two reserves and adjoining
territory left much of Manitoba untouched until the Russlaender
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came. Furthermore, most Saskatchewan settlements of relevance to
the Russlaender were settlements of the late Kanadier, that is,
immigrants from the U.S.A., Prussia, and Russia in the years 1890
to 1920. Most of these late Kanadier congregations had already
joined the two Canadian and North American conferences, to which
the Russlaender would also relate. There was, in other words, a great
deal of commonality between the late Kanadier and the Russlaender.

There was one important exception to this observation, namely in
the Swift Current area. For at least a decade the Conference had sent
itinerant ministers to serve scattered groups of early Kanadier. This
activity was intensified when the emigration of the Reinlaender to
Mexico left those who stayed behind without any spiritual care. A
number of small groups thus became part of the Emmaus congrega-
tion, whose centre was Swift Current. The coming of the immigrants
meant augmentation of both the centre and the affiliates.

Another congregational meeting place of the early Kanadier and
the Russlaender was formed where persons of both groups joined
congregations of the late Kanadier, such as the Rosenorter in the
Rosthern area. Numerous Russlaender of the Kirchengemeinde
variety found their way into the Rosenorter church of which David
Toews was the leader. But this development could not be taken for
granted even where geographic proximity suggested such integra-
tion, as in the villages near Hague, where Russlaender were settling
on land vacated by the emigrating Kanadler. It so happened that these
new settlers were, for the most part, from Chortitza in Russia. A new
congregation of such people (that is, from Chortitza) had organized
at Hanley under the leadership ofjohannj. Klassen. He was a strong
and aggressive leader and soon his Nordheimer congregation had
many affiliates. Indeed, so large did Klassen's field of activity
become—22 groups, some of which were as far away from Hanley as
150 miles—that his election as elder could be facilitated only by a
series of local elections and the mailing of sealed envelopes to
Rosthern, where they were counted by a pre-selected group of
brethren.88

This then was the dilemma of immigrants settling in the Hague
area. Geographically, they were closer to the Rosenorter congrega-
tion, which had meeting places in Hague and nearby villages.
Culturally, they were closer to the Nordheimer, which represented
their own kind from Russia. Most of the Rosenorter not only had
arrived 35 years earlier, but had never been to Russia, having come
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directly from Prussia. None the less, most of the immigrants decided
to join the Hague Rosenorter group. This move was partly due to the
influence of D.H. Rempel, a minister in their midst, who had
corresponded from Russia with David Toews and who keenly felt the
need to express some solidarity with Toews. On one occasion, Toews
had made known his disappointment that although the immigrants
were "willing to receive the Canadian physical bread, they were not
as ready to accept the spiritual."89

Thus, the Rosenorter became the most cosmopolitan ofMennonite
congregational groups, partly because of the cosmopolitan David
Toews and partly because the Rosenorter, having Prussian roots, did
not cultivate the narrow allegiances and habits which were more
characteristic of those from Russia, be they early Kanadier, late
Kanadier, or Russlaender. Needless to say, those more open among
the latter groups found the Rosenorter to be a congenial prairie
church home. If, on the one hand, the Rosenorter are credited with
openness and tolerance, it must be said, on the other hand, that some
others were not far behind. It was in the nature of widely scattered
congregations like the Nordheimer—or like the Ebenfelder in the
Herschel area or the Hoffnungsfelder in the Rabbit Lake area—to
be accommodating of different views and styles.

The church chronicle (Gemeinde-Chronick) of the Ebenfelder
church illustrates rather well the typical beginnings, development,
and experiences of congregational life. Founded at Herschel on
Easter Monday, April 13, 1925, the congregation's first 34
members were settlers at the Lamborn, Ramsey, and Meyers farms
who had the mutual desire "to nurture a more active spiritual life."
The worship services were held at first in the main building of the
Lamborn farm under the leadership of Elder Jacob B. Wiens and his
brother, Gerhard B. Wiens, likewise a minister, both ordained in
Russia. The chronicle of events tells the rest of the story:

1 8 March 1926: the death of the oldest member at age 69 fol-
lowed by burial three days later.

24 May 1926: baptism of the first young people, 12 in all,
after an extended period of instruction.
6 June 1926: the election by majority vote of two ministers,
Kornelius Jacob Warkentin and Hermann Lenzmann, and
one deacon, Heinrich Penner. Lenzmann, however, declined
to accept.
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6 July 1925: admittance to the membership of Conference of
Mennonites in Central Canada.

22-29 August 1926: admittance to General Conference Men-
nonite Church of North America.

1 August 1927: start of construction of a new building with an
$800 loan from the General Conference, interest free for two
years and thereafter at four per cent.
1926- 1930: incorporation into the Ebenfeld congregation of
various settlement groups — including Truax with 12
members, Springwater with 8, Glidden with 16, and a trans-
border group Provost (Alta.)-Marklin (Sask.), with 47 —and
the separation in 1928 of the largest of these, across the border
in Alberta, as a separate independent congregation for reasons
of size and distance.

14 June 1936: congregational celebration for Jacob B. Wiens
of 25 years as elder and 35 years in the university.
28 July 1936: twenty-fifth wedding anniversary of the
Gerhard B. Wienses.

25 February 1937: death by his own hand of church member
Kornelius Franz Funk.

4 July 1937: death by drowning of a youth Gerhard B. Wiens.
3 1 March 1939: death by poisoning of infant Mary Martens.

22 May 1939: death of Elder Jacob B. Wiens in Saskatoon
City Hospital at age of 68.

Many of the Russlaender Brethren settling in Saskatchewan found
their new congregational homes in Brethren churches already esta-
blished, though "amalgamation of the Kanadier and Russlaender in a
local church was not always easy."92 In the Main Centre Mennonite
Brethren Church, founded in 1904 by families from Manitoba,
Russia, and the U.S.A., 78 immigrant members were received in
the years 1924 to 1926, but in the next two years alone, 32 of these
immigrants left, and in 1927 they founded a new congregation.93
Thirteen other new Brethren groups emerged in Saskatchewan, with
clusters around Herbert, where a Bible school already existed, and
around Hepburn, where a Bible school then was founded.

One new immigrant congregation, the one at Watrous, identified
itself as being of the Alliance, and immediately established a relation-
ship with the other Bruderthaler congregations in Saskatchewan.
There were two of these at Langham, the north and south wings of
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the congregation having formally divided in 1925 on the question of
baptism.94 A new one at Fairholme arose as the result of evangelistic
work in a community which included a variety of Mennonites
without a church home: Bergthaler, Bruderthaler, Brueder, and
Sommerfelder.95 These developments in Saskatchewan and similar
growth in Alberta led the Bruderthaler to establish two Canadian
districts, one for Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and one for Alberta,
later also including British Columbia.96

The Bruderthaler centre in Alberta was the Lane Farm at
Namaka, where the Alliance and Conference people worshipped
together until the former built its own meeting house.97 It was in
Alberta where the Alliance established its strongest presence, though
it did not endure, as will later be seen. The Namaka Alliance had
several Alliance affiliates, including Gem, where the group referred
to itself as the Free Evangelical Church. The role of Namaka in
nurturing Alliance groups at Gem, Linden, Munson, and Crowfoot
was largely due to their leader, Aaron A. Toews, who had been the
leading minister of the Alliance church in Lichtfelde, Molotschna."

The Brethren church, which eventually integrated with itself all of
the Alliance groups, had no congregation at all in Alberta until the
immigrants arrived. Then its largest congregation was established at
Coaldale, which became the strongest Alberta Mennonite centre,
partly because the economy attracted so many immigrants and partly
because of the leadership which people like B.B. Janz exerted. As
time went on, Coaldale illustrated rather well how congregation-
centredness helped develop a strong community and a sense of
mission, as well as an excessive local patriotism for which Mennonite
parochialism was well suited. A sense of special privilege, conse-
quently a special calling and a special obligation, was part of the
Coaldale experience and emphasized repeatedly throughout its early
years, as the following sermon excerpt suggests:

Coaldale has very special opportunities, more than any other
congregation in Alberta and beyond: so many special visiting
ministers, so many special meetings, including conferences,
song festivals, youth festivals, ministerial courses, Bible and
high schools, or Sunday school courses. . . . Coaldale is receiv-
ing manifold blessings, and the Lord will expect much of
Coaldale.100

The blessing was evident in the rapid growth of the Coaldale
Brethren church. The congregation built the first meeting house
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(32'X52') with an annex (20'X32') in 1929. Another addition
(30 X 30 ) was constructed only three years later. A decade later all
this was replaced by a "large sanctuary" (60'X 104') just in time to
host the 30th annual Northern District Conference, which brought
delegates and visitors from all over Canada and the U.S.A. who
wanted "to see the 'Russlaender' and their church" in Coal dale. It was
a great moment for the congregation, for at last its members felt they
had been fully accepted. The Coaldale church "had come of age and
stood equal in rank with the older 'churches.' "

Coaldale, like many other Russlaender settlements, had a Confer-
ence church as well as a Brethren church. This duplication, so
characteristic of the new settlements, happened also at Tofield, in the
Peace River district, and at Namaka and Rosemary. At Rosemary
and Tofield, the Conference and Brethren congregations were added
to the Swiss groups that had already been in existence a quarter of a
century or more. The Westheimer congregation at Rosemary was
somewhat of a mother church for Conference groups in Alberta, for
its elder served groups far and wide until they either dissolved or
became independent. Only at Didsbury did the Conference
Russlaender integrate with a congregation already in existence,
namely the Bergthaler who had resettled from Manitoba at the turn
of the century.102

The development of new churches in British Columbia paralleled
to some extent the situation in Alberta in that there was one very
strong congregation which overshadowed all the rest. The Coal dale
of British Columbia was Yarrow where the Brethren churches
expanded very rapidly after the beginning of settlement in 1928,
though it must not be forgotten that there were other Mennonite
beginnings in the West Coast province, however small. Since 1913,
Reiseprediger had serviced a small Conference group at Renata in the
Okanagan Valley.103 At Vanderhoof in the B.C. interior, the Great
War had produced a Brethren church settlement in 191 8.104

These remote beginnings, however, were soon forgotten as the
Mennonite discovery of the Fraser Valley led to a veritable settlement
rush in the depression years. The Brethren moved to the West Coast
earliest and strongest, paralleling somewhat the migrations of the
American Brethren from the midwest to the west coast. Yarrow and
other parts of the valley attracted leaders like J.A. Harder and C.C.
Peters, who found that berry gardens and small dairies were more
compatible with ministerial duties than the large mixed farms of the
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prairies. In Yarrow the Brethren swallowed up the Alliance, as in
Alberta, and overshadowed the Conference churches, not only
because the Brethren were established first but also because there
were many defections from the Conference churches.

Yet, the Conference churches survived and remained a struggling
minority in almost every settlement in the Fraser Valley, Greater
Vancouver, and Vancouver Island, though not without a great deal of
outside help. When Jacob H. Janzen came to British Columbia as an
itinerant minister, he applied the same concept of a provincial
United Mennonite church already operative in Ontario. Thus, all
the Conference settlement groups were part of a single congregation,
the parts of which drew strength and inspiration from each other. As
a unit they joined the Canadian and General Conferences when the
time came.

Congregational Life

Wherever they were founded, the new congregations met in homes,
at first almost everywhere, in schoolhouses, in implement sheds, in
barns, in haylofts, in grocery stores or lumber businesses, in commu-
nity halls, and in the vacant buildings of various denominations. To
give a few examples, the new congregations met in the vacant
buildings of the Presbyterian church at Graysville and Whitewater,
the United at Lena, the Lutheran at Starbuck, the Anglican at Oak
Lake, and the Reformed in Winnipeg.105 As soon as they could, the
congregations put up simple buildings of their own. In the first
decade, 47 congregations purchased or erected their own buildings at
costs ranging from $200 to $6,000.106 The effort required, and the
sacrifices made, especially as the depression came, are indicated by
the experience at Gem, where a structure measuring 32'X40' was
begun by the Brethren churches at an estimated cost of $400.107
People contributed on the basis of farm produce: one dozen eggs
brought 3 cents, one week's sale of cream 50 cents, one bushel of
wheat 23 cents, and one fat two-year-old steer 24 dollars. This was
supplemented by an appeal to 80 congregations, mostly in the
U.S.A., which yielded the "exceedingly gratifying" results of
$208.01. Such solicitation had been authorized by the 1924 and
1927 sessions of the General Conference of Mennonite Brethren
Churches.108

The ingredients of congregational nurture, which typified many
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Russlaender congregations, were those common also to other Men-
nonite churches. On Sundays and holidays, there always were
preaching services. Special festival days in the Christian calendar
were New Year's, Epiphany, Good Friday, Easter, Ascension Day,
Pentecost, and Christmas. At Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost,
there were normally two days of worship services. Once every fall,
during or after the harvest, there was an all-day thanksgiving and
mission festival.'09 Occasionally, there were prayer and Bible study
meetings and annually, a two- or three-day Bible conference usually
led by visiting ministers. Outside evangelists were invited to give
evangelistic services three to five evenings a week every year.

The baptism festival was a high point in the life of every congrega-
tion, because it marked the formal induction, after a period of
evangelism or catechetical training, of the young into the member-
ship of the congregation. Becoming "a full-fledged member of a
church through baptism" was experienced by those seeking it,
usually in their late teens, as "an important and serious step.
According to the memoirs of one, who had been baptized at age 19:

I had joined the church of our Lord and all of its members
were my brothers and sisters. . . . The venerable ministers of
the church, the choristers with their strong voices, the [wor-
shipping] congregation,. . .the mysterious communion serv-
ice; all these left a lasting impression on me. All this spoke to
me of God's great mercy, which seemed to reach out and give
me inner peace.110

The festival of the Lord's supper, observed to commemorate the
suffering and death of Christ as well as fellowship of the believers
with each other and with Christ, was taken most seriously. The
communion service was a time to get closer to God through Christ,
because of His life, death, and resurrection, but also for church
members to get closer to each other. It was a time for enmity and
strife to end and for reconciliation to take place. To facilitate this a
preparatory sermon, with admonitions towards that end, would be
given usually a Sunday in advance. That would give everybody an
opportunity to make things right with their neighbours. The com-
munion service was viewed as the family feast of a congregation.

Where is there a meal time on earth where rich and poor,
those of high and low station, have such intimate fellowship?
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Everywhere there is separation and division, hate and envy of
the various classes. But here the poor domestic sits next to the
fashionable woman and the simple worker next to the learned.
And both partake from the same dish. Therein lies a deep
social significance.'''

All believers, baptized and penitent, were expected to attend, and
believers from other congregations were sometimes welcome too.
The Conference churches tended to be most open in their commu-
nion practices, the Brethren churches most closed, and the Alliance
churches held the moderate ground between the open and the closed
systems. Careful records were kept both of the communion services
themselves and of the number of participants, the latter being
determined by calculating the number of thimble-size pieces of
communion bread consumed. Participation was viewed both as a
holy obligation and a high privilege. Non-participation for whatever
reason symbolized the breakdown of a relationship between the
member and the congregation. Practices like foot-washing at com-
munion services had not been uniformly practised in Russia and thus
were recognized as an optional ordinance, especially in congregations
where different traditions were represented.

The highest authority in the congregation, at least theoretically,
was the brotherhood meeting ^Bruderschaft), in which all the male
members made the decisions important for the life of the congrega-
tion. The female members were gradually included in the franchise,
beginning with such special occasions as the election of an elder or
leading minister, minister, or deacon. These elected spiritual leaders
met as a group and represented the spiritual authority of the
congregation.113 Paralleling the ministerial body, responsible for
spiritual matters, was a lay body of about three members, a church
council responsible for all the business matters of the
congregation.114 The operating expenses of a congregation were
handled through freewill offerings or levies of one kind or another.
In some congregations the annual levy was partly based on member-
ship, at 50 cents per person, and partly on land ownership, at 7 5 cents
per quarter section (or 160 acres).

The most important duty of elders, ministers, and deacons was the
spiritual nurture of the members, referred to as caring for the soul
(Seelsorge).n6 Seelsorge had to do with the most important aspect of
human existence, for to be damaged or to sustain the loss of one's soul
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was the greatest human loss of all. Thus the work of Seelsorge was
fundamental in the nurture of a congregation. It was also very
rewarding, because nothing enriched life as much as interpersonal
relations. It was important, of course, to remember that every human
being was an individual, and that not every individual needed the
same kind of care or intervention in order to be right with God. It
was also true that no person involved in Seelsorge was "sovereign or
possessing the infallibility of a pope."117 The motivation of all
Seelsorge had to be love and compassion for the needy and the lost.118

The chorister was a common institution in most immigrant
congregations. It was his duty to select hymns, announce them, and
lead out in singing from his place in the pew or, in larger congrega-
tions, from up front, where he sat with ministers and deacons. The
chorister was not a conductor, only a singer with a loud voice and
enough musical sense to get a song and the congregation started on the
right pitch. While the Russlaender were not opposed in principle to
the use of pianos or other musical instruments, it was some time
before many congregations could afford them. Unless, of course, the
congregation was as fortunate as the one at Waterloo, which pur-
chased not only an elegant Presbyterian sanctuary left vacant by the
Union of 1925 but also a pipe organ to go with it.

An essential resource to the congregations were the denomina-
tional Conferences, which helped the congregations financially, with
personnel, and through the provision of program materials. More
importantly, they gave to the congregations a wider fellowship.
Through the Conferences, also, the congregations were linked to the
international work of missions and relief, either directly or indirectly
through such mediating agencies as the Canadian Mennonite Board
of Colonization and the Mennonite Central Committee. This con-
nection was timely, because events unfolding elsewhere in the world,
especially in the U.S.S.R., required of the congregations that they
extend their normal, quite limited, borders to minister to the needs of
the world and especially to Mennonite people elsewhere in distress.
Thus, even as the Russlaender were settling into their parochial
congregations to preserve their individuality, they were rudely
reminded that their brothers and sisters in faraway Russia were
struggling with their very survival.
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Canadier Mennonites
caving for Paraguay
romAltonain 1926. [E DAILY REC(

KITCUENER.WATERLOO, FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 1922.

1

The Kitchener-Water-
loo Daily Record
announces the removal
af the ban on Menno-
nite immigration in
1922.

i
t

Mcnnonites Now Free
To Come Into Canada

Order-ln-CounciI pa»«ed by Union Government 1
Forbidding Mennonite Immigration Into Thi«
Country Ha« Been Annulled By King Govern-]
ment A» Re»ult of Steps Taken By W. D. Euler I
M. P.

WAS INJUSTICE TO DESIRABLE PEOPLE
(Ki'-Iustif <» K^nfrd.)

OTTAWA, June 9.—The ordcr-in-council promulgalecl by the L'n-
ion Government during the war restricting all Mennonilc immigration
into Canada has just been annulled by the Liberal government as a
result of the effort5 of W. D. Eulcr M. P., accorciing to information re-
ceived by Record s pres5 galiery representative at Ottawa. Pie Men-
nonites arc now as free to tfntcr Canada as thp adherents of any other
faitli. This announcement will be rereived with consicterabic pleasure
by the thousands of Mennonites in Kitchener. Waterloo and the county.

MEMBERS OBJECTED
In ! 919 the Union Government passed an ordfr-in-council forbid-

Sing Mennomte immigration into Canada. This was done in spite of
the vigoroua prolists of S'. D. Eulcr M. P., I. E. Pcdlow. M. P., of
South Renfrew and others. The m^mb^r for North Waterloo held
that the regulation was unfair and offensive to m<tny of the people oi
Waterloo county and elsewhere, the sons and daughters of its pioneers
who arc iKlmittedly the most desirable citizens.

As soon as the King government took office, the member for North
Waterloo immediately took steps to have this objcctionafatc reguiation
rcpeiiiwt. As a result the government has annulleci the order-in-coun"
cit which removes the dismmination against the M^nno^ite people.
The obiectionable regulation interfered with visits of American Men-
nontles with their Canadian relalivrs and friends. This pArticularly
obicctionable feature has been removed in the annulling of the order-

MENNUMTBS rLEASEO

•rh<- announremfnt of th?
repeal of the order-in-council
restrict inK Mennonite immigra.
trim into ("aiiB<l* will b« re.
ceivMi with a Rffat dMl af
plMHUrp by the Mennonite pw-
pk of North Waterloo, nword-
in? to a ntatcmenl made to
the Record tfttlay by n. B. B^ta.
ncr of this rity, whni infonn^d
by the Hccord of th*- annutting
of the rMtrK'lions. The neww.
Mr. BrtCTw B»id, will bf a in»t.
(pr of catrfiny Baliofaction to
the MennnnitM of ( anada.

TEA AND SUGAR.
PRICES ADVANCE

Two Increuti IB Sugu Yeiterdty
No Hopt For Rtlief Fron

Higher Fme» This T.ar
Th- tfi'ic"* vf iwo ('"mmftl" i**a

|»«;irintf. Not^d iutv.incrs l" itx: pn>'<
!<-( Ira tllld f-UK.ir hiikf fin-iirrcd wit
!ttic l.it-t Ivv,- tlayK. Tea t'n<'?» hnvp
t;<*n<i up (rom 55 to Sa rcntr. Siigit^
priL-t's ycafprduy wfnt up atf <'<)>ta,
!anv<incfS u^urnnR in "nc day. Tltc
:vhuleMl<- prlrc is <*•-»' » ^WL
.hitie 3 lllf prirr WfFtl tip lu (~t>iit» fW

Thf fin-ont lf;tn>^tl (rom t.i.'wif1
A-h.-SI. K'wi'r, Ir'l.lV tt/itt Ihuru ia
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The first ditched road leading from the CNR tracks at Reesor in Northern Ontario to the
new settlement there.
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7-7. IheltiterMtionalGonnectwn

The great need of our brethren in Russia has brought all the Men-
nonites of the world closer together. Formerly we were strangers to
each other and now we feel so close. One can sense this. . . in Ger-
many, Holland, the United States of America and Canada— C.F.
KLASSEN.1

T<HE SETTLING down in congregational communities and
the resultant inward look was rudely disturbed in the fall of

1929 by two international crises, which shook not only the Menno-
nites but also much of the western world. The ruthless implementa-
tion by Joseph Stalin of his first Five-Year Plan2 sent thousands of
Mennonites and other German-speaking colonists fleeing to Moscow
in a desperate attempt to escape to the West.3 Their exodus, however,
was at that very time held up because countries like Canada would not
accept any more immigrants, no matter how destitute, because of the
national anti-immigration mood, which was strongly reinforced by
the international economic depression.

It is an irony of history that relatively good things often arise from
adverse situations, and such was the case for the Mennonites in 1929.
Responding to the plight of co-religionists in Russia, the world
Mennonite community experienced a new international awareness
and a new sense ofpeoplehood, which had formerly escaped them in
their separated communities, nationally and denominationally. The

298
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focus of this new spirit and outlook was provided by the emerging
Mennonite world conference.4 At last the far-flung and separated
Mennonite churches had an international connection, which some
leaders in Canada learned to appreciate the most.

The convening in Danzig in 1930 ofa World Relief Conference
(Welt-Hilfs-Konferenz) as a direct response to the latest emergency
was actually the second of three such Russia-oriented gatherings of
world Mennonite leaders. A similar event in Switzerland five years
earlier had been called to commemorate at its birthplace in Zurich the
400th anniversary of the founding in 1525 of the Mennonite
movement. But even then the tragic unravelling of the Mennonite
community in Russia had already been a centre of concern, not least
of all because the only delegate from Russia, Elder Jakob A. Rempel,
had been turned back at the border by uneasy Swiss authorities, a
rejection all the more painful because Rempel had previously been a
theology student in Switzerland for six years.

The critical times continued through the 1930s with enforced
collectivization, repeated famines, the exile to Siberia of Mennonite
kulaks, and the systematic destruction of Mennonite cultural and
religious life. Thus, the third Mennonite world conference in 1936
likewise could not escape the Russian theme, even though that
conference in Holland in 1936 was called to commemorate another
400th anniversary—Menno Simons's resignation from the Catholic
priesthood in 1536 to become an Anabaptist minister.

For Canadian Mennonite leaders, especially for David Toews, the
international concern for the Mennonites in Russia and from Russia,
repeatedly reinforced by the world conferences, was a most welcome
undergirding of the efforts to help the uprooted people. Canada was
given not only a much-needed hearing before the world Mennonite
community but also a helping hand, as the various dimensions of the
Russlaender burden—immigration, detention, settlement, payment
of the transportation debt, preventing the deportation of dependants,
and the relief of poverty at home and famine abroad—continued into
the second decade.

From Civil War to Collectivization

The earlier desperate circumstances of the Mennonites in Russia as a
result of revolution and civil war had been alleviated to a very
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considerable extent by the mid-192 Os. Foreign relief organizations
played a most vital role in rehabilitation, according to the Soviet
government, which awarded first and second place for the quality of
their work and their overall achievement to the French Red Cross
and to the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC), respectively.
The American Relief Administration under Herbert Hoover stood
in fifth place.

Working out of the city of Zaporozhe, the 1VICC had fed up to
43,000 people a day at the peak of the need in July 1922 at a total cost
of $600,000. The MCC also distributed $260,000 worth ofcloth-
ing, provided 50 Fordson tractor-plough units as well as horses and
seed grain, and dispensed medicine to doctors and hospitals. Addi-
tionally, an estimated 20,000 packages containing food and clothing
were forwarded on behalf of individuals in North America to
individuals in the U.S.S.R. via the American Relief Admini-
stration.

Other factors contributing to the renewal were the emigration of
the destitute to Canada, the New Economic Policy introduced by
Lenin in 1921 as a temporary concession to private enterprise, and
several Mennonite organizations established during this time to
speed the process of reconstruction. The Union of Citizens of Dutch
Ancestry, previously mentioned, worked for economic renewal in
the Ukraine out of Kharkov, until 1926 under the leadership of B.B.
Janz.12 A similar organization, the All-Russian Mennonite Agricul-
tural Society, working out of Moscow with Peter Froese and C.F.
Klassen as leaders, was founded in 1923 and embraced some 6,000
Mennonite farms in 19 local organizations in Siberia, the Volga
Region, Turkestan, and the Crimea, in other words all the Menno-
nite settlements outside the Ukraine. The Society achieved notable
success in procuring and distributing seed grain, improving the
breed of cattle, producing cheese, and setting up tractor stations and
grain distribution centres. The Society also published Der Prak-
tischeLandwirt {The Practical Farmer), a publication for agricultural
and economic affairs, beginning in 1925.

That year also marked the initiation of UnserBlatt {Our Paper), a
monthly periodical devoted to religious affairs and published at the
behest of the January 1925 meeting in Moscow of the General
Conference ofMennonite Congregations in Russia. This meeting of
representatives of Mennonite congregations from all the regions of
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the Soviet Union turned out to be the very last. The harassment of
teachers and ministers, the main groups constituting the delegate
body, by the Soviet authorities made efforts on behalf of religious
nurture increasingly precarious. Most of those attending the Mos-
cow conference died in prison or exile in the 1930s. These tragic
developments were a reminder of the Martyrs' Synod at Augsburg in
1527, so called because most of the Anabaptist leaders attending met
a martyr's fate soon after. ls

After 1925, many of the efforts contributing to the renewal of the
Mennonite communities or to the emigration of their members were
coming to an end. Legal and political problems abounded.
Passports, visas, and medical clearances were hard to obtain. In
1928, Canadian medical inspectors, admitted after once being
excluded but restricted in their movements in the best of times, were
once again banned from the U.S.S.R. altogether. More and more
young men were denied exemptions from military service and, when
they failed to comply, were imprisoned, placed in forced labour
camps, or shot.16 The Mennonite civic organizations also had many
problems with the authorities. In 1926, the southern Kharkov-based
Union was dissolved, and the publication of the Landwirt of the
Moscow-based Society was suspended. The year 1928 saw the
dissolution of the northern Society as well as the last issue of Unser
Blatt.^

The termination of their own institutions was one problem con-
fronting the Russian Mennonites, but another problem, much more
serious, was coping with the new Soviet programs and institutions
that were being thrust upon them. On October 1, 1928, the first
Five-Year Plan was initiated as a second drive to achieve the full
objectives of communism, temporarily suspended during the years
of the New Economic Policy. This meant, above all, the collectiviza-
tion of agriculture. Also associated with the Plan was a renewed
attack on religion and on traditional education. This in turn required
the disciplining of the recalcitrant leadership: ministers, teachers,
and well-to-do farmers. All of these tended to be classed as kulaks,
that five per cent of the population who were blamed for Russia's
economic and social inequities but who were by no means equally
responsible.

A standard definition of a kulak was never offered by the Party
officials, but it quickly became apparent that many Mennonites were
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so defined. Once branded a kulak, one could expect expropriation of
property, loss of voting privileges, Imprisonment, and exile. The
intention was to eliminate this class, and most often this meant their
transfer to forced labour camps in distant parts of the Soviet Union.18
Needless to say perhaps, being treated as undesirable elements and
criminals was traumatic for the Mennonites. They had developed
their own Utopian communities as their best contribution to society as
a whole; some had done their best to improve the life of the peasants,
and now a century of pioneering and progress was treated negatively,
even judgmentally, by the authorities. The numerous instances of
false accusations levelled against the Mennonites and the persecu-
tions, especially of their ministers and teachers, thoroughly con-
founded them. B.H. Unruh attempted to explain their dazed confu-
sion:

We cannot understand what sort of interest the state has in
unprotected and defenceless people who themselves want to
remain faithful to their way, to torture them to death with
exceptional laws, with economic and political terror, with
administrative banishment, and with the robbing of freedom.
We cannot understand that the Moscow Government sends a
whole group of our thoroughly innocent religious and sociable
people into prison or into exile.19

The early phases of the collectivization program also featured
massive grain requisitioning and exceptionally heavy taxation. Tax
assessments in kind often bore little relation to the harvest actually
produced by an individual farmer or by the collective. The taxes
imposed upon the Slavgorod district, to cite one example, illustrated
the depressing nature of the situation. Four villages harvested
25,000 poods of grain, yet were required to deliver 34,000 poods to
the authorities.20

Any failure to fill assigned delivery quotas resulted in summary
punishment. In order to meet the exacting demands, farmers were
forced sometimes to purchase grain on the open market at vastly
inflated prices, with money generated from the sale of their precious
livestock and agricultural equipment. When even this amount of
capital was insufficient to fill the quota, the authorities auctioned off
remaining possessions and not infrequently deported family heads to
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the frozen north. A resident from Slavgorod described the impossi-
ble predicament:

If he [the farmer] planted his seed grain, the tax on the crop
yield was set at an exceptionally high rate. If he failed to seed
his crop, he was branded as an enemy of the state, a status
which deprived him of all political and legal rights of a full-
fledged citizen of the land.21

Understandably, the Mennonites were becoming extremely rest-
less. Little hope was held for any kind of tolerable future in Stalin's
Russia. Some turned their backs on their beloved homeland and
slipped across the border illegally into Persia or into China in the far
east. Others liquidated their farms and, ignoring the midwinter
temperatures, set out on the arduous train journey to Moscow. Their
one desire was to get out of Russia and to join friends and relatives
who were now in Canada. Thus began a series of events both happy
and tragic, which saw a minority escape and a majority turned back,
as by the end of 1929 the emigration gate of the east and immigration
doors of the west were completely shut and the keys thereof, so to
speak, thrown away.

These events included: the successful departure of several scores of
families by August 30; the rush to Moscow of thousands in Septem-
ber and October and the further exodus of several hundred families
until on October 30 Canada announced its refusal to accept them;
feverish negotiations in Canada to obtain a reversal of that ruling,
without the desired success; forceful removal from Moscow of the
majority of refugees beginning in mid-November until Germany
agreed to conditional acceptance; the transfer of those accepted to
Brazil, Paraguay, and some to Canada over a period of years.

Seventy Mennonite families, all originating from points east of
the Urals, had collected in Moscow by April 1929.22 Theirs was a
formidable and dangerous undertaking. At the risk of being classi-
tied as subversives and of incurring the inevitable penalties, the
would-be emigrants besieged the authorities with requests for per-
mission to leave. They directed their appeals to the government, to
top Party officials, and they also called at the German embassy.23
Their early endeavours were not encouraging. As their departure
was delayed, Mennonite organizations abroad and at home held out
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little hope for their success and urged them to return to their homes.
Said one, severely criticizing a group of men departing for Moscow:

I cannot understand how mature men can act in this way, leav-
ing their nests with families in times such as these when one
knows precisely that Moscow will not issue any passports.24

Those in Moscow, however, were determined, and their resolve
held. They told themselves that at certain points in history people
must risk all for the sake of the future. They were buoyed up by the
news that the persistence of two families had paid off, and they were
already in Germany." Thereafter, the would-be emigrants troubled
the officials and prayed to God as never before. "Whoever hadn't
been stranded in Moscow," they later said, "hadn't learned to
pray."26 Suddenly, in midsummer the government relented, and the
entire group was permitted to leave. On August 30, they departed by
train in the direction of the western border.

News of the group's stunning success swept swiftly through the
settlements. Hope surged that others would likewise be granted
permission to leave; a mass panic-stricken flight to Moscow ensued.
Families rushed to dispose of their households, often in such haste
that they settled for a fraction of their real value. At first in single
family units, later in groups of families, the Mennonites began to
stream into Moscow. Unlike the officially sanctioned migration to
Canada earlier in the decade, this flocking to Moscow enjoyed
neither the benefits of a centralized organization nor foreign finan-
cial assistance. The rush to the capital was rather a spontaneous act on
the part of people motivated solely by the slim prospect of leaving the
country.

Most of the prospective emigrants came from the east, that is from
beyond the Ural mountains. One elder writing in 1930 estimated
that in one district 80 per cent of the people had left, or would have,
had they not been forcibly restrained by the officials.27 Not surpris-
ingly, people from other regions in Russia were also infected by
emigration fever. They came to Moscow from the Black Sea steppes,
the Crimea, the northern Caucasus, Samara, Ufa, Orenburg, and
Omsk. By the end of October, German officials in Moscow esti-
mated the number ofMennonites and other German colonists assem-
bled in the city to be 5,000. By mid-November, they claimed the
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total had swollen to 13,000. The would-be emigres themselves
believed the figure lay closer to 18,00 O.28

The unexpected deluge of refugees into the capital produced an
acute housing shortage. Most clustered together in summer dachas or
cottages, situated in the suburbs along the rivers up to fifteen miles
outside of Moscow. The concentrated quarters created serious sanita-
tion problems. Food remained a constant worry for many of the
destitute migrants. However, their morale was sustained by the hope
that eventually they would win their release. About 3,000 of the
Mennonite transients were in possession of steamship tickets to
North America, sent and guaranteed by relatives in Canada. These
were useless, however, unless accompanied by an official exit visa
issued by the government.

Accordingly, the refugees directed a persistent flurry of appeals to
Party luminaries requesting permission to leave for Canada. Con-
tacts were made with the central committees of Moscow, of the
regional Russian republic, and of the U.S.S.R. Messages were sent
to lower Party officials and even to Lenin's wife. When these
actions all failed to elicit any favourable response, the Mennonites
turned their attention to the German embassy. This was extremely
risky, since communication by Soviet citizens with foreign officials
was generally interpreted by the police as counter-revolutionary
activity.

The German consulate initially adopted a hands-off policy with
respect to the refugees—everyone, that is, except the German agri-
cultural attache, Otto Auhagen.30 Auhagen was deeply moved by the
tragic circumstances. From early October on, he remained in daily
contact with the refugees and publicly urged his government to
intervene on their behalf. In Germany itself, B.H. Unruh presented
the cause of the refugees to the government in Berlin. Both Unruh
and Auhagen argued for a temporary admission of the refugees on the
assumption that they could then be transferred to Canada. Their task
was made easier by the favourable crystallization of public opinion.
Under pressure, the German government broached the subject of
resettlement with the U.S.S.R. and with success.

On October 19, Moscow agreed to the immediate movement of
the refugees. The Soviet Union's sudden shift of mind probably
reflected its fear of being driven even further into international
isolation.31 Those waiting were unaware of the negotiations and the
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official breakthrough. In the absence of any encouraging news, they
continued to press their case before the Soviet authorities. Several
hundred women relayed their anxious thoughts to the government
via a petition. Later, a group of mothers with their children staged a
mass demonstration in a waiting room adjacent to the office of Soviet
President Kalinin.32 In late October, a lengthy petition bearing three
separate sheets of signatures was prepared and sent to each of six
principal organs of the Soviet government. The statement concluded
with the warning that, if exit passports were denied to the refugees,
they would march as one down to Red Square and there await their
death.33

Then came the extraordinary news that the people could leave.
Jubilation flooded the congested dachas, though at first the colonists
found it difficult to comprehend this incredible good fortune. In
short order, the required eight refugee lists, each containing about
200 families, were prepared and submitted to the authorities. The
first assignment of refugees departed on October 27. Others were
scheduled to follow shortly, since Moscow had made it plain that it
wished to be rid of the burdensome Mennonites.

Canada Once Again Closed

But on October 30 all further movement ceased. On that day Canada
announced that, for the present, it would not accept responsibility for
any of the refugees destined for Germany, since it had thus far made
no formal commitment to that effect. The other parties involved in
the relocation of the refugees all had assumed that the earlier
conditions favouring immigration still prevailed in Canada and that
it was then just a matter of working things out. But this was no longer
the case. Beginning already in 1927, stiff opposition to the entry of
newcomers from southern and eastern Europe had been heard in
Canada. This was true especially in the western provinces.35 By 1929
the immigration door was completely closed.

The western plains had absorbed large numbers of agricultural
settlers since the beginning of the century, and now many citizens
and leaders believed that the region's settlement zones were satu-
rated. Further immigration would tend to aggravate, rather than
strengthen, the prairie's economic fortunes. Western labour organi-
zations, along with the provincial governments, complained that the
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railways were bringing in unwanted immigrants who, besides aggra-
vating the urban labour scene, proved impossible to assimilate.36 As
well, there were those who believed that the integrity and ideals of the
British tradition were being eroded by the presence of non-English
immigrants. The National Labour Council of Toronto, an affiliate
of the All-Canadian Congress of Labour, was "absolutely opposed"
to the admittance of the Mennonite refugees, as were such other
groups and organizations as the Sons of England and the Native Sons
of Canada.37

The federal government was sensitive to the western criticism.
During the winter of 1928 -29, the Department of Immigration and
Colonization ordered the railways to reduce the immigration of
continentals to one-third the number brought in the previous year.38
Robert Forke, the Minister, responded further to the anti-immigra-
tion temper by holding conferences with the provinces in July 1929
in recognition of their demand for a greater voice in the formation of
immigration policies. Under the provisions of the British North
America Act, overall control of immigration lay with the federal
government. But since immigration had an immediate bearing on
economic, educational, and social conditions in a local area, the
provinces maintained that they should be consulted on immigration
matters. Following his consultations, Forke announced that hence-
forth the federal government would not act without first contacting
the provinces.3

The JVIennonites had learned from an incident earlier that summer
that more immigrants would have difficulty entering Canada. The
occasion was a request for the admission of about 170 refugees
stranded in the Chinese city of Harbin, without passports, having
left the Soviet Union illegally. Since they preferred to come to
Canada, the Mennonite Immigration Aid in Winnipeg contacted
Ottawa on their behalf and explained to the officials that in lieu of
Soviet documents, the transients would carry a personal Ausweiss, or
passport substitute, provided by the German representative in
Harbin.40 Mennonite officials of both the Aid and the Board also
gave the standard guarantee that their organizations would supervise
the maintenance and placement of each refugee, as well as assume the
costs of maintaining in Canada any persons, dependent on others,
who could not be admitted, or who, having been admitted, might
subsequently be threatened with deportation.
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The final decision of the government was handed down on August
22. The Department of Immigration announced that the Mennonites
would not be admitted, since they possessed no valid passports and
almost no money.41 The deputy minister also doubted whether the
Mennonites in Canada were in a position to accept further financial
responsibilities, saddled as they were with the heavy obligations
connected with the earlier movement of immigrants. Ultimately, the
Harbin group went to Brazil, Paraguay, and the United States.

The developments in the U.S.S.R. during the fall prompted
renewed attempts to change Canadian immigration policy. Pressure
to accept the people in distress came also from non-Mennonite
quarters. Ludwig Kempff, the Consul General of Germany assigned
to Canada, told Department of Immigration officials on October 29
that his country held a special interest in the Moscow refugees, owing
to their German ethnicity.42 Kempff indicated that economic cir-
cumstances prevented Germany from accepting sole responsibility
for their future. However, that country was prepared to accommo-
date the immigrants en route to Canada and to supply each of them
with a personal Ausweiss. The latter was a guarantee that, in the event
of rejection on medical grounds or deportation from Canada, Ger-
many would accept any deportees.

The League of Nations also demonstrated a keen interest in the
refugee problem. In late October, Fridtjof Nansen, the high com-
missioner, cabled an urgent appeal asking Canada to offer a haven to
the refugees.44 The various transportation companies likewise urged
the government to admit the refugees into Canada. As far as the
railways were concerned, the reputation of the Mennonites in Canada
was such that further transportation credits were offered. According
to one official:

I do not know of any other class of Central European settler
that sticks to the land like the Mennonites do. Their reputation
for honesty and industry has induced the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company to advance in recent years, between one and
two million dollars. . . . I doubt whether any other group of
immigrants, British or foreign, has a reputation that would
guarantee an equal amount of assistance.

Towards the end of October, CPR representatives informed Canada
that their company was ready to begin moving approximately one
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thousand families from Moscow to Canada at the rate of 500 persons
every two weeks.

The single missing piece needed to reactivate migration into
Canada was official federal approval. To the dismay of the Menno-
nites and their supporters, Ottawa announced on October 30 that it
did not consider itself to be under any obligation to assist the
refugees. This, for the moment at least, was the government's official
policy. Unofficially, and in marked contrast to the attitude of the
western provinces, Ottawa expressed warm sympathy for the
refugees and their cause and seemed genuinely anxious to help
them.47

In November, the Department of Immigration, the CPR, the
German consulate, and Board officials made concerted efforts to
overcome prairie opposition to the proposed immigration, all with
the tacit blessing of William Lyon Mackenzie King. At his request,
the Prime Minister's associates kept him posted daily on the latest
developments. On November 5, for instance, Robert Forke dis-
patched a telegram to King who was then on a pre-election speaking
tour of the west. 8 Forke reported that his department was under
great pressure to admit 1,000 families temporarily stationed outside
Moscow and facing the real risk of deportation to Siberia. Forke
conceded that the timing of the proposed movement was wrong,
coming as it would at the onset of winter. None the less, and despite
the impoverished conditions of the refugees, Forke was prepared to
accept such families as could be properly absorbed by host farmers in
Canada.49

The following day, David Toews approached King, then in
Rosthern, with a similar proposal.50 King's reply was carefully
guarded. Any movement into the country depended on the willing-
ness of the hosts to accommodate the newcomers and to provide firm
guarantees that they would not become public charges. King avoided
a direct personal commitment by deferring final decision to the
Department of Immigration, which had obligated itself to discuss the
matter first with those provinces most immediately involved.

King's cautious response to Toews's request was politically well
advised, considering the disposition of Saskatchewan's outspoken
premier, J.T.M. Anderson. The premier was unaccustomed to soft-
pedal on any issue, including immigration. In fact, he had dis-
tinguished himself with his zealous crusading for the right of the
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provinces to control the flow of immigrants into their territories.51
Ottawa correctly assumed that the key to the planned admission of the
Moscow refugees hinged largely on Saskatchewan's attitude.
Accordingly, that province was the first to be sounded out by
immigration officials.

Meanwhile, Germany and the League of Nations had informed
Canada that time was running out for those stranded in Moscow.
Hoping to respond positively to the renewed appeal, Forke dis-
patched a telegram to Premier Anderson on November 7, explaining
that Canada was being urged on humanitarian grounds to accept
about 1,000 displaced families and that refusal to accept the group
would result in their exile to Siberia and "inevitable starvation."52
Forke assured the premier that the Board and their hosts would
assume total responsibility for the welfare of the immigrants,
guaranteeing in particular that the newcomers would conform to
Canadian school regulations. It was a strange guarantee, because the
Russlaender already settled in Saskatchewan since 1923 had given no
occasion to doubt their interest in education.

Anderson summarized his initial position in a telegram sent to
Ottawa on November 8." The Mennonites, he admitted, made
excellent citizens. However, the sagging employment situation
militated against further immigration. None the less, Anderson
provided some hope that, at a minimum, relatives of families already
established in the province would be admitted on the understanding
that they would not become public charges for a period of two years.
A final decision would be made following a meeting between the
Saskatchewan government and a delegation representing the Board.

The federal request was not opportune from Saskatchewan's point
of view. Times were difficult, unemployment was rising, and
government leaders had all they could handle to satisfy people already
in the country. Anderson said he wanted to decrease, rather than
increase, government spending. His concern that an influx of
refugees would aggravate the province's economic problems
emerged in his November 8 telegram to Ottawa. Would the federal
government, he asked, be prepared to assist Saskatchewan in relief
matters now being carried out among recent arrivals, which included
Mennonites?54

Another motive other than the economic one fuelled Anderson's
resolve to bar the Mennonites from his province. The premier was
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an Orangeman of long standing, and he reflected that society's
religious and racial prejudices." Anderson also headed the provin-
cial Conservatives, a party that generally subscribed to the view that
non-British elements should be assimilated into the dominant Protes-
tant and Anglo-Saxon culture as quickly as possible, or, alterna-
tively, be kept out. The political leader articulated the sentiments of
his party at a founding meeting of a branch of the Canadian Legion at
Bienfait. To his audience he pledged:

I will as long as I am premier of this province, be utterly
opposed to and combat with all proper means any attempt to
destroy the fundamental principles of our British
citizenship.56

Popular Images and Public Opinion

One popular image held of the Mennonites in 1929 was that of a
group of communally minded religious sectarians inclined to remain
aloof from the usual economic and social enterprises. Many people
still associated all Mennonites with Hutterites and Doukhobors on
the basis of old images which had led to the 1919 immigration ban
and with those Kanadier that had clashed with provinical govern-
ments over the issue of public schools. Uncritically, such people
assumed that the newcomers would be like that, thus demonstrating
that memories of a former day, no matter how distorted, or if correct
no matter how irrelevant, are easily recalled if they happen to
reinforce prejudice and serve the desired cause. A press release
originating in Regina on November 5 reflected the distorted and
outdated images:

Mennonites are a problem. They are excellent farmers. But
their insistent attitude toward Canadianization in general and
Canadian school systems in particular make their assimilation

The selective Mennonite resistance to the public schools was still
living on in the public mind when another wave of negative publicity
for the Mennonites of Saskatchewan arose from the so-called
Friesen-Braun trials.58 In those trials, which extended from 1925 to
1928 and resulted in a five-year prison sentence and deportation to
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Russia for Braun in 1932, the Mennonites in general and officials of
the Board, David Toews and A.A. Friesen in particular, were placed
in a rather bad light." The whole proceedings were grist for the mill
for all those who were against immigration, certainly eastern Euro-
pean immigration, those who were against the Mennonites, those
who were sure that the immigrants had very sharp operators or even
Bolshevik sympathizers among them, those who were opposed to the
Rosthern Board for whatever reason, those who liked to widen the
gulf between Kanadier and Russlaender, and those who sided with
either the Toewses or the Friesens in their ongoing quarrel. Henry
P. Friesen, one of the principals, was the brother of Isaac P. Friesen,
a ministerial colleague of David Toews, between whom there were a
number of differences of opinion.

The Friesen-Braun story began with the arrival of immigrant
Isaac Braun from Halbstadt, Russia, in Rosthern in July 1924.
Henry P. Friesen, a Kanadier farmer and businessman, tried to sell
Braun some land. Negotiations were incomplete when in August
Braun left Saskatchewan for Renata, B.C., from where he later wrote
to Friesen demanding payment of $5,000, which he claimed Friesen
had borrowed from him on August 29, 1924, at the Western Hotel
in Saskatoon. Henry P. Friesen denied having made such a loan.
Braun sued for the stated amount, and thus the protracted court
proceedings began.6' He won his case with the help of an I.O.U.
bearing Friesen's signature and two witnesses, Jacob Friesen and
Frank Hildebrandt, both youths who swore they had witnessed the
transaction at the Western Hotel.

Later, the two youths gave sworn testimony that they had perjured
themselves, that they had not been in Saskatoon on August 29, and
that they had not seen Friesen or Braun on that day. Henry P.
Friesen took the matter to court to have the earlier judgment against
him set aside. At the same time, perjury or subornation of perjury
charges were laid against Hildebrandt, Jacob Friesen, and Isaac
Braun. Braun, somewhat surprisingly, retaliated by charging Henry
Friesen with perjury. Henry P. Friesen won his case and the earlier
judgment against him was set aside. Hildebrandt and Jacob Friesen
were convicted and given suspended sentences. Braun's charge of
perjury against Henry P. Friesen was dismissed. Braun, however,
was convicted of subornation of perjury and sentenced to a five-year
prison term.
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Braun appealed his conviction and the appeal court judges ruled
that his conviction had resulted from a mistrial and ordered a new
trial. During this new trial Braun introduced new evidence, pur-
portedly letters written by Henry P. Friesen in which Friesen
acknowledged the $5,000 debt. Handwriting experts were called in
and it was determined that the new evidence presented by Braun was
fabricated. The crown then laid new charges against Braun and chose
to proceed on the charge of fabrication of evidence rather than on the
original charge of subornation of perjury. Braun was found guilty of
fabrication of evidence on October 26, 1928, and sentenced to a five-
year prison term, to be followed by deportation to the Soviet Union.
In October 1933 Isaac Braun was deported, although his wife and
two children were allowed to remain in Canada.

The entire episode proved to be most embarrassing for Board
officials, who were openly sympathetic with Braun, and for
Russlaender generally, who at one point had furnished some
$10,000 bail for Braun. One judge expressed the view "that the
Mennonite Colonization Board was a fit subject for the careful
attention of the authorities." And as it is elsewhere written:

The whole process produced much ill-will in the Rosenort
church, in the Rosthern community, and in all of Canada. . . .
the long, dark shadows cast by the Friesen-Braun trials were
not easily dispelled.64

The effect of the public school issue and the Friesen-Braun trials was
that any petitioning to allow new immigration had to include
assurances that Mennonites would be "law-abiding citizens.

Anderson exploited the distorted popular perceptions of the
Mennonites.65 In early November, he reported to the press that he
knew of one instance in Saskatchewan where 60 children were
without public school facilities.66 The premier knew that not all
Mennonites were opposed to public schools and that those now
seeking admission were among them. But he also knew that approval
of the proposed immigration would not sit well with an electorate
who did not make those distinctions and to whom he had pledged the
removal of "sectarianism" from the public school.

The premier quickly discovered that his negative response to the
immigration department and to the Mennonites was politically
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advantageous. The public was kept well-informed on the course of
developments, since the major newspapers regularly covered the
exchanges between Ottawa and the provincial capitals. The premier
received support from various labour groups, the United Farmers,
the Canadian Legion, the Orangemen, the Masons, and the Ku Klux
Klan. Many of the protesters feared that the newcomers would take
jobs from them or otherwise weaken the economy. Their alarm
reflected popular prejudices as well as economic decline in the west.

The Klan had made its way into Saskatchewan in the mid-1920s.
As an extremist, ultra-fundamentalist and pro-British organization it
grew quickly, feeding on the prejudices that had been growing over
the years. The federal government's immigration policy (especially
that prior to the war) and the influx of many east European Catholics
and other non-WASPs had alarmed much of the Anglo-Saxon
Saskatchewan populace. Turning that alarm into racist prejudice was
an educational policy and system, vigorously promoted in earlier
days by Anderson, which "fostered the development of a society
based on the one language" and which helped "to create an intoler-
ance which would be amply demonstrated in the rapid inculcation of
the Ku Klux Klan mentality in Saskatchewan people in the post-1927
period."68 As one historian analysed the situation:

The Klan provided hundreds with a vent for ingrained preju-
dices in the guise of safeguarding all that was admirable in
British institutions, in Protestantism, and in the Canadian way

The Klan was an important factor in the 1929 election. There was
no official link between the Klan and the Conservative Party, though
many Conservatives were Klan members. However, the party made
much political hay of the hysteria aroused by the Klan. In the words
of William Calderwood:

The Conservative party. . . adopted an attitude that was politi-
cally expedient by taking advantage of the emotionalism
aroused by the Klan, by secretly obtaining the endorsation of
the Klan leaders regarding certain planks in its platform, and
by publicly remaining silent on the Klan issue. Obviously, the
admission ofMennonites from Russia, though not Catholics,
would have antagonized the very people who had so recently
voted for the Conservatives.70
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The negative public reaction against the proposed Mennonite
migration was heard also in Alberta. J.E. Brownlee's United Farm-
ers government was especially sensitive to the public climate, since an
election campaign was then under way. The United Farmers move-
ment was, to some extent at least, influenced by Norman F. Priest-
ley, the United Church minister at Coaldale, who got involved in
serious quarrels with the Mennonites and who was also very influen-
tial in the United Farmers of Alberta. Brownlee was advised that the
Sedgewick local of the UFA was "utterly opposed" to bringing into
Canada in general, and to Alberta in particular, "any of the band of
Mennonites who are now stranded at some point in Russia or
Germany."71 A missive emanating from Rosedale was more explicit:

Nothing can be gained by assuming further obligations of a
people destined to reduce our standard of living, opposed to
assimilation of our demands in social legislation, determined
to adhere to their own ideas of total segregation.72

The burden of converting the indifferent, if not hostile, provin-
cial governments to the Mennonite position fell upon David Toews.
His was not an enviable task, but he pursued it, as he had all other
causes on behalf of his people, with unflagging determination. After
a personal appeal to federal immigration officials, at which time he
was informed that the government was powerless to act without the
consent of the provinces concerned, Toews returned west where,
beginning on November 12, he conducted separate meetings with all
three provincial governments.

M.anitoba was the first to respond formally to the Toews delega-
tion, which also included G. Sawatzky of the CCA and R. G.
Duncan of the CPR. The immigration department later assessed
Manitoba's position as "reasonable and logical" alongside that of the
other provinces. As it turned out, Manitoba's offer was the most
generous one extended to the Mennonites. A maximum of 250
families were welcome to settle in the province with the understand-
ing that they would receive care and shelter from the resident hosts.

Toews next conferred with the Saskatchewan cabinet. He could
not have been encouraged by the sceptical attitude displayed by
Anderson. The premier questioned the veracity of reports describing
the dire straits in which the Mennonite refugees found themselves
and speculated that they owed their misfortune to their probable
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refusal to comply with Soviet laws." Anderson then denied that
Toews had the united support of all Canadian Mennonites on the
basis of a telegram received from a group in Dalmeny:

We are not in favour of the immigration ofMennonites from
,and we cannot house any as we have plenty of our own

Canadian Mennonites to help.76

Later that month Anderson again referred to the split in the Menno-
nite ranks, but this time he was challenged by a determined response.
Only one in 129 Saskatchewan farmers interviewed, he said, was
willing to assist the destitute colonists if brought to Canada.77

Saskatchewan Mennonites responded to Premier Anderson's scep-
ticism of group solidarity by showing rousing support for the Board's
immigration plan. A large November meeting held in Herbert,
attended by representatives of various local churches, unanimously
passed a motion committing themselves to the care of 250 refugees
until they would be able to help themselves.78 For the time being at
least, their resolve made no difference at all to Anderson.

Anderson formally summarized his thoughts in a letter to David
Toews, which he also released to the press.7 There could be no
admission of any refugees for several months, he said, and then
possibly only those with relatives willing to support them. He went
on to demand lists of established Mennonite farmers prepared to look
after incoming relatives as well as lists of refugees with full particu-
lars as to their age, sex, and former occupation. The request could
only slow up the process, quite possibly its only intention, because
such information was obtained only with much effort and the passing
of precious time.

In Alberta the reception was kinder, but the end results were the
same.80 Premier Brownlee readily extolled the virtues of the Menno-
nites in that province. The problem was that their petitioning
coincided with a provincial surplus of agricultural and industrial
labour and with a recent record of poor crops, at least in southern
Alberta. Brownlee explained that the farming opportunities should
be preserved for people already in Alberta, "many of whom, as a
result of complete crop failure, are in nearly as destitute a condition as
your people in Moscow."81

Brownlee also heard urgent pleas from the Mennonite Farmers
Association in the province, which offered the hospitality of 95
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households, from Alberta members on the Canadian Mennonite
Board of Colonization,83 and from the Mennonite Committee of
Alberta. The latter praised the freedom of Canada and peace
enjoyed under the British flag and promised that the Mennonites
would be good citizens, obey the laws, and in general assist in the
welfare of the country. But the messages of the Alberta Council of the
Canadian Legion,85 the United Farmers of Alberta, the United
Mine Workers of Alberta,87 the National Order of Canada,88 and
various Orange Lodges were more representative of the general
and popular feeling, which was very much opposed to immigration
and which carried much more weight with the premier.

Ottawa kept up its pleading with the prairie provinces, the only
ones considered by either the Mennonites or the federal govern-
ment.90 Immigration officials reminded the latter of the repeated
warnings received from Germany of the certain banishment from
Moscow of the Mennonites.9' They also referred to Germany's offer
to provide temporary care to the refugees until Canada could absorb
them and to create a special fund to defray any deportation expenses
that might subsequently arise. The news produced no softening on
the part of Alberta and Saskatchewan. Even Manitoba reconsidered
its original offer and informed Ottawa that it wished to defer the
admission of the 250 families until spring when the critical period of
unemployment would have passed.92 Ottawa was reluctant to inflame
public opinion and therefore ruled against accepting the refugees.
On November 26, the government announced that no Mennonites
would be admitted into the country during the winter, though there
was some possibility of a limited movement in the spring.93 Exagger-
ated press reports that 100,000 Mennonites could be knocking on
Canada's doors didn't help the situation.94

The deference of the federal government to the provinces raised
the fundamental question of jurisdiction over immigration policy.
Both levels of government understood that the proceedings marked a
departure from federal supremacy in the field of immigration. The
trend continued. In March 1930, Ottawa conceded that henceforth
all initiatives in immigration matters would come only from the
provinces.95 The M.ennonites might have empathized with provin-
cial positions, given their own historic provincialism and their fear
of nationalism and imperialism, but the provinces had rarely sided
with the Mennonites. As in education before, so in immigration
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now, Mennonites were the losers when the provinces chose to
exercise their authority and the federal government could not or
would not intervene.

The weak and mostly negative response of the governments
appears to have been supported by public opinion, if it can be said
that the press both reflected and determined the popular mood. The
Victoria Daily Times bluntly stated that there was "no room in
Canada for fanatics" and that "their unhappy relations with the
authorities of Soviet Russia are not our concern."96 The Vancouver
Daily Province recognized that the Mennonite event in Moscow was
"bad for the Bolshevist reputation" and hoped for "the interest and
sympathy of the world" but did not see any relevance for Canada's
immigration policy.97 The Manitoba Free Press, fully aware that the
Mennonites in Moscow were facing starvation and deportation to
Siberia, editorialized on the "changing outlook" on immigration in
Canada.98 The Regina Star defended "constitutional rights conferred
by the British North America Act to safeguard immigration into the
province."99 The Toronto Globe, commenting on the cruel ship-
ments to distant Siberia, derided "Soviet cruelty deluxe" and hoped
for a "world-wave of pity," but not a word was said about Canadian
obligations.'00

Among those who tried to correct the Globe on some of its biased or
uninformed reporting were Swiss Mennonite leaders in Waterloo
County. In some ways they were in the best position to do so because
the Mennonite reputation as "good citizens" was "particularly true in
Ontario."101 C.F. Derstine was very critical of the G/o^c's reflection
of Premier Andersen's view on Mennonites and education. To
make a judgement about 100,000 Mennonitesonthe basisofa group
near Swift Current, he said, was like characterizing all the Baptists
on the basis of the "Hard Shelled Baptists," the Methodists by some
"fanatical offshoots," and the Presbyterians by looking at the "blue
stocking Presbyterians."

M.S. Hallman targeted the well-reported sentiments of the
Native Sons of Canada, who claimed to reflect "the feelings of the
Canadian people."103 Placing himself in the line of "native sons" and
of the United Empire Loyalists, Hallman asked what was to be done
"with almost boundless spaces" if Canada's population was to be kept
to less than 1 0 million and if entry was denied to an "agricultural
people, proficient in the cultivation of the soil." Reflecting an
amazingly good understanding of the Mennonite experience in
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Russia, he suggested that Canada could not afford to be without a
people who "have been tried and tested by fire, and are in deadly
earnest to succeed again, having succeeded before." These Menno-
nites, he said, "are educated, cultured, musical, and would make
altogether desirable citizens of Canada."

Neis Homelands for Some

The fateful story of the refugees occupied a prominent place in the
German press, which reported their plight much more sympatheti-
cally than the Canadian papers.104 Many Germans attributed their
country's political and social position to communist agitation, and
they demanded that the German ~V oik in Moscow not be abandoned to
a freezing Siberian fate. The popular sympathy for the homeless led
to a nation-wide fund appeal called Brueder in Not (Brothers in
Distress), which attracted the support of the postal service, the
banks, the railways, numerous charitable institutions, and even
President Hindenburg.105 The German cabinet was more cautious,
at least for the time being, mainly on account of the country s
staggering economic deficit, partly the result of war reparations. Its
expressed hope was

that other countries will regard this sudden and tragic exodus
of Russian peasants as akin to such disasters as the sinking of
the Titanic, the eruption of Vesuvius and the Japanese earth-
quake, when, irrespective of nationality, committees were
constituted in numerous parts of the world to relieve the

Germany's energetic intervention on behalf of the desperate
refugees contrasted sharply with Canada's indifference and negative
verdict. Not surprisingly, the impact of Germany's benevolence on
behalf of the refugees was profound. An earlier empathy for things
German now turned into enthusiasm and even patriotism. Those
receiving German beneficence, while the rest of the world ignored
their plight, subsequently demonstrated an indiscriminate apprecia-
tion for anything connected with Germany, and this brought some of
them into serious conflict with the non-German cultures in which
they lived.107

Canada's intransigence led the Soviet government in mid-
November to begin the forced removal of the refugees from the
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Moscow environs. Within a week, all but 5,600 refugees had been
cleared from their quarters.10 One participant described the terrible
ordeal of those being evicted:

The trip from our living quarters to the railroad freight sta-
tion was an experience in itself. Way up on top of their
belongings crouched these poor, unfortunate victims, driven
along in bitter cold weather. Their senses were so numbed
they could not even cry. . . . They knew and realized now that
they had no home; they had no protection; they had no shelter;
they had no voice. . . . And now they were driven at breakneck
speed into the night. . . into the dreadful, terrible, and seem-
ingly endless and hopeless night. 109

Families were separated, sometimes forever, as the Mennonites
were returned to their former homes or shipped to new and unfamil-
iar localities. For days in the dead of winter they travelled in
unheated boxcars that bore the deceiving words "settlers in transit."
Blankets froze solid to the walls while the dazed travellers, ponder-
ing the consequences of their flight to Moscow, huddled together for
warmth. Their desire had been a relatively simple one: only to leave
the country. Now they were branded and treated as counter-revolu-
tionaries. They paid dearly for their actions with their homes and
possessions, their time, and sometimes their lives. Small wonder that
they, and those who actually escaped from Russia, developed an
enduring fear of, and loathing for, the Communist state.

The Soviet action prompted an adamant rejoinder from Germany.
Attache Auhagen informed Moscow officials that, should they con-
tinue to deport the refugees, diplomatic ties between the two coun-
tries would be severed. Auhagen's appeal was also directed to
Germany in the new emergency and as a result the German cabinet
ended its temporizing and agreed that state funds should be used to
expedite the transfer to Germany of the refugee remnant.110 All
along, the position of the U.S.S.R. had been that the refugees could
leave if they had a place to go.

Thus, on November 25, further transport of refugees to Germany
was approved. Two days later, the Executive Committee of the
Mennonite Central Committee, in session at Philadelphia, promised
its "best efforts" and influence "to its fullest extent" for refugees so
that they would not become a public burden in any way. The
Committee also promised to bring together "leaders and representa-
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TABLE 28"4

PERSONS ACCOMMODATED IN GERMAN REFUGEE CAMPS
(1930)

RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION NUMBER

Mennonite
Lutheran
Catholic
Baptist
Adventist

3,885
1,260

468
51
7

Total 5,671

tives of the different branches of our church in the United States" to
enlist whole-hearted support. Except for a minority now leaving
Moscow, the intervention of the MCC was too late.

The remaining dacha residents learned of their imminent deliver-
ance the following night. New passenger lists were prepared since
many of the principals on the original lists were now missing, and
passport fees were collected. Beginning on November 29 and contin-
uing over a span of two weeks, nine crowded trains departed for the
Latvian border. A final contingent of families was inexplicably
denied their release and rerouted to an eastern exile.

The mood of the first group to arrive in Riga was a mixture of
thankfulness and reflective sobriety. After a word of greeting from
Latvia's German ambassador, the refugees attempted to sing a hymn.
Choking and sobbing interrupted the singing. There were few dry
eyes among the refugees, the German diplomats, the local German
citizenry, the Latvian Red Cross workers, and others who were
present. All of the emigrants were overwhelmed by the generosity
shown to them.'12 In Latvia, the refugees were showered with gifts of
clothing, food supplies, books, and sweets. Germany herself
accorded them a hero's welcome replete with a decorated reception
room, fir greenery, and garlands of flowers.

Three former military camps, situated at Hammerstein, Prenz-
lau, and Moelln, served as the temporary home of the refugees.113 A
total of 5,671 persons, of which 3,885 were Mennonites, passed
through the camps during these months (Table 28). They were well
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cared for, charitable organizations providing them not only with the
essentials of food and clothing but also with money, books, and even
sewing machines. An American Mennonite observed:

The attitude of the German nation and the government toward
the refugees has been remarkable and too much cannot be said
in praise of their generosity and services. u

Certain discomforts could not be avoided, however. Every person
was subjected to a disinfection and quarantine process. An epidemic
of measles among the children restricted all movement in and to the
camps. Conditions were very crowded. In the barracks, families
lived in rooms sometimes containing sometimes as many as four or
five families. The most common complaint voiced by the refugees
was that of boredom. Barbershops, basket-weaving, shoe repair
services, and libraries afforded some distraction to the people, but
many fretted at their general inactivity. They were impatient to
proceed to the final destination where they could begin to rebuild
their lives. The problem was where to go.

Canada, their preferred choice, remained closed to them. Even if
the country had agreed at that time to accept a quota of immigrants,
many would likely have been rejected for health reasons. The
ordeal in Moscow, where the people had subsisted in poorly heated
summer cottages with inadequate food supplies, had left its mark
upon them. Because Canada was closed, other possibilities had to be
explored.

Mexico, Brazil, and Paraguay all received serious consideration.
A small party, assisted by the U.S.-based Mennonite Colonization
Board, established themselves in Mexico,"7 though only briefly. A
larger group of just over 1,000 persons agreed to locate in the
primeval forests of Brazil,118 though most doubted the wisdom of
their choice. Brazil's rugged terrain, together with its refusal to
grant an absolute military exemption, presented obvious worries.
However, great pressure was being applied to the Mennonites to
vacate the German camps and thus several hundred families reluc-
tantly agreed to settle in Brazil. The advance party left Germany on
January 16,1930,and was followed in the next months by the larger
transport groups, all enjoying German help."9

Paraguay received the largest number of refugees. The active
settlement assistance given by the Mennonite Central Committee,
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the presence in that country of other Mennonites recently arrived
from Canada, and the privileges extended by the government to the
settlers accounted for Paraguay's greater popularity. The first group
of settlers left Germany for the Paraguayan Chaco in mid-March.
Over 1,500 refugees eventually established themselves in the
Fernheim Colony, located a short distance from Menno Colony,
founded a few years earlier by the Chortitzer, Sommerfelder, and
Bergthaler(S) from Canada, who now hosted and helped the
newcomers.

Mennonites in Canada clung to the hope that their country would
absorb some of the refugees and expressed general disappointment at
the cold indifference of the provinces. Efforts were continued to
persuade the governments to act otherwise. Some individuals also did
their best to have the Mennonites from Russia admitted. Abraham
Funk from Carlton, Saskatchewan, for instance, made a pitch for the
opening up of homestead lands in bushland areas owned by the
Hudson's Bay Company and begged Canada's Minister of the
Interior, Charles Stewart, to put together a delegation of Mennonite
farmers, as well as government and railway officials, to examine the
prospect.121 Funk spoke from experience when he cited the potential
of the bush country for Mennonite settlement. Having arrived from
Danzig with a family of 10 children in 1 903, he had with the aid of
his sons in less than three decades brought 1,200 acres under
cultivation on nine quarter sections, most of which had been cleared
from bush in the so-called Parkland.

And Joseph R. Tucker of Sub Rosa in Saskatchewan sent a map to
support his offer to sell or lease enough land in the Sub Rosa district
for a hundred or more Mennonite families, who were much to be
preferred over other Europeans "of mongoloid or hybrid-mongol
race under the tutelage of land speculative corporations." The
appearance of such unpreferred settlers would "be hotly resented."
But Mennonites were more than welcome. Tucker explained his
generous offer to the Minister of Immigration:

The leading men around Sub Rosa care nothing for religion
and the Mennonites could profess any or none as they wished.
Said Mennonites could practise any social customs they pleased
at Sub Rosa as long as they kept the King's laws and turned
over their rent-shares duly. They could suit themselves
whether they sent their children to Sub Rosa school, if the pro-
vincial government did not interfere in this particular. 3
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One proposal submitted to the Ontario government suggested that
some of the refugees could be settled in the undeveloped north,
meaning Reesor and other areas of the clay belt. Nothing came of the
suggestion, even though it attracted the province's mild interest.
Another petition sent to the governments in both Toronto and Ottawa
in 1930 was more forcefully expressed. It requested that special
immigration provisions be made for the persecuted fellow believers
in Russia. The Mennonites justified their special appeal on the
grounds that they "always believed that in Canada, the principles of
humanity and Christian mercy outweighed economic and political
consideration."124

The Conference of Mennonites in Central Canada, having heard
David Toews's report on immigration and on the plight of the people
in Russia, expressed "gratitude to the highly esteemed government
and expressed the confidence that "the new element of Mennonites
would "give an added impetus to agricultural growth and other lines
of activity and in that way be a positive factor in the Canadian national
life.'"" At the 1930 sessions, the David Toews report126 was fol-
lowed by a telegram to MJ. Kalinin, the Chairman of the Central
Executive Committee, U.S. S. R., which requested that all those
whose properties had been seized be allowed to emigrate and that
individual cases of those imprisoned be examined objectively before
the courts.

The German government also exerted pressure on Canada to
reverse its decision. Unless Canada accepted 500 Mennonite fami-
lies, an urgent warning said, future relations between the two
countries might be affected.128 The message had a positive effect.
The railways, for instance, which had been authorized to bring in
200 families each, were now encouraged to apply this allotment to the
Mennonites in the German camps. The CNR explained that its quota
had for the most part already been filled, but the CPR could, and did,
agree to the request. On February 24, 1930, the first complement of
24 families set sail for Canada. Other groups followed in March and
April, usually in small consignments, deliberately so as not to cause
undue attention and disturb public opinion.

This minimal success was small comfort for the failure to achieve a
much larger movement. David Toews had logged countless hours in
his attempt to rescue all the refugees. His correspondence with the
various levels of government was voluminous. When his written
requests were dismissed, the elderly leader persisted in asking the
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authorities for personal interviews. "Anytime and place," he assured
them, "will be convenient for us."129 A communication with the
Prime Minister's office in early 1930 revealed that, while Ottawa's
disposition was to co-operate more fully, its hands were tied by the
intransigence of the western provinces. King confided by letter to
Toews that his government would be prepared to go

just as far as the Government of Saskatchewan were willing to
have us go, but that it would not be in the public interest to
adopt a different course with respect to Saskatchewan or any of
the other provinces to which the refugees might hope to
come.130

Toews did not give up. He presented a comprehensive report on
Mennonite immigration activity past, present, and future to Sas-
katchewan's Royal Commission on Immigration and Settlement.13'
As he customarily went to the Mennonite press to plead his case with
the Mennonite people, so also he went to the public press to plead the
Mennonite case with the Canadian people. Soon after King's latest
reply, David Toews wrote a lengthy letter to the Saskatoon Star-
Phoenix "to correct some wrong impressions that have been
created." Mennonites, he said, were a religious denomination, not
a nationality. Mennonites were greatly interested in education.
Voluntarily they had established "something like one hundred public
schools in the Province of Saskatchewan" and the conversation of the
young people was such that they could have been "born of English-
speaking parents."

Those opposing the public school, a small minority, had left the
province so that "we are safe in saying that the public school is being
taken advantage of by our people unanimously." But "in order to do
justice to our conservative friends," he explained that they had in
1 873 accepted "in good faith" the promises of the Dominion govern-
ment concerning autonomy in educational matters, "not knowing
that the Dominion government really had no jurisdiction over the
school laws of the provinces." When compulsory education was
enacted, they offered some passive resistance and then left for Mexico
and Paraguay. They were a people of good character, honest and
conscientious.

As to the Mennonite religion, it distinguished itself from other
Protestant denominations in three respects: adult baptism, which put
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them in the good company of the Baptists; affirmation in the courts
instead of swearing, but that was no reason for concern because false
affirmations were punishable the same as perjury; and aversion to
war or nonresistance, which also put them into the good company of
generals who said "war is hell" and the Quakers, who are respected in
England, the United States, and Canada. Such people, believing
these things, severely persecuted in another country, were "modestly
knocking at the door of Canada. . . to enjoy freedom of conscience
and the fruits of their own labour. . . willing to assume their obliga-
tion as citizens." The Mennonites already in Canada were willing to
guarantee that they would "not become public charges" and that they
would "not aggravate the unemployment situation." If, then, the
coming of these destitute people would not cost Canadians a single
dollar, why did they not open wide the door? Toews invoked the
evidence of history as he issued his passionate appeal:

Has the British nation suffered by the coming of the Huguenots
in 1685, have the Canadian people suffered by the coming of
the British Empire Loyalists? Have the American people suf-
fered by the coming of the Pilgrim Fathers? Even from a
national point of view we know that they have gained.133

He promised:

These people, if permitted to come to Canada, will be law-
abiding, will send their children to school, will learn the Eng-
lish language, will cultivate lands that are now idle, they will
become no public charges; they will lighten the burdens of the
ratepayers by paying taxes themselves; they will help to pro-
duce wealth; they will not be clamoring for help or relief; they
will be as good citizens as any class of immigrants that have
ever been brought to Canada. 134

Not all of those who desired to come to Canada could be accommo-
dated within the 200-family allotment awarded to the CPR. Yet there
were problems even in filling that quota. Admission depended on
provincial approval, which in turn was dependent on proper spon-
sorship in the respective provinces. Therefore, the organizations
busied themselves with arranging nominations for families related to
Mennonites already established in Canada. Alberta was asked in the
early summer to accept 38 sponsored families. Toews promised that
the Board would do everything possible to settle them on homesteads
in northern Alberta or possibly on CPR irrigation lands in southern
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TABLE 29138

DISPERSION OF 1929 MOSCOW REFUGEES
(BY 1932)

COUNTRY NUMBER

Argentina
Brazil
Canada
Europe
Mexico
Paraguay
U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.

6
2,529
1,344

528
4

1,572
4

c. 7,000-12,000

Total c. 13,000-18,000

Alberta.135 The guarantee had little effect. Alberta refused the appeal
on the grounds that if the Mennonites were invited in, other groups
and individuals would also apply for entry.

A similar list, nominating 127 families, was presented to the
Saskatchewan government. At least 55 congregations from across the
province had pledged their readiness to provide for one or more
refugee families. Support for the undertaking was particularly
strong in the Hepburn, Rosthern, Hague-Osler, Glenbush, Laird,
and Herbert districts. Premier Anderson investigated some of the
nominees and, in June, approved the entry of 27 families— 100
families less than requested—totalling approximately 145 per-

136 Owing to that year's federal election, even that small move-sons.

ment was deferred to the spring of 193 1.
A greater degree of success was achieved in Manitoba. Early in

May, that province authorized the admission of 11 8 families,
conditional on the guarantee of their nominators to maintain them.137
Because some of the nominated families had by this time proceeded
on to South America, Toews asked that others be permitted to take
their places. Manitoba vetoed any such substitution, and the actual
number of families brought to the province was less than the figure
originally agreed upon.

None the less, for some, the efforts paid off and by 1932 a total of
1,344 Moscow refugees had landed in Canada (see Table 29). Public
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antipathy to immigration in general, and to Mennonite immigration
in particular, had prevented many more from coming and deflected
them instead to South America. That several thousand had been
safely plucked out of the Soviet Union was largely due to Germany's
energetic involvement. Germany negotiated their release from Mos-
cow, furnished them with transportation from Russia to Germany
and later to the ocean ports, provided for their temporary mainte-
nance in the camps, and donated an outfit of clothes and a small sum
of money to the colonists destined for South America. Transportation
to the southern hemisphere was also financed by Germany in the
form of interest-free loans to be repaid in ten years.

Germany's move to help them, when she herself was in great need
and when all other countries desisted, deeply touched the refugees. In
Brazil and Paraguay, two settlements were named Auhagen and
Hindenburg, respectively, in appreciation of the work performed by
the two German leaders. South America's youngest Mennonite
communities retained intimate attachments with Germany in subse-
quent years. Not even the rise of fascism could destroy the associa-
tion, since the German country, more so than its particular form of
government, remained important. Germany also occupied a promi-
nent place in the hearts of those who came to Canada. Their grateful
sentiments were expressed in a statement of tribute and thanks
directed to the German government shortly before the departure of
one of the first groups to Canada. The testimony thanked the country
for its good deeds and concluded, "May God bless the German Reich
and its leaders for ever and ever."140 There would be more such
prayers before the 193 Os were over.

International Mennonite Concern

For those remaining in the Soviet Union or for those nearly 1,000
who had Red across eastern borders, the problems were by no means
over. The latter included nearly 200 persons who had crossed into
Turkey, Persia, Afghanistan, India, or Western China.141 An addi-
tional 700 or more left the settlements they had established in 1927
near the Amur River in the far east and fled 300 miles to the Chinese
city of Harbin, which had already become an eastern refuge from
collectivization.142 Here they were led by Johann Isaak, a medical
doctor who had been sent from Omsk by the Siberian Mennonites in
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192 0 to seek help from America but who had never gone farther than
Harbin. Most of these people also hoped to be admitted to Canada,
but all but a few ended up in Paraguay, 373 in 1932 and 184 in
1934, while 215 found refuge in the United States.143

The 100,000 Mennonites remaining in Russia faced successive
waves of physical and psychological hardship. During 1929 and
\ 9 30 thousands o f ku/aks, including over 10,000 Mennonites, were
exiled to distant places with or without their families. Working in
northern forests, in eastern gold mines, or in new industrial and
agricultural centres, they experienced severe winters, hard labour,
spring floods, hunger, and disease, all of which took their toll in
human life.144

For those not uprooted in Russia, there were other troubles. Crop
failures, due to climatic conditions and the inefficiencies of the
collectivized agriculture, brought to the Ukraine and the Caucasus
in 1933 a famine greater than that of 1921. From Canada, David
Toews continued his appeals for intervention and help. At one time,
15 leaders in meeting at Rosthern on behalf of the "Mennonite
people of Canada and the United States" petitioned the Canadian
representative at the League of Nations in Geneva "to fully open the
way for relief work in Russia" because millions of people were dying
of starvation.145 Cultural and spiritual conditions reflected similar
impoverishment. By the mid-193 Os, most church buildings had
been converted and were being used as clubhouses, theatres, grana-
ries, or stables.

The greatest tragedy was the loss of their leaders in the Great
Purge. Initiated in 1934, the purge began with Stalin's cleansing of
the Communist Party by imprisoning, exiling, or executing those
suspected of disloyalty, including top Bolsheviks. It grew to embrace
people from every level of Soviet society and eventually involved
millions.147 Hundreds ofMennonite men, indeed most of the leaders
still remaining, were also sent into exile, this time to unknown
destinations where they died alone and unheard.148

The western nations learned of the terrible fate ofMennonites and
other peoples in the Soviet Union, but being preoccupied with the
economic troubles of the time, they generally chose to ignore it. The
three Mennonite world conferences, however, attested to the concern
felt by the world-wide Mennonite community. This was particularly
true of the 1930 conference, which was convened specifically for the
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purpose of considering relief action. Whatever conclusions there
were to be drawn from the Russian experience about Mennonite
innocence or guilt, few people doubted that it was their duty to
render whatever assistance they could to their suffering brethren.
The manifold responses of the international Mennonite community
were shared and reinforced at the world conferences.

For the decade-old Mennonite Central Committee in the U.S.A.,
the continuing Russian crisis meant a prolongation of its own life,
and the expansion of activity to other areas of need for which, of
course, there were precedents. Before the founding of the MCC in
1920, certain programs had been undertaken in Europe and in the
Middle East which, together with the relief in Russia and in India,
amounted to $2,500,000 and involved 80 workers.150 Thus, while
the Russian emergency precipitated the founding of the MCC, the
concept of a wider ministry, extending not only to Mennonites but
also to people in need anywhere, actually preceded that founding.

In the early 1930s the Mennonite Central Committee was again
forwarding considerable amounts of relief to Russia, much of it
through individual remittances via American Express and Torgsin,
Russian stores where clothing and food could be purchased with
American dollars. Used clothing was being sent to immigrants in
Canada and Paraguay. The latter also received shipments of dried
fruit, aid for a new hospital, for the high school, and for the co-
operative in Fernheim, and allowances for destitute ministers. The
refugees in China and other Asian countries were assisted, as were
those in transit in Europe and Mexico.

The new immigrants in Brazil received aid not only from the
German government but also from the Mennonites in Holland, who
raised 100,000 guilders for those settlements alone and whose
historic struggle for human rights and contribution to the relief of
their destitute brethren in the faith was thus reinforced. Now the
General Commission for Foreign Needs concentrated on helping
people in transit, especially through the Bureau in Rotterdam, but
also as far away as Persia.151

The German Mennonite Aid, founded in 1 920 also in response to
the Russian emergency, had delivered a variety of services to the
Russian Mennonites, both those emigrating and those remaining in
Russia. Included among its donations were 12,000 schoolbooks and
4,000 Bibles. The Aid had been discontinued in 1926, but begin-
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ning in 1929 the Germans once again gathered large quantities of
clothing and amounts of money for the refugees from Russia. They
were assisted by Mennonites in Switzerland, Poland, Alsace, and
France.

European aid had also gone to help resettle those immigrants who
had been fortunate enough to enter Canada during the 1920s.
Speaking to the 1936 world conference, David Toews acknowledged
more than $18,000 received from Holland, Germany, France, and
Poland to support immigrants detained in European camps for
medical reasons. He also noted that for more than a decade about
15,000 pounds of clothing had been received annually from Ameri-
can Mennonites. Funds were also arriving from the United States to
support ministers and to help build 40 churches for the
immigrants.153

For Toews, it was most important that all the aid for the
Russlaender not overlook the struggle in Canada. He identified
some of the burdensome responsibilities the Canadian Mennonite
Board of Colonization had to deal with: a huge transportation debt,
immigrants leaving the farms, mental patients and other dependants
threatened with deportation if not cared for. But the main problem,
he emphasized, remained the need in the Soviet Union. This was not
surprising given the fact that 20,000 Russlaender in Canada had
personally experienced the suffering of friends and relatives left
behind. Toews summarized the problem as follows:

After the emigration to Canada, also to Brazil and Paraguay,
perhaps as many as 75,000 Mennonites remained in Russia.
These have now been scattered throughout the Russian
empire, and partly destroyed. It is questionable whether
50,000 are left. These have been silenced and are slowly going
to their graves. The young people for the most part have been
poisoned by the bolshevik system. . . . Over there they are
longing for the time "when the Lord will redeem the prisoners
ofZion." We too are longing for this time whenever we think
of our brethren in Russia.li5

Gratefully, Toews observed that the relief work for "our brethren in
Russia" had brought together all the Mennonites of the world and he
expressed the hope that there would be even more unity and joint
action in the future.156
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Relief action was one of the dominating themes at the world
conferences and one of the forces working for unity, but there were
also others. Information was shared about the history and state of
Mennonite affairs in the different countries. Various theological
themes were reviewed, and contemporary tasks, including missions
and the nurture of young people, were outlined. The contributions of
Menno Simons were assessed, and the origins ofAnabaptism were
recalled, as was appropriate especially at those world conferences,
1925 and 1936, which served as 400th anniversaries.

The rediscovery of common historical and theological roots was as
essential, or more so, to an enduring international connection of the
Mennonites as were relief programs. Thus, deep reflection on great
historical events served the cause of commonality, while it also
revealed some deep differences, which were already evident within
the world Mennonite community. Yet, the discussions were felt to be
so valuable for the rediscovery of history and the reaffirmation of
identity that any divergences were tolerated, at least for the time
being.

The heritage of faith itself received a positive review. Anabap-
tism, it was explained by Swiss representative Samuel Geiser, was not
the result of cold calculation or fanaticism, as the work of Conrad
Grebel, Felix Manz, and Georg Blaurock had been depicted in
various church histories and by contemporary critics.157 But rather,
Anabaptism was, as the rich source materials amply documented, a
creative act of God," prompted by decadence in the church and the
desire to form a fellowship of believers according to the precepts of
early Christianity. us In Geiser's interpretation this meant emphasiz-
ing the inner experience of salvation, baptism upon confession of
faith, the practice of separation from the world, the insistence on
church discipline, the defence of complete religious freedom, the call
to discipleship, and the rejection of the oath as well as of military
service.159

Menno Simons, on the other hand, received a mixed review at the
1936 conference in Holland commemorating the 400th anniversary
of his resignation from the priesthood. Dutch leader N. van der
Zijpp noted that in many ways Mennonites in the Netherlands knew
little about him, somewhat of an irony given the fact that Menno
himself was Dutch. Very little had been said or written about him,
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the last Dutch edition of his works having appeared in 1681. As well,
the Dutch believers had for many centuries referred to themselves as
Doopsgezinde, meaning Anabaptists, rather than Mennonites.160

Van der Zijpp explained that part of the reason for this reluctance
was that Menno Simons was not really the founder ofAnabaptism: he
did not leave behind him like other reformers a theological system.
He was also too indecisive to become "the head of the church." On
the positive side, Menno did guarantee continuity at a time when
Calvinism, Catholicism, the use of force, and fanaticism threatened
the brotherhood. He was known for his uniting of word and deed,
for striking the right balance between doctrine and ethics. Also, he
would always be known for his piety.

The world conference reHections on the early movement and its
leaders was followed by a close look at the historical development and
contemporary expression of the church. The Swiss churches, it was
reported, had suffered decline for many years owing to oppression
from the state, consequent emigration, and the rural isolation of those
who had stayed behind. However, a renewal had occurred early in
the twentieth century with continuing positive results.16

In the Netherlands the General Society of Anabaptists, founded in
1811 as a voluntary association, had been reorganized in 1923-
1924. The new society, it was hoped, would provide better support
for the Amsterdam seminary, needy congregations, and foreign
relief and would allow for more active participation in the ecumeni-
cal movement. The reorganization was also intended to strengthen
the fellowship of 40,000 members, an increase from alow of 27,000
in 1 800 following a steady decline from 160,000 a century earlier.
The reasons for that decline were fragmentation, on the one hand,
and the growth of wealth, on the other hand, which led to new modes
of relating to the world, including mixed marriages, participation in
government offices, and military service, all of which tended to
make the church unimportant, if not unnecessary.

The rest of European Mennonitism, apart from Russia, included
40 congregations in southern Germany, about half a dozen congrega-
tions in northern Germany, about 1 0 congregations in Danzig and
nearby regions formerly known as Prussia, and 8 congregations in
Poland. Altogether, these Mennonites numbered about 20,0 00.164
France now embraced both French- and German-speaking congre-
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TABLE 3 O166

SUMMARY OF FOREIGN MENNONITE MISSIONS
(r. 1930)

SPONSOR AREA MISSIONARIES MEMBERS

Dutch Mennonites

Old Mennonite
General Conference

General Conference
Mennonite Church

Mennonite
Brethren Church

Mennonite Brethren
in Christ

Congo Inland
Mission

Krimmer
Mennonites

China Mennonite
Mission Society

Java 6

Argentina 17
India 41
East Africa 10

America (Indians) 17
India 31
China 16

America (Indians)
India i- 33
China

Africa [ 21
India

Belgian Congo 3 1

Mongolia 6

China 38

2,130

565
1,366

39

3,190

100
500

1,000

650

gations. The latter had previously been located within German
borders, but with the transfer of Alsace-Lorraine after the First
World War, they were now within France.

None of the Latin American German-speaking congregations or,
for that matter, mission congregations were as yet represented at any
of the world conferences (1925 - 36). However, their pioneering did
not go unremembered. Several presentations outlined the situations
in South America, Africa, and Asia. In addition, there were letters of
greeting from newly established churches in Brazil and Paraguay.
From India, the most fruitful of the various Mennonite mission
fields (see Table 30), came a message of identification with the
suffering Russian brethren,167 quite possibly because some of the
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refugees in Asia had found their way to the mission stations.168 The
work of the missionaries, at that time numbering over 260, most of
them from the U.S.A., would change in due course the character of
the Mennonite world conference and thoroughly diffuse its Dutch-
German and Swiss-German ethnic bases. But the full extent of that
diffusion could not yet be foreseen.

The ethnic continuity of the Mennonites, who had a European
base, was clearly evident in the North American story as reported at
the international meetings. Practically all, if not all, the congrega-
tions in both the U.S.A. and Canada were related to either the Swiss-
South German or the Dutch-North German cultural families. The
Dutch had been the first to arrive in America, a number ofbusiness-
men establishing themselves in New York in 1643, others in Dela-
ware in 1663, and still others in Pennsylvania in 1683.16 The
majority of immigrants who laid the real foundations of Mennonite
life in America were, however, the Swiss and the South Germans.
They began to arrive in the United States in 1683, some of their
descendants moving on to Canada a century later. Significant
numbers ofDutch-German Mennonites from Russia settled in both
the United States and Canada in the 1870s.

Mennonite faith and life in America was described as exceedingly
varied owing to the many different groupings, but there was also a
common character, marked by the rejection of modernism and the
active support of, or empathy with, fundamentalism. The teachings
of most churches included the full authority of the Bible, the
necessity of personal salvation and the sanctified life, the role of the
church as an agent free and independent of the state, the clear
separation of church and state, and the doctrine ofnonresistance. An
aggressive denominationalism, strongly influenced by American
Protestantism, manifested itself in Sunday schools, youth societies,
Bible studies, prayer groups, revival meetings, men's and women's
associations, mission societies, choirs, and Bible conferences. There
were missionaries on three continents, many mission stations in
America, eleven hospitals, five children's homes, nine homes for
senior citizens, two deaconess institutions, as well as colleges, other
schools, and publications of all kinds. 170

Through the sharing of information, discussions on faith and
theology, and joint relief action, the world conferences, not yet
officially bearing that name, had united Mennonites from various
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groups and countries, at least symbolically so, for the first time in
400 years. This coming together was found to be so good, useful, and
promising that further such gatherings were held in prospect. The
common fellowship, the common faith, the common front, and joint
action, it was believed, would contribute much to the survival of the
parts as well as of the whole.

Meanwhile, it was more accurate to speak of the Mennonite reality
in terms of parts rather than of the whole. The Mennonite World
Conference had provided emotional and spiritual links, but it pos-
sessed as yet very little organizational strength, not even as an
international umbrella. In Russia, the wholeness that had been there
was slowly but most surely being decimated. And in Canada, David
Toews could not yet count on all the Mennonites uniting to support
what was for him the overriding cause of those years, the needs of the
Russlaender in Russia, Latin America, and Canada. Parochialism,
provincialism, and denominationalism were the stronger forces,
which even the depression and the Mennonite sense of mutual aid
could not overcome. In that way the Mennonites were no different
from their opponents, the narrowly focused Premier Anderson of
Saskatchewan and many other clannish Canadians.
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8. Overcwmng the CDepressim

Outstanding in the life of the Mennonite people is the practice of
mutual aid in time of distress and loss. We have literally tried to
do good to all men, but especially to those of the household of faith
as the apostle enjoined— L.J. BURKHOLDER.'

Cooperation truly succeeds only when the people see in it a great
social enterprise and are gripped by the desire for justice and the
will to make the world a better-place in which to live—}.}.
SIEMENS.2

T TNDIVIDED CANADIAN attention to the disaster facing the
Mennonites in the Soviet Union was impossible in view

of the calamitous onslaught in the 193 Os of the world-wide economic
depression. The international and national financial paralysis
affected the Mennonites, particularly on the Canadian prairies, in
diverse ways and brought forth a variety of responses to ensure
survival. Old forms of co-operation and mutual aid were revived and
strengthened, and some new forms were devised, partly to replace
what had once been and partly to deal with the new circumstances.
Mennonite individualism likewise manifested new vigour, as some
resisted the dole both for themselves and for others, and as hundreds
of families took to the road once again in search of a more promising
land.

The thirties were a ten-year period like no other in Canadian
history.3 It was a very bad time for agriculture and business, and the
number of workers unemployed exceeded one-tenth of the labour
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force for almost every year of the decade. Any assessment of the
disastrous meaning of the unemployment statistics must take into
consideration that with few exceptions the unemployed were the sole
breadwinners in their families and that they had no unemployment
insurance or standing welfare programs to turn to.In 1933, unem-
ployment actually rose to 2 0 per cent. Recovery from that apocalyptic
year was slow and uneven and far from complete when the Second
World War began.

For western, particularly Saskatchewan, farmers the depression
was a crushing ordeal.4 Everything seemed to go wrong at once. The
weather was abnormal, and dust storms, rather than blizzards,
swirled through village streets in midwinter. In summer, the fields
baked and cracked under scorching, rainless skies. Blanket infesta-
tions of grasshoppers and caterpillars added to the rural miseries.
Hostile natural forces were only part of the farmer's sorrows, because
the market on which his livelihood depended experienced a cata-
strophic collapse. Prices offered for the cereal crops were appallingly
low, and some households used their meagre harvests as a source of
winter fuel.

The collapse of the wheat market, accompanying the stagnation of
world trade and finance, was as central to the depression as the
development of wheat for export had been to the Canadian economic
boom prior to the Great War. After a temporary post-war slump in
the wheat economy, the market had again picked up, and in 1928, the
peak year of the 1920s, farm cash income from the sale of wheat was
$45 1 million. Put in other terms, it represented 7.4 per cent of the
GNP and 40 per cent of total farm income. As in all previous
decades, so in the 1920s wheat production had increased, 22 per cent
in the first five years and 16 per cent in the last five.

The 1930s saw a complete reversal of that trend. In the first five
years, production fell 26 per cent and in the second half of the decade
another 15 per cent.6 The drastic decline in wheat prices and the
prices of all other farm produce exacerbated the situation. From the
peak in 1928 totheebbin 1933 agricultural income fell by almost 80
per cent. One legend has it that a southern Manitoba farmer took his
load of grain with horse-drawn wagon over 30 miles to Emerson,
there to be offered 25 cents "for relieving him of the load."8 And
according to another chronicler:
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In 1929 wheat sold for $1.13 a bushel, but by 193 1 the price
had dropped to 29 cents per bushel and in 1932 farmers got
only 19 cents per bushel. Cattle prices also declined in the
same way and hogs sold for 1/2 cents per pound.9

History had taught the Mennonites to accept and adjust to adver-
sity. While not all acknowledged suffering as a normal Christian or
human experience essential for the fulfilment of divine purpose or
even as a virtue to be sought, few believed that continuous prosperity
was a divine right or even a proper expectation. God would take care
of His children if they would do their share. While some accepted
relief, "even when the need was not so desperate," others felt "that
they had no right to take relief if they had any other way of helping
themselves."10 Thus, the days of the depression were for the most
part not characterized by a lazy waiting for better times but by harder
work and the application of all those measures which the instinct of
survival suggested as pointing in the right direction. This included,
above all, belt-tightening and the reduction of whatever "luxuries"
had already been accepted.

One example of such adjustment lay in gasoline-powered trans-
portation and farming. When the depression struck, tractors and cars
had in many places replaced horses for field work and transportation.
Because the economic crisis made cars unaffordable, they were
converted into wagons with rubber tires by removing the motor,
leaving the car body or replacing it with the box of a lumberwagon,
attaching a pole and a doubletree to it, and hitching horses to the
doubletree. Bennett buggies they were called, after R.B. Bennett,
who had the misfortune of being Canada's prime minister during
those fateful years, but whose ability to remain in good humour even
during difficult times represented a unique qualification for the
task." A popular two-wheeler created from half a car frame was
named after J.T.M. Anderson, the Saskatchewan premier.

There were more Bennett buggies and Anderson carts in Saskatch-
ewan than anywhere else, because that is where the depression hit the
hardest and continued the longest, bringing impoverishment and
dependence on emergency relief to tens of thousands. When the task
of relieving economic distress became too much for both the munici-
pal and the provincial governments, the extra-governmental Sas-
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katchewan Relief Commission was created to achieve a fair and
equitable distribution of the relief available from all sources. Food
was distributed, especially flour for bread, as well as clothing
ranging from $2.50 worth per infant per year to $9.00 per adult
with a maximum of $75 per family. Fuel, medical aid, and feed and
fodder for livestock were also distributed and, in due course, seed
grain to help farmers get started again. The Relief Commission
came to an end with the 1934 provincial election, but relief was
needed and carried on by various branches of the provincial govern-
ment throughout the 193 Os and into the 1 940s, as families and fields
impoverished for so many successive years could not easily be
rehabilitated. The reluctance with which most Mennonites needing
relief accepted it is reflected in the memoirs of Ernest A. Jeschke:

This [the 1937 crop year] brought us to the humiliating posi-
tion where we stretched out our hands for "relief." Of course
we were very reluctant to take that step, but we had six chil-
dren all school age.13

By and large, the provincial governments were poorly equipped
—philosophically, politically, structurally, and financially—to cope
with the depression. After bailing out the wheat pools, which had
paid the farmers more than the wheat was later worth, the govern-
ments of the prairie provinces were under great pressure to balance
their budgets. In Saskatchewan, the Relief Commission was a limited
operation and of limited duration.14 In Manitoba, the Liberal-
Progressive government of John Bracken was able to maintain relief
and old age pensions only by imposing a two per cent tax on all wages
and salaries.'5 In Alberta, the newly established Social Credit gov-
ernment neglected to implement its promise of a monthly 25-dollar
dividend to all citizens.16 In Ontario, the Liberal government of
Mitchell Hepburn promised reform but much of its energy went
into cutbacks and the balancing of budgets.17 Most progressive in
terms of public spending, both for relief and forjob-creating works,
was the Liberal government of Thomas Dufferin Pattullo in British
Columbia.18

The distribution of direct relief "was supplemented by. . . church
organizations, fraternities, welfare groups, and generous
individuals.'"9 In the first third of the depression decade alone, 577
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carloads of fruit, vegetables, and clothing were donated by charitable
people throughout Canada and shipped without cost by the railways.
Among these carloads of donated produce, four filled with potatoes
and other garden products were collected by the Mennonites of
Waterloo County and distributed along with 42 bales of clothing in
southern Saskatchewan communities.20 Much clothing also arrived
from the churches in the U.S.A., an average of 15,000 pounds a
year. During one fall and winter, for example, one American
shipment of 17,772 pounds of clothing was distributed among 646
families.21 Such help was absolutely essential because distributors
found children without stockings or shoes even in the coldest winter
months. From northern Saskatchewan came three carloads of
potatoes. From Alberta five carloads of baled straw were sent to feed
the cattle of Mennonite farmers in southern and central Saskatche-
wan, the parts hit hardest.

Such concern had its origins in, and was undergirded by, the
theology of the church, which stressed the moral obligation to do
good to all people. Though church-based mutual aid had a strong
tradition in all Mennonite groups, the particular problems of the
193 Os led to departures from particular practices. The Conference of
Mennonites in Central Canada, for instance, resolved that its treas-
ury for the poor should serve not only its own congregations, but also
people in need who were not members anywhere.2J Another example
of deliberate extension beyond the borders was the sewing-circle
movement, in the 1930s at its peak particularly in Ontario. More
formally known as the Women's Missionary Society, the movement
excelled in sewing clothes for Toronto's "fresh air children," visiting
the sick, providing home nursing services, comforting bereaved
families, feeding the hungry, and gathering used garments for
destitute people.

Mutual aid in all its forms was tried and tested, and, while
institutional relief and collections in distant places made a great deal
of difference, it was neighbourhood helpfulness and community
solidarity which mattered most. Some of the care that neighbours had
for each other in an earlier era was recalled and revived. In the
Grunthal area, for instance, every farmer knew about "Schmett
Toeius en Gruentol" (Blacksmith Toews in Grunthal), because that
was one place where farmers who had broken machinery and who
were too poor to buy new implements could get some help. And the
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charges were according to the times. Schmett Toews expected no
more than 50 cents for what had formerly been a ten-dollar job.27

Isolated Fields: Alberta

Good-neighbourliness, however, was not enough to keep Menno-
nites in place. They left the depressed wheat fields by the hundreds.
And if they did not leave the fields, they left the wheat, as in southern
Manitoba, where heavy dependence on grain now gave way to
diversification.28 In all the prairie provinces, there was scattered
movement towards northern brushland areas, where the soil retained
the moisture better, where agriculture always was and remained
diversified, and where nature in the form of berries or wild animals
provided some source of sustenance. The drought and the grasshop-
per plague in southern Saskatchewan resulted in a near-panic flight
from the south to the north where there was more grass and feed and
where there were better hopes of getting through the winter with
cattle and family. Large tracts of land in the Meadow Lake area were
being looked at in 1 934 as possible areas of settlement.29 But the more
significant movements were from the grain farms of the prairies to
the fruit orchards and the vegetable and tobacco farms of southern
Ontario, and even more to the fruit and dairy farms of the British
Columbia lower mainland.

In the 1930s, the Mennonite population in Canada increased by
22,818—from 88,736 to 111,554—resulting in increases in all the
provinces, from Ontario to British Columbia. Even Saskatchewan
gained more than 1,200. However, as a fraction of the total,
Saskatchewan declined from 35.3 per cent to 29.2 per cent, while
British Columbia, in quadrupling its Mennonite population, moved
up from 1.2 per cent to 4.6 per cent of the total. What was equally
significant was that the 1 930s represented the beginning of a trend
which continued in the 1940s, when the Saskatchewan fraction
declined to 21 per cent and the British Columbia portion of the total
moved up to 12 per cent.

For some, and this was true especially in the Hague-Osler area,
the economic reasons for moving were reinforced by the impulses of
religion and the search for cultural isolation which persisted in spite
of the movements to Mexico and Paraguay in the 1920s. Those who
stayed in Canada were leaderless and frustrated at first, but by 1930
the Reinlaender remnant had regrouped and renamed itself the
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Altkolonier Mennonitengemeinde (Old Colony Mennonite Church),
selected a new bishop, and begun confidently to build for the
future.3 However, the issue of isolation from society and ofaccept-
ing the public school had not been fully resolved.

In the Mennonite community, as in society generally, no issue was
ever solved for all time. New circumstances, or second thoughts
about old circumstances, tended to produce a fresh division of
opinion. There was, after all, no conservative faction so unanimous
and cohesive that it could not ultimately give rise to some progressive
thought, and there was no grouping of progressives that was not
capable of some conservatism in the ranks. Indeed, each issue always
had at least two sides to it, and whenever Mennonites insisted on
turning one side or the other into rigid truth, they guaranteed the
emergence, sooner or later, of another point of view. Thus, while the
emigration had separated those who were in favour of leaving Canada
and those who were against it, both those who left and those who
stayed had second thoughts. In Latin America some people were
thinking of coming back to Canada. And among the Altkolonier and
Bergthaler(S) of the Hague-Osler area there were those who contin-
ued to fear absorption into the world, even though at an earlier time
that fear had not been strong enough to cause the total uprooting that
emigration required.

Should a greater isolation be possible within Canada, that would
be another matter. The coming, and settlement in their midst, of the
Russlaender started second thoughts precisely in that direction. On
the one hand, the colonization agents working for the Russlaender
had once again identified the vast Peace River district as a settlement
possibility. On the other hand, the Russlaender represented a new
threat. As far as some Bergthaler(S) and Altkolonier were concerned,
a new element ofworldliness, as they perceived it, had been added by
the settlement of the Russlaender in their midst. It seems that the
Kanadier were extremely disquieted by the presence of the immi-
grants, regarded by them as liberals who had not maintained intact
the traditional values. A legal firm representing a group of Hague-
Osier Old Colony people looking for land informed the Alberta
authorities that

the reason for their desire to move westward is that the new
Mennonites who have come in from Russia since the war have
proved a somewhat disturbing element, disturbing, at any
rate, to their religious and home life idea.3
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Inquiries regarding the possibility of settlement in the Peace River
District were made late in the 1920s by a number ofKanadier groups
with the help ofJ.J. Hildebrand of the Canadian National Settlement
Association. Despite several attempts to win education-related
privileges for themselves, these groups failed to extract any special
concessions from the Alberta government.33 None the less, some
families elected to move northward. They believed that a temporary
reprieve from cultural intrusion was better than none at all and such a
possibility existed in the northland.

The successive Alberta governments, both United Farmers and
Social Credit, did not organize public schools where none existed or
enforce compulsory school attendance legislation against the wishes
of the local populace. In this, Alberta was quite different from
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. There was in Alberta also less rigidity
in curriculum-related matters. Private schools, like Prairie Bible
Institute at Three Hills, could become fully accredited without
reference to Shakespeare or "other worldly authors." In the English
classes of PBI, only the writings of evangelical missionaries and
preachers were used.

In 1930, representatives of about 300 families at Hague-Osler
and in southern Manitoba inspected lands along the Peace River,
north of the town of Peace River. Special attention was given to an
area in townships 97, 98, 101, immediately east of a small town
called Carcajou. A certain Mr. Elias actually settled in Carcajou at
the time and began to cut a road and await further settlers. He was
followed in 1932-33 by five other families from the Hague-Osler
area. These pioneers praised the isolation of the northland and
encouraged others to join them. But they also came to the early
conclusion that the river valley flatlands of Carcajou, being too wet
too long at the wrong time, were not the best choice.

Thus, in 1934 they moved farther north near the small trading
post of Fort Vermilion on the east side of the Peace River. Others
were on their way. In May of that year it was reported at the town of
Peace River that four railroad cars of effects, including 25 head of
cattle and horses, together with a large quantity of farm machinery,
had arrived as a vanguard of a large movement to follow, and that
over 300 quarter sections of land had been secured on long-term
lease.

The first manifestation of the permanent settlement appeared at
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Buffalo Head Prairie,36 also known as Rosenort.37 Then settlement
expanded north about 40 miles to include the communities of La
Crete, Blumenort,38 and Rheinland, the latter nearest to Fort
Vermilion.39 While the numbers arriving were small,40 the Kanadier
movement once again opened up the Peace River District as a
possible happy settlement option for others.

Among those selecting the northern wilderness as their new home
were returnees from Mexico who were having second thoughts about
their transfer to that country. In the fall of 1935, Bishops Isaak M.
Dyck and Jacob Peters, with 13 ministers and 3 laymen, were
consulting by mail with their former lawyers in Morden about a
return to "the old beloved fatherland Canada."41 Their schools had
been closed since the month of June by the authorities and this caused
them "more grief and suffering than the loss of our earthly goods"
because "we find ourselves deceived in our expectations." Thirteen
years of "hardships and molestations from the Mexican people" had
been difficult to bear, but even more problematic was the establish-
ment "of socialistic schools by law from which law the Mennonites
are not exempted."

A wholesale return to Canada was being considered, perhaps to the
Peace River District, but not unconditionally so. The guarantee of
"our own private schools" and "complete exemption from any kind
of military service" were the two main conditions of return set forth,
in accordance with "the customs of the forefathers" which could not
be sacrificed "without hurting our conscience." The desire to return
to Canada, however, was unequivocally strong:

. . . it would be our delight and joy to return to our old home,
and no sacrifices, hardships, or labours would be too difficult
for us to change the open and unsettled prairies of the far north
with the blessings of Almighty God into fruitful cultivated
fields. . . . And, because Canada has been to us and our ances-
tors a loving and well-meaning mother, who has had much
patience and forbearance with the sins and transgressions of
our people, so we would in the future seek the best of the state
and the country.42

Bishop Jacob Abrams, along with three preachers and one deacon,
addressed a petition directly to Ottawa and stated six conditions
essential to the return of their group. They included administration
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of "our schools and churches ourselves with the use of German, our
school and church language," the ownership of school and church
property, the right to found a Waisenamt (an administration for the
welfare of orphans), exemption from military service or any war
services whatsoever, release from the oath and courts of justice, and
—the paradox of the request probably escaped the petitioners—"the
protection of the law for our property and also our life."4 Such
protection was normal in Canada but not, as the Mennonites had
already many times discovered, in Mexico.

These and other petitioners44 w<Te given both favourable and
unfavourable reports. They were told that the Militia Act allowed
individuals to claim exemption from military service, that crown
lands could no longer be reserved for colony settlements, that public
homestead lands were administered by the provinces, and that there
was no problem in readmitting Mennonites who were British sub-
jects, being Canadian-born or naturalized. Because the immigrants
to Mexico had retained their Canadian citizenship, there was no
problem on that account. And children born in Mexico were also
eligible for Canadian citizenship, though the parents rarely docu-
mented their choices in this respect. Officials warned that Mexican-
born children would be examined at the port of entry and readmitted
only if they were "in good mental and physical health and in
possession of a passport. "4i

Meanwhile, efforts were also made in Mexico to clarify the status
of the Privilegium in that country. The result was th?it the schools
were reopened in January of 1936.46 However, emigration senti-
ment did not end. Thoughts of returning to Canada from Mexico
reached a high point in February of 1936, when throngs of Mexicans
marched through the streets ofCuauhtemoc, demanding "expulsion
of the clergy and establishment of socialistic education."47 While
their agitations were aimed as much at the Catholic clergy as at
anybody else, the Mennonite bishops knew that their schools too
could be affected.

There were other problems. Roving thieves were taking advan-
tage of Mennonite nonresistance, breaking into the homes of the
defenceless settlers, and in one instance killing two of them. Govern-
ment agents told Mennonites to shoot the robbers, but Bishop Dyck
insisted "that bearing arms is against our religion."48 The Menno-
nites also refused to go to court and, in one situation, paid a colony
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debt a second time rather than resort to the law. There were, of
course, Mexicans who appreciated the Mennonites. The victims of
the Tampico flood and others benefited from their occasional exter-
nal charity. They could be relied upon to keep their word, and the
businessmen ofCuauhtemoc knew best the source of their livelihood:

Only the Mennonites can farm successfully here. There was
no town here before they came. There will be none if they

A mass movement did not materialize, but scores of families did
return to Canada, some of them to their former settlements and
others to communities not too far away, as at MacGregor and Spencer
in Manitoba. However, most of the returnees took up homesteads in
the Fort Vermilion area until the world war brought the movement to
a stop, at least for the time being.

In the 1930s, some Russlaender were taking another look at the
Peace River area, primarily because of the social separation it
offered. This was particularly true at Coaldale, where the tensions of
the mid-192 Os had not been fully resolved and were ready to flare up
at any provocation. In April 1934, it was noted that "the Mennonites
at Coaldale have been unsettled" because of the "bad feeling between
the original settlers and the Mennonites" which continued to express
itself mainly with respect to school matters. The Mennonite school
population was about half of the total, yet Mennonite land holdings
in terms of acreage were comparatively small, and thus the immi-
grants were believed not to be paying their share of the school taxes.

Aggravating the situation was the strong Mennonite presence on
the school board. At one point, Mennonites had three members, in
other words, the majority, and, "while their actions at that time were
very careful and they did not offend any one, much capital was made
of the situation."50 Campaigning against their re-election, and par-
ticularly against their strongest member, Jacob B. Janz, a brother of
B.B. Janz, was Norman Priestley, the local United Church
minister.51 Priestley was also vice-president of the United Farmers
of Alberta during the 1930s, and in 1932 in Calgary he was elected
secretary of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (a farmer-
labour-socialist party). The following year he presented the Regina
Manifesto to the founding convention of the CCF. Priestley stressed
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collectivist economic policies which could not be tolerant or respect-
ful of minority interests and concerns. He could not allow individu-
alism to stand in the way of collectivist policies supported by a
progressive majority of the electorate. The majority, in yet another
sense, was British, hence his nativism, which stood in the way of
respecting cultural minorities."

When one by one the Mennonites, including Jacob Janz, were
ousted from the school board, "it annoyed him so much" that he and
others thought that the Mennonites would have to leave Coaldale.
Thus, they too were eyeing opportunities in the northland." The
Canada Colonization Association, however, discouraged any moves
because of "all the difficulties you would have to be put up against in
connection with the homestead lands." Besides:

this antagonistic attitude will gradually disappear. It has done
so in other cases and . . . patient effort and consistent citizen-
ship . . . will cure the difficulties. . . . it will be much better for
the Mennonite people of Coaldale to stay with it and overcome
these prejudices than it would be for them to run away and
practically bury themselves under backwoods conditions for a
generation. . .54

Coaldale restlessness continued, however, but the people turned
their eyes to southern British Columbia instead of northern
Alberta." Factionalism within the Coaldale Brethren Church
helped that process along. As with Abraham and Lot in the Old
Testament, a geographic separation was always one way for Menno-
nites to resolve their differences.

The northern frontier, where the winters were long and the
growing season was extremely short, was difficult even for the
hardiest of pioneers, such as the Kanadier always were. Once again,
wells had to be dug by hand, wheat had to be ground for bread, and
animal skins and sheep's wool had to be converted into footwear and
garments. And markets had to be found for produce and the ways of
river shipping had to be learned. Yet the rewards were sweet. The
soil produced richly, up to 117 bushels of oats per acre. Weeds were
scarce and so were pests such as potato bugs. But most important of
all, the desired isolation from worldly influence and from the rigid
enforcement of education laws had been found.
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Greener Fields and Co-ops: B.C. and Ontario

The north was a refuge good enough to commend itself to other
Mennonites, and in due course new settlements were also founded in
north-central British Columbia, when at the end of the depression
decade Mennonites were still on relief and economic prospects for
them remained dim. The new communities in Cheslatta and Van-
derhoof, though in part a consequence of the depression, were not
established until the 1940s and therefore are best described in the
context of that later period.

The new settlements of the Kanadier in northern Alberta and
central British Columbia were the most significant new ones coming
out of the depression. But they were not the only ones, inasmuch as
individual families and groups of families pushed into brushland
areas in Saskatchewan as well as Manitoba, as is indicated by the new
congregational units established during this time. Other Kanadier
and the Russlaender too were moving around as a result of the hard
times, but for them other areas held a greater attraction than the
north. The people at Coaldale eyed the Peace River District only in
passing, and some Russlaender already there, as at Lymburn, were
beginning to join the movement either to British Columbia or to
Ontario. The same was true in the CPR brushlands in northern
Saskatchewan, but no exodus was sufficiently complete to end the
settlements or the congregations there.

The story was different at Reesor in northern Ontario, once the
hope of all those who had visions of restoring, however partially, the
Mennonite commonwealth. The end of Reesor did not come in the
1930s, but the beginning of the end could be foreseen in 1936 when
Jacob C. Toews, one of the original pioneers and community leaders,
left for Essex County in the south and thereby set in motion an exodus
which saw. 12 families leave in 1937 alone.

In the early years of the depression, the Reesor settlers were not
affected that much by the drought and the collapse of the wheat
markets. Later, however, the orders for pulpwood declined, and a
livelihood from the produce of the farms proved highly unlikely,
partly because of the remoteness of the markets and partly because the
government refused concessions on homestead lands, which would
have allowed individual farmers to expand their acreages. The
community was also wracked by internal dissension. Thus, when the
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"push" from Reesor was added to the "pull" of southern Ontario, the
temptation to move to Essex County or the Niagara Peninsula
became irresistible.57

Once Mennonites from the prairies had discovered the orchards of
the Niagara Peninsula, they migrated in droves and set up new
economic institutions. The Virgil community received its first
settlers in 1935, but by the next decade, approximately 300 families
made the area their home as parts of whole communities were
transplanted.58

The migrations to Ontario and British Columbia led not only to
the expansion of existing communities and the establishment of new
ones but also to new experiments in economic co-operation, which
arose not so much from the ideology of the co-operative movement as
from very practical considerations. In the establishment of co-
operatives, the Mennonites followed patterns already entrenched in
Canada." The co-op movement, both on the prairies and in Ontario,
dated back to the late nineteenth century. In Ontario, co-op cheese
factories, creameries, and mutual insurance companies were in
vogue, whereas on the prairies the primary focus was on grain
marketing. The twentieth century also saw the emergence of co-op
livestock marketing organizations, poultry growers, and creameries.
Creameries were organized among Mennonites in Manitoba before
the Russlaender arrived.60

The ultimate objectives of the co-operative movement varied with
the proponents. There were some who believed the co-ops would
simply cure a fault in the free-enterprise system, namely the existence
of and exploitation by monopolies. Others seemed to regard monopo-
lies as an integral part of the capitalist system and wanted to see the co-
ops replace private enterprise. Put another way, there were practical
co-operators and there were doctrinaire co-operators. For most
Mennonites—there were important exceptions, to be discussed later
—the doctrinaire co-operators held little appeal. The Mennonites
clearly preferred practical solutions to urgent local problems rather
than grandiose schemes to replace the capitalist system.

The Russlaender, in their various communities, became part of
the post-war expansion of the co-op movement, but it is important to
note that they generally formed their own co-ops. The Mennonites of
the 1930s were not yet ready to join the charitable organizations and
co-operatives of their fellow Canadians. For several decades parallel
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institutions existed, owing partly to the WASPish nature of other
organizations, partly to the clannishness of Mennonites themselves.
And as long as they didn't need others for their own success, there was
no great incentive to include them or to join them. A consumers' and
producers' co-op established at Virgil enabled the fruit growers to
market their produce at reasonable prices and to avoid excessive
spoilage. The co-op also served the community in a variety of other
ways and ultimately became the foundation for a prosperous commu-
nity credit union begun by Mennonites.62

Similar initiatives were undertaken in British Columbia. A
consumers' and fruit growers' co-operative was organized at Yarrow
to operate a general store, a feed- and grain-buying business, and a
berry-packing and -preserving plant. Soon, over 2,000 barrels of
raspberries, each containing 400 pounds, were being processed,
trucked to Vancouver, then shipped by railway to eastern Canada and
by boat to overseas markets.61 The success of these ventures in turn
prompted the founding of a credit union, a co-operative egg-grading
and -marketing plant, a feed-mixing and -grinding mill, a creamery
and cheese factory, and a jam factory.

During his visit to British Columbia, sociologist J. Winfield
Fretz, on a Mennonite Central Committee assignment to study
settlement- and community-building, identified at least eight differ-
ent Mennonite co-operatives in the Fraser Valley. All of them were
factors in the early stability and prosperity of the Fraser Valley
settlements. According to pioneer Aaron A. Rempel, who had come
to the valley from Russia via Mexico and Saskatchewan, "the use of
co-operative techniques when starting a settlement is a 50 per cent
guarantee of its success."66

The Co-op Movement in Manitoba

Co-ops were founded for very practical reasons, especially in the new
settlements, but occasionally and particularly in southern Manitoba,
the co-op ideology was also a motivating factor. The movement,
which sprang up among the Kanadier in the West Reserve area, was a
necessity borne of the depression, but it was also inspired by the
international co-op philosophy, the work of the movement in
Canada,67 and the heritage ofMennonite mutual aid.68

Even the most productive Mennonite land areas experienced some
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of the worst features of the depression. Like many other westerners,
the people here had been influenced in their policies by the post-war
wheat boom. In their haste to capitalize on the soaring markets, few
people bothered to assess the future consequences of a wholesale
commitment to a single-crop economy, or the trend to consolidate
large acreages under single owners. One of the first casualties
claimed by the wheat bonanza was the old-time family farm. Diver-
sity, and the accompanying self-sufficiency, had formerly character-
ized most farming operations. The shift to commercial wheat farms
changed all this and mechanized farming, conducted on a large scale,
divested the farmers of the time that was needed to maintain milk
cows, hogs, chickens, and pasture crops. The sudden demise of the
barnyard animal signified that farmers had taken a giant step towards
reducing their own independence and had bound themselves to the
whims and uncertainties of a market over which they had little
control. The independence of the farmers was further impaired by
their growing reliance on the petroleum industry.

The following statistics reveal in part the grim path along which
agriculture was headed: of 1,240 farmers residing in the Rhineland
Municipality, over half(626) were in danger of losing title to their
holdings through foreclosures or bankruptcy; 455 households were
so heavily in debt that they were obliged to turn over one-half of their
annual crop to mortgage companies or other mortgage holders; the
number of tenant farmers was growing daily, eventually leaving only
13 per cent of the farmers retaining clear title to their lands.69

It was against this distressing background of economic, and the
accompanying social, attrition that a small group of concerned men
met in Altona in January 1931. The participants, representing
different villages, various occupations, and the different churches,
all agreed that their once-prosperous area was in imminent danger of
decline. Farming seemed to hold no future. For people who had been
tied to the soil for generations, and who had come to regard farming
as their divine calling, this was a troubling proposition to accept.

The consensus at the meeting was that a massive agricultural
reorganization was necessitated by the situation. Specifically, the
need was for greater farm diversity that would feature the introduc-
tion of new crops, better cultivation and tillage practices, and the
return or improvement of livestock and poultry flocks. In order to
better facilitate the contemplated reforms, the Rhineland Agricul-
tural Society was organized.
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At the heart of this new initiative stood JJ. Siemens, whose
economic and social contribution to southern Manitoba was reminis-
cent of the work of Johann Cornies in southern Russia a century
earlier.71 Born in 1 896 in the Schoenthal district near Altona, he was
destined to pioneer as his immigrant father before him had done,
though in a different way. After graduating from the Mennonite
Educational Institute in Altona and the Normal School in Winnipeg,
he taught for ten years, taking up farming when his father retired.72

A strong believer in the psalmist's declaration that "the earth is the
Lord's and the fulness thereof,"73 Siemens advocated better steward-
ship of the soil and himself "experimented with many types of crops,
sometimes using unorthodox methods of farming."74 A public-
spirited citizen, he was a man of great vision who established
numerous co-ops, as well as the Rhineland Agricultural Society
(RAS), which, as an educational force for economic co-operation,
became the forerunner of the Western Co-operative College in
Saskatoon."

Since one of its principal functions was to educate, the RA-S
considered it vital to be closely allied with the provincial and federal
departments of agriculture. Such policy would today seem common-
place and sensible. In 193 1, however, the announcement was viewed
by many as a bold break with the past. Mennonites were proud of
their long tradition of self-reliance and their capacity to survive and
prosper, using their own resources. The more reluctant Mennonites
maintained that to solicit outside help was to admit to serious internal
weaknesses and to invite unnecessary outside influence.

RAS officials, Siemens especially, objected to such reasoning. In
his view it was outright folly to refuse proffered assistance that could
well prove to be the farmers' salvation. While he appreciated and
valued his heritage, Siemens realized the error of foolishly and
stubbornly clinging to antiquated practices. He advised the Men-
nonites to observe and learn from the laws of nature, which were
constantly altering the world around them, and from those who had
insights to pass on:

. . . we need to learn the techniques of farming but we need to
learn first that techniques change. We must learn to keep
abreast of our times, to keep our minds young, to experiment.
We must learn how to learn, and let learning stop only when
life stops.76
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The RAS-sponsored programs soon produced results. Junior and
adult agricultural clubs were organized, lectures, study sessions,
films, essay contests, and tours to various experimental farms were
offered, picnics and fairs were held. New crops such as corn, sugar
beets, peas and other row vegetables, flax, potatoes, and sunflowers
took hold on the land. Dairy herds were boosted, purebred hogs were
introduced, and veterinarians were brought in. Other less tangible
benefits accrued as increasing numbers of people became infected by
the enthusiasm generated by the RAS. Troubles, if not always erased,
were at least temporarily forgotten, as individuals worked together
planning new programs or studying new techniques. Siemens was
pleased with the regenerated agricultural spirit which saw new
possibilities and prompted new initiatives:

We began to feel that there were many things we could best do
for ourselves. We had become community conscious and
desirous of leaving the "Beaten Track."7

There were also those who recommended that the principles of
collective organization could be extended to combat the most offen-
sive features of private enterprise. It was said that the free-enterprise
system, as originally designed, had taken a wrong turn and had
evolved into a greedy monster. Ordinary citizens were left too much
at the mercy of giant companies more interested in padding their
already fat bank accounts than in serving the public fairly. A
suggested corrective to such economic injustices was to place the
distribution of goods more immediately within the control of the
consumers.

Thus, the organization in 1931 of the unpretentious Rhineland
Consumers Co-operative Ltd. marked the beginning of another
movement which, complemented by the work of the RAS, would
help to transform an impoverished district into the "Niagara" of
Manitoba. Undaunted by the largely negative, mostly sceptical, and
sometimes hostile reception of the co-op in the community, the
original 67 members pledged themselves to the cause, along with a
precious sum of $ 10 per member. The co-op's first order of business
was to reduce the gas, fuel, and binder twine prices. A simple
strategy was devised and the group purchased an existing oil station
in Altona, then bought the needed products in bulk in Winnipeg.
This led to substantial savings for the membership.78
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Progress was slow but steady. The turning point for the Altona
movement came in 1937. That year, the co-op returned to its
members the first cash dividends. Sceptics now suddenly became
believers as there was a rush to be included on the co-op's enrolment
list. The gasoline co-op's proven ability to survive as a viable
business effort, while rendering to its members real savings, pro-
duced a chain reaction. Other communities realized the value of the

co-op system and requested help in establishing their own. A decade
after the Altona venture came into being, there were 13 local co-ops
in the West Reserve district offering a wide range of services to their
members including retail stores, cheese factories, creameries, egg-
grading stations, and machine repair shops.

The co-operative spirit arising from the depression also prompted
the Mennonites to join the national and international credit union
movement, and to found "people's banks" of their own, notably the
Crosstown Credit Union in Winnipeg, whose membership was
limited to Mennonites. In such towns as Altona, Winkler, and
Steinbach, the credit unions were led by Mennonites, who also
represented the strongest membership base, but these community
credit unions were open to all.

Siemens was naturally pleased with the financial successes of the
co-ops, but for him financial viability was only part of the move-
ment's significance. In his own words, "running a cheap store [was]
not a great social aim; it [had] little social significance."80 But as "a
social enterprise" contributing, to justice and a better world, the cheap
co-op store had a special place. Co-ops reaffirmed the spirit of
community and nurtured an appreciation for neighbours both far
and near. For Siemens, the long-term consequences were clear:

people working together in large groups for their mutual wel-
fare, putting into practice the good principles of self-help,
opposing exploitation in any sense cannot do other than have a
beneficent effect on our society.81

Not everyone in the West Reserve area applauded the co-opera-
tives or endorsed RAS policies. Some groups opposed them simply
because they were new and unfamiliar. Merchants felt the co-ops
presented a real danger to their own livelihood. Others reacted
unfavourably to the socialist character of the co-ops and attempted to
connect the movement with international communism. Labels of
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Red were hurled at co-operators who were accused of transforming
southern Manitoba into a "colony of Moscow." Similar epithets
were directed against Siemens, who was also variously denounced as a
godless heretic and a foe of Christianity. Opposition to the co-ops
came also from the Mennonite church leaders.

Much of the opposition undoubtedly arose from the further
reduction of the church's sphere of influence. Historically, the
introduction of municipal government, the disintegration of the
villages, the opening up and ending of the reserves, the coming of the
public school, and the intrusion of secular institutions generally had
been hard to accept. Now the co-op movement represented further
erosion of the place of the institutional church.

The leaders of the movement did not see themselves opposing the
church. On the contrary, they believed themselves to be returning to
some of the traditions of the community and mutual aid. They had no
desire to usurp the church's authority or mission. They did not
preach subversion, nor did they urge the overthrow of the existing
political and religious order. They attempted to accommodate all
persons within the ranks, regardless of their religious and political
orientations, and advocated closer co-operation between individuals
and groups for the benefit of them all.

On account of his high public profile and his image as a "man of
the world," Siemens absorbed the brunt of the church's reaction. He
was at home with the literary works of Shakespeare and Shaw, and he
moved easily among people of high finance and industry. He read
and recommended to others books written by religious liberals and
socialists, and he crusaded on behalf of a new economic order.
Siemens persevered in spite of the church's obstructions, though he
was deeply scarred by the character assaults and insinuations directed
his way.83 Lesser men might have acquiesced to the dissenting
pressure or have left the community. Not so Siemens. He maintained
faith in his cause and his actions. Though he finally departed from
the Bergthaler Church, he refused to forsake the people who had
worked so tirelessly alongside him. His trust in the basic goodness of
mankind preserved itself and was rewarded by the general, though
gradual, acceptance of the RAS and the co-ops. Siemens confided that
the satisfaction expressed to him by so many people compensated for
the hurts administered by the movement's detractors. He took pride
in the fact that the co-op success had not been achieved at public
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expense yet had returned to the community substantial economic and
social dividends. After visiting communities across Canada, sociolo-
gist Fretz concluded:

It is doubtful if any other community in the United States or
Canada, whether Mennonite or non-Mennonite, has devel-
oped such a vigorous and thorough-going program ofco-oper-
atives as has Altona, Manitoba. There are many examples, but
none of them have developed so many successful ventures in so
short a time, and no other community is contemplating such
far-reaching and permanent economic changes in the direction
of co-operatives in the future.84

The Russlaender in the Winnipeg area also felt the need for co-
operative endeavours in agriculture, but being more scattered in
their communities, they met with less success. An initiating group of
19 persons from six communities in the Winnipeg area met on
November 8, 1933, at Glenlea to discuss the formation of a Menno-
nite Agricultural Association, whose chief function would be to help
Mennonites market their produce and also to purchase supplies co-
operatively in order to keep in Mennonite hands those profits
normally going to middlemen. While such an organization would
have to begin working on a small scale, it should eventually attend to
all agricultural needs, including such divergent directions as settle-
ment and land purchases and representing Mennonite interests
before the agricultural corporations. Something had to be done, it
was felt, to compensate for the absence of a geschlossene Ansiedlung
(closed settlement) and to help overcome the depression.85 The
Association, however, did not come into being because it lacked the
driving force and leadership essential to its success.

Individualism and Secularization

The co-op movement had a much reduced appeal in the East Reserve
area, although a co-op cheese factory operated successfully at
Grunthal. During the depression, the agricultural advantages of that
region, which had been in doubt since the earliest days of settlement,
became obvious. Here mixed farming, having always been the rule,
was now deeply entrenched and proving itself as the best means of
"weathering the storm" of the depression. As the East Reserve
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enjoyed "a period of prosperity such as it had never experienced
before" the population density rose, the number of farms increased,
and farm income and farm value were significantly advanced. Even
the smallest of farms, specializing in products such as poultry,
potatoes, or berries,

enabled many resourceful Mennonites to make a good living
on notoriously poor soil by utilizing the supply of relatively
cheap and efficient labour as well as the closeness to the Win-
nipeg market.86

The continuity during the depression of an agricultural tradition,
already well established and whose time had now come, made the
East Reserve area less in need of, and less susceptible to, reform
movements and innovation. Consequently, the co-operative move-
ment held less appeal.87 The stronger individualism resulting from
the much earlier break-up of the village system and its reinforcement
by evangelical movements emphasizing individual salvation rather
than communal responsibility led to an aggressive venture into
capitalist enterprise, not least of all in the automobile trade.

Ironically, the automobile became king in that very locale where
more than a generation earlier the first entrepreneurs had been
excommunicated by the church because of their reaching for the car.
Thus, reaction to the impossible demands by church leaders in an
earlier day may have shaped, as much as any factor, the economic
philosophy of the East Reserve's central trading centre. The town
of Steinbach in the northeast corner of the reserve, for instance,
prospered more than most French or Ukrainian villages in the
region, though Steinbach lacked what all others considered essential,
namely a railway connection. A small but "significant commercial
empire" was building up, based on "competitive enterprise and
individual resourcefulness rather than on co-operative effort."89
Steinbach boasted numerous industries already in the 1920s:

a 100 bbl. flour mill, six stores, three large garages, black-
smith and tinsmith shops, a butcher business and cold storage
plant, a creamery receiving station and pasteurizing plant, a
cheese factory, two lumber yards and two sash and door facto-
ries, two implement businesses and two shoemakers, two bar-
ber shops, a watchmaker, a machine shop for repairing any-
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thing from a set of harrows to a steam engine, a good
restaurant-one of the best little hotels in the country, a doctor,
a printing office and paper, and an electric light plant.90

Emphasizing individual initiative in the extreme, East Reserve
people were "openly boasting" that they could get along without
"economic crutches" like co-ops.91 After all, it was individual
farmers who had shaped East Reserve agriculture when the village
system had proved unfeasible, and it was the "inventive genius," the
"progressive" outlook, and the "top salesmanship" of its business-
men that "blazed the trail of progress." Relief was the very last
resort for people in economic distress. The unemployed were given
an axe and a pick and told by the municipality to "earn your warm
meal a day" and thus learn that there was more to life than loafing,
grumbling, and developing inferiority complexes. As Francis has
observed:

Thrown without much mercy upon their own resourcefulness,
they discovered many opportunities for rehabilitation, either
by developing mechanical hobbies into gainful occupa-
tions .. .or by cultivating small plots obtained on easy terms
and netting satisfactory profits from small garden crops, such
as berries and vegetables.94

Whereas in the West Reserve area economic stimulus and educa-
tional direction came from the co-operative movement and the
Rhineland Agricultural Society, in the East it was the Board of
Trade, later known as the Chamber of Commerce, which "caught on
strongly in the 1930s" and which sponsored short courses on
everything from bee-keeping to hog-raising" and which organized
clubs and introduced high-grade livestock and poultry into the

95area.'

The East, however, was not entirely free from economic woes.
One event, described by A.A. Friesen as "the greatest hoax or
swindle in Mennonite history,"96 was coincident with the depression,
if not a consequence of it, and threw a dark shadow over the East
Reserve area. That event was the 1934 foreclosure action against the
Intercontinental Land Company by National Trust, one of the major
holders of first (Class A) mortgage bonds, which financed the
purchase in the 1920s by 300 Russlaender families of 40,000 acres of
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improved and equipped lands, sold to Intercontinental by the emi-
grating Kanadier.97 In addition to the Class A landholders, there
were 969 B-bonds, purchased for $113,OOO.98

The holders of these second mortgage bonds, earning seven per
cent, were Mennonites and Amish in the U.S.A, and Ontario, whose
involvement in this business venture came largely through the
salesmanship ofAlvinJ. Miller, the former director ofMennonite
relief in Russia, who was equipped with signed endorsements of the
financial scheme from David Toews of the Board and also with the
support ofM.H. Kratz, a Mennonite lawyer from Philadelphia.

In the foreclosure action by National Trust—which could not be
stopped, only delayed by the Board"—these B-bond holders were
the losers, and the repercussions thereof were felt by the Board for
years to come, for that is where the complaints were directed by those
who once had given their trust. There were complaints such as the
following, all of them in vain:

My husband. . . died. Am left a widow . . . with $1100 debt
at. ..bank.... Help me along by [getting me the] interest on
the thousand dollars loaned to your people.loc)

Before leaving the subject of the economy of southern Manitoba, it
must be noted that the depression marked the end of several of the
community institutions transplanted from Russia to the reserves of
Manitoba, by which the church had served—and controlled— much
of the Mennonite society. These institutions were the Waisenamt in
the West Reserve area and the Brandschulze (fire insurance).

The Waisenamt had originated in Prussia as a church institution
established for the purpose of managing the property of orphans and
widows. In time, its function as a financial institution had broadened
to become a "bank," which received deposits for purposes of saving.
Money was also loaned to alleviate economic need and to assist in the
acquisition of farms. In the emigration of the 1 870s, the Waisenamt
not only facilitated the emigration of orphans and widows, the
liquidation of their properties in Russia, and the transfer of their
assets to a new country, but also rendered the same essential service
for all the emigrants.101

Once the function of the Waisenamt had been expanded from its
primary role as the protector of orphans and widows to a savings bank
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and multi-purpose financial institution, there was no easy backtrack-
ing. And it served well, at least for a while. The Waisenamt observed
the established norms of "efficiency, honesty, and charity," and
"debtors, creditors, and church officials co-operated in order to do
justice to everybody concerned." As one outside observer has
written:

. . . the letter of a contract was always interpreted in the spirit
of Christian justice and charity. . . . the creditor . . . was mor-
ally bound to consider the welfare of a tardy debtor . . . to
advise and to guide him in the management of his farm until
he was able to repay his debts. . . . among the Manitoba Men-
nonites [there were no known] Shylocks and usurious money

In due course, however, the Waisenamt administrator in the West
Reserve area, as well as government officials, had become uneasy
about the fact that the institution was not incorporated under Cana-
dian trust company laws. Contrary to the wishes of many church
members, this incorporation had been pursued by the administrator
and achieved early in 1907 with the result that the Waisenamt was
split into two parts, one incorporated and operated by the Bergthaler
church and the other unincorporated and operated by the Sommer-
felder church.104

The incorporated Bergthaler Waisenamt was still under
Bergthaler church control, but there was no provision limiting the
business to Bergthaler members. On the contrary, the bylaws were
rewritten to allow non-members (Sommerfelder, Altkolonier,
Brethren, and others) to invest and vote but not to hold office. This
was an ominous turn of events, as H. J. Gerbrandt has written:

Although no one surmised the dark clouds that were already
forming beyond the visible horizon, this move had negative
implications. It barred from responsible office heavy capital
investors who later caused so much grief.

The activity of the Bergthaler Waisenamt increased markedly after
incorporation. Soon the deposits exceeded one million dollars. And
most of these monies were loaned and outstanding, lesser amounts
against cosigned notes and greater amounts against mortgage notes.
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The Waisenamt was continuing to operate in the new situation as it
had always done, on the narrow interest margin of one per cent and
with no reserves. As long as the withdrawals were few and small, the
Waisenamt was safe. But withdrawals were bound to come. The
emigration of the 1920s and the resulting withdrawals created a
temporary emergency and represented forewarnings of what was to
come. When the Wall Street stock market collapsed, depositors in
the Mennonite Waisenamt panicked and began to withdraw their
assets. The church, having authorized its elder to sign bank and
mortgage company loans, signed its properties over to the Waisenamt
as security against borrowings to make the withdrawals possible.

The assumption was that if only the people would be patient, the
crisis would pass as new investors would replenish the treasury.
Before this did or could happen, however, a non-Bergthaler deposi-
tor, unable to withdraw in 1931 his investment of nearly $20,000,
filed suit. The courts issued an injunction naming Monarch Life
Association as the executor and that was the end of the Bergthaler
Waisenamt. A request two years later by the person filing suit that the
Bergthaler Waisenamt be restored and not liquidated came too late.
As the church's official historian has noted:

There was nothing left to go back to . . . [and] the placing as
collateral the deposits of widows and orphans to secure the
monies of the rich investors and their losing everything, still
casts a bad shadow over the testimony of the Bergthaler Men-
nonite Church.106

The Bergthaler Waisenamt experience was not unique. Other
financial institutions also collapsed at that time. Even so, Gerbrandt
notes that while greater sincerity" and goodwill could not have
saved the Waisenamt, more financial and business expertise "beyond
the limited Mennonite world" and a "healthy reserve of soundly-
invested or frozen assets might have saved the institution."107

The Sommerfelder church continued to operate its unincorporated
Waisenamt, according to its constitution. In due course the Som-
merfelder began to sense, as the Bergthaler had 15 years earlier, that
incorporation was desirable, if not absolutely necessary, in view of
the large amounts of money on deposit and on loan. Shortly after
incorporation, amendments in the relevant statute gave the
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Waisenamt the right "to receive money on deposit" and "to loan
money on real, personal, and mixed securities." By the mid 1920s,
the investments totalled nearly $1,200,000.110

This "bank" was maintained until investor-panic early in the
1930s landed the Sommerfelder Waisenamt in the same predicament
as that of the Bergthaler. Funds were withdrawn, yet loans could not
be repaid as prices for farm products fell and land values themselves
plummeted. Various measures were undertaken to prevent foreclo-
sure, such as the sale of lands in lieu of bad debts, a two-dollar levy
payable by every church member, reduction of the administrators'
salaries, crediting every dollar of debt repaid with $1.25, and no
interest on deposits for four years.

The measures brought only short-term relief. A 1935 lawsuit
against the Waisenamt revealed that the institution was insolvent,
and, at the request of the Waisenamt, the Manitoba government
appointed a permanent liquidator. The winding up of the Sommer-
felder Waisenamt was more successful than the Bergthaler one, and
in the end, creditors received a 50.5 per cent return on their
money.'12 The records were burned thereafter,'I3 but the judgement
of history, recorded by Jake Peters, could not easily be avoided:

When the Waisenamt changed its task from the protection of
widows and orphans (regarded as a sacred duty) to being a co-
operative bank (based on the laws of economics) it deserted
those who needed the Waisenamt most, just before the depres-
sion when it would need them most. 14

The judgements rendered after the closings could have been too
harsh. After all, the money that was lost had been loaned to the most
needy people. In fact, the problem was that more had been loaned to
the needy than the Waisenamt could afford, given the fact that unlike
the banks the Waisenamt had no double-indemnity banking and at
least one purpose of incorporation had been to attract more invest-
ments precisely to enable a greater service. Thus, it is possible that
the needy gained most from Waisenamt closings and that the less
needy lost the most. That possibility, of course, does not remove the
pain resulting from the loss of an historic and semi-sacred institution.

The Waisenaemter did not all collapse. There were several small
ones in Saskatchewan, and others existed in Manitoba among the Old
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Colony people and the Chortitzer. '15 The latter group made efforts in
1933 to strengthen its Waisenamt by updating and publicizing
widely the provisions thereof.' The rules specified election of the
administrator every four years with ratification by the church
leaders. The rules of the Waisenamt provided for the proper care of
orphans until the age of 2 1 and the just administration and ultimate
distribution of any properties under the supervision and administra-
tion of the guardian or trustee, who himself had to answer to the
Waisenamt and the leadership of the church.

Another traditional church-related mutual aid organization,
which ended up as an incorporated commercial insurance company at
theendofthe 1930s, w&s Die Mennonitische Brandtordnung(M.e,n.no-
nite fire insurance). Founded in 1875 and based on Prussian and
Russian precedents, the Ordnung became in 1940 the Red River
Mennonite Mutual Insurance Company. Thus, an organization
based on mutual aid and responsibility for one's brothers, symboliz-
ing Mennonite separation from the world in its refusal to insure and
rescue from fire such places as theatres and dance halls, became a
business, allowing non-Mennonite membership, and determined,
indeed obligated, to turn a profit."7

Resistance to Secularized Aid

While the "secularization" of Mennonite mutual aid organizations
was proceeding among the Kanadier in western Canada, concerted
efforts were made by the Swiss in eastern Canada to prevent or
reverse that very process. The focus was the Mennonite Aid Union.
The Union had come into being in 1866 with the approval of the
Mennonite Conference of Ontario, which Conference reaffirmed its
authority over it in 1932, precisely because membership and aid
policies were in danger of becoming too broad.' As the Confer-
ence's historian noted:

There has been a tendency on the part of some sons and sons-
in-law, who are not members of the church to abuse their
privilege and to consider the Union as a cheap insurance
company. "9

The original impetus for the organization was the desire for "a
plan . . . which would be helpful in guiding the person in the amount
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which he should reasonably give in case of a brother suffering loss by
fire." The practice of mutual aid in "the household of faith" and
among "all men" had been one of the "outstanding" characteristics of
the Mennonite churches since their founding. Assistance was ren-
dered without a "system to guide" those giving assistance "but each
one followed his own conviction and judgement."

This completely voluntary and rather informal method of recom-
pense had become inadequate, in terms of both the methods
employed and the amounts raised. As a consequence, there was a
considerable temptation on the part of the brethren to insure their
properties with commercial organizations, which were becoming a
strong economic force, particularly in the Waterloo County area.
The Amish were sensing the same pressures, as is evident from the
formation of their own Fire and Storm Aid Union at that time.
Their organization also required updating in the 1930s.124

In 1933, the Mennonite Aid Union of the Mennonite Conference
of Ontario had about 1,350 members, whose total "risk" carried by
the Union amounted to $7,500,000.'" The affairs of the Union
were managed on the basis of rules set forth in 27 bylaws. Adminis-
trative responsibility rested with an Executive Committee appointed
by the Board of Directors. The Executive consisted of 30 church
members from each church district in the Ontario and Alberta-
Saskatchewan conferences. The Executive set the annual levies on
the basis of the losses for the previous year, and the directors collected
the levies in their districts. Losses were paid at no more than two-
thirds of actual cash value, and single risks on any one building were
limited to $6,000 and an entire risk to $16,000, except if the
Executive Committee ruled otherwise in particular cases.

All that was needed to become a member of the Union was a
signature—later, church membership in good standing had to be
certified—but continuous membership required at least every five
years an outside valuation of the member's property, the prompt
payment by January 1 of all rates levied, observance of all precau-
tions against fire, and avoidance of insurance in both the Union and
an insurance company without the consent of the Union's executive.
Members "fully insured" in the Union lost their membership
immediately if and when they applied for insurance in another
company.

The problems facing the Union were several. Regulations and
administrative procedures needed updating to match the changing
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business affairs of the brethren, but even more important was the
need to prevent the Union from becoming not the deliberate instru-
ment of a Christian community to maintain brotherhood but the best
way to get the cheapest insurance. The Conference, therefore,
resolved that it could no longer admit "sons and sons-in-law of
Mennonite church members, who themselves were not members,
because this permitted undesirable characters" to "consider the
Union as a cheap insurance company"128 and to share the benefits of
the Union.12 Before the decade was over, the constitution of the
Union was revised to require that all new applications for member-
ship be accompanied by a signed certificate of good standing in the
church.130

In other ways, however, the Union could not avoid adjusting to
the demands of the times. At a special meeting of the Mennonite
Conference of Ontario on June 20, 1935, a charter as a regular fire
insurance company was approved for the Mennonite Aid Union
upon the advice of the Inspector of Insurance for Ontario, who had
ruled that a charter be secured unless the business was limited to
members of the church. The latter had already become the policy of
the Union, but even these members insisted on a charter because
without it they could not obtain government loans for their farm
operations. Such loans required fire insurance in a chartered
company.131

The Mennonite Aid Union could not, however, be a comprehen-
sive aid plan for the Mennonite congregation. To begin with, the
purposes of the Aid were quite limited, even though losses caused by
lightning, wind, and water were in due course added to those caused
by fire. Additionally, coverage was not universal in terms of
membership. Some still looked upon the Union with suspicion and
distrust or even as a "money-making scheme."133 For these and other
reasons, older forms of mutual aid continued to exist. Among the
Old Order Mennonites the voluntary system was still the only way of
responding to farm or family disasters. All that was needed for a barn
to be rebuilt or a hospital bill to be paid was for the brethren to be
informed of the need and the necessary manpower or funds would be
donated.

The new problems of the 1930s, namely financial failings, includ-
ing business and farm bankruptcies, were a strong reminder of the
earlier tradition in which the brethren helped each other to carry
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their burdens, whatever they might be, in whatever way that seemed
right and possible at the time. Such sharing required openness and
frankness on the part of the brethren, which was unavoidable when
very visible disasters caused by fire and storm struck or when the
closeness of a community really made the hiding of even less visible
troubles impossible. But the communities were no longer limited to
intimate agricultural neighbourhoods, and financial problems had
become much less visible. Noting all of these developments, the
Conference tried in 1934 to restore, in the context of the depression
and the new situation, this earlier sense of mutuality when it resolved
as follows:

Because of present-day economic conditions, resulting in many
financial failures among our membership, be it resolved that
we encourage our Bishops, Pastors, and Deacons to teach, to
encourage and to caution our members in regard to all finan-
cial dealings, and to be perfectly open and frank with regard to
inability to meet financial obligations. Romans 13:8, Luke
6:31, Romans 12:7.134

There is no specific data available concerning the number of
failures, but the Gospel Herald noted editorially in 1935 that "hun-
dreds of Mennonites" a few years ago "in easy circumstances" were
"now either bankrupt or facing bankruptcy." Since these had been
among "the most substantial givers," church activities were crippled
for want of adequate financial support. "

In Ontario most of the "failings" had to do with "overextended
farm operations," which, lacking adequate markets and income,
could no longer maintain the debt burden.'36 Every congregation
had "at least one or two or three" such cases, which resulted in
"assignment sales." In such sales everything would be sold, and
creditors would get "so many cents" on the dollar. Mennonites tried
to avoid the courts, and this often meant that they were taken
advantage of and "left holding the bag." Settlements made on an
informal basis often involved "a referee" acceptable to both
parties. 7 The inevitable consequence was the loss of farms, and the
former "owners" working as hired hands or taking on factory jobs.
Another consequence was a virtual end to the cordiality in economic
relations that had formerly existed both among Mennonites and with
their neighbours.
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Business operations too were more and more carried on apart from
the awareness of the brotherhood. The traditional fear of the business
world was on the decline, even though the wish was "still generally
expressed that we might continue a strictly rural people." A leading
defender of business in the Old Mennonite church was Orie Miller,
the young layman from Pennsylvania, who had entered Russia to
help relieve famine in 1920. Acknowledging all the "pitfalls and
temptations" and "the evils of the system" — such as ruthless competi-
tion, exploitation of human beings, and profit as the single standard
of success—he noted that "individual Christians in the business
world to-day are living witnesses" of what can be done "in mitigating
the evils of the system" and in "using business and its rewards in
positive service."138 Thus, the church was not judgmental as once it
had been but rather empathetic, though little could be done in
concrete ways to help the businessmen in distress, except as poverty
cases.

The provision for, and insurance of, human beings and their
needs took on new meaning in the 1930s. The problems of the poor,
the sick, and those who wanted to provide for their loved ones in the
event of death or disability all came to the fore in a new way.
Discussions in all of these matters were initiated by the Mennonite
Conference of Ontario in 1932. At that time, the Conference was
concerned about the "persistent inroads" into the church by secret
societies and insurance companies who were offering systematic ways
of providing "so that the needy may never be left in suspense and
anxiety." 3 The end result of these discussions was the creation first
of the Mennonite Welfare Board and later of the Mennonite Benefit
Association.

The Mennonite Welfare Board of Ontario was organized in 1939
in order to centralize, under the deacon body of the Mennonite
Conference of Ontario, the various charitable funds collected to help
the poor so that they could be administered more equitably.140 These
funds were five in number and included the Conference Poor Fund,
the Ministers' Aid Fund, the Waterloo County Deacons' Poor Fund,
the Waterloo Township Poor and Church Building Fund, and the
Emma McNally Estate Fund, all of which had arisen historically in
response to specific needs. Besides planning for the care of senior
citizens in a special home, the Board responded to the needs of those
ministers and members presented for consideration by the congrega-
tional deacon.
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With regard to life insurance, the Conference asked Bishop Oscar
Burkholder to make a study and to write clarifying articles concern-
ing his findings.I42 After talking extensively to representatives of life
insurance companies and reviewing the traditions and teachings of
the church, Burkholder came to the conclusion that there were many
"scriptural objections to life insurance," including: the care of the
poor being the duty of the church; the immense holdings and
extraordinary salaries found in insurance companies; discrimination
against the poor and diseased; money, income, and wealth as stan-
dards of value and worth; the negative reflections on man's ability to
manage his money and take care of his family, on God and his
promises, and on charity as a Christian practice; the supplanting of
faith and trust with cold reason and unsympathetic facts; and the
unequal yoking of believers and unbelievers. 3

Life insurance people, Burkholder said, belittled the work of the
church, discouraged large families ("you can't expect a father and a
mother who breed like rabbits to be entitled to insurance
privileges"), paid back to policy holders only half of what they
received and built skyscrapers and luxurious offices with the rest. He
minced no words in assessing the role of the companies:

. . . life insurance has become a huge octopus, draining the
resources of millions of people, making them believe there is
no material safety anywhere else, no possibilities of getting
ahead in this life, but a gradual sinking into insignificance and
despair for everyone who is not insured. Then rising to won-
derful heights of sentiment and sympathy, their eloquence
dripping with honeyed words of religion and human love they
pose as the greatest benefactors the world has ever seen.

As an alternative he suggested a permanent church fund, sup-
ported systematically and proportionately by every church member.
He also encouraged the purchase of government annuities, rather
than insurance company annuities, since the government was
engaged in public service, while "the insurance companies conduct
their business for profit."141

The Conference's position on life insurance—it was believed to be
contrary to the principles of the church—meant that related schemes
of protecting the present and providing for the future had also to be
examined.146 The result of such a special investigation led to the
conclusion that "all questionable schemes of investment" should be
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avoided, but that government annuities were acceptable, as were
mothers' allowances and old age pensions. None the less, needy
widows and senior citizens were encouraged not to apply for govern-
ment assistance before discussing their needs with deacons and
ministers of the home congregation. If the congregation was unable
to meet the need, the deacon should take it to the conference-wide
welfare board before allowing the matter to come before government
agencies.147

In the insurance field, a most vexing problem turned out to be that
of liability insurance for car owners and drivers.148 After wrestling
with the issue for more than a decade, 1927 - 1940, the two confer-
ence executives from the Old Mennonites and the Amish Menno-
nites, and the respective aid union committees, came to the conclu-
sion that such a plan was unavoidable in the context of the
brotherhood.149 The first stage of discussion dealt with its need and
acceptability. The need was rather obvious and arose from "the
present conditions of automobile traffic and risk, and the liabilities
consequent upon these conditions."150 The acceptability became clear
when the special automobile liability committee placed auto insur-
ance "in the same class of protection as that of the Aid Union in view
of the fact that accidents occurred daily beyond the control of the
operator."15' But no sooner had a car aid plan become acceptable
when it was found to be unfeasible, because the government regula-
tions required a charter and starting capital and because the commit-
tee concluded that there were not enough church members and
owners of cars who were sufficiently interested to make the plan
workable in view of the fact that the rates would be higher than those
of commercial companies.'" It was much easier for Mennonites to
accept church aid plans when they were cheaper than commercial
plans.

M.edical and Other Institutions

Further evidence of organized—and, after Burkholder, predictable
—mutual aid activity was supplied by the creation in Ontario of the
Mennonite Mutual Benefit Association "as the agency through
which her membership will be provided with a systematic method of
sharing, in a Christian way, the financial burdens of sickness,
disability and death." The fees were $ 10 per person between the
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ages of 18 and 65, plus an annual assessment. The benefits included
hospitalization at $4 per day up to $ 120, surgery to a maximum of
$150, disability of $3 per day to a maximum of $150, and a
maximum death benefit of $500 reduced at the rate of $15 per year
after the age of 35.Iu

In western Canada, the matter of medical and hospital insurance
was accompanied by the actual hiring of doctors and/or the establish-
ment of hospitals during the 1930s. In southern Manitoba, town
churches and community leaders co-operated in the founding of
hospital societies and the opening of hospitals, in 1930 in Steinbach,
where they supplemented a care home for invalids, and in 1936 in
Altona and Winkler. Medical and hospital care was provided on the
basis of family contracts costing about $ 1 8 per year.156

The Mennonite Hospital Concordia in Winnipeg came into being
as a full-fledged hospital in 1930, following the organization of
Society Concordia with 3 0 members from both the Conference and
Brethren people.157 The new institution, however, was preceded a
few years by a maternity home established by alumni of the Halbstadt
Commercial School, among them N.J. Neufeld, a medical doctor
who had completed specialization in surgery in Austria and Germany
and who had obtained Manitoba certification as a qualified doctor in
1926. Without him and, quite possibly, the support of a Kanadier
doctor, Gerhard Hiebert, whom we have previously met as the
president of the Mennonite Immigration Aid, Concordia would not
have advanced as rapidly.158 In the first eleven months of its opera-
tion, the hospital admitted 297 patients, of whom 113 were mater-
nity patients, 114 surgical, 67 medical, and 3 with fractured
bones.'"

The incorporation of the Society under an act of the Manitoba
legislature was followed by aggressive promotion to increase mem-
bership to 200 or more and by fund-raising in order to expand the
facilities. The latter effort included the raffle of a $600 193 1 Ford
Tudor Sedan with net proceeds of $472.50 and a tour of U.S.A.
churches by a delegation of the Society. In 1934, the Society
purchased for $21,250 the 40-year old Winnipeg Sanitarium. What
was needed in addition to space, however, was the enabling of
patients, as well as the hospital, to afford the required care, in other
words a medical insurance plan.

A contract system was introduced whereby groups of insured
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families, ten or more, were formed and a designated person was
appointed to collect from each family a $ 12 annual levy, first to pay
only for hospitalization but later, with a slight increase in fees, to
cover medical costs as well. The contract system had wide appeal, and
within a year about 400 families were signed up through 25 con-
tracts. Revised from time to time, the system was in force until a
generation later when a compulsory government hospital insurance
plan replaced it, and, in the process, what had been the heart of the
institution, namely the close involvement of the people on behalf of
each other.

At Coaldale also a hospital was founded in 1934, preceded for
several years by a medical plan and the services of a doctor through a
newly formed health society.161 The cost of medical care in the new
country had shocked the immigrants into action. One immigrant
girl, working as a domestic in Lethbridge for $20 a month, had been
billed $40 for throat surgery and $20 for a week of hospital care, in
other words a total of three months of salary for one week of medical
care. One family, still living in a railroad car, fearing the cost, had
declined to call a doctor to assist in the birth of a child, only to
discover when the infant died 11 days later that a doctor had to certify
the death—at a cost often dollars.

This reluctance to seek even urgent medical help led to the
founding of the first immigrant medical group, namely the Coaldale
Mennonite Health Society, which collected one dollar per family per
month and acquired the free services, including surgery, of a
Lethbridge doctor. The delivery of a child cost an extra $15.
Membership grew rapidly from an initial 25 families to over 300. A
further monthly fee of one dollar per family also guaranteed free
hospital care by 1932. Soon the society was recruiting a German-
speaking Mennonite doctor (1933) and establishing its own 12-bed
hospital (1934).162

Following the Coaldale pattern, Mennonites in British Columbia
organized the Bethesda Mennonite Health Society with over 100
families and individuals—members—agreeing to pay up to 10
dollars a year. The Society paid the doctor $ 8 5 a month , plus surgical
fees of $27 for appendectomies and $50 for major operations.

Burial aid societies of one form or another sprang up in almost
every community, and these usually bridged the various church
groups. At Whitewater, for example, a Burial Fund Society was
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founded in 1933 for both Conference and Brethren churches. The
fees were 10 cents annually per person, and 10 dollars' support was
paid in the case of a death.16

The depression would have been even more problematic for the
Mennonite community had there been many other church institu-
tions to finance, but such was not the case. In the local congregations
there were no ministers to be salaried. The conferences placed no
"levies" on the congregations, for their overhead was small and very
few programs were mandatory. The fees that Mennonites were
expected to pay were based on local covenants having to do with
mutual aid societies. Besides that, the Russlaender faced some uni-
versal levies, including a five-cent-a-month-per-immigrant fee for
the care of mental patients to prevent their deportation165 and a 50-
cent annual fee payable to the Canadian Mennonite Board ofColoni-
zation for the financing of its operations.166

The schools, of course, depended for their capital and operating
needs on the constituency, but such educational institutions were few
in number. On the prairies the church elementary schools had
disappeared, and in Ontario they had not yet appeared. The Bible
schools, basically on a winter schedule, were low-budget institutions,
and the more costly Bible colleges of a later day had not yet been
founded. Only the Gretna and Rosthern high schools, founded to
help prepare teachers, were two institutions which really felt the
depression, as can be illustrated from the life of the German-English
Academy in Rosthern.167

The Academy had had a difficult financial struggle since it first
opened its doors in 1905. Perennially in debt, there were years when
the school's credit was stretched to such a limit that even the meagre
teachers' salaries could not be paid. The year 193 1 was another one
like that, and when C.D. Penner, the principal, left to continue his
university studies, with $455 or nearly one-third of his salary
unpaid, he had to wait the better part of the 1930s until the
institution's obligations to him were finally met.

The person chiefly responsible for the financial well-being of the
Academy was its board chairman, David Toews, who at the same
time was trying to liquidate an immense immigration debt. At the
Academy, expenses were cut to the barest minimum, including
several reductions of teachers' salaries, and every possible way of
increasing revenue and resources was pursued, most of these yielding
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only small amounts, so that the whole effort became known as
Kleinarbeit (the small effort). As it is written elsewhere:

At Hochfeld near Hague the Kleinarbeit consisted of paying a
few cents from each bushel of wheat harvested. In Saskatoon
the working girls agreed to put away 1 5 cents a month for the
school and thereby they contributed $75 in one year. Another
example of Kleinarbeit was the printing of membership cards
and selling them for 25 cents each.168

Students and teachers were sent out to raise funds. Greater pres-
sure was brought to bear on student accounts in arrears. Donations
were sought from well-to-do Mennonites in the U.S.A., with only
marginal success. The German consulate provided books for the
library and book grants. Youth programs were prepared and sold. In
such ways "a dollar at a time the Academy was kept alive." At the
end of the 1937-38 school year all operating debts, including
teachers' salaries, had been paid, and the treasury had $6.60 in it.
The capital debt had been reduced to $ 12,500.17°

One of the most vexing problems in the 1930s was the collection
among the Russlaender of the outstanding Reiseschuld of the 1920s.
At the beginning of 193 1 this transportation debt, including princi-
pal and interest accumulated at six per cent, amounted to
$1,040,727, more than half of the total credits advanced by then by
theCPR, namely $1,924,727 on behalf of 13,354 of 20,201 immi-
grants who had been unable to pay their own way.

This debt was an ominous burden, and when collections in 1930
amounted to less than the interest for the year, Board officials knew
that they had a serious problem on their hands. That problem was due
not only to the shortage of cash but also to the lack of willingness to
pay.172 The notion, widespread among the newcomers, that the CPR
was profiting from the immigrants even without the payment of the
Reiseschuld was supported in part by Col. J.S. Dennis s own argu-
ments, previously cited (Chapter 5), and by the repeated willingness
of the railway in the 1920s to overlook the legalities of the contracts
and in the 1930s and 1940s to cancel several huge chunks of interest
or debt, an amount eventually totalling more than one million
dollars.'73

Still the principal had to be collected, and for this purpose a full-
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time collector was put on the road, namely C.F. Klassen, who
worked with the provincial immigrant committees and district
representatives. Whatever the attitude of individual immigrants
themselves, the leaders and all the officials of the Board considered
the debt a holy obligation. Their influence was felt as congregations
and conferences themselves emphasized the moral dimensions of the
problem and called for disciplinary action against those able but
unwilling to pay. For, and on behalf of, those unable to pay on
account of death, sickness, depression, or other misfortune, the
concepts of a general obligation, of solidarity and togetherness, came
into play, meaning that in the end all immigrants were responsible
for outstanding immigrant debts.174

Even so, when the 1930s drew to a close, a debt approaching
three-quarters of a million dollars remained. There was no sugges-
tion that the transportation debt be referred to the debt adjustment
tribunals, created by special legislation in the 1930s to help people
avoid declaring bankruptcy. Many Mennonites availed themselves
of the provisions of the legislation to reduce their settlement debts,
but adjustment of the transportation debt was not attempted. Why
not isn't clear because the courts, in all probability, would have been
more generous than the CPR. " Nearly another decade, further
concessions from the CPR, a more prosperous wartime economy, and
the motivation to help more Mennonite refugees, of which there
would be tens of thousands, would be required before the collective
debt would finally be retired. '

The Reiseschuld and other problems of the 1930s revealed that
Mennonite solidarity and togetherness were really quite limited. Co-
operatives, burial societies, medical associations, and mutual aid
organizations were for the most part circumscribed by the local
communities in which they existed. There wasn't a single problem or
program which all the Mennonites in Canada, perhaps not even in a
given province, were working at all together. Every universe of
Mennonite activity was smaller than appeared desirable. David
Toews, at least, was quite convinced that the Mennonite organiza-
tional structures were quite inadequate to meet the total needs of the
Canadian community. This prompted an ambitious reorganization
of inter-Mennonite structures, for which, however, the times also
were not propitious.
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g. federation and yfagmentation

Hasn't the time come for us to look beyond pettiness and to reach
out to each other for the sake of a more brotherly, tolerant, and
effective working together so that we can view our institutions as
belonging to all the people . . .?— JOHANN G. REMPEL.'

<HE ECONOMIC DEPRESSION revealed that the general
Mennonite community was too fragmented and the Men-

nonite organizations were too incomplete to deal with all the prob-
lems besetting the Mennonite people. This conclusion was strongest
in the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization, which was
wrestling not only with the monumental transportation debt but also
with various other needs of the immigrants. But everywhere where
there were concerns about such matters as education, culture, coloni-
zation, war and peace, and Russian relief, the question was asked why
a more united approach wasn't possible and whether it was really
necessary and desirable that the 1 8 different Mennonite congrega-
tional families all went their own way rather than increasing the
number of ways in which they attempted to do their work together.

In Canada and the U.S.A., there were two organizations that
represented a unified approach to the tasks at hand, namely the
Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization and the Mennonite
Central Committee, but both were inter-church committees only,
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created in the 1920s to attend to tasks assumed to be temporary. As
Mennonite structures, they fell far short of the General Conference
and the Congress that had existed in Russia. Indeed, the Board and
the Central Committee were in danger of passing into history, their
immediate goals, immigration from Russia and relief for Russia,
having been accomplished. David Toews and his colleagues, how-
ever, thought otherwise. In their view, the inter-Mennonite task was
not ending, it was just beginning.

Thus, in 1934 the leaders of the Canadian Mennonite Board of
Colonization undertook a reorganization of that inter-Mennonite
body in order to achieve greater co-operation or even task-oriented
federations among Canadian Mennonites, in order to respond more
adequately to the economic, educational, and cultural problems they
faced. The reorganization, however, was less than successful because
inter-Mennonite co-operation was a high priority with only a few
leaders. The best that could be said for the effort was that it kept the
Board alive and working at some unfinished tasks.

In their failure to achieve, or even to genuinely seek, any kind of
wholeness, the Mennonites reflected the "immobilities offragmenta-
tion" which, according to Louis Hortz, were common to new
societies in the western world, torn from their former familiar
moorings.2 It was enough that much of the old security had been lost.
Why compound the situation by creating new unknowns, such as
would be represented by any closer moving together of the Menno-
nite parts? Thus, the Mennonites sought their identity and certainty,
not in a single Mennonite entity, but rather in denominational units.

The time of increasing togetherness in the Canadian Mennonite
family had not yet come. And it wasn't because there were no voices,
whose calls to faithfulness transcended Mennonite denominational-
ism. One conference was told without equivocation that in God's
heaven there would be "no Mennonites, no Methodists, no Pres-
byterians—indeed, no Protestants or Catholics. There [would only]
be the children of God from all churches, races, cultures, languages,
and gentiles."3 The goal of all Christian churches, said one elder,
should be unity, namely one flock and one shepherd. This did not
mean that all denominations were bad; as deplorable as the many
divisions were, some good sometimes came of them. Even so, most
of the divisions wouldn't have happened—Lutheranism, Anabap-
tism, Mennonite Brethren, for instance—if the churches from
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which the new groups came had been as spiritual before the break as
they were 10 years after.4

Jacob H. Janzen may have spoken tongue-in-cheek, but his
famous characterization of the fragmented Mennonite family had in
it more truth than most were prepared to admit. Of the 17 groups of
Mennonites, he said, group 1 considers itself fundamental and
groups 2 to 17 modernistic. Group 2 views group 1 as too traditional
or backward and groups 3 to 17 as modernistic, and thus it is through
all the 17 groups. Each group considers itself fundamental, those
before as backward or traditionalistic and those following as modern-
istic, until, at the last, group 17 likewise views itself as fundamental,
and groups 1 to 16 as traditionalist or even partly modernistic.5
Janzen's count of 17 was short by one, and before the decade was
finished, two more groups were formed, bringing the total to 20. It
was not a good time to place one's hopes on Mennonite unity.
Mennonites were not about to move closer together until they were
forced to, as, for instance, by the exigencies of another world war.

There was no single reason for this state of affairs. Historic factors
contributing to Mennonite fragmentation were still at work—the
Anabaptist impulse to pursue smallness, the lack of a centralized
authority, the migration into diverse settings, geographic distance,
varying responses to environmental pressures, and schismatic
leaders—but the growth and expansion of denominational struc-
tares, simultaneous with the reorganization of the Board, was a most
important factor in the 1930s. As it was with the North-West
(Alberta and Saskatchewan) Conference of the Mennonite Brethren
in Christ, so it was with most Mennonite congregational families.
Once in twenty years they stretched their hand towards Mennonite
ecumenicity—they exchanged fraternal visitors with the Mennonite
Brethren— but thereafter, they concentrated on maintaining fel-
lowship and unity within their own North American family.7

The obstacle to the development of a comprehensive and effective
inter-Mennonite organization was not opposition to institutionalism
as such. On the contrary, the fundamental role of organizations and
institutions in the survival of Mennonite minority groups had
already been widely recognized, especially in those sectors where
land and the colony no longer served as a unifying factor. Some
leaders were actually striving for "institutional completeness"
though that modern sociological term was foreign to them. Confer-
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ence systems, educational institutions, and benefit organizations had
all become part of both the Swiss and the Dutch Mennonite scenes
prior to the arrival of the Russlaender. Their coming reinforced and
escalated the trend towards institutionalism, because the Russlaender
brought with them a tradition, which embraced "complex systems of
institutions involving the economic, educational, political, and cul-
tural aspects of life" and which they were anxious to implement also
in Canada.

Denominationalism and Provincialism

The immediate problems requiring organized initiatives were ade-
quate aid to the needy in Russia, the collection of the transportation
debt, the settlement of those still, or again, without land, the
sustenance of needy people otherwise threatened with deportation,
health care for the sick and education for the young, some ongoing
communication and organizational linkages, and the nurture of the
Mennonite cultural life. Beyond these issues was the long-term
survival of the Mennonite minority itself. In other words, the end of
immigration was not ending the need for an inter-Mennonite board.
On the contrary, the unfinished tasks and new tasks required not only
continuity but also strengthening of the inter-Mennonite
organizations."

Strengthening was needed for a number of reasons and could
happen in a number of ways. To begin with, the Board needed a new
mandate from the constituency it presumably represented. The
reader will recall that the origins of the Board in 1922 had been less
than propitious. Had it not been for the dogged determination of a
few individuals, the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization
would then not have come into being and an immigration contract
would probably not have been signed. As time went on, the Board's
acceptability had increased and its activity had been more widely
endorsed. And its chairman, so badly maligned in the early 1920s,
was now a venerated senior statesman of the Mennonite people.

That happier state of affairs, however, was also part of the
problem. If unquestioning opposition at an earlier time had made an
autocratic approach to the task necessary for it to be accomplished at
all, uncritical support a decade later made the autocratic manner
readily possible. Official Board meetings had become a rarity for a
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variety of reasons. In other words, the Board was David Toews and
David Toews was the Board, and this precisely was a cause for
concern. Not because he wasn't competent and selfless—there proba-
bly was no one more able and willing — but because he was "now past
60, often tired and sometimes sickly."12

Additionally, David Toews was preoccupied with many things.
Besides being leader of the Board and its relief and immigration
tasks, he was bishop of the rapidly growing Rosenorter congrega-
tion, chairman of the board of the financially desperate German-
English Academy, moderator of the Conference of Mennonites in
Central Canada, and supervisor of home missions support being
dispensed to immigrant bishops by the General Conference Menno-
nite Church from the U.S.A. A new look at the organization was
necessary for it to survive beyond the life-span of David Toews. And
no one made this point more strongly than he did himself.

Strengthening the inter-Mennonite organization was necessary
further for the sake of integration and realignment of certain organi-
zational elements already in existence. In addition to the Board, and
alongside of it, were two other entities relevant to the overall task.
The Mennonite Land Settlement Board, which had facilitated the
settlement of thousands of immigrants, had confirmed the ongoing
importance in Mennonite life of the settlement function. Yet, the
settlement agency had become too much an arm, not of the Menno-
nites but of the CPR and its Canada Colonization Association.
Besides, the Association was concerned with settling immigrants on
CPR lands, when what was needed was a continuous program of
colonization for all the Mennonites.

Meanwhile, the immigrants had developed effective local, pro-
vincial, and interprovincial organizations. These had grown from a
small central Mennonite immigrant committee, established in the
Rosthern locale in 1923, to a network of district representatives,
which embraced all, or most, of the immigrant communities from
Ontario to British Columbia. Most impressive of all were their
annual provincial assemblies, where a wide range of problems—
transportation debt, relief in Russia, settlement programs, farming
methods, health care, welfare work, burial societies, cultural needs,
and educational challenges—were discussed. The organizational
genius of the Russlaender was properly expressed in the way the
immigrants went about their work.
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The Board and David Toews needed all of these, the organiza-
tional gifts, the energy and drive, the network of local and provincial
people, the sense of responsibility and closeness to the task repre-
sented by the Russlaender, and, last but not least, an overall sense of
purpose and unity. In his own words, "In the light of the big
problems facing our people, would that we would succeed more and
more to gather all our moral strength so that the good reputation of
our people, which they still have, not be lost."13 Of all the problems,
the mammoth transportation debt was the most serious. According to
Toews:

The problem of the transportation debt is becoming more dif-
ficult all the time with disturbing effects on our various
undertakings. . . . we believe that our whole Mennonite people
will have to apply its strength and its total influence to solve
the transportation debt problem, so that those who put their
trust in us will not be disappointed.14

The burdens in Canada were amplified by the responsibility felt
by the Board and by David Toews towards the need in Russia. While
$6 3,000 had been forwarded in 1932, only$21,377 had been sent in
1933. The decline was attributed partly to the depression but also to
weariness and to the diffusion of the effort. Thus, Toews appealed
not only for unity, but also for loyalty: "It is our duty to be loyal to
our organizations. "1J

In planning and announcing the reorganization of the Board,
David Toews took into consideration the tasks to be carried out, the
people able to help with those tasks, and the three Mennonite bodies
who had been part of the Board continuously in the past.16 He
proposed a new slate of 21 people, plus himself should his service still
be required. This no one debated. The wholehearted support which
he needed more of in the 1920s he now had. If the unquestioning
endorsement he now enjoyed could have been interchanged with the
watchful criticism of a decade earlier, both times might have been
better served, but it is a human fact that people often try to catch up
too late and in inappropriate ways on opportunities and obligations
previously missed. The three groups which had been part of the
Board in the 1920s—namely the Conference of Mennonites in
Central Canada, the Northern District of the Mennonite Brethren
Churches of North America, and the two Canadian sections of the
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Old Mennonite Church, the Mennonite Conference of Ontario and
the Alberta-Saskatchewan Mennonite Conference—now also partic-
ipated in the reorganization. 7 A few years after reorganization, the
Mennonite Brethren in Christ were also represented on the Board. 8
And the Kleine Gemeinde and the Holdemaner also showed some
interest. It seemed, almost, that the new Canadian Mennonite
Board of Colonization could and would become a Mennonite Central

Committee of Canada, in which an ever-expanding circle ofMenno-
nite groups would be represented, and by which they would service
the growing number of things that they would choose to do
together.20

The renewal of the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization
couldn't be delayed any longer, but in a number of ways David
Toews couldn't have chosen a worse time to launch his inter-
Mennonite venture.2' Its success depended, first and foremost, on
the close co-operation of the two, now the largest, Mennonite
constituencies in Canada, namely the Conference of Mennonites in
Central Canada and the Northern District of Mennonite Brethren
Churches of North America.

The 1920s had brought them closer together through the coming
of the Russlaender, but the 1930s were driving them farther apart,
quite possibly because of the Russlaender. Togetherness had been the
result of the experience in Russia and the subsequent migration.
Together the two Russlaender factions had faced the gathering
storm, the revolution, Makhno, civil war, famine, and Soviet rule.
Together they had established the General Conference of Mennonite
Congregations in Russia, the Mennonite Congress, the Mennozen-
trum, and the two organizations for reconstruction in the Ukraine
and Siberia. Together they had fed the hungry and housed the
refugees. Together their leaders had gone to Moscow in 1925 to plan
the future. Together many of those same leaders had been sent into
Siberian exile.

Without regard to church affiliation, B. B. Janz working in
Russia had helped members of both groups to emigrate. And without
regard to church affiliation, David Toews working in Canada had
helped members of both groups to immigrate. In Canada, members
of the two groups had together founded the central immigrant
committee and its provincial and local counterparts. Several hundred
settlements had been jointly founded, and many of the first worship
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services in Canada had been joint services. In some places they had
worshipped together for many months and years, or even, as in the
case ofSpringstein, more than a decade.

Tribulations had brought them together and pioneering had kept
them together, but not for long, quite possibly because they weren't
ready yet to be together. Perhaps it was precisely the close proximity
of the 1920s which had served to reveal the great difference between
them with respect to religious style and outlook. And, simultaneous
with the discovery that they really were not a part of each other, came
the impact of the Canadian and North American conference struc-
tares on the respective Russlaender groups. Thus, B.B. Janz, who
had every reason to have the relief moneys of the Mennonite Breth-
ren sent to Russia via the Board and Rosthern—for all the immi-
grants the all-important inter-Mennonite centre in Canada—coun-
selled instead that the Brethren congregations in Canada send their
offerings via FIillsboro in the U.S.A., the administrative and
educational centre of the Mennonite Brethren denomination.23

Mennonite Brethren integration of the immigrants, their leaders
— B. B. Janz included — and their congregations into the General and
Northern District conferences was rapid and complete. Russlaender
Brethren soon knew where they belonged, and so impressive and
attractive was the Mennonite Brethren sense of missionary purpose,
the clarity of their doctrine, and the predictability of their church
discipline that they not only won all of their own but absorbed, step
by step, the Alliance churches and many individuals of the Confer-
ence churches. This happened particularly in British Columbia,
where Brethren strength and Conference weakness was obvious from
the earliest days of settlement. The Brethren were more numerous,
had stronger leaders, and offered a more lively, committed, and
simple religious experience.

And no sooner had a Conference leader like C. C. Peters moved
from Herbert in the Saskatchewan dust bowl to the new land of
promise in the Fraser Valley than he sensed where his future and his
obligations lay. In 1929, the Conference ofMennonites in Central
Canada, impressed with his leadership, had asked him to edit the
annual report, which assignment he accepted. Two years later, he
submitted to rebaptism by immersion and became one of the preach-
ers of the Yarrow Mennonite Brethren Church and of the struggling
congregation at Agassiz." At least in the west, his example was the
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beginning of a trend. Many Conference people sought rebaptism and
membership in Brethren churches.26 Trend or no trend, elsewhere in
Canada too the forms of baptism, and all they symbolized, continued
to be a point of sharp differentiation between the Brethren churches
and the Conference churches, coexisting in the same communities
and perhaps even in the same meeting houses.

The incorporation of Alliance and rebaptized Conference Menno-
nites into the Brethren family did not have the effect of moderating
the Brethren position. On the contrary, it was often the newly won
Brethren who were the most uncompromising and the most certain
that baptism by immersion was the only way. Thus, John A. Toews,
Sr., of Coaldale, who came out of the Alliance tradition, became so
zealous in enforcing the MB baptismal standards that more tolerant
communities like Linden referred to him as Batko Toews, Batko
implying patriarchal authority and enforcement from the top.

The form of baptism, of course, was not the only issue separating
the two communities. The Brethren placed more emphasis on doctri-
nal purity and cataclysmic conversions.2 The Conference Menno-
nites were more open and tolerant, their young people less regulated
in their social life and more likely to participate in circle games and
folk dancing involving members of both sexes, a practice regarded
by many MBs as worldly and sinful.

Baptism was an issue not only between the conferences but also
within the conferences. In Ontario, for instance, the form of baptism
became a point of contention within the Mennonite Brethren Confer-
ence. The reader will recall that the Ontario Brethren churches had
established themselves with a more open and tolerant approach.
Theirs was the spirit of Alliance, which allowed the Brethren to
accept members baptized by either immersion or sprinkling. Gradu-
ally, the Ontario Conference of MB Churches, which, because of its
more liberal attitudes on baptism and communion, had stood apart
from any other Canadian or North American conference, was
encouraged to take an interest in, and become involved with, the
General Conference of Mennonite Brethren Churches in North
America. This happened partly through H.H. Janzen, Ontario's
first moderator, who had a wide preaching ministry, and partly
through Jacob Dick, who had left Russia via China and ended up
staying in India as a Mennonite Brethren missionary, and whose
reporting itinerary took him to Ontario, where he had relatives.
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In 1936, the Ontario Conference expressed interest in "a common
working together" especially in missions, on condition that "you dear
brethren will not coerce us but allow us our position."31 The General
Conference welcomed this initiative, but felt obligated to set some
limits to the relationship owing to the differences in doctrine and
practice. These limits restricted the right to do missionary work to
those baptized by immersion and they also prohibited delegates from
Ontario speaking to, or voting on, issues related to doctrine and
practice. It would, of course, be expected that the new members
would support all General Conference causes with their gifts and
their prayers, in spite of the restricted rights and privileges.

The lack of full participation in the General Conference had its
problems, however, especially as the Alliance character of the
Ontario Conference changed, owing to the influx of people from
western Canada to whom the liberal ways were not familiar and not
acceptable. They strengthened the hand of those Brethren church
people in Ontario who had been uncomfortable all along with the
Alliance position on baptism. As a result an internal division was
threatened, between those who were inclined to be tolerant and those
who insisted on the traditional Brethren position. At Leamington
there actually was a brief split resulting in the formation of "the true
[die richtige} Brethren church" alongside the Alliance-minded
group. The new group joined the Northern District (meaning the
Brethren in the four western provinces)32 while the old group
remained a part of the Ontario District.

To prevent such splintering, and for the sake of a more perfect
unity, a petition for unrestricted acceptance in the General Confer-
ence was issued along with the promise that henceforth only baptism
by immersion would be practised. At the same time, the hope was
expressed that the General Conference would not exclude those
members who heretofore had not been baptized in the river. The
General Conference, meeting in Oklahoma in 1939, expressed
readiness to receive with full membership privileges the churches in
Ontario but only those persons who had been baptized by immersion.

At its subsequent annual meeting, the Ontario Conference gave its
consent to the conditions, but then felt obligated to clarify its
relationship to its non-immersed members, whom the General
Conference had set aside. The Ontario Conference explained that
such persons remained members of the local congregations and of the
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TABLE 3134
BEGINNING DATES OF PROVINCIAL CONFERENCES

PROVINCE MENNONITE
BRETHREN

CONFERENCE
MENNONITES

Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
Ontario
Saskatchewan

1928
1931
1929
1932
1946

1929
1936
1937
1929
1929

Ontario Conference and that they were entrusted with participation
in all discussions and votes. They all were also eligible to preach, be
deacons, teach Sunday school, and serve as delegates to the Ontario
Conference. In matters pertaining to the General Conference, how-
ever, such members were asked to abstain from voting. Also, they
could not be recommended as missionaries or elected as leaders of
congregations, of congregational meetings, or of the Ontario Con-
ference, or as delegates to the General Conference.

Later, in the 1940s, the Ontario District Conference joined with
the other MB churches in Canada, then constituting the so-called
Northern District Conference, to form the Canadian District Con-
ference of the Mennonite Brethren Churches of North America.
Thereby, the Ontario Conference lost its status as a "district"
conference conferred by the Genelral Conference in 1939. The
Ontario "District" identity was not completely lost, however,
because the district conference became a provincial conference. The
formation of provincial conferences also belongs to this period, for
both the Mennonite Brethren and the Conference Mennonites.

The movement to form provincial conferences began in Alberta,
with the Mennonite Brethren in 1928 and with the Conference
Mennonites in 1929, the latter with.a difference (Table 3 1). While
all the MB provincial conferences included lay delegates from the
beginning, the CM provincial conferences began as ministerial
meetings attended by elders, ministers, and deacons only. The one
exception was British Columbia, and gradually all CM provincial
meetings evolved to include lay delegates. In Saskatchewan, a very
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active and program-oriented provincial youth organization was a
form of influence, which had the effect of delaying the emergence of
the Conference of Mennonites in Saskatchewan. The primary pur-
pose of the provincial conferences was more immediate guidance and
nurture of the congregations and their ministers.

Provincial denominationalism also had its effect on the inter-
Mennonite structures. While the provincial conferences did not
eliminate the provincial inter-Mennonite meetings of immigrants,
they did have the effect of limiting the agenda and the significance of
the latter. Without the denominational provincial conferences, the
provincial inter-Mennonite conventions had the potential ofbecom-
ing the most significant Mennonite structures, because in numbers
they were large enough to be useful and in geographic area they
embraced an area small enough to be functional. However, with the
coming of the provincial conferences, they were relegated to a
secondary, hence dispensable, status.

Denominationalism: CMs, MBs

The tendency to give priority to denominational structures and
interests is well-illustrated in the three denominational groups most
important for the success of the Board and inter-Mennonite struc-
tures generally. For all three groups the most important tasks of the
church were denominational tasks, and since all three groups wres-
tied with internal difficulties, that is also where the issue of federation
received its greatest emphasis, especially when the problems were
viewed in the context of the North American conferences.

The Conference of Mennonites in Central Canada was by itself a
federation and so was its North American counterpart, the General
Conference Mennonite Church, which sought, unsuccessfully so, to
include in its membership all the congregations in Canada which
were a part of the Canadian Conference. And, as has in part already
been illustrated, for the Mennonite Brethren in Canada the General
Conference ofMennonite Brethren Churches in North America was
their most significant Mennonite universe. The Northern (Cana-
dian) District was not so much an autonomous conference as it was a
district of the continental structure. Likewise, both Canadian district
conferences— Ontario and Alberta-Saskatchewan—ofthe Old Men-
nonite General Conference were preoccupied with unity not in the
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inter-Mennonite field but within their districts and within the Old
Mennonite denomination.

The Mennonite Conference of Ontario, for instance, illustrates
very well how difficult it was for some Mennonite groups to give
priority to inter-Mennonite structures on a national basis. The
Conference was distant, both in a geographical sense and in a cultural
sense, from the central concerns of the Board. The Conference was
happy to help in the immigration but making the Board and its
concerns very important was quite another matter. Thus, S.F.
Coffman, the Ontario Old Mennonite member on the Board,
attended hardly a meeting in the 1930s. "There has been no close
contact," he would say to his Conference, or "[I have] not attended
any of the meetings of the Board."35 The reasons are not hard to find,
ifoneexaminescloselythelifeandwork ofS.F. Coffman. He was on
dozens of Old Mennonite committees and busy beyond understand-
ing in that sphere alone.36

The nature of the group of which he was such an important
member casts further light on the situation. The Mennonite Confer-
enceof Ontario at that time consisted of 4 bishops, 28 ministers, and
23 deacons. They met once or twice annually, and the executive
committee, of which Coffman was a member continuously from
1903, met monthly. Both the Conference and the Executive were
completely preoccupied with congregational and other internal
affairs: whom to ordain to the ministry, how to reconcile a minister
with his congregation and vice versa, whom to admit to communion,
how to maintain nonconformity and apartness from the world, and so
forth. In other words, the welfare of the congregations, as well as
right teaching and right practice, were paramount issues, and not
how to move closer to other Mennonites, least of all to the strange
people from Russia.

Apart from maintaining internal solidarity, the Mennonite Con-
ference of Ontario was concerned about relationships in three direc-
tions close to its own heritage and geography. Fraternal relations
were established and maintained with the faraway Alberta-
Saskatchewan Old Mennonite Conference through the sending and
receiving of fraternal delegates. And that was important, because the
small and scattered congregations in the west needed above all not to
be forgotten by the stronger communities in the east. Steps were
also taken to implement the 193 1 unity resolution of the parent Old
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Mennonite General Conference, which asked the districts "to seek to
carry out the recommendations which General Conference has
made." Given the fact that the Old Mennonite Conference of

Ontario had preceded by 75 years the organization of the Old
Mennonite General Conference, the authority of the latter over the
former was a noteworthy development.41

The Ontario Conference also sought closer relations with the
Ontario Amish Mennonite Conference through fraternal visitations
and through membership on its mission board ofAmish brethren to
promote "fuller co-operation between these two bodies."42 The two
groups also planned their respective Sunday school conferences so
that they would not conflict with each other. They also tried to make
feasible a joint automobile insurance plan. Thus, it could not be said
that the Old Mennonites weren't interested in Mennonite co-opera-
tion and unity. They just pursued inter-Mennonite relations closer to
home.43

The Northern District ofMennonite Brethren Churches of North
America was tied in even more, at least for the time being, to a
continental system than was the Mennonite Conference of Ontario.
The Northern District was a 191 0 outgrowth of, and, at this stage at
least, quite dependent on, the General Conference of Mennonite
Brethren Churches of North America, which had been founded in
1879 following the immigration of that decade from Russia.44 The
Northern District was not yet a Canadian Conference, not in name,
not in the sense of autonomy, and not in agenda. A portion of the
agenda, city missions for example, included Minneapolis as much as
Winnipeg. 5 Some of the most important programs—foreign mis-
sions, college-level education, and publications—were General Con-
ference programs.

More importantly, the General Conference set the norms for all
doctrinal and ethical teaching and did so with a deep sense of
denominational responsibility and identity. The General as well as
the Northern District sessions were closed to outsiders, except to
some "persons who are close to us" and who could be admitted as "our
guests" by permission.46 And all submitted questions were revealed
in advance to a committee of seven brethren so that they would be
better able to provide answers in the discussions. Both the questions
and the answers, as well as resolutions passed, were clear indications
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of the direction expected from the conferences by the congregations
and of the willingness of the conferences to give such direction.47

The Northern District was in many ways a regional expression of
the American-based General Conference of Mennonite Brethren
churches. The Northern District sessions were a way of bringing,
meaning promoting, General Conference MB concerns to the vari-
ous regions. What the district conference did provide was opportu-
nity for a closer-to-home scrutiny of mission funds—all the detail
was annually reported and discussed—and their jurisdiction over
certain regional programs like city missions, already mentioned, and
home missions, the extent of which had vastly increased with the
coming of immigrants. Other Mennonite groups were viewed as a
proper arena for MB home and city missions activity because "it is
our duty not to leave the poor souls in the dark."

Foreign missions, especially, were important, and no Mennonite
mission field anywhere else in the world could report the satisfying
results of the Mennonite Brethren in India. In a decade of bad news,
Mennonite Brethren foreign missions were a bright spot for the
church. In 1936 it was reported from the India field, which covered
7,000 square miles, 2,000 villages, and one million people, that
there were 6,000 church members and 200 native workers. There
were four hospitals, four middle schools, four boarding schools, and
one Bible school.10

The Northern District's tie-in to the continental General Confer-
ence placed serious limitations on the nature and degree of co-
operation with, and involvement in, the Canadian Mennonite Board
of Colonization and related inter-Mennonite projects on the part of
Canadian MB congregations. For the Northern District churches
there were, for instance, two channels of relief for Russia, one via the
Board in Rosthern and one via the General Conference Welfare
Committee in Hillsboro, Kansas.51 There was no report from Ros-
them on the Northern District agenda without also a report from
Hillsboro, though there sometimes were reports from Hillsboro
without reports from Rosthern. Hillsboro always took precedence,
partly because of the nature of the MB Conference and partly because
the ultimate channel for the Hillsboro relief for Russia, namely the
Mennonite Central Committee, was chaired by a prominent IMenno-
nite Brethren leader, P.C. Hiebert.52 David Toews, the chairman of
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the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization, was highly
respected by the Mennonite Brethren—and the Russlaender among
them knew that they owed their immigration to Canada largely to
him, but denominational loyalty for the Mennonite Brethren pre-
empted those sentiments.

The theological and structural nature of the Mennonite Brethren
gave unusual strength to that denomination for what were perceived
to be the fundamental tasks of the church, evangelism and missions,
but that perception also dictated a weak response to inter-Mennonite
co-operation and a limited commitment in 1934 to the reconstituted
Board of Colonization. At the Northern District Conference of that
year, the relief reports began with P.C. Hiebert and Hillsboro,
followed by David Toews and Rosthern.53 With respect to reorgani-
zation of the Board, the Conference recognized the need to complete
the liquidation of the transportation debt and for relief of needy
immigrants, but no obligatory financial or other commitments were
assumed. Moral support was necessary to bring the work to a blessed
conclusion, and to that end the refusal to pay the transportation debt
by any of its members was regarded "as a serious sin."14

The debt was taken seriously as a moral duty, but all other projects
of the Board, and of the Mennonite people as a whole, were relegated
to a secondary position, if not excluded altogether. This did not
always happen with complete unanimity, and there were some
exceptions. Before these can be reported, however, the place in inter-
Mennonite affairs of the Conference of Mennonites in Central
Canada must be more clearly identified.

Denominationalism: Conference M.ennonites

The Conference ofMennonites in Canada had been founded in 1 903
as a relatively loose association of like-minded Saskatchewan and
Manitoba congregations. By 1920, seven congregations had become
members, six in Saskatchewan and one in Manitoba. All of the
Saskatchewan congregations and none of the Manitoba ones had
become members of the General Conference." This Canadian Con-
ference membership was greatly increased as the Russlaender
congregations joined the Conferences in the 1920s. The Conference
saw itself as a resource to church workers in such matters as aids to
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sermon preparation56 and to the congregations in such matters as
home missons, the care of the poor, publication, and education."

The Conference had made the Mennonite problem resulting from
scattering and isolation,58 as well as the congregational fragmentation
resulting from ambition, factious spirit, disunity, and narrowness,
its overriding passions, and most of its Conference themes and
programs all had to do with congregational survival and nurture. A
monthly publication, Der Mitarbeiter, facilitated communication.
The committee for home missions ensured that the small and scat-
tered settlers, as well as urban dwellers, received occasional ministe-
rial visits. The committee for the care of the poor supplemented,
whenever necessary, congregational activity in this area. The pro-
gram committee sought to design the annual programs in such a way
as to make the Conference a congregational resource.6

In working for solidarity and unity,61 the Conference had also
committed itself to uphold the congregational principle and thus not
to interfere or become involved in the internal affairs of a congrega-
tion if not requested to do so by such a congregation. The Conference
was seen as a consultative, rather than a legislative, body, striving for
unity not so much in external forms and customs but in a common
love, faith, and hope, as well as In the common task.62 The founding
formula had been a good one, and at the 20th conference in Winkler,
when eight congregations were already members, it was noted that no
effort at uniting the congregations in a common task had been as
successful as the Conference.

The congregational principle was put to its most severe test by the
issue of infant baptism and whether or not the Conference could
accept or tolerate members, congregations that is, who themselves
accepted or tolerated persons who had been baptized only as infants.
No Mennonite congregation practised infant baptism, but there was
enough intermarriage between Mennonites and others, Lutherans in
particular, for a general problem to develop in this regard.

The matter came to a head in the Conference when the Eigenheim
congregation near Rosthern and Russlaender congregations with
such cases sought membership in the Conference. Understandably,
there were some strong feelings on this matter, because the baptism
of voluntary believers rather than infants had been one of the
foundational principles of the whole Anabaptist movement. H.H.
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Ewert, for instance, did not believe that so fundamental a matter
could be decided by individual congregations alone. In Der Mitar-
beiter he wrote, "A biblical tolerance can never demand of us that to
please others we go against our own convictions."64

The Eigenheim congregation, it should be clarified, had been a
member of the Conference since 1903 as a branch of the Rosenorter
church. As the Rosenorter congregation and its numerous outposts
had grown, however, the question of the Rosenorter remaining a
single organization under a single elder inevitably arose. The work-
load of the elder, the unwieldiness of the system, the desire of some
groups to be independent, rivalries among the ministers, and other
such factors would cause the issue to surface. Normally, the elder
would not be the first to suggest an independence movement among
the branch, but in this case the matter of changing the system was
raised publicly by the elder himself, David Toews, his reason being
his own heavy workload.65

The "independence" movement took hold in Eigenheim, quite
possibly because of the size of its membership, the strength of its
leadership, the proximity to the mother-church, and interpersonal
tensions. The problem of Eigenheim was freely and openly dis-
cussed, and, by the end of the 1920s, it was agreed that Eigenheim
should become an independent congregation with its own elder.
Thus, the Eigenheim intention to "build ourselves as an independent
church in co-existence with the mother church"67 was legitimized
and blessed. However, the change of status for Eigenheim required
independent acceptance into the membership of the Conference, if
that is what Eigenheim wanted.

That is what Eigenheim wanted and precisely at the time the issue
of infant baptism was being hotly debated both in the Conference and
at Eigenheim. The focus was on Herman Roth, who had grown up
with the Moravians, who had married a Mennonite, and who wanted
to join the congregation without rebaptism. Having debated the
baptism issue occasionally over a period of two decades, the 1928
Conference at Rosthern decided in a "closed session of the delegates"
to abide by its historic position and to accept "only members who
have been baptized on the confession of faith. "68 Notwithstanding the
Conference decision, the Eigenheim church agreed "to make conces-
sions in a case like this one, where it affects a whole family. . . . " The
congregational vote registered 85 per cent in favour of the action,
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and Roth was admitted without rebaptism.6 In spite of this congre-
gational action, clearly against a declared position of the Conference,
the Conference accepted the Eigenheim congregation into its mem-
bership in 1929. The congregational principle had triumphed over
conference legislation.

It wasn't always easy to observe the congregational principles
because the principle of congregational autonomy and the spirit of
liberality had two effects. The positive effect was that it made the
Conference possible at all. The negative effect was that congrega-
tions, left on their own, were themselves fractured when some
outside help could have moderated and mediated congregational
conflicts. The Conference had its share of such conflicts. In Mani-
toba, especially at Oak Lake and Rivers, there was some shifting of
loyalties between the Schoenwieser and Whitewater churches, both
members of the Conference, as people expressed their preferences for
either the more liberal ways of the Schoenwieser church or the
conservative ways of Whitewater.70 At Didsbury, there was a split
over the question of baptism, one minister taking the immersionists
with him.71 At Morden, an outside evangelist ended up rebaptizing
13 Bergthaler persons and forming an independent congregation.72
This loss was made up by the remnant of the nearby Herald
congregation joining the Morden Bergthaler after Michael
Klaassen, the Herald minister, died in 1934. The group had become
too small to carry on alone. Klaassen, who like David Toews had been
on "the great trek" in Russia in the early 1 880s, had led his flock up
from Oklahoma during the Great War.73

In spite of never-ending internal troubles, the Conference Men-
nonites showed new signs of vigour near the end of their third decade
and the beginning of the fourth, partly due to the quantitative and
qualitative strengthening provided by the Russlaender. The publica-
tion of annual reports was begun. The constitution was printed for
wide distribution. A confession of faith was adopted. And steps
were taken to produce two of the materials most essential for the
educational and liturgical life of the congregation: a new hymnbook
and a catechism.7 Financial support for church workers in newly
organized congregations and church buildings was authorized if
needed.78

The relationship of the Canadian Conference to the General
Conference remained an ambiguous one, with the pendulum moving
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to and fro between greater and lesser identification. This is evident,
for instance, in two conference name changes within a decade. In
1932, the Conference dropped "Central" as in "Central Canada" and
at the same time added "General" to make the full name read
"General Conference ofMennonites in Canada." The dropping of
"Central" reflected the inclusion of Ontario congregations in addi-
tion to those from the prairies and British Columbia, which joined as
a body of United Mennonite Churches in 1937.80 This name change
reflected the idea, eventually unacceptable, that the Canadian Con-
ference was, like district conferences in the U.S.A. (Pacific, West-
ern, Northern, Central, Middle, and Eastern), a district of the
General Conference, a notion which was gaining some credence in
Canada. In due course, the more traditional position, more to the
liking of the Bergthaler as well as others, won out and the name
'General" was dropped from the Canadian name in less than a

decade.82

((

Co-operation Attempted and Failed

The Conference Mennonites, while concerned with problems of
unity within the denomination, none the less were more open to a
wider Mennonite identity and co-operation than were the other two
conferences. To the Conference Mennonites the agenda of the
Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization was very important, as
was the future of the two preparatory schools for Mennonite teachers
at Gretna and Rosthern. While both schools had been cradled by
conference-related constituencies, the Conference wanted them to
enjoy general support and ownership among all Mennonites. The
Mennonite Collegiate Institute at Gretna and the German-English
Academy at Rosthern were basically boarding schools for high school
students, but the purpose of their founding, namely to prepare
bilingual teachers, equipped also to teach religious subjects in the
public schools, had not been forgotten. Indeed, the notion that one
went on to high school in order to become a teacher was still strong
and was strengthened by the influx of the Russlaender, among whom
were scores of teachers who needed Gretna or Rosthern to learn the
English language in order to obtain Canadian certification.

The 1930 Conference envisioned the establishment of an inter-
Mennonite and interprovincial commission responsible for the
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development and financing of the Mennonite educational institu-
tions, meaning Gretna and Rosthern. However, such a commission
never came into being. The subsequent attempt to get all the
Mennonite churches in Manitoba to assume responsibility for the
school in Gretna also met with failure. This is somewhat surprising
given the fact that the student population came in fairly proportionate
numbers from the Brethren, the Bergthaler and other Conference
churches, the Sommerfelder, the Rudnerweider, and the Kleine
Gemeinde. Most of the congregations were approached in 1930-
31 on the basis of a 50-cent-per-member levy, but only $800 was
raised in the first year. Contributors had been the Bergthaler, the
Sommerfelder, most of the Russlaender Conference churches, one
congregation of the Brethren, and one section of the Kleine
Gemeinde.85

By 1932 a Manitoba School Conference had been established to
support the school, but the Kanadier congregations were not a part of
it.86 And a few years later it was acknowledged that the Brethren
churches were really not a part of it either, thus justifying transfer-
ence of the support base from the intended inter-Mennonite School
Conference to the newly formed denominational Conference of
Mennonites in Manitoba.

The withholding of support by the Mennonite Brethren to the
extent that it was withheld was again largely due to their North
American connection and the search for a unified program within the
denominational context, one that met the need for the perpetuation of
the denomination and its special doctrines. Thus, the Canadian
Mennonite Brethren felt obligated to relate to, and support, Tabor
College, the school at Hillsboro, Kansas, which was a college of the
General Conference of Mennonite Brethren Churches of North
America. Canadian Mennonite students were also going to Bethel
College and to North Newton, Kansas, and to Bluffton College in
Ohio, but these General Conference Mennonite schools were not
denominational schools for General Conference people in the same
structural sense that Tabor College was a school of the Mennonite
Brethren of North America or that Goshen College was a school of
the Old Mennonites of North America.

The cause of Tabor College—Bible school and academy as well as
college—was forcefully presented to the Northern District in
193 I.88 The continued existence of the school was then in doubt,
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owing to an accumulated deficit in spite of spending cuts and a
reduction in the faculty. Leaders expressed the view that ". . . this
school may not be closed because then our church would suffer
irreparable damage."89 In 1932, Tabor College again had a deficit,
but closing the school was unthinkable, because of the need in the
land for fundamental Christian schools.90

The principal of the newly established Peniel Bible School at
Winkler was the most vigorous proponent in Canada of the Tabor
option, partly no doubt because the Winkler students could go on to
Tabor, get academic credit for many of the subjects taken in
Winkler, and graduate with a bachelor of theology degree within two
years. And A.H. Unruh saw no reason why young people from
Canada could not prepare for teaching by going to Winkler and
Hillsboro as well as by choosing either Gretna or Rosthern.91
However, the brethren did not all think alike, and repeatedly the
support ofRosthern and Gretna was encouraged. In response to one
such suggestion in 1933, the Northern District Conference resolved
that the adequate training of teachers should receive more attention,
but once again Tabor College headed the list of schools making a
contribution towards that end.

Gretna and Rosthern were included in the list but the more
concrete steps of support, namely the taking of offerings, benefited
Tabor College more than the other schools. Gradually, however, the
sentiment for Gretna and Rosthern increased, not sufficiently to
achieve unequivocal endorsement but sufficiently to ward off
unequivocal opposition. Indeed, when two brethren used unusually
harsh words with respect to the Rosthern Academy, the Conference
insisted on an apology as it condemned such "sharp, unwise
judgements." At the same time, the Conference's Committee for
Schools gave a high rating to the Gretna and Rosthern schools as
institutions to which one could "entrust the training of teachers for
the public schools."95 Even so, the longer-term trends separated the
Brethren from both of these schools.

Unfortunately, at a time when the two schools most needed the full
support of an inter-Mennonite constituency, they came to symbolize
not only the widening gulf between Mennonite Brethren and Con-
ference Mennonites but also between Russlaender and Kanadier. In
the Gretna and Rosthern schools, the Russlaender students soon
represented numerical majorities, and what was even more signifi-
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cant, both schools, had Russlaender principals before the decade was
out.96

This "takeover" of Mennonite institutions by the aggressive
Russlaender could be observed on every hand. With Ewert's decease
came also the death, a second death, of Der M.itarbeiter. Once a
monthly Conference paper, Der Mitarbeiter had lost its status as such
in 1925, allegedly for financial reasons. Yet the Ewert brothers,
H.H. as editor and Benjamin as business manager, though drawing
no remuneration whatsoever for their work, doggedly continued the
publication while they waited year after year for the Conference to
pay the outstanding bills of 1925 still owing in 1930. Der M.itar-
beiter, probably one of the best-edited and most intellectually stimu-
lating Mennonite perodicals of the day—every issue dealt with
educational matters in some way—passed into history because the
Conference, also dominated by immigrants, looked to Der Bate,
founded by immigrants at Rosthern in 1924, as the semi-official
Conference paper. 9 It was a sign of the times that the Bergthaler
Church in Manitoba, basically a Kanadier group, then proceeded to
establish its own Bergthaler Gemeindeblatt.w

Elsewhere, too, the literary dominance of the Russlaender became
manifest. Die M.ennonitische Rundschau, a weekly, which had moved
from Scottdale to Winnipeg in 1923 because its German readership
was now concentrated in the Manitoba Kanadier, also had a
Russlaender editor.101 And the Steinbach Post, begun in 1913 by
Kanadier for the Kanadier, also fell into the hands of Russlaender
publishers and editors. Little wonder that the Kanadier felt and
sometimes said that there were too many Russlaender around and that
they tended to be somewhat bigmouthed.103 It wasn't an easy time for
those Kanadier who had made every effort to make the Russlaender
feel welcome and to co-operate with them. And whenever the more
liberal attitudes of the Russlaender with respect to nonresistance
surfaced, Bishop David Schulz of the Bergthaler wondered whether
he was in the right camp or not. But he continued to build bridges, as
did his colleague J.N. Hoeppner, who admonished those who kept
alive the differences and the tensions between Russlaender and
Kanadier.

I don't think this is so much the case among the church work-
ers as among the individual members, where one can still
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hear, "That is a Russlaender" with an emphasis that at times
does not evoke trust. Also there are warnings that the new
immigrants will arrange and run everything according to their
own style, and from the other side that they are being hindered
in coming into their own. It should not be that way. . . .104

Another test of inter-Mennonite co-operation was the proposal of
the Colonization Board's welfare committee that a Neruenheilanstalt
(mental hospital) be founded in western Canada. The Board had
made itself responsible for all immigrant cases in the first five years
who were liable to be deported should they become public charges.106
In 1934, there was a total of nine patients in mental hospitals for
whom the Board was paying from 50 cents to one dollar per day,
depending on the province. There were other Mennonite patients in
such institutions—one count says 61 Russlaender alone in 193 I107—
but having been in Canada for five years before becoming ill, they
were not in danger of deportation.108

A JVIennonite mental hospital was seen as an economy measure, but
more importantly, as a health move. It was clear to the relatives and
to the ministers making pastoral calls that housing in alien institu-
tions of those "sick with the nerves" tended to contribute to more ill
health rather than to healing. The founding of an all-Mennonite
mental hospital, however, was problematic from the beginning.
Admittedly, the times were tough, but the Welfare Committee of the
Board was suggesting that five cents a month per member was all that
was needed. A questionnaire sent to 200 congregations, however,
yielded only 46 positive returns and an income projection of only
$270 a month, insufficient to get the hospital started. When the
Committee asked for voluntary offerings, only one-fifth of the
churches responded. ° And when provincial field workers were
authorized to promote the cause and collect funds, the right persons
couldn't be found. There was also disagreement on the best
structure for such an institution."2

Perhaps the greatest problem of all, underlying all others, was the
lack of enthusiasm for inter-Mennonite endeavours. Some Menno-
nite Brethren had already established a private institution near
Vineland in Ontario, 3 begging the question why there should be an
additional mental hospital, one owned by all the Mennonites. Addi-
tionally, the infighting between the Conference and the Brethren
camps in the Winnipeg-based Concordia Hospital Society had fur-
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ther dampened interest for inter-Mennonite work, especially on the
part of the Brethren. As that institution's historian has written:

Those who were dissatisfied were clearly in the minority and
the most outspoken critics were also members of the Menno-
nite Brethren Church. . . . It became more and more obvious
that the division between factions was taking place along
denominational lines. . . . Attempts at reconciliation failed and
this was reflected in the
between the two major Mennonite denominations. . . . 14

Johann G. Rempel, one of the strongest believers in the proposed
institution publicly lamented "the mutual distrust between the
conferences":

It is as if a dark shadow affects every project which is to belong
to all the Mennonites, regardless of whether they are schools,
hospitals, or other welfare institutions. Where in our commu-
nities can we find breadth of heart . . . ! 5

For a variety of reasons, the settlement committee fared little
better than the welfare committee. The problem of the "landless
families" was a serious one, among both Kanadier and Russlaender,
serious enough for the Conference of Mennonites to elect its own
committee. But the preference was to work at the land question in
the inter-Mennonite context of the Board and its connection with the
colonization branches of the CPR and the CNR."7

But even then, solutions didn't come easily because only home-
steads in "wilderness lands" were recommended, as at Swan River in
Manitoba, at Bredenbury, Foam Lake, and Swan Lake in Saskatche-
wan, at Blue Ridge in Alberta, and on Vancouver Island in British
Columbia. Even homesteads couldn't be established without cash and
nowhere were there areas large enough for the Mennonites to form
compact settlements—"there are everywhere many Ukrainians.' 8
The biggest problem of all, however, was the lack of unity to move
forward together on settlement questions. While people like C.F.
Klassen felt that much could be gained from a network of local
settlement committees working together with the Board, B.B. Janz
in withdrawing from the Board's settlement committee felt that it
could only function as an information service and that everything else
had to be left to private initiative.'
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The cultural affairs committee suggested a rather broad front of
activity, including assistance to the Mennonite churches in Canada
with respect to their religious, moral, and educational endeavours as
through Sunday schools, Jugendvereine, libraries, Saturday schools,
and summer schools. The committee saw itself providing instruc-
tional directives and arranging for appropriate courses.'20

The ambitious plans were challenged and clipped, however, as
once again the Mennonite denominationalists had their way. Reli-
gious training like Sunday schools was the business of the conferences
and the churches, not of an inter-Mennonite organization like the
Board, they said, and insisted that the respective spheres of activity be
clearly delineated.12' The cultural affairs committee could serve as
the most economical source of German literature, as a protection
against Schundliteratur (evil literature), and as a source ofinforma-
tion about cultural affairs in the land.

In the end, the cultural affairs committee of the Board was a
warehouse for literature, a warehouse provided by the returns of a
19-week fund solicitation in the U.S.A, by David Toews.12 In due
course, this project became a Canadian branch of the General
Conference Mennonite Church bookstores. But in 1938 it was still
serving on a broad front, having in one year distributed 388 manuals
for religious instruction, 787 manuals for German instruction, and
890 other books, including 500 copies of J.H. Janzen's Bible
Stories.w

Virtually nothing of consequence could be structured as inter-
Mennonite activity, though one important matter must not be
overlooked. The representation of the Mennonites in Canada at the
world conference in Amsterdam was arranged through the Board in
consultation with leaders of the conferences. It was understood that
David Toews and C.F. Klassen, the two delegates chosen, would
represent not their conferences but all the Mennonites in Canada.
This happened in 1936, but only in 1936.

A breadth of heart among Mennonite people was a rarity indeed.
Mennonite separatism and denominationalism in the 1930s mani-
fested itself also in the emergence of two new Mennonite groups, one
of them in the Dutch Mennonite community of southern Manitoba
and one in the Swiss Mennonite community of southern Ontario.
While there was no obvious connection between the two develop-
ments, relatively simultaneous, they resembled each other in that
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both were movements away from more conservative forms of Men-
nonitism. And, while both appeared to fracture particular Menno-
nite bodies, the divisions actually brought peace and unity as ways
were found for different points of view to exist side by side in a more
harmonious way in the respective communities. Fragmentation,
rather than federation, revealed itself as the easier course of action.

Fragmentation in Southern Manitoba

The reshaping of Mennonite religious life in southern Manitoba
actually involved a resurgence among the Kanadier groups of both
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conservative and progressive forces, in both the West and East
Reserve areas. In the latter region, the Kleine Gemeinde was once
again threatened by the Bruderthaler, the Mennonite urbanizers in
the Steinbach area since the turn of the century. Always evangelistic,
they were now adopting the name of Evangelical Mennonite Breth-
ren. Having been constituted originally from Kleine Gemeinde
dissenters and defectors, the new face renewed the appeal to a new
generation of Kleine Gemeinde people. An effort had to be made,
therefore, to make some accommodation without losing the basic
orientation.

In Steinbach the Kleine Gemeinde, for instance, could no longer
resist the ways already adopted much earlier by the Bruderthaler and
still hope to keep their young people. Very carefully, the Sunday
school was introduced and then the Sunday school became an
umbrella to bring in other traditionally questionable activities like
choirs and other innovative youth activities. In due course, the
publication of a paper was begun and the town church even changed
the seating arrangement from the house church style to the cathedral
style, with the pulpit on the platform at the far end.

Changes of this nature in the Kleine Gemeinde represented a
paradox, however, and it became necessary therefore to pull things
together again from time to time. This happened in 1937, for the
first time in 3 1 years, when the bishops, ministers, and deacons got
together to re-establish the normative religious teachings and prac-
tices of the Kleine Gemeinde.127

The set of rules and regulations then adopted forbade voluntary
departure from the church to avoid church discipline, discouraged
the use of musical instruments, including gramophones and radios,
endorsed singing practices provided only the old hymnal was used
and singing was only in unison, allowed high school education for
only those young people "in whom the church would have the
necessary confidence," encouraged more visiting of scattered fami-
lies and groups, insisted on close examination of all applicants for
membership, agreed not to make public "confessed secret sins which
have nothing to do with public need," allowed the playing of ball and
such entertainments to children but not to believers, recommended
excommunication of erring members "after three unsuccessful
admonitions," described "as unbecoming" the display of personal
photographs on walls and furniture, opposed life insurance "defin-
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itely" but not "a protective church society," expected "a uniform
headcovering for the sisters," cautioned against invitations to preach-
ers of other denominations, labelled as indecent the "mixed bathing
of males and females," provided for excommunication "after consid-
erable patience and examination" in cases of premeditated avoidance
of attending communion for a length of time, and suggested greater
solemnity at wedding festivities, which were becoming bigger and
noisier all the time.

Mennonite religious groupings in the West Reserve area at the
time had grown to five in number. Two represented to a very large
extent the Russlaender influence. One of these, the Blumenorter
congregation of the Conference variety, was hardly involved in the
events here to be described, but it supplied a number of influential
public school teachers to the area, notably J.D. Adrian of Reinfeld
village. The Brethren church ofWinkler and its surrounding area
was not purely of Russlaender vintage—converts among the Kana-
dier in the 1 8 8 Os were the founders — yet through the Winkler Bible
School and such village congregations as Gnadenthal, their particu-
lar evangelical form of church life had generated a certain amount of
appeal beyond Brethren church borders.

The two strongest Kanadier groups were the Bergthaler and the
Sommerfelder Mennonites, whose parting of the ways had come
after 1 890 over the issue of public schools in Mennonite communi-
ties and the support of a preparatory school for teachers being
founded at Gretna at the time. The differences, very significant at
the time, had been reinforced through the years in the sense that a
coming together of the two bodies was unthinkable. Both had their
own network of congregations, often in the same localities, and both
had their own bishops and ministerial infrastructures. The essential
differences lay in their degree of resistance to the religious and
economic cultures surrounding them and in their degree ofaccom-
modation. The Bergthaler had joined the Conference ofMennonites
in Canada as a founding member, accepted the Sunday school, four-
part singing, the Jugendverein, a freer style of preaching, and
evening services.

The Sommerfelder had entertained none of these, and yet it could
not be said that they were culturally immobile. After all, some
Sommerfelder had been strong supporters of the Mennonite Educa-
tional Institute in Altona until it burned down in 1926, never to be
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rebuilt. After that, Sommerfelder students and offerings had also
been sent to the MCI at Gretna, as we have already seen. Besides, the
Sommerfelder in southern Mlanitoba had chosen not to join their
more conservative Sommerfelder brethren in the resettlement to
Paraguay and Mexico in the 1920s. Yet, their stance was a conserva-
tive one, which offered stronger resistance to outside influences, of
which the incorporation of the Waisena.mt, cited in the previous
chapter, was one example.

The Sommerfelder elder since 193 1 was Peter A. Toews, one of
the most colourful bishops southern Manitoba had ever seen. He had
begun his leadership career as chairman of the MEI school board and
as a reeve of the Rural Municipality of Rhineland. A progressive
among conservatives, he promoted education and sought passage of a
provincial bill that would have created a Mennonite school division,
only to see the proposal defeated by Mennonites themselves. Then he
became a Sommerfelder minister and a year later an elder.

It was not an easy time to be the leader of the Sommerfelder
church, because that sizeable congregational family with about 5,000
members was torn in two directions. On the one hand, it was under
the influence of progressivism, owing partly to the Bergthaler,
Blumenorter, and Brethren around them, and partly to their own
choices, particularly the one not to emigrate. Pulling and pushing in
the other direction was a clear sense that the revivalistic style,
increasingly characteristic of the so-called progressives, was a bor-
rowed and superficial religious form. An additional pull in the
conservative direction was the fact that much of the leaderless
Reinlaender remnant in Manitoba had begun to move in the Som-
merfelder direction. The liturgical styles of the two groups were
similar. In both congregations the sermons were read and the same
song book was used, though the Sommerfelder would tend more and
more to sing those hymns which had the fewer verses.132

The Reinlaender church remnants in Manitoba and Saskatchewan
had been struggling without a clear sense of direction ever since 75
per cent of their number—3,340 out of 4,526 in Manitoba; about
5,180outof7,182 from the two reserves in Saskatchewan—with the
three bishops had left for Mexico.133 Thus, while the Sommerfelder
were losing members to the Bergthaler because they were not
progressive enough, they were gaining Reinlaender because they (the
Sommerfelder) were conservative enough and close enough spacially
and culturally to be attractive. The Sommerfelder bishop knew this
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and for that reason alone would have been foolish to innovate, though
the failure to do so threatened the loss of more progressive-minded
Sommerfelder,- especially the young people.

In due course, the Reinlaender remnants had made up their mind
not to allow the disintegration to proceed any further. A new
organization, the Altkolonier Mennonitengemeinde (or Old Colony
Mennonite Church), was struck, new membership registers were
begun, because the old ones were now in Mexico, and new bishops
were chosen in the Hague-Osler area of Saskatchewan and the West
Reserve area of Manitoba. In the Swift Current area, the Rein-
laender remnant had disintegrated to the point where reorganization
was no longer possible, the people having either joined the Sommer-
felder or mission outposts of other conferences or just drifted away.

As already indicated, the new bishop of the Altkolonier at Hague-
Osier since 193 0 was Johann Loeppky, ordained to that office by the
neighbouring Bergthaler(S) bishop. In 1936, Loeppky came to
Manitoba to ordain as bishop for that group ofAltkolonier Jacob J.
Froese, a man of unusual gifts and a prosperous farmer in the village
of Reinfeld.134 There was consultation with the parent body in
Mexico before the reorganization, but the two groups "remained
aloof from each other," partly because those who had stayed were
considered by those who had left to have gone with the world, and
partly because the Manitoba remnant welcomed with open arms
those returning from Mexico, thus making easier the unwanted
defections in Mexico.131

The establishment of the Altkolonier in southern Manitoba
reduced the pressures on the Sommerfelder to be conservative
enough to make themselves acceptable to the traditionalists, but this
did not mean that the Sommerfelder were ready to accommodate
other pressures and influences. On the contrary, those influences had
become so strong and their carriers among them so radical that the
breaking point was near. The new openness caused greater participa-
tion in the events of other Mennonite communions, the Bergthaler in
particular, including such family events as funerals and weddings
and church services, mornings and evenings on Sundays. Of special
interest were Jugendvereine, missionary reports, and Bible-teaching
services as well as evangelistic services. The participation in these
events, however small and sporadic, brought new influences which
indirectly affected more than just those who had the direct contact.I36

Other sources of new influence were the public schools, the
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teachers and the students themselves, now exposed to an English-
language curriculum, including new books, new songs, new games,
new ideas, and new attitudes. While the schools themselves did not
represent the substance of the religious renewal that came, they
helped to create a general climate for change and forward
movement.137 New forms of religious instruction became acceptable
and eagerly sought after. Sunday schools for the teaching of Bible
stories were introduced, and classes for the study of the catechism as
well as the Bible itself attracted not only the young people but also the
older folk. All of this produced much questioning, more searching,
and the gathering of small groups who wanted more truth and also
more fellowship around the common experience of truth.

In due course, such groups wanted additional nurture from out-
side speakers, and thus it happened that I.E Friesen, a Saskatchewan
evangelist with Manitoba roots, came from his home in Rosthern
to his former village of Reinfeld, where close relatives helped to
arrange a series of evangelistic meetings in the local schoolhouse with
the co-operation of the aforementioned J.D. Adrian. Friesen had
joined the migration to Saskatchewan in the 1 890s as a Reinlaender,
but he did not survive in that communion very long. For him, the
frontier had meant not only the settlement of virgin lands, but the
exploration of new life styles and acceptance for his children of the
public school. Last but not least, the entry into the world of business
had changed many things for him. As a lay preacher, he had
developed a style so free that his poetic gifts sometimes resulted in
spontaneous verse in the course of his pulpit presentations. Eventu-
ally, he published two volumes of his poems entitled Im Dienste des
Meisters. His experience of the wider world made him a member of
the General Conference Mennonite Church Missions Committee,
and on his own he travelled to the Middle East, about which he had
written in Meine Reise nach Palastina.^*

Thus, Friesen offered to eager people fresh, and interesting, often
emotional, presentations which were already known in revival-
minded denominations as Ervoeckungspredigten (literally, sermons of
awakening). After several meetings in Reinfeld intended to
awaken the people, Friesen invited decisions for the Lord. People
responded. Word was spread abroad that something was happening
in Reinfeld. The meetings extended from one week to two weeks and
owing to lack of space were transferred after that time from Reinfeld
to Winkler. There too the facilities were crowded, and thus there was
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a shift again after a few weeks from the smaller church of the
Bergthaler to the larger meeting house of the Brethren. According to
one chronicler:

Brother Friesen preached and the people were converted... .
Many found peace and testified concerning their experiences.
From near and far people came to take part in the blessings. 14°

According to Isaac P.P. Friesen, a nephew of the evangelist and
one of the participants, later a leading preacher in the movement,
there was a spiritual movement such as Manitoba had not seen
before. Even the business community noticed and Sirluck, a
merchant in Winkler, was said to have observed, "What Preacher
Isaac P. Friesen has done here in Winkler, all the policemen together
could not have done. Apparently, many citizens came to confess
theft or to pay old debts.

Not all Sommerfelder and Altkolonier in southern Manitoba were
caught up by the new movement. On the contrary, they felt called to
resist the new styles, which in their opinion were not so much
spiritual as they were sensational. The result was a great deal of
disharmony in the organized Sommerfelder congregations where
ministers and members were of a different mind. According to J.D.
Adrian, the first historian of the phenomenon, "Discord and
disagreements of all kinds appeared. These had to do also with the
style and manner of work to be done for the members in the
congregation."

The new approach to the young people brought a ready response,
but they in turn expected innovation on other fronts. The new life
now required that the Sommerfelder church officially institute, or at
least allow, Sunday schools, choir practices, Jugendvereine, and even
evening services. If necessary, the Bible was invoked, as for instance
the nighttime visit with Jesus ofNicodemus, as justification for the
holding of evening services.' The way the Bible was being used
became one of the most contentious issues in the ministerial meetings.
The older brethren felt that the traditions of the church were solidly
grounded on moral and biblical principles, but the younger breth-
ren, touched by the revivalistic spirit and its fundamentalist-type
reasoning, resorted to proof-texting to defend and advance their new
styles.

The matter of evening meetings became the focal point ofconten-
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tion, and discussions for this purpose were held in five meeting
houses: Grossweide, Kronsweide, Rudnerweide, Sommerfeld, and
Waldheim, but positions had already hardened. Some had made up
their minds in favour of evening services and some against. A
meeting of the older ministers by themselves concluded that the one
church could no longer contain the two points of view and that the
cause of unity and harmony would be better served by a clear
separation of the two positions and of the ministers and members who
represented them. Consequently, they asked all the families to either
stay with the older ministers or go with the group of the four young
ministers, hoping, no doubt, that most of the people would stay with
them.

The four younger ministers, one in particular, had had no inten-
tions of founding a new church. They wanted only to renew the old
one, but they felt their position had become untenable. P. S.
Zacharias held out "until the elder accused him of just trying to be
contentious and then his mind was made up too.'"44 The four
ministers resolved not to cultivate any enmity against the Sommer-
felder elder or ministers so as to avoid any further falling out, and
some communication was in fact maintained so that some time later
some Sommerfelder ministers attended a Rudnerweider ministerial
meeting to discuss matters of mutual concern. "Such working
together," it was said at the time, "can bring us closer together."145
However, the end result of the realignment was that 1,200 baptized
members, with 1,600 unbaptized young people and children,
decided to go with the younger ministers advocating revival and
reform.146

The division of the Sommerfelder church into two groups was
complete, except for the formal essentials, which included "organi-
zation," of which the most important elements were a membership
list and the election of a bishop. According to tradition, a church
required a bishop who was selected and ordained if at all possible in
the presence of another bishop. There were three possibilities—P.A.
Toews of the Sommerfelder, D. Schulz of the Bergthaler, or J.P.
Bueckert of the Blumenorter. Bishop David Schulz was chosen. He
agreed, and on January 8, 1937, W.H. Falk was elected and a month
later, on February 4, ordained as bishop of the newly named
Rudnerweider Mennonite Church, the name being derived from the
village in which all of these events took place.
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Most of the Rudnerweider innovations were in the context of the
former tradition. There was no new doctrinal statement and some of
the old practices, like baptism by pouring and the use of the
catechism in preparation for baptism, were accepted. On the other
hand, the Rudnerweider used non-fermented juice instead of wine at
communion since "the tendency to excess among the ministers in the
old traditions had been more than repulsive to the young
'ministers.' "147 The instruction of the young took on a personal
character. Candidates for baptism were visited personally by a
minister, repeatedly if necessary, to give "counsel concerning the
Christian life and. . .sex problems."148 The Rudnerweider preach-
ing style was extemporaneous without a manuscript written into a
scribbler or notebook, as had been the tradition among the Sommer-
felder.

The possibility of uniting with another group, rather than remain-
ing a separate denomination, was considered. Overtures were made
in two directions, the Bergthaler and the Kleine Gemeinde, but the
former group could not guarantee the acceptance of the ministers as
Bergthaler ministers and the latter group denied the visiting minis-
ters, seated on the platform, the right to participate in communion.149
Discussions were held and exploratory visits were made by Rud-
nerweider ministers with respect to joining the Manitoba Mennonite
Conference or the Conference of Mennonites in Canada, but the
ministers were not unanimous on the issue and so the matter was
postponed year after year until it wasn't an issue any more.150 The
Rudnerweider agreed to support the MCI in 1940 and the Elim
Bible School a year later. '"

Fragmentation in Southern Ontario

Meanwhile, a movement for change was working itself out also
among one branch of the Swiss Mennonites in Ontario, namely the
Old Order Mennonites. The Old Order Mennonites, it will be
remembered, were those Mennonites who in the late nineteenth
century resisted not only the rapid acculturation allowed by the New
Mennonites, but also the more moderate accommodation tolerated by
the Old Mennonites. The resistance phenomenon at the rime was
general in both Ontario and several American states. The "Old
Order" designation was never official but it became a popular, and as
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time went on, unavoidable, label to describe those who followed the
lalte Ordnun^'1 (old order), meaning the traditional style of life,

including the religious and liturgical, the cultural and linguistic, and
the economic and agricultural aspects of life.

The Old Order Mennonites had literally "frozen" their cultural
norms and forms as they were at the time of the break with the
Mennonite Conference of Ontario in 1889. The Old Mennonites
had changed their religious language from German to English, had
adopted the Sunday school, four-part singing, and other innovations,
and had accepted some forms of modernization like the automobile
and the telephone. But the Old Order Mennonites had successfully
resisted all of these. They continued to be a rural people exclusively,
to send their children to school at most through the eighth grade or
age 14, whichever came first, and to elect only lay ministers, who
served without any remuneration whatsoever. And, what was most
pertinent for the tensions of the 1930s, they travelled by horse and
buggy or by public transportation only. Any members who pur-
chased an automobile or who installed a private telephone were not
admitted to communion. They were said to be out of fellowship.

Not all of the believers could draw the line of their nonconformity
to the world so precisely. Thus, some succumbed to these convenient
methods of transportation and communication and, knowing that
they were causing offence, stayed away from communion. Such
abstinence from the ordinance was, of course, not a long-term
solution to the problem. Eventually, the entire church would have to
move in the direction of the dissidents or they would have to leave
altogether and seek membership in a more tolerant congregation.

In the Waterloo area at least, only the latter option existed. As we
have seen, it had happened already in the 1920s that Old Order
people bought cars and/or installed telephones, stayed away from
communion, and eventually joined another church. The rapid
growth of the sister Floradale and St. Jacobs congregations during
this time and the founding of the Old Mennonite congregation in
Elmira were partly attributable to this movement. And it was partly
the fear that the whole Old Order body would go in that direction
that caused a smaller but even stricter Old Order group, the so-called
David Martin group, to take its uncompromising stand. With the
David Martin Old Order, deviations from the accepted norms
meant not only the denial of communion but also the immediate
forfeiture of membership, in other words, excommunication.
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The Old Order Mennonites in Waterloo County were realty not
in immediate danger, because the majority held fast to the principle
that nonconformity meant not having telephones and cars. The
minority that felt otherwise, however, was never exhausted. Every
year and, as we shall see, every decade saw additional people coming
to the conclusion that buying into new ways of doing things was not
necessarily a sign of pride or a moral succumbing to the world, but
only a practical and convenient way of living one's life, as well as
overcoming the "hypocrisy" of using other people's phones and
driving in other people's cars.

One such person was Ananias Martin, a farmer just north of
Waterloo, who was troubled by the fact that his neighbours, who had
a telephone, were not allowed to take communion.'" Yet, they of all
people served all their neighbours best of all by receiving and
transmitting messages for others and generally being the centre of a
community communications network. The paradox of such ostra-
cism also became Martin's experience. During the week he and his
kind served the neighbours with their transportation and communi-
cation needs, but on communion Sunday they could not be part of the
fellowship with those same people. After he bought a new Chevrolet
car in 1929—"with four-wheel brakes and back fenders"—his
service to the community multiplied by the month, but he couldn t
take communion. He, of course, also proved what the opposition
feared most about the car, namely that it would become a connection
with unwanted influences. The Ananias Martin family, like others in
their situation, began to attend revival meetings and Sunday school
elsewhere. By 1934, they had "stood apart" long enough and so the
entire family joined the St. Jacobs Old Mennonite Church.

While the Old Mennonites were a convenient option for the
Ananias Martins, this did not prove to be the case for others. By that
time the cultural gap between the Old Order Mennonites and the
Old Mennonites had widened further, making it increasingly diffi-
cult to make the move from one to the other all in one step. In the
193 Os, Ananias Martin was the exception to the rule. There were few
like him, who had already put himself on the voters' list during the
war in order to vote against conscription and who was now ready to
put a piano in his home for the musical education of his children. The
implication of this action was greater even than he realized, because
the piano in his house became, eventually, the cornerstone of a
county-wide Mennonite choral group.*"
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Others, not at all inclined to modernize to that extent and looking
around for other possibilities, discovered they could take commu-
nion with Mennonites at Markham, where the Old Order bishop
and his entire church had followed a less rigid and conservative
course since the 1920s. It must be pointed out that the Old Order
Mennonites at that time were located, as they had been at the time of
the division in 1889, not only in Waterloo (chiefly Woolwich
Township) County, but also in York (chiefly Markham Township)
and Haldimand counties.154 The annual conferences of the Old
Order were held alternately in these three districts.'" It so happened
that those in Woolwich were stricter about modernization than were
all the others. As indicated, members there could be ostracized for
installing a telephone or buying a car, and in fact in 1930 about 10
families were thus affected and knew not where to go, since the Old
Mennonites were too modern even for them.

This was not the case in York and Haldimand, where a gradual
acceptance of both the telephone and the car had occurred without the
users being censured in any way. Indeed, for the sake of the young
people, even the English language was already being used. In 193 1,
Woolwich Bishop Ezra L. Martin concluded that the difference
between the Waterloo and the Markham Old Order groups was too
great for them to continue working together.'" Under the leadership
of Bishop Levi Grove at Markham, supported by his ministers and
deacons, the group of Old Order progressives now identified them-
selves as the Markham Conference, which assumed responsibility
also for small remnants of Old Order members at Rainham and
Cayugain Haldimand County, a total of about 88 members.'" This
left a few Old Order families, not inclined to go along with the
Markhamer, who "came to Woolwich for communion for the
remainder of their lives.'"

Through Bishop Grove the Markham Conference accepted into
its fellowship the non-communicating Old Order members at
Waterloo and an affiliation was also established with like-minded
groups in Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, where there also had
been a gradual, though sometimes not so gradual, shift away from
tradition. As a matter of fact, in the same way that the Old Order
identity was first established in the States, so the departure
therefrom, in the form of moderate adjustments, occurred there
first. Thus, in Indiana and Ohio, a break between the orthodox and
the moderates had already come in 1907.159 The former were called
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"horse-and-buggy" Mennonites and the latter "black-bumper"
Mennonites. The "black-bumper" designation arose from the prac-
tice by the moderates of painting black all the chrome of the new cars,
as a way of fighting pride or at least the appearance thereof, much
chrome on cars apparently being a status symbol at the time.

It should not be assumed, however, that the Canadian Old Orders
took all their cues from the U.S.A. On the contrary, one aspect of
cultural adjustment on their part, namely a more stylish bonnet as
headgear for the women, was never accepted among the American
Old Orders because it was "too fancy." The bonnet, which was
normative in Ontario, was simply the so-called "Queen Victoria
bonnet," which had been copied from English and Scottish neigh-
hours at a time when such cultural borrowing was not a sign of pride
or indicative of any other sin. 1<;° Now it was an altogether appropriate
style because the Old Orders were still living essentially in the
Victorian age.

Bishop Levi Grove at Markham was also a step ahead of his
"black-bumper" counterparts in the U.S.A., particularly in Penn-
sylvania, where he happened to be present "when the idea of a
chromeless car was introduced. Not only was the car to be chrome-
less, but of the open, touring-automobile style, in other words, more
like the black open buggy. Unacceptable were "late model cars, at
that time referring to solid tops and glass windows." Bishop Grove
found himself in the embarrassing position of driving an unaccept-
able car, a closed car with windows and a solid top, unacceptable, that
is, to the "black-bumper" (Weaverland Conference) people in Penn-
sylvania, whose fellowship and support he craved. According to
Leonard Freeman:

It is said that Bishop Levi Grove had to change autos to coin-
cide with this decision. It has also been recalled that because
touring cars were no longer manufactured auto dealers
imported some from other states to Pennsylvania to fill the
demand there among the Mennonites, and that touring cars
became quite expensive so that by 1935, when Weaverland
Conference decided to accept solidly closed cars, but only out
of style models, these auto dealers were left with some very
expensive cars on their lots, with no sale for them. 162

The adjustment allowed Bishop Grove to be "in fellowship,"
meaning that he and his ministers were admissible to the pulpits of
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the Weaverland Conference and the Weaverland bishops and minis-
ters were "in fellowship" with the Markham Conference. All of this
was already happening when the formal break between Markham
and Waterloo Old Order bishops came in 1931. The considerable
geographic separation of the two groups made the ecclesiastic separa-
tion less painful, but pain there was none the less, because once again ,
Mennonite division meant the separation of some families.163

The formal 193 1 "severance" gave to Waterloo families with
automobiles—there were about 10 immediately—the option of
taking communion and membership at Markham, and by the same
token "horse-and-buggy" Mennonites still remaining at Markham
could, and did, take communion in Woolwich. The traffic, how-
ever, was more in the other direction, and by 1939 the Markham
Conference had 5 1 members in Woolwich.

Meanwhile, the Old Orders in Woolwich had selected by lot and
ordained Jesse Bauman as bishop to assist Ezra Martin, who had been
partly disabled by a farm accident and who was also showing his age.
Jesse Bauman, however, had already distinguished himself as a
nonconformist preacher, his style having partly been determined by
the fact that Old Order young people were being attracted to another
religious option, namely the evangelical gatherings of the Plymouth
Brethren, sponsored from Guelph at Wallenstein and Hawkes-
ville. 4 The frema geisht (strange spirit) of Bauman was trouble-
some, but Ezra Martin pacified critics of Bauman's preaching,
giving the wise counsel "that the same ideas were preached by Jesse as
the other ministers but a different wording was used." When Ezra
Martin died on March 22, 1939, leaving Bishop Jesse Bauman
alone, the differences that had developed—"a row of automobiles,
owned by non-communing members, was parked outside the fence at
nearly every worship service'"66—could no longer be reconciled.
Three sessions of the ministerial meeting—Bishop Bauman, the
ministers, and the deacons—produced no consensus.

Bishop Bauman withdrew from the Old Order just in time "to
serve as bishop and minister in the Waterloo area" for the Mark-
hamers, who were in the process of forming their own congregation.
Shortly after, in June, the Markham-Waterloo Conference came
into being formally, as the Waterloo and Markham "black-bumper
groups recognized each other. Bauman's pilgrimage, however, had
not yet come to an end. The Waterloo section of the Markham-
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Waterloo Conference was not all of one mind. Two sets of motiva-
tions and expectations were present, inasmuch as two types of
modernization were at work. Bauman and his followers from the Old
Order wanted prayer meetings and Bible study and hoped to find
those innovations in the Waterloo group of the newly established
Markham-Waterloo Conference. But the group they were joining
wanted cars and telephones. As the group's historian wrote:

[one group] wanted more modern conveniences than the Old
Order allowed, and one group wanted more spiritual activities
than the Markham-Waterloo Conference had agreed to.I68

Bishop Abraham Smith, successor in 1936 to the deceased Levi
Grove, supported by other "black-bumper" ministers from Indiana,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania, sided with the Markham tradition already
established. Consequently, Jesse Bauman's position became unten-
able and before the end of the year Smith discharged Bauman, who
proceeded with about 100 followers to take one more step. For-
tunately for the Mennonites, the Bauman people did not form
another new group, though some joined the Plymouth Brethren.
Instead, most found a new home in the Elmira and St. Jacobs
congregations of the Mennonite Conference of Ontario.

Thereafter, the situation normalized for the Markham-Waterloo
Conference, though a pattern ofMennonite ecclesiastical migration
had now been established. And the Old Order couldn't have been
entirely unhappy with the situation, because once more unity and
harmony existed within the group. More importantly, a formula had
been found for dealing in a non-disruptive way with every new group
of nonconformists. The presence of two conservative bodies in the
area, one less so than the other, provided a convenient and continuous
release valve for dissenting members, the emergence of which was
never-ending.

Since dissent had somewhere to go and the Old Order Mennonite
community was now for all practical purposes limited to one geo-
graphic area, Waterloo County north and adjacent areas, it could
build itself without disturbance and maintain its way of life without
major interruptions in the years to come. And almost as if the
presence of the Markhamer was welcomed, the Old Order readily
agreed to share several of its meeting houses for use on alternate
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Sundays, Martin's and Elmira immediately and North Woolwich a
while later. One Sunday the "cars people" would meet and the next
Sunday the "teams people" would meet.17 Once again, division and
separation had brought unity and peace.

The new conference grew rapidly in both areas. In Waterloo in
1940, about 300 persons attended communion. In that year, 43
young people were baptized, and three were ordained to the minis-
try. At Markham, "more young people were baptized. . . than they
had ever experienced before, and. . .many young couples were
married in the church."171 Even people of non-Mennonite back-
ground were attracted, though not all stayed. Once inside, "they
thought discipline was too strict and wanted more spiritual activity
and freedom in dress and other restrictions, such as radio or record
players." But the liberalizers rarely all withdrew. Thus, the seeds
were planted once again for tensions—and disintegration—in the
years to come.

The IVIarkhamer, while modernizing, definitely drew a line
beyond which their own nonconformity did not permit them to go.
Radios and musical instruments, for instance, were forbidden on the
grounds that radio fostered frivolous thinking, undermined rever-
ence, conditioned the personality for sensual living, reduced resist-
ance to temptation, promoted a materialistic way of life, and instilled
hatred towards certain classes and nations of people.173

Apart from the allowance of automobiles and telephones, the
Markhamers were not much different from other Old Orders.
Simplicity and modesty of life style remained a fundamental value,
on Sundays and every day. The ministers continued to be chosen by
lot from among the brethren, all or most of them farmers. The
communion service remained central to the fellowship, and the
inquiry service preceding it was still the time to process any conflicts
and complaints. The young people of the Markhamer were encour-
aged not to seek their entertainment outside but to have their own
gatherings for singing and games, harmless ones such as crokinole.
Steady dating before there was any clear intention of marriage was
discouraged. Fairs, shows, theatres, commercial transactions on
Sundays, ornamentation on cars, life insurance, and other such
practices of the world also were not tolerated.

Thus it happened that new groups like the Markhamer and
Rudnerweider confirmed and reinforced the essential nature of the
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Canadian Mennonite reality, namely parochialism and denomina-
tionalism in the extreme, already so well-entrenched. Fragmenta-
tion, rather than federation, had the upper hand. In the context of
denominationalism, most leaders assumed they could best keep the
faith and the young people, and not, as David Toews felt, in a
substantial increase in inter-Mennonite activity and federation.
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io. Keeping die KSungVeopk

1Who has the young people has the future — }.}. KLASSEN .

The interest of the church in education lies in her interest in her
y oung people—S.V. COFFMAN.2

"ENNONITE SEPARATISM and denominationalism were

at least partly rooted in the positive impulse towards self-
preservation, through the winning and keeping of the young people.
Without them, all the leaders knew, there was no continuity for the
Mennonite way of life, no perpetuity for the congregational commu-
nities and their values. In the words of one elder, the best ornament
for the family, the church, and society" is a generation of young
people pleasing to God.3 And, while there was complete unanimity
on the importance of every new generation in the Mennonite scheme
of things, there was some divergence on how the loyalty of the young
was to be won. Educational endeavours for children and young
people, however, were general, and in the 1930s manifested espe-
daily with the Bible school movement.

History revealed a wide spectrum of approaches to the winning of
the young people. After the Great War, the Swiss in Canada and the
U.S.A, knew that a rediscovery of, and a return to, the fundamentals
of the faith was the highest priority. A large group of Kanadier was
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convinced that escaping the nationalistic public schools of Canada
was absolutely essential. The Russlaender knew that they had to flee
communization in Russia. The Rudnerweider believed there was
hope only in new experiences and styles of spirituality.5 The Mark-
hamer believed that the keeping of the young required just a slight
adjustment to modernity. The Conference Mennonites needed a new
catechism, a new hymnbook, and lots of education.6 The Mennonite
Brethren needed evangelism for every congregation, every year if
possible, and a strict discipline. And so on.

The approaches to be taken varied with the leaders. H.H. Ewert
of the Mennonite Collegiate Institute for over 40 years saw continu-
ity only if the Mennonites produced a never-ending line of bilingual
teachers, infused with religious values, for the public schools serving
Mennonite children. A.H. Unruh believed the accent should be
placed on Sunday school teachers and preachers who had four years of
Bible school and maybe two years of Tabor College to make up a
theology degree. Jacob R. Bender was convinced the time had come
for the Amish to start preaching in English to the young people.
Oscar Burkholder wanted the schools to teach pre-millennialism, the
imminent end of the age, and nonconformity in this age as essential
preparation for what was to come. J.J. Hildebrand and all "conser-
vative" Mennonites wanted closed settlements. David Toews and all

'progressive" Mennonites were convinced that adequate organiza-
tions and a full range of programs and institutions were essential. For
him, the responsibilities of the Conference of which he was modera-
tor were first of all to the children and the young people.7

The threatened loss of the young people was not a new phenome-
non for the Mennonite churches, at least not for the Swiss, who had
been in North America for over 200 years and in Canada over 100.
The religious upheavals and realignments of the nineteenth century
were in part a response to the decline in membership in Old
Mennonite congregations.8 In some cases, the loss was close to 50 per
cent in the first generation and higher in succeeding generations.9

The Dutch Mennonites, who had arrived more recently from
Russia in the 1870s and 1920s, and between those times in much
smaller numbers also from the U.S.A, and Prussia, had thus far
escaped serious losses, but the conditions in the past so conducive to
the keeping of the young were giving way to new situations. The
exclusive Mennonite colonies as self-sufficient economic, social, and

((
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religious units were gone forever. Settlement patterns in the 1920s
and 1930s scattered both newcomers and old-timers ever so thinly
across the five provinces.

There was hardly a conference where the needs of young people
and children weren't discussed. Elder Daniel Loewen in 1929
made the point that the greater scattering of the Mennonites and the
greater involvement with, and influences from, the wider commu-
nity had resulted in the loss of many young people." Besides, those
who were leaving were among the most talented. Ambition, voca-
tional pursuits, and social contacts were largely responsible for the
losses. Loewen wanted residential centres in the cities and schools that
combined secular and sacred learning. J.N. Hoeppner, a Bergthaler
educator, expressed the view in 1936 that the young people outside
the church were becoming a bigger problem than the young people
inside the church. Factors contributing to the loss of the young
people, it was explained, were jobs far away from home, "foreign"
schools, external propaganda, the social events of the wider commu-
nity, the language, and the conservative stance of the older people.

Benjamin Ewert, an itinerant minister for the Conference of
Mennonites in Canada, noted that there were anywhere up to 500
post offices where there were Mennonite settlers, but that many
settlements had no Sunday school, no youth society, and some not
even any preaching services.14

There were not only 500 post offices but at least 500 public
schools, 500 general stores, 500 elevators and blacksmith shops, 500
implement and fuel dealers, in all of which the Mennonite frontier
was touching the Canadian frontier and where Canadianization was
most rapid and effective.15 To be sure, Mennonites resisted anglici-
zation as they had russification, but they soon learned to acknowledge
that the cultural environment here was more congenial and much less
threatening, if only the children wouldn't accept English as their
conversational language quite so rapidly.

Acknowledging this fact, David Toews regretted at least once that
it had not been possible to found large and closed settlements for the
Mennonites.'7 After all, the loss of young people was a rare occur-
rence in the days when the congregations existed in isolated commu-
nities. Perhaps Toews and others felt instinctively that the external
frontier with its assimilationist impact, and the internal fragmenta-
tion, were really not in their favour and that gradual disintegration of
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North American Mennonite society, later predicted by Walter
Quiring, could already be under way.

A co-operative and federal approach to most Mennonite problems
having been rejected for the time being, and flights into further
isolation no longer an easy option, the fragmented Mennonites
accepted the methods of the frontier in order to ward off its dangers
just a little longer. All or most of the institutions which now became
important in the keeping of the young people were borrowed from
the outside. As will be seen, these included the Sunday school and the
first boys' and girls' clubs, the Christian endeavour, literary society,
and other youth movements, music festivals and singing schools, and
last but not least, the Bible schools, as well as a serious look at the
professional and salaried ministry. Thus, the effort to keep the young
people meant greater dependence on institutions to reinforce the
Mennonite way of life.19

Children and Sunday Schools

None of the approaches to the keeping of the young people could
overlook the emphasis on the home, the most fundamental of Men-
nonite institutions, and on the role of parents, especially the mothers.
Children, said one church elder, had to be wanted by the parents,
offspring they had prayed about to the Lord. And children should
receive an education of the heart {Herzensbildung), which the parents
alone could provide.20 Education, he said, should consist of more
than just "pounding knowledge into the heads of the young."21 All
the schools were emphasizing the acquisition of knowledge, but
education {Bildung) of the heart was as important as knowledge
(Wissen) for the head. The enlightenment of the head should not
leave the heart empty. The best and the most successful means of
guiding children and young people aright was the right example
provided in the home.22 Hence, the foremost contribution of the
woman to the Mennonite society was as a mother who followed such
biblical examples as Jochebeth the mother of Moses, Hanna the
mother ofEli, Mary the mother of Jesus, and Lois the mother of
Timothy.23

Such mothers who themselves are children of God, and whose
main concern it is to raise their children also as children of
God, will do their greatest service to the congregation through
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their children. Mothers are the natural educators of a people.
No school and no church can replace them.24

One of the institutions already strong among some of the Swiss
congregations in Ontario, notably the Old Mennonites and the New
Mennonites, was the Sunday school, a most useful supplement to the
training in the home. Although the first Sunday schools had been
held in the 1840s, they were not quickly or universally accepted.25 At
that time, the Sunday school was supported by some and opposed by
others because it pointed to a language transition, to innovative ideas
and practices, and to the use of educational materials other than the
Bible. Opinion on the matter remained divided in the church, until
the 1889 separation of the Old Order Mennonites from the Old
Mennonites ended the debate. The first Sunday school convention in
the Old Mennonite Church in North America was held in Kitchener
a year later, and in 1916 the Ontario Mennonite Sunday School
Conference was organized with its own constitution, yet it was
responsible to the parent body, the Old Mennonite Conference of
Ontario.

The purpose of the organization was "to promote, unify, and
safeguard our Sunday school interests."26 All members ofcongrega-
tions, including those of "sister conferences of like faith," were
members. An annual meeting, usually held on a weekend late in
August or early in September, dealt with such themes as the Sunday
school itself, young people's Bible meetings, mission work, and the
Christian life. Typical topics were those in the 1920 program: the
benefits of total abstinence, contending for the faith, how the Sunday
school should affect the growth of the church, influences which the
Sunday school should counteract, the superintendent's responsibility
to the Sunday school, and the value of missionary education.

While the Sunday schools themselves were quite limited in terms
of the time devoted to them—at most an hour a week—their overall
impact was diverse. By the mid-193 Os, for instance, the Mennonite
Conference of Ontario counted 29 such schools with an enrolment of
nearly 4,000. According to Oscar Burkholder, it was a movement
of multiple influences, including the promotion of good literature
through the establishment of libraries, the advancement of missions,
and the acceptance of systematic giving.

By that time, the neighbouring Amish Mennonite Sunday School
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Conference, first established in 1922, had become a parallel institu-
tion, which co-operated with the Old Mennonite Sunday School
Conferences by conducting their annual sessions on alternate Labour
Day weekends.30 As with the Old Mennonites, so also with the
Amish Mennonites the Sunday school found its earliest acceptance as
a German-language school. Only later were lesson helps permitted,
and only in the 1 93 Os did the English language gain entrance. For at
least a generation after its inception, the Amish Sunday School
Conference was "the most popular and best attended meeting of the
Amish in Ontario." The greatest problem was to accommodate the
crowds, and at times large tents were rented for this purpose.

The Sunday school provided the avenue for greater lay participa-
tion in the work of the church. Lay participants in turn demanded an
innovative leadership, which then stood in sharp contrast to the
ordained leaders, who tended to be more conservative, at least when
performing their official duties. In the context of new institutions,
however, even bishops allowed themselves more latitude than when
they performed in their usual settings, in official roles, and in
traditional functions. According to the Amish Mennonite historian
0. Gingerich, "The Sunday School was the 'cutting edge' of the
church beginning in the 1920s and continuing to the 1940s."33
Through the Sunday school the evils of alcohol and tobacco were
taught. Missions was another program that was stimulated by the
Sunday school, as was the participation of the Amish of Ontario in the
Old Mennonite General Conference.

In the church conferences to which the Russlaender allied them-
selves, the Sunday school, already well established, became with
their arrival the all-important vehicle for formally inculcating reli-
gious knowledge and values. The Russlaender felt keenly the loss of
the day schools under their control in the colonies of Russia. What
they could not lose was the special education those schools had
represented. Three arenas were exploited to make up for the felt
deficiencies of the public school. Wherever possible, the
Russlaender influenced the recruitment of qualified Mennonite
teachers so that extra classes in religion and language could supple-
ment the required curriculum. Also wherever possible, half-day
Saturday schools were instituted to teach primarily the language, but
also religion and music. And alongside the Saturday schools were the
Sunday schools, an institution nonexistent in Russia because religious
training had been accomplished in the day schools.
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In the Conference of Mennonites, the first comprehensive look at
the Sunday school, undertaken in 1933, included a review of source
materials and of Sunday school organization and administration.35
The Conference that year adopted a resolution recommending the
creation of a committee to prepare a unified Sunday school curricu-
lum and to recommend appropriate Sunday school literature. Sunday
school conventions, children's festivals, and meetings of Sunday
school workers were commended, and the missions committee was
encouraged to advance the Sunday school also in the small and
scattered groups.

The recommendations were implemented immediately. In Sas-
katchewan, for instance, a convention attended by approximately 100
teachers was held in November of 1934 and followed by a short
course in the summer of 193 5, all of it geared to the implementation
of the official curriculum.36 This included texts for five age groups,
six and under, seven to ten, eleven to fourteen, fifteen to seventeen,
and adults. Three of the Russlaender educators, P.A. Rempel,
J.G. Rempel, andJ.H. Janzen, were encouraged to produce supple-
mentary curriculum materials, which all of them proceeded to do.

Among the Northern District Mennonite Brethren the Sunday
school was on the front line of the struggle for the maintenance of the
fundamentalist faith and the confirmation of the children in that
faith. There it was reported, on the authority of the Moody Monthly,
that the Sunday schools could be wrongly used to inculcate doubt
rather than faith and that, in fact, there were in Canada already 1,700
Sunday schools "teaching not religion but promoting Communist
propaganda."38 The Sunday school also stood first in a wide array of
church activities designed to evangelize the children and young
people.39 Perhaps nowhere else were the annual statistics of such
activity recorded more carefully to reveal the progress or the lack of it
from year to year than among the Mennonite Brethren.

Thus, in 1935, the Conference knew that of 57 reporting congre-
gations, 56 had Sunday schools with 306 classes and 4, 152 pupils,
that, additionally, 45 had a Jugendverein (Christian Endeavour) with
a total membership of 3,215, that 39 had choirs with 820 singers,
that 32 congregations had conducted visits to every home with the
help of evangelists, and that the average member gave $3.06 for
home, city, and foreign missions and relief, and that the congrega-
tions altogether had 124 ministers, 72 deacons, and 103 co-
workers.40
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Here and there, Sunday school activity was supplemented by
organizations which anticipated the Kindergarten and the boys' and
girls' clubs of a later day. The first known Kindergarten schools were
in Steinbach in 1923 and in North Kildonan in 1938.41 The North-
West Conference of the Mennonite Brethren in Christ created a
junior missionary band as an auxiliary to the women's missionary
circle. Members were encouraged to contribute five cents a month.42
In Vineland, a young men's society (^Juenglingsverein) for boys 13 to
17 was begun under the motto "Faithfulness to God, truthfulness
before everybody, and a morally clean life."43 Meetings were held
weekly in the homes of participants with music and male choir
activities and the introduction of such books as What Every Boy
ShouldKnow by Sylvanus Stall, a doctor of divinity. Sports, retreats,
swimming, acrobatics, and overnight camp-outs were designed to
help boys to become strong, healthy, and useful to mankind; to avoid
that which harmed body and soul; to remain loyal, conscientious, and
obedient at all times; and to become good citizens of Canada, while
retaining and using the German language.

Youth Activity and Character Education

While the Sunday school movements were very similar in all the
Mennonite groups, the only major difference being the times in
which the English language was introduced, the churchly activities
for young people were focused differently among the Swiss and the
Dutch, though both wanted to counteract a situation in which young
people had no place at all in the church until the day of baptism.44
Among the former, the Young People's Bible Meeting (YPBM) was
central in the 193 Os, among the latter the Jugendverein.

The YPBMs grew out of the revivals in the 1 890s and the concern
already at that time "to engage the interests of the young people."45
One answer that emerged lay in the introduction by the young people
themselves of informal midweek meetings in homes through which
"young people found a new contact with the church" and at which
they had the opportunity to deliver messages of their own. After five
years, the Conference leaders agreed that these "edification meet-
ings" were harmless or useful enough to be held in the meeting
houses. About another decade later, the Conference "lent encourage-
ment" by appointing an organizer to extend the program into all
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communities, to prepare a systematic study of Bible books and topics,
to organize an exchange of speakers in neighbouring communities,
and also to allow occasional substitutions for Sunday morning
preaching appointments. In due course, it was said that

aside from Sunday School, no form of activity has commended
itself so generally and so beneficially to our young people's
spiritual development.46

So effective was the Young People's Bible Meeting movement in
capturing the interest of the young that the Amish too accepted the
idea. It was Jacob R. Bender, the young minister in East Zorra at
Tavistock, who initiated the activity among the Amish, who then also
followed their Mennonite cousins in the sponsorship of weekend
young people's institutes or conferences.48 But the Amish too discov-
ered that the YPBMs, like the Sunday school, were an educational
medium that conveyed the message of innovation and a reinterpreta-
tion of the tradition.49 It was important, therefore, to provide some
guidance for these activities.

The standards and norms of the YPBM were set forth by the Old
Mennonite General Conference and included: adequate organization
to carry on the work, accurate records of duties performed, instruc-
tional programs for both "saved and unsaved," growth of the
Christian character, scriptural social standards, more proficient and
spiritual song services, greater activity in all lines of Christian
service, fuller consecration to Christ, systematic and regular Bible
study, and full co-operation with the church, the Sunday school, and
the home. Provincial help for such activities came from the Young
People's Educational Committee, created by the IVIennonite Confer-
ence of Ontario in 1938 by merging the young people's and educa-
tional problems committees."

A popular form of youth activity, which was promoted in numer-
ous Canadian Mennonite communities in the inter-war period, was
the literary society, a community organization for the cultural,
literary, and social development of the members. A common
feature of the European and American cultural scene in the nine-
teenth century, the literary societies entered Mennonite congrega-
tions via the colleges and academies, first in the United States and
then in Canada. Their chief function was to satisfy cultural and
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recreational needs among the young at a time when they were
forbidden to participate in activities of the world but weren't yet
attracted by the religious offerings of the church.

As was the custom of the day, no literary society, and indeed few
other organizations, existed without a constitution to set forth its
purposes and procedures, its objects and rules/ The purposes of a
literary society might include: the development of well-balanced
character—mentally, morally, spiritually, and physically, the train-
ing of its members in the correct use and mode of thought and
expression, or more specifically, the training of its members in
public speaking, in the use of argument, parliamentary law, and
song. A society was guided by a motto such as "master thyself or "be
thy real self, speak thy true thought, and strive for that which
ennobles."

In addition to the usual offices of president, vice-president,
secretary, and treasurer, there could also be an usher, an attorney,
and a critic, all of which roles were well defined. Undoubtedly they
reflected neglected needs in the community. The usher was responsi-
ble for appropriate physical arrangements for a meeting, including
heating, lighting, and ventilation. The attorney was the expert in
"parliamentary law," meaning Robert's Rules of Order ^ and on the
constitution. It was the duty of the critic to criticize the general
conduct of the meetings and the rendition of the programs, and to
make any suggestions for the improvement of the society.

The activities of a literary society could include debates, drama,
music, presentation of essays and poetry, as well as fun and games,
including organized sports. The primary focus, however, was not on
the social and recreational, at least not officially, but on the intellec-
tual and educational. Since the literary society found its place in the
Mennonite community as a stopgap between church activity, which
was narrowly defined, and the offerings of the "world," which were
frowned upon as inappropriate for Mennonite young people, if not
actually off bounds to them, it was clear that the societies were
treading on delicate ground. Most literary leaders did not want to
cause trouble with the church, while responding to the needs and the
interests of young people. Sometimes a specific clause in the constitu-
tion made the literary society subordinate to the wishes of the church,
as follows:
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All organizations, memberships, and policies of the society
shall be subject to the advice and correction of the church
council.14

Various attempts were made within the societies themselves to
reinforce the basic notion that the idealism of the literary societies was
consonant with the goals of the church and helpful rather than
detrimental." The pursuit of ideals in everyday life, the building of
character, the training and development of the talents of young
people, all helped to "instill Christian principles and ideals" and thus
"to serve a noble and useful purpose." But certain "dangers and
tendencies" were also recognized. The "past record seems to prove,"
said one essayist defending the societies, "that unless there is compe-
tent church oversight, they degenerate into mere entertainment and
foolishness.""

The prevention of degeneration, it was pointed out, lay in the first
place with "suitable programs" which need not be limited to "reli-
gious material" but which could be "historical, practical, biographi-
cal, agricultural, musical, and inspirational." It was important that
they "give a true conception of life" which the "world's entertain-
ment" did not do. The literary societies were also counselled to
promote "lofty social standards" and to "avoid all that is question-
able." The maintenance of "a spiritual atmosphere in all exercises
was likewise important because "intellectual development" was "of
value only when it is grounded in Christian religion." In all things,
excellence was the watchword:

Whatever we undertake we should try to do well. Aim to
excel, not with a vain motive, but with a noble purpose to
make good. In a literary society, the use of good English and
choice of words should receive attention. In public speaking,
by address, essay, reading, or debate, there are many faults
and individual weak points to overcome. Notice should be
taken of correct articulation, inflection, positive and general
delivery. In music we should aim to have proper interpreta-
tion of songs as well as good renditions.5

The societies did not always succeed in satisfying the church
fathers. In the opinion of the latter, the societies had to curtail "the
social and the entertaining" and emphasize "the truly literary
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endeavour" in accordance with the constitutions of the literary
societies.58 While literary societies opened the door to fun and games
among the Old Mennonites, this was less the case among the Amish,
where a freer social life had been part of the cultural tradition for
years. The Amish literary societies, first introduced in East Zorra in
1934, were an intellectual supplement to a social pattern already in
existence. As Gingerich has written:

It must also be recognized that during this time traditional
singings, parties, and dances continued among Amish young
people. However, with more and more of the cultural barriers
of language and dress removed, more young people partici-
pated in non-Amish young people's activities. These included
such things as community dances, movies, and sports.
Although such activities were not sanctioned by the church,
they were nonetheless practised.59

An event somewhat comparable to the founding of literary socie-
ties among the young people was the emergence of reading circles
among the women. Obviously designed to complement the physical
and social activities of the sewing circles, the reading circles were
designed as centres of dialogue and intellectual discussion. Their
common ground was the missionary impulse. If, on the one hand, the
sewing circles were determined to alleviate physical need through
articles of clothing and offerings, then, on the other hand, the
reading circles broadened the understanding and lifted the horizons.
The Ontario reading circle constitution defined the purpose thus:

In order to bring within reach the best literature, describing
the actual conditions and problems and movements that are
now going on in the mission field. . . . 60

The reading circles or clubs, with a membership of 12 each,
collected 60 cents per member annually, enough to buy 12 books at
an average cost of 50 cents plus expenses. The clubs each had a
librarian and together they had a general librarian through whom the
purchase and circulation of books was co-ordinated. Such books were
selected from a list of 72 dealing with various countries, religion, the
Christian faith, and the missionary task. Included were J.S. Woods-
worth's Strangers Within Our Gates and Sherk's Pen Pictures of Early
Pioneer Life in Upper Canada.61
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Literary societies also flourished among the Dutch. Indeed, the
Russlaender brought that institution with them from Russia, where
both German and Russian authors had been read with enthusiasm.
These societies sometimes took on the characteristics of a seminar,
with written reports or papers. When preparations for emigration
were under way, the societies had turned to works of English
literature, Shakespeare included.62 Initially, many of their literary
societies in Canada had no direct link with the churches or confer-
ences. In some places, a voluntary and a church-sponsored literary
society existed side by side—the one reading literary works and the
other primarily devotional materials. As the churches gained more
and more control, they radically changed and eventually destroyed
the literary societies.63

Among the Dutch the one institution which had become universal
in those Kanadier and Russlaender organizations with Sunday eve-
ning services was the Jugendverein (literally meaning youth society
but also specifically referring to Sunday evening events; the North
American Protestant parallel institution was the Christian En-
deavour). The Endeavour or Jugendverein was not uniquely Menno-
nite in that it had a general Christian history similar to that of the
Sunday school.

The purpose of the Jugendverein was also set forth in a constitu-
tion. It included the deepening and strengthe.ning of the Christian-
religious life of young people and the elevation of the cultural-social
standard.64 The means to accomplish this purpose were religious
presentations, choir singing and music, educational lectures, literary
readings and dramatizations, and the establishment of a library. The
Jugendverein and the literary society resembled each other in that
both were characterized by variety programs, the former held on
Sunday evenings with more of a religious character and the latter on
weekday evenings with more of a secular orientation.

All persons of both sexes, 40 years of age and under, persons not
necessarily church members but leading "an unoffensive life," were
viewed as active participants in the Jugendverein and qualified to vote
on all important issues. Those over 40 were honorary members,
qualified neither to vote nor to be voted in. The administration of the
Jugendverein was by an elected committee of three, plus the minis-
ters, who were "obligated" to participate in all substantial discus-
sions.
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Some Jugendvereine were more active and influential than others.
At the Main Centre Mennonite Brethren Church, for instance, the
Jugendverem gave hundreds of programs and all meetings were
recorded in great detail.65 Music had an important place and over the
years "many solos, duets, trios, quartets, class sings, choir, family
sings, and instrumental numbers were presented." Testimonies also
were common and one time "so many shared in the testimony period
that they ran out of time, so a motion was made to close the service and
continue with testimonies in the following program." In Winnipeg,
the Schoenwieser Jugendverein divided the young people into groups
to assume responsibility for various undertakings like song festivals,
oratories, drama, retreats, Sunday evening programs (nine every
year), and social gatherings with debates, music, and games.66 At
Leamington, the young people met three Sundays a month. One
Sunday was devoted to choral singing, a second to presentations on
various themes, and a third to a variety of forms.

The Jugendverein served many uses. It represented in most places
the institution of greatest freedom for involvement. Innovation was
not frowned upon. New talent was discovered. New projects like
church libraries were undertaken. When Russlaender congregations
of different denominations went their separate ways, it was often the
Jugendverein that still brought them together once a month. Most
important was the bridge-building between the generations. The
Jugendverein was the point where family and congregation came
together, because the talent nights, which many Jugendvereine actu-
ally were, began in the family with music-making and mini-worship
events.

Many families practised family devotions once or twice a day.
These included a Scripture reading, prayer, and sometimes hymn-
singing. Some families utilized the Abreiszkalender, a devotional
calendar with detachable daily readings.69 The involvement of fam-
ily members in such activities carried over into the Jugendverein and
vice versa. Many a Mennonite preacher, Sunday school teacher, or
choir director was first stimulated in the context of the Jugendverein
and family devotions.

The first makings of a young people's movement, run by the
young people and for the young people, occurred in Saskatoon in
1938 when, for the first time, the triennial assembly of the General
Conference Mennonite Church met in Canada.70 At that time, it was
recognized that the Christian Endeavour Societies {Jugendvereine)
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had outlived themselves in a certain sense. They were still useful as a
church institution but not so much for keeping the young people,
their interest and their loyalty. The average age and interest of
Jugendverein participants were moving upward and were way beyond
the teens. Now a constitution for a North American Young People's
Union (YPU) was proposed with action thereon to follow three years
later.

Inspired by the Saskatoon event, various Saskatchewan young
people became impatient, and, before the continental YPU officially
came into being, they were working on a youth organization for
Saskatchewan, as a division of the YPU, and also on a Canadian
Mennonite Youth Organization.71 The new organization was neces-
sary, said Heinrich Friesen, a Rosthern area youth leader, because of
the young people who were staying and those who were leaving.72
Those involved in choir, Sunday school, and the Jugendverein needed
new ways of working. And something had to be done also about those
who were going to the cities and either leaving the church altogether
and going along with the world, or seeking a vigorous faith and
spiritual life elsewhere because they couldn't find it among the
Mennonites. The youth movement, said Peter Froese, a recent
Rosthern Bible school graduate, needed a more aggressive promo-
tion of musical activity, youth libraries, youth conferences, summer
Bible schools, Bible courses, and above all, a youth publication to
help young people to develop their character and to find their way in
the world.73

The emphasis on character-building during this period in Menno-
nite history was not limited to the Jugendvereine and the literary
societies. Perhaps nowhere did C harakterbildung have a sharper and
more consistent focus than in the church-sponsored schools, as for
instance at Gretna. There, G.H. Peters, the new principal, made the
disciplined life, for the individual and the institution, both the cause
and the effect of excellence in Christian education.7 For him,
character education for all young people, be they Christians or non-
Christians, was the answer to juvenile delinquency and the undiscip-
lined nature of young people generally, whose moral deviations and
criminal offences filled the pages of the newspapers.

Good character, however, was not easily achieved, he explained. It
was not just a matter of plucking ripe fruit from a tree. Many years of
diligent effort were required to strengthen the will, to overcome
temptation, and to become master of one's self. The pursuit of
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idealism was a lifelong task, even though good habits and good
example were immensely useful in confirming a life marked by "the
tendency to act on the basis of the Christian ethic."75

Character training included greater respect for parents and teach-
ers, and for older and higher-ranking persons generally, because too
many of the former customs were fading. Children and young people
were becoming very rude. Not only did they involve themselves in
adult conversations, but they took it upon themselves to interrupt and
correct not only the guests but also their own parents. Even teachers
were viewed by children as being on their own level. According to
one minister's lament:

But we are in a free America, where everybody is Pete, Jake,
and John. This might be alright for the world, but we are
Christians . . . no one will regret an education which leads to
respect and honour. . .76

Music, Choirs, and Choristers

Another strong focus of youth activity was music, mostly vocal but,
as time went on, including also the instrumental. While the
Russlaender were not the pioneers of musical activity, their coming
meant a vast acceleration of singing soon after their arrival. Four out
of the five most outstanding leaders in the field, who made the big
difference across Canada, were Russlaender: K.H. Neufeld, David
H. Paetkau, F.C. Thiessen, and John Konrad, with Ben Horch,
who was of the Mennonite Brethren with a Lutheran background.

Neither the Swiss Mennonites nor the first Dutch Mennonites in
Canada, namely the Kanadier, had been a very fertile field for the
cultivation of music. Both groups were in the beginning opposed to
musical instruments, to four-part singing, and to special musical
groups, including choirs, quartets, and the like. In the 1930s, this
was still the case among the most conservative among them, namely
the Old Order among the Swiss and the Old Colony among the
Dutch.77 In the west it was the late Kanadier who introduced musical
innovations, with the encouragement of people like David Toews,
who loved to quote a favourite German saying:

When there is singing, feel free to settle down, people of ill
will have nothing to sing about.78
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The sense that musical activity was useful as an educational force
was general. To the foremost promoters, among them H.H. Ewert
in Manitoba and Aron Sawatsky in Saskatchewan, music was the
right means of winning young people and of building character.
While not a musically gifted man himself, Ewert believed that
musical training was part of teacher education. He encouraged the
development of choirs and introduced a triad of popular song books
already being used by the Mennonites in Russia, namely Heimat-
klaenge, Frohe Botschaft, and Glaubensstimme, available also as a
Dreiband (three volumes in one). It was among the Bergthaler and
the Brethren where choirs were first formed, gospel songs first
introduced, and the use of musical instruments first begun.80

In Saskatchewan, Aron Sawatsky, a 1903 immigrant from Russia,
had amply prepared the ground before he moved to California in
1923, the year of the coming of the first Russlaender.81 Under his
leadership, a choir directors' association operated among the Menno-
nite Brethren from 1906 to 1923. The association published
Saenger-Bote, a monthly magazine, which provided information on
new hymnbooks and other musical events, and also reprints from
German music periodicals. This fact came to the attention of the
Canadian censor during the Great War, and publication ceased at the
time, never again to be resumed.82

Few of the immigrants made as great an impact on the masses of
young people as did K.H. Neufeld, "the flamboyant, theatrical. . .
man from Winkler."83 He became the "great 'popularizer' of lay
choir singing throughout the whole of Canada."84 No sooner had he
arrived in Canada than he was organizing choirs and transforming
the annual school festival at Gretna into a full-scale choral festival."
In 1932, he organized the southern Manitoba music festival com-
petition, sponsored by his Winkler male-voice choir, which itself
performed regularly on a Winnipeg radio station.86 The biggest
festival southern Manitoba had ever seen was the Ascension Day
performance in 1938 by 450 singers before more than 4,000
people.

His greatest contributions to the young people, however, were his
regular cross-country tours to conduct workshops for conductors, to
put together area-wide mass choirs, and to stage massive people's
song fests. Mostly his work benefited the Conference Mennonites,
whose musical activity was not as advanced as that of the Mennonite
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Brethren.88 Himself from the Brethren, Neufeld found the Confer-
ence Mennonites more open to his ways. According to one of
Neufeld's contemporaries, his dramatic, often theatrical, approach to
music and his casual references to opera and other worldly institu-
tions were too much for his more pious brethren.89 But the young
people loved him, and the starved-for-musical-leadership Confer-
ence tolerated him.

Further musical help from the Mennonite Brethren for the
Conference Mennonites came through F.C. Thiessen, whose first
posting in Canada was at the German-English Academy.90 While
Neufeld had popularized the cantata, F.C. Thiessen defended
"Kunst Musica" against considerable opposition and taught Menno-
nites to sing Handel's Hallelujah Chorus, Mendelssohn's oratorio St.
Paul, and Andreas Romberg's Das Lied von der Glocke. All of that
Thiessen had brought with him from Russia, where his last contribu-
tion had been to tell the ill-fated 1925 Conference of Mennonite
leaders in Moscow that the congregations had to take up the musical
mandate once carried by the schools. It was an appropriate message
also for Canada:

As long as we could cultivate sacred music in our schools we
did not have to be concerned that our children would not make
the musical heritage of our congregation their own. Now,
when the wonderful chorales can no longer be practised in the
schools, things are quite different. If the congregation does
not now encourage the singing of the chorales in a special way,
then we may be sure that the next generation will lose this
treasure, and that would be unforgivable. What was until now
the work and privilege of the teacher, has become the duty of
the congregation.91

Thiessen's successor at the Academy, David H. Paetkau,
strengthened what Thiessen had begun.92 His Mendelssohn choir
was known throughout Saskatchewan and Alberta for its perform-
ances of major choral works, and even more enduring were his
collections of choral works, eventually published in a two-volume
Liederalbum, which satisfied the needs of many Mennonite choirs as
long as they retained the German language.93

In addition to Winkler and Rosthern, Winnipeg also excelled as a
centre of musical activity, whose radius touched Mennonites from
Ontario to British Columbia, largely owing to the work of Ben
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Horch and John Konrad. The former of Lutheran parentage and the
latter an immigrant, both were basically studio men, but they too
directed workshops for conductors and also staged mass choirs.
Among the Mennonite Brethren, Horch was the outstanding leader
of courses {Kurseleiter) ^ Konrad, who became a famous violin
teacher in charge of his own school of music, encouraged young
people to take up the study of musical instruments. His instrumental
ensemble founded in 1935 laid the foundation for the Mennonite
Symphony Orchestra. A year later, he initiated the annual passion-
day performance for at least two decades of Karl Loewe's Dos
Suehnopfer des neuen Bundes.

Among the Swiss, both Mennonite and Amish, the cultivation of
music and song was not through instrumental ensembles or choir
festivals but in the context of congregational singing and, at an even
more popular and less formal level, in the so-called singing schools.95
Singing in the congregation was viewed as a spiritual exercise, as a
testimony to the praise and glory of God. Hence, singing as enter-
tainment or as performance or as the expression of an art form was
minimized and frowned upon, if not altogether forbidden. Conse-
quently, there were no congregational choirs, smaller groups, or
even soloists, and no pianos or organs; instead there were whole
congregations singing a cappella under the direction of a chorister,
for whom also enthusiastic singing was more important than artistic
singing.96 Male quartets, and other such groups, were also discour-
aged.

This emphasis on congregational singing exclusively was rooted in
the Anabaptist principles of simplicity in worship and the priesthood
of all believers. In the same way that the trained and supported
ministry was resisted, so also there was opposition to selectivity of
participation in the musical portion of congregational worship. As
Harold S. Bender, in his generation the dean of North American
Mennonite scholars, wrote:

The emphasis upon the preaching of the Word and the
response of the congregation, coupled with the priesthood of
all believers as over against the special functioning of the
priests and the clerical assistants, and the opposition to liturgy,
particularly in Latin, resulted in a strong emphasis upon
congregational singing and opposition to clerical or lay choirs
in the regular worship, which has continued to the present
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The rejection of musical instruments as aids to worship was
supported both from the Bible and from history.98 "Jesus did not use,
or sanction the use" and there was "no evidence that his apostles used
instrumental music." Such biblical proof-texting was very selective,
of course, and references to instruments in the Psalms and Revela-
tions were conveniently ignored. After the days of the apostles, it was
said, the church didn't use instruments in worship "for several
hundred years" and "in all the ages since the days of the apostles the
most pious men have opposed the use of instruments in worship."
Among the men used as authorities were John Wesley and C.H.
Spurgeon, two famous preachers who were quoted as saying:

Wesley: I have no objection to instruments being in our
chapels, provided they are neither heard nor seen.

Spurgeon: We should like to see all the pipes of the organs in
our nonconformist places of worship either ripped open or
compactly filled with concrete. The human voice is so tran-
scendently superior to all that winds or strings can accomplish
that it is a shame to degrade its harmonies by association with
blowing and scraping."

The categorical disallowance of instruments meant, of course, that
the congregations and their choristers had to work all the harder at
the task of improving congregational singing so as to reduce the
temptation to turn to instruments. 10° Choristers were encouraged to
attend church schools, short-term Bible schools, and singing schools
to supplement that which could be learned in the home and in the
public schools.101 The good work of the last "in training boys and
girls in singing and in appreciation for good music" was recognized,
but "the worship type of songs" were seldom touched. A new Church
Hymnal with "a better grade of music" and songs that had "musical as
well as poetical merit" was published as a further contribution to the
winning of the young people without instruments in the church.10

There were variations, of course, in this tradition. In Old Order
communities it was the minister who, in announcing and starting a
hymn, would fill part of the function assumed by the choristers. And
in New Order communities, like the Mennonite Brethren in Christ
or Stirling Avenue Church, musical instruments and choirs were
introduced not long after those groups separated from the Old
Mennonites.103
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Among the Old Mennonites and Amish Mennonites, the singing
schools, as they came into use, pointed in the direction of greater
musical sophistication. In some sense, they performed a function
similar to the literary societies, for here was a striving for greater
excellence and also a context for innovation.104 In the singing schools
the participants learned the rudiments of music as well as improved
interpretation of the hymns.101 The activity of the schools was
enhanced by special publications, including John D. Brunk's Educa-
tional Vocal Studies, in use for many years.106 The Studies included
graded exercises for elementary sight-singing, a variety of religious
and folk songs cited for young people's groups, as well as statements
about the rudiments of music and voice culture. The sight-reading of
the singing schools helped the congregation to sing in four parts and
thus made a choir of the entire congregation.

The purpose of the singing schools was to improve good singing
on earth in anticipation of "singing perfectly" the song of Moses and
of the Lamb in heaven. The cultivation "of one of the richest of the
divine endowments of man" was also seen as an antidote for the
"light, sensational, spectacular, demoralizing if not sacrilegious
music"107 of "this jazz age."108 Then also, it was important that "the
Creator's highest mechanism of music," the human voice, not be
supplanted by musical instruments. As D.H. Bender wrote in
introducing the Studies:

The only way to maintain the true chorus of the human voice,
attuned to melody and expression, in our homes, in social life,
in our educational institutions, and in our churches and mis-
sions, is to wisely encourage, carefully guard, intelligently
foster and heartily support every rightful move made in the
direction of the advancement of good singing.109

Bible Schools and Evangelism

An important institution for musical activity among both the Swiss
and the Dutch at this time was the Bible school. * The Bible school
movement among Canadian Mennonites did not begin in the 1 930s,
but no decade witnessed greater attention to that educational
medium. Whereas schools founded in the 1920s and earlier had as
their primary focus the training of ministers and other Christian
workers, the emphasis in the 1930s appeared to be not only on
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TABLE 32111

A CHRONOLOGY OF CANADIAN MENNONITE BIBLE SCHOOLS

DATE PLACE NAME AFFILITATION

1907 Kitchener, Ont.
1913 Herbert, Sask.
1913 Markham, Ont.
1921 Didsbury, Alta.
1925 Winkler, Man.
1927 Hepburn, Sask.
1928 Dalmeny, Sask.
1929 Gretna, Man.
1929 Coaldale, Alta.
1930 Winnipeg, Man.
1931 Yarrow, B.C.
1931 Steinbach, Man.
1932 Glenbush, Sask.
1932 Rosthern, Sask.
1932 Rosemary, Alta.
1932 Tavistock, Ont.
1933 La Glace, Alta.
1933 Gem,Alta.
1933 New Hamburg, Ont.
1934 Alberta
1934 Winnipeg, Man.
1934 Wembley, Aha.
1935 Springridge, Alta.
1935 Coaldale, Aha.
1936 Leamington, Ont.
1936 Vineland, Ont.
1936 Swift Current, Sask.
1936 Didsbury, Alta.
1937 St. Elizabeth, Man.
1938 Virgil, 0 nt.
1938 Sardis,B.C.
1939 Coghlan,B.C.
1939 Countess, Alta.
1939 Drake, Sask.
1939 Sardis,B.C.
1939 Yarrow, B.C.
1940 Kitchener, 0 nt.

Ontario Mennonite Bible Schoolt OM
Herbert Bible Schoolt MB
Winter Bible School OM
Mountain View Bible Schoolt MBC
Peniel Bible Schoolt MB
Bethany Bible Schoolt MB
Tabor Bible School MB
Elim Bible Schoolt CM
Coaldale Bible Schoolt MB
Winnipeg Bible School MB
Elim Bible School! MB
Steinbach Bible Schoolt MB
Glenbush Bible School MB
Rosthern Bible Schoolf CM
Rosemary Bible School CM
Winter Bible School AM
La Glace Bible School MB
Bethesda Bible Institute MB
Winter Bible School AM
Winter Bible School OM
Mennonite Bible School CM
Wembley Bible School CM
Spnngridge Bible School CM
Mennonite Bible Schoolt CM
Leamington Bible School CM
Vineland Bible School CM
Swift Current Bible Institutet CM
Menno Bible Institute! CM
St. Elizabeth Bible School CM
M.B. Bible Institute MB
Greendale Bible School MB
Bethel Bible Institutet CM
Countess Bible Schoolt CM
Drake Bible Schoolt CM
Mennonite Bible Schoolt CM
Mennonite Bible Schoolt CM
Emmanuel Bible Colleget MBC

t Indicates schools still in existence in 1940.
t The Steinbach school became an interdenominational school after a few

years.
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keeping the young people but also on keeping them grounded in the
Mennonite faith and way of life. Nearly 30 new schools appeared
during that decade, some, to be sure, for only brief periods of time
(Table 32).

The movement was preceded and accompanied by a Bible school
movement in Canada generally."2 This movement, which peaked in
the two decades after 1930, had its antecedents in a similar movement
in the U.S.A, and such schools as the Moody Bible Institute and in a
few Bible schools established in Canada prior to the 1 93 Os, including
Toronto Bible College in 1894. "3 Most of the Bible schools arose in
the theological milieu of the fundamentalist controversy and were
viewed as bastions of the faith not only in opposition to secular
education but also over against those church colleges which combined
biblical and theological education with the liberal arts, perhaps even
with the natural sciences, and which were viewed as "hotbeds" of
religious liberalism and modernism. It followed that the Bible
schools left the arts and sciences alone.

In terms of appealing to young people, the schools capitalized on
their idealism and their readiness to brave new frontiers, usually
missionary frontiers, both domestic and foreign. The schools also
opened the doors of educational opportunity for many who had
dropped out before completing high school, or even elementary
grades. The schools were small enough, safe enough, short enough in
duration, and flexible enough in terms of entrance requirements to
be rather desirable as well as affordable. And, in the words ofW.E.
Mann:

Bible schools. . . offered rural youth a means of improving
their social status. . . Bible colleges gave individuals with little
schooling who were attracted to ministerial or missionary
careers a chance to rise socially. . . . "4

The many-sided attractions of the Bible schools and institutes did not
go unnoticed by the Mennonite young people. As a matter of fact, it
was the increasing drift of Mennonite young people to non-Menno-
nite schools that helped prompt the ^/[ennonite effort. Indeed, the
various Mennonite conferences were not only competing with non-
Mennonite schools but also with each other. After all, the Bible
schools were guardians not only of the faith in general but also of the
peculiarities of faith and culture. Thus, the Conference Mennonites
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felt the need to found their own school at Didsbury after the
Bergthaler congregation there had elected two additional ministers,
both of whom had attended non-Conference schools, Jack Neufeld
the Mountain View Bible College of the Mennonite Brethren in
Christ, and Cornelius, his brother, the Herbert Bible School of the
Mennonite Brethren.115 And prior to that time, a Moody Bible
Institute graduate and two other Mountain View Bible College
graduates had served the congregation as ministers.116

The attendance of Mennonites at non-Mennonite or non-Confer-
ence schools was a general one. According to Mennonite Brethren
historian J.B. Toews, hundreds ofyoung people flocked to "English
Bible institutes, some of them vanguards of fundamentalism.""7 In
Ontario, enough Mennonite young people attended the Toronto
Bible College at one point to cause the Mennonite Conference of
Ontario to consider, and even to encourage, giving liberal financial
support to the school.118 In the west, the Prairie Bible Institute at
Three Hills and the Prophetic Bible Institute at Calgary were special
attractions.'19 The experience of the Ernest Jeschke family was
typical. Three of six attended the Mennonite Brethren Bible School
at Hepburn and the other three graduated from Briercrest Bible
Institute, Prairie Bible Institute, and Millar Memorial Bible
Institute.'20

One ministers' conference noted with regret that "many young
people from our communities go to Bible schools, which alienate
them from our society."121 There were cases of brethren coming back
from educational institutions, having departed from that way which
the conference and churches had recognized as the biblical way.

The Mennonite Bible schools were useful in many ways. They
were inexpensive and safe places to learn the English language
sufficiently well to obtain employment or better-paying employ-
ment. They aided in character development, because the men and
women of the Bible, who were steadfast in the faith, were good
examples for the young people. The role of the Bible schools in
preserving the heritage for the young people was also stressed.123
They were alternatives to non-Mennonite Bible schools, but often
only as imitations, as Toews has explained:

. . . In response our own Bible institutes introduced major
emphases on doctrine and apologetics. Resources for these
courses were largely drawn from authors of evangelical funda-
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mentalist orientations. In contrast to this emphasis there was
little reference to the original . . . Anabaptist understanding of
faith and life. . . . The curricula of our Bible schools provided
only very limited emphasis on the understanding of our faith
in distinction to that of American fundamentalism. . . . 124

Of significance in the Bible school movement was not only that so
many new ones were founded but also that some of the older ones
reached new levels of maturity. This was particularly true of the
oldest of the schools at Kitchener. The Ontario Mennonite Bible
School was an outgrowth of the Bible Conferences begun in the
1 890s and the one-week Bible Study Class established as an annual
event in Berlin, 1907. Gradually the time period was extended and
the curriculum systematized until in 1918 the annual six-week
session was designed to cover the entire Bible in six years. In 1929,
the annual time was extended to three months and the cycle reduced to
three years. In 1932, a constitution and bylaws were accepted.
Enrolment reached 166 in 1932 and by the mid-193 Os, 71 students
had completed the full course.126 A building program in 1936 was
paid for through a special solicitation which extended to all the
congregations of the Conference, to the Amish Mennonite Confer-
ence, and to the U.S.A.'27 Short-term Bible schools were also
introduced in Amish Mennonite churches, first in East Zorra at
Tavistock and then at SteinmanS near New Hamburg.128

One of the most unique winter Bible schools was the one sponsored
by the Alberta-Saskatchewan Old Mennonite Conference. It had no
central location but travelled from congregation to congregation for
20 years.129 The curriculum included doctrine and ethics, peace and
evangelism and music, Bible studies and prophecy. Some students
travelled with the school as it moved every three weeks, and thus
could receive up to 15 weeks of study in one winter. The school made
for doctrinal unity in the scattered congregations of the Conference
and the inter-generational nature of the student body made for
healthy adult-youth relationships.

A by-product of the Bible schools was the involvement of their
students in various forms of mission activity. Most general was the
summer Bible school movement, which saw hundreds of Bible
school students fan out for two-week periods at a time to conduct daily
Bible classes for children in rural areas of the provinces. 13° This
program too was one adopted by the Mennonites from other
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denominations.131 One Conference report counted 19 workers in 15
summer Bible schools and 49 children saved.132 A variation on the
theme was to use the vacation school to teach not only Bible studies
but also the German language. 133 Here and there, the summer Bible
schools led to permanent preaching outposts in so-called mission
stations, or even in the establishment of new congregations, as for
instance the one at Lindale in the Pembina Hills of Manitoba. Some
285 children had attended the summer Bible school and various
German, Russian, Polish, and Irish people had been converted.
Thirty persons were baptized and organized into an MB church. 134
In British Columbia, the Mennonite Brethren began the West Coast
Children's Mission for this purpose in 1938.13i

Another form of field work assigned to the Bible school students
was the distribution of tracts or the selling of books. Three students
of Winkler Bible School, for instance, entered 1,270 homes one
summer to achieve the wider distribution of Bibles and Christian
books.136 In the west, many Mennonite young people became
involved in the independent and nondenominational Western Tract
Mission, whereas in the east, the Golden Rule Gospel Messengers
were formed by a tract director appointed by the Mennonite Mission
Board and tract representatives from each of the congregations. *37 A
15-minute gospel radio program was begun in Winnipeg in the fall

of 1940.138
Increasingly, the winning and keeping of the young required an

act of personal decision for both sociological and theological reasons.
As the hold of the Mennonite society on its young people weakened
with greater exposure to the outside world and more frequent societal
interaction, the choices of the young people were not always predict-
able. Thus, new means were needed to bring about decisions favour-
able to the church when the young people arrived at significant
crossroads. That means was evangelism, defined by L.J. Burkholder
as follows:

Evangelism, in the scriptural sense, is the act of going out
after the lost ones and winning them to Christ. Instead of
praying and waiting for the sinner to come, the church,
through her servants becomes aggressive and employs special
laborers to gather the wandering ones.139

Evangelism activity, of course, took on different forms. The New
Mennonites, who in Ontario had pioneered not only Sunday school
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conventions but also church-sponsored young people's meetings,
conducted two series of "camp meetings" each year in a pavilion built
especially for that purpose. 14° One such camp meeting attended by
12 8 young people reported that 96 had been "serving the Lord prior
to coming to camp, 1 8 had been "saved or reclaimed," 13 had been
"saved or reclaimed and sanctified," 19 had been "sanctified," and
many others had become "better established in God's service."141

In the Mennonite Conference of Ontario, a "Home Evangelist"
was appointed to promote evangelism, engage evangelists, and co-
ordinate their work.142 A typical annual report of the Home Evange-
list said that eight evangelists held meetings in 19 congregations,
resulting in 100 converts, of which 84 were baptized. The results
were encouraging but not entirely satisfactory. Four hundred and
eighteen unsaved persons in these communities remained outside
the fold." 3 Recommendations for improving the situation included
"less visitation with Christians and more intensive work among the
lost," two weeks of meetings, and much more prayer.

Closely related to the work of the home evangelist was the activity
of various mission committees. The rural committee, in a typical
year, reported on work at eight locations.144 At Baden, the Sunday
school was discontinued "owing to lack of interest and workers."
Seventeen young people "took their stand for Christ" at a series of
meetings but the visitation work revealed that there were many
unsaved in the village of Baden." At Bothwell, two persons were
"received into the church by water baptism, one of which was a
French Catholic girl." At Bright, the workers were "greatly encour-
aged" by the baptism of "six souls," three of which united with the
Mennonite Church and three with the United Church. At Glasgow,
there were three baptisms, including an "aged man [who] has since
gone home to glory." At Hagerman, some members had "withdrawn
themselves" but there was "spiritual growth among the few who
remain." At Markstay, "several thousand feet of lumber and some
logs" were assembled for the building of a log church and donations
were "within twenty dollars" of the total needed. At Roseville, the
evangelistic meetings yielded "no confessions" but "the congregation
was strengthened and encouraged to press on in spite of problems."
At St. George, "a few carloads of interested ones" gathered at the
Sims home once a month.

Among the Northern District Mennonite Brethren local and
outside evangelists tried to cover all the congregations with evange-
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listic meetings once a year.145 The Conference of Mennonites in
Canada also had its evangelists, most commonly known as itinerant
ministers. In one recorded six-month period, Benjamin Ewert, the
foremost itinerant minister of the Conference, had travelled 4,000
miles, preached 120 times in 50 communities in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, served communion six times, baptized 12 persons,
married three couples, and made hundreds of house visitations.
Travel costs amounted to $76.25, of which all but $14.15 was
covered by offerings.146 He did this year in and year out in the 1 920s
and 1930s.

Evangelistic activity, of course, was another channel for innova-
tion, another arena for borrowing from the outside, and much of the
newness had its severe critics, who thought gimmickry and shallow-
ness were making their entry. J.G. Rempel, the Rosthern Bible
school teacher, for instance, was critical of all those fashions and fads
designed to entice youth into the fold: slide projections and motion
pictures, billboards and ads in the papers with exciting themes,
sports facilities in churches, discussion sessions instead of worship
services, and various other sensational techniques.147

Rempel did not object to adjustments and accommodations—after
all the exemplary Paul became a Jew to the Jews and a Greek to the
Greeks—but he could not see such methods as having the desired
long-term effect or as being suited for "our situation and our
people. . . [their] essence and character. . . . "148 Techniques related
to mass production inevitably led to shallowness. Fewer but deeper
wells in the long run delivered more water than many shallow wells.
Mennonites, therefore, should

Treat the Word as a revealed mystery not just to awaken pass-
ing emotions but above all to achieve a lasting change of
mind . . . deepen also the singing, the singing of the congrega-
tion as well as the choir, so that the content isn't sacrificed to
the form and we become victims of superficiality.'

The movement of Mennonite young people to the cities was
evident everywhere except in Toronto, where the reverse was true, at
least in terms of Mennonite young people showing up at the Menno-
nite church.lio There undoubtedly were hundreds in the city itself. ul
In cities like Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, and Vancouver, the
focus of youth-related activity in the 1930s was in the girls' homes,
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TABLE 33'"

HOMES FOR GIRLS

(ESTABLISHED BY CM AND MB CONFERENCES)

CITY CM MB

Winnipeg
Calgary
Saskatoon
Vancouver

1926
1945
1929
1935

1925
1942
1930
1931

which were established beginning in the 1920s in the major urban
areas by the two large conferences (see Table 33). Run by a matron or
houseparents, the homes served as places of temporary residence, as
employment referral centres, and as centres of fellowship and wor-
ship for girls who had been attracted to the cities by the employment
opportunities available to domestic servants. In all the cities where
they were established they evolved sooner or later into city congrega-
tions. In Saskatoon, one such mission was led by J.J. Thiessen, an
emerging leader in his own Conference.15 The importance of these
homes was illustrated by a report on the Maria-Martha Home for
girls in Winnipeg, established in 1925:

The Maria-Martha Home is a very important branch of our
mission, the full meaning of which we would acknowledge if
one day we should be without it. . . . Let us think for a
moment, 250 of our precious young women, our daughters
tossed by circumstances into the whirlpool of the big city,
without this home.1}4

Marriage and "Vocation

The homes also became counsellors to the parents and the home
congregations concerning their young people. In 1940, the directors
of the CM girls' homes jointly recommended that parents not send
their daughters at too young an age, that they advise their daughters
to visit the home and to attend Mennonite worship services, that they
warn their girls about places of temptation in the city, and that
mothers inform their daughters about sexual matters in good time. '"
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Of sex education, that is, overt, formal, and direct sex education,
there was very little in most Mennonite homes and communities.
Children growing up in large families and on farms well-stocked
with animals of all kinds were hardly ignorant of what was essential to
the continuity of life and the consummation of the attraction that
males and females of all species had for each other. Even so, the need
for some instruction and guidance was recognized, because the issues
and problems of bad sex were ever-present in the lives of individuals
and communities. The dangers were many, and history provided
much evidence of strong and prosperous societies declining because
of sexual licence. Among Mennonites, the main issue was the purity
of the young people, and in this regard two particular issues were
raised publicly by Russlaender, namely venereal disease (Ge-
schlechtskrankheiten) and masturbation (Selbstbefleckung).

Venereal disease had been a problem among the Mennonites in
Russia, it was said, though the incidence of infection was relatively
small compared to the population in general. However, the war,
with its temptations and compulsions, had not left Mennonite com-
munities and individuals, especially the thousands in the medical
service, untouched. Life in the big cities, the many stops of the
medical trains at the various stations, the population ratio favouring
the women, and the absence of men—all represented temptations
which overcame some young Mennonites as well. The percentage of
infected young people in Russia was small, however, and in Canada
even smaller. The many incidents of rape during the revolutionary
and civil war years resulted in the venereal infection of a significant
number of women.

Much more serious, especially among young men, was masturba-
tion, a "secret sin" widely practised among Mennonites, it was said.
In Russia, it had been possible for teachers of the upper elementary
grades to provide enlightenment and warnings helpful to boys
entering adolescence, but this had been possible because the sexes had
been separated in these grades. In Canada, boys and girls were
everywhere together, making sex education in schools more diffi-
cult, because the teacher would have difficulty establishing "the right
tone" and finding "the right words." Some sex education had
customarily been included in the catechism classes leading to bap-
tism. At least one of the sessions would involve a special after-
meeting with young men only, at which time they would be warned
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against this secret sin on the basis of Genesis 3 8:8- 10, which records
the Lord's displeasure over Onan who "spilled the semen on the
ground."157

Masturbation was believed to be injurious to both the individual
and society. Some Mennonites thought it inevitably led to insanity,
lunatic asylums, suicide, death, and hell. Others were sceptical of
this extreme view which, if true, would not leave enough "healthy
people around to staff all the asylums." Masturbation, nevertheless,
was thought to weaken the family if practised from generation to
generation. It sapped energy essential to creativity. It reduced the
desire to live, as well as the joy of faith.

The best means for curbing this evil and the temptation to indulge
were perceived to be education and enlightenment, healthy social
activities involving both boys and girls and including also adults,
eating and drinking in moderation in order to reduce "unnecessary
stimulation and day-dreaming." Strenuous work and exercise was
also recommended because it produced a normal weariness, thus
reducing sleeplessness and a long tossing to and fro in bed. Most
important of all was purity of thought and clean conversation, which
contributed to positive living and healthy action and became the
foundation for a happy marriage.

In their warnings against masturbation, Mennonite leaders
reflected the conventional and contemporary wisdom of society in
both North America and Europe at the time. The aforementioned
Stall book, introduced to teenagers at Vineland, was one of a popu-
larly packaged series that circulated widely in Canada and somewhat
secretly in Mennonite communities. Sylvanus Stall, a Lutheran
minister, was a book publisher and for the most part author and
editor of eight volumes in the best-selling series "Self and Sex,"
manuals that were published in Philadelphia and advertised in
Canada as"pure books on avoided subjects" with "glowing commen-
dations from prominent clergymen, medical experts, popular writ-
ers, and other public figures" and distributed, among others, by
church agencies. These books, four for males and four for females,
explained successively what boys and girls, young men and young
women, young husbands and young wives, and men and women of
45 "ought to know.'""

Generally, the books began by praising the powers and pleasures
of sex, but then proceeded to deal with all its difficulties and
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problems. For the unmarried, "the most persistent and pernicious
difficulty" of all was "the temptation to indulge in the habit of the
secret vice, the solitary vice, self-pollution, self-abuse, onanism, or
masturbation." Often innocently learned, masturbation led to
declining health, eyes losing their lustre, skin becoming sallow,
muscles turning flabby, backs plagued with pain and heads with
dizziness. The appetite suffered, the entire body was wasted, and the
mind, in extreme cases, fell victim to insanity.

Sexual intercourse outside of marriage was no substitute for
masturbation because of the dangers of venereal disease. In any
event, sexual excess was bad, even within the marriage relationship,
and some degree of continence and discipline was always essential.
Fortunately, nature provided that the natural aggressiveness of males
was moderated by the sexual passiveness of women and after age 45
by the decline of desire and need on the part of both sexes.

Most marriage education happened shortly before the wedding.
Parents and ministers would take their responsibilities seriously and
counsel couples concerning the significance of their undertaking.
The sanctity of marriage as an ordinance of God for procreation,
fellowship, and the avoidance of sin was always emphasized.159
Marriage partners were encouraged to love each other, to pray, to
read the Word of God, to share joys and sorrows, and to train their
children in the discipline and fear of the Lord. The women were also
taught to be submissive and to obey. Both the engagement of a couple
and the wedding day were family events, the latter involving the
extended family, broadly defined, and most often also the entire
community.

The traditional position concerning faith and marriage was that
persons getting married should be of the same faith, baptized, and
members of the same congregation.'60 But the times and conditions
were changing, requiring exceptions to the former rules. According
to elder P.H. Enns, Mennonites couldn't at one and the same time
sanction new patterns of living and not accept the implications
thereof.

If we want to follow more strictly the rules of our fathers then
we should also follow the way of the fathers and prevent those
things which lead to undesired relationships, live more iso-
lated, and not send our girls at 15-16 years of age in large
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numbers into the cities there to work for people who hold dif-
ferent faiths, likewise not allow our boys to hire out to
strangers.161

Apart from the girls' homes, city mission work included evange-
listic meetings, street meetings, hospital visits, home visitations,
Sunday school and other children's gatherings, Jugendvereine, young
men's and young women's meetings, prayer meetings and Bible
study, song and music activity, and tract distribution.162 One of the
most far-reaching and courageous efforts to gather in the young
people was undertaken in Winnipeg in 1937 by Benjamin Ewert,
who had come to the conclusion that he couldn't in good conscience
travel the length and breadth of rural Saskatchewan as an itinerant
minister in search of lost Mennonites and at the same time neglect
those at his Winnipeg doorstep. His was a lonely initiative, because
the beginnings of the English-language Bethel mission for students
and young workers in the city was perceived by the rural church
leaders as encouraging anglicization and urbanization, both of which
they opposed.163

A resolute look at the youth problem also led to the conclusion that
the agricultural situation, the movement to the cities, and the
educational aspirations of the young people took them away from the
farm into other vocations. On the positive side, the entry into various
professions was seen as motivation for Christian service. The new
options for young Mennonites were defended and encouraged by
some church leaders. Speaking about "Christianity and Vocations" at
a Conference session, J.J. Klassen concluded that the apostles had
worked with people in a great variety of occupations and none of
them had been asked to leave. 6

They were persuaded that every honourable work could be
penetrated by the spirit of Christendom and that one could in
every occupation help to build the kingdom of God. An occu-
pation by itself is neither good nor bad, Christian nor unchris-
tian but neutral. The bearer of a vocation, the human being,
determines whether it will be a blessing or a curse. *66

He made exceptions to the rule, of course. There were activities
excluded by Christianity, "the businesses of the night which thrive
only in the darkness," for instance.167 Klassen established that no
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occupation could be isolated from other aspects of life. All things
belong together and are interlocked with each other to form an
organic whole. As much as one may specialize, there is no detach-
ment possible from the sum total of things. The farmer, for instance,
is intimately tied to all manner of professionals, including the
technologists, chemists, agronomists, and scientists generally. The
farmer is also related to the doctor, the teacher, the businessman, and
many others, because no one is excluded.

it is impossible to differentiate between a more
Christian or a more worldly vocation. Everything depends on
what the human being puts into it.168

Daniel Loewen also felt that the acceptable professions for Menno-
nite young people shouldn't be listed too narrowly. After all, why
shouldn't Mennonites be chemists and participate with God in the
stewardship of resources also in that area, or businessmen, or
doctors?169 In other words, young people should not be pressured to
follow the traditional way. It was more important that their individ-
ual interests and uniqueness be recognized.

There were those, of course, who continued their striving to keep
the young people close to home. For J.J. Siemens, the socialist
reformer of southern Manitoba, the issues of the day centred not only
in a restored economy with the help of co-op philosophy and institu-
tions, but also in the retention of the young people. He issued an open
invitation to all people to enlist in an enterprise that transcended
religious, racial, and international lines for the sake of all. Menno-
nites had customarily divided on the basis of their church affiliations.
However, these divisions had broken down, and where the churches
had failed to achieve harmony, the co-ops had succeeded in bringing
new life and vision to the community. In Siemens's own words:

We virtually became alive with the possibilities open to us in
making farming a vocation full of interest and fascination. We
became so occupied with the things we could do ourselves that
we spent less time criticizing others. We talked a lot, held
innumerable meetings in various districts, published a quar-
terly magazine with articles on farm practices, advice, and
news of our fellow farmers. We kept the pot boiling and stir-
ring. . . . We changed the pattern of our thinking as well as the
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pattern of our farming along aggressive and progressive
paths. The young people were having visions and the old peo-
pie began dreaming dreams. The future was ours to make it
what we desired it to be. 17°

Siemens regarded education as the key to developing a society
confident in itself yet respectful of the other cultures and creatures
with which it shared the planet.171 Farmers had been conditioned to
view their profession as second-rate and socially inferior to city
employment, but Siemens believed that a well-rounded education at
home and at school could erase the stigma attached to farming and
instil in children a deep sense of dignity and pride in their family's
livelihood. 7 Here too he referred to the tremendous role that could
be played by parents and teachers. They could impart to children an
understanding and respect for nature that would guarantee that
generations yet unborn would inherit a world environmentally
sound.173 Siemens also introduced literature that reinforced the
heritage. He saw to it that the Rhineland Agricultural Institute
sponsored courses in Bible, Ethics, and Mennonite history, and
that the Rhineland Agricultural Society subsidized a Mennonite
historical project—the publication ofPJ. Schaefer's three historical
booklets entitled Woher? Wohin? Mennoniten!^5

Literature programs, specifically targeting the young people,
were another mark of the period for both the Swiss and the Dutch. In
Ontario, the Old Mennonites led the way in the production and
distribution of literature. They worked closely with the Mennonite
Publishing House at Scottdale.176 In the mid-1930s, S.F. Coffman
and M.H. Shantz were members of the Board, the latter as vice-
president, while M.C. Cressman and Oscar Burkholder were
members of the Finance and Publishing committees, respectively.
S.F. Coffman and C.F. Derstine were non-resident editors. Lewis
S. Weber wrote a 122-page book Ideals for Christian Youth while he
was superintendent of the Toronto Mission. 177 C.F. Derstine wrote
some smaller works, including "Forty Principles in Bible and
Sunday School Study," "The Great Apostasy," and "The Last
Message of Jesus Christ."178 Oscar Burkholder wrote "True Life
Stories" and "The Predicted Departure from the Faith."179

Book distribution centres arose in Kitchener with the founding of
the Golden Rule Bookstore, in Winnipeg at the Rundschau Publish-
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ers, and in Rosthern under Board of Colonization auspices. 18° Special
Conference committees were established to oversee literature prepa-
ration, and one reported in 1940 a list of 20 pamphlets for distribu-
tion, half of them in German and half in English, on such subjects as
baptism, nonresistance, the oath, missions, eternal security, commu-
nism, Mennonite history, and Mennonite faith.'81

Secondary and Post-Secondary Education

The educational problems committee of the Mennonite Conference
of Ontario monitored and made recommendations concerning litera-
ture but also concerning high schools and colleges, generally. With
respect to the high schools, it criticized the undue emphasis on sports
and encouraged instead manual and agricultural training as well as
other "useful and practical pursuits."18 The trustees and ratepayers
associations were commended for opposing cadet training in the
schools.183 The possibility of students taking one more year of high
school locally, the so-called "fifth class," was noted with en-
thusiasm.'84 The Student Christian Fellowship movement in both
high schools and colleges was perceived to be a good thing.185
However, in spite of all these and other efforts to keep the high
schools from danger, the Conference remained uneasy about the high
school, and before the decade was out the school of the Brethren in
Christ at Fort Erie was recommended "to all our high school students
as a school affording safe Christian influence."186

Since Ontario Mennonite students attending college tended to go
to Mennonite schools in the United States, which were not accredited
in Ontario, successful efforts were made to obtain at least some
academic credit for them. Both McMaster University and Waterloo
College, the latter in affiliation with the University of Western
Ontario, agreed to grant degrees to Goshen College graduates upon
their completion of an additional academic year at the respective
institutions.187 The teaching content of Goshen College was also
monitored by the Mennonite Conference of Ontario and one year the
College was asked to represent pre-millennial views and noncon-
formity teachings to the students.188

Many young people attending colleges and universities moved out
from their homes into the wider world. Some of the most gifted
young people left the Mennonites not because they turned their backs
on the faith but occasionally the better to express it in the wider arena.
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A particular case was that of John K. Friesen, one of six brilliant sons
and daughters of one of southern Manitoba's most concerned Men-
nonite leaders. A deacon in the Bergthaler church, D.W. Friesen
was also Altona's postmaster and the proprietor since 1907 of a
stationery and printing business. As an important wholesaler, he also
got into the business of marketing books, especially Mennonite
materials, the first copies of which always found their way into his
own personal library. The best-read Canadian Mennonite of his day,
he had become so impressed with his heritage that he wanted nothing
more than to pass it on to his children and to have his children pass it
on to others.189 To one of his sons away from home at the Gretna
boarding school he wrote:

In all the hundreds ofyearsofMennonite history I know of no
single case of a people receiving a greater blessing than we
ourselves. Therefore, we have a debt and a duty. . . we are
obligated to respond to our people and to participate in their
endeavours, to unite ourselves with them . . . we are also obli-
gated to our country . . . and the greatest of all obligations we
have toward God. 19°

Human society, or "humanity in general, but our own people in
particular," he told his boys, was facing a great future. It was
important, therefore, to set the right goals, to avoid temptation, to
look upon school as a time of preparation, and also to marry right.
After all, with one's marriage, "one sets one's direction in life and
often much more."191 The elder Friesen was overjoyed when John,
the second of his sons, but the first to enter university, became a
teacher at the MCI and when he was elected a candidate for the
ministry in the Bergthaler church. And he was equally saddened
when, after completing a B. A. in history and music, the son sought a
teaching position in a non-Mennonite area. Trying desperately to
help his son find the right place, he advised him as late as the middle
ofjuly:

I heard Steinbach still needs a teacher in the high school. If
only you could serve among our own people. It is such a con-
cern to me. I pray much about it.192

The Mennonite world, however, was too narrow for the idealistic
young man. And what he wanted most in and from the Mennonite
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community—a strong youth movement and a positive promotion
and wider application of the peace ideal—he found in the United
Church of Canada. At last, he told his parents, he was exposed to a
minister who was an extraordinary thinker and speaker," whose
sermons were thought out and well prepared.193

As a teacher of history and music at Hargrave first and then at
Virden, he immersed himself in the local young people's society and
through it in the Young People's Union of the United Church,
becoming president of the Manitoba Conference in a few short
years. 94 Along the way, he was also chairman of the Peace Commis-
sion of the Young People's Union of the United Church of Canada.
Every context gave him an "outstanding opportunity to speak up for
peace and nonresistance."195 Acknowledging the militaristic attitudes
of a community like Virden, he none the less insisted that his school
choir sing two peace anthems "irrespective of opinions" at the
Armistice Day ceremony.196 In the local youth society he arranged a
debate on Canada's preparation for war, and through the national
executive he lent "full support to the anti-conscription movement"
and to those who insisted that there "be sacrifice of profits if there is to
be sacrifice of life."197

The college and university student became the new focus of the
modernist-fundamentalist debate, this time in western Canada, as
John Horsch continued his writing into the 1930s, using also the
Russlaender paper, Der Bote, where his excellent German was
appreciated.19 In that paper, also, he met his literary and intellectual
match in Jacob H. Janzen, who never shied away from controversy
and who had his way of criticizing most points of view and who rarely
saw either fundamentalism or modernism as black and white. Jan-
zen's intellectual ability had been demonstrated at an early age in a
variety of experiences.199 He had become a school teacher at the
young age of 16. His linguistic training in Russia already included
Greek, Hebrew, English, and French, in addition to German and
Russian. In Germany, he had studied at the ultra-conservative
University of Greifswald and at the ultra-liberal university at Jena.
His fields included theology, psychology, philosophy, and the
sciences. Later, again a teacher, he had debated with the Soviets until
they dismissed him. Janzen's antidote to modernism as a threat to the
churches was not an incessant denunciation of modernism but rather
the elimination of that which was "hollow and empty" in the life and
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faith of the churches. After all, modernism was a response, however
erroneous, to a real need:

I am bound to admit the conviction, that the danger of our
churches lies in the defective lives of those who confess funda-
mentalism. . . . "200

Janzen's problem with the fundamentalists and with Horsch was
their inclination to condemn "as modernists everyone who does not
believe in their schemes even if they would believe in the whole
Bible."20' He further took issue with anti-intellectualism apparent in
the fundamentalist movement. And the error of the modernists, he
said, was their resort not to reason but rather to false reasoning and a
general reluctance to accept as possible truth anything they them-
selves couldn't grasp with their minds. Janzen's clear explanations
were understood by the fewest of people.

For university students who had been exposed to the wider world
of literature and science and ofnon-Mennonite culture, the Menno-
nite world suddenly became very narrow, much too narrow, in terms
of religion, culture, and intellectual activity, generally. The experi-
ence of I.G. Neufeld was typical.203 He had ended up at McMaster
University in Hamilton in 1933-34. United States Immigration at
Emerson, Manitoba, had refused his admission en route to Tabor
College, his firstchoice as per the recommendation of A.H. Unruh,
his principal and teacher at Winkler Bible Institute. His second
choice was McMaster, because Unruh's missionary brother in India
had met and praised John McNeil, the principal of the McMaster
(Baptist) Divinity School and president of the World Baptist Union.
If he, Neufeld, found McMaster "safe," Winkler would send some
of its graduates there, Unruh had told him.

Following a year at McMaster, Neufeld crossed the country to the
West Coast and was visiting relatives at Sardis. The leader of the
Jugendverein happened to be a son-in-law of A. H. Unruh and that
connection brought Neufeld an invitation to address the Sunday
night service on "The Greatness of God in Nature." Neufeld was
willing to speak but not on that subject, though in the end he
consented. The young people were taken by what he had to say and a
repeat invitation was given. Again Neufeld consented, on condition
that the Wednesday night meeting be for young people only.
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A day before the scheduled event, two ministers showed up in the
barn where he was doing chores and told him that the church council
had denied him the use of the church. A two-hour dialogue ensued,
but the ministers would not change their minds. Although they could
point out no error in his Sunday night presentation, they feared the
influence of a university-educated man: "You have been one year in
the University; you must be a modernist!" For preachers and a
congregation whose continuous message for the young people was
conversion and rebirth, any reference to astronomy, geology, and
science generally, even when connected to the greatness of God in
nature, was too much. As for Neufeld, those conversations about his
alleged modernism followed him throughout his adult life. It had
been said, people had heard, that I.G. was a modernist, and that was
that!

At least in one Conference the leaders felt keenly that ministers of
the congregations would require special and more advanced theologi-
cal training than was offered by the existing Bible schools if the
churches were to meet the needs of the educated young people.204 One
ambitious proposal called for elevation of at least one Bible school in
every province to the level of the seminary.205 Some even advocated
an advanced general university education for the sake of better
preparation for the ministry and better communication with educated
young people.206

Ministers should have a good knowledge of the Bible but also a
general education. On the paths of true knowledge were revealed
many of the wonders of God, His greatness, and His might. Truth
and atheistic tendencies, of course, were two different things, and it
was for that reason that the minister should also be equipped in the
science of nature so that the atheists didn't monopolize the field and
mislead the young people. History as a discipline—both church and
world history—was also most enlightening. Psychology likewise
could be helpful in understanding the soul.

By the end of the decade, there was a general endorsement of the
idea of a school for preachers which could evolve from one or more of
the Bible schools already in existence.207 Professional education, it
was said, was essential for ministers just as much as for doctors,
teachers, and lawyers.208 The higher educational level of the
members, as well as the dangers from unbelief, false cults, and
materialism, made better education for the ministers necessary.209
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TABLE 34210

MENNONITE POPULATION INCREASES
COMPARED TO SELECTED MEMBERSHIP INCREASES

(IN THE 1930S)

1931 1941 %INCREASE

Total Mennonite Population
Old Mennonite

Conference, Ontario

Mennonite Brethren in
Christ, Ontario

Northern District of
Mennonite Brethren
Churches

Conference of
Mennonites in
Canada

88,736 111,403

2,284 3,149

1,927 2,294

4,186 6,732

8,911 12,471

26

38

19

61

40

Implementation was delayed, however, because of the times and
other needs. The reader already knows how economic considerations
determined many priorities in the 1930s.

As the 1930s came to a close, there was evidence that the effort to
keep the young people was successful to a very considerable extent
(see Table 34). Not only did selected Mennonite conferences show
membership increases but for the main three groups these increases
were in excess of the general increase in Mennonite population. In
interpreting these figures, caution must be given that all of the three
groups in question gained members from other Mennonite groups
during this period. The Mennonite Brethren, for instance, com-
pletely absorbed the Alliance churches. The Old Mennonites
received people from the Old Order churches and also from others.
And the itinerant ministry of the Conference Mennonites to lonely
outposts had also paid off.

How many of the gains could be credited to innovation in church
programs and to institutional "borrowing" from the outside cannot
be ascertained, but that conference-oriented Mennonites believed in
the efficacy of those innovations there can be no doubt. However,
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those very innovations and borrowings meant greater Mennonite
adjustment to society generally, and to fundamentalist religion in
particular. This had the effect of changing not only the Mennonite
theology but also the Mennonite culture, and such change was not the
intention. The Mennonites wanted to keep not only the young people
but also those aspects of culture believed to be essential to the historic
faith.
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Loving, but drastic, action will be needed to save the doctrine \.of
separation and nonconformity^ and its expressions within the broth-
erhood— OSCAR BURKHOLDER.'

We should be faithfully concerned about our mother tongue, to use
it and to preserve it. We should he prepared to make big sacrifices,
for this glorious heritage is for us a holy obligation — A J.
SCHELLENBERG.2

Kf'EEPING THE YOUNG PEOPLE and preserving the culture,
as has already been noted, were in constant tension with

each other, but this did not mean that one had to be sacrificed to
preserve the other. To be sure, they were, or appeared to be, in
diametric opposition, whenever youth's impulse for change faced
directly culture's respect for the status quo and whenever the inclina-
tion of the young to accept contemporary styles or to use the English
language clashed with the determination of the older generation to
preserve the old ways and the German language. Yet, the notion that
Mennonite religion and culture was a total way of life, which it was
good for the young to accept, was not easily set aside, and thus, more
often than not, the concerns for youth and culture went hand in hand.

In the Mennonite situation, culture had at least two different but
deeply interwoven meanings. On the one hand, Mennonite culture
was the Mennonite way of life, firmly rooted in biblical religion,
holistic in its theology, with a seven-day-a-week life-embracing ethic
that called for a separation from the state and from the larger society.

498
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It centred in the family and in the congregational community, both of
which were viewed as images of the kingdom of God, both present
and coming.

Culture also meant, or had come to mean, particular styles in
which the Mennonite way of life appeared and without which it could
not exist. Thus, for some Mennonites, culture above all meant
agriculture and land-based communities. For others, for whom land
had become less than absolutely essential, cultural priorities were
focused on such factors as language. Then there were those for whom
both land and the language had become secondary, and for them
culture meant a particular nonconformed life style. Finally, for some
Mennonites, none of the above were important as both religion and
culture shifted to new arenas of experience and understanding.

Culture Interpreted and Explained

The efforts to preserve the culture were mostly focused internally,
that is, within the Mennonite community, but bold attempts were
also made to bring about an appreciation for, or at least accurate
information about, the Mennonite way of life on the outside. The
continuity of that way of life, it was recognized, required a much
better public understanding. The Mennonites had devoted too little
attention to defending and interpreting themselves, and thus, false
reports in the media had done very considerable damage.

The negative publicity accompanying conscription in the Great
War, the "nationalization" of the public schools, the emigrations to
Latin America, the immigrations from Russia, the Friesen-Braun
trials, and Canadian reluctance to admit Moscow refugees had taken
their toll, and something had to be done to increase public acceptance
and to strengthen Mennonite self-respect. To help prevent the
"Mennonite problem" {Mennonitenfrage') from becoming acute
again, the Conference of Mennonites in Central Canada in 1930
appointed a public relations committee {Aufklaerungskomitee) s

This initiative to bring about public enlightenment was an unpre-
cedented undertaking, although individuals like David Toews and
H.S. Bender had taken on the press from time to time. It was also
unorthodox in the sense of the Mennonite assumption that misunder-
standing, not unlike persecution, was one of the by-products of the
faith and that its quiet endurance was one of the virtues of Christian
life. Moreover, the best public relations for the Mennonltes, it had
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always been assumed, were the Mennonite people themselves. As
Johann G. Rempel, the spokesman for the committee, suggested:

Our young people are studying at the universities, our girls
working as domestics in the homes in large and small cities,
the teachers from our people, our businessmen and farmers, in
short—all [our people in the various] vocations, are involved
consciously or unconsciously in negative or positive public
relations \_Aufklaerungsarbeit^ for our people.4

Helpful literature was seen, however, as a useful supplement to a
good reputation and the communications emanating therefrom.
Therefore, the works of C. Henry Smith, the eminent Mennonite
historian of the time, were strategically distributed.5 The Mennonites
of America and The Coming of the Russian Mennonites ^ however, were
somewhat far removed from the contemporary situation in that the
former concentrated on the Mennonites in the U.S.A, and the latter
on the immigration of the nineteenth century.

One of the most useful tools of enlightenment, therefore, became a
1932 pamphlet The Mennonites, first presented as an address by
H.H. Ewert before the Historical and Scientific Society of Mani-
toba. The monograph was published and distributed by the commit-
tee in both the English and the German language, the latter obviously
for internal consumption. H.H. Ewert identified the Mennonites as
a pioneer religious society, whose way of life was unique and worthy
of perpetuation.6 They were, he said, "the first to deny the authority
of the state over the individual conscience, to take a positive stand
against war, and to raise a protest against slavery."7

An event similar to Ewert's appearance to interpret the Menno-
nites before a regional historical society also happened in the east,
when S.F. Coffman addressed the Waterloo Historical Society on
"The Adventure of Faith."8 Coffman listed Anabaptist leaders
Grebel, Manz, and Menno among those religious adventurers who
"set at liberty the conscience of men." They and their followers lived
"a simple life, a pure life, and a peaceful life" and endured "hard-
ship, suffering, persecution" like no others for their nonresistant
faith. Everywhere they witnessed to their faith "in its three-fold
form: liberty of conscience, separation of church and state, and
obedience to the gospel of the prince of peace." While the pioneers
gave "no inheritance of millions to their children," they bequeathed
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the treasures of character, of love for the Bible, and of peace for all
mankind.

The historical sense communicated by Coffman several years later
became a resolve on the part of the Mennonite Conference of Ontario
to have its history preserved and recorded. The Old Mennonites
were keenly aware that the New Mennonites had published their first
history in 1920, albeit not solely for Ontario but for the whole
denomination.9 Lawrence J. Burkholder completed and published in
1936 the first book-length history of all the Mennonites of
Ontario.10 He viewed his people as a cultural force, "a strong
resistance against the inroads" of evil forces such as "materialism,
unbelief, and other forms ofworldliness.""

Burkholder's review led him to be optimistic about "the outlook
for the Mennonite Church" if only the various branches thereof
could "celebrate a genuine spiritual union on a strictly scriptural
basis." 2 A small beginning of "a few struggling settlers in the
woods" had grown into a strong body of about 8,000 church
members in about 60 regular preaching places. Several thousand
children would undoubtedly grow up to "perpetuate the doctrine for
which our forefathers died" and as far as the young people were
concerned, "we are holding our own." About 1,700 had attended
Bible school and other hundreds were taking part in other young
people's functions.

Generally, we are able to maintain our regular places of work.
There has been very little retrenchment. New fields are being
opened. The aggressive missionary spirit is gratifying. . . . 13

The influential role of Mennonite religious culture in preserving
and propagating certain values was noted also by Jacob H. Janzen.A
prolific writer of interpretative articles for the Mennonite press as
well as curricular materials for children—his Tales of Mennonite
History was the first such English-language source produced in
Canada—Janzen recognized that a full assessment of Mennonitism
was not possible until more time had passed.14 An epoch of church
and world history, and not just a lifetime, were required to see a
movement in its true perspectives. Judgements could not be made by
the makers of history but by those who, in due course, analysed and
wrote about it. Janzen did not subscribe to the view that Mennonites
possessed the full and complete truth.
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Yet, history had already made a judgement and, according to
Janzen, it was a favourable one. Evidence thereof could be seen in the
fact that many governments permitted the Mennonites to affirm
rather than to swear and that even in Canada an almost limitless trust
was extended to them as, for instance, in the business dealings of
everyday life. All that was a heritage passed on from earlier genera-
tions of believers whose faith was a sound one. And faith's application
in daily life is what counted:

The world today knows very little or nothing about the special
teachings of the Mennonites, but the strength and influence of
their faith were known, and to the world that is all that
mattered.ls

For Janzen, the positive features of Mennonitism were repre-
sented by baptism upon confession of faith—he used the word adult
baptism {Grosstaufe) — nonresistance, non-swearing of the oath, and
the de-emphasis of ritualistic forms. Baptism upon confession of
faith, he said, represented the struggle for a decisive and conscien-
tious Christianity. Nonresistance was the symbol of the longing and
the struggle for a world-embracing love which alone could save
mankind. The non-swearing of the oath signified a higher loyalty
and the struggle for truthfulness and veracity. And the lack of
formalism was a sign that the peaks of Christian living were not to be
sought in a highly developed ritual but rather in a fulfilled and
sanctified daily life, in other words, in a practical Christianity.

The representative writings of persons like L.J. Burkholder, S.F.
Coffman, H.H. Ewert, J.H. Janzen, and C. Henry Smith all
reflected the deep conviction that the Anabaptist pioneers had redis-
covered the true essence of the Christian faith, that this essence was
contemporaneously represented, at least in theory, in the Mennonite
way of life, and that its perpetuation deserved a special effort and
required the help of certain factors, here identified as culture. Some
preservative energies, of course, were concentrated on the past only,
but even the two small archives that were established appeared
because the record of the past was helpful for the future. Burkholder
not only wrote the first book-length history of the Mennonites in
Ontario, but along with that project began an archival collection,
which, lacking any other appropriate placement, found its safekeep-
ing in the Toronto archives of the Ontario government. The ratio-
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nale for such record-keeping was that it would benefit the generations
to follow. In the words of S.F. Coffman:

We have lost a great deal of experience and have had many tri-
als which otherwise might have been avoided had we the
records of some of our brethren who have passed on without
leaving us some guide by which to attain greater successes and
avoid failures.16

The only other archives established at this time were in western
Canada, where B.J. Schellenberg, a Russlaender, obtained token
support ($25 a year) from the Conference ofMennonites in Canada
to do something about preserving the Russian Mennonite heritage.17
Russia was a precious homeland, and while it was gone forever it had
to be remembered, said Schellenberg. Even the rich archives gath-
ered by P. M. Friesen and others had been disturbed. It was desirable
and necessary, therefore, to found an archives to restore and preserve
as much as possible of that which had been lost.

We left much behind. We were so blessed by earthly goods.
We were rich in spiritual culture. Men full of spirit and life
contributed to our development and many good schools we
could call our own. Our settlements with their culture were
like an oasis in the desert.ls

Varieties of Separate Culture

Those who championed Mennonite religious culture generally
believed that its expression and preservation required particular
forms, moulds, or styles. Thus, culture was both an end and a means
to an end; both substance and style; both wine and wineskins.
However culture was defined, for most Mennonites it had, or had to
have, a separatist quality about it. Long ago, the preservation of the
Mennonite way of life had come to be associated with separation from
the world. This remained true to a very considerable extent in the
1930s, though the particular focus of that separation varied among
the different Mennonite groups. Basically there were three forms:
geographic separatism, which tended to be the most extreme and the
most inclusive of all other forms of separatism; social separatism,
which took the nonconformity doctrine very seriously; and linguistic
separatism, which in the 1930s translated itself into an unprece-
dented crusade to maintain the Muttersprache (mother tongue).
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All three forms of separatism had been important to Mennonite
immigrants coming into the country, and since geographic separa-
tion embraced them all, the lands of the German Land Company, the
German Block of the Amish, and the East and West Reserves in
Manitoba represented Mennonite culture in its most inclusive and
concentrated form. As geographic separatism had become less and
less possible, those to whom it was most important became the more
insistent on that option. Among the Swiss, the Old Order Menno-
nites and the Old Order Amish represented the clearest examples of
that position. Among the Dutch, the emigrants to Mexico and
Paraguay had been the most unequivocal in this regard. As one
sociologist wrote about that kind of Mennonite boundary mainte-
nance:

It is through the continuing efforts to maintain some sem-
blance of geographical separation from the surrounding secu-
lar community, that the members of the church community
reinforce their concept of cultural identity and maintain not
only geographical boundaries but symbolic boundaries as

Those Mennonites whose identity and survival were no longer
linked to isolated parcels or colonies of land, or even to agriculture,
but who none the less wanted to preserve the Mennonite ways, had to
find other means to maintain the boundaries. For one sector of the
Swiss Mennonite community this meant applying rather strict social
nonconformity standards, in other words a distinctive life style. For
one sector of the Dutch Mennonite community the German language
was the all-important value not to be surrendered, lest all be lost.
Like the land, so the nonconformed life style and the German
language represented values in themselves, but they were also the
actual and symbolic fences which kept the world out and Mennonite
values intact.

Beyond the continuum of Mennonite cultural retentionists, for
whomtheir religious way of life was incomplete without land and/or
the nonconformed life style and/or the German language, were those
Mennonites, one congregational family in particular, for whom all
of these things had become unimportant or even a hindrance to the
pursuit of the essentials. It wasn't that the Mennonite Brethren in
Christ all left the farms or wore flashy clothing, but their explicit
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definition of religious faith and their implicit definition of culture
had moved them rather far away from traditional Mennonite
emphases.20

This was not surprising because their emergence in the nineteenth
century had been a reaction to those who "clung tenaciously to the old
traditions of the church."21 The "New Mennonites," as they were
popularly called, led in the introduction of the English language,
four-part singing, and adjustment to change generally. That denom-
ination became an example of how cultural change at one level tends
to go hand in hand with changes at other levels. The Mennonite
Brethren in Christ changed not only the styles, including the minis-
try, church government, and mode of baptism, but also the sub-
stance, as they became "so different from the various Mennonite
groups in both doctrine and practice."22 On the basis of the New
Mennonite experience and his study ofMennonite assimilation, Paul
Knowles concluded that to become a New Mennonite meant eventu-
ally to become a non-Mennonite.23 It was the intuitive sense that a
changing form produced, or was accompanied by, a change in
religious essence that made other Mennonites zealous about culture
maintenance. Upon observing the New Mennonites, the Old Men-
nonites and the Old Order Mennonites knew that the faith could be
lost if they neglected the forms.

The New Mennonites continued to carry the name "Mennonite"
and they saw themselves still within the nonresistant family of
Christians, but their preachers rarely spoke on the subject and the
borrowings from other traditions were extensive: from the
Wesleyans, they accepted revivalism, a second work of grace,
doctrines of holiness and the notion of complete sanctification, and
new forms of church government; from the Pentecostals, the empha-
sis on the holy spirit, though never sufficiently to satisfy those who
were really Pentecostal at heart; from the Calvinists, elements of
predestination; and from the Darbyites, pre-millennialism.

The new doctrines, the new spiritual styles, and the new ways of
expressing the church life of the New Mennonites all had the effect of
separating religion from its interwovenness with land and an eco-
nomic order and with culture or a particular social order. The culture
of the New Mennonites was the institutional church and the individ-
ual spirituality of the believer. No Mennonite group had advanced
further down the road of finding one's religious identity in a
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personalized salvation, a futurized millennium, and an institutional-
ized church than had the Mennonite Brethren in Christ. Of all the
conference-oriented Mennonites, they were the most conference-
centred. A wide array of activities were statistically accounted for
with the help of presiding elders, superintendents of various kinds,
and an almost endless list of committees.25 In 1940, one Conference
of 25 congregations and 2,304 members had no fewer than 30
committees reporting to the annual meeting.26

The Conference wasn't really without culture, but rather
immersed totally in a new kind of denominational and institutional
culture. The New IVIennonites were in many ways becoming non-
Mennonites, and given that fact, it should surprise no one that there
were calls for a complete erasure of the Mennonite identity. Such
requests were strongest from Alberta and Saskatchewan, where
public images of Mennonites and public linkages with Hutterites
and Doukhobors were felt as keen embarrassments and a hindrance to
missionary work. A resolution of the Canadian North-West District
Conference requested the church to "lay aside every weight" and
change its name:

Whereas there are many thousands of Mennonites from for-
eign countries already in Canada, and hundreds more are com-
ing each year, who have but one thing in common with the
MBC church, namely "non-resistance," and have many things
which are quite objectionable, both to citizenship and spiritu-
ality on account of which the name Mennonite has been
brought into disrepute, thus becoming a great barrier and a
positive hindrance to aggressive evangelism and church exten-
sion in the Canadian Northwest.27

The eastern sector of the Mennonite Brethren in Christ church
was not quite as embarrassed by other Mennonites, hence not as
willing, at least not yet, to change the name. But the determination
with which other Mennonites defended the land, life style, and
language-related concepts ofMennonitism, was undoubtedly part of
the reason why the reaction to the culture was never-ending: not all
Mennonites were ready to go to Mexico or Fort Vermilion, back into
the nineteenth century, or to fall directly into the lap of those who
tended to equate German culture with religious culture.

The Old Mennonites of Ontario bore a resemblance to the New
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Mennonites in the sense that they too evidenced many signs of
acculturation. They had resisted many of the new ways about a
generation longer, but the acceptance of the English language in
preaching and worship, offour-part singing, of revivalism and the
Sunday school, of more sophisticated conference structures, and of
business and professions had come in due course. In other words,
external forms and expressions had changed to a considerable extent.

The changes in theology and teaching now so characteristic of the
New Mennonites, however, were less marked among the Old
Mennonites. To be sure, doctrinal fundamentalism, as earlier
described, had made deep inroads, but the emphasis on traditional
Anabaptist fundamentals, especially the ethical teachings — nonresis-
tance and nonconformity—had not been lost. On the contrary, the
intense struggle for those fundamentals, begun afresh in the early
1920s, reached its peak in the 1930s and early 1940s as the Old
Mennonites, and Amish along with them, sought to maintain those
cultural borders, the crossing of which in their opinion imperilled
the faith. Nonconformity was seen as the key to the maintenance of
the borders.

The N onconformed Life Style

The doctrine and practice of nonconformity to the world was esta-
blished as the clear teaching of the scriptures and of the Mennonite
heritage, as well as a principle of life.28 One of the clearest explica-
tions of the doctrine came from the pen of Edward Yoder, who
explained his position on the basis of both history and theology. From
the historical perspective, it was the nonconformed minority on
whom the advancement of certain ideals had always depended. The
forward march of the kingdom of God was a slow and difficult one
into terrain "every inch of which is bitterly contested by the forces of
spiritual wickedness." Movement into the occupied terrain required
"seemingly slow and patient effort . . . sowing, nurture, cultivation,
[and] careful husbandry on someone's part." And that someone was
the nonconformed minority, living and teaching neglected truths.

Separation, a measure of isolation, or if we will, ofnoncon-
formity to the prevailing environment, has been necessary for
moral and spiritual culture in all ages.
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The philosophy of nonconformity was also behind the whole of the
Old Testament history, Yoder explained. The life of Abraham and
the Jewish nation represented "the principle of separation and of
nonconformity" in biblical history. In order for that group of people
to be a spiritual and moral blessing to the world, they had to be
separated from their immediate surroundings, and they had to be
schooled by special care and by a particular nurture. They needed to
develop a tradition and "a national culture that embodied higher
ideals of monotheism, of spiritual service and worship, of moral
performance, than prevailed among mankind at large at that time."30

In the New Testament, Christ taught that his followers had to be
separated from the world in their faith and life, even if this meant
hostility, and that at the beginning of the church "there existed a
compact and concentrated fellowship that marked them from the
world and society at large." Much of this was changed after Emperor
Constantine gave official recognition to the church. Christians lost
their separateness, as they made alliances with the world "which
became Christian in name, but in name only."3 Thus, the line of
demarcation between the church and the world was fatally obscured.
However, nonconformity continued through small, separated
groups including the medieval monastics, men and women who
sought "a deeper spiritual culture." Other nonconformist groups
were "Cathars, Novatians, Paulicians, Bogomils, Albigenses, Wal-
denses, Lollards, Anabaptists, Mennonites, Stundists . . . also Bap-
tists, Independents and Assemblies of Brethren. . . . "32

In today's world a separated, nonconformed Christianity was
necessary because there was no time when the "inevitable tension
between his way of life, his divine gospel and the life of the
surrounding world will cease to exist."33 American society was a good
example of the worldly spirit, the Zeitgeist, which had to be resisted.
In America, conformity was "the social law" and everybody wore
"the same sort of clothes, read the same sort of magazines, [belonged]
to the same sort of social organizations."34 The Puritan tradition was
rapidly disappearing, as was evident in the "sabbath desecration,
gambling, amusements both brutal and frivolous, the use of
liquor... ," and, what was most problematic of all, the system of
state education, which "emphasized the secular and material side of
life," in many places to the exclusion of religious teaching.35

The general reduction of cultural tastes, intellectual standards,
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and morals "to the lowest denominator common to every citizen of
the land" meant, of course, that the serious Christian church and the
serious Christian had to offer resistance. And if the professed
Christian church at large failed in this regard, then

. . . let small groups heed the call to challenge the prevailing
lukewarmness, indifferentism, worldliness, spiritual apathy of
respectable society, by living a separated life, a Christlike life,
a non-conformed life.

Yoder was quick to recognize that nonconformity could be a
negative phenomenon. No one should practise nonconformity "on
merely unsocial or anti-social grounds." And conforming to a
nonconformed group could also be misleading. One must, he said,
"conform to Christ more than to even a non-conformed group."37
Other writers also recognized that the teaching and practice of
nonconformity could easily be abused or lead to undesirable conse-
quences. This was evident throughout the Mennonite church, which
was going through "a bewildering phase," resulting in many differ-
ent interpretations "in different sections of the church."38 There were
two extremes, both of which should be avoided, according to one
writer. One extreme view saw the essence of nonconformity only in
"a uniform pattern of clothes prescribed by district conference." The
other extreme view was devoid of specifics and expected only that
Christians "live less extravagantly than non-Christians and have a
genuine love for and practice of the simple life."

Another problem was that nonconformity could lead to such
extremes of isolation and insulation from the affairs of the world that
some of the benefits of the world were denied.40 Not only did a "self-
chosen, restricted cultural status" mean the denial of such benefits
but it also accounted for "the perpetual exodus of many of their most
talented boys and girls."41 And, equally important:

It led inevitably to the deplorable error of renouncing as sinful
the love of beauty in sound, color, and form.42

In the 1930s, however, Mlennonite church leaders viewed insuffi-
cient nonconformity as a greater danger than excessive isolation. This
fear was general among the Dutch, including both Russlaender and
Kanadier groups, as well as among the Swiss Mennonites and Amish,
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but it found its most concrete and continuous expression among the
Old Mennonites, throughout the 1930s. Especially from 1936 on,
when the Old Mennonite General Conference meeting in Kitchener
had nonconformity as its main theme, until early into the next decade
was this the case. Then a special session of the Mennonite Conference
of Ontario reconfirmed the nonconformist principle as well as its
application in no uncertain terms. Once again—the reader must not
forget the Ontario crises of the 1920s, which split Kitchener's
historic first church on this very issue— nonconformity was the chief
item of discussion not only at church conferences and in many
congregations, but also in the papers of the denomination. The
weekly Gospel Herald and the monthly Christian Monitor were full
of nonconformist stories. Besides two major article series on "pres-
ent-day issues" and "non-conformity" in the weekly Herald, there
were editorials, letters, and reader contributions of all kinds. Gener-
ally speaking, all made the point that "the principle and call to
separation runs through the Bible from beginning to end."43

The practice of separation and the pursuit of nonconformity was
no longer a simple matter as it once had been. For the first two
centuries of Mennonite existence in North America, isolation and
insulation had been not only tolerated but also fostered by general
social conditions. The rural existence, the compact communities, the
frontier psychology, and the spirit of individualism all contributed to
the segregation so much desired by the church. The use of the
German language likewise contributed to a feeling of separateness.

All the traditional barriers to conformity had vanished, and it was
now a question of finding substitute symbols of, and standards for,
separation. The most prominent symbol of nonconformity turned
out to be dress. And this was not inappropriate, because the dress
question was the first thing that was mentioned after the fall of man. 5
Both the Old and the New Testaments taught frequently against vain
display, against immodest apparel, against costly array, and spoke in
favour of modest apparel and clothing that was both serviceable and
economical.46

It was easier to assert that Christian nonconformity required
certain standards of dress than to determine in a way satisfactory to all
what such standards should be. What, for instance, was meant by
modesty of dress? Since fashions were constantly changing, guide-
lines good for all time couldn't easily be laid down. However, one
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could begin to establish some norm by rejecting the standards of the
world and by applying some principles or tests to other options.47
Three worldly standards were unacceptable without equivocation.
They were: no apparel at all, meaning nudity; apparel insufficient or
too flimsy, because God intended apparel for a covering and not for
the advertising of the human form; and superfluous dress, meaning
apparel for the purpose of ornamentation and display.48

It was too often the case, one writer complained, that the sisters and
the brothers followed the fashion designers of the day.49 "Colored
neckties, fancy socks, stylish hats, and. . .other vanities," marked
worldly men. Worldly women were those who "responded to the call
of the world" when "the styles of the world called for full but short
skirts" and who lengthened them only when "the fashion designers
advertised a new trend." Even those "who wore a uniform garb"
changed the design "from the full skirt to long, form-fitting
skirt. . . . " All of which brought forth one preacher's lament:

It is with shame that we must acknowledge that many Menno-
nites today have a great deal more respect for fashion journals
than they do for divine revelation . . . for the fashion designers
than they have for faithful ministers. . . .50

All clothing, it was said, should pass the test of modesty and
decency. Men should not appear shirtless while at work or "in public
with open neck bands or sleeves rolled up, or short sleeves, as if they
were coming from firing a furnace of molten metal."51 For women,
insufficient clothing and transparent clothing were out, and this
included "bathing suits, low-necked dresses, short sleeves, sleeveless
dresses, high skirts, flesh-colored stockings, [going] stockingless,
waistless, tight skirts, sheer dress showing the form, diverse colors
pointing out form. . . ."" Showmanship and display were roundly
condemned. This included "all attempts at dressing up the hair for
show," all ornaments or jewellery, meaning also wedding rings."
Christian people should be guided by the test of simplicity, which
ruled against the use of "ribbons, ruffles, neckties, stick pins,
elaborate tuckings, fancy workings, multiplied suits of variable
fashion, costly materials, useless buttons, powders, paint, curled
hair, etc., etc."54

Other tests of appropriate apparel included distinction of the sexes
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and church regulation. Obviously, men and women should be
distinguishable by their clothing but beyond that "there should be
sufficient uniformity among God's people to identify them in every
phase of non-conformity as children of God."" Church members
could not wear a soldier's uniform, a Boy Scout's uniform, the
uniform of worldly organizations, or seasonal fads, but they should
wear the uniform prescribed by the church. For the women this
meant "the adopted form of devotional covering" and not substitutes
like the loose veil, or hats, or caps, or worldly fashion bonnets, or
fancy-textured bonnets." For the men this meant the plain coat.57

Economy was a further test of the right thing to wear. The
Christian should have a pattern that didn't have to be changed
constantly with the changing styles of the world. The avoidance of
coloured neckties and socks and fancy shirts, for instance, was an
economy measure. Presumably, lower expenditures for clothing
meant higher giving for the Lord. In one denomination, it was
pointed out, the mission offering had dropped $65,000 a year when
the dress question had been dropped.58 A single set of clothes or a
single kind of clothing represented economy but also democracy. In
the words of editor Daniel Kauffman, one of the foremost noncon-
formity crusaders of the time:

The Gospel of Christ nowhere upholds one standard ofcloth-
ing for ministers and another standard for laymen; one stan-
dard for sisters and another for brethren; one standard to
attend your own meeting and another standard when you
attend other people's meetings; one standard when you are
among your own people and another standard when you are
among other people.59

Few issues on the annual agenda of the Mennonite Conference of
Ontario brought forth resolutions so consistently in the 1930s as did
the dress question. It was the problem which always pitted tradition-
alists and modernizers against each other, with the former wanting
the rules enforced and discipline applied at least at the time of
communion.60 This meant the denial of the bread and the cup for the
disobedient.

In 1934, for instance, the Conference appointed all the bishops "to
study the dress question and to apply the result of their study to all the
congregations by way of example, practice and discipline."6 A year
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later, they reported that "in the interests of Christian modesty and
simplicity. . .we believe in the biblical teachings on the dress ques-
tion(ITim. 2:8-10, I Peter 3:1-7, Romans 12:2, Deut. 22:5, 1
John 2:15- 17)."62 Further, they concluded and recommended the
following position: that the following of fashions, which change
constantly, is deadly to the spiritual life; that the church cannot long
imitate changing fashions without being led into following them
entirely; that safety lies in breaking with changing fashions; that
modesty and simplicity be insisted on; and that the "regulation garb"
of the church be accepted as a practical solution to the problem.

For the carrying out of the above, the bishops recommended the
preaching of biblical sermons on the dress problem frequently,
appealing to the parents for co-operation, doing personal work by
kindly and helpful appeals, calling in evangelists "who are effective
on this problem," requesting the bishop of the district to preach at the
church several evenings and make personal calls in the daytime, and
requesting the assistance and co-operation of the ladies' aid. Further,
the bishops suggested series of meetings in which the doctrines and
disciplines were set forth, dress-related topics at the young people's
institutes, and better counsel and examination of converts on this
point before they were received into the fellowhip of the church.
Loyal members were advised to encourage obedience to the princi-
pies. Then, if the desired result was not achieved, disciplinary action
should be taken:

. . . after proper work has been done with the offending
member, that the same be visited, entreated to change, and,
due time having elapsed, that the pastor notify the bishop in
charge, and that scriptural action be taken, according to Matt.
18:17.

The 1935 position was difficult to enforce and a few years later the
matter came up at the Conference again in the form of an inquiry as to
eligibility for communion. Again the bishops were asked to study the
question. Their reply revealed their impatience with the agitators on
the dress issue and, in effect, told them to mind their own business.
Reporting on behalf of the bishops, S.F. Coffman gave a seven-point
set of principles for "governing the action of bishops and administer-
ing the ordinance of communion and in maintaining the proper order
of fellowship with the church." Communion, he said, was adminis-
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tered "on the basis of individual confession of peace with God and the
brotherhood, rather than on the basis of the judgment of others."
There were signs that some bishops were becoming quite reluctant to
deny communion on the basis of improper dress. A year later, the
Conference once again asked the bishops to be consistent in adminis-
tering the policy on the bonnet:

This conference advises and pleads for: unity of administration
among bishops; such administration to be carried out as fol-
lows: 1) settlement of all old standing cases; 2) keeping all
members up to date; 3) adhering, in such administration, to
both biblical provisions and conference provisions, relative to
all other problems, as well as the bonnet.64

The problem did not go away, but instead the considerable
deviation from the standards of the church only increased and led the
Conference to make further attempts "to solve this very vexing and
oft-appearing problem."65 In one year it dominated the Conference
program at the regular and special sessions on three separate occa-
sions. After special study sessions on the doctrine of separation in the
Old and New Testaments and its relation to the doctrine of nonresis-
tance, resolutions were adopted that influenced the Conference's
'Constitution and Discipline" to be more conservatively directed.

The plain bonnet was reaffirmed as "the approved headdress of our
sisters," and "faithful compliance" was insisted upon.66 Further:

We maintain that our brethren and sisters should conform to
the same principles of modest apparel with the purpose to wit-
ness to the Scriptural truth of simplicity and separation. We
also believe that the wearing of the plain suit for the brethren
and the cape dress for the sisters would consistently bear such
testimony.67

((

Apparently, the resolution was necessary to avoid another split,
this time in the conservative direction, "for the Mennonite Church
in Ontario is very near the parting of the ways again." But everybody
knew that the resolution alone wouldn't avoid it unless members were
"loyal and obedient" and unless the bishops "deal with this problem
in unity." It was a "now or never proposition" to save "the doctrine
[of nonconformity] and its expressions within the brotherhood."68

A year later, support for the adopted position came also from the
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Mennonite General Conference, which likewise had a special session
on the nonconformity issue to bring bishops, district conferences,
and congregations into line on the doctrine of nonconformity as
"immodest and worldly attire (including hats for sisters), the wear-
ing of jewellery (including wedding rings)" was made "a test of
fellowship in communion" and, if persisted in, "a test of
membership."69

The dress question was the most prominent but not the only
nonconformity issue. Also important was the protection of the
worship service from forms, rituals, and exercises that excited the
sensibilities and pleased the flesh rather than moved the soul to
deeper reverence of God. To that end, "the use of musical instru-
ments in public worship" was discouraged in order to "teach the
superiority of congregational singing over that accompanied by
musical instruments." Entertainment did not belong in the church
and Mennonites should not follow modern churches:

Instead of scripture reading, preaching, singing of hymns,
etc., there is the music of the pipe organ, the voices ofchant-
ing choruses or the opera type of solo, the reading of secular
literature, movies, etc. —exercises that excite the sensibilities,
are pleasing to the flesh rather than moving the soul to deeper
reverence for God.72

Nonconformity also meant abstaining from worldly amusements
such as "Sunday ball games, card games, fairs, play parties, dances,
festivals, billiards, theatres, and summer resorts."73 After all, John
the Baptist lost his head at a birthday party "that included dancing,
drunkenness, and an oath."74 It meant total abstinence because "no
total abstainer ever became a drunkard" and because no one wanted to
be "under the influence of liquor when the Lord comes."75 It meant
staying away from movies, operas, dances, night clubs, and swim-
ming pools, which places all were "feeders of lust and immoral-
ity. . . the means of wrecking countless young lives and others as they
are led into sexual sins."76

Nonconformity also ruled out "life insurance for Christians."77
God and "the fellowship of the saints" provided "all that life
insurance offers without its objectionable features." Besides, life
insurance was bad stewardship "because not one-half of the money
paid in premiums by the policyholders is returned." It was also
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wrong to get something for a small investment and to place a money
value upon a human life. Life insurance, said C.F. Derstine, was a
species of gambling: it represented wealth gotten by vanity; it
militated against labour and sacrifice; it undermined the law of
frugality; it rejected trust in the Lord and help from relatives and the
church; it violated Christian stewardship; it shut out the weak and the
poor and the sick; it set aside the Lord's plan to aid the needy; and it
fostered an independent spirit.78

Nonconformity meant not being "unequally yoked with unbeliev-
ers" or joining in "wrong affiliations."79 Off limits were certain
businesses because a Christian could enter business only to produce
and distribute useful things. The production and distribution of
liquor and tobacco and the services of beauty parlours, movies, and
billiard halls did not fall into this category. Nor did the making and
selling of jewellery, powders, paints, lipsticks, and clothes of
worldly design.

Nonconformity also meant non-membership in labour unions,
because unionism resorted to violence and boycotts, which was anti-
Christian, and because unionism destroyed personal freedom and
individualism.81 The "present day labor strikes" were offered as
evidence and proof that nonresistant Christian people should hold
themselves "aloof from every form of unionism, involving the
unequal yoke with unbelievers.' The right of any man not to work,
if in so doing he was not breaking a contract, was not questioned,
"but violence resorted to by the labor organizations in an effort to
prevent employers of labor to conduct their own business and to
prevent non-union men from laboring cannot be defended. On
unionism the Mennonite Conference of Ontario was unequivocal:

In view of the intense activities of modern Unionism through-
out the world, such as Bolshevism in Russia, and the CIO in
North America. . . this conference wishes to reaffirm its posi-
tion of non-affiliation [with] organizations that are both non-
Christian and anti-Christian.83

Further, nonconformity meant not to be slothful in business.
Misrepresentation in business transactions should be avoided and
there should be no oppression or extortion. Having an abundance of
capital was not a good enough reason for "living in luxury or
extravagance." High-powered salesmanship was out, as was per-
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suading a man to buy a new auto when he couldn't afford it. Get-rich-
quick schemes, which had already made deep inroads among church
members, were also warned against.

Speculating in stocks and bonds, gambling on the Board of
Trade, buying stock in oil wells, etc., etc., often truly are a
source of great grief, and severe financial loss. As examples of
real estate booms, we have cases in Florida, Texas, Montana,
Canada, etc., where some of our well-meaning brethren have
been victimized by unscrupulous promoters of real estate
corporations.84

In a general way, the nonconformity emphasis of the Old Menno-
nites reflected the social ethic which most Mennonites in North
America had claimed as their own at one time or another, with
variations only in the specifics. Warnings against life insurance, the
world of business, union membership, and worldly affiliation gener-
ally, and admonitions concerning immodest dress and indulgence in
pleasure-related activities, were current in other Conferences,
though nonconformity as a sustained crusade in this period in history
most characterized the Old Mennonites.

Language and Values

There was, however, another crusade under way especially among
the Russlaender, and this had to do with the preservation of the
German language and ethnicity, and values related thereto. In the
same way that the Gospel Herald and the Christian M.onitor were
overflowing with nonconformity concerns, so the papers serving
the German-speaking Dutch Mennonites were characterized by
admonitions concerning the German language and German identity.
Chief among these was Der Bote, the weekly published at Rosthern
by immigrants for the immigrants. But the Mennonitische Rund-
schau, published in Winnipeg, and the Steinbach Post, pub-
lished in Steinbach, both of them edited by recent immigrants, were
likewise vehicles of strong pro-German sentiments, though not
written with the same intensity as could be found in Der Bate. The
Post's readership consisted predominantly of Kanadier, who cared
about things German but without Germany. The Rundschau\
readership was most cosmopolitan, inasmuch as it had subscribers in
America, among the Kanadier, and also among the Russlaender.
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It was the Russlaender, the most recent arrivals, for whom
Germanism was a holy cause, partly because they were shocked to
discover that their families could be anglicized in one generation and
partly because they partook rather readily of the enthusiasm with
which pan-Germanism filled the 1930s wherever there were Ger-
man-speaking groups. The strong Germanism of the Russlaender
had its roots partly in the ancestral Prussian home, partly in the
Russian environment, and partly in the cultural relations between
themselves and Germany prior to the Great War. Along with about
one million other German-speaking Lutherans and Catholics in the
Ukraine and Middle Volga regions, over 100,000 Mennonites in
Russia had maintained an active interchange with the country and its
institutions that had become their cultural mother. There were active
intellectual-cultural relationships with Germany already before the
Great War. In the words of one writer:

In our schools we used German textbooks. German periodicals
and books were found in every home. Mennonites pursued
theological studies in Germany or Switzerland, received their
vocational preparation in Germany, made holiday excursions
to Germany, and went to Germany and Austria for medical
treatment. . 86

It was in Prussia where the first major language transition of the
Dutch Mennonites had been completed.87 This happened well before
the end of the eighteenth century, when immigrations to Russia
began.88 The Dutch language as an official church language was lost,
but the related Low German dialect attained a greater significance as
the social language of the Mennonites.89 High German became the
language of school and church and Low German took over as the
language of the family, of the extended family, and in social and
business communications, generally.

The Ukrainian and Russian environments enhanced the use of
both German languages of the Mennonites because in that context
languages and modes of living were clearly correlated. The Menno-
nites, along with the Lutherans and Catholics, showed little eager-
ness to adopt the Slavic styles, cultures, and languages of their
adopted country. According to one Mennonite linguist, "the eco-
nomical, intellectual, and ethical standards of the Russo-Ukrainian
peasantry were low and seemed even lower to us." The preservation
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and cultivation of the Mennonite languages, therefore, became
synonymous with self-preservation.

This did not mean that the Ukrainian and Russian languages were
completely ignored. On the contrary, a certain degree of russifica-
tion of the schools had taken place in accordance with the will of the
state. And some of those who went beyond the village schools learned
the Russian language well and "gradually attained to a true vision of
Russian culture, of the Russian mind, and of the Russian soul."91 But
this was less so for the Mennonite masses, who, while bilingual or
even trilingual, knew instinctively what the respective languages
symbolized. Russian and Ukrainian or a mixture of both were used
with their labourers and Slavic neighbours. Official documents and
business letters were usually in Russian, sometimes in German.
Russian was the language of mental arithmetic and of the barnyard.
Horses and sheep knew Russian better than German, and Menno-
nites, if and when they cursed, tended to do so in Russian, or Low
German, a language also suited to irreverence. The language of
religion was High German:

We never prayed in Russian. All our religious services were
conducted in High-German. In our Low-German homes
grace at table was said in High-German, and even before we
entered school we had learned a High-German bedtime prayer
by heart.92

In Canada, the Russlaender became aware all too quickly that
many of the protective boundaries for their way of life had vanished
in the resettlement. Gone were the colony, the village, the commu-
nity organization, and the schools on which they had depended so
much. Little could be done about the Canadian scattering and the loss
of the traditional defences. But it was still possible to maintain a
linguistic and ethnic separateness, mostly by ensuring that the
German language was taught and learned.

The retention of the German language was encouraged because it
was the mother tongue, because it was so beautiful in its spoken and
written forms, and because it was so rich, so expressive, so suited to
every thought and emotion.93 The cultivation of the mother tongue
was true to natural law, hence divinely willed. Not to preserve it
meant to forfeit one's roots and to cut oneself off from the cultural,
intellectual, and spiritual treasures of a people. The assumptions of

/ '
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the American melting pot were said to be false, because assimilation
did not produce a higher society, but rather an inferior one, monoto-
nous and uninteresting, like a garden in which all the flowers were of
one kind and one colour.

What makes the rose so beautiful, the lily so alluring, the vio-
let so refreshing, the hyacinth so gorgeous, and the gladiola so
grand? Is it not because all are unique, each is different from
the other, and each reflects some of the endless beauty and
multiplicity of the creator? Is it not the same in the cultural

The German language, said its most ardent promoters, was
worthy to be preserved for its own sake, for the sake of the culture it
represented, for the sake of the preservation ofMennonite ethnicity,
and for the sake of the Mennonite faith. Faith could not be deepened,
ethnic consciousness could not be strengthened, the fruits of German
culture could not be experienced, and the historical heritage could
not be appropriated without "the nurture and preservation of the
German language."95 Speaking on the theme of "German and Reli-
gion," one elder explained that the two appeared together in the
Mennonite home, school, and church because they belonged together
as carriers of cherished values. The German language should be
preserved, he said, because it was the mother tongue, because two
languages were better than one, because German was one of the most
important languages of the world, and because Germany was experi-
encing a renewal which should give all Germans abroad a sense of
pride. He wrote:

Not only do a hundred million people speak this language as
their mother tongue, but many strangers make an extraordi-
nary effort to acquire facility in its use, because with the
knowledge of the German tongue one can get along in most
civilized countries. For this is the language of poets and
philosophers!96

German and religion were the two twin fountains of Mennonite
faith.97 They had become inseparable in the Mennonite school
systems both in Russia and in western Canada, where russification
and anglicization, respectively, had meant the isolation and close
identification of the two most precious elements in the school
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curriculum.98 Moreover, for hundreds of years, the German lan-
guage had been the religious language of the Mennonite people and
for this reason their spiritual growth was intimately tied up with the
nurture of it. Loss of the language would mean a substantial loss of
the Christian spirit" and of the Mennonite faith. 10° It was said:

We German Mennonites are a religious society. Through the
German language a significant stream of religious thought
flows through our churches. . . . With the neglect of the Ger-
man language this stream will cease and our church life will
dry up. . . . 1()1

Since language was an issue so fundamental to existence and
fulfilment,102 the long-term well-being of a people obviously
depended on the preservation of the culture. This called for the
cultivation of the German language in family, school, and church; in
Sunday school, worship services, musical events, and youth pro-
grams; in Saturday schools, high schools, and Bible schools; and
through the organization of libraries and societies for the nurture of
the German language and literature. 103

Many and varied were the ideas advanced in the interests of
language preservation. Some Mennonites, for instance, expressed
once again the traditional view that completely closed and isolated
settlements were a must.104 Others, much less demanding, felt that at
least one German periodical in the home was essential. In some
communities, locally appointed statisticians kept accurate records of
how many people read which papers.106 The disallowance of the use
of English at certain times and in certain places was essential to
others.107 Some felt that the path to successful preservation lay in the
retention of the Gothic script, for even in this form lay some of the
German essence.108

Of considerable prominence in promoting the language were the
Canadian-German cultural groups, which in turn were aided by
national German agencies. The German-Canadian organization
encouraged local German schools and offered prizes to children for
outstanding achievements. Outstanding leaders in German-
language education were given honourable mention. One of those
receiving the silver medal was Professor H.H. Ewert.110 German
societies were organized in some predominantly Mennonite commu-
nities including the one at Hague, which was noted for its singing of
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Canada's national anthem translated into German. *'' This society had
sufficient influence to cause the teaching program in the church to
revert back from the English language to German after a transition
had already been made.

Teachers and schools had a special role in the nurture of both
German and religion.112 Among the schools serving the immigrants,
the Bible schools were commended for their dual role in promoting
German and religion. There, students could be trained as convinced
German Mennonites.'I3 Some insisted that the social language in the
Bible schools be exclusively German. 4 A correspondent from the
United States, where the language transition was already complete,
lent his moral encouragement to the Mennonite school pattern. The
nurture of the German language, he said, could stand in second place
next to the Bible. Keeping the German language was a condition of
life, because the loss of Germanism meant endangering spiritual
treasures:

Hold on to the German in your Bible schools. You'll never be
sorry for the price you pay."5

Ethnicity and Racial Identity

German language and culture ultimately could not be separated from
German ethnic or racial identity, and thus the 193 Os also gave rise to
an intense and multi-dimensional, though not especially profound,
discussion on Mennonite origins and the nature of the Mennonite
society. In some ways, the debate was a repeat of the Hollaenderei (an
excessive emphasis on Dutch origins) in Russia in the Great War
period, except now in Canada Hollaenderei did not have the upper
hand. In Russia, the Mennonite escape from anti-German decrees
affecting their property during the war lay in the reassertion of their
Frisian origins. In the early Soviet period, the identification by the
Mennonites of their citizenship organization as Dutch was also
helpful. Now, however, and at least until the war broke out, the
German connection was thought to be more advantageous.

The leading proponents of the German ethnic or racial connection
were Benjamin Unruh and Walter Quiring, both Russlaender who
were writing from Germany at the time. Among their people in
Canada, Brazil, and Paraguay, they were opinion leaders, whose
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views were published without fail in DerBote, well-received by the
readers, and echoed by numerous other writers in Canada, though
not by all, for there was much to criticize in what they said.

Benjamin H. Unruh had made his home in Germany towards the
end of 1920 after completing a North American visit in search of a
new home for the besieged Mennonites in Russia, being one of their
four special commissioners to the west.116 From his central European
location, he continued to work as an ambassador-at-large and a
spokesman for his people, officially recognized as such and finan-
cially supported from Canada by the Canadian Mennonite Board of
Colonization.117

Unruh discussed at length and with an abundance of words the
racial origins of the Russian Mennonites, a subject on which he
conducted extensive research, culminating in his publication on the
origins in the Dutch and German lowlands of the migrations east-
ward in the sixteenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries."8 His
theories in the 1930s were expounded in three series of extended
articles on "origins," on "fundamentals," and on "practical
questions." It was Unruh's conclusion that the Mennonites un-
doubtedly belonged to the Germanic races. Many of the early
refugees were Germanics who had fled to Prussia in the sixteenth
century from the German and Dutch lowlands. Besides, what was
now known as the Netherlands belonged at the time to the Hapsburg
empire, so that Menno Simons and Martin Luther both had the same
emperor. The loss by the empire of both Switzerland and the
Netherlands was not an organic separation from Germanic roots but
simply poor politics.124

In addition to the Mennonites being Germanic in origin, the
process of germanization had made them completely German. By
1750, or half a century before the emigration to Russia, Unruh
maintained all ministers, with the exception of those in Danzig, had
been preaching in German. Thus, the transition from Dutch to Low
German, a development known already in the Dutch-German low-
lands, and from Low German to High German, at least as far as the
official language was concerned, had been completed in West
Prussia.125 And, disregarding completely the Hollaenderei, Unruh
claimed that in Russia the Mennonites had become confirmed
Germans, especially during the Great War and the revolution.126

Walter Quiring was also a native of Russia, who had made his
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home in Germany, first for studies and then for professional pur-
suits. Quiring graduated with his doctorate from Munich in 1927
and spent the next dozen years in education and cultural activities.
The latter took him to the Americas on several occasions, resulting in
the writing and publication of two books on the Russo-Germans in
Latin America.127 Both titles identified the Mennonites as ethnic or
racial Germans, a basic premise in most of Quiring's writings in the
1930s. When later he immigrated to Canada, he became editor of
Der Bote, the paper in which his articles appeared.

Quiring's main concerns were to prove that the Mennonites were
ethnic Germans, and that the Mennonites, therefore, should feel
themselves a part of the great German people. For the purpose of the
former argument he, like Unruh, made much of the fact that
Mennonites had never been Dutch in the political sense, that they
had never really been acquainted with the Dutch language and
literature, and that, even if there was some ethnic Dutch residue in
the Mennonites, the Dutch were but a branch of the Germanic
race.131 On the other hand, following the emigration from the
Netherlands, the Mennonites in Prussia participated in the process of
germanization, in both a cultural and a racial way, rather readily, so
that good foundations were laid for the pure German development of
the churches in Russia.'32 Hence the following conclusion:

The Mennonites from Russia are Germans, German accord-
ing to their blood, German according to their language, Ger-
man according to their essence and customs, and most of them
are German also in the innermost parts of their heart.133

Quiring's theories about Mennonite racial identification were
supported not only by his interpretation of the Mennonite historical
and sociological development, but also by the doctrine of the
blood.134 This doctrine was not a German invention, although the
Germans were the first to make "the sensible demand" that the future
be determined by this doctrine. Its basis was God's order in creation,
by which humanity was organized into certain families according to
blood types which should not be mixed.135 That is why Germans
could not marry Jews or Indians, for the blood types of the latter were
different from the blood of the German race, as were also the blood
types of the lion, the dog, and the frog, although admittedly the
distances between them were of varying degrees. Mixing, it was
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indicated, had disastrous racial, cultural, and spiritual consequences.
To avoid such tragedy it was desirable and necessary to determine
one's racial ancestry and to remain loyal to it.137 German racial
identity could be assumed or claimed as long as a link could be traced
back to one generation born in Germany.'38 The ancestors, it was
pointed out, continued to live on even in one drop of blood or in one
cell of the brain.139

Cultural qualities, it was asserted also by others, were biologically
determined and conditioned. 14° And if there was a biological base for
cultural and racial identities, then obviously there was also theologi-
cal support for this position, for what was found to be biologically
true was in accordance with the order of God. Thus, cultural and
racial Germanism found its rationale in a biological theory about
human blood, which, in turn, became a theological doctrine of race.
Both biology and theology taught that God had ordained the division
of the human family into racial groups and that mixing these groups
was degenerating, physically and also spiritually. The greater the
distance between blood types the more harmful the effect of mixing
the types. God made the white race and God made the black race but
the mixed breeds came from the devil.141

If, then, the racial order was according to divine plan and
purpose, it was of utmost importance that the racial identity of the
Mennonite people be firmly established and properly claimed. This
was no easy matter since at certain times in history the Mennonites
had identified themselves as Hollaender (Dutchmen) and at other
times as Germans. In the 193 1 Canadian census, about 60 per cent of
all Canadian Mennonites had given their race as Dutch, according to
one correspondent. Another claimed that the identification with
the Dutch ran as high as 90 per cent.143

The actual figures for Dutch identification in 1931 were 42 per
cent compared to 3 5 per cent for the German identification (see Table
35). These figures changed dramatically when Canada was once
again at war with Germany. Fifty-eight per cent of Canadian
Mennonites gave their racial origin as Dutch in 1941, whereas only
28 per cent claimed German origin.

Whatever the figures, Hollaenderei or identification with the
Dutch had been a mistake, it was maintained. It had not helped the
cause in Russia, or in Canada, or in Germany. Whenever the
Mennonites had been in need, not the Dutch but the Germans had
recognized their brethren of similar flesh and blood.144 In this
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TABLE 35

RACIAL IDENTIFICATION OF CANADIAN MENNONITES
IN THE CENSUS YEARS 1931, 1941

1931 1941

RACIAL ORIGIN NUMBER PER CENT NUMBER PERCENT

British 2,863 3.226 4,575 4.108
French 243 .274 891 .800
Austrian 452 .509 924 .830
Czechoslovakian 8 .009 24 .022
Finnish 1 .001 ^_8_.007

German 34,687 39.090 31.465 28.250

Hungarian
Italian
Jewish

2
18
11

.002

.020

.012

56
9
4

.050

.008

.004

Dutch 37,555 42.322 64,934 58.300

Polish 134 .151 265 .238
Russian 12,084 13.618 7,204 6.468
Scandinavian 212 .239 203 .182
Ukrainian 385 .434 657 .590
Other European 36 .041 87 .078
Chinese - _ - 7 .006
Japanese - - - -
Other Asian 15 .017 9 .008
Indian or Eskimo 2 .002 - -
Others 28 .032 58 .052

Total 88,736 100 111,380 100

assertion, too, there was historical inaccuracy, because of all the
national Mennonite communities the Dutch had most distinguished
themselves in the area of relief for their needy brethren over the
longest period of time.

The identification of Mennonites as Germans and the primacy of
ethnic, rather than religious, qualities145 met with some opposition in
the Russlaender communities. First of all, the critics argued that the
germanization of the Mennonites had not proceeded nearly as easily,
quickly, and completely as the Germanists suggested. For 200 years,
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the Mennonites of Prussia had maintained their contacts with Hol-
land, as could be proved by correspondence filed in the archives of
Amsterdam. 6 Even the church creeds brought from Prussia to
Russia in a poor translation reflected the Dutch background. *47 Not
only had germanization come recently and only partially, but there
were many names reflecting non-Germanic elements—names of
Czech, Dutch, French, Moravian, Polish, and Slavic origin—
names like DeFehr, Delesky, Koslovsky, Ratzlaff, Rogalsky, Sawat-
sky, Selevsky, and Spenst.148 And even ifMennonites were German
Mennonites, it was made clear that they were not Mennonite
Germans.149

Further evidence that Mennonites were more than a single race
was provided by the international Mennonite conference held in
Saskatchewan in 1938. The delegates and visitors came from all races
and tongues and nations. The Dutch, the German, the Swiss, the
American, and the Canadian cultures and races were represented, as
were also the American Indian Mennonites. Under normal condi-
tions, the Chinese and Hindu Mennonite Christians would also have
been represented. All of these were Mennonites, Johann G. Rempel
argued. At least, he added somewhat apologetically, they were
Mennonites if the religious characteristic was the consideration.110
The apologetic "ifs" and "buts" were not uncommon among those
who wrote to question or counter strong pro-German expressions.

Other writers also objected vigorously to the idea that Mennonites
were more of a Volk than a church. The focal point of IVIennonite
life, they said, was faith and religion. 5 Not the race but the spirit
was the most important essence of the Mennonite people.'" In
Canada, the Mennonites were a religious fellowship. They might
speak German but they were religious and their economic and
political loyalties were to Canada.'" Among them was Cornelius
Krahn, who like Walter Quiring had come to Germany from Russia
to complete doctoral studies, and who had then joined the faculty at
Bethel College, where he proceeded to build up an archives and a
historical library. He, too, was an opinion leader among the
Russlaender, though less vocal than either Unruh or Quiring. He
emphasized religion as a more fundamental principle of Mennonite
historical development than culture.154 Not blood but faith had
brought the Mennonite forefathers together from all kinds of racial
backgrounds.
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The contributions of Jacob H. Janzen, "teacher, preacher, elder,
and author, a man of rare gifts and rich understanding,"156 are of
special interest because of his leadership in the immigrant commu-
nlty at various levels. As a literary man, Janzen expressed strong
appreciation for German culture. "We are good Germans," he said,
"because our culture is German and because we have learned to
understand and appreciate best and most of all the beauty and depth of
the German language and with it the depth of the German soul.'""
To Janzen, German virtue and character were the most valuable
ingredients of the Mennonite ethnic and cultural heritage. He
issued urgent appeals to the immigrants to nurture the language, not
only for the sake of the language but also for the sake of the total
German cultural treasure.159

Janzen identified the immigrants as German ethnics and as
carriers of German culture and values,161 but he also insisted that
germanization had taken place only in Russia. The articles of faith
brought along from Prussia, he said, had been only a very poor
translation with strong Dutch overtones. 162 He also emphasized that
Mennonites were first and foremost a religious society and not a
V oik. The concept ofzMennovolk , he said, had first arisen in Russia
and could not be viewed as fundamental or normative.163

In summing up the foregoing, it can be said that there were
various degrees of, and motives for, the Germanism that was being
promoted. Some germanizers were primarily lovers of the German
language and its treasures and did not want to see something so
valuable lost. Others, equally zealous, believed that bilingualism or
trilingualism was better than unilingualism. Still others were certain
that the maintenance of the German language was essential for the
keeping of some distance from the world. Perhaps the vast majority
had long ago become so habituated to the automatic twinning of
religion and language, Mennonitism and Germanism, that their
inclinations towards Germanism were as natural and predictable as
was their love of land and learning.

The endorsement among the Russlaender of ethnic or racial
Germanism was less universal, partly because of the uncertainty
about origins and partly because of the primacy accorded to the
religious and Christian nature of the Mennonite society. Jacob H.
Janzen probably spoke for most of the Russlaender church leaders
when he insisted that every religious soul needed a cultural body to
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carry it, and while he praised the attributes of German culture and
ethnicity, he also insisted that all of this was secondary to the religious
consideration. There was a more definite parting of the ways when
ethnicity was dished up in the form of German racism or when, as
will later be seen, the love of German culture and peoplehood was
followed by a promotion of the German Reich and its political
program.

The Dialects and Popular Culture

The cultural identities and borders of the Mennonites were deter-
mined not only by geography, nonconformity, High German philol-
ogy, and ethnicity but also by two dialects, the contribution of which
to Mennonite isolation and self-preservation may not be overlooked.
The two were Pennsylvania German, spoken among the Swiss, and
Low German, spoken among the Dutch. Both dialects served the
function of popular social communication; both were better carriers
of Mennonite humour than either High German or English; and
both, but particularly Low German, gave rise to a special kind of
Mennonite literature. Pennsylvania German culture, on the other
hand, embraced cultural forms other than literature or language,
such as Fraktur art and decorative painting. 6

The Pennsylvania German language was living on despite predic-
tions already in the nineteenth century that its death was imminent. *65
Also known as Pennsylvania Dutch, owing to a careless but under-
standable transliteration of Pennsylvania Deutsch (meaning German
but sounding more like Dutch), Pennsylvania German was actually a
shared language. It was common to a great number of people in
Pennsylvania, who had brought a Germanic dialect with them,
which in time had been adapted to the New World through the
incorporation of new concepts and also convenient terms and usages
from the English language. Catholic, Lutheran, and Mennonite
immigrants to Upper Canada from Pennsylvania brought with them
the same dialect, and when their distant cousins, like the Mennonite
Amish, arrived directly from Europe, the community of those
capable of using the dialect was enlarged.

Apart from the happy relationships with Catholics and Lutherans
which the dialect helped to facilitate, Pennsylvania German was
another source of isolation and insulation for the Mennonites.
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Coupled with their rural and nonconformed life style and their
nonresistant religious outlook, the dialect was a formidable contribu-
tion to boundary maintenance. Yet, it was not a sacred language in the
sense that it could serve liturgical functions. Pennsylvania German
expressions would find their way into sermons, but prayers, Bible
readings, and official church acts could never be corrupted by
Pennsylvania German.l66

By contrast, the dialect helped to change a rather austere people,
doleful in appearance, into one actually characterized in everyday life
by a great deal of gaiety and laughter. The dialect itself is filled with
humorous expressions. As one linguist, once an Ontario Old Order
Mennonite, has written:

A few years ago, my father, who is almost 76, followed my
brother and me around the golf course. My father had never
been on a golf course, but he was eager for the exercise, the
outdoors, and the fellowship. We, of course, spoke the dialect
and for the first time I discovered how humorous the game of
golf could be. I listened closely to his many original descrip-
tions and observations. I realized, perhaps more than ever,
that the dialect can be very expressive and that it is filled with
humorous words, idioms, and other linguistic
constructions.167

The Low German dialect originated in the northern Dutch and
German lowlands, whereas Pennsylvania German had southern
German origins. While Low German or Plattdeutsch, like Pennsyl-
vania German, was not exclusively a Mennonite language, at least in
Canada as in southern Russia it was spoken almost exclusively by the
Dutch Mennonites.168 Kanadier used and cultivated it more readily
than did the Russlaender. The latter had come to view Low German
as a language too low and uncultured to pass on to their children. The
new principal at the Gretna collegiate, for instance, conducted a
virtual crusade against the use of Low German by the students,
believing as he did that it was an obstacle to the mastery and
preservation of High German.169

There were important exceptions to that rule and these, ironically,
included Mennonite literary figures, whose works in the High
German language were reputable in themselves. They were Jacob H.
Janzen in Ontario and Arnold Dyck in Manitoba, who distinguished
themselves not only as men of letters in their own right but also as
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promoters of the art on behalf of all Mennonite writers. 17° Dyck, in
particular, produced a monthly magazine for the promotion of
Mennonite literature and culture. The Mennonitische Volkswarte was
bilingual in the sense of using both the High German and the Low
German language, the latter particularly for short stories, poetry,
and drama.

The paradox of two gifted Russlaender writers in High German
turning to Low German was explained, however indirectly, by Jacob
H. Janzen himself when he wrote about "the literature of the Russo-
Canadian Mennonites" in 193 5.171 "Mennonitism had never been a
fertile ground for belles-lettres," he said, pointing out that already
three centuries previous "the most outstanding writer in Holland,
Joost van den Vondel, felt impelled to leave the Mennonites (1645),
so that his talents would not be hindered in their development.

This did not mean that Mennonites were unfavourable to all
literature or to all good books. Some, like the writings of Menno
Simons, were purchased—Janzen spoke tongue-in-cheek as he was
wont to do—"to become dust-covered on the 'corner shelf.' " And

Mennonites loved "good" stories, but Mennonitism itself "was
regarded in certain respects as a 'terra sancta,' on which the jugglery
of belles-lettres dared not appear . . . [writing] in this genre was
simply sin." Janzen's observations were based on personal experi-
ence:

. . . when I came to Canada and in my broken English tried to
make plain to a Mennonite bishop that I was a "novelist (that
being the translation for "Schriftsteller" in my dictionary) he
was much surprised. He then tried to make plain to me that
novelists were fiction writers and that fiction was a lie. I surely
would not want to represent myself to him as a professional

There were other writers in the community, in both Russia and
Canada, Janzen went on to explain, who experienced a certain
ostracism, if not in social terms then in economic terms—they just
couldn't make a living. But Low German drama and stories were
something else because they tended to be funny, and since they
appeared in the non-official, non-religious language of the Menno-
nites, they did not come under quite the same judgement.173 Thus,
Janzen had experienced a breaking of the ice with his two Low
German dramas, De Bildung and Utwaundre^ through which he and
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all Russlaender discovered that they could treat serious themes like
education and emigration humorously and in so doing even laugh at
themselves.174

Arnold Dyck settled down in Steinbach, where he became editor
of the Steinbach Post and where he continued whatjanzen had begun
but could not continue if only for the reason that his roles as bishop,
leader, and writer of "official" literature took up all of his time. It
was in the Post where Arnold Dyck tried out his beloved Plautdietsch
on his mostly Kanadier readers. His llBelau5chte Gespraeche were
unpretentious humorous conversations among typical Mennonite
farmers.'" In these writings, Dyck became one of the very few
Russlaender who built bridges to the Kanadier and who earned the
"right" to be the editor of their paper. When in 1936 he left the Post
to devote himself full-time to the newly founded illustrated monthly
Warte, not only did he publish short stories, poems, articles on
Mennonite life and history, and first printings of historical docu-
ments but also "every little nook was filled with charming Low
German nursery rhymes." The Warte was an ambitious undertaking
and did not survive the depression as a monthly magazine, but Dyck
constantly found new channels for his activity, including a remem-
brance of Russia in his fictional Verloren in der Steppe (Lost in the
Steppes).

His real genius was established as a Low German stylist, for what
he "accomplished with our Cinderella dialect is amazing."176 The
plain language of the plain Mennonite farmer he captured the best in
his creation of two characters, Koop and Bua (Buhr), who came
brilliantly alive in their travels in a Model T Ford in Koop enn Bua op
Reise^ including a trip to Toronto {Koop enn Buafaore nao Toronto).
As far as his readers were concerned, Koop and Bua could have been
on the road forever. His books were nearly all light in tone. In the
words ofGerhard Wiens:

His books are full of laughter of many kinds. There is pun-
gent satire and fine irony, rollicking jocularity, farce and buf-
foonery with gusto and brilliant clowning, devastating carica-
tare, roguish merriment, and sprightly whimsicality, and
instance after instance of'Situationskomisk."177

Mennonites laughing at themselves has not been documented,
apart from the likes ofjanzen and Dyck, but that there was plenty of
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it in the social circles relatively distanced from the all-encompassing
seriousness of the church of the martyrs can be attested to by anybody
whose family memory goes back to the usage of either the Low
German or the Pennyslvania German dialect. Gradually, the Men-
nonites learned to translate their humour into the English language
with the dramatizations of such pioneering experiences as "the trail of
the Conestoga." And Paul Hiebert, the Manitoba chemistry profes-
sor ofMennonite background, led the Dutch in this transition. His
classroom doodlings in the 1930s were becoming Sarah Binks, a
satire on literary criticism that one day would be a classic. The
struggle for survival, however, circumscribed laughter for every-
body in the years of depression and war, and particularly for
Mennonites. They were very serious when they faced the world and
the prospect of war.
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The next war will be a total war in which all the resources of the
nation will be harnessed to the supreme goal of winning a complete
victory—U.S. BENDER.'

The Mennonite people should create a standing organization to
negotiate with the government a service, which conscientious objec-
tors could perform for their fatherland in time of war —
H.H. EWERT.2

HE PERSISTENT ATTEMPT to preserve values and com-
munities with the help of geographic and cultural isolation

from the world was largely due to a rather keen awareness of that
world and particularly of the tensions in international affairs point-
ing to serious conflict. As a consequence, Mennonites contemplated
the dangers of war, the avoidance of military service, a possible
alternative to such service, and in general, the obligations ofcitizen-
ship, even as they sought to keep their young people, to preserve their
culture, and to develop their institutions.

In 193 8, Mennonite leaders sent an adulatory and complimentary
message to the British Prime Minister for his perceived role in
heading off, for the time being at least, a second world war. The
signing took place in Winnipeg on October 7 by 32 bishops and
ministers from Manitoba congregations of the Conference Menno-
nites, from the Mennonite Brethren, and from the Chortitzer,
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Holdemaner, Rudnerweider, Kleine Gemeinde, and Sommerfelder
congregations. Having sought the counsel and sanction of David
Toews in Rosthern and Jacob H. Janzen in Waterloo, they were
confident that their resolution spoke for all Mennonites, both in the
east and in the west. This was perhaps an impulsive act, but it meant
that Mennonites were cognizant of the European confrontations and
their possible effect on themselves as conscientious objectors to war.

The event was unique as a coming together of both Russlaender
and Kanadier leaders of the various congregational families and also
as an address on international diplomacy to an international leader.
The unusual consensus could have been a consequence of several
factors at work. For one, the world, including the Mennonite world,
breathed a great sigh of relief when on September 30 the leaders of
Britain, France, Germany, and Italy signed the Munich Agreement,
by which Czechoslovakia was forced to give up to Germany the
Sudetenland, equalling one-fifth of Czech territory, most of its
industry, and three million people of German descent.

For a people to whom there was no greater sin thaii war, the
diplomacy of Chamberlain was perceived as an extraordinary
achievement. Where Mennonites viewed that Agreement through
the eyes of empathy for Germany, which happened to be the case for
some, or where they were anxious to affirm their British loyalties, as
was also the case with some, Munich looked right and good. The
signatories were grateful that a world-wide war had been successfully
averted; they expressed admiration for the effective role ofChamber-
lain in bringing about "a bloodless peace for our empire and the
world"; they voiced the hope "that the peace secured may be a lasting
one" and that God's blessing would rest "upon His Excellency and
the great Empire." Peacemakers, the message concluded, were
called children of God.

Thirty-two Mennonites had identified the right role in peacemak-
ing for British leaders, but that did not mean that they had sorted out
their own civic task, apart from keeping the Mennonite boys from
going to war. The nature and direction of the Mennonite response to
the state and to citizenship duties in the 193 Os were determined by the
original and traditional doctrine of separation both from the state and
from society and by the historic and contemporary applications of
that separation.
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Separation and Involvement

The traditional separation from, and non-participation in, public life
lived on in both the Swiss and the Dutch Mennonite communities,
though modifications of the position were evident in both. Such
changes or adaptations usually meant movement away from the
traditional separation, but not away from separation itself. New
forms of separation appeared to modify or replace the old forms. In
all, at least five distinct forms of separation could be identified and,
for want of better terms, will here be referred to as geographical
separation, institutional separation, ethical separation, cultural/
national separation, and chronological or dispensational separation.
All forms of separation could be, and were, modified in practice and
sometimes one or more forms appeared in combination with others.
The various separations in effect represented various perceptions of
the kingdom of God. The three forms of separation most articulated
in the 193 Os were ethical separation, national separation, and"chron-
ological" separation. The latter two appeared as pro-Germanism and
dispensationalism.

The full-orbed Anabaptist ethic and the single-minded approach
to life had very deep roots and lived on even after the Mennonite
colonies were gone. The result was that some Mennonites tried not
only to face the world but also to do so with the Anabaptist ethic or
with the contemporary understanding of that ethic. There was, in
other words, a new attempt to be in the world, the wider world,
including economics and civics, and yet not be of the world in terms
of its ethic and value system. This meant that Mennonites could
accept the economic, social, and political orders of the day in the same
way and to the same extent that they accepted the public school and
then proceed to inHuence the direction of these orders in the same way
that they had influenced the content of education. Articulators of this
latter view included H.H. Ewert, whom we have already met as the
champion of the enriched public schools, and Edward Yoder, whom
we have already met as the champion of nonconformity as a way of
changing society.

For H.H. Ewert, whose life mission was the creation of the best
possible public schools in Mennonite areas, the issues of war and
peace and the requirements of citizenship had not completely faded
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into the background with the end of the First World War. In his
opinion, the implications of the war were that Mennonites needed not
only an adequate educational philosophy but also an understanding of
citizenship and a political strategy. As far as he was concerned,
Mennonites had distinct duties to the state.6 These duties were not
new, for Christians had always been under obligation to seek the
welfare of the society in which they lived.

Though an aging man, Ewert was in the forefront of involvement
in public affairs, while seeking to advance the cause of peace. He
recommended that Mennonites stage a festival to celebrate the
diamond jubilee of the Dominion of Canada.7 He debated writers in
the public press who saw an inevitable relationship between educa-
tion and militarism.8 He criticized the Canadian Legion and the
British Empire Service League for advocating restrictive immigra-
tion and the elimination of special privilege.9 He attended a confer-
ence of 30 anti-war groups and was disturbed only by the high
proportion of women (80 per cent), the lack of Christian motivation
of same, and the advocacy of birth control to check population to
reduce the chances of war.10 He spoke favourably of the Gandhi
movement in India, which was transforming a society through non-
violent means, and unfavourably of the fact that Mennonites were
content to seek personal privilege in society and then to retreat into
their own world."

The other leading advocate of what is here called ethical separa-
tion, meaning social and civic involvement based on an alternative
ethic, was Edward Yoder, who, more than any other writer in the
Swiss community, concerned himself with questions of Mennonite
relations with, and responsibilities to, the state during this time. 12 A
teacher at Goshen College, he was not part of the Canadian Menno-
nite story, except in the legitimate sense, previously alluded to, that
Goshen College was an important source of theological and intellec-
tual leadership for the Swiss Mennonites and the Amish in Canada
and that much religious direction for them came from the Mennonite
General Conference, its spokespersons, periodicals, and institutions.
It can be said that Yoder and his colleagues laid the foundations for a
1937 statement on peace and war, church and state, Christianity and
citizenship, later to be reported in greater detail, which was prepared
by a committee of equal Canadian and American representation and
which probably was the most influential statement of its time.
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The state or any state, said Yoder, was not something mystical and
idealistic or somehow "an entity in itself, some vague sort of super-
being."13 The state was people and it had no real existence apart from
the people who composed it. The state was simply a community on a
larger scale, a combination of peoples in a given geographic area
"living and working together in certain ways."14 Christians were
members of the state in the same way that they were members of the
ordinary human community "living in contact with neighbours and
friends, exerting their influence among fellow men by example and
testimony, and cooperating with them in a common civil life." At the
same time, their "center of gravity" did not lie "in this plane of
experience." Their ideals and principles of life were not drawn from
the surrounding community, but strength and nourishment for their
life came from some source outside the civil community.15 This
twofold relationship did not mean that the believer was a Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde but rather a single integrated personality.

He cannot live a part of his time "in the world" in one man-
ncr, and the remainder of his time "not of the world" in some
other manner. He is a single person who lives all the time for
God in the world, and all the time for God not of the world.16

The ethical separation, or involvement on the basis of an alterna-
tive value system, espoused by H.H. Ewert and Edward Yoder
appeared to be the most likely position of the majority of Mennonites
in Canada. Geographic isolation was receding but the ethical orienta-
tion to all of life lived on in the teaching of the church and in the lives
of the people. Moreover, most Mennonites had not yet experienced
the full impact of institutionalized religion and its tendency to isolate
faith from daily life with its economic and political problems. The
ongoing Mennonite involvement in, and obligations to, the larger
society, in this case Canada, were being explored. The Conference of
Mennonites in Canada, for instance, heard speakers encouraging
responsible involvement in political affairs, including voting,
though a conference resolution in 1934 cautioned the young people
against those political movements which opposed the existing politi-
cal order.17

Applying the values of the kingdom to everyday life and seeking
the will of God on earth in accordance with Ewert-Yoder teaching
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was a difficult and demanding task. For this reason, convenient ways
of escape had an intrinsic appeal. Separating preaching from politics,
church from state, religion from business, and Sunday from Mon-
day were constant temptations, and there were also other ways of
escaping responsibility in one's own time and in one's own land. The
former was provided by an eschatological school of thought known as
dispensationalism and pre-millennialism and the latter by a political
movement known as National Socialism. Both represented the trans-
fer of loyalty to another age and to another country, respectively.

mFor and Against Germanism

The pro-Germanism formerly noted with reference to language and
racial identification also had a political dimension with a most vocal
minority among the Russlaender in the 193 Os. Not all those Menno-
nites who were fond of the German language and not all those who
were proud of German ethnicity had a love for the German Reich.
All of the Swiss, most of the Kanadier, and perhaps also a goodly
number of the Russlaender had no particular feelings for or against
Germany, but enough Russlaender were, for a time at least,
enamoured of Adolf Hitler and his new Germany that a brief but
intense flirtation with National Socialism cannot be overlooked.

The nurture and promotion of foreign loyalties or causes, be they
right or wrong, by members of minority groups were not unique
phenomena in Canadian history.19 In fact, one of Canada's greatest
worries in the Great War was religious and ethnic groups whose
affinities to, and empathies with, alien states were well known. In the
inter-war period, Canada had its share of communist and fascist
sympathizers. And in western countries generally, generous immi-
gration and refugee policies and unlimited political liberties pro-
duced an array of groups who were for or against communism,
fascism, nationalism (for example, Ukrainian nationalism), and
Zionism. Thus, Germany's National Socialism had followers in
Canada other than Mennonites, whose ardour was checked for the
most part before the world crossed the brink of the Second World
War. Yet, so significant was the pro-Germanism among Menno-
nites, in Canada and elsewhere,20 that the phenomenon, and the
opposition to it, cannot remain unre ported.

Through the years, Germany had come to mean much for the
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Mennonites in Russia and from Russia and this was reflected in much
writing in the German Mennonite press in Canada, Der Bate in
particular, and to a lesser extent Die M.ennonitische Rundschau'11 and
Die Steinbach Post.23 The Germany of Bismarck and Wilhelm had
nurtured a cultural relationship with German cultural minorities
abroad which all German-speaking people in Russia had learned to
appreciate. The Great War and German occupation of the Ukraine
had not particularly enhanced that relationship, but the magnanimity
of Germany with respect to the Moscow refugees revived deep and
lasting emotions. Less than 6,000 of the estimated 13,000 believed
to be at Moscow were able to leave Russia and enter transit camps in
Germany en route to other destinations, but it was that country's
generosity in the midst of her own poverty which made such a great
impact on the hearts and minds of the Russlaender. All the latent
affinity for the German culture and the German nation was brought
to the fore. The remembrance of Dutch origins became muted and
once again Germany was recognized as a fatherland.

Reporting in Canada on the second Mennonite world conference
in Danzig in 1930, David Toews acknowledged that the greetings of
German government officials had been of "special interest," for
Germany showed such deep compassion for the Mennonites in
Russia, China, Germany, Brazil, Paraguay, and Canada "or where
else they might be." It was the German government that really
sacrificed itself on behalf of the refugees in spite of the Reich's own
"rather difficult position." It was, therefore, quite natural that the
Mennonite people should view Germany "as their fatherland" and
remember "what Germany has done for our refugees."21

Others spoke with equal recognition and gratitude about Ger-
many, her government, her social and economic organizations, and,
last but not least, President Hindenburg. His and Germany's acts
of generosity were recalled when "thankless and ungrateful" criti-
cism of Germany followed the emergence ofAdolf Hitler.27 Hin-
denburg's words on German unity, on loving the German fatherland
not only on Sunday, and on appreciating it to the point of sacrifice
were quoted and remembered.28 After his death, grateful immi-
grants in Canada sent a wreath of flowers to decorate his grave.29
While his passing was an intensely sad moment in the German
community, his grave was also seen as the symbol of hope. One lay
leader wrote:
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Even on this, and especially on this, grave we plant our hope.
Hindenburg passed away, called of God, but before he died,
he placed his hand of blessing on the head of Adolf Hitler.
The blessing of a Hindenburg comes from above. In it there
is strength.30

The appreciation for Germany increased with empathetic
interpretations of her history and of her economic problems.31
Through many years, foreign powers had either fought against the
German states or fought out their quarrels on German soil, it was
said, especially at times when Germany herself was inwardly divided
and broken. These wars had all but destroyed the German spirit. The
German soul, which was nigh dead as a consequence of the Napole-
onic wars, had been revived in the Bismarckian era.32 War came in
1914 when the imperial powers sought to curb Germany s commer-
cial prowess, industrial growth, and economic power.33 After the
war, Germany was unduly burdened by heavy war reparation pay-
ments and by the war-guilt clause written into the Treaty of Ver-
sailles. That national humiliation was followed by internal political
agitations of the Communists. All of this contributed to the miracu-
lous and providential rise of Hitler.34 When all efforts had failed to
clean up the internal mess and to stand up against the powers, it was
good to see a man take hold of all the problem areas of Germany and
to proceed to solve them." At last there was hope for a healthy
Germany in the heart of Europe, a Germany which could become a
blessing to all the nations of the world.36 In the words of C.F.
Klassen:

We don't consider German people to be angels . . . but in spite
of this we thank God, that at last a man has been found, who
consolidated the national idea, who had courage to clean up the
social democratic rottenness, the Communist insanity, and
many Jewish machinations. . .37

The coming to power ofAdolf Hitler in Germany was seen as a
day of national rebirth. He was able to awaken powers long dormant,
to initiate progress long hindered, to unify a nation long divided—
almost as by the turning of his hand. A whole generation of shallow
and depressed young people had been given a new soul, a new
idealism, a new cause—the German nation.38 The renewal that had
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come to Germany was not like the Russian Revolution, with all its
ugliness. Rather, the German experience was a national uplifting, a
springtime awakening, an internal rebirth.

One of the first achievements of the new regime was a domestic
social clean-up, wrote Walter Quiring.39 It was a big task to "take the
manure out of the social-democratic-communistic barn," to do away
with the corruption of administrators and judges, the treason,
immorality, and thievery, which in the Jewish press were presented
as virtues, to curb the immodest displays in the windows, the filth of
the theatres, of the papers, and of drama and radio. However, the
clean-up was undertaken, and, as with a steel broom, the whole
country was swept and scraped, and all the foreign rabble was put in
its place, it was reported. The clean-up began at the top and went
right down to the bottom and affected administrators, policemen,
schools, sports, art, theatre, the stage, film, the press, literature,
organizations, the banking system, etc. In other words, in all areas of
life there was a thorough and radical purging.

All the rubbish was being replaced with things that were honest,
good, and true, reported Jacob H. Janzen along with Quiring and
others. The great and forgotten German writers of the past were
being resurrected from the dust to take the place of the Jewish writers
and to give Germany a new literary face.40 Now a Remarque could no
longer sell hundreds of thousands of copies of his filthy book. On
radio there was no longer any jazz music, but instead the wonderful
creations of the German masters and the fresh and lively German folk
songs were being played. Prospects were good that Germany would
become well again, socially and morally, and that the old Prussian
spirit of purity, honesty, sincerity, and uprightness would prevail

41
again,

The virtues, progress, and achievements of the new Germany
were presented most comprehensively by a Canadian fundamentalist,
a popular evangelist whose articles appeared in the Mennonite
press.42 In Germany there was security, said Oswald J. Smith. The
people were optimistic and happy. All were working. All, old and
young alike, loved Hitler. He recognized the values of recreation
and encouraged the domestic life. Girls were not permitted to go to
the university before they had spent six months in the home and
learned how to keep house. And this was in harmony with the
Christian emphasis. Immorality was curbed. Girls no longer painted
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their lips and cheeks, and how beautiful they looked. Papers no
longer advertised birth-control methods, which before Hitler's time
had been openly discussed by the young people. A great spiritual
awakening was coming to Germany. A new, spiritually clean, and
pure Germany was emerging.

The outstanding achievement of the Reich was halting the advance
of Communism, internally as well as externally. Germany under
Adolf Hitler was the one western nation that stood up bravely against
the threat from the east.43 And Mennonites could understand this
best of all, because Russia now represented the image that was
invoked to explain all the evils of the day, including atheism,
modernism, immorality, and human exploitation.44 While pure
National Socialism probably was not the desired thing for Canada, it
was clear that only a similar movement could save the American
continent as well.45 Since Communism endangered the Christian
faith, resolute opposition to it could be considered the primary
responsibility of the Mennonites in their foreign missionary
undertakings.46

In his clear-cut stand against Communism, Hitler had proved
himself a greater enemy of Communism than the church, and this
also proved that the Fuehrer was sympathetic to Christianity. He and
National Socialism based their policies on what was called "positive
Christianity."47 As a leader, Hitler was to be compared not so much
with German political heroes like Bismarck but with religious
leaders like Martin Luther.48 In the words ofB.H. Unruh:

There are many Germans, very many National Socialists, who
are believers at heart and who would never deny the Lord
Jesus Christ. . . . This year I heard Hitler on the radio call
upon his people to ask God for his grace. Many people are no
longer inclined to take these words in their mouth. Our
Fuehrer and Chancellor does not belong to this group.49

A defence of Hitler's Christianity required further explanation of
what became known as the Kirchenstreit, or the quarrel between the
church and the state/0 The confrontation was explained away by
Walter Quiring and others. The state, it was said, stood for a
"positive Christianity," meaning a minimum emphasis on the word
and a maximum emphasis on the deed, which, interpreted, meant
love for the people and the fatherland. Further, Hitler had made

a
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religion respectable again and religious instruction had again become
obligatory in the schools. The members of the Reichstag attended
religious services before beginning the day's work.

It was further explained that church and state were separated,
meaning non-interference by the state in the internal affairs of the
church, provided the church did not interfere in the affairs of state.
This was the essence of the agreement made with the Vatican, and the
same applied to the evangelical church. The forced union of the 26
regional churches into one Reichskirche was a service not only to the
nation but also to the church because centuries of fragmentation had
harmed both. The government was concerned that all elements
harmful to the German national consciousness be eliminated." This
meant that the various groups, including the Mennonites, had to
place their statement of faith and their constitution before the
government.

The relationship of the Jews to the Reich, of course, was another
matter. Not only were the Jews friendly to Communism but they
were also the founding fathers of Communism. Karl Marx, the first
Communist, was a Jew, his name having been Karl Mordechai.
The link between Judaism and Communism had been well docu-
mented, but those who had experienced the revolution in Russia did
not require any documentation. Jewish connections with Commu-
nism were given as one reason for suppressing them. Another
reason was their dominant position in German affairs and their
determination to destroy the German people. Their leadership in
medicine, law, the press, and literature was due not primarily to
Intelligence but to a determined effort to seize power and to use
Germany as the base for achieving the international Communist
revolution.59 Writers from within Germany were careful to point out
that the maltreatment of Jews in Germany was highly exaggerated by
the foreign Jewish-dominated press.60 Once the half-truths and
falsehoods of this press were exposed, things would be different in
Germany too, because anti-Jewish action would then not be
necessary.

The foreign policy ofAdolf Hitler, like the domestic policy, was
designed to secure for Germany and her people their rightful place
under the sun.62 This meant political realism as well as the pursuit of
peaceful international relations. The former required an uncompro-
mising battle with Communism,63 a resolute renunciation of the
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demands of the Treaty of Versailles,64 the remilitarization of Ger-
many "as in all other civilized nations on earth,"65 and the bringing
back into the German Reich of German peoples on the outside, as in
Austria and the Sudetenland.66 Recruits for the German army were
sought among German nationals and German ethnics around the
world. The German consul succeeded in placing his recruitment
notices in Der Bote and in Die Mennonitische Rundschau.w

The positive interpretation of German policies and the German
leader was not universally accepted among the Russlaender Menno-
nites, though the opponents were certainly less vocal and fewer in
number than the promoters. The first and deepest concern relating to
the promotion of the German Reich grew out of the traditional
Mennonite pacifist or nonresistance position. Although there were
some who said it was the special duty of Mennonites, who knew
Communism right down to its stone heart, to oppose it wherever and
whenever possible and with whatever was necessary, there were also
those who warned against any and all participation in, and sympath-
izing with, fascist movements. These were prepared to excuse the
zealous participation of some young hotheads, but the wider sympa-
thies in the constituency with the Brownshirts were inexcusable.
After all, the sin against the nonresistant position in Russia, said one
writer in referring to self-defence, had brought very bitter and
undesirable consequences. The same had been true in other historical
situations. Mennonites should not become guilty of the thirst for
blood, which had made the nations of the world blind and insane.6

"Does Menno Simons come under the National Socialists?" asked
B.B. Janz, as he attacked a wrong interpretation of that foremost
Dutch Mennonite leader.70 Being nonresistant, and being a follower
of Menno Simons, he said, meant being nonresistant in every
situation. National and racial ambitions, or even the need for self-
defence, never justified the surrender of this position. In another
article, Janz protested the excessive emphasis on German blood,
Aryanism, and German books and stamps, which he said had only
one object, namely "to tie us geographically to Germany."7 Appreci-
ation of the German language, he said, did not mean "adherence to
German politics.

Generally speaking, the arguments used in defence of the non-
resistant position were historical, theological, and practical. The
Anabaptist pioneers of the Mennonite church were cited as evidence
that it was possible to remain true and faithful even in persecution.7
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The words of Jesus were quoted in a theological defence of nonresis-
tance, and Der Bate published a series of articles answering in the
negative the question "May Children of God Take Part in War?"
After "proving" that the Old Testament wars were actually not God's
will, but the people's choosing, the writer proceeded to show from
New Testament scriptures that the higher loyalties of Christians to
Christ should prevent them from participating in war. Some para-
graphs from the church fathers and the early church history, as well
as quotes from more contemporary leaders on the hellish nature of
war, were further conclusive evidence that Christians were called to
abstain.73

The religious argument was also used to challenge the politics of
Germany in other areas. The cross of Christ could not give way to
another cross, the swastika.74 There was danger in overemphasizing
family and blood ties. Had Jesus not warned the leaders of Israel to
repent rather than to depend on having Abraham for a father? The
important thing was not the pure race but the genuine faith.75

It was further pointed out that National Socialism had many
shortcomings. Hitler was not without mistakes.76 Germans, while
they had their virtues, also had their vices. Germans had the capacity
for selfishness, for crankiness and eccentricity, for flaming hate.
Germans were bellicose and lacked consideration for others.77 Ger-
mans, as fascists, preached a gospel of hate.78 Germans, as National
Socialists, were too much persuaded of the superiority of their own
nation and race. As one teacher in Germany said, "The German
young people have learned something in these times. They have
learned to hate."

This also meant that the Jews could not be blamed for the problems
in Germany and the world. Admittedly, the Jewish people had
abused the privilege of their chosenness, but the real reason they were
feared so much was because of their ability. The Jews, it was said in
their defence, combined the talents of both the Germans and
Englishmen, could both research and theorize, and could also apply
theory.80 Another writer, the author of The Russian Dance of Death,
sharply refuted all the talk about "juedische Weltherrschaft" (Jewish
world domination) and about Jewish direction of the Communist
revolution. Race had very little to do with it, he said. As a matter of
fact, no race suffered as much from the Communist revolution as did
the Jews.81

Mennonites who were international in their religious outlook had
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no reason to participate in a campaign against any one race, he
continued. Mennonite ministers should condemn hate literature
against the Jews in the same way that other filthy literature was
attacked. The Friends' Intelligencer and The Christian Century, rather
than Gerald B. Winrod's The Defender, were recommended as
source materials for the Mennonite press.82

German-speaking Canadians were reminded that they owed their
political loyalty to Canada and that Canada had remarkable achieve-
ments of her own. Canada had a friendly government and freedom to
develop a religious and cultural life as one pleased. Canada also
offered the rich values of English language and literature." Besides,
most of the Russian Mennonites in Canada had been saved from
Communism not by Germany, but by Canada. One writer expressed
alarm that every political gust of wind in Europe should bring such
intense discussion and interest, when hardly any questions were asked
about the country of one's own citizenship.

Let us not make the mistake of nurturing to maturity a Ger-
man beer patriotism and remaining strangers in our own
country. Let us make Canada our real homeland. . . . Dear
reader, if you have come into this country as an immigrant and
if you have given vows to obedience before God and man, then
become a citizen of this country also in your heart. 84

The view that Mennonite citizenship obligations and national
loyalties belonged in Canada prevailed in the end, as will later be seen
more clearly. The older generation went out of its way to make public
and official its appreciation of Canada and its fidelity to the crown.
But the deep erstwhile empathy for Germany could not easily be set
aside, and later, when Hitler occupied the Ukraine, some
Russlaender cherished the hope of once again taking possession of the
properties they had left behind. And the younger generation,
undoubtedly reacting to a pacifism of the elders that was cloaked in
pro-Germanism, went to war on the side of Britain in unexpectedly
large numbers. But that story too must await a later unfolding.

The Nations and the Kingdom

Meanwhile, yet another school of thought, theologically verbalized
but with political implications and affecting citizenship obligations,
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swept through the Mennonite communities. An eschatology charac-
terized by dispensationalism and pre-millennialism was not entirely
new. Both in North America and in Russia, Mennonites had been
exposed to the teachings of John Nelson Darby (d. 1882), an
outstanding leader of the Plymouth Brethren and a promoter of
dispensationalism. The earliest and strongest Mennonite carriers of
these ideas in Europe were the Mennonite Brethren and in North
America the Mennonite Brethren in Christ.

The leading proponent in the former group was Jacob W. Rei-
mer, who frequently attended the Blankenburg Alliance Conference,
a centre in Germany for the propagation of dispensationalism.85
With his migration to Canada in the 1920s, the Dutch Mennonite
congregational families were exposed to dispensationalism and pre-
millennial teaching as never before. The Bible schools, almost
without exception, reinforced the itinerant educational role ofJ.W.
Reimer and his disciples. The curriculum and textbooks of the
schools were largely based on dispensationalist sources, and the
Scofield Reference Bible, heavily footnoted in dispensationalist
directions, was regarded as "equally inspired with the biblical
text."86

At least four important emphases followed from this interpretation
of Scripture and of history. First of all, the saving of souls, as many
as possible, in preparation for the rapture was the most important
task of the church in the dispensation of grace. Least important were
the concerns about the kingdom on earth. All that would be taken
care of in a future dispensation. The Sermon on the Mount applied to
that future age, as did other ethical imperatives of the New Testa-
ment. Thus, every social ethic and every aspect of the social gospel
was minimized in favour of personal salvation.

Also flowing from dispensationalism was a concern for the Jewish
people, specifically their conversion. Expectations in this regard
were heightened by their movement to Palestine under the British
Mandate. Missions for the Jews sprang up in many places. Menno-
nite groups most preoccupied with dispensationalism were also most
interested in missions. The Mennonite Brethren regularly received
reports from Hugo Spitzer and his Jewish mission in Winnipeg.88 In
Kitchener, the House of Friendship for people of all nations was
founded by the Old Mennonites, at least partly with the Jews in
minind.89
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Perhaps no Mennonite group was taken in as much by dispensa-
tional and pre-millennial teaching as were the Mennonite Brethren,
largely owing to the work of J.W. Reimer. According to the
denomination's historian, "possibly no other theological system has
influenced Mennonite Brethren theology. . . as much as dispen-
sationalism."90 Little wonder that the Brethren also had a great
aversion for the social gospel and were careful to shun all who
represented the socio-economic political implications of the gospel in
the present age. Dispensationalism postponed all of that to another
age.

The Conference of Mennonites in Canada was much less affected
by dispensationalist thought, though the influence was strong enough
for the issue to appear on several conference agendas. There was,
however, no fear of challenging some of the dispensationalist
assumptions, as was freely done by persons like Jacob H. Janzen in
public presentations. J.H. Janzen, who had been asked to speak on
the signs of the times, complained that he could not do this in terms of
a system or systems because world history for him was not a chart
with columns and paragraphs but an artistic production in which the
colours often flowed into each other and the lines of demarcation and
transition weren't always clear. He rejected the manner in which
the Bible was used to shape a system, namely by taking various
Scripture passages out of context and fitting them to other passages
likewise taken out of context, and in the process forgetting, neglect-
ing, or relegating to an inferior position other passages equally
important in God's revelation.

Dispensationalist thinking, along with fundamentalism and pre-
millennialism, had made strong inroads in the Swiss Mennonite
communities in the 192 Os and became stronger yet in the 193 Os. The
Old Mennonite Conference of Ontario felt entirely at liberty to
request Goshen College and the Mennonite Publishing House not to
neglect "the pre-millennial view of prophecy," since the Conference
was part of the constituency of those institutions and since the
majority of the membership in the Conference accepted that view.

It is also true, however, that the Old Mennonites did not leave
some of their old teachings as they accepted some of the new ones.
Along with fundamentalism there were the Anabaptist fundamentals
and alongside dispensationalism there was Anabaptist ethics, noncon-
formity and nonresistance in particular. These, said the Christian
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Monitor, were the two "great fundamentals of the Christian faith
[which] must be defended at any cost,"93 even while it also carried a
yearlong series of articles on "the prophetic word."94 The dual
emphasis produced contradictions, especially in the Monitor, and no
one articulated these better than C.F. Derstine.

Among Mennonite periodicals, the monthly Christian Monitor
stood out as an attempt to comment in a regular and systematic way,
from the perspective of the Christian faith, on important world
happenings. Such events included the obvious power plays of the
leading European states, but also the great changes coming to
China,91 the opening up of Africa,96 the resistance movement build-
ing up in India,97 the international implications of the Russian
revolution,98 and the real human need arising out of the Spanish
Civil War."

Responsibility for all of this rested with C.F. Derstine. When the
Kitchener bishop laid down his task as editor of the M.onitor in 1929,
he became the World News Editor, whose assignment was to fill
anywhere from one to four pages a month of the 32-page magazine
with relevant material. The "Comments on World News" Section
was subtitled "the voices of the age in the light of the voice of the
ages." Almost every article was prefaced with a relevant—at least to
the editor—scripture verse, which might or might not be referred to
again in the material. From a variety of sources the editor culled
"the outstanding events of the day in church, educational, political,
and social circles with an interpretation of the news in the light of the
word of God."

Derstine's task and approach were characterized by a basic paradox
and consequently filled with many contradictions, in which, in all
probability, he mirrored the confusions and contradictions in signifi-
cant sectors of the Mennonite community. At one and the same time,
he and the Monitor editors were commenting on the problems of the
world while minimizing Mennonite and Christian responsibility
towards that world. As Mennonites, Derstine and the M^onitor
editors resolved "to remain aloof from politics" since they were
committed to a platform of "separation from the world."101 As
evangelists and preachers, they insisted that the only remedy for the
world's ailments was the gospel. 102 And as dispensationalists, they did
not expect any improvement until the last dispensation and the
millennial age was ushered in by Christ's second coming.103 Thus,
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the immediate social and political responsibilities of Christians were
left somewhat in limbo and many other issues were left unresolved.

Hence, the contradictions. Remaining "aloof from politics" was
right and the official Monitor stance, but to remain silent in the face
of "such giant evil forces [as] Communism" was wrong.104 It was not
for the church to introduce economic programs, but reforms such as
those in Sweden could be welcomed.105 It was good that "our
testimony as a church against war is being effective" and that
denominations like the Presbyterians—two million strong—wanted
recognition in time of war for their conscientious objectors,l06 but the
Federal Council of Churches, "a radical pacifist organization proba-
bly representing 20 million Protestants," was condemned. The
reasons for the harsh judgement included its being listed by the
Bureau of Naval Intelligence as subversive because of its "commu-
nist character or connections" along with 222 other organizations.107

The FCC was too "unorthodox, liberal, and unwise," yet its Social
Creed for the Christian Churches was probably right because "the
best way to defeat the atheism of Russia is to build a more human and
righteous civilization ourselves."108 Fundamentalism was in error
because the peace principles of Christ required antagonism to war
and because all Scripture, not just a 7-point creed, was fundamental
and essential, yet the three-year program adopted by the World's
Fundamentals Convention had in it much that was worthy.109 All
sinners needed saving and should be saved, so that there would be
none "where murder may be lying dormant," but murderers them-
selves, especially Bruno Richard Hauptmann, the convicted kidnap-
per and murderer of the Lindbergh infant, should be executed.110
The readers of the Monitor were discouraged from associating
Gandhi's passive resistance with Bible nonresistance, and still it was
said "the guns of the mightiest nations" were no match for "the
boycott of the hapless Chinese [and] the passive resistance of India's
millions."Hl

As evil as Communism was, there were some lessons to be learned
about religion and about economics. In the first place, the whole
situation in Russia was but "a natural reaction to the failure of the
Russian Orthodox Church. . . a system that was dead, and preyed on
the ignorance of the masses." The Soviet insistence on economic
communism was bad, very bad, but a sense of common ownership of
the world's goods would surely be good since "looking out for
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number one"—Derstine was referring to trade barriers and high
tariffs—"is the cause of the breakdown of civilization."113 Besides,
the world would have to choose "the communism of the New
Testament which is Christian," in order to avoid "the Christless
Communism of Russia."114

Mussolini, the Fascist leader of Italy, was somewhat of a problem,
because he was viewed as "a protector from Vaticanism and Commu-
nism." And anybody who opposed both could not be far from
Derstine's heart. Criticism of the Pope abounded in his columns,115
and the Catholic Church itself was "the great whore" of revelation.' lfi
The Catholic Church had held "a powerful grip upon the nations of
the world" but this grip was fast slipping, as in Fascist Italy,
Republican Spain, and modern Mexico. While Fascism was the
enemy of Communism, as clearly illustrated in Germany, Italy, and
Spain, it represented the rule offeree by a minority."8 Fascism, like
Communism, exalted the state above the individual, the former in
co-operation with capitalists, the latter in co-operation with the
proletariat. Fascism was an opponent of other political bodies, of the
free church, and of almost everybody. Besides, Fascism glorified
war.119

Similarly, Adolf Hitler and Germany represented a dilemma.
The Fuehrer and all Nazis were militant anti-communists and the
guardians of certain values like the vigilantes of the West in
America.120

They are for the home. They are for marriage. They are for
children. They are against sex-saturated moving pictures.
They are for nationalism as against communism. They are for
the peasant, and for putting back millions of people on to
privately-owned farms, the re-establishment of a stout yeo-
manry. They are for an industrious, God-fearing body politic.
They are for Christianity, through a vigorous ecclesiastical
organization. . . . 121

Hitler was given credit for resisting Communism in Germany, but
why did he have to resort to Fascist tyranny, as was evident in the
execution of nearly 70 men of his own party?122 With Hitler assum-
ing all the power, democracy in Germany was dead.123 Hitler's Mein
Kampf was a combination of terror, hatred, and racial prejudice,
with hardly any humanitarian or moral spirit in it.124
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The M-onitor was not optimistic about Germany's future with
Adolf Hitler as chancellor. She had chosen between two possible
evils, Fascism and Communism.12i The Germany of the day was not
the Germany of the Reformation, because higher critics had emptied
the churches and destroyed her spirituality. The courageous pastors
of the confessional church were praised because "no group of men of
science, no academy of teachers or of artists, no bar association, has
risked concentration camp for scientific, academic or artistic
ideals.'"26

In some areas, Derstine and his selected correspondents did not
contradict themselves. They were certain that there was little else but
evil in the world and that there was no salvation apart from that which
individuals could experience in their hearts, that which Mennonites
could retain by remaining separate from the world, and that which
Christ would achieve upon his return. There were evil systems of
thought, evil nations, evil leaders, evil deeds, and evil events, all of
which pointed to chaos and revolution as the best the world could
bring forth, the need for revival which was the task of the Christian
church, and the return of the Lord to set everything right.127
Referring to the sabre-rattling by Mussolini, to the rearmament
program of France, and in general to the preparation for war, the
Monitor commented:

The world at large certainly has not been able to deal with the
fundamental antagonisms of unregenerate life. This takes the
power of the Gospel, which the masses still reject. However,
all these conditions only make louder the footfalls of the com-
ing of the Prince of Peace, the "Great Umpire," who will
finally speak the last word to the nations, a word of judgment
for their rule.'28

For Derstine and the Monitor, the nations, be they fascist,
marxist, or capitalist, were "ferocious beasts,"129 all of whom would
be judged by the Lord. Their constant grabbing for more land was
wrong and Italy should have stayed out of Ethiopia. 13° Because of
their evil ways, nations and empires and thrones were temporary.
The dethronement of King Alfonso of Spain was another example of
mighty thrones falling according to biblical prophecy. In the last 13
years alone, four powerful kingdoms had been overthrown: Austria,
Germany, Russia, Spain, all a sign of the nearness of the return of the
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King of Kings.131 The Monitor viewed the daily happenings, the
Russian nightmare, the Japanese invasion ofManchukuo, the antics
of Hitler, the uprisings of grudging labour, and the crushing blows
of conscienceless capital, as leading to "a final crash—a catastrophe
unparalleled in the ages past."132

All that was happening in the world, inluding the realignment and
power struggles in Europe and the migration of Jews to Palestine,
were perceived to be the fulfilment of prophecy, leading to an
imminent end of the present age, the return of the Lord, and the
ushering in of the new age in which also the Jewish people would once
again have a special role. This position made the M-onitor a constant
and consistent champion of the Jewish people, but it also assumed
their conversion. Since the predestination and pre-millennialism of
Derstine assumed a special role for the Jewish people, his contradic-
tions disappeared when they became the focus of his commentary.

The Lord would punish nations "which take a jingo (warlike)
attitude to the Jew."133 The Jews had been oppressed too much and
the Lord would judge the anti-Semitic spirit in both Germany and
Italy. The way Germany was touching God's chosen people was
unforgivable. Noting the measures being enacted by Hitler affecting
negatively and seriously the Jewish merchants, the Monitor warned
Germany:

It has never paid any nation to misuse the Jew. Nations that
kick this ancient and beloved people usually suffer seriously
from stubbed toes. Hatred works like a boomerang. Ger-
many, beware.134

God had a special place for the Jews because of their antiquity and
their outliving of many empires, because of Abraham, who cast the
world's longest shadow, because of Israel's custodianship of the Ten
Commandments, because of their contribution to the Gentiles,
because of the prophecies, because of the supreme personality emerg-
ing from the Jewish people, namely the Lord Jesus Christ, because of
their contribution to the early church and the sacred writings, and
because of their contribution to world knowledge and to science.

The Lord's judgements have always fallen upon nations which
touched Israel, the "apple of his eye." All the great nations that
persecuted the Jews are but historical incidents, and the Jew
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still lives on. . . . Truly, the Bible declares that the sufferings
of Israel are part of God's judgements upon them. This, how-
ever, does not give any nation or individual the divine permis-
sion to persecute the Jews.135

The Monitor observed that the Jews were being taunted, perse-
cuted, and ostracized in many lands. In the U.S.A., 156 anti-
Semitic organizations had sprung up overnight.136 The validity of
the Jewish Protocols was denied, and they were described as
forgeries.137 Evidence that Jews were in any way determinative or
even influential with respect to Communism and Germany was
refuted. As far as the relationship between Jews and Communists
in the U.S.A, was concerned, the exhaustive research of the Ameri-
can Hebrew Society had determined that in the New York area there
were only 2,000 out of 2 million Jews in the Communist Party and
the proportions weren't greater in cities like Philadelphia, Pitts-
burgh, and Chicago. No more than five of the 29 members of the
Central Committee of the Party in the U.S.A, were Jews, and only
about 30 out of 250 Party organizers were Jews.13

Christians should love and accept the Jews, refuse to persecute and
malign them, believe in the eternal purpose God had for the nation of
Israel, deny the lies being told about the Jewish people—Jewish
bankers did not control the world's finances—help them in their
hour of distress, explain that antagonism could bring about repent-
ance, and preach the gospel to both Jew and Gentile. The Jew is
cuddling closer to the Christian Church than any other group of
people," it was said, meaning that the opportunities for preaching the
gospel were increasing. '4I The apparent failure of political Zionism
in Palestine, its hopes "blasted through the antagonism of the
Arabs," clearly meant not that Jerusalem was out of focus as far as the
Jews were concerned but that their spiritual salvation was a higher
priority than their political entrenchment. 142

Four Conferences on Peace and War

The concerns about world affairs, the threat of war, and civic
responsibility found their immediate and ultimate focus in the issue
of nonresistance, the avoidance of military service, and whether or
not there was an alternative. The discussions of militarism and
military service produced examples of all the separations previously
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described. There were those who insisted on total exemption and
non-involvement in accordance with the position of geographic
separation and there were those whose involvement on the basis of
an alternative ethic produced calls for international disarmament, on
the one hand, and an alternative service for Mennonite boys, on the
other hand. These two positions involved the majority of Menno-
nites. Minority positions were pacifism or militarism on the basis of
empathy with Germany. A few Canadian Mennonites actually
responded to foreign recruitment notices. 145 Others were affected by
individualism and institutionalism to the extent that, whether or not
persons became militarily involved, this was viewed as a personal
decision beyond the discipline of the community of believers. *46 And
there were those who insisted that disarmament could only happen in
a future age.'47

The discussions of these issues in the 1930s began in the separate
congregational families but were then transferred to inter-Menno-
nite gatherings, where once again some differences between and
among Russlaender and Kanadier and the Swiss became obvious.
The discussions in four conference families are especially notewor-
thy: among the Swiss, the Old Mennonites and the Mennonite
Brethren in Christ and among the Dutch, the Conference ofMenno-
nites in Canada and the Northern District Mennonite Brethren
Conference.

The Old Mennonites, for whom nonconformity and nonresistance
were often the same issue and concern, kept alive their North
America peace/military problems committees in the inter-war
period. The task of these committees was to guide the church,
including the conferences in Canada, in the peace witness.148 The
activities of these committees were varied. A petition bearing 20,000
signatures protesting a proposed program of universal military
training was prepared in book form for mailing to Congress, but the
joining of other movements that had been launched to find an
alternative to war was discouraged. 149 Government officials were not
only informed about the Mennonite position but urged to proceed
with disarmament. The President of the United States, members of
Congress, the 1930 London Naval Conference, and the 1932
Geneva Disarmament Conference all received communications
encouraging stronger efforts for international peace and discourag-
ing all movements that had an opposite tendency. The need for world
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disarmament was frequently stated in the M.0nitor as it noted with
alarm the military build-up around the world.lio

The Mennonite Conference of Ontario represented the Canadian
side of the Old ^/[ennonite peace position. S.F. Coffman, who had
been the chief spokesman in the Great War, continued to press for
true nonresistance, which neutralized or removed anger, antago-
nism, and hatred. He urged the avoidance of "aggressive" pacifist
organizations like War-Resisters and the Anti-War League. Non-
resistance negatively meant not suing at law and not resisting evil,
and positively it meant turning the other cheek, going the second
mile, and giving to him that asked.

In the Conference itself, internal peace education and the external
peace witness were both matters under discussion. The position on
peace of the Russlaender now in Ontario was also clarified upon the
initiative of the Conference. Interviews with Bishop Jacob H.
Janzen of the Conference Mennonites and with pastor Henry H.
Janzen of the Mennonite Brethren had produced the conclusion that
the Russlaender were opposed to participation in war, that "they,
with us, believe in nonresistance upheld by love," that they desired
help in clarifying that noncombatant service in Canada had a differ-
ent status than had been the case in Russia, and that consultation and
co-operation leading to united action in the event of war was desired
by them.'"

Three Canadians, working with three Americans as the Menno-
nite General Conference Peace Committee, prepared the "Statement
of Position on Peace, War, and Military Service" which was
accepted by the Mennonite General Conference at Turner, Oregon,
in 1937 and by the Mennonite Conference of Ontario in 1938.154
This so-called Turner Statement became a reference point also for
other Mennonite groups, and was in all probability the most impor-
tant Mennonite peace statement of the decade.'"

The Turner Statement referred to other historic documents (Dor-
drecht of 1917, Germantown of 1725, Goshen of 1917, and Garden
City of 1921), and there sought to apply "the main tenets of our
peaceful and nonresistant faith" to present conditions.'" This appli-
cation forbade participation "in carnal warfare or conflict between
classes, groups or individuals," the personal bearing of arms, service
with "civilian organizations temporarily allied with the military"
(such as the YMCA and the Red Cross), "the financing of war
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operations. . .in any form," "the manufacture of munitions and
weapons," "military training in schools or colleges," and "any
agitation, propaganda, or activity that tends to promote ill-will or
hatred among nations. . . ." This position ruled out government-
administered alternative service, though the willingness "at all times
to aid in the relief of those in distress or suffering," regardless of the
danger and the cost, was emphasized. Should war come:

we shall endeavour to continue to live a quiet and peaceable
life in all godliness and honesty; avoid joining in the wartime
hysteria of hatred, revenge and retaliation; manifest a weak
and submissive spirit, being obedient unto the laws and regu-
lations of the government in all things, except in such cases
where the obedience to the government would cause us to vio-
late the teachings of the Scriptures. . . . 157

The New Mennonite Brethren in Christ were relatively silent on
peace and military matters, but in 1938 the Ontario Conference
appointed a committee to study the Old Mennonite statement.ls8 The
Committee found itself "in substantial agreement with this state-
ment, though differing somewhat in a few details." It was decided,
therefore, to prepare a statement—the word used was "Memorial"
—based on the Turner Statement but with such additions or other
changes. . . as would make clear our MBC position." Subsequently,
support for the Memorial was sought and secured from the Canadian
North-West Conference of the Mennonite Brethren in Christ and
from the Brethren in Christ Church (Tunkers) with whom the
Mennonite Brethren in Christ formed a joint committee, to forward
the message to Prime Minister W.L. Mackenzie King. The hope
had been to have the message endorsed also by the Mennonite
Conference of Ontario, and, while S.F. Coffman attended one of the
joint meetings as an unofficial representative, he explained that the
Turner Statement had already been forwarded to the Prime Minister
by that Conference.H9

Since the Mennonite Brethren in Christ would drop the Menno-
nite identity in less than a decade, it is of interest that the 1938
Memorial recognized commonality "with other present-day
branches of the Mennonite church" with respect to the doctrines of
peace and nonresistance as well as continuity with the historic
Dordrecht Confession of Faith.160 In regard to military service, the
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MBC Memorial followed word for word the Turner Statement on
carnal warfare or conflict between nations and classes, on the financ-
ing of war operations through voluntary loans and contributions, on
the manufacture of munitions, on military training in schools and
colleges, on propaganda producing ill will or hatred, and on wartime
profiteering.161 But, significantly, the Memorial omitted the Turner
paragraph having to do with alternative service, namely:

. . . consistency requires that we do not serve during war time
under civil organizations temporarily allied with the military
in the prosecution of the war, such as the YMCA, the Red
Cross, and similar organizations which, under military ord-
ers, become part of the war system in effect, if not in method
and spirit, however beneficial their peace-time activities may

A subsequent report of the Committee to the Conference made
clear that the omission was deliberate, but this did not mean that there
was to be no co-operation with other Mennonite groups.163 The Non-
Resistant Relief Organization, founded during the Great War as an
agency of all the Ontario Mennonite and Amish groups, and dor-
mant since 1924, was reactivated in 1937, and the Mennonite
Brethren in Christ resolved to forward their relief money through
the NRRO.'64 That co-operation also helped prepare the way for
participation in a new organization, the Conference of Historic
Peace Churches and its Military Problems Committee, embracing
also Quakers and Brethren in Christ (Tunkers).'" The Conference
restored the nineteenth-century alliance on matters of peace and
nonresistance among the Mennonites, Quakers, and Tunkers which
had existed since pioneer days. lf"5

The two conferences of the Dutch Mennonites most conerned with
issues of peace and war were the Conference of Mennonites in
Canada and the Northern District Mennonite Brethren Conference.
The former had the matter on its agenda at regular intervals during
the inter-war period.167 The Conference expressed willingness to
explore with other Mennonite groups the possibility of an alternative
service,168 voiced concern about militarism in the schools,'69 insisted
that new congregations joining the Conference hold to
nonresistance,170 encouraged the preparation and distribution of
peace literature, 7 approved membership in the World Peace Union
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172of Mennonites, whose headquarters was in the Netherlands, 7
requested research into the status of conscientious objectors in the
military laws of the country,173 and heard various position papers on
nonresistance.

The many articles about nonresistance in the periodicals, said J.J.
Klassen, were a sign that the matter had become a problem among the
Mennonites.175 This he had difficulty understanding because 400
years ofnonresistance had been part of the confession, and repeatedly
the forefathers had sacrificed all their possessions in order to main-
tain what for them was a holy and precious conviction. And now there
was a favourable climate for nonresistance in the universal anti-war
movement, which was a continuing reaction to the Great War. Even
the victors did not enjoy any good results. The war had been so
terrible that many who had been part of it, including ordinary
soldiers and the highest generals, were totally opposed to war. In
many other Christian groups now, there was also a conscience about
war, and even governments were denouncing war as a crime against
humanity.

Responsibility, faithfulness, and loyalty were main themes of the
1937 Conference sessions, and they were also applied to the state.
Faithfulness to the state was seen to be the will of God, except in cases
where the will of the state contradicted the will of God. For Menno-
nites, there were two areas of contradiction: participating in war and
swearing of the oath. Otherwise, Mennonites were loyal citizens of
the state, a special requirement at this time because "the spirit of
disloyalty, disobedience, and revolution" was also at work in the
west, especially through the press, making people unhappy and
ungrateful and unmindful of the many things that come via the state,
namely the promotion of the general welfare of its citizens.177
Christians, and especially the ^^ennonite immigrants of the 1920s,
could express their gratitude by engaging in a useful vocation, thus
becoming an example to others, by not becoming a burden to the state
and, indeed, by helping to carry the burdens of those needy persons
who did not qualify for state aid, and by maintaining a moral and
religious stance, especially with reference to educational matters.178

David Toews had written to Prime Minister King, Bishop S.F.
Coffman, and four lawyers to clarify the situation with respect to
Mennonite exemption from military service. The most definitive
clarification received came from T. Magladery, the Deputy Minis-
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ter of Immigration.179 Magladery explained, first of all, that all the
Mennonites were the same before the law and there was no difference

whatsoever arising out of the various periods of immigration. Nor
were orders-in-council determinative in this matter, he advised,
because orders-in-council could only give or take away that which
statutes gave or didn't give. The famous order-in-council of 1 873,
which granted exemptions specifically to the Russian Mennonites,
was to give them assurance that they also were covered by the statutes.
All exemption from military service, he explained, had been defined
by statute since Confederation and was applicable to persons who,
because of the teachings of their religion, were opposed to the bearing
of arms. In brief:

The only conclusion I can come to is that the Mennonites are
as free now from military service as they have ever been. And
if no changes are made in the militia act and if the confession
of faith remains unchanged then they will be free from mili-
tary service also in the future.18°

In the Northern District Mennonite Brethren Conference, the
issues of war and peace were placed on the agenda at Waldheim in
1934 by an unusual source. It so happened that there were in
Saskatchewan several communities of Russian-speaking believers
who had come under Mennonite influence before and/or after their
migration from Russia. The Conference of Mennonites in Canada
had such a connection181 and the Mennonite Brethren were even

more involved, evangelism among Russian people having been one
of their special strengths.I82 In 1934, representatives of these people
brought a resolution on the war question in language quite unusual
for a Mennonite Brethren Conference.183 The resolution asked that
all wars be condemned because war did not resolve conflict, because
it destroyed the moral foundations of society, because it left huge
debts and many orphans, widows, cripples, and persons mentally ill,
and because of the role in war played by capitalist industry and
power-hungry diplomats.

The Conference declined to support the resolution because in its
view its task was not "to proclaim anti-war resolutions into the wide
world" but rather to deepen the peace conviction in the churches and
to find a way to protect the consciences of the brothers in wartime.
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The Conference also indicated that, while they would work together
with all nonresistant bodies, they would have nothing to do with
Quakers and other "popular movements which employ force."184
With respect to the military question,185 the Conference adopted a
position on alternative service which included the medical corps:

. . . as citizens we are duty-bound to our homeland to serve not
only with taxes but with a service not contrary to our con-
science. . . we should be willing to do anything that serves the
principle of life, even if this is tied up with problems. Cow-
ardice or convenience or other considerations have no place in
this matter. As disciples of Jesus Christ we cannot take a posi-
tion against the medical corps. . . . if those healed are sent back
to war and to their death, that is not our responsibility and it
may not rest on our conscience.186

Needless to say, perhaps, the Russian brethren were never heard
from again.

The alternative service and medical corps option was being pro-
mated by the Brethren on the assumption that what was possible in
Russia would also be desirable in Canada. But it was known already
that Kanadier Mennonites didn't see things that way, so the Brethren
decided that their own position should be interpreted on an inter-
Mennonite committee by one of their own Kanadier.187 The compro-
mise was insufficient, because not all the Brethren were themselves
satisfied with the Waldheim resolution. It was modified in 1937 to
the effect that individual persons should not be coerced to go into the
medical corps if they didn't want to and that understanding should be
reached with the authorities so that medical corpsmen need not be
armed and could be under civilian direction.188

Other positions were not modified. The Conference agreed to
participate in all-Mennonite committees, provided they did not
establish connections with social-political pacifist organizations. And
peace literature could be distributed to the young people but not "the
so-called pacifist writings [which] had a political basis and cam-
paigned for a world peace which the Scriptures did not project or
other writings with a religious basis but with a radical approach to
nonresistance. "One-sided pamphlets wouldn't be of help to our
young people," said the Conference, only those writings which
harmonized obedience towards the government with the love of one's
neighbour and enemy.189
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Mennonites, Militarism, and Their Majesties

The many-sided expressions of readiness to approach the problem of
war and discussions with the government on an inter-Mennonite
basis eventually led to such meetings, encouraged in part by events
outside of Canada. In the U.S.A., meetings between Mennonites,
Quakers, and the Church of the Brethren had begun in 1935 and
were being held regularly under the auspices of a Continuation
Committee.190 And in 1936, Harold S. Bender, the chairman of the
Old Mennonite General Conference Peace Problems Committee,
was seeking the signatures of American Mennonite church leaders
for the "Peace Manifesto," originating with some Mennonites in
Holland and adopted at the third Mennonite World Conference in
Amsterdam.191

Mennonites in Canada were not ready for a broad ecumenical
approach among peace churches, except in Ontario, where Quakers,
Tunkers, and Mennonites had a history of joint witness and action.
However, a March 10, 1939, Chicago meeting of seven American
Mennonite groups to prepare a plan for joint action became an
acceptable model. David Toews, C.F. Klassen, and B.B. Janz
attended the meeting, and proceeded to plan a similar gathering in
Canada.192

The inter-Mennonite meeting of representatives to discuss prob-
lems related to military service was held at Winkler, Manitoba, on
May 15, 193 9.193 Intended to be fully representative of all the
Mennonites in Canada, seven congregational families of the Dutch
heritage were present, and one from the Swiss heritage, namely
the Old Mennonites. The former included the Conference
Mennonites'94 and the Mennonite Brethren, both predominantly,
though not exclusively, Russlaender, and the following Kanadier
congregational families: Altkolonier, Bruderthaler (Evangelical
Mennonite Brethren), Holdemaner (Church of God in Christ Men-
nonite), Kleine Gemeinde, and Rudnerweider. The Bergthaler, a
leading Kanadler congregation in Manitoba, was also present and
included in the Conference Mennonites. Not represented among the
230 registered participants were the Bergthaler(S), Chortitzer, and
Sommerfelder.195 The Hutterian Brethren, having been invited,
were present.

The purpose of the meeting was explained by David Toews, who
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was then also elected to chair the day's proceedings, the recording of
which was entrusted to C.F. Klassen and F.C. Thiessen, both of
Winnipeg, both Russlaender, and both Brethren.196 Toews identi-
fied the agenda of the day as follows: the possibility of "the outbreak
of a disastrous war," the disunity of the Mennonites in the last war,
and the desirability of "all Mennonite churches who esteem the
principle of nonresistance to agree and proceed unitedly."197 Know-
ing full well that no Mennonite group at the meeting would want to
be coerced into a united position, Toews gave the Winkler event the
status of an unofficial and informal meeting, the decisions of which
could be official and binding only for those groups who chose to
make them so.

Of greatest significance for the discussions of the day were the
positions of the various congregational families to be taken in the
event of war and the calling up of the young men, namely whether or
not some alternative service instead of military service would be
acceptable. It soon became clear that there was a sharp division of
opinion on the question, and that it was the Russlaender, whose
Russian history included alternative service in the forestry and
medical corps, who were promoting a position favourable to an
alternative service.

Helpful to those who were opposed was the Turner Statement and
its chief interpreter, Harold S. Bender, who was present not only as
the guest speaker of the day, but also as the representative of the Old
Mennonites of Ontario, having been authorized in that capacity by
S.F. Coffman. H.S. Bender "emphasized that the Old Mennonite
churches are entirely opposed to any work in any organization which
has anything to do with the conduct of the war, such as the medical
corps or a war industry." Speaking for S.F. Coffman, Bender
recommended "that if no service is requested none should be offered
by the Mennonites in general."198 Bender was supported in his stand
by Bishop Schmidt of Guernsey, representing the Old Mennonites
in Western Canada, by Bishop Jakob Froese of the Altkolonier, Rev.
Jacob Wiebe of the Holdemaner, Rev. David Hofer of the Hut-
terian Brethren, Bishop William Falk of the Rudnerweider, and
Rev. H.R. Reimer of the Kleine Gemeinde. Two groups expressed
readiness "in case of need for an alternative service in the medical
corps, thereby manifesting that the churches are willing to save life,
but not to destroy it."199 They were the Mennonite Brethren and the
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Evangelical Mennonite Brethren (Bruderthaler), whose spokesmen,
from Coaldale and Steinbach respectively, coincidentally bore the
same name: Benjamin Janz.

Representatives of the Conference of Mennonites in Canada
tended to speak in more general terms about adherence to the
principle ofnonresistance, but it was Jacob H. Janzen of Waterloo
who stressed the need for a positive expression of one's citizenship,
especially in Ontario, where the immigrants were highly suspect and
where the meeting house at Virgil had been searched, unsuccessfully,
for explosives alleged to be hidden there. Part of the Mennonite
problem, it was recognized, was the excessive amount of German
literature being brought into the communities, literature carrying
propaganda for another state.

In the end, the meeting agreed to set forth those matters in a
resolution on which there was full agreement.200 They included a
continued firm stand on the biblical principle of nonresistance "as
received from the fathers," confession of failure to adhere to the
principle consistently, a sense of urgency to much more fully teach
the doctrines of nonresistance to the young people, gratitude for
freedom of religion and conscience, and willingness "to remain loyal
to our Canada.

The latter was further elaborated on in a special address to their
majesties for which there was unanimous consent. The meeting also
agreed to the formation of a continuing committee consisting of three
persons from the three leading conferences: David Toews, B.B.
Janz, and S.F. Coffman, to which others could be added. And,
finally, a unanimous request was addressed to the editors of
Rundschau and Bate "to refrain from printing any news or articles
contrary to our principles." There was no need to specify what was
meant because it was clear that writers in both papers had carried
their pro-Germanism far enough to suggest disloyalty to Canada and
a discarding ofnonresistance.

Harold S. Bender was impressed with the strength and unanimity
of nonresistance convictions expressed, but for him and others
enthusiastic about the outcome it was premature relief. The differ-
ences on an alternative service were deeper than most were ready to
admit. Most ominous for the future also was the exclusion of any one
of the Kanadier bishops or churches—David Toews and the
Rosenorter hardly spoke for them—from the continuing committee.
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The Mennonites had come together to record the things on which
they agreed. Very soon those things on which they did not agree,
which disagreements they did not record, would matter the most, at
least when it came to forming a united Mennonite front as the war
clouds gathered ever thicker.

As the horizons darkened, the Mennonites became even more
aware not only that they were not united and that they had not
adequately prepared their young people but also that they had given
both them and Canadian society a mixed message. Basically, they
were concerned about doing the will of God and advancing His
kingdom, but they had postponed it into another age, transferred it to
another country, or limited it to their colonies and their conferences.
The time had come, following the cues ofH.H. Ewert and Edward
Yoder, to take society very seriously, not to withdraw from it, but to
be involved on the basis of, and separated from it in terms of, an
alternative ethic and value system.

The first, most obvious step was to accept that they were Canadian,
to express appreciation for that fact, and to do so both by acknowledg-
ing those placed in authority and by rendering service to others. In
the latter category were the reactivation of the Non-Resistant Relief
Organization in Ontario, already noted, and in the West the raising
of funds for the Red Cross Society.201 And in terms of ethnic
identification, people like C.F. Klassen, who had once praised
Hitler, were beginning to say that Mennonites were Dutch, not
German.202 David Toews went to the public media to explain that
Mennonites might be German in a cultural sense but not in a political
sense, °3 and later, B.B. Janz gave to the Lethbridge paper an article
denying National Socialism on his part.204

B.B. Janz, like David Toews, had made it his special assignment
to give the public a better understanding of Mennonites. Perhaps it
was the ongoing experience with anti-Mennonite agitators in Coal-
dale, but Janz had early come to the conclusion that flirtation with
Germany was wrong and that some service in wartime would be
right. He also used every public occasion possible to praise Canada
and its leaders. One such event was a visit to the Mennonites at
Coaldale of Colonel J.S. Dennis and Sir Edward Beatty, the presi-
dent of the CPR, who was referred to by a Calgary newspaper as
Coaldale's "sugar daddy."205 Both were profusely thanked by Janz
and David Toews, who offered their loyalty to Canada.206 The event
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was good for the Mennonites, inasmuch as the Lethbridge Herald
observed editorially:

The Mennonites are a God-fearing, hard-working people who
left Russia with a curse in their ears, and as Bishop Toews said

, were received in Canada in the spirit of St. John....
There is a lesson in the Mennonite ceremony of Sunday for
many of us who are apt to regard much too lightly these days
the freedom which is ours here in Canada.

Another occasion for mutual admiration by Mennonites and
Canadian leaders was the 1939 session in Coaldale of the Northern
District Conference. Acknowledging the presence of Senator W.
Buchanan from Ottawa and W.H. Fairfield, the superintendent of
the Dominion Experimental Farm atLethbridge, B.B. Janz praised
the "full freedom to establish ourselves economically and spiritu-
ally." There was no country in the world where "the people enjoy
such religious liberty as we do here in Canada."208 J.F. Redekop of
Main Centre likewise affirmed the desire of Mennonites to be good
citizens:

. . . we would like to be citizens of the British Commonwealth
of Nations, which pledge their loyalty to and pray for their
country and their Government and endeavour to perform their
duties and obligations in every respect as far as they are in
accordance with the Scriptures and with their Christian
conscience.209

The best opportunity of all for expressing loyalty and obligation
was the unprecedented visit to Canada in 1939 of King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth. The response to that visit had more Mennonite
unity and integrity in it than some other public relations events, for
positive feelings about the British monarchy dated back to that time
in the late seventeenth century when William and Mary took up the
cause of the dissenters and generous portions of religious liberty
became one of the general characteristics of the British Empire.210 It
was partly the trust in the monarchy and British laws that had
brought the Swiss from the U.S.A, and the Amish from Europe to
Ontario,211 and, later, the Mennonites from Russia to Manitoba.212
At this point in history, the most conservative of the Kanadier would
likely have at least one portrait of the King in their homes,2 3 and it
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was one imperial symbol which was not out of bounds in their
schools. And, at the other end of the Mennonite continuum, the New
Mennonites were known not only for their enthusiasm for George VI
but also for their message to Edward VIII upon his assumption of
power, assuring him of "our loyalty" and prayer "always for God's
blessing on Him, His Government, and His subjects, and for peace
and prosperity in all his realm."214 Nothing was said when a short
while later he abdicated to marry a person he loved but who was
unacceptable as a queen.215

The Winkler message to "George VI, King of Canada" conveyed
the "deepest devotion and unwavering loyalty" of the 80,000 Cana-
dian Mennonites both "to yourself and the Government of which you
are the head."216 Reviewing the history ofMennonite migrations, the
message acknowledged that "in this Dominion" the Mennonites had
found "a haven of rest, freedom, and security after having been
severely oppressed at different times and in different countries. . .
because of their faith." The Canadian government had "by and large
kept the promises made" and the Mennonites had been allowed "to
live their lives according to the dictates of their conscience," to follow
their occupations "as they pleased," and to enjoy the fruits of their
labour "without any molestation or interference."

Dressed up in the best calligraphy the Mennonites could
provide, 7 the sentiments thus expressed in western Canada were
echoed in eastern Canada. It so happened that the dates of the annual
session of the Mennonite Conference of Ontario coincided with the
visit of Their Majesties to Kitchener-Waterloo. But the opening of
the session was delayed until the royal train left the cities. The
Conference engaged in special prayer for Their Majesties' safety and
in the singing of "God Save the King."218 A message sent after the
King's and Queen's departure thanked the Prime Minister for their
visit to Canada and reminded him that the Mennonites had
"entrusted the safeguarding of these [religious] liberties to the
British Crown."219

These positive expressions were reinforced in the Monitor, where
strong words of praise for the monarchy and the monarch found
repeated outlet.220 IfC.F. Derstine was generally negative about the
nations and their leaders, he was effusive about Great Britain. He
attributed the "ovation" and "thrilling reception" received by Their
Majesties to the fact that "here is one nation that God has used
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through the ages, which still stands—and stands for something.'
Great Britain was admired for the immensity of its territory, for

laying "the foundation of political and religious liberty for the
world," for "one of the finest systems of law in the world," for its
attitude towards Christianity, and for its present King and Queen,
whose "home life appeals to the nations."222 Derstine considered that
the Munich Agreement had halted "the four grim, deadly
horsemen"223 and that British statesmanship deserved its fair share of
praise because "the world may have been saved a bath in blood."

The world was not saved a bloodbath. World War II broke out in
September of 1939, and Canada was immediately drawn into it.
Though the mobilization of manpower and conscription were
delayed for a time, the beginning of another world-wide conflagra-
tion marked a turning point not only in world and Canadian history
but also in Mennonite history. For the present, it was clear that the
Mennonites had to focus on new and unaccustomed ways ofexercis-
ing their faith and citizenship. They could not escape into a future
kingdom or to a foreign country. A retreat into their geographic
enclaves or conference institutions was also not a way out. They were
facing the world, and they needed to decide on the ethic which would
guide them at the crossroads.
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£pilog,ie

TTWENTY YEARS of history is too short a time-span on which
to base any great or firm conclusions, and yet this Canadian

story of the manifold Mennonite struggle for survival in the inter-
war period cannot be ended without further summation and analysis.
For the Mennonites, this was a time of considerable desperation, of
diverse responses to the problems encountered, of strong determttia-
tion to overcome those problems, and of nagging doubts about the
outcome, all of which took on new dimensions when the world once
again exploded with the sounds of battle.

The period began with great uncertainties. Some Mennonites
doubted whether either Canada or Russia could remain a homeland
for them and whether they could survive in those countries. Others
wondered whether or not they had already lost or were rapidly losing
the fundamental features of their faith and whether or not they could
be sustained as a separate people with an alternative life style. During
this period, there were major crises which raised the question of
survival, but by 1939 it was clear that the Mennonites in Canada had
survived. Their numbers had doubled and hundreds of their com-
munities were firmly established (see Appendix 2).
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The Second World War brought renewed tension between Men-
nonites and their national homeland, but at least until that time the
Canadian development generally was increasingly congenial to the
Mennonite experience. The racial and religious prejudices which
had kept the Mennonites out in 1919 and again in 1929 had largely
vanished by 1939 and with some exceptions been replaced by more
complete information, understanding, and respect.

The Mennonites were no longer alone in questioning the validity
of war, its objectives, and its methods. French Canadians also
resisted war propaganda, the war effort itself, and conscription in
particular. Under Prime Minister King, Canada insisted on its own
national destiny and on shaping its own foreign policy, apart from
European considerations and British desires. Like Mennonites,
King applauded statesmen who took diplomatic risks for peace and,
far from nurturing a jingoistic patriotism, he infused Canada with a
great reluctance to go to war and to mobilize its young men for battle.

Other emerging features of the Canadian society favoured the
Mennonite situation. Dissent, for instance, no longer came only
from strange and poorly understood religious minority groups but
also from more popular social-protest movements and from a wide
range of new political parties. Canadian economic shifts from agri-
culture to industry and from the country to the city coincided with
greater Mennonite readiness to urbanize. The lifting of trade bar-
riers and the wider opening of the borders to the United States were
also appropriate for the Mennonites and their numerous continental
connections. And the shift of power from the provinces to the federal
government, along with the growing sense of a federal responsibility
for the welfare of all the people in all the regions, could be appreci-
ated by those Mennonites whose greatest enemy had been not the
federal establishment but certain provincial politicians and govern-
ments. The occasion of Their Majesties' visit to Canada in 1939
helped the Mennonites to assess their situation, to discover that all or
most of the earlier uncertainties had been overcome, and to express
renewed appreciation for their homeland in which they had not only
survived but in which they were beginning to thrive.

The struggle itself, of course, could not be forgotten, primarily
because it had not yet come to an end. An epilogue to this book is not
complete without another look at those events and responses which in
a few short years made so much momentous and fascinating history,
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both for the religious minority group under study and for the
national society of which they were a part.

Mennonite migrations during this time were not all like the panic-
filled flight to Moscow, and yet, the movements from Canada to
Latin America and to Canada from Russia were treks of great
urgency. Even the resettling within Canada in places more isolated
and culturally more secure or in places more urban and vocationally
more promising were conditioned by a deeply felt necessity. The
non-physical migrations, such as the reaching for strange ideologies
and the broad acceptance of non-traditional institutions, likewise
happened because there seemed to be no other way. Having come to
the conclusion that Canadian public schools would mislead their
children, or that the Soviet system would destroy their religious and
economic culture, or that modernism in all its forms would under-
mine the faith, the Mennonites made desperate moves away from the
perceived dangers towards the nearest promises of security.

The multiplicity of Mennonite responses to the problems they
faced was due to a number of factors. Desperation was one of them. A
sense of emergency is rarely accompanied by the wisdom of fore-
thought or deliberate reflection about the outcome. When on a ship
which appears to be sinking, one runs to the nearest lifeboats and
worries later about their safety and destination. Mennonite pluralism
was another factor. As the foregoing record makes clear, the Menno-
nite people were actually many peoples, at least twenty in terms of
their organizations, more in terms of their viewpoints. Social forces
were another factor. When a social tradition or an ideological
synthesis no longer holds and needs to be altered and perhaps
displaced, suggestions for change are usually not singular but plural.
As it was in the Protestant Reformation, so it was in the Mennonite
evolution; the separation syndrome knew no end!

In the 1920s and the 1930s, Canadian Mennonites responded in
many different ways to the dangers they perceived in the changing
national and international situations. Those unhappy with Canada
chose either to stay or not to stay. Those who left did so voluntarily or
under religious duress. Some left proudly andjudgmentally, insist-
ing that they were right and everybody else was wrong. Some left
sadly, humbly, and reluctantly, though convinced that the future
welfare of their children required that some of the elders act bravely
and sacrificially. Those leaving chose not one but two destinations in
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Latin America, Mexico in the Northern Hemisphere and Paraguay
in the Southern Hemisphere. Those who chose Mexico founded not
one but three colonies and bought land for a fourth. Those who chose
Paraguay established not one but two congregational families in a
single colony. Those resettling assumed either that they would
interact with their new neighbours or that they would do everything
possible to avoid the indigenous populations. Some began their new
life where they left off, insisting on the status quo within their
system; others tried to inject new dynamism into the old system.
Some quickly endeared themselves to the authorities and enlarged the
Mennonite welcome, while others disappointed those who had
granted them a Privilegium, thereby narrowing the entrance for
others also in need of that space.

Those who stayed in Canada likewise were of many minds. Some
were all in favour of finding a new isolation, but in Canada, not in a
foreign country. Some of the geographic isolationists insisted on
private schools, while others were ready to accept "public" schools,
provided those schools were theirs, run by their trustees. Others
were certain that the only reasonable course of action was to fully
accept the public schools. Those who did so without reservation were
either indifferent or careless or they were deliberately accepting a
wider citizenship and identity. Perhaps they were even secularizing.
Some accepted the public schools, believing they could meet Menno-
nite needs if only the Mennonke trustees did their duty and if they
hired Mennonite teachers who were adequately trained. A very
deliberate injection ofMennonite values into public institutions was
the approach of some who believed that complete isolation was not
possible and perhaps not even desirable. They believed that special
education for their children was the best way to strengthen them as
they moved out into the world.

Those who believed that evangelism was the answer to outside
danger concentrated their efforts not on non-church institutions but
on non-churched individuals. For them, Mennonite problems could
be resolved by the winning of Mennonite young people as well as
outside converts. Some believed in missions among the neighbours
close to home so that ethnic barriers would be crossed and, errone-
ously, for this period at least, that Mennonite numbers would be
thereby increased; others preferred missions overseas, some to main-
tain vitality in the domestic community through foreign activity,
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others to protect the ethnic integrity of the domestic community by
having its converts far enough away to avoid facing the problems of
Mennonite parochialism at home.

Most Mennonites feared modernism, but modernism meant dif-
ferent things to different people. For some, it meant modern styles,
which in turn could mean many things: fancy buggies and harnesses,
or flashy cars, or fancy, many-coloured clothing, or jewellery.
Modernity could also mean attending public fairs, circuses, and
theatres. Or it could mean fancy ideas. Those resisting ideological
modernism reached for its opposite, namely fundamentalism, but
not all to the same extent or with the same enthusiasm. For some,
fundamentalism simply meant getting back to Mennonite funda-
mentals. For others, it meant the tenets of the fundamentalist
movement. For still others, it was a mixture of the two. Some
fundamentalists emphasized dispensationalism, some did not; some
dispensationalists were pre-millennialists, some were not. Some who
embraced fundamentalism lost their social ethic. Some Mennonite
fundamentalists continued to believe in the importance of the Sermon
on the Mount and, to that extent, in the social gospel.

Those who entered Canada from Russia also were variously
motivated. Some were simply escaping an impossible situation.
Some really viewed Canada as a land of great promise. Some were
poor and completely dependent. Some were able to pay their own
way. Some believed the best future in Canada lay in the cities, some
on the land. Those who wanted land had different ideas about what
land types and areas were most desirable. The greatest differentiation
was between those who preferred the isolation of homestead lands
even in the wilderness and those who felt best about lands already
developed, even if this meant scattering and the loss of compact
communities.

In terms of their cultural and religious orientation, those arriving
from Russia were likewise not one of a kind. For some, Mennonite
ethnicity and culture were all-important, for others less so. Some
were eager to learn English, some clung to German with great zeal.
Others were fanatic about High German, even to the point of
disparaging Low German, on the one hand, and exalting all things
German, including the Reich and its politics, on the other hand.
Some were ready to use every religious institutioh, including Sunday
schools and Bible schools, for the propagation of German; others
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were content to let the home and the Saturday school take care of
linguistic training. Some didn't care enough to make any efforts to
preserve the language.

The religious emphases and styles of the newcomers were many as
well. At the one end of the continuum was a great dependence on
evangelism and revivalism to achieve cataclysmic emotional conver-
sions followed by an immersionist baptism. At the other end of the
continuum was a disparagement of emotional religion and instead a
dependence on the chorale instead of the gospel song, on education
and a more gradualist approach to the Christian life, and on sprin-
kling or pouring as a more meaningful and reverent approach to
baptism. In between were many variations of, and permutations on,
the above themes. At the centre stood those who simply wanted
spirituality and true religion without the legalism of rigid ordi-
nances, strict liturgical styles, or inflexible modes of communica-
tion.

Nonresistance, the foremost common denominator of all Menno-
nites, also elicited a spectrum of approaches. At the one end were
those who claimed the total traditional exemption from military
service based on Mennonite identity certified by the ministry. At the
other end were those reaching for some recognized, non-embarrass-
ing, national service, if necessary with auniform, as long as it did not
involve the personal shedding of blood by Mennonite boys. In
between were gradations of the non-involyement or involvement
approaches. Most Mennonites represented combinations of what
being a good Mennonite and also a good citizen were perceived to
mean.

The kaleidoscopic response to the problems encountered, and the
institutional incarnations of these responses, suggest that the Menno-
nite religious minority was actually many religious minorities
engaged in many struggles. Readers can be excused for coming to
that conclusion as a way of making sense of Mennonite confusion. In
part, they are right. None the less, the common theological heritage
ofAnabaptism, common historical experiences especially with refer-
ence to land and the state, and a common social orientation or
separation of one form or another or of one degree or another, justify
the integrated inclusion of all Mennonite groups into this single
story. They belong together not only because the Mennonite identity
was carried by all but also, and primarily, because the common
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nomenclature signified some underlying similarities, no matter how
far the Mennonite groups were spread on certain issues. And no
matter how great the fragmentation and how prevalent the syndrome
of sectarianism, there was some structural federation, however
limited, with potential for the increase of co-operation as the war
threat increased.

The inclusion and integration of a Mennonite diversity as great as
this volume reveals inevitably highlights ambiguities and contradic-
tions. However, these can easily be exaggerated if one forgets that
ambiguity and contradiction are human phenomena common to all
national, religious, or ethnic groups. During this period, Canada too
was full of diversity and full of confusion and paradox. In a more
particular sense, ambiguity and contradiction are characteristics of
minority groups, partly because of the inner microcosmic reality,
which knows of many smaller worlds within the larger worlds, and
partly because of the external perceptions or the microscopic reality,
which is enamoured of, and which exaggerates, the parts rather than
the whole, the eccentricities rather than the normalities.

The relationship of the parts to the Mennonite whole carries an
inherent contradiction also from the perspective of survival strategy.
At one and the same time, the parts were the greatest threat to
Mennonite survival and also the greatest prospect of Mennonite
survival. On the face of things, the smaller the islands the more they
were endangered by the roaring sea. And yet, precisely because they
were islands, the various Mennonite groups knew exactly where the
dangers lurked, how to cope with them, for how long and at how
great a price.

From this perspective the determination and, in a sense, invinci-
bility of the various Mennonite groups is amazing. They actually
believed that they could remove themselves to the dry plateaus of
Mexico or to the green hell of Paraguay and survive. They actually
believed that they could define alternative life styles and maintain
them against all odds. They actually believed that they could leave
behind a compact Mennonite system in Russia and scatter in all
directions in an expansive Canada and still maintain what was dearest
to them. They actually believed that nonresistance could be main-
tained even though no one else around them shared their faith. And as
they believed, they set out to achieve.

All they needed to do was to call on God and to do their share. And
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doing their part meant a willingness to make any sacrifice, to
exchange better land for worse land, and to pay for new programs
and institutions even in the depression. What they demanded of
themselves, they also asked of their young people, who, quite
possibly, were asked to pay the highest price of all, nonconformity
and the resultant social ostracism by their peers, for the sake of the
faith of the fathers. Clearly, values were often more important than
material and social success.

At the end of the 1930s, the Mennonites had survived and were
surviving. The visible continuity of the Mennonite communities,
congregations, and conferences was obvious. The loyalty of the
young people was impressive, in terms of both the quantity and the
quality of their responses. Within and across the five main provinces
in which they were now scattered, the Mennonites were tied together
by informal networks and formal organizations, which contributed
both to identity and to solidarity. The culture was being preserved.
The faith was being taught. And every new generation was being
challenged.

The doubts about continuity were not so much based on a Menno-
nite decline, which wasn't evident, as they were occasioned by those
forces which threatened to weaken the culture and dilute the faith.
The Mennonites knew instinctively that the all-pervasive influences
of public education, economic forces largely outside of their control,
social attitudes, political policies, and religious influences were
inevitably shaping their destiny to the extent that they themselves
were too weak to offset these forces. However, there were dangers
even beyond those which were perceived at the time.

Historical hindsight, at least, suggests that significant chinks in
the theological and cultural armour of the Mennonites were appear-
ing, pointing to a possible disintegration of the historic Anabaptist
faith and Mennonite religious culture at the core. In a variety of
ways, that core, which envisioned the kingdom of God on earth, was
threatened, because Mennonites were limiting, and in the process
emasculating or short-circuiting, that kingdom. Such limitations
included deliberate geographic and cultural segregation of the king-
dom, thus withholding it from any application to the larger world,
the identification of the kingdom with, and its circumvention by,
religious institutions and Mennonite conferences, thus effectively
removing it from the social, economic, and political spheres of life;
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the reduction of the kingdom to an individual experience of salvation
with its resulting irrelevance to society; the postponement of the
kingdom and its ethical imperatives to a future dispensation; and the
equating of the kingdom with nationalisms, either domestic or
distant.

By limiting the scope and the quality of the kingdom, the Menno-
nites were really opening wide the floodgates of those worldly
kingdoms they dreaded the most and whose waters rushed in to fill
the voids that were being created in the theology and culture of their
own people. So it seemed. It was too early to assess the situation with
any finality. But that the end of traditional separation, with its special
life-encompassing value system, and an alternative Weltanschauung
(world view), was in sight, and that a transition of some kind was
under way, there could be no doubt. Only the future could tell how
far the Mennonites would go down the roads in the directions they
were already choosing.
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APPENDIX 1

SUMMARY OF CANADIAN MENNONITE GROUPS IN 1940

NO. POPULAR NAMES FORMAL NAMES
RELATED AMERICAN/
NORTH AMERICAN BODY

1. Old Mennonites,
OMs

2. Reformed Mennonites,
Herrites

3. New Mennonites

4. Old Order
Mennonites,
Wislerites,
Horse-and-Buggy
Mennonites

5. David Martin Old
Order Mennonites,
Newborns

6. Markhamer, Cars
People, Black Bumper
Mennonites

A. Swiss M.ennonite Groups

Mennonite Conference
of Ontario

Alta.-Sask. Mennonite
Conference

Reformed Mennonite
Church

Mennonite Brethren
in Christ, Ontario
and North-West
Districts

Mennonite Churches

Mennonite General
Conference

Reformed Mennonite
Church

Mennonite Brethren
in Christ Conference

Mennonite Church

Markham-Waterloo
Mennonite Conference

Mennonite Churches

N/A

Weaverland Mennonite
Conference

B. Swiss Amis h Mennonite Groups

7. Church Amish

8. Old Order Amish,
House Amish,
Holmsers

9. BeachyAmish

10. Conference
Mennonites,
Kirchengemeinden

Amish Mennonite
Conference

Amish Mennonite
Churches

Nafziger & Cedar
Grove Amish
Mennonite Churches

C. Dutch M.ennonite Groups

Conference of
Mennonites in
Canada

Mennonite General
Conference

Amish Churches

Beachy Amish

General Conference
Mennonite Church
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APPENDIX 1 (continued)
SUMMARY OF CANADIAN MENNONITE GROUPS IN 1940

NO. POPULAR NAMES FORMAL NAMES
RELATED AMERICAN/
NORTH AMERICAN BODY

11. Brethren, Brueder,
MBs

12. Kleen-gemeenta
(Low German for
Kleine Gemeinde)

13. Chortitzer

14. Altkolonier,
Old Colony

15. Sommerfelder

16. Bergthaler

17. Rudnerweider

18. Krimmer, KMBs

19. Bruderthaler,
EMBs

20. Holdemaner

Northern and Ontario
Districts, Mennonite
Brethren Churches

Kleine Gemeinde

Chortitzer Mennonite
Church

Old Colony Mennonite
Churches

Sommerfelder
Mennonite Churches

Bergthaler Mennonite
Churches in
Saskatchewan

Rudnerweide
Mennonite Church

Krimmer Mennonite
Brethren Churches

Evangelical Mennonite
Brethren Churches

General Conference
of Mennonite
Brethren Churches

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Krimmer Mennonite
Brethren Conference

Evangelical Mennonite
Brethren Conference

D. Dutc/i-Swiss Mennonite Groups

Church of God in
Christ Mennonite

Church of God in
Christ Mennonite
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APPENDIX 2

MENNONITE POPULATION IN CANADA
BY PROVINCES AND CENSUS DIVISIONS

IN THE YEARS 1921, 1931, & 1941

PROVINCES
Census Divisions

1921 1931 1941

PRINCE EDWARD
ISLAND

NOVA SCOTIA
NEW

BRUNSWICK
QUEBEC
YUKON AND

NWT
ONTARIO

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Cochrane

Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron

Kenora
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox-Addi ngton

3
2

4

6

1

13,645
2

15
363

3
Formed in

1931
44
1

107
2
1

1
241
170

13
11

223

9
71

3

2
1

8

17,661
1
1

304

223

28

Ill
829

7

248
212

1

213
5

43
74

7

3

5

80

4

22,219
3

25
360
14

110

44

139
1,157

4

340
156
3

21

309
67
88

117
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APPENDIX 2 (continued)
MENNONITE POPULATION IN CANADA
BY PROVINCES AND CENSUS DIVISIONS

IN THE YEARS 1921, 1931, & 1941

PROVINCES
Census Divisions

1921 1931 1941

ONTARIO (Continued)
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk'
Northumberland
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward
Rainy River
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont

Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York

MANITOBA
Division #
Division #
Division #
Division #
Division #

2
3
4
5

329
65
18
6

12
5

189
699

1
2

1,335
5

1

1

417

1
3
1

7,130
422
508
16

1,199

21,295
3,815

16,343
28

5

653
99
20
3

140

238
769
11
5

1,691

449

2
1

8,752
340
668
51

1,462

30,352
5,727

17,902
942
598
159

2,277
185
39
13
1

223
30

240
847
15
19

2,060
2

9
1

470

46
53
5

17
9,398

389
894
97

1,932

39,336
8,798

20,927
844
457
744
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APPENDIX 2 (continued)
MENNONITE POPULATION IN CANADA
BY PROVINCES AND CENSUS DIVISIONS

IN THE YEARS 1921, 1931, & 1941

PROVINCES
Census Divisions

1921 1931 1941

MANITOBA (Continued)
Division # 6 940 3,658 5,193
Division # 7 15 124 233
Division # 8 1 366 291
Division # 9 12 290 702
Division #10 1 126 555
Division #11 1 273 166
Division #12 3 21 80
Division #13 14 85 230
Division #14 30 17 30
Division #15 — — 51
Division #16 87 64 35

SASKATCHEWAN 20,544 31,338 32,511
Division # 1 57 208 35
Division # 2 24 208 180
Division # 3 163 258 333
Division # 4 744 721 670
Division # 5 17 111 48
Division # 6 43 138 115
Division # 7 4,564 6,328 5,340
Division# 8 1,616 1,903 1,839
Division # 9 39 86 494
Division #10 126 323 371
Division #11 909 2,974 2,970
Division#12 1,165 1,822 1,782
Division #13 51 258 187
Division #14 605 876 2,338
Division#15 10,188 12,708 11,868
Division#16 212 1,992 2,812
Division #17 13 421 964
Division #18 8 3 165

ALBERTA 3,125 8,289 12,097
Division # 1 10 276 894
Division# 2 888 2,713 3,788
Division # 3 59 436 1,080
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APPENDIX 2 (continued)
MENNONITE POPULATION IN CANADA
BY PROVINCES AND CENSUS DIVISIONS

IN THE YEARS 1921, 1931, & 1941

PROVINCES
Census Divisions

1921 1931 19+1

ALBERTA (Continued)
Division # 4
Division # 5
Division # 6
Division # 7
Division # 8
Division # 9
Division #10
Division # 11
Division # 12
Division #13
Division #14
Division #15
Division # 16
Division #17

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
Division #
Division #
Division #
Division #
Division #
Division #
Division #
Division #
Division #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

122
176

1,330
119
38
14

180
89

9

1
90

172
Divisions

not

applicable
in 1921

Division #10

161
609

2,503
297
130
20

203
155
4
9

22
113
630

8

1,085
3

87
47

923
6
1

1
17

256
203

3,155
225
191
133
372
392
20
4

22
234
690
438

5,105
15

121
114

4,321
235
15
6

250
4

24

TOTALS 58,797 88,736 111,360
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Jugendverein, 459-60

Kanadier: Russlaender, 243-4, 353, 417;
American Mennonites, 244; in Man.,
254; in Sask., 259-60; young people,
448-9, monarchy, 576-7

Kauffman, Daniel, 58, 60
King, William Lyon Mackenzie: support

from, 16, 17; approached to change
immigration policy, 156, 309; basis for
Ottawa's co-operation, 325, war, 594

Kitchener, Ont.: dress code controversy,
74-81; Molotschna congregation, 252

Klassen, C.F.: AII-Russian Mennonite
Agricultural Society, 300; transportation
debt, 385; settlement policy, 419; world
conference, 420; ethnic identification, 575

Klassen.J.J., 479, 569
Klassen,J.P., 168,257,258
Kleine Gemeinde; origins of, 26; discipline

of, 30; public schools, 97, 109;changes
in, 422

Krimmer Mennonite Brethren, 29, 33, 98
KuKluxKlan, 314
kulaks,?,0\, 329

lay delegates, 83
life insurance, 379-80, 515
linguistic separatism, 503
literary societies, 455-8, 459
literature: programs, 481-2; Mennonite
writers, 530-3

local congregations: Anabaptist beliefs, 19;

importance of, 237-40; summary of,
1920-40, 241; uniqueness of each, 242;
Russlaender, 246-7, 265-8; Molotschna
in Kitchener, 252-3; description, 261;
needy widows and senior citizens, 380;
fees payable, 383

Loewen, Daniel, 449, 480

Magladery,T., 569-70
Manitoba: settlements prior to 1920, 6;
settlements in 1921, 9; public schools, 17,
95, 96-7, 101, 110;fundamentalist-
modernist debate, 85; attempts to crush
resistance, 101-2; school petitions, 108;
Mennonite immigrants to Latin America,
122; immigrant settlement districts, 191;
early purchases of large farms in, 203-4;
relationship between Russlaender and
Kanadier, 254-9; ministry services to
new settlements, 256-7; Mennonite
congregations, 1920-40, 241, 275-80;
Toews delegation, 315; approved entry of
refugees, 327; the depression, 350; co-op
movement, 361-7; individualism in, 369;
beginning dates of provincial
conferences, 405; fragmentation in
southern, 421 - 9, division of
Sommerfelder church, 428; Mennonite
population in 1921, 1931, and 1941,
605-6

Manitoba Bergthaler: origins of, 28;
public schools, 97, 109; relationship with
Brethren, 255, Waisenamt, 371-2;
differences between Sommerfelder and,
423

Manitoba Free Press, 126,318
Markhamer, 432-6, 448
Markham-Waterloo Conference, 434-5
marriage, 478
Martin, Ezra, 432, 434
McRoberts, Samuel, 120, 123
medical and hospital insurance, 380-1
medical corps, 571, 573
medical examinations, 164, 169,301
Mennonite Aid Union, 374-6
Mennonite Brethren in Christ: position of,

18- 19, 81, 84, elder, 24; conferences in
1920, 26; distinguished from Old
Mennonites, 26; congregational family,
28; evangelical fundamentalism, 32;
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fundamentalism, 55; opposition to
Russian migration, 165; English
language, 247; Russlaender, 248;
integration of immigrants, 402;
differences between Conference
Mennonites and, 403; Alliance spirit in
Ont., 403; provincial conferences, 405;
denominationalism, 408-10; educational
institutions, 4-15-16; young people, 448;
musical activities, 463; evangelism, 472-
3; cultural change, 505-6;
dispensationalism, 558; peace and
military matters, 567; alternative service
and medical corps option, 571; monarchy,
577

Mennonite Central Committee: relief work
inU.S.S.R.,37, 148,300,320-1,330;
settling refugees in Paraguay, 322

Mennonite Church and Modernism, The,
59,61

Mennonite Collegiate Institute, 18, 95, 414
Mennonite Colonization Board, 177, 313
Mennonite Conference of Ontario: origins
of, 25; fundamentalism, 63, 67;
"Constitution and Discipline," 71; dress
code, 70, 74-81; denominationalism,
407-8; evangelism, 473; high schools and
colleges, 482

"Mennonite Contract," 202
Mennonite Educational Institute, 95
Mennonite Executive Committee for

Colonization, ISO, 177
Mennonite General Conference. See
General Conference Mennonite Church
of North America

Mennonite Hospital Concordia, 381
Mennonite Immigration Aid, 194-6, 307
Mennonite Land Settlement Board, 191,

193-4, 197,399
Mennonite Mutual Benefit Association,
380-1

Mennonite periodicals, 57-8, 60, 166,
417, 517,559

Mennonite Refugee Church in Ontario,
253

Mennonite Welfare Board of Ontario, 378
Mennonites: world population of, in 1921,
2; summary of foreign missions, 334

mental hospitals, 418
Mexico: Reinlaender emigration to, 113-
20, 122, 127-8, 596; Russian

Mennonites, 150-1, 177; returnees from,
355-7

migrations: to Canada (1786- 1920), 4-6;
public school system, 109; land-seeking
delegations, 110-15, 120; to Mexico,
113-20, 122, 127-8; to Paraguay, 120-7;
consequences of, for those who remained,
123-4; of Russian Mennonites, 139,
155-79; U.S. quota system, 150; inter-
war period, 595, 596

militarism, 52, J64-71

military service: exemption from, 13;
Russian Mennonites emigrating to
Canada, 157; exemptions in U.S.S.R.,
301; returnees from Mexico, 355-6;
discussions of, 565-71; inter-Mennonite
meeting, 572-4

Miller, AlvinJ., 148, 200, 370
Miller, OrieO., 148,378
ministers: duties of, 72; Reiseprediger, 253,

256; upgrade qualifications, 486
minority groups: provincial education

policies, 99; public school system, 110
mission activity: reading circles, 458; Bible

schools, 471-2; of committees, 473
Mississippi: Reinlaender emigration, 111-
12

modernism: social gospel movement, 52-
3; Horsch's attack on, 59; Burkholder's
opposition to, 67; Derstine s view, 80;
inter-war period, 597

modernization: Old Order Mennonites,
430

Molotschna Brethren, 252
Munich Agreement, 544
musical instruments, 436, 466, 515
mutual aid organizations: Waisenamt,

370- 1; commercial insurance company,
374; secularization of, 374-80, medical
and hospital care, 380-1; burial aid
societies, 382-3

National Socialism, 548, 552-6
Netherlands: decline of nonresistance, 14;

Mennonites in post-war, 38; aid for
immigrants in Brazil, 330; General
Society of Anabaptists, 332-3

Neufeld, K.H., 463-4
New Mennonites. See Mennonite Brethren
in Christ

nonconformity: importance of, 62-3;
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prescribed manner of dress, 70, 510-15;
Old Order Mennonites, 431;
Markhamer, 436; doctrine of, 507-9;
negative aspects of, 509; protection of
worship service, 515; worldly
amusements, 515; life insurance, 515;
labour unions, 516; certain businesses off
limits, 516; misrepresentation in
business, 516-17; Old Mennonites'
emphasis on, J 17

nonresistance: Anabaptist beliefs, 13;
decline of, 14; distinguished from
pacifism, 62; S.F. Coffman, 67; Home
Defence, 146; discussions of, 554, 564-
71; inter-Mennonite conference, 574;
inter-war period, 598

Non-Resistant Relief Organization, S6S
North American Bruderthaler Conference,
27

North Kildonan, Man.: emergence of, 189
Northern District ofMennonite Brethren

Churches of North America:
reorganization of the Board, 400, 401,
408- 10; Sunday schools, 453, evangelists,
473; issues of peace and war, 570- 1

Old Mennonite Conference of Ontario:
outline of, 407-8; unionism, 516;
dispensationalism, 558-9

Old Mennonites: position of, 18-19, 30,
81; conferences in 1920, 25;
fundamentalism, 50, 56-63; Goshen
College, 60, 61; dress regulations, 70;
gains from Old Order Mennonites, 79;
congregations in western Canada, 81-2;
Amish Mennonites more progressive
than, 82-3; public schools in Sask., 98;
English language, 247;
denominationalism, 407-8; Sunday
schools, 451; singing schools, 467;
literature programs, 481; cultural change,
506-7; nonconformity emphasis of, 517;
militarism and disarmament, 565-6

Old Order Amish, 26, 30, 247
Old Order Mennonites: position of, 18-

19, 81; conferences in 1920, 26;
conservatism of, 30; language used when
Russlaender arrived, 247; mutual aid,
376; resistance to change, 429-31;
location of, 432; in U.S.A., 433

Ontario: settlements prior to 1920, 6;

settlements in 1921, 6-7, 8;
encroachment of worldly culture, 18;
fundamentalism, 63-9; Russian

Mennonites, 17^-6; resistance to
urbanization, 188; immigrant settlement
districts, 191; Reesor, 219-22, Russian
Mennonite settlements in, 222-3, 224;
Russlaender in, 251 -3; Mennonite
congregations, 1920-40, 241, 269-74;
the depression, 3JO; co-op movement,
360; beginning dates of provincial
conferences, 405; fragmentation in
southern, 429-36, Mennonite population
in 1921,1931, and 1941,604-5

Ontario Amish Mennonite Conference,
408

Ontario Conference of Mennonite

Brethren Churches, 403-4
Ontario Mennonite Bible School, 69, 471

Paraguay: emigration to, 120-7; refugees
settle in, 322-3, 327; colonies founded in,
596

peace movements, 61-2
Peace River District, 214-18,354-5
Peniel Bible School, 2^5, 416
Plymouth Brethren, 53, 54
Predicted Departure from the Faith, The, 67
Priestley, Norman F., 315, 357
private schools. See church-sponsored
schools

prohibitionist movement, 52
prosecutions: school attendance, 103
provincial conferences, 405
provincial denominationalism, 406
public opinion: towards migration, 309-

15; negative response of provincial
governments, 318; understanding of
Mennonite culture, 499

public schools: in Man., 95, 96-7, 101; in
Sask., 98, 103; Canadianization, 99;
objections to, 100;inAlta., 101, 3i4;
minority groups, 110; distorted popular
perceptions, 3 13; incident in Coaldale,
357-8; climate for change, 425-6; inter-
war period, 596

Quiring, Walter, 522, 551, 552, 553-4

racial identification: with Germany, 524-
5; of Canadian Mennonites in census
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years 1931, 1941, 526; delegates at
international conference, 527

radios, 436

Railways Agreement, 154
reading circles, 4i8
Reesor, Ont., 155, 219-22, 359
Reformed Mennonites, 26, 30

Reimer,C.W., 21^-17
Reinlaender: origins of, 27; opposition to

public schools, 97, 98, 102, 109; purpose
of their schools, 105; land-seeking
delegations, 110-12; emigration to
Mexico, 113-20; liquidation of holdings,
118-19; consequences for those who
remained, 124; returnees from Mexico,
355-7; church remnants in Man. and
Sask.,424-5

Reiseprediger, 253, 256
Retseschuld, 384-5
relief work: for Mennonites in U.S.S.R.,
37, 147-8, 300, 330; during the
depression, 350- 1

religious beliefs: need for land, 2,3;
refusal to bear arms, 13; educational
autonomy, 17; localized congregational
community, 19; corporate personality,
29-32; social gospel movement, 51 -2;
fundamentalist movement, 53-4, 57;
nonconformity, 62; Amish, 83-4;
Reinlaender, 115-16; intimate

congregation, 241
Rempel, Cornelius, 113-14
Rempel, Johann G., 500, 527
Rhineland Agricultural Society, 362-4
Rhineland Consumers Co-operative Ltd.,
364

Rosenorter, 28, 98, 260-1
Rosthern Board. See Central Mennonite

Immigrant Committee
Roth, Herman, 412-13
Royal Visit of 1939, 576-7
Rudnerweider, 428-9, 448
Russia. See Soviet Union
Russian Mennonites: effect of Russian

Revolution, 37, 142, 144; relief work for,
37, 147-8, 300, 330; achievements of, in
U.S.S.R., 141 -2; German occupation,
145; reign of terror, 145-6; Home
Defence, 146; typhus, 146-7; Study
Commission, 147; Union of Citizens of
Dutch Ancestry, 149; U.S. efforts, 150;

Mexico, 150-1, 177 .Canada's suitability,
152; Canadian efforts on behalf of, 156;
interest of CPR in, 1^8-9; contracts with
CPR, 160-2, 173, 177-8; conditions of
immigration, 162; delays, 163-4; reasons
for opposition to, 166-7; problem of
detained, 170-1; adjustment to new life,
172-3; of lesser means, 174; Ont.'s
contribution, 175-6; emigration policy
changed, 178; cash and credit passengers,
178; employment, 188; agricultural
communities, 190; immigrant settlement
districts, 191; CPR settlement policy,
192; CNR settlement policy, 195-6;
competition for, 196-7; settlement in
wilderness lands, 197; former Mennonite
reserve lands, 198-9; purchase oflarge
farms, 200-6; Battleford Block, 207;
immigrant settlements in Man., 208-9;
Coaldale experiment, 209, 211-14;
immigrant settlements in Sask., 210-11,
Peace River District, 214-15; immigrant
settlements in Alta. ,216; settlement at
Reesor, 219-22; immigrant settlements
inOnt., 223-3, 224; immigrant
settlements in B.C., 223-6; effect on

Canadian Mennonite population, 241;
conditions for, in U.S.S.R., 298-302,
kulaks, 301; flocked to Moscow, 303-6,
319-20, 327; Germany helped refugees,
320-2; Paraguay, 322-3; approved entry
in western Canada, 327-8; physical and
psychological hardship, 329; Great
Purge, 329; appreciation of Germany,
549; inter-war period, 597

Russian Revolution, 37, 142, 144
Russlaender: Kanadier and, 243-4, 417;
American Mennonites, 244; Swiss
Mennonites, 244-7; differences among,
247-8; congregational types, 248;
differences between Conference churches

and Brethren churches, 250- 1 ; in Ont.,
251-3; in Man., 254-9; in Sask., 2J9-63;
in Alta., 263-4; churches in settlements,
264, in B.C., 264-5; description of
congregational life, 265-8; threat
presented by, 3J3; co-op movement,
360- 1, 367; foreclosure action by
National Trust, 369-70; universal levies,
383, institutionalism, 398; developed
effective organizations, 399; co-operation
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between families, 401; integration of
Brethren, 402; new vigour among
Conference Mennonites, 413; literary
dominance by, 417; young people, 448;
Sunday schools, 452; literary societies,
459; musical activities, 462-4; venereal
disease, 476; masturbation, 476, archives,
503; preservation of German language,
517-18, 52 8; use of Russian and
Ukrainian, 519; German ethnic or racial
connection, 522-9; political dimension of
pro-Germanism, 548-56; alternative
service, 573

salesmanship, 516-17
Saskatchewan: settlements prior to 1920, 6;

settlements in 1921,9, 10; public schools,
17, 98, fundamentalist-modernist debate,
85; school attendance prosecutions, 103;
school petition, 108; Mennonite
immigrants to Latin America, 122;
Russian immigrants, 172-3; immigrant
settlement districts, 191; early purchases
of large farms in, 204; immigrant
settlements in, 210- 11; Russlaender and
Kanadier, 259-63; Mennonite
congregations in, 1920-40, 241, 281-5;
negative public reaction to immigrants,
309-10; Friesen-Braun trials, 311-13;
Ku Klux Klan, 3 14; Toews delegation,
315; approved entry of refugees, 327; the
depression, 348, 349; beginning dates of
provincial conferences, 405; Mennonite
population in 1921, 1931, and 1941, 606

Saskatchewan Bergthaler: origins of, 27;
clash of conservative and progressive
forces, 31; public schools, 98; land-
seeking delegations, 120; emigration to
Paraguay, 120-7; attitude towards
Russlaender, 353

Saskatchewan Relief Commission, 350
Saskatoon Phoenix, 126, 172-3
secularization: of Mennonite mutual aid

organizations, 374-80
Seelsorge, 267-8
separatism: forms of, 503, 545; inter-war

period, 595, 596
settlement policy: CPR, 192; CNR, 195;

wilderness lands, 197; former Mennonite
reserve lands, 198-9, purchase of large
farms, 200-6; "Mennonite Contract,"

202; brush land, 206-7; Coaldale
experiment, 209, 211 -14; Peace River
District, 215; Northern Ontario, 219-22;
inter-Mennonite endeavours, 419

sex education, 475-8

Siemens, J.J., 363-6, 480-1
Simons, Menno, 13, 51, 299, 332
singing schools, 467
Snider, Jonas, 76, 78
soc ial gospel movement, 51-2,61-2
social separatism, 503
Society Concordia, 381-2
Sommerfelder Mennonite Church: origins

of, 27; clash of conservative and
progressive forces, 31-2; public schools,
97,98, 109; legal proceedings, 107;land-
seeking delegations, 120; emigration to
Paraguay, 120-7; Waisenamt, 372-3;
differences between Man. Bergthaler
and, 423; resisted new movement, 427;
division of, 428

Soviet Union: Reinlaender emigration
from. 117; achievement ofMennonites
in, 141-2; refused to admit doctors, 164,
168; attitude towards emigration changed,
178; communal features of settlements,
201; conditions for Mennonites in, 298-
302; shift of mind on refugees, 305-6;
physical and psychological hardship for
Mennonites, 329; Great Purge, 329

SteinbachPost,A\~l, 517, 532

Stirling Avenue Mennonite Church, 78,
79

suffrage movement, 52
Sunday schools, 451-4
Swiss-South German Mennonites: arrival

of, 4; encroachment of worldly culture,
18; in Canada in 1920, 22; congregational
families, 25, connection between, in
Canada and U.S.A., 36; cultural group,
242; Russlaender, 244-7; leaders try to
correct public opinion, 318; new
community in Ont., 432-6; young
people, 448; Sunday schools, 451; Young
People's Bible Meeting, 4U-5,
congregational singing, 465

Tabor College, 415-16
telephones, 79, 430-1
temperance movement, 52
Toews, David: fundamentalist-modernist
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debate, 84; work on behalf of Mennonites
in U.S.S.R., 140, 156, 299; background
of, 151; military exemption for Russian
Mennonites, 157; plans for immigration,
157-8; obligations of contract, 161-2;
antagonism towards, 166, 167-8;
detained immigrants, 170- 1; appeal to
Ont., 175; CNR settlement business, 195;
services of ministry for new settlements,
257; Rosenorter congregation, 261,
approached King about changing
immigration policy, 309; Friesen-Braun
trials, 312; efforts to convert attitudes of
provincial governments, 315-16; report
on immigration, 324; international relief,
331, German-EngIish Academy, 383;
reorganization of the Board, 399, 400-1;
highly respected by Mennonite Brethren,
409- 10; independence movement in
Eigenheim, 412; cultural affairs
committee, 420; world conference, 420;
young people, 448; appreciation of
Germany, 549; military service, 572-3;
loyalty to Canada, 575

Toews, John B., 56, 144
Toronto: dress code controversy, 73-4
total abstinence, 515
trachoma, 171
tracts: distribution of, 472
transportation debt, 197, 384-5, 400
Tucker,Joseph R., 323
Turner Statement, 566

typhus, 146-7

Ukraine, 141, 145,556
Union of Citizens ofDutch Ancestry, 149,
300

unions, 52, 516
United Church of Canada, 50, 212-13,
484

United Mennonite Church in Ontario, 253
United States: fundamentalism in, 52-6;

immigration policy, 150
Unruh, Abram H., 244, 255
Unruh, Arthur H., 196,221,448
Unruh, Benjamin H.: work on behalf of

Russian Mennonites, 140; All-Russian
Mennonite Congress, 143, leader of
Study Commission, 147; obtained

permission from German government,
168; cause of refugees presented in
Berlin, 305; proponentof German ethnic
or racial connection, 522-3

urbanization: dress codes, 73-4; resistance
to, in Ont., 188; emergence of North
Kildonan, 189; young people, 474

venereal disease, 476

Victoria Daily Times, 126,318
voting privileges: in Russlaender

congregations, 239, 267

Waisenamt, 370-4

Weaverland Conference, 433-4
Weber, U.K., 74-5, 78
Western Canada Colonization Association,
191

Winnipeg Board. See Mennonite
Immigration Aid

women: suffrage for, 52; dress code,70,
73-5, 511-12, 514; voting privileges in
Russlaender congregations, 239, 267;
dress of Russlaender, 245; Queen
Victoria bonnet," 433; contribution as

mother, 450; reading circles, 458;
marriage, 478

world conferences, 332-6, 420
worldly amusements, 51 S
worship service: protection of, 515

w'

Yoder, Edward, 507, 546-7
young people: approaches to winning,

447-50; importance of home life, 450;
description of young men's society, 454;
Young People's Bible Meeting, 454-5;
literary societies, 455-8, 459; reading
circles, 458; Jugendverein, 459-60;
movements, 460- 1; character education,
461-2; musical activities, 462-7; Bible
schools, 469-72; missionary activity, 471;
evangelism, 472-4; distribution of tracts,
472; girls' homes in cities, 474-J; sex
education, 475-8; marriage, 478;
vocations for, 479-80; literature
programs, 481 -2; secondary and post-
secondary education, 482-6; assessment
of efforts to keep, 487

Young People's Bible Meeting, 454-5
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